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FOREWORD

It is now fashionable, among some biologists as well as among
popular writers, to declare that we are witnessing a revolution in
biology. This is perhaps a little more melodramatic than the facts
warrant, unless you are prepared to stretch the argument to mean
that biology has been in a state of permanent revolution for more
than a century, since Darwin.It is, of course, indisputable that the
advances, particularly in molecular biology, have been spectacular,
especially in the postwar period. We may go so far as to surmise
that the mid-twentieth century will stand in the history of science
as the time when biology forged ahead to become an equal of the
physical sciences, which dominated thescientific scene for centuries,
at least from Galileo to Einstein. The philosophical and methodo-
logical foundations of biology have not, however, been changed by
recent discoveries. These foundations continue to be the Descartian
mechanistic reductionism and the Darwinian evolutionistic com-
positionism., Both are equally important in the molecular and in
the organismic level biology.
Whatof the future? It is generally safe to expect that most excit-

ing scientific discoveries will be made in most unexpected places.
It does not, however, follow that scientists should study things at
random, in the hope that something interesting may turn up. On
the contrary, scientists endeavor to gain knowledge and under-
standing in order to guide them to problems most likely to yield
new knowledge and new understanding. In the biological sciences,
investigations on the molecular level are at present attracting most
attention, most money, and most students. And yet in recent years
there has also been some vigorous growth in the studies of animal
behavior, particularly of genetics and behavior. The interest and
importance of such studies are evident. After all we, men, are
animals, though a very special kind of animal. Human behavior is
an outgrowth, or a uniquely specialized form, of animal behavior.
Understanding the behavior of simpler creatures may help us better
to understand human behavior, even if the difference will prove to
be quantitatively so large as to amount to a qualitative difference.
The genetics and evolution of behavior are at the same time very

old and very new subjects of study. Man has been associated with
his domesticated animals so closely and for so long that he could
not fail to be impressed by the individual and breed differences in
behavior. The individual and group differences in the behavior of
humans are also too strikingly obvious to escape notice. Yet it is
only quite recently that reasonably precise quantitative methods
for analytic, rather than anecdotic, description of these differences
have been found. This book edited by Professor Hirsch is concerned
with these methods and with the results of their application.
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x FOREWORD

Although it is a collective work of nineteen authors,it is unlike so

many symposium volumes in which the different chapters are

disparate both in the level of scientific preparation they assume in

the reader, and too often also in the style and quality of the writing.

This collective effort has evidently been very carefully planned and

coordinated. Were the names of the authors not indicated at the

beginning of each chapter, one might perhaps take the book as a

whole for a systematic presentation by a single extraordinarily ver-

satile writer.
Theodosius Dobzhansky

The Rockefeller University



PREFACE

In the summerof 1959 I proposed holding a conference on heredity
and behavior to R. C. Tryon and G. E. McClearn. The correspond-
ence between himself and B. E. Ginsburg that McClearn imme-
diately showed us made it clear that several people had been
thinking along the samelines.

After consultation with the National Science Foundation and the
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences, a committee
consisting of Benson E. Ginsburg, Jerry Hirsch ( chairman), and
Gerald E. McClearn, later joined by Howard F. Hunt, was formed
to make arrangements for one or more meetings.

A

list of prospective
participants and a tentative agenda were proposed, and in due time
financial support for two meetings was obtained from the National
Science Foundation. Invitations were extended, a detailed agenda
was prepared, and two 3-week meetings were held in August, 1961,
and in August, 1962, at the Center for Advanced Study in the Be-
havioral Sciences, Stanford, California.
At the conference a rich fund of information, both technical and

general, was exchanged. Occasionally almost an entire day was de-
voted to detailed discussion of research from a single laboratory.
Other days the work of several laboratories was discussed. Atstill
other sessions, panels of specialists reviewed formal knowledge,
theoretical issues, and methodological problems in genetics, in be-
havior study, and in behavior genetics. That the meetings afforded
us all an oportunity to learn surprisingly more than we had antici-
pated was the consensus of the participants. To quote one of the
conferees, “Diversity without acrimony was the strength of the
conference.”

Participants in one or both of the meetings are listed below:

Gordon Allen David Yi-Yung Hsia
Peter Broadhurst | Howard F. Hunt
Jan H. Bruell John A. King
Ernst W. Caspari Daniel S. Lehrman
L. Erlenmeyer-Kimling Gardner Lindzey
Benson E. Ginsburg Aubrey Manning
David A. Hamburg Gerald E. McClearn
Eckhard H. Hess R. C. Roberts
Jerry Hirsch Walter C. Rothenbuhler

William R. Thompson

In addition, about a score more people then at the Center for
Advanced Study, Stanford University, the University of California,
San Jose State College, or temporarily visiting the area were in-
vited to participate at individual sessions. They contributed in an
important way to the success of the discussions.
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xii PREFACE

As a direct result of those meetings, two possibilities initially put

forward in the conference proposal as tentative suggestions have

now been realized. First, a summerinstitute in behavior genetics,

in which several of us participated as teachers, was organized in

1964 for students of biology and the social sciences. It received

financial support from the Training Branch of the National Institute

of Mental Health and was administered at the University of Cali-

fornia, Berkeley, by G. E. McClearn, under the sponsorship of the

Committee on Genetics and Behavior (now called Biological Bases

of Social Behavior) of the Social Science Research Council (the

two previous summer meetings had played an important role in

launching that SSRC committee, as well). Second, the group repre-

sented in this volume undertook to make more generally available

the material it now contains.

Lastly, I wish to acknowledge my debt to Mrs. Gayleen Andrews

for her great care in seeing this volume through all its phases from

typescript to index and to Professor Harry F. Harlow forhis critical

reading of the manuscript and for his valuable suggestions about

its organization.
Jerry Hirsch
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(J The nature of the effect of genetics upon behavior is one of the basic prob-
lems of psychology, in that no . . . explanation of behavior is complete without
heredity. It is also one of the basic problemsof biology. ... No theory of evolu-
tion of animals is complete without a consideration of behavior . . . (Scott, 1964)

INTRODUCTION

Behavior-genetic analysis is the approach to the study of organisms and
their behavior that combines the concepts and methods of genetic analysis,
based on knowledgeor control of ancestry, with the concepts and methods
of behavioral analysis from psychology and ethology, based on knowledge
or control of experience (see pp. 425-426).

Prior to the Roots of Behavior symposium (Science, 130:1344, 1959)
and the volume resulting from it (Bliss, 1962), the pattern of thinking
that motivated most behavioral-science research was pre-Mendelian, in
fact pre-Darwinian—what Mayr (1959) so aptly calls typological think-
ing. There was neither an appreciation of genotypic diversity nor ofits
relationship to those ubiquitous “individual differences” that were buried
in the error term of too often inappropriate statistical analyses. Further-
more, many who learned textbook genetics, even those who actively
studied genetics and behavior, couched their interpretations of relations
between heredity and behavior in the causality-laden reductionistic ter-
minology that characterizes physiology and physiological psychology.
Wherethe physiologist uncovered the hormonal, neuronal, etc. (causal)
bases of behavior, others now searched for the genetics of behavior
(Hirsch, 1964, 1965, 1967).

It will be apparent from much that appears in this volume, however,
that a typological-reductionist-causal terminology still has a high associa-

tion value in our collective verbal-habit hierarchies. Nevertheless, the

cumulative effect of the thinking and research that have become behavior

genetics is leading us wherever possible (with allowancesfor the fallibility
of human memoryand fluencyof expression) to eschew naive reductionism.

Inspired by the triumphs of Newtonian mechanics physiologists, psy-

chologists, and more recently ethologists embarked upon a causal analysis

of behavior. Their conceptual model was that of the machine whose

operations are to be explained in terms of the functioning of the compo-

nent parts. While the operations of a machinecertainly are to be explained

in terms of its component parts, today we realize both the uniqueness
and the diversity of the “machines” that are studied in the biosocial

sciences. The characteristics of their components vary throughout popula-
tions and across species. Every individual is unique—a fact which today

is perfectly well understood within the framework of mechanistic science
(see Hirsch, 1962, 1963). Individual uniqueness is the ontogenetic result
of the particular balance of components whicharises first of all because
of a unique genetic endowment at conception (monozygotes excepted)

and then because of an idiosyncratic developmental history (monozygotes
included).

Our failure to appreciate sooner the limitations of the typological-
reductionist approach can be attributed, among other things, to (1) the

XV



xvi BEHAVIOR-GENETIC ANALYSIS

long fight required to establish the validity of mechanistic analysis and

to eliminate vitalism and (2) the heredity-environment controversy and

the fight to win recognition for the new science of genetics, which, when

first established, fell directly in line with the prevailing typological-

reductionist pattern of thinking. Before we understood the concepts of

population genetics, it might be that we were incapable of appreciating

the limitations of the traditional thought pattern. Later it was also neces-

sary to exonerate genetics of responsibility for the more unsavory aspects

of the eugenics movement and the claims made on its behalf by elitists,

racists, and fascists, all the while guarding against the dangers of a

rampant environmentalism that led to Lysenkoism.

This volume considers several of the kinds of knowledge, both sub-

stantive and formal, on which behavior-genetic analyses must be based.

It presents neither an introduction to a so-called field, nor a comprehen-

sive summary of its literature, nor a review of human research and its

methodology. Those tasks have been performed by Fuller and Thompson’s

pioneering text (1960; see reviews by Caspari, 1961a, and by Hirsch,

196la) and by the volume under Vandenberg’s editorship (1965) that

resulted from the 3-day Louisville conference organized at the suggestion

of R. B. Cattell.

Part I places behavior study in an evolutionary perspective. We con-

sider the behavioral changes that reflect evolution and therole of behavior

as a factor in evolution. Caspari distinguishes two problemsin the study

of evolution: analysis of the mechanisms responsible for the changes that

comprise evolution and reconstruction of the sequences of forms that

have appeared. Washburn and Shirek present a discussion of human

evolution that stresses the importance of tool use, both in the evolution

of bipedalism among the primates and in the development of man’s large
brain—a valuable example of the feedback relation between behavior and
our gene pool. King considers the relations of ecological and develop-
mental genetics to mammalian behavior and, most importantly, the kind
of feedback from behavioral variation to the gene pool that is now
amenable to investigation. Manning examines the literature on behavioral

evolution in insects, emphasizing howallelic differences could effect small
changes in nervous thresholds. And Rothenbuhler’s discussion focuses on
the Hymenoptera. It provides a detailed survey of an extensive literature
dealing with bee genetics and bee behavior as well as a description of
his own elegant analysis of two genes involved in hygienic behavior.

Part II considers the mechanisms that intervene between genes and
behavioral phenotypes. Caspari reviews fundamental aspects of gene
activity as well as developments relating the genome to neuronalactivity
and to memory. Ginsburg describes research strategies for behavior-
genetic analyses, using as illustrations work from his laboratory on the
relations between audiogenic seizures, heredity, and the morphology and
histochemistry of the hippocampus. Next, Hamburg examinesthe rela-
tions of hormone metabolism (adrenocortical) to heredity and to psy-
chological stress. And Hsia discusses inborn errors of metabolism as the
natural units involved in several human behavioral phenotypes. Then,
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Eugene Roberts develops a model of the synapse which he relates to
significant studies of the chemicals involved in nervous transmission.

Because of the complexity of behavior and because polygenic systems
are implicated in many complex phenotypes, Part III is an exposition of
quantitative genetic analysis. R. C. Roberts begins with an extensive re-
view of the fundamentals of quantitative genetics. Next, for geotaxis,
Hirsch describes behavior-genetic analysis at the chromosome level of
organization. Then, Bruell and Broadhurst discuss the analysis of quan-
titative traits in populations and describe the diallel method, with Bruell
showing the evolutionary implications in behavior-genetic data. In doing
so, Bruell examines the relations between inbreeding and heterosis and
between laboratory populations and natural populations.

Part IV deals with conceptual and methodological issues of general
import. In Genes, Generality, and Behavioral Research, McClearn dis-
cusses some limitations on the scope of the inferences that we can make.
He relates them to ourability to specify and control the biological makeup
of the organisms whose behavior we study. Then, from the point of view
of modern biometry, DeFries makes a retrospective evaluation of the
extant literature on experimental behavior-genetic analyses for quantita-
tive traits. R. C. Roberts shows the interesting opportunities that behavior
study now offers to genetics. Thompson considers some important dif-
ferences between behavior genetics and other kinds of genetics and how
they may be related to our understanding of the complexities of per-
sonality and intelligence. Then, Spuhler and Lindzey examine the race
concept and present their evaluation of its place in the study of behavior.

Finally, the last chapter provides a fundamental and completely gen-
eral treatment of race (p. 431), an overview and, it is hoped, syn-
thesizing commentary on the place of behavior-genetic analysis in the
biosocial sciences.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION TO PART | AND REMARKS ON EVOLUTIONARY
ASPECTS OF BEHAVIOR
Ernst W. Caspari

Introduction

General theory of evolution

The role of behavior in selection and speciation

The phylogeny of behavior

Concluding remarks oO
O
D
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W
W

INTRODUCTION

(all biological phenomena can be considered from two points of view:
mechanism and evolution. These two points of view do not exclude
each other, and both should be considered in the complete analysis
of any biological phenomenon.It is therefore necessary that one part
of this book should be devoted to the evolutionary aspects of behavior.

The theory of evolution has been one of the main pillars on which
the structure of biological theory has been erected. It deals funda-
mentally with two interrelated problems. First, the mechanisms by

which evolution proceeds must be described, analyzed, and experi-
mentally confirmed. Secondly, the evolutionary history of the species
that exist now and have existed in the past has to be reconstructed.
While these two goals of the theory of evolution are conceptually

closely interrelated, the methods used for the study of the two aspects

are so different that it is convenient to distinguish them from each

other by the use of different terms. | shall therefore restrict the word

evolution to the analysis of evolutionary mechanisms and use for the

study of the history of species and other taxonomic categories the word

phylogeny.
The mechanisms by which evolution proceeds are now reasonably

well established. The theory, which was originally developed by mathe-
matical models, is supported by a large amount of experimental and
observational evidenceJThe theory and the supporting evidence have
been collected and integrated in numerous books, of which those by
Dobzhansky (1962) and by Mayr (1963) should be mentioned here,
since both contain a large amount of material on the topics discussed
tn this book.

GENERAL THEORY OF EVOLUTION

The modern theory of evolution is based on our knowledge of the
behavior of genes in populations. The basic conceptual advance in this
field was the recognition that a sexually reproducing population, a
‘‘Mendelian”’ population, can be regarded as a collection of genes, a

3



4 BEHAVIOR-GENETIC ANALYSIS

gene pool, in which the genes are reshuffled every generation. It is

therefore possible to abstract from the individuals that are, so to

speak, attached to the genes and to describe the population in terms

of gene frequencies in the gene pool.

The basic facts of population genetics are so well known that it

appears unnecessary to repeat them here. Suffice it to state that

evolutionary processes, under the theory of population genetics, may

be defined as changes in the composition of the gene pool in time.

From an evolutionary point of view, it is therefore most important to

recognize the mechanisms by which the frequency of genes in a gene

pool can be altered. Several mechanisms have been proposed and

demonstrated, but among these natural selection is of such paramount

importance that it is sufficient to consider only this aspect in these

introductory remarks.

Natural selection, in its most general form, can be expressed as

the fact that usually two alleles of the same gene are not transmitted

to successive generations with the same frequency. The probability of

one allele’s being transmitted to the next generation, as compared with

its partner, is designated as its ‘‘adaptive value.’’ The adaptive value

of any gene is dependent on the phenotypic characteristics that it

imparts on its carriers in homozygous and heterozygous conditions. If

the adaptive value of one of the homozygotes is highest, the corre-

sponding allele will be favored by natural selection, and the other

allele will be gradually eliminated. If the heterozygote is superior in
adaptive value to either homozygote (‘‘heterosis’’) both alleles will be
kept in the gene pool, and a stable genetic polymorphism will result.

The adaptive value of a gene is not constant. It depends on environ-

mental factors and on the other genes present in the same population,

its genotypic milieu. Therefore, changes in environmental conditions will

generally introduce changes in the adaptive value of some of the genes
present in the population. They will, therefore, if continued, lead to

changes in the composition of the gene pool, i.e., according to our

earlier definition, to evolutionary changes. These evolutionary changes

are generally in an adaptive direction; i.e., the resulting new gene pool

will have a higherfitness in the new environment,will be better adapted,

than the old gene pool had been. It is important to realize that genetic

adaptation of this type can proceed with considerable speed, provided

the selective pressure is sufficiently strong and the generation time

of the organism sufficiently short. Examples are the rapid adaptation of

many insect species to insecticides, as observed in nature, and the

cases of evolutionary changes of populations induced in the laboratory
aE a Maret err

 

While we generally assume a one-to-one relationship between gene

and phenotypic character, this holds strictly only for those characters

which are, in a developmental sense, ‘‘close’’ to the gene, e.g., protein

structure and the constitution of cell surface antigens. (See chapter on

gene action.) All other characters are influenced by several genes,

frequently by a large number. Such polygenic systems are thoroughly

discussed in Part Ill. At this point, it should be mentioned only that
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the genetic control of a character in a population depends on the
genetic structure of the population rather than on the genetic nature
of the character itself. If, for instance, a particular character is de-
pendent on a certain numberof genes, only one of which is represented
in a particular population by a pair of alleles, the others being
homozygous, then it would appear that the genetic variation of the
character in this population was depending on this one gene pair. In
other populations of the same species, however, a different gene or
more than one gene might be present in several allelic forms. It should
be obvious that these populations would react in genetically different
ways if the same selective pressure were exerted on them. Different
genes or gene complexes becomefixed in different populations. There-
fore, the result of selective pressure on a gene pool depends as much
on theinitial potentialities of the gene pool as it does on the quality of
the selective stimulus.

Since many characters, as described by morphological or behavioral
methods, are dependent on polygenic systems of genes, the relation of
these genes to each otherin the production of the phenotypic character
is interesting. This matter is discussed by others in Part III. In the
present context it is of importance to note that the effects of different
genes on a complex character such as adaptive value are by no means
always additive, but the interaction is frequently much more complex.
What is meant by the above statementis that the effect of a particular
gene does not depend only on the environment but also on the other
genes present in the same population, the genetic milieu. A certain
gene may have a favorable effect in the presence of some specific
other genes in the population, but not of all others. The case of
hygienic behavior of the honeybee described by Rothenbuhler (Chapter
offers a particularly simple example of this fact. Neither one of the
two genes involved would, byitself, alter the fitness of the population
in the presence of a damaging environmental factor, infection with
Bacillus cereus. But both genes in combination greatly increase the
fitness of the population. These two genes offer, therefore, a perfect
example of what Dobzhansky has called ‘‘coadaptive gene complexes.’’
Selection for coadaptive gene complexes, coadaptation, appears to be
the rule in natural selection, and selection for individual genes may be
regarded as a borderline case, interesting because of its simplicity but
frequently confusing because it omits the complicating systemic nature
of the gene pool.

The main principle of evolutionary theory is therefore simple as far
as individual pairs of alleles are concerned, but it becomes highly
complex when whole gene pools are taken into account. The reaction
of a particular population to a specified selective stimulus is not pre-
dictable unless the total constitution of the gene pool is known, which
cannot be accomplished in practice. Even if it were known, there is
some doubt whetherthe reaction of the gene pool would be completely
predictable-Dobzhansky-anePaviovsky;-to53)--

The discussion up to this point has dealt with evolutionary changes
which lead to adaptation of the population to changes in the environ-
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ment. Another aspect of evolutionary changes, that of speciation, must

be mentioned. Speciation consists in the breakup of a gene pool into

two discrete gene pools, species. The mechanisms involved and the

consequences of the process have been exhaustively and brilliantly

discussed by Mayr (1963). It is sufficient to indicate here that spe-

ciation, by definition, is dependent on the occurrenceof a mating barrier

inside a population which inhibits the exchange of genes between groups

of members of the original population. This mating barrier may be

geographical, ecological, physiological, behavioral, or of several other

types. The mechanism does not matter, as long as gene exchange is

inhibited or at least greatly diminished. The two resulting gene pools

will differentiate along different lines, giving rise to different species.

The two aspects of living organisms mentioned, their adaptedness to

the environments in which they live and their division into reproduc-

tively isolated species, are very striking to every observer of nature.

Both of these phenomenafind their answer only in the context of the

theory of evolution. They constitute indeed the most serious problems

with which workers in this field are concerned at the present time.

%
Sa t
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THE ROLE OF BEHAVIOR IN —
SELECTION AND SPECIATION
Adaptive value, as defined in the preceding section, is a highly complex

character which embraces almost all the characters and activities of

an organism. In order to analyze it further, Wright (1949) has divided

it into three components: viability, defined as the probability of

a genotype’s surviving to reproductive age; fertility, the probability of

a genotype’s producing offspring; and fecundity, the average number

of offspring contributed by a genotype to the next generation. To these

three components, Spiess and Langer (1961, 1964) have added rate

of development and maturation for mating. While the influence of

these components depends to a large degree on the ecological con-

ditions in which the organism lives, there is no doubt that they may

be in some cases important factors of fitness, as shown by Spiess and

Langer for some chromosome rearrangements of Drosophila persimilis.

The behavior of an animal may be related to several of the above

mentioned components of fitness. It would be expected to be espe-

cially effective in the determination of the first two components. The

effectiveness of mating is obviously very important for the fertility of

crossbreeding organisms, and mating behavior constitutes its main

determinant in free-living animals. Considerable attention has therefore

been given by population geneticists and evolutionists to the genetic

determination of mating behavior, particularly in insects, and the

chapter by Manning quotes numerous examples. It may be stated here

only that in the investigation of the adaptive value of mutants it has

frequently turned out that their pleiotropic effects on mating behavior

rather than on viability are the predominant cause of their lowered

fitness.

It may also be expected that viability is to a certain degree de-
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pendent on behavioral characters. Behavior is an active way by which
an animal adapts to its environment. Behavior leads to the active
selection of favorable habitats and food sources and to escape from
dangers such as enemies. Examples are given in all chapters in Part |,
but it appears that the genetic determination of this aspect, possibly
because it appears so obvious, has not been investigated as thoroughly
and systematically as mating behavior in insects. On the other hand, it
appears that behavioral characters will have less influence on fecundity
and rate of development, which do not involve strong interaction with
the environment.

The influence of a gene on behavioral characters may, then, con-
stitute a major factor in its adaptive value and may determine whether
a particular allele will be kept in the population or eliminated. On the
other hand, the genetically determined characteristic behavior of a
Species may have a strong influence on its ecology and population
Structure. Behavioral characters, therefore, in turn, influence the struc-
ture of a gene pool andits potentialities for change. This point has
been elaborated in the chapter by King and does not need any further
discussion here.

Mention should be made of the modifiability of behavior. It is well
known that behavior of an individual can be modified by environmental
conditions and particularly by previous stimuli and behavioral activities
of the same animal. Complex learning in its various forms is often
assumed to berestricted to the higher vertebrates, but the chapter by
Rothenbuhler gives impressive examples of learning by bees. Neverthe-
less, modifiability of behavior by learning is particularly pronounced
in mammals and birds. There is good evidence for a genetic determina-
tion of learning ability. But the evolutionary implications do not seem
to have been extensively studied.

Seiger and Kemperman (unpublished) have therefore recently in-
vestigated, by means of theoretical models, the possible influence of
imprinting in birds on evolutionary processes. They make the simplifying
assumptions that birds mate only with partners who phenotypically
resemble their parents on which they have been imprinted in early
life and that similarity or dissimilarity is determined by one pair of
alleles for which the population is polymorphic, e.g., a color gene. It
turns out that this situation leads to the breakup of the population into
two separate populations, each one homozygous for one of the two
alleles, i.e., to speciation. It is not clear whether such an oversimplified
model has any direct bearing on situations found in nature. But the
case of the snow goose and the blue goose (Cooch and Beardmore,
1959) may well be an example since assortative mating has been
observed (Manning, quoted in Mayr, 1963, p. 469). However, other
possible explanations of this case have been proposed and cannot be
excluded at the present time.

The latter case indicates that behavioral characters may have an
influence not only on the evolutionary processes that lead to adaptation
but also on those leading to speciation. The evidence that genetically
controlled mating and habitat preferences may be important factors in
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the formation of species is supported by a large amount of experimental

material, particularly from Drosophila. Even in cases where a behavioral

character is associated with cross-infertility in the establishment of a

mating barrier, it can sometimes be demonstrated that assortative

mating is the primary source for the breakup of the original population.

In a case investigated by Ehrman (1964) it has been shown that as

yet incomplete reproductive isolation of two populations of Drosophila

paulistorum was initiated by genetically determined mating preferences

and secondarily reinforced by a cytoplasmically determined sterility of

the hybrid males.

THE PHYLOGENY OF BEHAVIOR

After Darwin established the theory of evolution by natural selection,

problems of phylogeny occupied the center of interest of biologists for

about 50 years. In the past four decades, interest in phylogeny has

abated in favor of an interest in mechanisms, even in evolutionary

studies. Phylogeny is primarily a historical discipline. It attempts to

understand the present as a result of processes which have gone on

in the past. The reconstruction of the past offers serious methodological

difficulties which are the samein the phylogeny of organisms, in human

history, and in cosmology. They are dueto the fact that all conclusions

are based on indirect and often fragmentary evidence and are not

subject to confirmation by experiment. All statements concerning

history do not, therefore, have the same degree of certitude as state-

ments concerning processes and mechanismsdirectly observable at the

present time.

Nevertheless, methods have been worked outin all historical sciences

which lead to valid conclusions if applied with proper caution. The

methods used in phylogeny at the present time have been discussed

and exemplified at a Symposium on Principles and Methods in

Phylogeny (Caspari, 1963a) sponsored by the American Society of

Naturalists. There are fundamentally two methods used: the comparative

study of similarities and dissimilarities in extant organisms and the

more direct but fragmentary evidence obtained from fossils. It should

be mentioned that the more modern methods by whichit is attempted

to elucidate phylogenetic relationships, such as the study of chro-

mosomes,of proteins, and particularly of the DNAsof related organisms,

are extensions of the comparative method at more fundamental levels.

They are, however, expected to give, by reason of their closeness to the

basis of evolutionary processes, i.e., changes in the genetic material, a

more nearly correct picture of the actual phylogenetic relationships than

the comparison of morphological and physiological characters.

From a taxonomic point of view, different species differ in their

behavioral activities and potentialities just as much as they do in

their morphological characters. Mayr (1958) has pointed out that

taxonomy could be based just as well on behavioral as on morphological

characters and that in many cases behavioral analysis would give more

refined and reliable results. Since the taxonomy of an animal group
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reflects its phylogenetic relationships, it should be possible to use for
the study of the evolution of behavior criteria that are in principle
similar to those used for the investigation of morphological characters.
The similarity of behavior patterns inside a group of related organisms
enables us to use the comparative method for the study of these
characters.

It may be assumed that, from the point of view of the phylogeny
of behavior, only the comparative method is applicable; it has indeed
been extensively used and given rise to many fascinating problems.
But the use of fossil evidence for behavioral characters is by no means
impossible, as is impressively shown in the chapter by Washburn and
Shirek for the evolution of human behavior. Here, preserved artifacts play
a very large role, but it should be noted that, from the structure of the
bones and from the circumstances of preservation, far-reaching con-
clusions can be drawn concerning the behavior of extinct organisms.

In the elucidation of the phylogeny of behaviorof groups that rarely
give rise to good fossils, such as birds and insects, the comparative
method plays the predominantrole. Rothenbuhler’s discussion of the
social behavior of different species of bees offers a good example of
the potentialities of the comparative method in behavior studies. The
topic is discussed on a moretheoretical level in the chapter by Manning,
who points out that the comparative method permits isolation of ‘‘units’’
of behavior which, in the course of evolution, can be reshuffled and
modified and put to different functional uses. The genetic nature of
these units of behavior identified by comparative observation con-
Stitutes one of the most important problems in understanding the
phylogeny of behavior.

~.,
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Part I, on the evolution of behavior, contains four chapters, two of
which deal primarily with evolutionary mechanisms, whereas the other

the main emphasis of the discussions follows this division.
Furthermore, the two chapters on evolutionary mechanisms deal es-

pecially with these groups of organisms that have been most intensively
Investigated from the point of view of behavior genetics: insects and
higher vertebrates. In the two chapters dealing primarily with phylogeny,
the same dichotomy into insects and vertebrates has been followed.
In this case, the highest and most complex type of social behavior
found in each one of the two groups has been chosen for intensive
treatment, that of the honeybee and of mankind.
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INTRODUCTION

Evolution is the result of changes in the gene frequencies of populations.

Behaviors leading to reproductive success are favored by natural selec-

tion, and the genetic bases of these successful behaviors are incorpo:

rated into the gene pool of the population. There is a feedback between

behavior and its biological base, so that behavior is both a cause of

changing gene frequencies and a consequence of changing biology.

This relationship is appraised in much more detail in other chapters

of this volume, and it has recently been reviewed, with particular

reference to man, by Caspari (1961b, 1963b) and Dobzhansky (1962).

A more general account of the relations of genetics, evolution, and

systematics is given by Mayr (1963).

Emphasis on variable populations and behavioral-structural com-

plexes is leading to a reformulation of many of the problems of human

evolution. For example, it used to be argued that the hand of an ape

could not evolve into a human hand because there was a trend in

ape evolution leading to longer and longer fingers and a shorter

thumb. This argument overlooked the great variation in the hands of

contemporary apes (Marzke, 1964), depended on the idea of ortho-

genesis, and was based on the notion that the human hand had

evolved to its present form long ago. In contrast to this earlier

typological, orthogenetic approach, we recognize today that the evolu-

tion of hands was affected by the changing selection pressures that

came with bipedalism and tool use. The earliest hominid hand shows

very apelike features in the basal phalanges of the fingers and a

thumb intermediate between that of contemporary apes and man

(Napier, 1962). Remains of this hand, discovered by Leakey in Olduvai

Gorge, Tanganyika, clearly show that many of the features that dis-

tinguish the human hand evolved long after bipedalism and tool use.

The characteristic features of the human hand, and of the areas of

the brain that control it, evolved in response to new selection pressures,

1This is part of a program on primate behavior supported by Public Health Service

Grant MH 08623. We wish to thank Phyllis C. Jay and Jane B. Lancaster for their

comments and criticism.

10
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and the form of the handis not a frozen relic to be used in evolutionary
argument without regard to the changing wayof life of our ancestors.

As can be seen from the example of the hand, the contribution of
genetics to the study of long-term human evolution is to suggest a
model, that is, to give the rules that guide the interpretation of the
fossils. Problems are posed by fossils, and without fossils the course
and rate of evolution could not be determined. But, even with a con-
Siderable number of well-dated fossils, there will be no agreement
amongscientists unless interpretation is attempted within a comparable
frame of reference. If what evolved was successful behavior, then
understanding of the evolution of our species can be achieved only
by the reconstruction of the behaviors of past populations. The more
well-dated fossils that are available and the more that is known of the
behavior of the living primates, the more reliable the reconstruction
of the past will be. But it must be stressed that understanding comes
from the reconstruction of past populations and not directly from the
fossils themselves. This is because the ancestral forms were alive when
they took part in the evolutionary process and it was their reproductive
success, not some feature of a bone as such, that determined the
course of evolution.

This chapter will discuss human evolution in terms of the relation-
ships of apes and man, of brain and behavior, and of coming to the
ground.

APES AND MEN

In the past the overemphasis on anatomical features led, on the one
hand, to the creation of numerous genera of fossil apes and men and,
on the other, to the exclusion of almost every known fossil from human
ancestry.” Straus (1949) reviewed many of these theories and dis-
cussed the anatomical difficulties inherent in the arguments for de-
riving man from an apelike ancestor (deriving the Hominidae from the
Pongidae). However, recent biochemical and cytological investigations’
have shown that living men are most closely related to the apes
(Pongidae) and especially to the African apes (genus Pan), including

* Harrison et al. (1964) give an excellent, brief discussion of this problem. They point
Out that the specimens from almost every individual site have been placed in a
separate species or even genus, which results in the assignment of specimens that
can usefully be included in Australopithecus africanus and A. robustus to five separate
genera. The specimens which Simpson (1963) or Le Gros Clark (1964) assigns to a
single genus, Australopithecus, have been placed in as many as seven genera by
different scientists. In each case the justification has been that the new specimens
are not anatomically the same as previously known specimens assigned to Australo-
pithecus. Aside from the overemphasis on minor anatomical points and the lack of
attention to variability (Schultz, 1963), the interpretation of the anatomical! differences
depends on the reconstruction of the way of life of the fossils. If the members of
the genus Australopithecus were bipedal, savanna-living, tool-using, hunting creatures,
it is likely thet they occupied extensive ranges with only racial variation. This view
is supported by the similarity of the two jaw fragments from Java, called Meganthropus,
which are very like the comparable parts of A. robustus from South Africa (Robinson,
1962).

° The latest evidence is summarized and evaluated in the three symposia edited by
Buettner-Janusch (1963-1964), by Napier and Barnicot (1963), and by Washburn (1963).
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both the chimpanzee and the gorilla (Simpson, 1963). Conclusions

from the latest information agree with those of Huxley in 1863; among

living primates men and apes are most closely related. The support

given this theory by the latest techniques greatly strengthens the

position taken by Gregory, Keith, Hooton, Schultz, and many others,

and, unless some radically new discoveries are made,it is no longer

necessary to consider theories that postulate that man is descended

from a monkey, tarsier, or even more primitive form.

Given the high probability that the Hominidae arose from the

Pongidae, it is evident that the differences between the families are

primarily in the brain and in the manner of locomotion; it is evident

in the fossil record that bipedalism came first and that it was not

until much later that the brain increased three or four times in volume

to typically human size. The general sequence of events has been dis-

cussed elsewhere (Washburn and Avis, 1958; Spuhler, 1959; Wash-

burn and Howell, 1960), but the important point in this sequence IS

that stone tools and evidences of hunting are found with the earliest

bones of Australopithecus.

Robinson (1962) gives 450 to 550 cc as the capacity of the skulls

of both the large and small species of Australopithecus from South

Africa, and the skull of the large species from Olduvai has a capacity

of 530 cc (Tobias, 1964). The smaller species from Olduvai has a

cranial capacity estimated as between 640 and 720 cc (Tobias, 1964).

As Le Gros Clark (1964) has pointed out, taking all the evidence into

account, the forms from Olduvai should be included in the genus

Australopithecus, and, particularly because some populations of

Australopithecus of the Lower Pleistocene probably evolved into Homo

of the Middle Pleistocene, the discovery of intermediate forms should

be expected.*

The representatives of the genus Homo from the Middle Pleistocene

all have much larger cranial capacities. According to Weidenreich

(1943), the capacities of the five best-preserved skulls from Peking

range from 915 to 1,225 cc, and estimates from more fragmentary

specimens suggest that the range of the population may have been

850 to 1,300 cc, with a mean in the neighborhood of 1,050 cc. The

capacities of the three skulls of Java man are 775, 900, and 935 cc,

according to Weidenreich (1943).

These figures are significant to genetics because they show that

most of the differences between the brains of apes and of men evolved

4Some fragmentary remains of these intermediate forms may already have been

discovered. The fossils first called Telanthropus (Robinson, 1954, 1963) and the later

specimens called Homo habilis (Leakey et al., 1964) may be regarded as either the

end of Australopithecus or the beginning of Homo, and the distinction may mean very

little if one evolved into the other. However, the remains are exceedingly fragmentary,

and it must be remembered that the rates of evolution of the various parts of the

body are not the same and thatit is not yet certain that any fossils earlier than Java

or Peking man had a fully human bipedal-locomotor adaptation. There may well have

been a period of from two to four hundred thousand years in which the main events

in human evolution were the transitions from Australopithecus to Homo, and the con-

tinued emphasis on the separation of the two groups is merely obscuring the evidence

for human evolution.
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in response to the new selection pressures that came with the human
way of life: bipedalism, tool use, and hunting. The brain did not
evolve first for some unknown reason and then make possible the
discovery of the human way; the human way and the structural basis
for that way evolved at the same time and in a feedback relation to
each other. This conclusion is greatly strengthened by examination of
the cortex of the brain of man. As shown by Penfield and Rasmussen
(1950), the sizes of the areas of the motor or sensory cortex primarily
concerned with a particular function are proportional to use. For
example, in man’s brain the areas concerned with the motor control
of the thumb and hand are greatly enlarged over the comparable areas
in the brain of a chimpanzee. Selection for hand skill has altered the
proportional representation of this part of the body in the cortex. This
interpretation is supported by the fact that the cerebellum has also
increased in size and that there the areas concerned with the hand
are proportionally large also. Selection for increasing hand skill came
with tool use and affected not only the proportions of the fingers and
thumb and the muscles that move them butalso the parts of the brain
controlling their action. In summary, the brain not only increased
greatly in size; it increased also in such a way as to make specifically
human behavior possible. The structure of the brain that makes
memory, planning, and language possible is also the result of the
feedback relation between social evolution and its structural base.

BRAIN AND CULTURE

The interrelationships of the size and complexity of the brain with the
behavior it makes possible maybeillustrated by language. Apes cannot
be taught to talk, because they lack the necessary neural mechanisms,
although they can make a wide variety of noises and there is nothing
in the structure of the ape mouth or larynx to prevent speech. In
marked contrast, human beings learn a language easily. What has
evolved in human beings is the structural basis for the ability to learn,
a linking of auditory and motor speech areas, a family of unlearned
responses making possible human language, and increased control of
the vocal apparatus (Bastian, 1965; Penfield and Roberts, 1959). For
the individual, the brain makes language possible. For the species the
Success of sound symbols introduced new selection pressures that
changed the evolution of the brain, and, in many populations over
many thousands of years, selection built in the mechanism necessary
for language as it exists today.° The evolution of human society is so

* Language may well follow the same model as tool using, and there may have been
many thousands, or even millions, of years between the first use of verbal symbols
and the evolution of languages of the complexity of those in use today. The success
of the first use of sounds to convey more restricted, symbolic meanings changed
selection pressures on the nervous system, muscles, and other structures that make
language, in the modern sense, possible. Today wesee the results of this evolutionary
interaction between speech and the structures that make it possible. Bryan (1963)
attributed man’s ability to speak to preadaptation. (Erect posture, changes in the
larynx, mouth, tongue, and nose-mouth relations prepared the way for speech.) The
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closely linked with that of language that one cannot be considered

without the other. The efficient transfer of information makes complex

social life possible, and the more that is known about the societies

of monkeys and apes, the greater appears to be the role of language

in the matrix of human behavior. It is doubtful if the greatly increased

human capacities for memory, planning, and cooperation would have

been of selective advantage without at least the beginnings of language.

Human society has depended upon the brain and has evolved in a

feedback relation with it. The functions of the brain that are linked

with society may be thought of as the ‘‘social brain,’’ that is, the

complex of parts that make human social life possible and distinguish

it from the social life of monkeys and apes. Although the human social

way is learned, this learning is possible only because the human

brain evolved in response to selection for successful society. Any

particular social system—like any particular language—is learned, but

the ability to participate in complex culture is biological.

Viewed in this way, specialization of roles in society is one of the

most important factors in human evolution and changes the whole

pattern of relationship between biology and culture. As long as each

human individual had to learn the whole behavior pattern of his group,

the evolution of the brain set a limit to the evolution of society. But

once roles were specialized so that the individual needed to learn only

one set of skills, to understand only a part of his culture, then social

complexity could evolve without further evolution of the brain. It Is

probable that this change began primarily with agriculture and has

proceeded at an accelerating pace ever since. The primitive hunter had

to know the wayof his tribe, including religion, folklore, economic and

social skills, and the skills of war. Except for the difference in the roles

of males and females, he had to be a masterof all his tribal culture,

and these are the conditions under which the humanbrain evolved. With

specialization, society may be complex but the individual need learn

only a small part of the culture. In this way the evolution of complex

culture is freed from the limitations of the individual organism.

From the standpoint of what the single human individual must know,

modern civilization need not be more complex than tribal society. The

final burst in social evolution, beginning with agriculture and vastly

accelerating with the industrial-scientific revolution, is dependent in

part on the freeing of culture from the limitation of being comprehen-

sible to the individual actor and so allowing rapid change to great

complexity without the necessity for further evolution of the nervous

system of the human participants. This situation in which culture is

vast and complex but the individual need learn only a small fraction

of it in order to participate maybe illustrated by language. A dictionary

 

 

major importance of changes in the central nervous system is minimized. This is

another example of the traditional thinking which supposes that the structure evolves

first, making the behavior possible. We believe that language and the structures making

it possible evolved together in a feedback relation and that there must have been a

long evolution between noise-making apes and the speech of Homo sapiens. The

demonstration, that contemporary apes cannot make human sounds, merely shows

that they have not shared in this part of human evolution.
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gives over 550,000 English words. This is an edited list and might
be supplemented by many archaic terms and special technical vocabu-
laries. For example, a medical dictionary gives over 80,000 technical
medical terms alone. Certainly our culture is using well over a million
words, but, for an individual participating in a part of this culture,
a few thousand wordssuffice.

In view of the great importance of the brain in human evolution,
it would be interesting to be able to relate the detailed biological
evolution to the archeological succession. But unfortunately the only
direct evidence is cranial capacity, which is a poor guide to function
(Mettler, 1956). A partial answer to the problem may come from
relating the evolution of the brain to the rate of cultural change, rather
than only to cultural complexity. Although the evidenceis scanty and
the absolute dates are still under discussion, the following correlation
is at least suggestive. Very simple stone tools existed in the Lower
Pleistocene (J. D. Clark, 1964). It seems safe to say that members
of the genus Australopithecus made at least some of these tools, hunted,
and lived bipedally in the open savanna away from trees. This stage of
human activity probably lasted for a minimum of 2 million years with
very little evolution. With the Middle Pleistocene, some 500,000 years
ago, members of the genus Homo made complex tools, killed large
animals, and made fire, and there is substantial and steady evolution
in the archeological record. In the past 40,000 years the rate of
cultural evolution increased vastly; this increase seems to correlate
with the presence of Homo sapiens. Over the broad expanseof the past
2 or 3 million years, rate of cultural evolution and cultural complexity
seems to correlate with the kind of hominid.

In summary, the notion that the evolution of the brain parallels the
evolution of culture seems to fit the fossil record reasonably well.
Because brain and society evolved together, it is no accident that the
human brain makes possible the basic human social skills. What
evolved were the structure and physiology that make complex human
language and social learning possible. The biological base, therefore,
does not determine the form of any particular culture; it is a necessary
prerequisite to all cultures.

HUMAN ORIGINS

Speculative as these conclusions may be, there is far more evidence
for them than for the reconstruction of the preceding stage in human
evolution. There is very little evidence to connect Australopithecus of
the Lower Pleistocene with any particular group of Pliocene apes (that
is, to connect the Hominidae with the Pongidae). As indicated earlier,
the latest evidence suggests that man is particularly closely related to
the African apes, but the fossil fragments that are the most similar
are those of Ramapithecus of India (Simons, 1963a). Simons notes that
Ramapithecus shares many features with Kenyapithecus of Africa, which,
unfortunately, is also represented only by very fragmentary remains.
These forms are from the early Pliocene or the end of Miocene,.some
10 million years before the earliest specimen of Australopithecus.
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The question of whether man originated in Africa or Asia has been

debated for many years, but even this phrasing of the question is

misleading. Both the fossil record and genetics suggest that the area

of origin and the meaning of the term origin be reexamined (Simons,

1963b).

Fossil apes have been found in Europe, Africa, and Asia, and the

separation of these areas is geologically recent. Simons (1963a,

1963b) has pointed out the similarity of such forms as Pliopithecus

(Europe) and Limnopithecus (Africa) in addition to the similarity of

Ramapithecus and Kenyapithecus. During the Miocene and early

Pliocene, forests extended from Europe to eastern Asia and to Africa;

there was no barrier for apes, and a single genus might be represented

by species in India and Africa (Simons, 1964). The habit of auto-

matically placing African and Asiatic forms in separate genera is

unwarranted. Indeed, a single species of monkeys, Cercopithecus

acthiops, occupies an area as wide as the distance from eastern India

to east Africa. The origin of the Hominidae from the Pongidae need

not have taken place in one local area, as is traditionally assumed.

Instead, this transition may have occurred in populations of widely

distributed successful apes. The entire area which linked India to

Africa was occupied by apes, and the transition may well have taken

place in this huge area over a period of some millions of years.

To seek a local area of origin is as much a relic of typological think-

ing as to classify almost every new fossil in a new genus. The

desiccation and climatic change that subsequently separated the forests

of India and those of Africa removed something on the order of 5

million square miles from the habitat that could be occupied by

arboreal apes. This reduction took place over a period of some 10

million years. If a genus of apes (perhaps of the Ramapithecus-

Kenyapithecus group) evolved into Australopithecus, the rate of that

evolution would be a new genus in something of the order of 8 million

years, a span of time that is about average for mammals (Simpson,

1953b). If we assume that the species of ape that evolved into

Australopithecus occupied only 2 million square miles (which is less

than many species of monkeys) and that there was a density of 10

per square mile (which is low), there would have been 20 million

animals in the transitional populations at any one time. If we assume

a generation time of 10 years, then 800,000 generations separate

populations of Australopithecus from populations of early Pliocene

apes. Naturally, calculations of this sort may be very far from the

actual facts, but they are introduced to correct the impression that

the origin of man occurred necessarily in one restricted small place or

in a short period of time.

BIPEDALISM AND TOOLS

Whatever the actual time required to separate the Hominidae from

the Pongidae, the main behavioral differences between populations of

apes and of Australopithecus are bipedalism of the human kind and

the use of tools. All known members of the Hominidae are adapted
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for life on the ground away from trees, and coming to the ground has
been regarded as a crucial stage in the transition from ape to man.
Various reasons have been suggested for this descent from thetrees,
but, if we can judge by the behavior of contemporary monkeys and
apes, feeding on the ground is the primary one. Different groups of
Old World monkeys and apes have left the trees and taken to feeding
on the ground. The macaques and baboons offer an example of very
successful ground living. Geladas, patas monkeys, and one langur
(Presbytis entellus) show comparable feeding adaptations. Cercopithecus
aethiops is primarily a ground feeder, and many other species of
Cercopithecus come to the ground to feed occasionally. Most of the
gorilla’s food is obtained on the ground (Schaller, 1963).

The very successful species Cercopithecus aethiops, one of the most
abundant and widely distributed monkeys in Africa, shows the advan-
tages and problems of coming to the ground in perhaps the clearest
form. These vervets are distributed from West Africa to South Africa
along the edge of the forests, in savanna where there are trees, and
along rivers. They feed in the trees and on the ground, and as one
watches them it is obvious that a troop is brought to the ground far
more often for feeding than for moving from tree to tree, although they
do that too. As we have indicated, observations of the contemporary
primates strongly suggest that the primary motivation for arboreal
monkeys to come to the ground is food. Fruits, buds, grasses, insects,
and the like offer immediate rewards to monkeys or apes that come
to the ground, and the great importance of ground feeding should
not be overlooked in accounting for descent from the trees.

It has been suggested that, as the climate became drier and forests
decreased, apes came to the ground simply to walk to the nearest
trees (Hockett and Ascher, 1964). This view stresses the conservative
side of evolution, but evolution is also opportunistic (Simpson, 1949),
and observations of contemporary monkeys and apes indicate that
ground feeding may be an important motivation. Of the living primates,
the chimpanzee’s behavior fits the ‘“‘coming to the ground to stay in
the trees’’ model best. Chimpanzeesare chiefly fruit eaters, and they
walk along the forest floor when moving from one feeding area to
another (Goodall, 1963; Reynolds and Reynolds, 1965). If an animal
moves from one group of trees to another in order to feed in the
trees, it must keep its arboreal-climbing adaptation. The chimpanzee
adapts to ground life by quadrupedal knuckle walking (Tuttle, 1965)
and maintains its arboreally adapted pelvis and foot, keeping climbing
efficiency. Maintaining efficient climbing adaptation precludes the possi- —
bility of evolving a nongrasping, weight-supporting foot. An animal that
is ground-living only in order to move from one tree to another must
keep its fundamental arboreal adaptations. Adaptation to ground feed-
ing, although compatible with both bipedal-locomotor efficiency and the
loss of climbing adaptation, is not enough to explain the evolution of
bipedalism. Ground-living gorillas and baboons are quadrupedal, dem-
onstrating that the evolution of bipedalism cannot be explained solely
in terms of adaptation for coming to the ground.

Desiccation and restriction of forests are an inadequate explanation
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not only of bipedalism but of coming to the ground as well, since the

edge of forest, open forest, and savanna with trees were most extensive

during wet times. Consider the length of the forest borders, when they

extended from Europe to eastern Asia and to South Africa. As the areas

of rain and temperate forest increase, so does the periphery, and with

it the likelihood of the evolution of partially or fully ground-dwelling

species such as Cercopithecus aethiops. There is every reason to believe,

both from the fossil record and from the climatic conditions, that there

were many more kinds of apes in the end of the Miocene and the

beginning of the Pliocene than there are today. Both because of num-

bers and because of the length of forest borders and the extent of open

forest, there were far more opportunities for ground-living forms to

evolve in wetter periods than in drier ones. However, a species can

adapt only to the actual conditions under whichit is living, not to long-

term trends. For example, if the climate became drier at the rate of

1 inch per century, rainfall would be reduced from 60 to 10 inches in

5,000 years. What would, in sum, amount to a catastrophic climatic

change would not be detectable during the lifetime of even the longest-

living primates. Annual and local variations in climate in the short run

are far greater than long-term trends, and it is to these actual local

conditions that the species must adapt. The long-term trends increase

or decrease the area available to a species, but the adaptation of the

species must be to local, short-term conditions.

In summary, many Old World monkeys and apes have come to the

ground. This is most likely to occur when the climate is wet and the

forests are of maximum extent. Ground feeding is the most likely expla-

nation for this move. Bipedalism might have happened only once and

is not to be explained merely on the basis of providing a means for

groundliving.

The specialized bipedal locomotion of the Hominidae seems to be

the result of the success of tool using. Numerous authors have stressed

the importance of bipedal locomotion in freeing the hands for carrying

(see recent reviews of this subject by Hewes, 1961, and by Hockett

and Ascher, 1964). Carrying (whether tools, weapons, food, or infants

too immature to cling) has been of the greatest adaptive importance

to the successful evolution of man, and it is probable, on the basis of

the field studies as well as the evidence of fossils, that tool-using

behavior came first and the evolution of bipedalism was in response

to the success of this new pattern of behavior. The traditional state-

ment of the problem has been that bipedalism freed the hands and

that the locomotor pattern evolved first—and for unexplained reasons.

Recent evidence suggests that the beginnings of tool use camefirst,

that the success of this pattern of behavior changed selection pres-

sures, and that bipedalism then evolved in response to these new

pressures.

We think of ‘‘carrying’’ in the broadest possible way, including

carrying weapons, which changed the relation to predators and other

human groups; carrying tools, which changed food supplies and habits;

carrying food, water, and protective garments. When the hands are
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free, carrying infants, the wounded, and the sick is no problem. Biped-

alism freed the hands for a wide variety of skills, making possible the
human way of life. This point of view may be stated in the following
way. In many populations of apes over some millions of years minimal

tool use was present. In some of these populations the carrying of

tools, and the products of tool use, became sufficiently important so

that selection favored those groups of apes in which bipedal locomotion

was more efficient. Bipedalism permitted the evolution of skillful, prac-

ticed tool use, and, as the locomotor pattern evolved in response to

the new pressures, more effective tool use also evolved. Locomotion

and tool use affected each other (were in a feedback relationship), and

each is at once cause and effect of the other. The use of tools was not
made possible by a preceding bipedal adaptation, nor was tool use a

simple discovery. Probably it was the result of repetitive events in

thousands of populations of apes, of several species, over millions of
years. The evidence for this point of view will now be examined.

Tool using by monkeys and apes has been reviewed by K. R. L. Hall
(1963a and 1963b), and it is remarkable how little evidence there is
for the use of tools among nonhuman primates. Although many
monkeys and apes easily use sticks and stones in captivity, evidence
from field studies suggests that under natural conditions such behavior
is rare or absent. Certainly objects are used no more than by many
nonprimates, and, if it were not for its possible relation to human

behavior, object manipulation among the primates would be of no more
interest than the utilization of objects by some species of birds or
mammals (K. R. L. Hall, 1963a). In fact, it is surprising to see mon-
keys, like baboons, skillfully groom, pick small objects, dig and clean
food, without making any effort to use easily available sticks and stones
to help in any of these tasks.

The chimpanzee provides the one exception to this statement con-
cerning tool use by primates (Goodall, 1964). It is almost certainly no
accident that it is this ape, which in many other ways is the closest
of the living apes to man, that makes substantial use of objects.
Goodall reports that chimpanzees throw stones and usesticks, branches,
and leaves. She observed chimpanzees throwing stones toward baboons
as a part of agonistic displays. They break off sticks and vines, pre-
pare them, and use them to get termites out of their holes (during one
season of the year only). The chimpanzees break these sticks or pieces
of vine used for catching termites or fire ants at a suitable length and
remove the side branches; several sticks may be prepared and carried
to the nest where they are to be used. Chimpanzees use leaves to
clean the body and as sponges. By chewing leaves until a pulpy mass
is formed, the chimpanzee makes an efficient sponge that is used to
get drinking water from pools. Young animals were observed to make
tools too short or in other ways unsuitable, and it appears that learning
plays a substantial part in the development of this skill.

These observations suggest that selection of material and its prepa-
ration are as old as any conceptof tool use. The frequently postulated
evolutionary stage in which natural objects are used prior to being
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modified by the user is not supported by these observations. Objects

are used for utilitarian purposes (getting termites, ants, water, clean-
ing, breaking nuts) and in agonistic displays. Display, such as branch

shaking, is a common supplement to threat gestures by primates.

Orangs may even break off a branch and drop it (Schaller, 1961).

Hall’s review of these behaviors makes it clear that there are two
possible ways for a weapon to evolve, either as a consequence of the

use of larger sticks for utilitarian purposes or from the repeated dis-

covery that a stick waved in display may do damageif it actually hits

the animal against which the display is directed. Similarly, rocks

thrown in the direction of another animal during display may occa-

sionally hit it and the result of actual hitting be discovered.

The many uses of objects by the chimpanzee offer a broad base of
differential use, and from such an array of behavior more efficient tool

“using might evolve. Goodall’s observations show the artificiality of

traditional speculation on whether weapons may have evolved before

other tools or the use of clubs before stones; these are human cate-

gories, and they do not relate to the behaviors of the chimpanzee.

Equally artificial is the discussion of whether carrying meat came before

other kinds of carrying, for chimpanzees carry fruit, meat, and objects.

The field studies clearly show the extent to which evolutionary hypoth-

eses have been distorted by the tacit expectation that human categories

will be useful in the description of ape behavior. Tool using by human

beings differs from that of the apes in the degree of skill and in the

extent of the result.

Probably the greatest importance of bipedal locomotion is that it

permits the animal to move while holding an object, so that skilled use

may be learned at leisure. It is skill, rather than mere carrying, that

Is made possible by the freeing of the hands from locomotor functions.

During the lifetime of the individual the preparation for skill is play,

and young children enjoy playing with objects; apparently this play is

essential for the development of adult motor skills. Among the non-

human primates juvenile play soon becomes almost exclusively inter-

personal; its importance lies in the deveiopment of social skills (fight-

ing, sex, dominance relations, grooming, and affective behaviors).

SUMMARY

The view of human evolution presented here suggests that the charac-

teristic features of the human body evolved at the same time as the

human way of life. The evolution of behavior and of the structures

related to behavior are two facets of the same process. Further, it is

suggested that this evolution took place in many populations, in large

areas, over millions of years, for many reasons. It is most unlikely that

the transition from the Pongidae to the Hominidae occurred in one

place or for one reason, such as desiccation. Behavior genetics shows

that in evolution behavior precedes structure, that new structures

result from new selection pressures, and that such changes are most
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likely in large species that are partially divided in a wide variety of
adaptive niches. The diversity and distribution of apes in the early
Pliocene suggest that this may have been the time of the origin of the
Hominidae, and the fragmentary fossils called Ramapithecus-Kenya-
pithecus may represent the ancestral species. It is suggested that
bipedalism evolved with the success of tool using and that the brain
evolved with the success of the complex human wayof life based on
skills, complex social life, and language.
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INTRODUCTION

Behavior is modified and influenced by genes. Behavior is also active

in modifying the frequency and expression of genes in a population.

Perhaps no other general character of a species, including its mor-

phology and physiology, has such influence in altering the genetic

character of its populations. Often only large deviations from the nor-

mal morphological or physiological characteristics of the species sig-

nificantly reduce viability or fertility of the aberrant individual, whereas

even slight behavioral deviations from the norm can affect the union

of the gametes in the population, the number of young produced and

brought to sexual maturity, the flow of genes within and between popu-

lations, as well as the survival and continuation of the gametes of each

individual. Breeding patterns, assortative mating, courtship, parental

care, social tolerance, migration, ingestion, shelter seeking, and ago-

nistic behavior are the behavioral patterns associated with changes in

the gene frequencies of populations. The study of the relationships

between behavior and changes in the gene frequency of populations

may be designated the ‘‘ecological genetics of behavior,’’ which empha-

sizes the effect behavior has first upon the dynamics of populations

and ultimately upon the genetic constitution of populations.

Behavior can possibly alter the expressivity of the genes or their

effect upon the phenotype in a mannerthat affects the composition of

the gene pool. Because the genotype of an animal is not expressed in

a vacuum, such environmental factors as nutrition, temperature, and

substrate conditions affect the expression of the genotype in the result-

ing phenotype. Behavior can determine the nature of these environ-

mental factors during ontogeny. Furthermore, the phenotypic expres-

1 The work reported in this chapter was supported by PHS Research Grant MH-05643

from the National Institute of Mental Health, Public Health Service.
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sion of genes affecting behavior may be determined by the behavior
itself. This area, which emphasizes how a particular array of genes is
expressed in the phenotype, may be designated as ‘‘developmental
genetics of behavior.’’ This includes those genes primarily affecting
morphology and physiology as well as those genes most directly related
to behavior.

Ecological genetics (Ford, 1964) and developmental genetics (Mar-
kert, 1965) are established scientific disciplines which apply to behav-
lor as well as other organismic characters. The experimental material
for ecological and developmental genetics of behavior, however, is
indirect and widely scattered throughout the diverse disciplines of
genetics, embryology, ecology, and psychology. The purpose of this
chapteris to illustrate the organization of ecological and developmental
genetics of behavior with related experiments and observations. Ecologi-
cal genetics of behavior will be treated first, followed by a discussion
of developmental genetics of behavior.

ECOLOGICAL GENETICS OF BEHAVIOR

Population dynamics and population genetics are well-established areas
which require no review here (see Slobodkin, 1961: Li, 1955). Although
their relationship to behavior is not well defined, Blair (1953), Klopfer
(1962), and Wynne-Edwards (1962) have made substantial contribu-
tions to our knowledge of this relationship. In this section, the effect
behavior has upon the dynamics of populations will be emphasized,
since behavior has only an indirect effect upon the genetic structure of
populations. The procedure followed in this section will illustrate behav-
ioral contributions to the temporal, spatial, and sex-age distributions of
the population, with brief reference to their effect upon the gene pool.

Temporal Distribution

The temporal distribution of a population depends upon the balance
between natality and mortality. If natality exceeds mortality, the popu-
lation will grow in size and usually become more dense. Decline results
from an excess of mortality over natality. Over the course of time any
population will show excesses in both natality and mortality, and the
population will oscillate. The genetic composition of the population is
altered by the genetic constitution of those individuals which contribute
most to population growth and of those which are preferentially affected
by its decline.

Natality The primary source of recruits to the population is the
birth of individuals within the population. Before birth of the offspring,
the gonads in the parents must ripen, and the gametes must unite:
both processes are determined to some extent by behavioral characters
(Tinbergen, 1951).

Darling (1938) was one of the first investigators to propose that
fertility in colonial birds may depend upon external stimulation arising
from the social interaction of colony members. The subject of extero-
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ceptive stimuli affecting reproductive processes in birds and mammals

has been reviewed by Lehrman (1961). That a basic physiological proc-

ess, such as ovulation, depends upon behavior may be illustrated by

house mice (Whitten, 1956). When mice were first paired for mating,

fewer than the expected one-third mated on thefirst and second nights,

while many more than the expected number mated on the third night.

Apparently the females were not exhibiting their regular 3-day estrous

cycle prior to pairing. After the females were united with males, the

regular cycle occurred and estrus appeared on the third night when

most matings took place. Males confined to a small wire basket within

the female’s cage induced estrus. The placing of females in a cage

recently contaminated by males similarly induced estrus. Some char-

acteristic of the male, most likely his odor, was essential for the regular

occurrence of estrus. Not only did the male induce estrus in female

mice, but the occurrence of estrous cycles can be inhibited by the

presence of other females (Whitten, 1959). When females were kept

together in groups of 30, most mice failed to exhibit the normal

estrous cycle. The perceptual stimuli provided by other individuals of

the same species are capable of inducing or inhibiting the physiological

processes involved in fertility, one of the first requirements for the

maintenance and increase of the population (Parkes and Bruce, 1961).

Another critical stage determining the growth andsize of populations

is the union of the gametes. Among sexually reproducing species, this

involves the orientation of potential mates to each other, the synchroni-

zation of their sexual receptivity, the inhibition of activities which con-

flict with mating, and some form of mate selection (Tinbergen, 1951).

These functions are fulfilled by courtship behavior. Failure of any one

function prevents fertilization, with a subsequent loss of the gametes

to the population or at least differential fertility. The actual loss or

possible gain in the amount of natality due to variation in courtship

behavior is difficult to assess. In situations that disrupt courtship pat-

terns, such as overcrowding, copulatory behavior is frequently absent

or reduced, or the copulations do not result in fertilization (Calhoun,

1949).

More important in inducing changes in the composition of the gene

pool than the relative gain or loss of fertility brought about by variation

in courtship is the differential fertility resulting from mate selection,

provided that the selection is correlated with or is determined by

genetic characters. In homozygous matings, recessive mutants will

appear in the phenotype, upon which selection can act. The sexual

selection described by Darwin was largely discredited when many of the

displays attributed to courtship were found to be threat displays. The

pendulum has swung again in the other direction, and now both threat

and courtship are recognized as contributing to differential fertility

(J. M. Smith, 1958). Courtship is a complex type of behavior which

includes aggressive and escape components as well as copulatory re-

sponses (Andrew, 1961).

Sexual isolating mechanisms among sympatric species preserve the

genetic integrity of each species but have little or no effect in altering
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the gene pool within a species (Spieth, 1952) unless theyfail, in which
case hybridization may occur (Dobzhansky, 1941). Within a species,
differences in courtship behavior may alter gene frequencies. Several
mutants of Drosophila melanogaster exhibit different courtship patterns
which contribute to differential fertility in population cages with wild-
type flies (Bastock, 1956; Merrell, 1949). Merrell (1953) examined the
change in the frequency of four sex-linked recessive mutant alleles by
combining the mutants with wild-type flies in population bottles. By
Starting with a gene frequency of 0.5 in the mutants, the departure
from random mating would be indicated by an excess of the mutant
gene in the males as compared with the females. Populations sampled
each month (estimated generation length = 24 days) over a period
of 6 to 30 months revealed three of the four mutant genes (yellow, cut,
raspberry) decreasing in frequency and no Significant change in one
(forked). Some of the replicate populations (nine for each mutant)
totally eliminated the mutant gene after a few generations. These
changes in gene frequencies could also result from factors other than
courtship, since the behavior of the flies was not observed. However,
the previously established fertility and viability of the mutants indicated
little difference from the wild type, whereas mating success was dif-
ferent. This effective elimination of mutants, rather than the maintenance
of equilibrium, strongly implicates courtship as the most important
causal factor for differential productivity and the consequent changesin
gene frequencies.

In addition to the effect of courtship and aggression upon natality,
these behavior patterns are also responsible for sexual isolation and
the establishment of breeding systems. The excellent studies on sexual
isolation between species involving many different classes of animals
precludes the necessity of describing examples (see Perdeck, 1958;
Blair, 1958; Marler, 1960; also see chapter by Manning). Sexual isola-
tion is certainly a most conspicuous way in which behavior can initiate
and maintain populations of different genetic structure. The effect of
breeding systems will be discussed later in relation to sex distribution.

After the gametes have matured and united, the behavior associated
with care of the offspring has its effect upon the growth andsize of
the population. Parental care, like courtship, cannot be isolated from
other types of behavior affecting the survival of the offspring. Southwick
(1955) observed that aggression, gregariousness, intermingling of
sexes, nest destruction, and communal nesting were interrelated in
their effect upon litter survival among house mice. Some of these fac-

tween the size of the population and the numberof fights per hour.
One of the smallest populations exhibited the most aggression. When
approximately one aggressive encounter per hour occurred for each
mouse,litter survival was lowered to the extent that population growth
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was retarded or ceased altogether. Aggression affected litter survival

by creating social unrest and stress and by direct killing of the young

during fights between adults. The actual numberof deaths attributable

to such aggression was difficult to establish, but in communal nests

the percentage of survival was as low as 13 percent. Parental care in

many other species is particularly vulnerable to changes in social

milieu, often disrupting those patterns which normally lead to the

survival of the young (Sawin and Crary, 1953).

Intrinsic control mechanisms for maintaining population size in

natural populations have been reviewed by Wynne-Edwards (1962) and

Christian and Davis (1964). Wynne-Edwards postulates a feedback

mechanism from population density to behavior, whereby an increase

in population density produces certain behavior patterns that limit

further increase (King, 1965). Christian and Davis more specifically

suggest that an endocrine feedback mechanism is responsible for the

limitation of population growth among mammals.

Natality and population growth are more than simple correlates of

behavior; they are the products of behavior, from the maturation, re-

lease, and union of the gametes to the age when the young enter the

population as independent fertile organisms. Population size, or N,

which plays such an important role in the calculation of genetic

changes in populations, is a figure that depends to a large degree upon

the behavior of the organism. On the other hand, the numberofindi-

viduals in the population is also important in modifying some patterns

of behavior.

Mortality Mortality is almost the mirror image of natality. Behavior

that does not lead to birth and survival leads to death. This may occur

at any time in the life cycle, with the gametes often more vulnerable

to mortality than the individuals. We have already discussed some as-

pects of behavior related to natality, from the production of gametes to

that stage in the life cycle when individuals become independent of

their parents. We can proceed from this stage by regarding those

behavior patterns not leading to natality as contributing to mortality.

Individuals of different species become independentat various stages.

Many species which never encounter their parents depend upon the

behavior of the mother in her choice of a location to deposit the eggs.

Except for this provision, the survival of the young depends primarily

upon their own behavior. They must locate food sources, escape from

enemies, and adjust to the physical environment in order to survive.

In many species, mortality is greater at this early period than at any

other period in their life cycle. The usually smaller size of the young

increases the numberof potential predators, their structural immaturity

prevents the elicitation of adult responses, and their lack of experience

and learning often causes them to make nonadaptive responses. ‘The

same mortality-causing factors in the young are also operative in the

adult, although sometimes in different form. The higher mortality of

the immature and their greater potential for modifying behavior than
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the adult make immature animals particularly interesting to examine
behaviorally.

Behavior is variable and often modifiable through processes of
fatigue, adaptation, habituation, and learning. In the course of devel-
opment, certain responses become fixed by habit formation. Other
responses maintain a certain level of plasticity, which enables the
animals to apply past learning to new situations—a learning set. The
actual effect of learning upon survival in natural populationsis difficult
to measure, although few observers wculd question its importance. One
widespread phenomenon throughout much of the animal kingdom is
the attachment an animal exhibits to its home or home range. In
contrast to this attachment is the apparentstress, timidity, inactivity,
or confusion animals exhibit in a strange environment. Such effects of
a strange environment have been reported for several invertebrates,
such as planaria (Best and Rubinstein, 1962) and cockroaches (Woolpy
and Schaefer, 1962) as well as many vertebrates (Barnett, 1963).
Attachment to the home range is climaxed by homing behavior. The
essential difference between the home range and a strange area is the
knowledge an animal acquires of the home. Learning of some type
occurs in this process of familiarization. To what extent does it affect
mortality?

Our best evidence is the comparison between mortality of animals
in their home range and those unfamiliar with the same region. Unfor-
tunately mortality figures are difficult to establish for wild populations.
The absence of identifiable individuals from the Study area is the most
common indicator, for dead animals are rarely found and predation is
seldom observed. Emigration is the most probable alternative to mortal-
ity to account for missing individuals, and both mortality and emigra-
tion provide similar results as far as the genetics of the population is
concerned. Blair (1940) saturated an area inhabited by a pair of deer
mice with 45 mice from another area. After a week he was able to
recover the original pair familiar with the home range, and only 6
of the 45 introduced mice remained. Traps placed around the area of
release added only 10 more mice during the following 3 weeks of
trapping. Approximately 64 percent of the mice introduced into strange
territory suffered mortality within a month, while the two resident mice
remained and produced a litter. In a somewhat similar experiment, 60
laboratory-reared deer mice were introduced into an uninhabited, iso-
lated field provided with food and nest boxes on three different occa-
sions. At the end of 9 days, a mean of less than 25 percent of the
mice survived; most of them disappeared during the first 4 days (King
and Eleftheriou, 1957). These observations are not adequate tests of
the hypothesis presented here, but they indicate that mice in a strange
environment are extremely vulnerable to mortality factors.

Young animals independent of their parents are in many respects
similar to introduced animals, since they also enter a strange environ-
ment. Often they are more naive than displaced adults. Among many
Small rodents mortality is exceedingly high after weaning at the period
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when they leave the nest. Hoffmann (1958) found mortality as high as

82 percent among postweaned voles (Microtus) in a population he

studied. Although Snyder (1956) found mortality to be age-independent

among white-footed mice over 5 weeks of age, his regression lines

show a steep decline of surviving mice with increasing age. Many life

tables made for a number of vertebrates illustrate that mortality is

independent of age after sexual maturity, whereas mortality prior to

mating is dependent on age. The reasons for high mortality among the

young are certainly multifold, but among higher vertebrates, at least,

the lack of knowledge of the home range is an important cause.| have

stressed learning, especially in the young, as a primary factor in

mortality; however, all behavior from the simplest taxis to true insight

is fundamental to the survival of animals in all age classes.

Oscillation Natality and mortality affecting different genotypes dif-

ferentially are the basis for all genetic changes in a population. How-

ever, certain combinations of these two factors demand special con-

sideration. Growth and decline are of special interest, because after

a population crash, the reconstituted population may represent only a

small percentage of the genotypes originally in the parent population.

In his study of vole populations, Frank (1957) found years in which

only 1 percent of the original population survived to reconstitute the

subsequent population. A pilot study of deer mice surviving the winter

under seminatural conditions revealed a similar resurgence of the

population from one or two females. The genetic consequences of these

extreme fluctuations in size of population are clear (Elton, 1946;

Wright, 1931), but how does behavior contribute to these oscillations?

The role of behavior in population oscillations is not firmly estab-

lished, but behavior is strongly implicated in the fluctuations of several

species of small rodents (Christian and Davis, 1964). Growth of the

population, although dependent upon behavior, is usually stimulated

by favorable conditions of food and shelter. Initial increases occur in

the spring and continue late into the fall or early winter. Winter

mortality tends to be relatively low during periods of population growth,

and so by the following spring a large number of sexually mature mice

contribute their progeny to the population. A population asymptote is

reached usually within 3 or 4 years, at which time the population density

is high. Then a rapid, precipitous decline occurs until only a small

fraction of the population from the preceding year remains. These

oscillations have been considered cyclic, occurring at regular intervals

of 3 to 4 years among voles. The empirical evidence substantiates the

cyclic nature of these populations, but so far no mechanism for its

cause has been demonstrated to differ significantly from what might

occur in a random series of numbers (Cole, 1957). Cyclic phenomena,

however, are less important to possible genetic changes than individual

oscillations, regardless of their periodicity.

During a population increase, the chancesfor individuals to come into

contact with each other also increase. Each contact results in some kind

of social interaction, which tends to become more and more com-
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petitive as the resources of the environment are depleted. Social stress
contributes to other organic stresses experienced by the animals, and
the general adaptation syndromeis initiated (see chapter by Hamburg).
Continued activation of the adrenal cortex upsets the regulatory
mechanisms of the pituitary and causes hypertrophy of the adrenal
cortex. Adrenal size increases, and gonads decreasein size. Reproduc-
tion is reduced, and, under continued social stress, animals succumb
in the exhaustion stage of the syndrome (Christian, 1959; Frank, 1957).
Social stress may continue to affect the reproductive performance of
subsequent generations (Christian and LeMunyan, 1958: Chitty, 1960).
Field observations and laboratory experiments tend to confirm that this
interaction of population oscillation and behavior, principally social
behavior, is the determining factor in the oscillation.

Spatial Distribution

The genetic alteration of a population distributed throughout time as
it grows with natality and declines with mortality and infertility is
matched in importance by its spatial distribution. Most population
genetic models began with the assumption of panmixia in which the
chances of animals breeding are independentof their Spatial distribu-
tion. Random distribution is merely a statistical convenience and not
a biological fact, as model builders are aware. An animal at one extreme
of the range of the population has little chance of breeding with
another at the opposite edge of the range. Even animals in geographic
proximity may have little opportunity to mate. These spatial barriers
to mating depend largely upon such behavioral factors as_ habitat
selection, territoriality, and group cohesion. Furthermore, the flow of
genes from one population to another results from migratory behavior,
homing, and dispersal.

Habitat Selection Those individuals selecting the same habitat in
a region of heterogeneous habitats not only increase their chances of
interbreeding, but they also tend to encounter similar forces of natural
selection. Our knowledge of habitat selection is almost exclusively
limited to the recognition that it occurs. The perceptual cues involved
and the effect of learning in making the selection are only partially
understood. Selection of a habitat is so tightly intermingled with the
adaptation of a species to it that we cannot readily decipher the causal
relationships (Pittendrigh, 1958). The structural Capacities of animals
may lead them to select the habitat where these adaptations are used,
or the reverse may be true. An animal’s ability to learn the perceptual
cues and the motor responses suitable for a particular habitat further
complicates the processes of habitat selection (Wecker, 1963). Species
competition for the most effective habitat utilization also contributes
to variations in spatial distribution (Sheppe, 1961: Klopfer, 1962).

Species differences in habitat selection have little effect upon the
genetic characteristics within a species unless this is the only repro-
ductive barrier between them. Within a species, different habitat
preferences have not been found except among subspecies which
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interbreed only at the periphery of their range. Neverthless, an inter-

breeding population does occupy diverse habitats. Until the differences

in habitat occupancy can be shownto result from natural selection or

some other factor, the mechanisms bringing it about will remain

obscure. The attachment and return of animals to their natal homes

suggest that learning may also be a factor in their selection of a habitat

(Terman, 1963). Animals tend to select those habitats which most

closely resemble their natal homes (Wecker, 1963). Insofar as the

preference is affected by the genotype, a behavioral feedback to the

genotype will occur simply by keeping a given population restricted

to its habitat. Evidence for ecological isolation bringing about speciation

is scarce and weak (Mayr, 1963), although it must be expected to

contribute to differences in gene frequencies of local populations

(Ford, 1964). Ecological barriers are disrupted too frequently by the

temporal factors of growth and decline, which cause genetic swamping

and extinction, to become permanent. (See Hinde, 1959, for a review.)

Territoriality An evenly spaced distribution of animals may result

from resident individuals preventing prospective invaders from entering

the home range. Defense of the homeorterritory restricts the breeding

aggregate to the resident individuals, often just one pair. It also limits

the effective size of the breeding population because animals without

a territory rarely breed (Nice, 1941). Animals within a territory may

breed repeatedly, producing many offspring which possess genotypes

derived from the limited parent population. The distribution of ter-

ritorial species is one of the most important factors limiting panmixia

(Wynne-Edwards, 1962).

The behavior involved in territoriality is well known (Carpenter,

1958). It usually involves the selection of a particular site by the male,

which he defends against other males. Later females are attracted

and courtship proceeds, while interlopers are excluded, often by the

female as well as the male. Young are raised in the territory and

usually disperse when independent. Afterwards the territory may be

abandonedorretained for subsequent broods. Manykindsofterritories

have been recognized, varying from the immediate vicinity of the nest

to large foraging ranges. Some include only a pair of individuals

whereas other territories are maintained by a group of individuals, in

which some members may be more active in its defense than others.

Territories may be semipermanent or transitory, and even moving ter-

ritories have been considered. Each variation has its special contribution

to genetics, depending largely upon the breeding pattern.

Group Cohesion Of the three possibilities for spatial distribution,

random, even, or grouped, grouping occurs most often, and cohesion

amongindividuals is one of the principal factors responsibleforit. Each

group of animals of a particular species is usually separated from other

groups. Groups or aggregations often arise as a result of attraction to

a suitable habitat in a heterogeneous landscape, but many species

exhibit grouping in a homogeneous environment. Among some or-

ganisms, especially plants, clumps result from lack of mobility or
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asexual reproduction, and the clumping of progeny about the parent
may have important genetic consequences. Lack of adequate dispersal
can also cause the clumping of some animals, but more often animals
are attracted to each other and remain together through some type of
cohesion. This has often been called gregariousness. P. J. Clark (1956)
has been able to separate mathematically the causes for a grouped
distribution into regional differences in habitat and interactions between
the organisms. The genetic effect of grouping is brought about by
segmenting a population into small, inbreeding fragments, a condition
extremely suitable for rapid genetic change (Wright, 1931).

to form a school. Fry raised in isolation, if placed together when they
reach an appropriate size, will school shortly afterwards. If the fry are
initially kept together during the head-on approach period and then
isolated for a while, they take longer to form a school than those raised
in isolation. These investigations suggest that some visually reinforcing
imageinitially brings the fish together, although other sensory cues may
keep them in a school onceit is formed. Scott (1945) proposed that
the cohesion of sheep is largely the result of the lambs’ following their
mothers during their nursing period. Attractiveness related to sexual
behavior is conspicuous among seasonal breeders, which group during
rut. Among primates, which are sexually active throughout the year,

cohesive factor (DeVore, 1965).
Certain selective advantages of group cohesion arise in locating

food, in detecting and defending against predators, in modifying the
environment, and in caring for the young. These advantages, combined
with the genetic alterations resulting from grouping in a population,

Migration and Dispersal Areal movements of populations orof indj-viduals among populations are important for permanent genetic change.Geographical ranges expand, new habitats are invaded, and interbreed-
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ing between populations occurs through various types of movement. The

ecological and evolutionary complexity of movements is clearly observed

in cases of the introduction of exotic species by man (Elton, 1958).

Zoogeography is particularly concerned with geographical movements

of species and their subsequent extinction or proliferation. Movements

of a species occurring through dispersal place representatives of the

species under the selective pressures of the invaded environment. The

new environment, with its special selective pressures, can alter gene

frequencies or induce changes in the expressivity and penetrance of

genes carried over from the old environment. lf the invaded region is

already occupied, the newcomers introduce their genotypes and inter-

breed with the residents. Wright (1931) has calculated the genetic

consequences of some migration between isolated populations of mod-

erate size.

The behavior involved in animal movements is a subject unto itself.

Seasonal migration, characteristic of birds, has captured the interest of

behaviorists and physiologists, although such migrations are of less

genetic importance than those involved in permanent displacement. In

dispersal or emigration, social factors are often responsible for the

movement. Young are driven from their natal range; males compete for

mates and cause the defeated to emigrate into new regions. Some

‘ndividuals initiate their own dispersal, which enables them to encounter

new sources of food, shelter, or mates. An aimless restlessness charac-

terizes some individuals at certain times of the year, and they wander

into strange environments where they may become lost. The motives for

many movements are difficult to establish, and their genetic effects

have not been precisely measured.

Sex and Age Distribution

Age The composition of a population with respect to the distribu-

tion of ages amongits constituents is one determinant for the size of

the effective breeding population. Sexually immature or senile animals

do not breed, and the actual breeding aggregateis usually much smaller

than the total number of individuals. Age distribution is an important

factor in natality which contributes to genetic alterations, as previously

mentioned. Behavior that prevents or retards breeding severely limits

the number of young entering the population. Aggressive behavior and

sometimes hypersexuality may interfere with optimal breeding. Similarly,

a lack of adequate parental care reduces the number of young. On the

other hand, if populations are composed predominantly of sexually im-

mature individuals, their growth will be arrested. Age-dependent be-

havior, such as play, dispersal, fighting, and mating, often characterizes

large segments of the population and thus affects its function as a

genetic unit.

Sex Sexual composition is a further factor limiting the size of the

effective breeding population. An abundance of either sex can restrict

the fertility of the population just as does age. Another feature of the

sex distribution is the type of breeding pattern or mating system estab-
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lished by the animals (Wright, 1921). The genetic consequences of
monogamy are quite different from those of polygamy or promiscuity
(Selander, 1965). Various breeding patterns are used by animal hus-
bandmen to bring about desired genotypes. Most of the breeding pat-
terns used for selecting and fixing favorable genotypes in our domestic
animals are not commonly foundin nature. Full-sib matings, for exam-
ple, bring genetic fixation more rapidly than half-sib matings or repeated
backcrosses to a parental line. Homozygosity increases to a greater
extent in some mating systems than in others (Naylor, 1962).

The behavior exhibited by animals in establishing various types of
mating systems is well known. Monogamous matingsare the rule among
birds that establish a territory. Many mammals and fish exhibit similar
behavior. Among deer mice, monogamyis less rigid but usually results
from the sedentary habits of the pair occupying the same nest and home
range. Polygamy is established by a Single aggressive male driving
others away from his harem. Seals and ruminants provide the clearest
examples of this type of mating System. Promiscuity has been described
for groups of howling monkeys, in which a receptive female moves from
one male to the next, often Satiating each. Father-daughter types of
mating frequently prevail among rapidly maturing species that occupy
a home range. The sons of voles are driven off by the father or they
wander away at weaning, while the daughters remain in the burrows
and homes, often to be mated by the father (Frank, 1957). A similar
System has been suggested for the guinea pig (King, 1956). Many other
types of mating systems prevail in nature, and each species exhibits
a great deal of variability. Sometimes even the most rigidly maintained
harem is opened to peripheral males while the dominantsire is engaged
Or Spent in combat.

Conclusion

As an area of scientific inquiry, behavior genetics should include the
contribution of behavior to alterations of the gene pool as well as the
action of genes upon behavior. Throughout this section, we encountered

how population dynamics can affect gene frequencies, but we do not
have enough precise and definitive measurements on actual genetic
changes resulting from behavior. Our best material comes from court-
ship and sexual selection, as exemplified by Merrell’s work. Definitive
measures of genetic changes resulting from migration, aggression,
natural mating systems, differential fertility, and mortality are lacking.
Whenthe ecological genetics of behavior can be presented without the
generalities which have appeared in this section, the subject will have
becomeestablished.

DEVELOPMENTAL GENETICS OF BEHAVIOR
Developmental genetics of behavior is comparable to physiological ge-
netics of behavior insofar as both approaches are concerned with the
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mechanisms by which genes act to bring about a particular phenotype.

In physiological genetics, gene action occurs through enzymes which

affect the metabolism of tissue nutrients and ultimately produce the

phenotype (see Chapter 6). One of the best behavioral examples is

provided by phenylketonuria as presented in Chapter 9 by Hsia. In

developmental genetics of behavior, the action of the genes depends

upon the environment’s providing, not nutrients as in physiology, but

stimuli or reinforcers necessary for the gene to be exhibited in the

phenotype. Although the environment does not alter the genes them-

selves, it can affect their phenotypic expressivity and penetrance. This

effect may be particularly pronounced in epistasis, in which several

genes contribute to a particular behavioral trait. Once a particular com-

bination of genes is expressed in the phenotype by reinforcement of

the responses, selection can operate on the most adaptive patterns.

These patterns of behavior tend to become fixed in the genotype through

canalizing selection.

Evidence for the genetic determination of developmental rates in

morphology and behavior will be examined first in this section, and an

attempt will be made to relate these differential growth-rate patterns to

concurrent changes in the environment. Next, the concept of reinforce-

ment will be introduced in orderto illustrate how particular patterns of

behavior may become expressed in the phenotype. The last discussion

in this section will be concerned with selection processes necessary to

fix the phenotypic character in the genotype.

Developmental Rates

As an organism develops, it increases in size and its tissues and organs

differentiate and mature. The changes in one part of the organism are

intricately related to other parts; examples are the formation of a lens

from the ectoderm above the outgrowing eye cup and the specificity of

the mesoderm of the limb bud. The temporal and spatial relationships

of cells, tissues, and organs in the course of development have been

investigated by experimental embryologists, and genetic control of some

of these processes has been established (Cock, 1966). Similar develop-

mental processes occur in the central nervous system (Detwiler, 1936);

less is known regarding their interactions and genetic control (Fuller,

1951). Since behavior depends upon these morphological and physiolog-

ical changes occurring during the development of the organism, we can

expect behavior to reflect them. When a particular behavioral response

is first exhibited by a young animal, the response immediately interacts

with the environment, which shapes it into mature patterns.

Genetic Control of General Developmental Rates Some animals de-

velop faster or slower than others under similar environmental condi-

tions. Species differences in rates of development have been described

for three species of Peromyscus (McCabe and Blanchard, 1950). One

species is further advanced in development at birth than the other two

species, but it develops more slowly during the first postnatal month.

The other two species are similar at birth, but one species matures
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more rapidly than the other. Within a species, similar differences in
developmental rates between subspecies may occur. The eyelids of
Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii separate almost 5 days earlier than in
a related subspecies, P. m. gracilis (King, 1958). Genotypic differences
between species and subspecies are apparently responsible for these
differences in developmental rates because cross-fostering has no ap-
preciable effect upon them. Although most differences in developmental
rate are controlled by many factors, single genes may also be respon-
sible, such as the dwarf geneaffecting the pituitary gland and retarding
the development of the house mouse(Snell, 1929).

Developmental changes in the morphology and biochemistry of the
central nervous system may also proceed at different rates. The size of
the brain, the number and density of cortical neurons (Eayrs and
Goodhead, 1959), the quantity of enzymes and oxidative agents (Ham-
burgh and Flexner, 1957), the amountof lipides (Sperry, 1955) and
other chemical constituents (Folch-Pi, 1955), and the activity of y-
aminobutyric acid (Roberts et al., 1951) change during the course of
development (see Driscoll and Hsia, 1958, for review of enzyme syS-
tems). Comparative studies of these developmental changes amongre-
lated genotypes have not been carried out to the extent that they can
be attributed to genetic factors, although adult differences between
inbred strains of mice suggest their occurrence (Gluecksohn-Waelsch,
1955; Maas, 1962). One comparative study of the development of
cholinesterase activity in two races of deer mice (P. m. bairdii and
P. m. gracilis) suggested genetic differences in the rate of development
of this enzyme system (Eleftheriou, 1959). Further investigations will
certainly lead to the discovery of developmental differences in the
morphology and biochemistry of the central nervous system between
animals of different genotypes. Perhaps the genetic factors will be
isolated, such as the single recessive gene in phenylketonuria, which
blocks the metabolism of phenylalanine (Knox, 1955),

Genetic Control of Differential Developmental Rates The overall
differences in rates of development among animals of various genotypes
are probably less significant to adult form and behavior than differential
rates. Slowly developing animals eventually reach maturity, and their
Mature characteristics need not radically depart from those of their
faster developing relatives. Differential rates of development, however,
May permanently alter the form and behavior of an animal because
some adult characteristics mature earlier or later than other character-
istics. The effects of allometric growth (change of proportions with
increase in size) on adult form have long been recognized and quantified
by mathematical formulas (Thompson, 1917; J. S. Huxley, 1932). Dif-
ferential-growth concepts have also been applied to chemical changes
in animals (Needham, 1934) and to behavior (Rensch, 1959),

Multiple factors appear to be responsible for differential-growth rates
affecting morphological characters of Strains, subspecies, or species of
animals. Among several Subspecies of Peromyscus maniculatus, differ-
ential-growth rates of the tail and body length produce proportional
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differences in the adults (Dice and Bradley, 1942). The skulls and

skeletons of two subspecies of this species also indicate different

allometric-growth patterns for each (McIntosh, 1955). When an allo-

metric analysis was applied to the facial and cranial bones of the same

two subspecies, racial differences became apparent and suggested

similar differences in the underlying neural mass (King and Eleftheriou,

1960). Further evidence for genetic determinants in the k factor of

the allometry formula is provided by differences in femur growth of

Notonecta (Misra and Reeve, 1964). Artificial selection for relative

growth rates among domestic animals has produced allometry, e.g., the

white breast muscles of turkeys. Similarly, selection for high and low

ratios of wing to thorax length in Drosophila has resulted in an imme-

diate and sustained response (F. W. Robertson, 1962). Single factors

responsible for aberrations of allometry are recognized in such mutants

as the grey lethal gene in mice, which has many pleiotropic effects on

differential growth of different parts of the skeleton (Griineberg, 1952).

The differential rate of development in the nervous system is also

influenced by heredity. A lack of differentiation in the retina of the

rodless-retina mutant of the house mouseillustrates genetic control of

a developmental process affecting part of the nervous system (Keeler,

1927). The shortening of the basicranium in the congenital-hydrocepha-

lus mutant of the mouse forces the brain to bulge dorsally and rear-

ranges the size and proportions of many neural structures in the process

(Griineberg, 1952). Unidentified genetic factors appear responsible for

different allometric patterns in the neocortex and paleocortex of large

and small strains of house mice (Harde, 1949). Although genetic differ-

ences in the biochemical development of neural tissues have been indi-

cated (Eleftheriou, 1959), strain differences in adult mice, such as those

demonstrated by Caspari (1960) and Maas (1962), are possibly the

result of differential rates of accumulation of neurochemical substrates

during development.

These cases of genetic differences in general and differential develop-

mental rates have been cited briefly to serve as (1) morphological

analogies to the development of behavior and (2) possible explanations

for behavioral development, which should ultimately depend upon matu-

rational stages of the nervous system. The importance of relative growth

rates in the central nervous system as determinants of behavior has

been recognized by Rensch (1958). He has proposed that the positive

allometry of the neocortex is a result of an evolutionary increase in body

size. Although this relationship of allometric growth in the nervous sys-

tem to behavior is compatible with the present formulation, the stress

here is upon the allometric maturation of behavior, which is significant

in evolution.

Rate of Behavioral Development Since behavioral development de-

pends upon morphological development, particularly in the nervous

system, parallel differences would be expected to occur in the overall

and differential rates of behavioral development among animals of vary-

ing genotypes. Our studies of two subspecies of Peromyscus maniculatus
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revealed the P. m. bairdii matures more rapidly in locomotor responses
than P. m. gracilis. On an elevated maze young bairdii moved about and
consequently fell off at a younger age than gracilis (King and Shea,

1959). This difference in locomotor ability was further tested by placing

the young mice in water in order to examine the development of swim-
ming (King, 1961). Again bairdii developed more rapidly than gracilis
when measured bytheir ability to escape from the water. In contrast to

locomotion, clinging responses appeared to develop at about the same

rate for both subspecies. P. m. gracilis is a semiarboreal species, and

the neonatal ability of the animals to cling to objects is probably related

to their adult climbing performance (Horner, 1954). The differential rate

of development of the locomotor and clinging responses in the two

subspecies suggested the following experiment.

Young mice of each subspecies were tested at 2-day intervals from

6 to 20 days of age. Separate groups of mice were used at each age.

An 8-inch-diameter activity wheel enclosed in a sound-deadened box was

used as the test apparatus. Each mouse was given three consecutive

5-minute tests, starting with 5 minutes of freewheeling, then 5 minutes

with the wheel braked, and finally with the wheel rotated by a 4-rpm

motor. The first period of freewheeling measured locomotion, and the

last period of forcibly rotating the wheel measured clinging. P. m. bairdii,

as expected, exhibited more locomotion at an earlier age than gracilis.

The developmental rate of clinging, however, was similar in both sub-

species until 12 days of age, after which gracilis clung more than

bairdii. Although the allometric formula was applied to the data, scalar

difficulties demanded a more conservative analysis. An analysis of vari-

ance revealed that gracilis clung more than bairdii, the change over days

being significant, and there was a significant subspecies-days interac-

tion. The component of trends indicated significant differences in the

linear, quadratic, and cubic curves for the development of both subspe-

cies. The locomotor and clinging responses of each subspecies develop

at different rates, and the relative rates of development are unique for

each subspecies, which suggests that genetic factors are involved.

Reinforcement

Phenotypic Expression of the Genes Responses? developing at dif-

ferential rates do not occur in a vacuum. They require an environment

for their expression, and the environment is not passive. The way re-

sponses are shaped and molded into adult patterns of behavior depends

upon the reinforcing properties of the environment. Reinforcement? may

also be derived from other responses of the animal or even from the

response itself. The probability of the environment or other responses

reinforcing a particular response changes simultaneously with the

2 Response as used here is noncommitted in respect to its stimulus origin; i.e., it

may be either emitted or elicited. Emitted responses presumably have an endogenous

stimulus.

3 Reinforcer can best be defined operationally as any stimulus which increases the
probability that a particular response will be exhibited. A negative reinforcer decreases
the probability of a response.
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developmental probability that a response will be elicited. The develop-
ment of behavior thus depends upon the time when a response can
first be expressed, or the time when it is most likely to be reinforced
by the environment, and on its temporal relationship to other responses
that may impede or enhance its further development. Although genetic
factors may be responsible for the initial exhibition of an incipient
response, its complete phenotypic expression depends upon the extent
to which it is reinforced.

Differential Probabilities of Response and Reinforcement A behavior
pattern has a changing probability of being exhibited at different stages
in development. As a result of differential-growth rates, the probability
of each behavior pattern or the operant level of each response changes
in relationship to every other response. Once a particular response is
reinforced, the probability of its repetition increases, which again in-
creases the probability of its being reinforced. This positive feedback
between response and reinforcement has an effect upon other responses
which arefirst being elicited in development and changing in operant
levels. Later-developing responses compete with those already developed
and increasing in rate. The developmental potentialities of some re-
sponses are thus preempted and tend to diminish in frequency unless
they affect other responses. The constant strengthening of some re-
sponses and the elimination of others constitute the process of canali-
zation.

Simultaneously with the developmental sequence in the exhibition of
behavioral responses, the environmentalso provides changing probabili-
ties of reinforcing each response. Although two responses may be ex-
hibited at approximately the same developmental age, the probability of
the environment equally reinforcing both is low. Before a response can
be fully developed, the probabilities of its being elicited and of the
environment reinforcing it must coincide. Regardless of the appropriate-
ness of the environment for reinforcement of a particular response, no
chance for reinforcement will occur if the response is not emitted in the
first place. Likewise the exhibition of a response in a nonreinforcing
environment will tend to bring about extinction of the response. The
effects of early experience upon adult behavior are logically a conse-
quence of a particular response being emitted at the age when the
environment is most likely to reinforce it. Critical periods may then be
considered as those periods in the development of a behavioral character
when the probabilities of a response being emitted and being reinforced
are the greatest. One way of discovering these periods has been to
prevent reinforcement of a response when it is emitted with somefre-
quency or to reinforce responses not usually reinforced in the life of
the animal (Scott, 1962). Although the probability of emitting a particu-
lar response changes throughout life, most responses are repeated
frequently enough during the life cycle to be later reinforced in a rich
environment. This may account for the lack of perseverance in many
early experience studies. Continuously reinforced responses are most
likely to perpetuate the experiences gained early in life.
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Types of Reinforcement The differential rates of development of
specific behavioral patterns and the changing probability of the environ-
ment’s reinforcing them are further complicated by the nature of the
reinforcement process itself. One response may reinforce another re-
sponse, depending upon the rate of each (Premack, 1959). Responses
elicited at a higher rate can reinforce those elicited at a lower rate. In
a situation where drinking was contingent upon wheel running and vice
versa, Premack (1962, 1963) was able to demonstrate that a rat's
drinking could be reinforced by running and that running could be rein-
forced by drinking, depending upon the rates of both controlled through
deprivation schedules. In the course of development, a response emitted
early with a relatively high frequency can reinforce a later response; or
an early response which received no environmental reinforcement can
be later reinforced by a late-developing response, which was environ-
mentally reinforced. Adult behavior then arises from a combination of
intrinsic and extrinsic reinforcers which are interdependent and varyin
the developmental sequence with the differential rates of the maturing
responses.

The possibility that a response mayreinforce itself adds further com-
plication to the developmental sequence. Demonstration of self-reinforc-
ing responses cannot be separated experimentally from the kind in which
one responsereinforces another. Noningestive reinforcers, such as light
(Kish, 1955), vision (R. A. Butler, 1953), exploration (Montgomery and
Segall, 1955) and activity (Kagan and Berkun, 1954), suggest that
these stimuli or responses maybe intrinsically reinforcing (Brant and
Kavanau, 1965). However, most of these demonstrations require the
animal to make some type of neutral or low-operant-level response
(such as bar pressing) prior to the other response. This situation can
be interpreted as well by Premack’s paradigm (1959). Most intrinsic
reinforcers have a quality of activity or novelty, from which other re-
sponses cannot readily be separated. It may be possible to distinguish
genetic differences from developmental differences in the reactions to
intrinsic reinforcers.

Genetic differences are apparent in the reaction of various species of
deer mice (Peromyscus) to sand. When provided a choice, most species
select a sand-bottom cage over one with sawdust. The amount of sand
removed from a tunnel, however, distinguished at least one subspecies
from the other members of the genus that have been tested (King and
Weisman, 1964). Over a 24-hour period, the median amount of sand
removed by P. m. gracilis was 0.1 pound, while P. m. bairdii removed
9.9 pounds, P. floridanus 8.8 pounds, and P. leucopus 17.0 pounds.
Some mice removed as much as 90 pounds of sand from the tunnel in
a single night. Individual variability was great, and only the gracilis
mean was significantly lower than the means of the other species. The
differences are compatible with our knowledgeof thelife history of the
mice, since gracilis is semiarboreal whereas the other Species tend to
be terrestrial. P. floridanus inhabits subterranean burrowsin the sandy
soils of Florida. The P. leucopus sample was from thefirst laboratory-
raised generation of captured wild mice, which suggested that other
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factors may also have contributed to the differences. The sand dug from

the tunnel dropped through a screen floor and provided no obvious

reinforcement, other than possibly novelty or a means of escape. A

similar response has been observed in domestic mice, which failed to

exhibit extinction of sand digging when food was removed from the other

side of a sand barrier (Earl, 1957).

The reinforcing properties of the sand-digging response were tested

by making the availability of sand contingent upon a mouse pressing

one of two bars, one providing a limited quantity of sand and the other,

nothing. When the mouse pressed the reinforcing bar, an L-shaped

tunnel was filled with sand, which had to be dug out before more sand

could enter the tunnel at the next pressing of the bar. Over a period of

12 nights, the bar providing sand was pressed significantly more often

than the nonreinforcing bar. Although the mice failed to show a position

reversal during the next 12 nights, their level of bar pressing signifi-

cantly exceeded that of a no-sand control group (King and Weisman,

1964). Since sand digging can serve as a sufficient reinforcement to

learn a position discrimination, it is likely that many other species-

specific responses are of the same nature, i.e., ‘‘self-reinforcing’’ for

want of a better term. That species differ in the amount of reinforcement

they receive from responseselicited at different operant levels remains

to be demonstrated.

The extent to which genes are expressed in the behavioral phenotype

depends upon the temporal sequencesin the exhibition of responses, the

probabilities of responses being reinforced by the changing environment,

reinforcement derived from other responses, and the self-reinforcing

value of the response. Once the expressivity of the genes is altered

throughthis particular combination of genetic and environmental factors,

selection can operate on them. Behavior that enhances or depresses the

phenotypic expression of the genotype, as well as behavior that increases

or decreases the allowable amount of variability of gene action, becomes

exposed to selection.

Selection

The variability of the genotype exposed to selection pressure through

the development of behavior can result in evolution. Since evolution

occurs at the level of populations, the developmental sequence previ-

ously described must be repeated frequently in each generation over

many generations. Canalizing selection (Waddington, 1961) provides a

mechanism for ensuring the frequent phenotypic exposure of adaptable

genotypes, and genetic assimilation may occur. Other processes, such

as the Baldwin effect (Simpson, 1953a), pleiotropy, and correlated

characters, may also contribute toward the evolution of behavioral pat-

terns (Schmalhausen, 1949).

Canalizing Selection The development of phenotypic characters re-

sults from the balancing of tendencies to become modified and to resist

modification by the environment and the genotype (Waddington, 1957,

1961). Some characters are well buffered from environmental or genetic
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changes during the course of development, whereas other characters
are extremely vulnerable to such changes. The extent to which a char-
acter is affected by environmental or genetic alterations is a result of
selection canalizing the development into narrow or broad channels. In
behavior, canalizing selection has brought about some responses which
are reinforced by a variety of stimuli and other responses which are
reinforced only by key stimuli, or releasers (Tinbergen, 1951). Through
canalizing selection, response variability can be channeled into stereo-
typed patterns, which are species-specific or even ‘‘instinctive.’’ Not
only can selection make a variable response stereotyped, but it can also
change the direction of the variability caused by environmental or
genetic modifications. For example, a species that varies its feeding
habits among herbs and grain, depending on modifications in its envi-
ronment or genotype, can be selected for a wider range of food prefer-
ences in either a herbivorous or granivorousdirection.

Genetic Assimilation Canalizing selection operating upon a response
modified by the environment tends to accumulate the genetic factors
that enable its modification. The effect of this selection can be measured
by returning the species to its original environment after several genera-
tions have elapsed in an environment producing new responses. The
Classical examples of genetic assimilation are the change in wing vena-
tion of Drosophila after pupal heat shock (Waddington, 1953), enlarge-
ment of anal papilla in Drosophila larvae raised in a salt media (Wad-
dington, 1959), and the assimilation of the dumpy phenocopy (Bate-
man, 1959).

A behavioral example in Peromyscus maniculatus lends itself to this
interpretation, although the genetic factors are obscure (Wecker, 1963).
P. m. bairdii is a grassland race of this widely distributed species. V. T.
Harris (1952) found that laboratory-raised individuals preferred a simu-
lated grassland habitat to a simulated forest habitat. Descendants of
Harris’ stocks were maintained in the laboratory for 10 years, or about
12 to 20 generations removed from the original stocks. Wecker (1963)
studied habitat selection of these descendants in a seminatural situation
and found that they made noselection when offered a choice offield or
forest. However, if these semidomesticated mice were raised in the
field, they selected the field habitat significantly more frequently than
the forest. Recently captured mice raised in the laboratory, on the other
hand, performed like those studied by Harris; i.e., they selected the
field. Apparently a genetic change had occurred among the mice raised
in the laboratory for several generations. The inherent tendency to
select the field habitat had been lost, but it could be regained by an
early exposure to the environmentthat had previously imposed selection
for this trait.

Wecker’s experiment revealed that genetic assimilation occurred under
natural conditions, and the relaxing of selection in the laboratory for
several generations restored the mice to a more variable and environ-
mentally vulnerable genotype. The variety of habitats occupied by this
Species of Peromyscus suggests that the generalized genotype of these
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mice is readily changed to a specific habitat selection by assimilation.

The ability of the generalized genotype to reacquire the specialized

habitat selection during development is particularly appropriate to the

reinforcement of developing responses.

Baldwin Effect If an animal acquires an adaptive trait, any genetic

change compatible with the acquired character tends to becomefixed or

at least selection will not operate against it. This and related concepts

have been called the ‘‘Baldwin effect’’ (Simpson, 1953a) after Baldwin

(1896) and Morgan (1900), both of whom attempted to deal with the

problem in terms of inheritance of acquired characters. The Baldwin

effect is probably a special case of genetic assimilation. Waddington

(1961) has reviewed it along with other allied concepts. Animals that

learn an adequate pattern of behavior may be said to exhibit the Baldwin

effect in particular and genetic assimilation in general if the behavior

permits either the manifestation of alternative phenotypes for already

existing genetic combinations or a particular assemblage of genetic fac-

tors in the absence of selection against them.

Pleiotropy and Correlated Characters If a single gene influences

several characters (pleiotropy) or if several genes are closely linked or

otherwise bound together by their effect on the phenotype (correlated

characters), selection for one character may influence other characters.

Artificial selection for body size in laboratory mice tends to increase

litter size and reduce wildness (Falconer, 1953). Although a reduction

in wildness may not be adaptive in wild mice, thus limiting the advan-

tages of selection for body size and larger litters, it is possible to con-

ceive of situations in which reduced wildness would have no adverse

effects or even advantageouseffects.

The same principle applies for the selection of other behavior traits.

An animal with the genetic potentiality for acquiring a new behavior

pattern, which confers a selective advantage, may exhibit correlated

physical or behavioral traits which had little or no selective value before

the animal acquired the behavior. Under new selective forces imposed

by the behavior, the correlated characters may exhibit a selective advan-

tage. For example, if climbing ability and a dark pelage are correlated

in mice, any mouse acquiring climbing skills may also exhibit a pelage

color which may be more cryptic in a forest habitat. Selection then

Operating on the protective pelage coloration would tend to fix the

behavior genes involved in climbing. The fixation of the pigment genes

could also occur if climbing was more advantageous than coloration

under the selection pressures imposed by the new environment.

Conclusion

Developmental genetics of behavior can be approached physiologically,

morphologically, and behaviorally. The behavioral approach is closely

related to the ecological study of the genetics of behavior because it

emphasizes the selective forces operating during behavioral develop-

ment. Before selection can operate, the genotype must be expressed in
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the phenotype. Phenotypic expression of the behavioral genotype is
enhanced through schedules of reinforcement provided by the environ-
ment, by other responses, and bythe self-reinforcing properties of the
responses themselves. Sequential development of behavior is particu-
larly important in determining the quality and quantity of reinforcement
a response receives. With the operation of canalizing selection during
development, genetic assimilation of initially acquired responses may
occur. This is a feedback mechanism in which the behavior of a species
alters its genotype and the genotype alters its behavior through the
mediation of selection pressure. Animals also learn to adapt to new
habitats with different types of selective influences which may in turn
alter the genotype. Morphological and physiological traits correlated with
behavior through pleiotropy or linkage can also produce genetic altera-
tions when the acquisition of a behavior pattern exposes animals to
new selection pressures.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM

This chapter will draw together what is known aboutthe effects of genes

upon insect behavior and will examine how far this knowledge helps in
understanding its evolution. There is no attempt to provide a complete
review of the literature, and much that is relevant has been omitted.

At the outset it is necessary to consider what we mean by saying
that behavior is inherited. The phrase can imply only that a potentiality
is transmitted. An animal possessesthe potentiality to perform such and
such behavior, given a particular stimulus situation and having been
exposed to a particular range of environments in the period prior to

testing.

For some types of behavior this environmental range may be quite
broad. It matters rather little what the animal’s previous experience has
been; the same behavior appears at the samesort of stimulus and looks
much the same when performed. Such behavior is characterized by
rigid patterns of movement or posture and is often evoked by special

key stimuli in the environment. It has often been called ‘‘instinctive’’
(e.g., Tinbergen, 1951). In spite of the numerous objections leveled at
this term because of past misuse, it has no adequate substitute and is

still useful, especially in behavior genetics. Instinctive behavior must
be a property of the inherited structure of the nervous system, hormones,

etc. This is not to imply that it is not capable of modification, but the

basic properties of the sensorimotor patterns and often the responsive-

ness to particular stimuli are laid down with the developing nervous

system. They must depend in some fashion on the physical and func-

tional connectivity of neurons.

At the other end of the scale, behavior may be almost completely

dependent in its form and elicitability upon the animal’s individual his-

44
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tory and exhibit all those characteristics we may subsume under the
term “‘learning.’’ This too must be related to the inherited structure of
the nervous system, but in a less direct manner than instinctive behav-
ior. We knowthat, just as a phylogenetic series can be traced through
the vertebrates, showing increasing size and complexity of brain struc-
ture, so there is a corresponding increase in the ability for complex
learning. All that can be stated is in terms of potentialities. Neither
rats nor monkeys normally manifest the behavior associated with the
solution of triple ambiguity problems, but the nervous system of the
monkey possesses the inherited ability to organize such behavior; that
of the rat does not (Harlow, 1958).

Between these two extremes of purely instinctive and purely learned
behavior there are all possible intermediates. Most overt behavior de-
pends on elements of both. The interactions between the two are some-
times complex for, as Hinde and Tinbergen (1958) point out, it may be
a predisposition to learn particular things that is inherited. Various
workers, e.g., Hebb (1953), Lehrman (1953) and Verplanck (1955),
have suggested that the instinct-learning dichotomy is no longer a
useful one for the study of the development and organization of behav-
ior. For instance, Lehrman has shown that the knowledge that a piece
of behavior is inherited does not enable one to predict the nature of
its ontogeny or to separate it rigidly from acquired behavior. Neverthe-
less, the identification of instinctive behavior is still useful for genetic

analysis, because it is so much simpler to study the inheritance of those

patterns that are well buffered against environmental fluctuations during

development andin adultlife.

The insects are a particularly appropriate group for this kind of work.
Their short life-span with attendant lack of parental care and their com-

pact nervous system have favored the evolution of rigid patterns that

require no learning. Insects can learn, but usually such learning serves

only to modify the orientation of instinctive responses which are them-

selves unchanged. The Hymenoptera (ants, bees, and wasps) show

extraordinary facility for this type of learning, and it plays an important

part in their normal life. By contrast, the Diptera (two-winged flies)

exhibit little trace of learning under natural conditions. Indeed, it is
extremely difficult to demonstrate experimentally even simple condi-

tioning of a fly; Frings (1941) might be the only worker to report suc-

cess. The life of Diptera is tied, completely successfully, to a series of

rigid, inherited responses to food, mate, and shelter. The ability to

modify these responses rapidly apparently confers no noticeable selec-
tive advantage.

In general, then, the insect-behavior geneticist is able to study the
effects of selection or gene substitution against a clear background of
inherited behavior, with the experience of individual insects playing a
relatively minor role. He has to choose ‘‘units’’ of behavior for genetic
analysis, and behavior is often so complex and diffuse that this is likely
to be a difficult task. Various aspects of this problem are discussed by
Ginsburg and by Thompsonin this volume. With muchof insect behavior
one has a natural grouping into units—the ‘‘fixed action patterns’’ of
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ethologists—which are distinct and relatively invariable in form (see

Hess, 1962). Each of these often consists of a series of muscle con-

tractions which it may be possible to break down further into units. The

work of Rothenbuhler (1958 and in this volume) showsthat interesting

and meaningful results can be achieved by selecting fixed action pat-

terns which are functionally distinct and which turn out to be genetically

distinct also. Certainly the empirical approach has muchto commendit.

At a certain stage in the history of systematics Darwin’s definition of a

species as ‘‘what any competent taxonomist choosesto call one’’ served

its purpose. At this stage in behavior genetics we might well use a

comparable definition of a behavior unit.

THE EFFECTS OF GENES

ON NERVOUS STRUCTURE

Sperry (1958) has suggested that inherited changes in the nervous

system may be due to changesin (1) size, (2) number, (3) connectivity,

and (4) excitatory properties of nerve cells. It can be argued, justifiably,

that this is but one way of considering genetic effects on the nervous

system and that it may be morerealistic to choose a completely different

system. Nevertheless, Sperry’s categories serve to emphasize types of

genetic effect whose behavioral results must be profound but which

are often overlooked. Althoughit is a problem of the greatest importance

for behavioral evolution, we have little knowledge of how genes operate

to affect behavior via the first three categories. These are effects on

nervous structure, and we know verylittle of how far the nervous sys-

tem showsthe structural variability characteristic of all morphological

features.

We are unlikely to be able to identify and relate altered structure

to altered behavior except in extreme cases. No one is surprised that

congenital microcephalics have altered behavior or that the various
‘‘waltzer’’-type genes of the mouse (Griineberg, 1952) have postural

and locomotor effects commensurate with the middle-ear abnormalities

they produce.

An equally profound behavioral result may be expected when the
number of chromosomesets is altered. Tetraploid animals, which have

twice the normal number, are usually much the same size as normals,
but their cells are approximately twice normal size (Fankhauser, 1945,
1955). This means the animals have only one-half the normal number
of cells, brain cells included. It is fairly easy to obtain salamanders
with three, four, five, or even eight sets of chromosomesand, although

they are often rather sickly animals, they are potentially of great interest

for behavior studies. Fankhauser et al. (1955) and Vernon and Butsch

(1957) have shown that triploid and tetraploid salamanders with 3314

and 50 percent reduction in cell number, respectively, have markedly

impaired learning ability. It would be interesting to know what happens

to their instinctive behavior.

Haploid animals, with only a single chromosomeset, have a doubled

cell number. Among vertebrates they show very reduced viability, per-
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haps because of the total unmasking of deleterious recessive genes.
This makes the Hymenoptera of particular interest because, with their
method of sex determination, males normally develop from unfertilized
eggs and are haploid in origin. Presumably the ancestral Hymenoptera
had males with doubled cell number, but selection has favored genes
that increase cell size and reduce cell number to normal. Haploid-male
cells are about the same size as those of diploid females among Habro-
bracon (Speicher, 1935) and the honeybee (Oehninger, 1913). Thesitu-
ation among honeybees is complicated by the normal occurrence of
endopolyploidy, where the chromosome number of various tissues or
Organs is multiplied (Merriam and Ris, 1954).

As far as genetic effects on the structure of the insect nervous system
are concerned, there is only the work of Power (1943). He showed that
the gene bar which reduces the number of ommatidia in Drosophila also
affects the structure of the brain. Fibers develop centripetally from the
retinal cells, and there are consequently many fewer in bar-eyedflies.
This reduction extends beyond the first synapses in the visual system
into the internal glomerulus and even beyond, though with diminishing
effect. Thus, bar-eyed flies are deprived not only of receptors but also
of the corresponding parts of the visual nervous system. Many genes

which affect sense organs must have similar repercussions on the

nervous system. The bristle genes of Drosophila, which affect tactile

receptors primarily, spring to mind, and also the gene antennaless. The

behavioral effects of this gene (Begg and Packman, 1951) go far be-

yond those produced by amputating the antennae of normal flies

(Manning, 1959a). Part of this difference may be dueto effects on the

antennal nerves and sensory centers as well as general debilitation.

THE EFFECTS OF GENES ON BEHAVIOR

Because there is so little information on the structural effects of genes,

we must rely mostly on behavioral descriptions of gene action. The

examples in insects differ widely in the degree to which they have been

analyzed, but they point toward one obvious conclusion. The commonest

effect that mutations have upon behavior is to alter, not the nature of

the patterns involved, but their threshold and the frequency with which

they are performed.

In Drosophila, for example, no gene has been described which affects

the qualitative form of a behavior pattern. There is no behavioral equiv-

alent of a morphological mutant like aristapedia where an antenna is

replaced by an abortive leg [at least, if we except the anomaloustrans-

former gene which changes a genotypic female into a male with male

behavior (Sturtevant, 1945)]. Rather, there is the equivalent of many

bristle genes that alter the length and number of bristles but retain

their basic form.

Various genes of Drosophila melanogaster have been shown to have
a deleterious effect on the mating success of male flies which carry

them, e.g., ebony and vestigial (Rendel, 1951); white (Reed and Reed,
1950; Petit, 1958); yellow (Bastock, 1956). It is worth examining one
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of the best-analyzed examples in more detail. Bastock (1956) has

shown that the reduced success of yellow males is due to the poorer

stimulating effect of their courtship behavior. Melanogaster’s courtship

can be divided into four basic behavior patterns: (1) ‘‘orientation,’’ in

which the male stands close to or follows the female, (2) ‘‘vibration,”’

in which he rapidly vibrates that wing closest to the female’s head,

(3) ‘“‘licking,’’ in which he extends his proboscis and licks the female’s

ovipositor, and (4) ‘‘attempted copulation,’’ in which he tries to mount

her (Bastock and Manning, 1955). Vibration and licking are certainly

the most important elements in stimulating the female and causing her

to become receptive. Yellow males perform these and other elements

in a precisely normal fashion. They also court as persistently as normal

males, but their courtship has a smaller proportion of vibration and

licking and is therefore less stimulating.

The yellow gene’s effect is thus a subtle one, and we have no idea

where the gene operates in the chain between the male's perceiving the

female and performing various sequences of muscle contractions. Simi-

larly, William and Reed (1944) have shown that various genes produce

small, but significant, changes in the normal wing-beat frequency of

Drosophila. The stimulus-response chain is simpler than in the case of

courtship, but the genes could still operate via any of a large number

of combinations of sense organs, nerves, or muscles.

Apart from single-gene effects, changes in the genotype as a result
of selection or domestication also have behavioral repercussions. For
example, Bésiger (1960) finds that the reducea mating successof vari-
ous mutant stocks of D. melanogaster is not due to the marker genes
but results from the accumulation of a large number of genes during
many generations of domestication. Ewing (1961) shows that the geno-
typic changes produced by selection for large and small body size,
again in D. melanogaster, also affect the courtship behavior of males.
Small flies have a higher proportion of vibration and licking in their
display than large or control flies. Ewing demonstrates convincingly that
this is not a direct result of the genetic changes that have altered size.
It is produced by secondary selection within the culture bottles of small
flies which ‘‘compensates”’ for their reduced wing area and the reduced
stimulating ability that follows.

Clearly, some very rapid evolution can take place in a Drosophila
bottle. Various artificial-selection experiments show how much variabil-
ity for genes that affect behavior is present in ordinary populations.

Hirsch and his coworkers (see Hirsch, 1962) have shownhowreadily
accessible to selection are the numerous genes which affect the levels
of simple photo- and geotactic responses. Their experiments are de-
scribed in more detail elsewhere in this volume. A similarly marked
response to selection was found by Manning (1961), using the mating
speed of Drosophila. Fifty pairs of virgin flies were introduced into a
bottle and pairs removed as they began to copulate, the fastest and

slowest being used for breeding. With unselected control flies, 25 pairs
had mated in the bottle after about 6 minutes. After seven generations
of selection, this was reduced to some 3 minutes by the fast-mating
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lines, while the slow-mating lines took 30 minutes or more. Natural
selection clearly keeps mating speed in normal populations quite close
to the maximum.

In this case, selection changed the behavior of both sexes, but pri-
marily the males. They showed a changed pattern of courtship compa-
rable to that produced by the yellow gene described above. The genes
which had accumulated in the fast-mating lines increased the frequency
with which the vibration and licking elements were performed. In the
Slow lines these elements occurred less frequently than normal. Mating
speed is a complex and somewhat arbitrary character, and it was only
to be expected that sexual behavior was not the only thing affected by
selection. Changes in the general locomotor activity of the flies had
just as great an effect upon mating speed. These changes were not in
the same direction as those in sexual behavior. The slow-mating lines
were slow partly because they were so intensely active when putinto the
mating bottle that it was many minutes before any began courting. Con-
versely, the fast-mating flies were very sluggish in all but sexual re-
sponses. Unselected controls were intermediate in both respects and
probably had an optimum ‘‘balance’’ between sexual and general activ-
ity. The genetic basis of these two aspects of behavioris certainly fairly

distinct, and they can be changed independently as a result of strong

selection. Their essential independence is further demonstrated by the

fact that, with a different selection technique, slow-mating lines of flies

were produced which also showed lowered general activity (Manning,

1963).

This short account of gene effects on Drosophila behavior serves to

emphasize the lability of behavioral thresholds. It is tempting to specu-

late that genes may operate directly on the nervous system in a manner

related to Sperry’s fourth category listed above, that of the excitatory

properties of neurons. This might involve changes in membrane perme-

ability, enzyme secretion, or anything that can affect a neuron’s thresh-

old. In no case do we have anyof the relevant details of gene action so

that little is gained by attempting to be more precise.

The evidence that genes can affect neural thresholds directly is purely

circumstantial, but the slow-mating flies of Manning (1961) might be

considered as an example. Their poor mating performance does not

appear to be the result of gene action on theflies’ general metabolism

or muscular efficiency. The same muscles that work at low intensity in

a sexual situation are involved in high-intensity activity in other situa-

tions. Again, their sense organs may be impaired, but none operate

exclusively in a sexual context and there is no other sign of impair-

ment. In many respects the nervous system itself is the most plausible

site for gene action.

It is not surprising that this should be so. The nervous system is in

constant activity; the second-to-second changesin behavior are not pro-

duced by the initiation and termination of impulse trains in particular

tracts. Rather, as a response to changing sensory inflow, there are

changes in the frequencies of both excitatory and inhibitory impulses
in tracts that are continuously active at some level. The infinite subtlety
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of threshold changes in such a system provides plenty of scope for gene

action. In addition, there are important parts of the nervous system

whose main function seems to be modifying the level of discharge in

others. The supra- and subesophageal ganglia of insects appear to

exercise this kind of control over the lower segmental centers of the

thorax and abdomen. It is in the latter that the motor coordination of

discrete behavior patterns is organized, but their discharge is depend-

ent on the interplay of descending facilitatory and inhibitory impulses

from the brain (see Vowles, 1961a, 1961b). For example, if the head

of a male praying mantis is removed, it begins incessant walking move-

ments. If it encounters a female, incessant copulatory movements begin,

which may end with normal and successful copulation (Roeder, 1935).

Roeder et al. (1960) have shown that this behavior is the result of

greatly increased spontaneous activity in the thoracic and abdominal

ganglia of the mantis following the severance of connections with the

brain.

THE BEHAVIOR OF GYNANDROMORPHS

At this point, when considering the neurological basis of insect be-

havior, it is relevant to consider briefly one special type of genetic

aberration which yields some interesting behavioral information. Gynan-

dromorphs are mosaic individuals, some of whose cells are genetically

male and others female. Unlike vertebrates, in insects the gonads do

not produce a hormone that coordinates the development of secondary

sexual characters. Thus transplanting ovaries into a castrated-male-

insect larva does not affect the development of normal male characters

and behavior. Sex is determined entirely by the chromosomes, and it

is perfectly possible to have a male head and thorax joined to a female

abdomencontaining fertile ovaries. The various genetic situations that

give rise to gynandromorphsare described by Sinnott et al. (1958).

The behavior of gynandromorphs has been described only in two

types of Diptera, Drosophila (Morgan and Bridges, 1919; Hollingsworth,

1955) and the housefly, Musca domestica (Milani and Rivosecchi, 1954),

and in two types of Hymenoptera, the parasitic wasp, Habrobracon jug-

landis (Whiting, 1932), and the honeybee, Apis mellifera (Sakagami and

Takahashi, 1956). In addition, the behavior of ‘‘intersex’’ Drosophila

(which show a varying mixture of male and female characters but are

not true gynandromorphs) has been described by Sturtevant (1920) and

Hollingsworth (1959).

Gynandromorphsare interesting because they provide a unique means

of assessing the relative roles of the brain and the more peripheral

centers. How does an insect behave, say, when its brain is male, but

its thoracic and abdominal ganglia are female?

It is impossible as yet to give a clear-cut answer to this question,

for the evidence is incomplete and conflicting. The evidence from Droso-

phila and Habrobracon agrees in finding that the sex of the brain de-

termines behavior. Whiting’s (1932) evidence is particularly interesting.

In Habrobracon both sexes have distinctive behavior and, in particular,
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female behavior is not revealed merely by an absence of male patterns,
which is often all that can be observed in Drosophila. Only female Habro-
bracon mount, palpate, and sting caterpillars which are their normal
hosts; males ignore them. Whiting observed 62 gynandromorphs and,
in those which had a head of one sex and abdomen of the other, found
a clear dependence on the head. Thus wasps with female heads and
male abdomens would mount andpalpate caterpillars, try to sting them,
and even make egg-laying movements with their completely male ab-
domens.

Whiting had some wasps which were male on one side and female
on the other; their brains thus contained both types of cell. Such wasps
showed signs of both male and female behavior, though rarely in a
complete fashion. Left/right gynandromorphs also had a tendency to
show inappropriate responses to external stimuli. Presented with a
caterpillar they sometimes made male courtship movements or would
try to sting a female wasp instead of courting her.

Such a full correspondence between the sex of the brain and be-
havior might not be expected, in view of the neurophysiological evidence
given above. The insect brain operates primarily as a general modifier

on behavior patterns which are themselves organized in the thoracic and

abdominal centers. We might predict that these lower centers would

sometimes “‘break through” in a gynandromorph to reveal their own

potentialities.

Something approaching this has been found in gynandromorph house-

flies and honeybees. Milani and Rivosecchi (1954) have a few observa-

tions on Musca and report that sex behavior follows the sex of the

abdomen. Flies with female heads on male bodies successfully at-

tempted copulation with normal females. Sakagami and Takahashi

(1956) have records of the behavior of some 40 gynandromorph honey-

bees with a varying mixture of male and female parts. They could not

observe specifically sexual behavior because the female workers are

sterile and there is very little characteristic drone behavior. However,

drones normally move about the hive in a more sluggish manner than

workers. On the whole they found that this character in gynandromorphs

agreed with the degree of ‘‘maleness’’ of the head. This was not true

of the complex series of social patterns such as cell cleaning, mutual

feeding, and hive ventilation, which are normally performed only by

workers. Sakagami and Takahashi found that even gynandromorphs

with completely male head and female body showed many of these

patterns in completely normal form. This is the more striking in that

the structure of the brain is very different in the two sexes. Drones

have enormous eyes and correspondingly enlarged visual centers, and

their corpora pedunculata or mushroom bodies are much reduced com-

pared with those of a worker’s brain.

Sakagami and Takahashi suggest several possible explanations for

their results. Considering them alongside the other gynandromorph evi-

dence, it seems certain that both male and female insects inherit a

nervous system capable of all the behavior shown by the species. This

is also the case among vertebrates where the hormonal balance deter-
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mines which type of behavior is evoked. Some other kind of switch

mechanism must operate in insects. In Drosophila and Habrobracon the

switch appears to operate primarily upon the brain which in turn evokes

behavior of the corresponding sex from the lower centers. However, in

Musca, a relative of Drosophila, and the honeybee, a relative of Habro-

bracon, the sex of the brain has apparently less influence. These in-

consistencies between relatives are unexpected, and we must simply

wait for more detailed information.

HOW ARE GENE-CONTROLLED

CHANGES RELATED TO THE

EVOLUTION OF INSECT BEHAVIOR?

We have seen that the usual effect of genes is to alter behavior in a

quantitative, rather than a qualitative, fashion. This dichotomy is not

absolute. If, during evolution, a series of quantitative changes gradually

reduces the performance frequency of a behavior pattern to zero, a

qualitative change in the animal’s behavior repertoire has resulted.

Further, it can be argued that, if the units chosen for analysis are small

enough, any change is a quantitative one. Nevertheless, the dichotomy

is useful when considering the manner in which behavior evolves.

We must now examine how the divergence of behavior between spe-
cies and races may be related to gene action. Can we understand be-
havioral evolution in terms of natural selection operating over a long
period on small inherited changes?
We need data from a range of closely related species, and fortunately

there have recently been a numberof excellent comparative studies of
various insect groups. Among the investigators, we may list Spieth
(1952) who contributed a study of the courtship displays of some 100
species of Drosophila, Blest (1957) who analyzed the defensive displays
of a number of Saturniid and Sphingid moths, and Crane who studied
the analogous displays of some Mantids (1952) and the courtship of
Heliconiid butterflies (1957a). Still within the bounds of the Arthropods,
Crane also made comparative studies of courtship by Salticid spiders
(1949) and fiddler crabs (1957b). All these workers have studied a
range of related species, and all have been particularly interested in
the evolution of the behavior they describe.

In all these groups it is found, not unexpectedly, that the instinctive-
behavior repertoire is quite conservative. There is a limited set of be-
havior units, just as morphological features are also limited. It is clear
that, while distant relatives may show behavior differences which appear
to be ‘‘qualitative,’’ closer relatives differ in a more simple ‘‘quanti-
tative’ way. This point has already been stressed by Tinbergen (1959a)
and relates very well to what is known of gene action,
We can examine the nature of the behavior changes within a group

in more detail. Nearly all the behavior under consideration has the
function of communicating something to conspecifics or to potential
predators. Historically, responses that serve such a function have been
derived from various sources in the insects’ repertoire. And they have
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been modified to make them distinctive and conspicuous. This type of
evolutionary change has been called “ritualization” (Tinbergen, 1952).
Blest (1961) provides a full discussion of the ritualization concept and,
following him, the basic features of the process may be considered under
two headings.

Changesin the Releasing Mechanism

In many cases wefind that related Species have different thresholds for
the production of homologous responses to the same stimulus. Some
moths of the genus Automeris perform a defense display in response
to tactile stimulation, but their thresholds vary. Different parts of the
display vary in their thresholds independently of each other (Blest,
1957). Crane (1952) describes similar threshold differences for the
defensive displays of Mantids. Again, Drosophila species appear to
differ in their sexual-behavior thresholds as measured by the latency
from the introduction of the sexes to the beginning of courtship (Spieth,
1952; Manning, 1959b). Differences of this type are very easily related
to genetic changes. They exactly resemble the changes produced in
Drosophila by artificial selection (Manning, 1961).

Often relatives differ in the dominant sensory modality concerned
in evoking homologous responses. Drosophila species vary greatly in
their dependence on visual stimulation during courtship. D. subobscura
never mates in the absence of light, but its close relatives pseudo-
obscura and persimilis are little affected by darkness (Wallace and
Dobzhansky, 1946). Spieth and Hsu (1950) describe a parallel case
in the melanogaster-species group. At one end of the scale is auraria,
like swbobscura quite inactive sexually if kept in the dark. At the other
end is melanogaster itself, which is scarcely affected. Melanogaster’s
closest relative, simulans, is strongly affected by the absenceof light.
These two species form a sibling pair which must have diverged very
recently, yet already they show considerable differences in behavior.
The courtship of both types of male is quite similar, but while melano-
gaster females are most responsive to the chemical and tactile stimuli
the male provides, simulans responds mainly to the visual stimuli.
Simulans females probably have lowered thresholds somewhere in the
visual system, and they also have more visual receptors. Their eyes
have more ommatidia than those of melanogaster, and this means more
neurons in the visual nervous system (Manning, 1959b).

Crane (1949) has found a comparable situation among Salticid
Spiders, where a series based upon increasing light dependence can
be traced. Here, however, the dependence on vision is not restricted
to the sexual situation (we do not knowthatit is in D. simulans) but
extends throughall the spiders’ behavior.

Changes in Coordination

This is essentially a blanket category. We have toolittle knowledge of
the mechanisms underlying the performance of an instinctive-behavior
pattern to be able to classify coordination changes meaningfully. Morris
(1957) and Blest (1961) consider more fully a number of changes
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which might come under this heading. The ‘‘aim’’ of ritualization has

been to produce a distinctive, unambiguous signal. One conspicuous

way in which homologous patterns differ between relatives is in the

degree to which various elements of the pattern are emphasized.

Male fiddler crabs of the genus Uca all show a rhythmic claw waving

in their courtship display. The genus falls into two groups behaviorally.

One accentuates the lateral movement of the claw during the wave;

the other accentuates the vertical component. Species also differ in the

degree to which the body is raised on the ambulatory legs during

the wave (Crane, 1957b). Brown (1965) describes how the courtship

wing vibration of various members of the Drosophila obscura species

group differs in the degree to which thetrailing edge of the wing is

lowered. Female Heliconiid butterflies show similar variations in their

wing movements during courtship (Crane, 1957a). These are Arthropod

examples, but numerous cases of this type are described for birds,

where some displays are very fully analyzed (e.g., Tinbergen, 1959b).

A second type of coordination change which may accompanyritualiza-

tion is an increase or decrease in the speed of a movement. Blest

(1957) describes variation in display speed among moths. Lindauer

(1957a) compares the speed and rhythm of the waggle dance by the

four species of Apis (honeybees). To indicate a distance of 100 meters

to the food source, the domestic honeybee, A. mellifera, shows 10 runs

per 15 seconds. A. dorsata shows 9 runs to indicate the same distance,

A. indica shows 7.5, and A. florea only 6. The same kinds of variations
are found between different strains of the domestic honeybee (Boch,
1957).

These are but a few examples of some of the more important changes
which have occurred repeatedly during the microevolution of behavior;
a more complete review is provided by Manning (1965). It is perfectly
reasonable to consider them as a result of the accumulation of small
quantitative effects produced by gene mutation. Changes in the thresh-
old of responses are, as we have seen, typical results of mutation. The
exaggerations of particular parts of a movement or changesin its speed
may well result from threshold changes also. A group of muscles is
active earlier or later in a sequence and maintains its activity for a
longer or shorter time. The time occupied by sequences may be varied
and so on. If correct, these interpretations require that genes are able
to exert their effects at particular sites in the nervous system or upon
particular sense organs or muscles. This speculation can be checked
with suitable material, and there is some circumstantial evidence in
favor of it; e.g., Rothenbuhler (1958) has found that different parts of
a behavior sequence are affected individually by different genes. Cer-
tainly the nervous system is diverse enoughin histology and biochemis-

try to make limited gene action quite feasible.

THE INHERITANCE OF
BEHAVIOR PATTERNS THEMSELVES

So far we have considered only how existing behavior patterns are

modified by genes. We must now consider the inheritance of ‘‘whole’’
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units of behavior. Instinctive behavior is usually efficiently adapted to
an animal’s normal environment. It is probable that someof its adap-
tiveness has been attained by means of ‘‘genetic assimilation” (Wad-
dington, 1961). This is the process of accumulating genes that enable
the organism to make an adaptive response to an environmental stimu-
lus. The threshold for this response becomes lowered over successive
generations, provided the environmental stimulus is consistently present.
Eventually individuals are produced which develop the response even
in the absence of the original stimulus.

Waddington has demonstrated genetic assimilation experimentally
for some morphological and physiological responses to external stimuli
by Drosophila. |In behavioral terms it could lead to acquired behavior
patterns becoming inherited ones. For example, Thorpe and others
have studied a form of ‘“‘larval conditioning’ to host caterpillars in the
parasitic Ichneumonoid, Nemeritis (Thorpe and Jones, 1937; Thorpe,
1938), and also the conditioning of Drosophila to contaminants in food
(Thorpe, 1939). Here the insects have an inherited preference for the
normal situation, but their aversion to abnormal stimuli can be sig-

nificantly reduced by exposure to them during the larval period. Con-
sistent selection for the insects that responded best might well lead

to the development of strains that showed inherited preferences for the

new situation. A start has been made on experiments of this type, using

Drosophila and peppermint oil as a contaminant in their food (Moray

and Connolly, 1963; Moray and Arnold, 1964). Although there are some

signs of assimilation, the situation is complicated by the relative toxic-

ity of peppermint oil.

Whether or not it arose in this way, the inheritance of any behavior

unit is likely to be controlled by many genes. Caspari (1958, 1963c)

and others have suggested this previously, and all the argument of the

preceding sections supports this view. We can only envisage the con-

struction of the necessary neural mechanism by many small steps.

Large, sudden changes are almost certain to be disadvantageous both

for their physiological effects and because they are likely to be mal-

adaptive behaviorally.

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to obtain direct evidence of the

inheritance of behavior patterns. In hybrids the behavior patterns rarely

show any sign of breaking up into smaller units, although these might

be impossible to recognize anyway. As Caspari (1963c) points out, F,

hybrids and backcrosses are needed if units of behavior that correspond

to genetic units are to be isolated. Only rarely can these be obtained,
save from species which are so closely related that their behavioral

repertoires are very similar. Such species usually differ by genes that

affect only the frequency of performance of patterns commonto both.

Even if a pattern is apparently absent in one parent species, the neces-

sary neural mechanism may be present, though with a very high

threshold. ‘‘Scissoring,’’ a courtship movement typical of Drosophila

simulans males, is not normally seen in D. melanogaster. Nevertheless,

it can be evoked under abnormal conditions (Manning, 1959b). Some-

times a behavior pattern present in both parent species is absent in

the hybrid. Ehrman (1960) describes how the female hybrids between
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two subspecies of D. paulistorum are completely unreceptive to the

courtship of males and never mate. This too may be a result of a

greatly elevated threshold. a

lf the performance frequency of a behavior pattern in the hybrids is

intermediate between those of the parent species, and if the Ff’, genera-

tion shows a full range of frequencies, we can argue little about the

pattern’s actual inheritance. We know only that multiple loci affect its

performance thresold. Sometimes a single locus seems to determine

whether or not a pattern occurs. For example, Hoérmann-Heck (1957)

studied the inheritance of a number of the courtship patterns in two

crickets, Gryllus campestris and G. maculatus. Some of them appeared

to be controlled by a single locus, but this is only a shorthand way of

saying that this locus controlled the performance threshold of the pat-

tern in a rather switchlike manner. The underlying mechanisms must

depend on numerousloci for their development, although selection may

have caused these loci to become linked, perhaps within an inversion,

so that they are inherited as a block. Systems of this type have been

shown to control the inheritance of color and mimicry patterns of

Lepidoptera (Sheppard, 1961).

An important advance in the study of behavioral inheritance may

come from the analysis of animal sounds. The sound spectograph en-

ables an exact record to be made of a most complex, ritualized series

of muscular movements. The breakdown of parental patterns in hybrids

may be detected with far more certainty than is normally possible.

There is already some work with hybrids among grasshoppers (Perdeck,

1958) and doves (Lade and Thorpe, 1964), although F, hybrids and

backcrosses are difficult to obtain because of the near sterility of the

F, hybrids.

GENES AND SEXUAL ISOLATION

Hitherto we have considered how insect behavior has been changed by
evolution. However, the influence is not in a single direction. In con-
clusion, we must give some account of how behavior influences the
course that evolution takes, and the study of sexual isolation has been
foremost in this connection. Sexual isolation may be defined as the
reduction of hybridization by behavioral barriers to mating between
species or strains.

Sexual-isolation studies gained great impetus from the publication
of two books, Dobzhansky’s Genetics and the Origin of Species (1937)
and Mayr’s Systematics and the Origin of Species (1942). One central
problem was how divergent species emerge from a common ancestral
population. Must populations be geographically isolated before diver-
gence can occur? How stable are the genetic differences which have
arisen between populations in isolation if they subsequently meet?

some barrier to prevent hybridization must be present if previously
isolated populations are not to mingle once more. Miller (1942) sug-

gested that sexual isolation could arise as one consequence of genetic
divergence while two populations are still separated. When they meet
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again a barrier already exists and they do not interbreed. Dobzhansky
considered this unlikely but envisaged sexual isolation arising rather
quickly after the populations meet. If divergence has proceeded far
enough to render the hybrids at a disadvantage, selection will favor
the rapid evolution of a sexual-isolation mechanism.

Evidence favoring each point of view has been put forward, but nearly
everybody now agrees that they are not mutually exclusive and must
reinforce one anotherin many cases. It was important to discover how
small a genetic divergence could produce sexual isolation. Many people
have looked for isolation between different Strains of the same species,
different inbred lines, and between stocks differing by only a single
gene. Nearly all the work is on Drosophila, and Patterson and Stone
(1952) give a very full account of the literature to that date. Much of
it suffers from a total disinterest in behavior as such. Often isolation
has been detected simply by scoring the genotype of the progeny, with
no direct observation. In some cases where the insects have been
watched, the courtship of a male Drosophila has been considered simply
as a vehicle by which he expresses the degree of his sexual isolation
from the female he is courting. Thus males that copulate at random
with females of their own and a foreign strain have nevertheless been
described as showing ‘‘courtship discrimination’’ between them.

sexual isolation among insects is based on a variety of sensory
discriminations. In many Drosophila species it is primarily chemical,
either from contact chemoreceptors on the tarsi or via the antennae
(Miller, 1950; Spieth, 1952; Manning, 1959a). Females usually dis-
criminate more strongly than males. It is not disadvantageous for males
to be aroused by a wide range of stimuli for they can mate manytimes,
but females mate less often (sometimes only once), and their choice of
mateis critical.

Chemical differences between populations are almost certain to arise
at a very early stage in divergence and thus are well adapted to form
the basis for isolation. Kessler (1962) shows that isolation based upon
contact-chemical differences has already developed between geographi-
cal races of D. paulistorum, which must be of very recent origin.

Visual discrimination against foreign mates is probably rare in insects;
they do not possess fine enough form vision. Among the insects that
use visual stimuli in courtship, such as butterflies, the males approach
female models of almost any color (Tinbergen et al., 1942: Stride, 1957:
Magnus, 1958). But when they come closer, they usually court only
those models of roughly the correct color. Chemical stimuli are con-
cerned in the final stages of butterfly courtship, and these are presum-
ably morecritical.

Perdeck (1958) describes a remarkable example of sexual isolation
between two sibling grasshopper species (Chorthippus brunneus and
C. biguttulus), which is based entirely on sound stimuli. The females
are attracted to their males by their distinctive songs. If they are arti-
ficially lured into the vicinity of foreign males, they show no subsequent
discrimination atall.

Genes appear to affect sexual isolation in a typically quantitative
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fashion. Laboratory stocks of Drosophila melanogaster and D. simulans

vary in the degree of isolation between the species (Barker, 1962).

Koopman (1950) showed byartificial selection that D. pseudoobscura

and D. persimilis normally show considerable variability for genes affect-

ing the sexual isolation between them. By eliminating hybrids from

mixed populations, he was able to increase isolation markedly within a

few generations, mostly by increasing the discrimination of persimilis

males.

We have seen that single-gene mutations often reduce the mating

success of males that carry them. However, it is less common for them

to affect the receptivity of females; thus mutant males may be at a

disadvantage both with mutant and normal females. This ‘‘one-sided

mating preference’ in D. melanogaster has been described for the

mutants yellow (Merrell, 1949; Bastock, 1956), raspberry (Merrell,

1949), and white (Reed and Reed, 1950). The extent to which this

situation could represent an initial stage in the evolution of true sexual

isolation has been disputed. Merrell (1953), for example, argues that

it has little relevance because the mutant males are always at a disad-

vantage in mixed populations. He has indeed shown that various genes

are eliminated at the rate predicted from the mating deficiency of the

carrier males.

In an isolated population, however, a change in the courtship behavior

of one sex immediately imposes a new selection pressure on the other.

Bastock (1956) finds that yellow females taken from stocks that have

carried the gene for many generations are more receptive than normal

females. This difference helps to ‘‘compensate’’ for the courtship defi-

ciency of yellow males, which now inseminate yellow females at nearly

the same rate as normal males. This increased receptivity is not an

effect of the yellow gene itself. It has been produced by selection in

yellow stocks where the courtship of males is poor, but the usual
selection pressure to mate and lay eggs quickly remains.

If in an isolated population there appears a gene that is generally

advantageous but has an effect comparable to yellow on the courtship

of males, selection will not favor an increase of female receptivity be-

yond a certain point. The reasons for this appear to be twofold in

Drosophila. Firstly, a degree of unwillingness enables females to ‘‘sam-

ple’’ the courtship of males and to discriminate against those which are

deficient. Smith (1958) has discussed this type of sexual selection and

shows how it enables D. subobscura females to avoid mating with

inbred males of low fertility. B6siger (1960) puts forward similar ideas.

Secondly, if female receptivity increases too far, they may accept foreign

males and be rendered effectively sterile since they mate only once.

Would, then, a gene such as yellow, if it confers other advantages,

Spread only rather slowly through a population, having to overcomeits

behavioral disadvantage? Bastock argues that selection favors females

that respond preferentially to some aspect of their males’ courtship

which is less affected by the gene. If vibration and licking are reduced,

as by yellow, the females might respond more to visual aspects of the

orientation part of the display. This, in turn, will result in selection for
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males which accentuate this part of courtship. Eventually this mutual
selection process will lead to sexual isolation from other populations
which still rely most on vibration and licking. The divergence of D.
melanogaster and D. simulans from a common ancestor is most reason-
ably explained in this way. Simulans males are more sluggish and court
less actively than melanogaster, but their females respond to visual
aspects of the display and, if anything, accept them more easily than
melanogaster females accept their males (Manning, 1959b). Such a
system agrees well with what is known of the behavior differences
between other closely related Drosophila species. It means that quite
small genetic changes might lay the foundations for sexual isolation in
geographically isolated populations. These will be quickly strengthened
by selection if they subsequently meet and have disadvantageous hy-
brids.

The effects which genes have on habitat selection also have reper-
cussions on sexual isolation. Quite often the isolation found between
species in the laboratory seems insufficient to account for the rarity of
naturally occurring hybrids. D. pseudoobscura and D. persimilis are a
case in point. Clearly their sexual isolation is reinforced by the fact
that where they are sympatric they choose different microhabitats within
an area (Pittendrigh, 1958). Waddington et al. (1954) have demon-
strated that genetic divergence such as occurs in domestic Drosophila

stocks has a direct effect on habitat selection and presumably Droso-
phila choose those environments where they survive best. Kalmus
(1941) shows that, under particular circumstances, genes that are

normally disadvantageous may show improved survival. Yellow, for
example, survives starvation in a moist atmosphere better than wild

types.

Differences in habitat selection and survival ability are of greatest
importance in those areas where twoclosely related species overlap. In
the absence of competition they may have a wide range of microhabitats
but, when they compete, each species is forced to occupy only those
where it can survive better than its relative. Among birds there are
good examples of habitat selection expanding and contracting according
to competition. The willow warbler (Phylloscopus trochilus) and its close
relative the chiffchaff (P. collybita) both breed over a wide area of
Europe. The willow warbler normally lives in low bushes and scrub
whereas the chiffchaff occupies trees and tall bushes. In the Canary
Islands, the willow warbler is absent; there the chiffchaff frequents
both types of habitat (Lack and Southern, 1949). Similarly, in the Sierra
Nevada of California, Drosophila pseudoobscura is forced, by competi-
tion with D. persimilis, into woodlands that are drier than those it
prefers in the more eastern and southern portions of its range where
the latter species is absent (Pittendrigh, 1958).

Even within a Drosophila population cage in the laboratory there may
be a sufficient range of habitats for microgeographical isolation to exist
between strains. Knight et al. (1956) and Crossley (1963) have at-
tempted to select for sexual isolation between different mutants of
D. melanogaster. They mixed stocks which were genotypically similar,
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except that one was homozygous for the gene vestigial, which greatly

reduces wing development, and the other for ebony, which affects body

color and also impairs vision. They imposed selection for isolation by

removing the hybrids, which are phenotypically wild, each generation.

Both found that the stocks did not always mix and mate at random in

population cages and jars. One result of the presence of the ebony and

vestigial genes was to cause the two stocks to react differently to light

and other features of the containers when they were first introduced as

virgins. This microhabitat selection was certainly increased by their

selection and reinforced any true sexual isolation.

Another example is that given by Hovanitz (1953) who describes how

a gene affecting wing color in the butterfly Colias eurythme also changes

its optimum temperature and light intensity for flight. White females are

most active in the early morning and just before sunset, when tempera-

ture and light are low. Yellow and orange females show a peakofactivity

at noon. The white gene does not affect the color of males, but if it

affects their activity in a similar way to that of females, it may well

influence the frequency of mating between the different genotypes.

Genes that affect habitat selection in this way are to some extent ‘‘auto-

isolating,’’ and this is bound to influence, and perhaps accelerate, the

evolution of sexual isolation.

CONCLUSION

The speculation-to-fact ratio in this discussion has inevitably been rather

high. Yet we can understand in principle if not in detail how insect

behavior has evolved by the accumulation of small inherited changes.

One urgent need is for more physiological data on how genes affect

the nervous system and its operation. Behavior genetics is a rapidly

expanding field, and it is certain that insects will prove as valuable here

as they have in other branches of biology in elucidating mechanisms

that are of universal importance.
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INTRODUCTION

Insects are so successful on this planet that fully 675,000 species have
evolved——many more than all other animal species combined. They live
essentially everywhere except in the sea. They are adapted to the
utilization of foods ranging from wood to blood. A few species store
supplies of food, but others die or enter some quiescent state when
the natural supply is exhausted. Some are parasitic, others are free-
living. Some are sessile, while others crawl, walk, and fly. Most live
alone during almost their entire existence, whereas a few cannot survive
apart from a colony. In reproduction, in hatching, and during growth
and development, insects engage in the behavior necessary to the
maintenance of the species. Their behavior reaches spectacular com-
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plexities, particularly in the cases of the social species. This chapteris

concerned primarily with the behavior of one insect, the Western honey-

bee, Apis mellifera L., which, to be better understood, is considered in

the light of some facts regarding insects in general, reproduction in

the order Hymenoptera, and some of the behavior of the other honey-

bees, the bumblebees, and the stingless bees.

GENERAL INSECT BIOLOGY

Morphology, Physiology, and Classification

The adult insect body has a chitinous exoskeleton and is divided into

three segments: head, thorax, and abdomen. The head bears a pair of

antennae, the eyes, and the mouthparts. The thorax, composed typically

of three segments, usually bears three pairs of legs and two pairs of

wings. The abdomenconsists of many segments with no legs or wings,

but it usually carries the reproductive organs. Internally the typical

insect has a tubular digestive system; a long tubular heart extending

from head to abdomen; a tubular and saclike system of tracheae for

respiratory organs which extends from the spiracles in the body wall to

the smallest internal organs; reproductive organs opening at the poste-

rior end of the body; a complex, extensive muscular system; and a

nervous system. For further information on insects, see Stefferud

(1952), Ross (1956), Imms (1957), Borror and DeLong (1964), or other

general textbooks.

The central nervous system of an insect consists typically of a brain,

subesophageal ganglion, and a series of ganglia and their connectives,

which together constitute the ventral nerve cord, lying on the floor of

the thorax and abdomen. There are gross variations in this system from

one group to another, involving size of the parts and concentration of

ganglia into a smaller number of centers. The volume of the brain

relative to the body varies, being 1/4,200th in Dytiscus (predacious

diving beetle), 1/3,290th in Melolontha (beetle), 1/280th in Formica

(ant), and 1/174th in Apis (the honeybee) (Imms, 1957). Brain size

and shapediffer in the three castes of the honeybeeitself (Snodgrass,

1956). For detailed treatment of the anatomy of the nervous system,

the following should be consulted: Snodgrass (1935, 1956), Vowles

(1961la), Schmitt (1962), and Bullock and Horridge (1965).

The physiology of the insect nervous and sensory systems is pre-

sented by Wigglesworth (1950), Roeder (1953, 1958, 1963), Vowles

(1961b), Patton (1963), Dethier (1963), Markl and Lindauer (1965),

and Bullock and Horridge (1965).

Some recent reviews of behavior with emphasis on insects are found

in Alexander (1964), Baerends (1959), Carthy (1965), Jander (1963),

Lindauer (1962, 1965), and Haskell (1966). The social biology of ants

is reviewed by Wilson (1963) and of termites by Weesner (1960).

The systematic classification of the insects to be discussed is given

in Figure 5.1. Reference to various insects will be made in such a way

as to permit their identification in this chart.
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Order Hymenoptera

Suborder Apocrita Symphyta

Division Aculeata Parasitica

Superfamily Apoidea Sphecoidea Vespoidea Scolioidea Bethyloidea
(bees) (wasps— (wasps—

___

(Parasitic (parasitic
solitary) many wasps Hymenoptera)

social) and ants)
  
   

 

    Family Apidae Megachilidae Melittidae Halictidae And renidae Colletidae

Subfamily Apinae Anthophorinae Xylocopinae
(social bees) (mining or digger bees (carpenter bees)

and cuckoo bees)

    
Tribe Apini Meliponini Bombini Euglossini

(honeybees) (stingless bees) (bumblebees)

Genus Apis Trigona Melipona Lestrimelitta Bombus_ Psithyrus

(free-living) (parasitic)

      Species mellifera indica dorsata florea andreniformis

Race Italian Caucasian Carniolan Punic German Egyptian

Figure 5.1 Partial classification of the insect order Hymenoptera.

Solitary and Social Life

Most insects live alone and consequently display a limited numberof
complex behavior patterns. Individuals of such species find food and
ingest it; escape predators; and respondto light, temperature, and other
elements of the physical environment. In reproduction they become
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social to the extent necessary for copulation, after which the eggs are

laid by the female. Life ends soon thereafter.

By contrast, in two orders of insects, lsoptera and Hymenoptera,

complex social life is found. All the Isoptera (termites) live in colonies.

Some termites build nests with specific characteristics and considerable

interspecific variability. The value of these nests for phylogenetic and

ethological studies has been pointed out by several investigators and

nicely summarized by Schmidt (1955a, 1955b, 1964).

The Hymenoptera (ants, bees, wasps, etc.) include many groups which

are solitary. Even though all the ants are social, only a few of the bees

and wasps can be soclassified. It is these few, however, that are com-

monly seen and known. Various levels of social life can be found among

the Hymenoptera, especially the bees and wasps. General accounts of

insect social life can be found in Wheeler (1923, 1928) or Michener

and Michener (1951).

THE HONEYBEES AND

THEIR COLONIAL LIFE

The Western honeybee (Apis mellifera L.) has three kinds of individuals

in its colonies: queen, drone, and worker, as illustrated in Figure 5.2.

Ordinarily only one queen is present in each colony. The queen is the

reproducing female—the mother of all other bees in the colony. She

originates from a fertilized egg, is reared in a large cell hanging verti-

cally from the comb, andis fed royal jelly in massive quantities through-

out her developmental life. She may lay up to 1,600 or more eggs per

day. She normally lives for 2 or 3 years.

The workers are a second type of female which also develops from

fertilized eggs. Workers are reared in small horizontal cells and are fed

a food different from the queen’s and only in limited amounts. Although

workers start life with the same genetic endowment as queens, they

become differentiated from queens in morphology, physiology, and be-

havior. Workers are present in numbers ranging from 7,000 or 8,000

 
Figure 5.2 Drone, queen, and worker honeybee, in order from left to right.
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Figure 5.3. A comb showing brood in bottom center, cells of pollen above,
and sealed cells of honey in upper corners.

to 60,000 or 70,000 in a normal colony. Their life-span in the summer
is about 6 weeks, but during the winterit may be extended to 5 or 6
months (Maurizio, 1959).

Drones are male bees and develop from unfertilized eggs. They are
reared in horizontal cells somewhat larger than those in which workers
are reared. Their only known function is the obvious one of mating with
the queen. They are normally present in a colony from early spring
until late summeror fall in numbers ranging from a few up to several
thousand. Their average length of life is unknown, but Howell and
Usinger (1933), after study of a few drones, gave 54 days as an indi-
cation of the length of dronelife.
The natural nest of the honeybee is composed of several vertical

combs built inside a cavity such as a hollow tree, the walls of a house,
Or a wooden box. Each comb is composedof a vertical midrib and cells
built horizontally on each side (Figure 5.3). In these cells both honey
and pollen are stored and young beesare reared. Ordinarily the brood
is reared in the lower parts of the combs, pollen is stored around this
‘‘brood nest,’’ and honeyis stored aboveit.

In modern beekeeping, combs are contained inside wooden frames
Suspended in a hive and consequently can be inspected and moved at
the will of the beekeeper (Figure 5.4). The honeybee colony is open to
a very wide variety of experimentation by those who understand the
biology of bees. The culture of bees for the honey and wax produced,
for the pollination services they render, or for recreation is known as
apiculture or beekeeping. There are many books devotedto this subject,
some of which may be cited: Grout (1963), Root (1962), Eckert and
Shaw (1960), and Barth (1956). Someskill in handling bees is neces-
sary for their successful use experimentally, but the necessary minimum
of such skill can be acquired in a matter of a few weeks or months,
preferably under the guidance of one whois already conversant api-
culturally.
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Figure 5.4 An open hive showing the arrangement of frames, with one

frame and its comb removed from the hive.

Apis indica Fabr., the Indian or Eastern honeybee, is similar to Apis

mellifera and indeed is classed as one of its subspecies by some

authorities. However, the colonies of A. indica are somewhat smaller,

and the bee itself is only about two-thirds or three-fourths the size of

A. mellifera. Like A. mellifera, A. indica builds a multiple-combed nest

inside a cavity.

Use of a nest cavity by these species is in contrast to the habits of

A: dorsata Fabr., the giant honeybee, which builds a single-combed nest

under a cliff, tree limb, or eave of a building. A. dorsata colonies con-

tain about 4,000 to 5,000 individuals. Workers and drones are reared

in cells of about the same size, but queens are reared in larger cells at

the bottom of the comb.

Apis florea Fabr., the little honeybee, also builds its single comb in

the open, usually fastened to a tree limb. Population size of the colony

is usually 4,000 to 5,000 individuals, about the same as that of A.

dorsata. The three kinds of individuals are reared in three different-sized

cells.

Apis andreniformis Smith, also a small species, is distinctly different

from A. florea (Michener, personal communication). Very little is known

of its biology.

These five species, which probably originated in the region of India,

are the only presently acceptable members of the genus Apis; of the

group, only A. mellifera is found in most temperate and tropical parts

of the world. A. indica has spread somewhat eastward to China and

Japan, but A. dorsata, A. florea, and A. andreniformis are restricted to

their ancestral homeland.
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REPRODUCTION

Mating Behavior

Reproduction of a species that lives only in colonies is necessarily on
two levels: the production of new individuals and the production of new
colonies. Mating behavior is antecedent to both, since new individuals
are prerequisite to new colonies.

It has been known since the late 1700s that the queen and drone
mate outside the nest in flight (Park, 1949) but only a few observa-
tions have been reported of matings with the participants in free flight.
For many years it was supposed that the queen mated with only one
drone. Since a successful mating was thought always to result in
detachmentof the drone’s genital structures and their firm implantation
in the queen (called a mating sign by beekeepers), it was reasonedthat
a queen could not mate more than once on a given flight. Althoughit
was known that a virgin queen would leave the hive for two or three
flights, it was thought that she engaged in only one actual mating
flight.

Mating behavior of honeybeesis presently under intensive investiga-
tion, and spectacular discoveries have been made in the past decade
or so. The numberof times a queen mates was oneofthefirst problems
investigated. By confining virgin queens to the hives except when the
investigator was observing the entrance, it was established by W. C.
Roberts (1944) that a majority of queens go on more than oneflight
and return with a mating sign. Triasko (1951), by measuring the volume
of semen in the genital tract of queens returning from mating flights
and comparing this with the volume produced by a single drone, esti-
mated that each queen mates with four or five drones per flight. Con-
firmatory evidence as well as additional information has been presented
by Taber (1954): Woyke (1955); Alber, Jordan, Ruttner, and Ruttner
(1955); Peer (1956); Ruttner (1956); Taber and Wendel (1958); Gary
(1963); and others. Taber and Wendel concluded, after a reanalysis of
several sets of published data and the analysis of one set of new data,
that queens usually mate with 7 to 10 drones. The genetic implications
of multiple mating will be discussed on page 71.

Since honeybee matings have generally been prevented when the
participants were subjected to any sort of confinement or restraint,
successful use of restraint has come as a welcomesurprise. Gary (1962,
1963) has tethered queens by attaching a small thread to the dorsal
side of the thorax with quick-drying acetate cement. When suspended
from a line stretched between twotall poles, such tethered queens flew

- readily and some mated, apparently normally. This technique brings
several questions on mating behavior within range of experimentation.

It has been learned that the queen bee has a sex-attractant complex
the primary source of which is the mandibular glands. If this complex
is extracted from a queen and presented onfilter paper at a height of
at least 15 feet, drones in the vicinity are attracted. By tethering virgin
queen bees as described above, Zmarlicki and Morse (1963) have been
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able to show that drones congregate in some areas but not in others.

In a detailed study of mating behavior, Gary (1963) obtained someevi-

dence that congregations of drones fly at rather specific heights which

are variable from day to day. Ruttner (personal communication), using

caged queens suspended from balloons and by trapping and marking

drones, has obtained evidence of drone congregation areas and some

knowledge of drone travels. The time of day that drones fly is also

variable (Taber, 1964), but in general it is confined to early- and mid-

afternoon hours.

Since queens and drones are not attracted to each other in the nest,

finding each other outside in flight presents some problems. That they

can come together from great distances has been demonstrated. When

colonies containing the different sexes were separated by 8 miles, 42

percent successful matings occurred; 25 percent successful matings

occurred when the separation was 10.1 miles (Peer, 1957). However,

such queens were considerably older than normal before mating.

The Reproduction of Individuals

Queen honeybees lay two kinds of eggs: unfertilized and fertilized. How

she controls whether or not an egg is fertilized has been a point of

concern. It seems probable that the mechanism involves a simple appo-

sition of the egg to the orifice of the spermathecal duct by the valve

fold, a structure in the floor of the vagina (Adam, 1913). An even more
basic question remains as to why one egg is so held and another one
not. Inasmuch as a queen can lay fertilized eggs in queen cells and
drone cells as well as in worker cells, cell size does not provide the
exclusive stimulus for a simple reflex activity. More than one simple
factor is involved in this activity, and once this is admitted, the mystery

disappears and a search for the factors can beinitiated.

Fertilized and unfertilized eggs produce females and males, respec-
tively, among all Hymenoptera except for a few species, including Apis

mellifera capensis (Anderson, 1963), in which some or all unfertilized
eggs give rise to females (White, 1954; Suomalainen, 1950). Such a
haploid origin of males and diploid origin of females present both
cytological and genetic problems.

Maintenance of chromosome numberin the face of meiosis is one
of these problems. Since males have haploid reproductive cells, further
reduction of chromosome number cannot be made. For a long timeit
was thought that in the honeybees, as well as in most other Hymenop-

tera, there was in spermatogenesis an abortive first meiotic division.

This abortive division was seen as having no division of chromosomes

and an unequal division of cytoplasm, resulting only in the pinching off

of a small cytoplasmic bud. Meiosis II involved both chromosomal and

cytoplasmic division, which is equal in most Hymenoptera and results

in the formation of two sperms. In the Apidae, however, the cytoplasmic

division is unequal and produces only one sperm. Recently, White

(1954, p. 329, following Walker, 1949) prefers to drop the abortive-

first-division concept and say that there is a single mitotic division

only, between the last gonial division and the formation of sperms.
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Soon after the genic-balance theory of sex determination was devel-
oped, it was realized that genic balance could not explain sex determina-
tion in the Hymenoptera. Whereas in most species (Drosophila being
a good example) a different proportion of sex chromosomes to auto-
somes could be found in the male and in the female, in the Hymenoptera
no such difference in balance between sex chromosomes and autosomes
could be brought into being simply by the observable difference in
ploidy: diploidy or haploidy, i.e., fertilization or the lack of it. The first
break came when the Whiting school of Habrobracon genetics (reviewed
in Whiting, 1943) announced the multiple sex-allele hypothesis for
Habrobracon juglandis Ashmead (now correctly called Bracon hebetor
Say). This mechanism has been shownto be the probable explanation
of sex determination in a related species, Habrobracon brevicornis
(Speicher and Speicher, 1940), but it cannot without modification be
extended throughout the Hymenoptera. There are certain species in
which mating of closely related individuals is the rule, and the expected
50 percentinviability of progeny or diploid males is not found (Schmie-
der and Whiting, 1947).

Increasing evidence has been accumulated for the multiple sex-allele
hypothesis for the honeybee. The expected inviability has been found
(Mackensen, 1951, 1955), and even though no genetically marked,
fully diploid, mature males have appeared, mosaic males carrying some
diploid male tissue have been identified (Rothenbuhler, 1957; Drescher
and Rothenbuhler, 1964).

It has been generally assumed that individuals homozygous for sex
alleles have simply died in an embryonic or early larval stage. Conse-
quently, it has come as an incredible surprise that behavior of adult
bees is involved. Woyke has reported from studies on progeny of mated
queens showing 50 percent brood inviability as follows: (1) that the
eggs hatch and living larvae are present (1962); (2) that 50 percent
of these larvae are male and 50 percent female (1963a); and (3) that
the male larvae from fertilized eggs are eaten alive by worker bees and
consequently never live to maturity in the colony (1963b). Woyke has
reared some of the larvae produced from a ‘“‘low-survival-rate brood”’
in an incubator. Both females and males were produced (1963c). He
indicates that a description of these diploid drones is forthcoming in
another paper. What stimulus-response mechanismsare involved in this
ingestion of diploid male larvae by adult bees, but not of diploid female
Or haploid male larvae, is a compelling question.

One of the characteristic features of a highly developed social unit is
division of labor. Division of a species into two sexes accomplishes this
in a basic way. Social insects have additionally divided the labor accord-
ing to morphologically differentiated castes (and temporally, accord-
ing to the age of the individual, as will be seen later in detail). Although
the termites have subdivided both sexes into castes, the Hymenoptera
have restricted caste development to females alone. These female castes
are queen and worker, but there is a wide variety of subcastes among
worker ants and various degrees of separation into castes among the
more primitively social bees and wasps (Michener, 1961).
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A time-honored question concerns the basis of caste determination

in social insects, and two possible answers have generally been advanced:

trophogenic and blastogenic. Restating these in modern terms and

changing them slightly, one can say environmental and genetic. Among

the honeybees, caste determination is clearly environmental (and indeed

trophogenic) since a difference in nutrition brings about the large and

striking difference between queens and workers. Young larvae trans-

ferred from worker cells to queen cells, where they receive different

food, develop into queens (Weaver, 1957b; Townsend and Shuel, 1962).

Caste determination in social insects, when it has been studied, has

with one group of exceptions been found to be due to environmental

agents. These are active at various times, ranging from egg to adult.

Michener (1961), Brian (1957), and Weaver (1966) review the problem

of caste determination in various insects.

The exceptions to environmental determination are in the genus

Melipona in which queens and workers are produced intermixed in

identical cells. Kerr (1950a and 1950b) invoked a genetic determination

of castes. In one species, Melipona marginata Lep., under favorable

conditions one-fourth of the brood cells produced queens. In several

other species one-eighth produced queens. This fraction of queens can

be explained by assumingin thefirst case that queens are heterozygous

at two caste-determining loci as, for instance, AaBb, whereas workers

are homozygous at one or both of these loci. Drones are hemizygousat

these and all other loci, and the mating of any one kind of drone(e.g.,

AB) would lead to progeny from fertilized eggs in the proportion of one

double heterozygote (queen) to three single or double homozygotes

(workers). The same reasoning applies to the species that produce one-

eighth queens but in that case three loci are involved in caste deter-

mination and queens are heterozygous at all three.

Such a system would be expected to lead to excessive queen produc-

tion. In the favorable part of the year when so many queens are pro-

duced, they are simply killed within a couple of days after emergence.

In the unfavorable part of the year, some other system comes into

operation, and instead of one-fourth or one-eighth of the brood cells

producing queens, none or only a few do so. Suchlimited production of

queens was not understood. Kerr stated that the hypothesis was not as

fully tested as was desired (Kerr and Laidlaw, 1956). One is certainly

led to wonder whether or not a lack of food in the unfavorable part of

the year might play a part. Some such environmental factor might be

associated with the residue of the original, wholly genetic mechanism

of caste determination.

Genetic Questions on Social Hymenoptera

Maintenance of Genetic Variability lt is well known that most

mutant genes are to some extent deleterious. When they become

homozygous, their possessor is often less well adapted than its wild-

type siblings. Since male Hymenoptera are haploid, it seems that every

mutant gene would be subject to an immediate selection screen. There-

fore, very little genetic variability would be found in this order of
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insects. Work with honeybees and Habrobracon has not revealed such
to be the case.

phological characters of drones than of workers (reviewed by Phillips,
1929), it does not seem as great as might be expected. The main-
tenance of genetic variability by sex-limited expression of genes and
by overdominance phenomena has been considered in several papers
(Kerr, 1951: Kerr and Kerr, 1952; White, 1954: and Drescher, 1964).

Genetic Composition of Colonies Multiple mating of queen bees,
discovered recently, was described in a previous section. Such multiple
mating is of utmost importance in the analysis of colony behavior
(Rothenbuhler, 1960: Hamilton, 1964). A colony is not a genetically
recognizable unit. It is a ‘‘superfamily’’ made up of a numberof vari-
ously sized ‘‘subfamilies.”’ Although the queen is the mother of every
bee in the superfamily, each subfamily has a different father. The con-
tribution of a father to each of his offspring is genetically identical but
there need be no familial relationship whatsoever between the various
drones with which the queen mated, unless, of course, individual drone
Swarms are composed largely of drones from a single colony. In view
of the amount of drifting of drones from one colony to another, this
Seems unlikely. Sperms from the different drones with which a queen
has mated are not thoroughly mixed in the queen’s spermatheca. Two
samples of progeny taken at different times may contain widely different
percentages of offspring from a single drone (Taber, 1955). Certain
data indicate, however, that it is rare for the sperm of a single drone
to be nonapparent in any sizable sample of offspring (Tucker and
Laidlaw, 1965). Since normal segregation occurs in oogenesis, the
genetic similarity of the queen’s contribution to each of her offspring
would be expected to depend upon her ownstate of heterozygosity or
homozygosity.

Prerequisite to any genetic study of a naturally occurring colony of
insects is a knowledge of mating habits. Did the reproducing female
mate with more than one male? It must also be ascertained whether or
not there is only one reproducing female in the colony. The presence of
a mother queen and her daughter (supersedure queen) together in a
colony is not a rare occurrence among honeybees. It is a point worth
keeping in mind in the study of other insect colonies.

Reproduction of the Colony

For the more highly social bees, reproduction of individuals does not
suffice for reproduction of the species. Reproduction of colonies must
also occur, and various mechanismsfor this have been evolved. In cases

among all honeybees and stingless bees.
Swarming by the honeybee usually occurs in the early Summerafter

the colony population has been greatly increased, from the low point in
late winter, by intensive brood rearing. Swarming follows the construc-
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tion of queen cells and the rearing of young queens to the point of the

late larval or early pupal stage. At this time, the old queen plus half

(or more) of the worker bees leave the hive and cluster on a nearby

bush, tree, or some similar object.

In the meantime, perhaps for several days, scouts have been search-

ing for a new nesting place (Lindauer, 1957b). After some possible

places are found, the swarm engages in a decision-making process

(Lindauer, 1961) and movesoff to one of them. More details on swarm-

ing can be found in any major book on bees, among which Butler (1954)

or Ribbands (1953) might be cited in particular.

Stingless bees also swarm, with the difference that the old queen

stays with the parent colony and a new queen leaves with the swarm.

Before the swarm leaves, the new nest location is found, and some

provisions are moved from the old nest to the site of the new one.

Bumblebees and most other social bees and wasps found new colonies

in a different way. In fact, no old colony endures throughout the entire

year, and the colonies existing in a summerwereall newly founded in

the spring. Only the young queens survive the winter, and each one

founds a new colony when she emerges from hibernation.

SOCIAL LIFE

Acquisition of the Factors of Sociality

and the Development of Social Life

All insect species having two sexes active in reproduction have divided

the labor of life and must communicate sufficiently to ensure mating.

This would seem to be a primitive phase of social life. Most insects,

however, have evolved no further in sociality and consequently are

classed as nonsocial species. A few insects display one or more of the

additional elements of social life without having become truly social.

Only the termites (insect order: Isoptera), ants, some bees, and some

wasps (see Figure 5.1) have come to possessall the factors that are

basic to complex social living.

Considered in another way, social life exists wherever there is mutual

cooperation of two or more individuals. Such mutual cooperation may

come about in two essentially different ways: The first involves two

(or more) completely independent creatures abandoning their complete

independence and forming ties between themselves where no such ties

existed previously. Now the behavior of one is modified by the behavior,

or simply the existence, of the other. The secondorigin of mutual coop-

eration is for two individuals to separate incompletely, as in the case of

a mother and her offspring. Originally the offspring is in a sense part

of the mother’s body, and although the eggis laid or birth occurs, a

behavioral bond holds the two together for a short or longer period of

time.

It is generally believed that the latter mechanism is the basis for

development of termite, ant, and wasp colonies. Probably each possi-

bility has been followed in some of the several separate origins of social

life of the bees (Michener, 1958; Sakagami and Michener, 1962).
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Regardless of how thefirst step was taken, social life in the honeybee
colony depends heavily uponsix factors: (1) maternal care, (2) maternal
survival, (3) division of labor, (4) use of predigested or secreted food,
(5) storage of food, and (6) communication. The nature of each of these
factors of social life will be reviewed and the extent of its development
in some related groups briefly indicated.

Maternal Care Maternal care in its most primitive form may be
nothing more than selection of an oviposition site by the female instead
of dropping eggs like rain, as does the walkingstick (Michener and
Michener, 1951). Maternal care ranges upward from egg placementin
a protected place or on a food plant (cabbagebutterfly or corn borer),
through guarding the eggs for a short time (several species of stink
bugs), or making a nest (earwig) and stocking it with food (most bees),
to the elaborate waxen-comb, temperature-regulated, guarded nurseries
of the honeybee. Among the honeybees, however, the reproducing
female no longer provides the maternal care, since by division of labor
maternal care has been shifted to the worker caste.

The female bumblebee, when she establishes her nest, provides the
complete care of the eggs and brood, but later when young workers
emerge, they relieve the mother of the necessity for foraging and of
someof the brood care.

Various degrees of complexity in nest construction exist amongbees,
as has been described by Michener (1964) and by Kerr and Laidlaw
(1956). All members of the genus Apis build vertical combs; two species
build a multiple-combed nest in a cavity, and the others build a single-
combed nest in the open air. Most Stingless bees build horizontal combs,
several in a cavity, and nest organization is highly complex. One African
genus of Meliponini (Dactylurina) builds vertical combs with horizon-
tally elongate cells like Apis. Bumblebees (Bombus) make use of cavities
Or some such protection in which a crude nest of brood cells and a few
honey pots are built.

In the case of stingless bees, the entire food requirement of the larva
is placed in the cell, the egg is deposited, and the cell sealed. Such
feeding is called mass provisioning. Its alternative, progressive provi-
sioning, demandsa continual supplying of food to the brood throughout
the larval period and is the type of feeding practiced by honeybees.
Bumblebees, not as highly evolved socially as the stingless bees, never-
theless practice progressive provisioning to an extent. Some of the
Xylocopinae also practice Progressive provisioning. Progressive provi-
sioning is considered to be the more highly evolved becauseit leads to
greater contact between parent and offspring and more easily permits
food to be varied throughout the developmental period. Even so, only
about 400 of some 20,000 Species of bees are known to practice it
(Michener, 1964).
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Vespoidea). When caterpillars are abundant—easily and quickly ob-

tained—massprovisioning is followed. When caterpillars are scarce and

providing them requires muchtime, progressive provisioning is the rule.

In this case, one can speculate that the time of oviposition is not rigidly

tied to a certain state of provisions in the nest. This unlinking of distinct

units of behavior, which are often tied into a behavioral chain, opens

the way for further evolution.

Maternal Survival Maternal survival is just as necessary as maternal

care to the development of a family-type social unit. Length of life of

females may range from that of the Ephemeridae (Mayflies) whose

adult has vestigial mouthparts and lives only long enough to reproduce

(a day to a few days) to that of queen termites which may survive

for many years (Michener and Michener, 1951). Queen honeybees nor-

mally survive for 2 or 3 years. Workers, on the other hand, have a much

shorter life. Queen bumblebees live approximately a year, whereas

workers survive only until the end of the summer at most. In social

species, a lengthy survival of the reproducing female is the rule, and

this permits the development of a family-type colony.

Division of Labor Division of labor is often considered to be the

true mark of a social insect. Division of labor not by the sexes but within

a sex is the kind of division of particular importance.

One of the most primitive divisions of labor occurs among some

species of South African bees of the genus Allodape (carpenter bees:

Xylocopinae). The mother, by herself, cares for the first larvae, and

when these daughters emerge, they look exactly like their mother. The

daughters remain in the nest for a while, helping to feed their brothers

and sisters in the larval stage. After fertilization, they set up nests of

their own, but they have shared the nursery labor with their mother

(Wheeler, 1928). Such sharing (rather than division) of labor is on a

behavioral level only. In two genera of Australian Xylocopinae (Allo-

dapula and Exoneura), among which colonies of two to several indi-

viduals are found, Michener (1963) noted a primitive division of labor.

Some individuals were foragers, and others were egg layers. No external

morphological differences between egg layers and workers were found,

but a high percentage of workers had no spermsin the spermatheca and

their ovaries were slender. Thus a difference in mating behavior has

been evolved and is accompanied by an internal difference in ovarian

development.

The same lack of external morphological differences is found in

Lasioglossum marginatum (Brullé) (formerly called Halictus marginatus

Brullé). Both a queen and a worker caste are found in this species, as

evidenced by differences in mating behavior, longevity, and ovarian size,

but, according to Plateaux-Quénu (1962), such caste differentiation

occurs after emergence of the adult. Factors involved in the caste

differentiation have not been identified.

The wasp Polistes gallicus L. (superfamily: Vespoidea) has a queen

and a worker caste whosedifferentiation begins with factors acting in
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the larval stage. Nevertheless, further differentiation can occur amongthe individuals of the queen caste. A group of such individuals, all
potential queens, after mating and overwintering, may together start a
nest in the spring. A socially dominant individual becomes the true
queen, and the other individuals become workers with a short life, small
ovaries, and some worker behavioral characteristics; this is so even
though they had been members of the queen caste. Ovarectomy experi-
ments have shownthat position in the social hierarchy has an effect on
ovarian development and not vice versa (reviewed by Michener, 1961).
This example is particularly interesting because of the likelihood that
behavior itself is initiating or contributing a morphological and func-

Even though manyof the Halictidae show no external morphological
differentiation of castes, in Lasioglossum malachurum (Kirby) (formerly
called Halictus malachurus), the evolution of labor division has gone
beyond the behavioral Stage and has entered a morphological stage.
Two distinctly different kinds of daughters are produced. The longulus
daughters (formerly called Halictus longulus) are produced until late in
the season; these daughters establish no colonies and lay no eggs.
Instead, they take over the food-collecting activities formerly done by
the mother. At the end of the season, females of the queen type are
produced, and they mate and overwinter (Wheeler, 1928).

Queen bumblebees are usually, but not always, larger than workers.
Other external, morphological, caste differences are usually not to be
seen, but great physiological and behavioral differences exist. The queen

as the first workers emerge and mature sufficiently to forage, the queen
remains in the nest. A real division of labor exists henceforth among
the members of the colony. There is a further division of labor among
the workers, based on their size, the larger ones doing more of the
foraging and the smaller ones more of the work in the nest (Free and
Butler, 1959).

Division of labor reaches a peak among stingless bees (Kerr, 1950a:
Kerr and Laidlaw, 1956) and honeybees. Queens and workers engage
in completely different tasks. Since neither caste can do the work of
the other, the life of either one alone is biologically meaningless, like
the life of an organ separated from the body of a mammal. Like an
organ also, neither queen nor worker can survive in nature apart from
the colony for more than several hours or a few days at most. There is
a further division of labor within the worker caste which is based on
age, but this division is flexible and may be modified according to
colony need. Extensive morphological differences support the behavioral
division of labor on the caste level, and, at least in the honeybee, several
glands wax and wanein synchrony with the successive tasks assumed
by the workers.

Some of the caste specializations of the queen are mating behavior,
well-developed reproductive system, stinging of other queens only, and
production of queen substances. Some of the specializations of the
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workers are foraging behavior, poorly developed reproductive system,

stinging in defense of the colony, production of wax and brood food,

presence of honey stomach, and the presence of several modifications

of the legs which adapt them for special tasks, most prominent of which

is pollen collection. The evolutionary developmentof the pollen-collecting

apparatus is considered in detail by Grinfel’d (1962).

Predigested or Secreted Food An individual is usually responsible

for digestion of the food it eats. Among highly social insects, much

predigested or secreted food is utilized and a further division of labor

brought about. The queen and larvae receive such food, and it has so

profound an effect upon social development that use of predigested and

secreted food is considered to be a fourth major factor in social evolu-

tion. A queen honeybee may produce eggs in one day equal to one-third

to one-half her body weight. She is able to do this as a result of having

received concentrated, ready-for-assimilation food produced by the

glands of worker bees. Consequently bigger colonies are possible.

Larvae also receive glandularly secreted food for a part of the larval

life. They receive honey and pollen during other parts of their life, but

honey is a predigested food. Such food leads to rapid larval growth and

emergence of adults in a minimum time. Consequently brood-nest space

is available for another generation of bees, which again leads to the

development of large populous colonies.

Honeybee colonies are not at their maximum population throughout

the year but, instead, range from 10,000 or so up to perhaps 70,000

individuals. A maximum population is needed during the short period

of blooming of plants from which nectar is obtained. Extensive brood

rearing occurs just prior to this nectar flow, and a large population is

developed. Use of highly nutritious food facilitates the development of

such a population at the exact time to be of greatest benefit to the

colony and of the least cost to it in total amount of food consumed.

Even though stingless bees practice mass provisioning of brood cells,

glandularly produced food is placed in the cells. This food plus pollen

and honey is placed in stratified layers so that food of the larva, even

in a sealed cell, varies throughout the developmental period (Kerr and

Laidlaw, 1956).

Bumblebees do not feed glandularly produced food, nor is there any

feeding of one adult, queen or worker, by another (Free and Butler,

1959).

Food Storage (Hoarding) A constant food supply throughout the year

is necessary to the most highly developed social structure. For an animal

that long ago became specialized on food available for only a few weeks

in the summer, some problems are apparent. Food storage of a hoarding

nature is essential as another bit of behavior—another factor in social

life.

Nonsocial bees initiate each new generation during the blooming

period of their food plants. Bumblebees maintain their nests all summer

but store only enough food to carry the colony through a rainy or other-
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tergum of the worker produces an odor which calls other worker bees

to the location of its source. Such a pheromone functions in the

clustering of dispersed bees and in recruiting other workers to a rich

source of food. Most of the activity in the Nassanoff pheromone is due

to the presence of geraniol and both nerolic and geranic acids (Boch

and Shearer, 1962, 1964; Free, 1962). Boch and Shearer (1963) have

also shown that newly emerged bees produce no geraniol but production

increases strikingly at about the time bees begin field activities.

Many years ago von Frisch and Résch (1926) reported that foraging

bees preferentially attracted other bees from their own colony to the

foraging area. Therefore a specific colony odor must be present in addi-

tion to Nassanoff’s pheromone, which is not specific to colony or race.

Kalmus and Ribbands (1952) confirmed and amplified the earlier work

and then concluded that food sharing among workers (makeup of a

colony’s food is probably ditterent from any other) and metabolic dif-

ferences between colonies led to specific colony odors being carried by

individual bees.

Such specific colony odors become even more important in recogni-

tion of hive mates by guard bees stationed at the entrance (Butler and

Free, 1952). If stinging of an intruder of any kind (insect or man)

occurs, another odoriferous pheromone comes into play. The sting

carries volatile substances which incite other bees to sting. Boch,

Shearer, and Stone (1962) have identified iso-amyl acetate as one of

the active components of the sting pheromone. The area of chemical

communication by bees is under active investigation. The whole field

of chemical communication among animals has been carefully and crea-

tively reviewed by Wilson and Bossert (1963).

In addition to recognition of foreigners by odor at the hive entrance,

guard bees utilize optical signals to recognize out-and-out robber bees,

according to the conclusions of Butler and Free (1952) and Lecomte

(1951). It is generally recognized that robber bees display characteristic

behavior when approaching a colony. They fly back and forth until an

unguarded opening Is perceived among the guards at the entrance.

A returning forager entering the incorrect hive does so directly with

no hesitation whatsoever. The large eyes of the drones may reasonably

be supposed to function (along with the sense of smell) in locating

mates.

Mechanical means of communication are prominent in the dances

of bees, which are too well known to justify extensive review here

(von Frisch, 1950, 1955; Lindauer, 1961). It may, however, be stated

briefly that a bee returning to the colony from a foraging area with a

load of food performs a dance that conveys the information necessary

to enable a hive mate to go to the foraging area that supplied the

food. If the food is very near the colony, the round danceis performed;

if far from the colony, the waggle dance is done (Figure 5.6). The

round dance conveys no information on direction, whereas the waggle

dance translates the angle between the food source and the sun into

an angle on the comb surface between the direction of the waggle run

and the vertical. Straight up on the comb surface meansstraight toward
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the sun, and any angle to the right or left of straight up means the
corresponding angle to the right or left of the sun. The duration of the
waggle run has been shown by von Frisch and Jander (1957) to in-
dicate the distance to the food source. Both round- and waggle-dancing
bees supply information about the odor of the food source by the odor
clinging to their bodies or by the odorof the food in the honey stomach,
a sample of whichis given to bees after the dance.

municated by sound (Wenner, 1962b, 1964). It should be pointed out
that sounds in bee communication apparently are transmitted as
vibrations through the substrate: there is as yet no evidence that bees
are sensitive to airborne vibrations, but further research may develop
new information.

Bee dances are also utilized by scout bees, which hunt for a new
nesting site in the process of Swarming, to reveal the location of such
sites. The vigor of the dance and the perseverance of the dancer
reveal something about the quality of the potential nesting site, just
as the dance concerning a nectar or pollen source reveals something
about its quality. The bees of the swarm engage in a decision-making
Process when scout bees report several possible nesting sites of dif-
fering quality (Lindauer, 1961).

system of communication.
Looking first at Apis mellifera’s closest relative, Apis indica, one finds

a dance that differs no more from that of mellifera than one race of
mellifera differs from that of another (Lindauer, 1961). (Racial differ-
ences will be discussed on page 94.)

Apis dorsata, although needing further investigation, seems to dance
on the vertical side of its single comb only where the sky can be seen
(Lindauer, 1957a, 1961). A. dorsata engages in both round and waggle
dances.

Apis florea, a more primitive bee, performs a more primitive dance.
The workers of this species do not dance on the vertical side of the
comb but go instead to a special little horizontal dance platform on the
top of the comb. Here a danceis performed the waggle run of which
points directly toward the food source. No translation of solar direction
to gravitational direction is made by Apis florea. This step has not been
developed and apparently is not needed since a horizontal danceplat-
form is always available on the top of the comb, which is built around
a small limb where the bees can see the sky. A. dorsata often attaches
its comb to an overhanging rock or other such place which excludes
the possibility of having a horizontal dance platform. Even though
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colony’s many combs, they can dance on a horizontal surface such

as the entrance board or one of their combs held horizontally if it is

exposed to the sky.

The stingless bees, tribe Meliponini, are the nearest relatives of the

tribe Apini, the honeybees. Their communication about food sources

is less elaborate than that of honeybees. The most complex system

discovered in the Meliponini involves use of scent from the food source,

an alerting buzz when the forager enters the nest, zigzag runs in the

nest which attract attention, scent marking of a trail between the food

source and the nest by a substance from the mandibular glands, and

guide bees which lead recruit bees to the food source. It seems that

some Meliponini may release a great quantity of the mandibular scent

at the food source and dispense with trail marking and guidance

(Kerr, 1960). Furthermore, in 1965 Esch, Esch, and Kerr discovered

that stingless bees use sound to convey information about distance to

the food source. Still more primitive bees of this tribe use only scent of

the nectar, alerting buzzes, and zigzag runs (Kerr, 1960) and give no

information as to the location of the food source (Trigona droryana;

Lindauer, 1961). Use of these three measures alone amounts only to

alerting hive mates. The success of this alerting is not very great

when compared with the success achieved by the guidance of recruits.

Lindauer and Kerr (1960, or see Lindauer, 1961) provide comparative

data which show that there are great differences in recruitment success

by the various species (provided the colony populations, and thus the

number of potential recruits, were about the same in the various

colonies tested). The most primitive memberof the Meliponini known,

Trigona silvestrii, cannot alert its mates to look for an artificial source

of food at all unless a scent has been addedto the food (Kerr, 1960).

The honeybee, which is able to communicate so much information, can

get along without the scent.

Communication regarding food sources is nonexistent or almost so

among bumblebees, the Bombini. Free and Butler (1959) state that

several observers have watched returning foragers and have seen

nothing to indicate any sort of communication about the site of a food

source. Furthermore, a bumblebee feeding on sirup from a dish does

not recruit any of its hive mates. At best, a forager, just returned,

searching eagerly for a receptacle into which it can place its collection

may excite other colony membersto search for food.

Bumblebees in the field show a tendency to alight on those flowers

on which other bees are already feeding. Possibly either scent or

optical mechanismsare involved in this attraction.

Colonial life of bumblebees being what it is (a small colony which

never overwinters in temperate zones), communication about food

sources might actually work to the disadvantage of the colony. Its few

foragers would concentrate on one plant species, which would soon

finish blooming, instead of distributing themselves among a number

of species and gaining the security of several food sources. There may

have been selection against such communication in bumblebees.

They are not, however, without communication mechanisms. Males

engage in flying circuitous routes which they scent-mark along the way.
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In all probability such scent attracts virgin queens which are out of
the nest and ready for mating (Free and Butler, 1959). Bumblebees are
able to differentiate between colony mates and intruders although
perhapsnotas consistently as honeybees.

Anyone who has disturbed a bumblebee nest knows that disturbed
bees immediately engage in an unusual buzzing. In addition to alerting
the trespasser as to his whereabouts, this buzzing could also serve to
alert and mobilize all bees in the nest for defense. Whether it does
So or not is problematical, but discoveries of the significance of sounds
and vibrations are appearing increasingly.

One can wonder about the phylogenetic origin of the movements in-
volved in the dances of bees. What movements In a primitive ancestor
were appropriated and enhanced by selection to becomefilled with
meaning? Dethier (1957) describes some remarkable gyratory search-
ing movements of the fly, Phormia regina, following stimulation by a
drop of sugar sirup. After ingestion of the sugar sirup the fly, under
constant illumination, engages in a series of clockwise and counter-
clockwise turnings as it searches around the area where the sirup was
ingested. If the illumination is all from one side, the fly ‘‘dance’’ be-
comes oriented lengthwise, parallel to the light rays. If the fly performs
in the dark on a vertical surface the dance becomesoriented to gravity,
showing an up and down lengthening. The duration and intensity of
the dance are positively correlated to the concentration of the sirup
stimulus. These and other facts were compared with the facts of
honeybee dances, and amazing parallelisms were brought to light by
Dethier. It would seem that this fly, a solitary insect, has within its
behavior patterns a sufficient basis upon which natural selection can
act to produce the highly evolved dances of the honeybee. That this
dance has becomeritualized beyond a response to a mere physiological
Stimulus is a necessary conclusion if one is to explain dances reporting
a possible nesting location.

Loss of the Factors of Sociality and
the Developmentof Social Parasitism

Just as individual animals may be parasitized, a social unit itself is
sometimes subjected to parasitic attack. Thousands of Insect species,
ranging from roaches to beetles, live on the social economy (rather
than on an individual) in the nests of termite, ant, bee, and wasp
colonies. The sort of social parasitism in which the parasite is not
closely related taxonomically to its host (e.g., a parasitic beetle in an
ant nest) will be passed over in this discussion. We are here con-
cerned with cases in which a host colony is parasitized by a close
relative. Such a phenomenon occurs among some ants, bees, and
wasps. Michener and Michener (1951) state that in no group is such
a wealth of closely related social parasites found as among the ants.
There are no such parasitic cousins among termites, stingless bees, or
honeybees, but among the bumblebees they are particularly prominent.

Parasitic bumblebees belong to the genus Psithyrus, and it is gener-
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others have occurred. Psithyrus species have lost pollen baskets as well

as the tendenciesto collect food, build a nest, or incubate brood. There

is no worker caste among their progeny. They have gained a thicker,

tougher cuticle (protective body covering), more powerful sting, and

more pointed mandibles with heavier musculature. Their body color

closely resembles that of the host they parasitize.

The various Psithyrus species parasitize either one or a few Bombus

species. Behavior of the parasitic female varies upon entry of the

Bombus nest. She may be quiet and retiring or outright aggressive.

The Bombus female may be killed or permitted to live, but in the

latter case it seems that the Psithyrus female eats the Bombus eggs,

not allowing any of them to hatch. In either case, the workers already

present are sufficient to ensure the maturation of a numberof parasitic

males and females.

One of the interesting means of defense against Psithyrus invaders

involves nonviolent tactics. When a Bombus fervidus host colonyis in-

vaded by Psithyrus laboriosus, workers proceed cautiously to daub

droplets of honey on the stranger instead of promptly stinging it as they

do most other insect invaders (Plath, 1934). The honey technique

works since the invader, getting wetter and wetter, soon leaves the nest.

It is of some interest that a considerable amount of attempted nest

invasion occurs within bumblebee species. Queens that emerge late

from hibernation may attempt to take over an established nest. Such

a fact is pertinent to the origin of parasitism. These Psithyrus-Bombus

relationships provide some extremely fascinating problems in social

behavior and its evolution. Unfortunately there have been few recent

studies in this area.

LEARNING

The normal, natural life of the honeybee is interlaced with both op-

portunities and necessities for learning. These include learning the

location of the colony and its odor; the location of food from information

given by a dancing bee; the color, odor, and shape of flowers; the

location of nectar in a flower; and so on. This section will review most

cases of learning that have been demonstrated in honeybees.

At the beginning of the present century, there were confusion and

disagreement as to whether or not bees could recognize different colors.

In a 1915 paper, von Frisch (1950) reported that they could dis-

tinguish certain colors. He conditioned bees to specific colors by putting

a food dish, from which the bees collected sugar sirup, on colored

cardboard. Later, when the food dish and the training cards were

removed and replaced by fresh cards and empty glass dishes, the bees

returned to the training color. From this and later work by others

(reviewed by Ribbands, 1953: Daumer, 1956), it is known that bees

do not see the color red but do see ultraviolet. In some regions of the

spectrum visible to them, they are sensitive to small changes in

wavelength, but in other regions they are not sensitive to much larger

By similar techniques von Frisch and later workers demonstrated the
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bees’ ability to see certain form Or pattern differences, particularly thedegree of ‘‘brokenness” of a pattern (von Frisch, 1950). This earlywork provided information about the sensory and learning capabilitiesof bees, which in turn provided a basis for subsequent, more naturalisticinvestigations.
In a colony possessing bees of all ages, and during a period of

favorable flying weather, young bees between the ages of about 1 and
2 weeks can be expected to take their first flights. Unless they learn
the location of their colony on this first flight, their only possibility
for continued survival hinges upon their chance discovery of a colony
that will accept drifters. In Apis mellifera, consequently, there is a
premium on knowing the way to go home.If a colony of bees is taken
several miles from its homelocation to a new location and if before any
flight has occurred some bees are taken from the colony and released
some hundreds of yards from the hive, experience indicates that none
will return (Ribbands, 1953, based on Wolf). As the length of time bees
are permitted to fly before removal from the hive increases, so does
the bees’ successin returning to their hive.

these factors play a role in homecoming.
It is generally thought that displacement of the hive by a few feetfrom its original position (the one known by the bees) always resultsin the same phenomenon: Returning bees gather in the air around theold location. Some may alight on the ground or some other convenientobject. Others continue flying around, obviously searching. And thisSearch continues until the old hive has been located, or the beesdriftinto a foreign colony, or they settle near the old location and perish

outside any colony.

Table 5.1
Return of bees to a new colony location at given distances
from the previous location (modified from Free, 1958)
eee

Whether No. of PercentDistance emptyhive marked returned tomoved . at old site beesflew new site

5 yards Yes 17 100
5 yards Yes 40 90
5 yards No 46 98
5 yards No 56 87

15 yards Yes 176 69
15 yards No 126 78
15 yards No 257 96
14 mile Yes 174 76
14 mile No 145 85
14 mile No 55 85
1 mile Yes 19] 751 mile No 126 92oo
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Free (1958) investigated the above phenomenon experimentally. In

a series of experiments he moved colonies containing some marked

forager bees to new sites 5 yards, 15 yards, 14 mile, and 1 mile from

the original site. He noted the marked bees that flew from the new

site and the proportion that successfully returned to it. The results are

presented in Table 5.1. No other colonies were close to the original

location in these experiments, but, as noted, an empty hive was placed

on the original site in some instances.

Obviously most bees found their way home. Further data revealed

that many bees visited the old site first and then went on to the new

location of their colony. In the more distant moves, however, the

presence of an empty hive in the old location appearedto be correlated

with the return of a smaller percentage of bees to the new location.

Ribbands (1953) reviewed experiments by Kathariner (1903), von

Frisch (1914), and Wolf (1926) designed to assess the influence of

color on homing by bees. Colors were affixed to hive fronts for a

time. Then colors were changed about and theeffect on the bees noted.

Wolf extended such experiments to include odor. Without question,

both of these aspects of the environmentplay a role in the bee’s return

to its colony.

Ribbands and Speirs (1953) carried out a very clever investigation

which determined how quickly bees would learn to return to the hive

by way of a new entrance location, the old having been closed and

the new one displaced in direction by 90 degrees and in height by

several inches. In general, the bees reoriented quickly, and age had

no effect on their ability to do so. The fact that they reoriented more

quickly on the second displacement of the entrance than on thefirst

suggests that bees may be capable of learning to learn (learning set:

Harlow, 1949) which, if demonstrated to be true, opens up incredible

possibilities. When the bees were confused by new circumstances,

memory of a previous entrance location was sometimes demonstrated.

A different kind of displacement experiment demonstrates that bees

utilize for homing other factors in the environment besides landmarks,

the hive, and its odor. Wolf (1927) trained bees to a feeding place

150 meters north of the colony. These bees at the feeding place

were then displaced to other locations as diagramed in Figure 5.5; 50

were taken 150 meters west of the colony, 50 to a point 150 meters

east, and 50 to a point 150 meters south of the colony. Bees so

displaced were observed to fly south, which was no longer the correct

direction to the hive. The time required for each bee to return to its

colony was recorded and the average obtained as follows: west, 102

seconds: east, 88 seconds; south, 168 seconds. The controls from the

feeding place to the north required only 32 seconds to return to the

colony. Wolf's results suggest that the bees remembered the direction

of their outward flight relative to the sun and simply reversed their

direction on the flight homeward. After having flown the remembered

distance, no hive was found, a fact which threw them back on other

resources. Only then did memoryof landmarks or sight of the colony

comeinto play.
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Figure 5.5 Homing by bees displaced from their feeding
place (top) to left, right, and south of their colony. X marks
the release spot, solid arrows the direction in which they
were observed to fly, and broken arrows their supposed
routes of return. Average number of seconds required for
50 bees to return is given.

Life for a young bee inside the hive includes a great deal of move-
ment over the combs and aroundthe inside of the nest. In the course
of such movement, diverse stimuli are encountered, and various re-
sponses are made: Brood is fed, comb is built, foragers are relieved
of nectar loads, etc. For a time the view prevailed that in a normal
colony there was a somewhatrigid time sequence for the performance
of each of these duties in the life of each bee. Presently the predomi-
nant interpretation holds that colony need is the primary determinant
of individual bee activity. Wenner (1961) suggested that division of
labor in the colony may be understood as a Markov process.

At any rate, after the period of hive duties, most bees engage in
foraging. Before going to the field, however, most bees follow dancers
who report the distance, direction, and scent of such foods. This
information is received and acted upon, and the new forager finds the
source of food reported by the dance and recognizes it by the scent.

Lindauer (1953) showed that bees who had never seen a dance nor
associated with experienced foragers could perform accurate dances
in the colony. The dances, consequently, are not learned in any usual
sense of the word. Ability to follow a dancer closely and accurately,
however, appears to be learned. This must be practiced before a high
degree of skill is developed and the complete message received.

As the bee engagesin its first foraging flight, other learning occurs.
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Although the bees have not seen the source of food, they have experl-

enced its scent as a part of the dance complex. From the dance,

however, no information on color of the food source is obtained

(Ribbands, 1953). During these foraging flights color of the source

(as well as scent) becomes associated with the food. Color, once it is

learned, operates as an attractant from a greater distance than does

scent (von Frisch, 1950).

The question arises as to when the scent and color are learned in

the foraging process. Elizabeth Opfinger investigated this problem

carefully (in 1931) by clever experimental procedures which are de-

scribed by Ribbands (1953). Opfinger arranged a glass feeding table

supported so that colored cards could be placed directly underneath.

She could expose the bee to one color on its approach, a different

one while it was collecting sugar sirup from a dish, and yet a third

color while it was engaged in departure circling. It was demonstrated

that the color of the feeding place was learned only during the

approach flight. She demonstrated also that other optical marks (form

and pattern) at a distance of up to 8 to 14 inches were learned during

the approach flight. The location of more distant landmarks was learned

during the departure circling, sometimes called the orientation flight.

Other similar experiments (Opfinger, 1949) indicated that the bees

learned the scent of the feeding place also on the approach flight.

As already discussed, bees are sensitive to form differences. The

recent work of Leppik (1953, 1964) indicates to what lengths this

ability may extend. Bees seem able to distinguish between certain

differences in petal numbers on flowers.

Learning is not finished when the food-yielding flower has been

found. Von Frisch (1955) describes the process by which a bee learns,

when first alighting on a flower, where the nectar is located. She

probes here and there with her proboscis until she locates the nectar

droplets. After several visits to the same species of flower a bee puts

her proboscis directly to the region of the nectaries.

Reinhardt’s (1952) study provides excellent data on honeybee learn-

ing in a natural situation: foraging on alfalfa flowers. The alfalfa flower

is a somewhat complicated mechanism. Bees can obtain nectar by

working the flowers from any of three frontal positions or by working

through several variations of a side position. The frontal positions

frequently lead to tripping of the flower which usually results in the

flower parts striking the bee’s head and closing the space occupied by

the proboscis, trapping the bee momentarily. The side positions are

more difficult initially for the bee, because the flower is not directly

open from the side, but by use of the side position the bee is not

trapped by a tripped flower.

Reinhardt observed individually marked bees visiting alfalfa flowers

in 144-square-foot cages. Fragmentary records only were obtained on

some bees, but Reinhardt was able to observe 23 bees change from

a frontal approach to the flower, with consequent tripping, to the side

approach. Several individual records show the bee’s performance on a

long series of consecutive flower visits and support the hypothesis that

learning is involved in the bee’s collecting from the alfalfa flower.
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If a bee is foraging for pollen the flower must be tripped to make
the pollen available. Reinhardt says, ‘Frequently a pollen bee is seen
to struggle momentarily, pushing on the standard petal and punching
into the corolla as if in attempts to trip the flower.’ Not many bees
were observed in pollen-gathering activity, and only fragmentary records
were obtained on most. Two bees observed extensively showed sig-
nificant increase in tripping efficiency on the second day.

In summary, inexperienced bees become more successful as experi-
ence is obtained in working alfalfa flowers. If working for nectar, many
of them learn the side approach and avoid being trapped when the
flower is tripped. If working for pollen, they learn to trip more fre-
quently and perhaps learn to extricate themselves from the flower trap
more easily. Much other material of great interest is included in
Reinhardt’s paper.

Weaver (1956, 1957a) investigated bee activity on hairy vetch
(Vicia villosa Roth.) which also presents some difficulties to the bee.
Here some bees are base workers and some are trippers. Weaver
States, ‘The foraging method is learned and becomes fixed through
success at foraging from a very few blossoms in one manner during
almost random attempts to reach the nectar.’’ When foraging condi-
tions were such that large nectar loads were obtained quickly, more
trippers than base workers were found in the field. When the nectar
flow became poor, the ratio of trippers to base workers decreased
sharply. The state of the nectar flow, therefore, seemsto affect the two
kinds of foragers differently.

It was demonstrated years ago that bees could learn at what time
of day food was available and would visit the food source at this time
and no other. Ribbands (1953) reviews time perception in the bee.
Time perception seemstied to a 24-hour rhythm, for Beling was unable
to train bees to a 19-hour rhythm and Wahl was unsuccessful in the
attempt to train bees to a 48-hour rhythm. Wahl was able to train bees
to come to two different feeding places each at a different time during
the day. Renner (1960) presents recent experimental results (including
trans-Atlantic displacement) on the basis of their time sense. Very
recently, Taber (1964) considered the factors that influence the flight
rhythm of drone honeybees.

Lastly there are somewhatartificial tests of bees’ learning ability.
Butler (1954) states that bees can be trained to follow a visual trail,
such as a tape or a series of colored cards, to a food dish. If the trail
is curved so that the food dish lies closer to the hive than the farthest
point on the trail, ‘‘the bees continue to follow the trail for perhaps
half an hour or so. Then they begin to fly home from the dish by the
shortest possible route, ignoring the trail, but still continue to follow
it on the outward journey” for another hour. By the end of this time,
they will ignore the trail for the more direct route. If, now, the food
dish is removed, many of the bees searching for it will begin to follow
the trail again, another example of their recalling a former successful
method whenfaced by new confusing circumstances.

In a series of experiments designed to locate the olfactory sense
Organs in honeybees, Frings (1944) obtained information on their
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learning to associate the odor of coumarin with food. Untrained bees

did not extend their proboscises in the presence of this odor, but by

additionally exposing their antennal and tarsal contact chemoreceptors

to sugar solution and allowing them to feed briefly, an association

between coumarin odor and proboscis extension was established. In

one group of 28 bees, the association became established in from 2

to 15 trials, with the average at the seventh trial.

Essentially similar techniques were used by Takeda (1961) in an

investigation conducted within the theoretical framework of classical

conditioning. A generalization was made by the bees between two

similar odors but not to a third dissimilar one. Experimental extinction,

differentiation, and conditioned inhibition were demonstrated. All these

were temporary and not retained until the following day. Thus, spontane-

ous recovery was observed. Takeda (1961) stated:

(] At all events, the present experiments on olfactory conditioned re-

sponses showed the function of the CNS in the honey bee and also

showed that the various phases of the conditioned reflex are very similar

to those shown by higher mammals. . . . The question of homology of

the underlying mechanisms of the conditioned reflex in mammal and in-

sect is a subject for future research.

Also, there are four other studies that report research on condition-

ing in bees (Wenner and Johnson, 1966; Johnson and Wenner, 1966;

Pessotti, 1963, 1964).

Only a little work has been done with bees in mazes. Kalmus (1937)

investigated a relatively simple maze. Weiss (1953) taught bees and

wasps successfully to traverse mazes with several choice points pro-

vided with color differences. Lopatina and Chesnokova (1959) attached

a simple, glass maze to a small hive. One of the alleys was illuminated

with light passing through a variety of different filters arranged along

the runway, and only this alley was supplied with food. The bees

learned to find the food but could not find their way back to the hive

if the color chain was removed. There is some difference of opinion

as to the meaning of this and other breakdowns in behavior brought

about by the removal of the colored lights (Schneirla, 1962). Consider-

able work has been done with ants in mazes, and ants’ accomplish-

ments are compared with those of rats in Schneirla’s paper.

It has been shown that bees dancing in the hive for some hours

(marathon dancers) change the angle that the straight run of the

waggle dance makes with the vertical, in accordance with the passage

of time (Lindauer, 1961). To do this correctly the apparent direction

of movement of the sun in the sky must be known, and this apparent

movement differs in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, being

clockwise from a vantage point in the north and counterclockwise in

the south. Lindauer (1960, 1961) concluded that this ‘knowledge of

the sun’s direction of movement’ is learned.

Only a small amount of attention has been given to the duration

of a learned response, or length of memory, in bees. Butler (1949)
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describes a case in which memory seemed to be retained during the
winter. The fountain from which bees collected water during the sum-
mer was taken down in each autumn of several years and stored during
the winter. Each of several springs, bees were seen flying around the
location of the fountain during the previous summer. As soon as the
fountain was reestablished, these bees began to collect water from it.

remembered the position of the fountain where they had collected water
during the previous autumn.

In another experiment, when colonies were returned to the former
general area but not precisely to the previous colony location (after
a 2-week stay in an area several miles distant), | have observed a
large number of bees return precisely to the previous location of their
colony. Unless colony odor somehow persisted on the ground in the
former location, one would be inclined to hypothesize that memory for
colony location persisted at least over this period of time.

Both of the above are observations, rather than well-designed experi-
ments, and as such are highly suggestive but not definitive. The cases
of the bees’ return to an old entrance location and their return to a
visual trail that they once followed to food when they were faced in
each instance by confusing circumstances have already been men-
tioned. Some further information can be gleaned from conditioning
experiments. Schneirla (1953) reviews an experiment by von Frisch
in 1920 in which bees were trained to get sugar sirup from a blue
box scented with tuberose. In test trials, conducted immediately after
training, a tuberose-scented gray box was entered 146 times against
81 times for an unscented blue box. In a second experiment 5 days
later, the unscented blue box was entered more frequently than the
tuberose-scented gray box, which suggested that the memory for color
was greater tnan the memoryforscent.

BEHAVIORAL VARIATION

Differences in Learning Ability

Although intraspecific differences in learning ability are well known in
some formsof animal life, it may be surprising to find such differences
among honeybees. Lubbock (in 1875, according to Ribbands and
Speirs, 1953) reported finding differences between the learning abilities
of various individuals. In her investigation of the bee’s learning of
the scent associated with a foraging place, Opfinger (1949) had oc-
casion to retrain bees to a different scent. There were great differences
between individual bees in their retrainability to a scent different from
the one they had learned initially. Ribbands and Speirs (1953) presented
bees with a similar sort of learning problem insofar as retraining was
concerned—in this instance retraining to a new location of the entrance
to their hive. Some bees learned the new location by using it once,
“‘most’’ by the end of several uses during the first day, ‘‘nearly all’’
by the end of the second day, but one bee wasstill returning to the
location of the old entrance after 3 days. Age was found to have no
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effect upon the quickness with which a bee learned to return to a new

entrance. The authors pointed out, ‘‘Several extrinsic factors are in-

volved in any problem of orientation and there may be differences in

the order and magnitude with which they impinge upon eachindi-

vidual.’’ Such differences in impingement of extrinsic factors might

very well be due to differences in heredity of the bee as well as to

differences in its prior experience.

In a study of the ability of bees to learn a new location of their

hive, Free (1958) noted, ‘‘The behavior of the individual bees varied

greatly.’ Frings (1944) found individual differences in the rate of

learning to extend the proboscis in the presence of the odor of coumarin

(classical conditioning).

In another study involving bees carrying on their normal activities,

Reinhardt found some evidence for variation in learning ability. Some

bees quickly found and used a successful meansof avoiding momentary

entrapment by the alfalfa flower, but others failed. Reinhardt points

out that the experimental conditions probably contributed to this but

feels that these conditions are not the whole explanation. Even though

the nature of the investigation precluded carefully controlled identical

experiences for each bee, ‘‘experience appears not to be the only factor.”

One bee, for instance, was caught repeatedly by the trap. ‘Judging

by her record, her capacity to learn or retain, doesn’t compare well

with that of A-4 or E-7’’ (two other bees).

In none of these cases of individual differences is anything known

about hereditary variation in the population studied, and with the ex-

ception of age in one instance, nothing is known about the possible

differences in environmental factors during the bee’slife prior to testing.

A rich field lies here awaiting investigation.

Differences in Other Behavior Patterns

lt is common knowledge among those acquainted with honeybees that

a tremendous range of variation in a wide variety of behavioral char-

acteristics may be found within the species. Unfortunately very few

quantitative data have been recorded to substantiate the observations.

This does not apply, however, to all characteristics. Consequently this

section will be variable in the extent to which its statements are sup-

ported.

Within the species Apis mellifera L., there are a large numberof

races. Ruttner (1963) divides these into three groups: European,

Oriental, and African races, according to their geographical origin.

The most popular races from a commercial standpoint are the Italian

(from Italy), the Caucasian (from the Caucasus mountains), and the

Carniolan (from the southeastern Alps and the northern Balkans). Al-

though considerable variation in morphology distinguishes these and

other races, the conspicuously outstanding variation is in behavior.

Pure races are difficult to find outside the limited localities of their

origin, but some of the variation resident in the whole group of races

can be found in the more or less mixed populations in domestic use.

Brother Adam of England has observed the behavioral characteristics

of the various races to a far greater extent than anyone else. His
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descriptions and commentaries are presented in three papers (Brother
Adam, 1951, 1954b, 1964).

Flight Activity Ribbands (1953) reviews the evidence that certain
environmental factors such as nectar supply in thefield, temperature,
light intensity, wind, rain, and colony size influence flight activity.
Hutson (1930) and Filmer (1931) obtained results indicating that
their Caucasian bees flew at lower temperatures than their Italians.
Hassanein and El-Banby (1960c) studied flight activity throughout the
entire day during nectar flows from several different plants. They
marked 70 individual bees of the Italian, Caucasian, and Carniolan
races and introduced them when very young into a single colony.
Records of the exits and returns of the individual bees were made.
The results appear to show ‘‘that the Caucasian bees started foraging
later in the morning, while the Carniolans were the earliest in foraging
during the three flowering seasons’’—citrus, clover, and cotton. During
the citrus and cotton nectar flows, Caucasian and Carniolan races
were more active than the Italian in the forenoon and less active in
the afternoon. During the clover flowering period the three races
seemed to be more nearly equal in activity.

Propolis Collection and Deposition Propolis is a resinous substance
collected from certain trees, mixed with more or less wax, and used
to seal joints, cracks, and crevices in a beehive. Caucasians use
propolis in quantities far beyond that of the other well-known races
(Park, 1938; Ruttner, 1963). Brother Adam (1954b) states that the
Egyptian bee uses no propolis and at least some strains of Carniolans
use wax instead of propolis.

Nectar Collection and Honey Production That there are tremendous
differences in honey storing (hoarding behavior) cannot be doubted.
Years ago, Dr. Otto Mackensen drew my attention to the differences
between two of his inbred lines. Colonies of these two lines appeared
identical in all obvious ways except that the combs of one werefilled
with honey and newly gathered nectar whereas the combs of the other
were ‘‘dry.’’ Similar observations have since been made repeatedly
with inbred lines as well as other bees in our own laboratory.

In a 5-year test of three races, Park (1938) found average annual
honey production of Caucasians to be 117 pounds; Italians, 146
pounds; and Carniolans, 173 pounds under the conditions of manage-
ment followed. This result is in contrast to that of Corkins and Gilbert
(1932) who found the particular strain of Caucasians with which they
worked to produce 71 percent more honey than the average of Italians
from several leading strains available in the United States. It must be
kept in mind that honey production in such a test involves a complex
resultant of many variable factors, many of which have nothing to
do with simple industry in hoarding.

Hassanein and El-Banby (1960a) calculated from their results of
honey production in relation to the number of bees in the colony that
the Caucasian was the most industrious worker, the Italian least so,
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and the Carniolan between the other two. The important point is that

much variation exists, probably within the so-called races under test, and

it is largely uninvestigated for either theoretical or practical objectives.

Pollen Collection As early as 1940 Todd and Bishop pointed out

that ‘‘Pollen samples from colonies side by side may come from pre-

dominantly different sources. . . .’’ In a comparison of the number

of pollen loads collected by two colonies from various sources, Synge

(1947) presented striking quantitative evidence of the differences in

pollen-collecting behavior. One colony collected twice as much from

white Dutch clover but only two-thirds as much from red clover as the

other one. There were far greater differences in amounts of pollen

collected by the two colonies from less abundant plants. Whether or

not these differences reflected pollen preferences or were merely

chance attachments of bees of a colony to particular plant species in

a particular location is an open question. Nevertheless, Colin G. Butler

stated in a personal communication (Rothenbuhler, Gowen, and Park,

1953), ‘‘For instance there is no doubt that some of the strains with

which we work tend to collect a higher proportion of red clover pollen.”

Races of the honeybee also vary in the total amount of pollen col-

lected (Butler, in above citation; Brother Adam, 1954a). Some bees

collect far more pollen than others, disregarding the origin of the

pollen.

The problem of pollen collection has at last been approached

experimentally. Nye and Mackensen (1965) measured thealfalfa-pollen-

collecting activity of a number of colonies in 1962. The three highest

and the three lowest were selected for breeding, and from these, three

high lines and three low lines were established in 1963. Colonies of

each of these six lines were tested in five locations. A letter from

Nye, considering also their recent results, states that the tests showed

significant differences between some of the lines. Colonies headed by

sister queens tended to collect alfalfa pollen to a similar degree as

compared with those headed by unrelated queens. Certainly there is

a strong suggestion of heritability of the tendency for high or low

collection of alfalfa pollen.

Further studies of another generation in 1964 and retesting of some

of the previously tested colonies lend further strong support to the

concept of hereditary components. The importance of this work, both

for behavior genetics of bees and for practical apiculture, can hardly

be overestimated. Taken with other work on behavior genetics of honey-

bees, one can envision some of the possibilities with this species.

Brood Rearing There is a great deal of observational evidence to

indicate that some races begin brood rearing earlier in the spring than

others or continue it later in the fall.

Corkins and Gilbert (1932) reported a 3-year comparison of Italians

and Caucasians in Wyoming; it shows that Caucasians reared more

brood than Italians before the nectar flow, but Italians reared more

during and after the flow.
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Hassanein and El-Banby (1960b) compared Caucasians, Carniolans,
and Italians with respect to brood rearing under their conditions in
Egypt. There the year can be divided into a fall and winter period,
largely with a nectar dearth during which there is a very small amount
of brood rearing by an average colony, and a spring and summer
period with several nectar flows during which colonies engage in a
great deal of brood rearing. The Caucasians tested reared less brood
than the other races during each of the periods. Compared with the
Italians, the Carniolans reared less brood during the blooming period
but perhaps slightly more during the fall and winter period.

Swarming Swarming is a part of reproduction by bees, and just
as reproductive behavior is variable among other animals, it might be
expected to be variable among bees. Such seems to be the case, al-
though, again, the evidence is not all that is desired. A great mass of
experience has established a reputation of much swarming for
Carniolans and little swarming for Italians. A considerable amount of
apicultural literature could be cited in support of these reputations.
Park’s data (1938) cover a 5-year record on 12 colonies of each race
for each year. At all times efforts were made to control swarming
(reduce or eliminate by reasonable efforts). Nevertheless the Carniolans
averaged 3 swarms per year, the Caucasians 2, and the Italians 0.6.
There was no question of a strong tendency to swarming in Carniolans.

Defensive Behavior One thing, perhaps above all others, is known
about honeybees: They sting. They sting as a means of defending the
nest against intruders ranging from man to robber bees. There is
tremendous variation, nevertheless, in the frequency with which a
person may be stung by two colonies of bees underpractically identical
circumstances. In the writings of almost everyone who has written
about races of bees, differences in temper are mentioned. Cyprians
are notoriously cross, so much so that they are not kept commercially
in the United States. Carniolans and Caucasians are gentle. Kerr and
Araujo (1958) studied the African races of bees and found Apis mellifera
adansonii Latr. to be very cross. These bees go beyond defense of the
nest and actually drive bees of the Italian race away from flowers in
the field.

Rothenbuhler (1964b) has measured defensive activity of several
groups of bee colonies, which will be discussed on page 103. Briefly,
only one sting was received from a group of seven Van Scoy colonies,
whereas a total of 143 stings were received from seven Browncolonies
under similar conditions. This experiment presented evidence of wide
variation in defensive behavior by two genetically different lines.

Nest-cleaning Behavior Although most larvae in a normal colony
Survive the developmental stages and emerge as adults from their
cells in the combs, an occasional larva may die. In certain cases of
disease—American foulbrood, European foulbrood, and sacbrood, for
instance—many larvae maydie. During investigations of resistance to
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American foulbrood (causative agent: Bacillus larvae White) it became

clear that bees differ in their responses to dead brood.

In this resistance investigation, Park tested colonies by inserting a

piece of comb containing many larvae killed by American foulbrood

into their brood nests. The various colonies reacted differently (Park,

1936, 1937) to this inoculation. Some colonies merely cleaned out the

dead larvae, some removed the dead larvae and cut the cell walls

down to the comb’s midrib which separated the two sides of the comb,

and a third actually removed a part of the midrib, presumably after

doing the above. The basis of this variation was not determined al-

though Park attempted to relate it to levels of disease resistance.

Another of his experiments compared the bees’ reaction, in eight dif-

ferent colonies, to comb inserts with empty cells and inserts with

American-foulbrood-killed larvae. Pieces of comb used as inserts came

from colonies other than the ones tested so that all comb wasforeign

to the colony under test. In every case the insert containing dead

larvae was extensively torn down and removed, but the other piece of

comb with no dead larvae was simply fastened into place and the torn

cells were repaired.

An important advance was made by Woodrow and Holst (1942) who

compared the behavior of one resistant and one susceptible colony

toward brood individually inoculated with spores of Bacillus larvae.

About 200 inoculated larvae were tested in each colony. About two-

thirds of the inoculated larvae were killed in each case. In the case

of the resistant colony, all the dead larvae were removed from their

cells several days before the end of the normal larval developmental

period. The susceptible colony, on the other hand, although it removed

one or more larvae on every day of observation, retained 39 dead larvae

in its cells at the end of the experiment. A difference in rate of re-

moval of dead larvae in these two colonies was demonstrated.

Many years later evidence for similar differences in behavior asso-

ciated with genetically distinct inbred lines was presented (Rothenbuhler,

1964a). Two lines had been selected for resistance and two lines for

susceptibility to American foulbrood. Both resistant lines removed

foulbrood-killed brood quickly, and both susceptible lines allowed most

of it to remain in the combs until the end of the experiment. Further

investigation of nest-cleaning behavior will be considered on page 98.

Dancing Behavior Lastly and best known is variation in dancing

behavior. Most of von Frisch’s early work was with the Carniolan race.

lf the food source is near the hive, this race performs the round

dance, which does not indicate the direction of a food source but

simply that it is in the vicinity of the hive. When the food source is

at a distance of about 85 meters, Carniolans engage in clear waggle

dances, which indicate the direction of the food and also its distance.

In 1950, Tschumi, working with the Italian race, observed a different

sort of dance. If the food source was between approximately 10 and

100 meters, this race engaged in a different dance, called the sickle

dance. Hein (1950) observed sickle dances also by Dutch bees. That
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Figure 5.6 Types of dances. (a) Round dance; (b) sickle
dance; (c) waggle dance;(d) and (e) transitional dances. (From
Boch, 1957.)

there were racial differences in dances was further established by
Baltzer (1952) in a study of Italian and German bees. The form of
these dances as well as the form of transitional dances between them
are shownin Figure 5.6.

In a detailed extensive study Boch (1957) examined the dances of
Six different races of Apis mellifera: Carniolan (carnica), German (meélli-
fica), Punic (intermissa), Caucasian (caucasica), Italian (ligustica), and
Egyptian (fasciata). Figure 5.7 presents his findings. It can be seen that
all races studied except the Carniolan perform sickle dances. The
transition from the round dance to some other type occursat a different
distance in each case. There are also differences among the various
races with respect to the distance of the food source reported by the
waggle dance. The races differ in the number of complete dance cycles

A.m. carnica

A.m. mellifica

A.m. intermissa

A.m. caucasica

A.m. ligustica

A.m. fasciata
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Figure 5.7 Racial differences in bee dances. White =
round dance; crosshatched = sickle dance; gray = waggle
dance. Space between the bars indicates transitional
dances. (From Boch, 1957.)
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they perform per unit of time to report a source at a given distance.

For example, Carniolans perform 9.8 + 0.19 cycles per 15 seconds

if the food is 100 yards distant, whereas the Egyptian bee performs

only 7.95 + 0.13 cycles (Boch, 1957). Because of these racial differ-

ences in dancing behavior, bees of the various races misunderstand

part of the information received from bees of different races.

Reviews in English of some of the variation in dancing behavior have

been presented by Lindauer (1961) and von Frisch (1962).

METHODS OF GENETIC ANALYSIS

Efficient, well-controlled genetic experimentation with bees is absolutely

dependent upon artificial insemination of queen bees. The first demon-

strated successful technique was that of L. R. Watson (1928), but

modifications and additions, principally by Nolan, Laidlaw, Mackensen,

and Roberts, were made before the present high degree of success was

obtained (Mackensen and Roberts, 1948; Laidlaw, 1949). Artificial

insemination of bees is performed by the use of a microsyringe, a

dissecting type of microscope, a queen-holding apparatus, and a carbon

dioxide anesthetic. Usually 75 to 100 percent of the queens operated

upon are successfully inseminated.

The second requirement for genetic analysis of honeybee colony

behavior is genetic uniformity of the colony’s worker bees. Unless

all worker bees in each colony are genetically similar (with respect to

the behavioral characteristic under study), one cannot classify colony

phenotype in a genetically meaningful way. Major sources of hetero-

geneity in workers of a natural colony are (1) the heterozygosity of the

queen (mother of the workers) and (2) her multiple mating with hetero-

geneous drones (fathers of the workers). Indeed, whether or not these

same sources of heterogeneity exist is a question prerequisite to genetic

investigation of any colony of individuals—bees, wasps, ants, or ter-

mites. Additionally one must know (3) whether one or several mothers

are contributing to the colony’s population.

Elimination of the above sources of heterogeneity in honeybees is

comparatively easy. Normally, only one queen functions in each honey-

bee colony. By the useof artificial insemination, a single drone may be

used for each insemination, and his sperms are expected to be geneti-

cally identical. Heterozygosity of the queen is the last problem; this

can be reduced to a minimum by using highly inbred queens.

Inbred queens can be used for certain types of matings in colony

behavior genetics but not for all that may be genetically desirable. For

instance, inbred queens can be usedto produce F’, worker bees. A back-

cross of the F, to either parental line can be made by taking a drone

(a gamete) from an F, queen and mating him to an inbred, parental-

line queen. The reciprocal cross is not useful, i.e., the Ff, queen mated

to a parental-line drone, because it produces a colony of genetically

heterogeneous worker bees. Nevertheless the possible matings are suffi-

cient to permit extensive genetic analysis. Haploidy of the drones is a

fortunate circumstance, and since haploidy of males exists throughout
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the Hymenoptera, colony behavior genetics of many social Hymenoptera
may be developed. Among termites, by contrast, both the male and
female parent are diploid. In such a case, genetic analysis of whole-
colony behavior cannot proceed beyond the F, generation, because the
segregation in F, hybrid parents produces colonies of genetically heter-
ogeneous individuals, impossible to classify phenotypically as a colony
unit. The fact that more than one pair of reproductives is present in
some colonies is a further complicating factor. If genetic analysis of
termite-colony behavior is to be completely successful, some new ap-
proaches must be designed.

This inbred-queen X single-drone technique designed for genetic
analysis of behavior in honeybee colonies (Rothenbuhler, 1960) has
proved to be extremely powerful (Rothenbuhler, 1964b). Never in my
experience, nor in that of my associate Victor C. Thompson, has such
a variety of behavior patterns been seen in a group of bee colonies as
that seen in a group of backcross colonies studied in 1958. The varia-
tion included, in addition to hygienic and stinging behavior to be
discussed presently, nectar gathering, burr comb building, calmness
of bees on combs, tendency to fly or drop to the ground when shaken
from combs, and other characteristics. The technique seems certain
to be as useful in the analysis of all the other variations in behavior
discussed as it has been in two instances. It can provide colonies of
genetically uniform individuals for many sorts of nongenetic behavioral
experiments. For bee breeding, this technique provides a potent form
of gamete selection. Its use in bee breeding would seem to have no
immediately visible limits.

In addition to artificial insemination and the inbred-queen X single-
drone technique, a third development of tremendous promise for anal-
ysis of behavior and behavior genetics of bees is appearing. This is the
small-colony technique. Beekeepers have long used nucleus colonies to
care for young queens until they have mated and areovipositing. Scien-
tists have also used small colonies to reduce expenditures of materials
and time necessary for colony manipulation. The use of very small
colonies to reduce the complexity of the study of events in a colonyis
a different thing. Success of the latter will depend upon how well small
colonies simulate normal colonies with respect to the characteristic
under study (Butler, 1961b). They may be very useful, nevertheless, in
the initial development of theory which can then be tested in larger
units.

Notably successful utilization of small colonies for research has been
demonstrated by Lindauer (1952, 1953) and by Sakagami (1953) (see
also Lindauer, 1961). Both these investigators studied division of labor.
Sakagami used from 800 to 1,200 bees in his colonies; Lindauer,
judging from his illustration, must have used a much smaller number,
but this is not certain. In our laboratory, we have often used 200- to
400-bee colonies. Nelson and Jay (1964) are currently involved in
Studies of bee behavior in 100- to 300-bee colonies. An effort is under
way by them to reduce the numberfurther.

One of the problems encountered with small colonies or indeed any
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observation colony (with glass walls) is the inability of the bees to keep

the comb warm, or their heavy clustering to do so. Our laboratory has

designed a shelter which holds four observation hives. Temperature

within the shelter is regulated by thermostatic control of electrical

heating units and of exhaust fans (for cooling in the summer). These

have been found to be completely satisfactory.

Flight rooms in which greater control of environmental conditions is

obtained are being used to investigate behavior of honeybees (Renner,

1955: Nye, 1962; S. C. Jay, 1964) as well as that of other bees. How

helpful such rooms really are remains to be seen.

Confinement of bees’ flight space to the interior of a screen cage of

from approximately 40,000 square feet down to a few square feet and

up to 7 or 8 feet in height has been tried (Farrar, 1963). Like flight

rooms, they will probably be useful for some experiments, but to what

extent is as yet undetermined. We are currently testing cages approxi-

mately 8 by 8 by 16 feet in connection with our observation hive

shelters.

GENETIC BASES OF CERTAIN

BEHAVIOR DIFFERENCES

The first genetic analysis of a behavior difference among honeybees

known to me involved nest-cleaning behavior (Rothenbuhler, 1958,

1964b). Two inbred lines, one selected for resistance to American foul-

brood and oneselected for susceptibility to American foulbrood, differed

strikingly in behavior. The resistant line removed foulbrood-killed larvae

from the brood nest mostly on the eighth, ninth, tenth, and eleventh

days of larval-pupal life, whereas the susceptible line allowed most of

such larvae to remain in the brood nest until the end of the experiments,

usually on the fifteenth or sixteenth day. The difference between there-

sponses of these two lines toward diseased brood is clearly shown in

Figures 5.8 and 5.9. There is also a great difference in the responseof
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Figure 5.8 Behavior of three Brown colonies resulted in the removalof all

American-foulbrood-killed (AFB) individuals before the end of the experiment.

(From Rothenbuhler, 1964b.)
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Figure 5.9 Behavior of four Van Scoy colonies left most foulbrood-killed in-
dividuals in the comb until the end of the experiment on the sixteenth day.
(From Rothenbuhler, 1964b.)

these two lines toward hydrogen-cyanide-killed brood (Jones and Rothen-
buhler, 1964). The differences in final result with cyanide-killed brood
would seem to be a difference in rate of response by the twolines.
Whetherthe difference between the two lines with respect to foulbrood-
killed brood is more than a rate difference is unknown at present. The
knowledge that a large clear difference existed seemed sufficient to
justify genetic analysis, which was carried out in 1957 and 1958.

Before the results of the genetic analysis were published in detail,
a considerable amount of time was devoted during the past few years
to answering questions regarding the effects of certain environmental
factors on nest cleaning. Does the number of dead individuals to be
removed substantially alter the time required for removal? Experiments
with numbers ranging from about 100 to 2,000 put into the same
colony at different times suggests that variation in numbers, within
limits imposed by colony population, does not lead to variation in the
time required for removal (Jones and Rothenbuhler, 1964). Do differ-
ences in the average age of the bees comprising a colony lead to
differences in removal time? Experiments over 2 years and Involving 18
colonies, having bees of the same age to within 4 days, tested and
retested as they progressed from about 5 days of age to about 66 days
of age suggest that all bees up to about 28 days of age display normal
nest-cleaning behavior (V. C. Thompson, 1964). Inasmuch as any colony
in our usual tests would have a large numberof young bees, age does
not seem a likely complicating factor. Will a colony composed of ap-
proximately one-half resistant bees and one-half susceptible bees display
nest-cleaning behavior? Such mixed colonies of bees have regularly
performedlike the control colonies composed entirely of hygienic bees
(Trump, 1961). The same experiments indicate also that nonhygienic
bees do not learn to be hygienic nor vice versa. What effect on removal
does location of the dead brood in the combs of the colony have?
Removal is slow or nonexistent in combs of the honey-store region
(supers) but very fast in the brood-nest region (Borchers, 1964). What
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Figure 5.10 Behavior of five F, colonies resembled the behavior of the Van

Scoys. (From Rothenbuhler, 1964b.)

effect does nectar flow have on hygienic behavior? A collection of obser-

vations and experiments suggests that a nectar flow (from flowers in

the field or sugar sirup from an artificial feeder) has some effect.

Incoming liquid food seems prerequisite to hygienic behavior (Rothen-

buhler, 1959; V. C. Thompson, 1964; Borchers, 1964; Mourer, 1964).

These results increased our confidence that some ordinary environ-

mental factor had not seriously affected our 1957-1958 results, which

were published in 1964. Figure 5.10, which can be compared with

Figures 5.8 and 5.9, shows that the gene or genes responsible for

hygienic behavior are recessive. Figure 5.11 summarizes part of the

Parents F’, hybrids Backcrosses

Hygienic 29 Ss

behavior ( x Q

If+hygienic: 1 gene

 

   
    Nonhygienic lf hygienic: 2 genes

behavior 1 TaniIf shygienic: 3 genes
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ye" | 6 hygienic

behavior
9 uncapped

6
| | 14 nonhygienic < g
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Figure 5.11 Experiments and their results in diagrammatic form.
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experiment and shows that 29 drones from the F', generation of queens
were backcrossed to queens from the hygienic line. The proportion of
the 29 colonies resulting from these matings was expected to indicate
the numberof loci affecting hygienic behavior that were segregating in
the F, queens. Along with this test of the 29 backcrosses, 8 back-
crosses to the nonhygienic line, 7 hygienic-line colonies, and 7 non-
hygienic-line colonies were tested. Every colony of the pure lines per-
formed as expected, as can be seen in the pooled data presented in
Figures 5.12 and 5.13. One of the backcrosses to the nonhygienic line

showed hygienic behavior, and we are at a loss to explain this result,
especially when no F, colony has shown hygienic behavior. The data
from each backcross are presented in detail in the original paper

(Rothenbuhler, 1964b).

The most striking and wholly unexpected results came from the 29

backcross colonies to the hygienic line. Six of them displayed typical

or near-typical hygienic behavior. Nine of them uncapped but did not

remove dead brood, leaving 14 as completely nonhygienic. By this time

it became obvious that two loci were suggested by the 6-out-of-29
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Figure 5.14 Genetic hypothesis offered in explanation of different re-

sponses to American-foulbrood-killed brood observed in 63 colonies of

bees. (From Rothenbuhler, 1964b.)

result and furthermore that one of these loci concerned uncapping.

Therefore the other must have been concerned with removal, and the

way to test this was to uncap the dead brood and return it to the

colony. Here the results were not decisive but ranged from O percent

removal in three cases to a high of 92 percent removal accomplished

in 2 days, when the experiment had to be terminated. Nevertheless,

the interpretation is that six can be classified as removers and eight

as nonremovers.

One emerges with the hypothesis in Figure 5.14. The difference

between the two lines in response to foulbrood-killed brood is due to

genetic differences at two loci, an uncapping locus and a removing locus.

Homozygosity for the recessive allele for uncapping, designated u, and

for the recessive allele for removing, designated r, characterizes the

hygienic line. The nonhygienic line is homozygous for dominant wild-

type alleles. From a backcross of the F', generation (by way of a drone

from an F, queen) any one of four kinds of colonies may develop:

one with worker bees homozygous for both the uncapping and removing

alleles, two that are homozygous at one or the other of the twoloci,

and one that is homozygous at neither locus.

This hypothesis is easy to test. Future generations developed from

queens and drones from any one of these types should breed true at

the loci that are homozygous in the parental colony. If they do not,

the hypothesis must be modified or abandoned. The hypothesis-testing

program has not yet been undertaken because of the necessity for

investigating effects of several environmental factors on the parental

lines. Results from several of these investigations have already been

given and more are in progress. To what extents the phenotypes of

ancestral and F’, genotypes are stable are important questions. When

knowledge with respect to the phenotypic expression of these genotypes

is reasonably adequate, a test of backcrosses and advanced generations

is in order.

Along with the genetic analysis of hygienic behavior, a partial anal-
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ysis of the genetic basis of stinging behavior was possible. Counts were
made of the number of stings received by the colony operator as he
removed (and returned) each comb for inspection of brood present or
lost each day in each colony. Such counts were made on the 7 hygienic
control colonies (Brown), the 7 nonhygienic controls (Van Scoy), the
8 backcrosses to the nonhygienic line, and the 29 backcrosses to the
hygienic line. Results are presented in Table 5.2. It can be seen that
the Van Scoy colonies were nonstingers and the Brown colonies stung
many times. The backcrosses to the Van Scoy line were gentle. The
29 backcrosses to the Brown line ranged from no stings to 23 stings
per colony. Since only one of the six hygienic colonies among these
backcrosses stung more than once, there is no evidence that stinging
and hygienic behavior have a common genetic basis. (It has been
thought that both these characteristics, which have often seemed to be
associated, might be due simply to increased vigor in bees.)

That stinging behavior is determined in part by genetic differences
seems clear, but the nature of the genetic differences between these
two lines with respect to this characteristic is not clear. No separation
into classes, as occurred with respect to hygienic behavior, was
apparent.

The work on selection for alfalfa-pollen collection was discussed on
page 92.

With so muchintraspecific variation present in honeybees and with
the availability of the necessary techniques for its genetic analysis, it
seems that many more behavior-genetic analyses of this species will
appear shortly.

Table 5.2
Frequency distribution of six groups of colonies according to the total num-
ber of times the beekeeper was stung while engaged in the same operations
with each under similar conditions. Fourteen visits were made to each colony
ee

eeeSeSSSSSSSSSSSmmsFhFeheheeeee

Total number of stingsi$
Type of colony 01234567 811 15 19 20 21 23 26 31eee
Seven Van Scoy colonies— 6 1
none hygienic

Seven Brown colonies— 11 #1 #é##d1é41 1 1
all hygienic

Eight colonies from back- 7 1
crossesof F’, to Van Scoy
line—one hygienic

Twenty-nine colonies from 992312 1 1 1
backcrosses of F’, to Brown

line—six hygienic

The six hygienic colonies 23 1
from the 29 backcrosses to

the Brownline

The one hygienic colony 1
from the eight backcrosses
to the Van Scoyline
eee
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CONCLUDING STATEMENTS

Social life of an advanced complex kind has evolved in only two insect

orders: the Isoptera and the Hymenoptera. All the Isoptera, the ter-

mites, are social. Most of the Hymenoptera live solitary lives, but all

the ants, some wasps, and some beeslive highly social lives. Of the

six families of bees only the Apidae and Halictidae contain social

species. Social life arose repeatedly in Halictidae and at least twice in

Apidae (Xylocopinae and Apinae).

Such repeated occurrences(i.e., the rise of social life) in the Hymen-

optera and the complete absenceof complex social life in all but one

of some two dozen other insect orders are striking facts. Hamilton

(1964) has pointed out that haplodiploidy, which exists throughout the

Hymenoptera, brings about a closer than usual genetic relationship

among sisters, and that this situation may be a basic factor in the

repeated evolution of social life in the order. In this connection, it is

perhaps of basic importance that nearly all the division Aculeata pre-

pare nests of some kind and stock them with food for the larvae. Very

early, then, nest building as an item of maternal care was evolved by
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Figure 5.15 Comparative development of six factors of social life in various

kinds of bees.
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an ancestor of a large part of the Hymenoptera. The first nests may
have been built at the food source. Maternal care was extended when
behavior concerned with food placementin the larval cell was evolved.
Taken together, these two aspects of maternal care went a long way
toward providing the base from which further developments could occur.

From this primitive beginning of social life found in essentially non-
social bees, it can be seen in Figure 5.15 that various degrees of
social life have been evolved. Halictus quadricinctus live slightly longer
——some days beyond the time required to build a few cells, stock them
with food, and oviposit. This additional time is Spent in guarding the
nest. Whether or not the mother adds enzymes to the stored food or
partially digests it is unknown. The Lasioglossum malachurum mother
cares for the young bees until their emergence, survives presumably
until the end of the summer, divides the labor of rearing further
progeny with the first-emerged daughters who are morphologically dis-
tinct from the mother, and possibly engagesin primitive communication
with them. The only advance made by Allodape is progressive rather
than mass feeding of larvae. There are no caste differences in Allodape.
Bumblebees keep the brood cells warm, have extensive division of
labor, communicate to some extent, although not about food sources,
and store a few cells of excess food. Honey itself might be considered
a predigested food, but nothing beyond this in the way of predigested
or secreted food is used by bumblebees, unless they add enzymes to
the larval food. Compared with Apis mellifera and Apis indica, both
stingless bees and the other species of Apis use simpler mechanisms
of communication. Stingless bees utilize mass provisioning. A. dorsata
and A. florea store only a small amountof food, and at least A. dorsata
moves from one ecological region to another throughout the year.

In the graph of Figure 5.15 such division of labor as is brought about
by sex differences and the communication concerned with mating have
been ignored. From the graph, two facts seem to be apparent:

I A remarkable stepwise and gradual acquisition of these factors
can be illustrated by the bees even though, as has been pointed out,
this does not represent a phylogenetic line of descent. These are mod-
ern species which have achieved different levels of social organization.
2 The various factors of social life have not been emphasized
equally in the various lines of descent. To illustrate this, stingless bees
still use mass provisioning, even though their colonies are much larger
social units, and store much more food than Apis florea. Although
maternal care is not as extensive in L. malachurum as among Allodape
(mass provisioning versus progressive), L. malachurum has much more
advanced division of labor.

The social Hymenoptera as illustrated by honeybees learn a variety
of things. Learning is part of their behavioral Capacity and indeed
necessary to their existence. When survival depends upon returning to
the nest, one has to learn its location. This is Only one instance of
the necessity of learning.
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There are strong indications that differences in learning ability exist

in honeybees. These may be both genetically and environmentally in-

duced. There are data and/or impressive observational evidence for

differences in many other behavior patterns.

In spite of all the behavioral variations, only the barest start has

been made in behavior genetics of this species. Investigation of great

differences in nest-cleaning behavior has resulted in a two-locus hypoth-

esis which is subject to much further testing. Stinging behavior was

shown to be genetically independent of nest-cleaning behavior, and it

seems to be genetically more complex. Selection for alfalfa-pollen

collection has producedstriking results, and further analyses are under

way.

Development of behavior genetics of honeybees is certain to be of

great economic value to agriculture and of equally great theoretical

value to biology of behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

Benson E. Ginsburg

No one seriously questions the proposition that there are hereditary

contributions to behavioral potentials. In an evolutionary series one

sees this with respect to behavioral adaptations. Within a species,

even one such as the honeybee, where responses are largely built in

and modulated by selection to rather narrow tolerances, important

heritable variations in behavior occur on a simple genetic basis

(see Rothenbuhler, this volume). Among mammals, where natural

selection has favored greater flexibility of response to environmental

situations, many experimental psychologists (and educators) have

entirely ignored hereditary variation and have related performance

exclusively to experiential history. Others have taken a more biolog-

ical attack and demonstrated that the very flexibility of response

is genotype-dependent and that there are genetic limits on styles and

degrees of nature-nurture interactions.

Genetic effects on morphological features do not involve the se-

rious complexities of defining a phenotype that often occurs with

behavior. Whatever else a pigment gene may do, it has a clearly

visible and consistent effect, so that at least this aspect of the pheno-

type of an animal of a given genotype is naturally defined. If the

effect is modified in the presence of other genes (e.g., dilution genes)

or under certain environmental conditions (e.g., as by cold in the

Himalayan rabbit), this, too, is susceptible to straightforward analy-

sis. Griineberg, in Animal Genetics and Medicine (1957), listed

a great many such structural mutants in mammals, some of which

are of particular interest in behavior genetics, as they involve anom-

alies of the sense organs and the nervous system, varying from

gross teratology to relatively discrete effects. These include pseuden-

cephaly in the mouse, caused by a simple recessive gene as well as

by chromosomaltranslocations in the offspring of irradiated animals;

spina bifida in mice and rabbits; syringomyelia in rabbits; absence

of corpus callosum in mice; rodless retina; hydrocephalus; micro-

phthalmia; and many others. Griineberg attempted to erect a pedi-

gree of causes based on sequences of morphological events during

differentiation as a model for a gene-action analysis. The inferential

reasoning from such structural anomalies to behavior is uncompli-

cated. Obviously, mice with rodless retinas are visually defective.

The problem of what is a natural behavioral phenotype remains

relatively uncomplicated when one leaves the above categories of

genetic abnormalities to consider those in which the primary effect

is obviously behavioral, occurring with little or no manipulation of

the external environment, as in the case of waltzing mice and

various ataxic mutants. Here again there is an overt aspect of

phenotype that is well defined by nature. The distinction between

108
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genotype and phenotype is also fairly obvious, as in the case of
pseudencephaly, which may result from a single genetic substitution
or, alternatively, from a chromosomal translocation. Grineberglists
four distinguishable genotypes for hydrocephaly and demonstrates
that they operate on different portions of his pedigree of causes. In
short, a population has various genetic ways of arriving at the same
phenotype, even whenit is a grossly abnormalone.

In the subtler and more interesting aspects of behavior, the natural
phenotype is not so apparent. Very often its unity is provided by
the concept in the mind of the investigator when he creates defini-
tions of “intelligence,” “emotionality,” “aggressiveness,” or “schizo-
phrenia” and constructs instruments of measurement and/or diag-
nosis that achieve a level of general acceptance. Individuals vary in
all these attributes, and it is easy to see how each can have positive
or negative survival value, and therefore be subject to selective
pressures, or show familial tendencies in pedigree analyses, thereby
attesting to a genetic basis. There is, however, no assurance from
this kind of analysis that we have matched the building blocks of
nature (here conceived of as atomistic) with those of our concep-
tions. Among psychologists, only the ethologists have asked them-
selves this question: Is it any wonder, then, that by contrast with the
traits that are clearly “given,” such as those collated by Griineberg,
where relatively simple genetic models suffice, those contrived by
the minds of the psychologists and the clinician are complex and
polygenic? Whatever the correspondence between ideal natural units
of behavior and entities such as intelligence or categories of mental
disease, the latter have utility for us; even if they represent complexes
rather than units, or mixtures rather than compounds,the biological
analysis and refinement of these contrived categories are both im-
portant and possible to achieve.

In Part II, the first chapter, by Caspari, points out that behavioral
Capacities are as much anaspect of phenotype as are morphological
variations and that both depend on processes which, though environ-
mentally labile to varying degrees, are rooted firmly in the geno-
type. Current concepts of gene structure and gene action are re-
viewed and evaluated in relation to developmental processes in
higher organisms. Relations between genotype and phenotype are
discussed andillustrated by means of examples in which behavioral
characters are presented as, in principle, not uniquely different from
others, except that the environmental effects upon their expression
may be broader. Finally, after a detailed review of current concepts
of genetic coding and the relationship between genes and charac-
ters, the use of the genetic coding model as the biological basis of
learning and memoryis rigorously evaluated in the context of ex-
perimental evidence. Caspari’s evaluation provides a basis for con-
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ceptualizing and understanding this approach, as well as a model of

critical analysis from which the conclusion emerges that there is no

evidence for memory molecules at present. The chapter points out

that the coding and transfer of information in the nervous system

have been conceptually visualized in several ways, which, in turn,

can be combined to form more complex models. On the simplest hy-

pothesis the critical events may occur either within the neurons or

at the synapses.

In the last chapter of Part II, Eugene Roberts postulates a

model in which the critical events occur at the synapses. These

synaptic events are controlled by chemical transmitters that serve

specialized excitatory and inhibitory functions. The synthesis, release,

and catabolism of these substances are the critical components of the

model. As these are under enzymatic control, the most likely mech-

anisms through which hereditary variability can be expressed would

be through the genetic determination of the efficiency and balance

of these enzymatic processes. Genetic, biochemical, and behavioral

data compatible with this hypothesis are presented.

The second chapter deals with the identification and control of

genetic variables through the use of (1) selection to phenotypic cri-

teria, (2) Mendelian analyses, and (3) the use of isogenic stocks

(including inbred strains and identical siblings). A gene-action ap-

proach is illustrated in which biological variabilty is simplified, and

equivocal interpretations of the meaning of correlations are avoided

through the use of both segregation and selection experiments in

which correlated events that are not causally associated may be sep-

arated from each other. Population analyses of nature-nurture inter-

actions in relation to early stress are presented. These indicate that

thresholds of susceptibility as well as temporal, qualitative, and

quantitative responsestoearly stress areall genotype-dependent.

The chapter by Hamburg reviews the mechanisms involved in

psychological-stress reactions and relates them to data in which the

genetic determination of various aspects of adrenal cortical hor-

mone metabolism is, in a few selected cases, demonstrably under

genetic control. In others, the biosynthetic and catabolic pathways

are analyzed in a manner that will permit behavioral inferences,

should genetic variability be found to be operable in these reactions.

The chapter on hereditary metabolic diseases, by Hsia, points out

that behavioral phenotypes can occur as natural units in the meta-

bolic realm on the basis of simple genetic determination, as in the

case of phenylketonuria. It is of interest to note that here, again,

simple genetic determination is associated with a unit that is a

natural “given.” Experimental phenylketonuria, which may be con-

sidered a phenocopy of the genetic condition, can be induced in
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animals and adds to the possibility of studying the mechanisms by
which the behavioral effects of phenylketonuria are produced.

Genes affecting metabolic events, including localization of re-
sponse thresholds to hormones, are cryptic, in the sense that they
produce nogrossly visible effects, nor do they usually have a one-to-
one relationship to a given behavioral test. It is very likely that such
metabolic events are, in themselves, the primary phenotypes andthat
the genetic variability of these metabolic mechanisms can be
analyzed in the Mendelian fashion and related to secondary and
tertiary events, including behavior.

As more of these hidden genes are discovered and analyzed in
terms of their primary phenotypic effects at the molecular level,
further analyses dealing with more complex aspects of phenotype
can be simplified by putting the genes in question on constant genetic
backgrounds, thus eliminating variability due to modifier genes.
This restriction of variability can be achieved by repeated back-
crossing to an inbred strain. In selected cases, the hidden genes can
be followed after crosses without recourse to biochemical analyses
by coupling them with obvious physical markers that are closely
linked on the same chromosome. The opportunities are just be-
ginning at this level, and this type of biological simplification and
analysis may be the key to the neurobiology of the future. It pro-
vides the surest presently known method for controlling the other-
wise confounding biological variability and for avoiding specious cor-
relations, thereby making possible experimental analyses relating
molecular events to organismal behavior.

The concepts and information presented in Part II are, therefore,
at the hub of the wheel whose axis consists of the primary molecu-
lar events that represent the activities of the genes, and whose spokes
represent supervening levels of organization whose rotation may
be visualized as depicting interactions with environmental events
ranging from the immediate cellular substrates at the hub to the
more complex external environmental factors at the periphery.
Finally, the entire wheel seen as an organism andits rotation seen as
representing genotype-environment interactions trace a path, by
means of behavior, toward an adaptive goal, in the company of
other organisms with which they may be connected through social
hierarchies, food chains, or other aspects of behavioral interdepend-
ence.
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GENERAL THEORY OF GENE ACTION

The phenomena which we understand by the term behavior are pheno-

typic phenomena. Asall phenotypes, they arise during the development

of the individual, which is controlled by the action of the genes. It is

therefore necessary in the context of this book to review briefly the

theory of gene action as it has developed during the past decade.

It is generally agreed that the genic material is deoxyribose nucleic

acid (DNA). The chemical structure of DNA has been clarified by Watson

and Crick (1953), and the Watson-Crick model has become so generally

known and accepted that it is necessary here only to allude to some of

its most important features. DNA is a large chain molecule consisting

of a helically coiled double strand. The skeleton of each strand consists

of a regular alternation of five-carbon sugars (deoxyribose) and phos-

phates. The two strands are linked to each other by bases, each of

which is attached to one of the sugar molecules. Four bases are found

in animal DNA: two purines, adenine and guanine, and two pyrimidines,

thymine and cytosine. For stereochemical reasons, the bases can be

bound to each other only in specific ways: Adenine is combined with

thymine, and guanine with cytosine. In this way, the arrangement of

bases on one of the backbone chains strictly specifies the arrangement

of the bases on the complementary chain. This complementarity of the

two chains is assumed to account for the ability of a DNA molecule to

replicate itself, one of the main characteristics postulated for genetic

material: Each one of the two chains serves as a template for the

synthesis of its complement and therefore of a new chain.

A second characteristic to be demanded of the genetic material is

its ability to specify a phenotype; it must be assumed to carry in coded

form the information necessary for the production of a phenotype. Since

the pattern of the sugar-phosphate backbone of the DNA molecule is

regular, the information must be assumed to reside in the pattern of

purine and pyrimidine bases. In other words, the four bases constitute

112
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a four-letter alphabet in which all the information necessary for the
development of an organism is coded.

lt is well established that one of the important functions of DNA is
the determination of the structure of specific protein molecules. Pro-
teins are single-chain molecules consisting of large numbers of amino
acids linked to each other. About 20 amino acids are known to occur
in proteins. Each species of protein, as defined by a specific function,
is characterized by a unique pattern of amino acid sequence. Actually,
the total amino acid sequence is known for only a small number of
proteins (e.g., human hemoglobin) since the methods used for its
analysis are laborious and difficult. Nevertheless, it has been shown in
a large numberof cases that mutations in the genic material may lead
to the replacement of a particular amino acid at a particular position
in the protein chain by another amino acid. It is therefore generally
accepted that the sequence of purine and pyrimidine bases in the
DNA is the code for the sequence of amino acids in the protein.

Since there are only four purines and pyrimidines in the DNA mole-
cule and about 20 amino acids, each amino acid must be represented
by a combination of bases in the DNA. The question of the base repre-
sentation of amino acids is known as the coding problem and has been
one of the most active fields in molecular biology in recent years
(reviewed by Lanni, 1964). In general, it is accepted that the code for
every amino acid consists of a sequential and nonoverlapping triplet
of purine and pyrimidine bases. Since triplets of four bases would
result in 64 rather than 20 combinations, the code is said to be
degenerate, many amino acids being represented by more than one
triplet. Much progress has been madein identifying the triplets coding
for particular amino acids, even though many problems still remain
to be solved. The experimental work whereby the code has been broken
consists in the use ofartificially synthesized ribonucleotides in the place
of messenger RNA and therefore represents primarily the code for
messenger RNA (see also Cairns, 1966).

Since DNA is primarily involved in the determination of the amino
acid sequence of proteins, the question of the transfer of information
from DNA to the protein becomes the basic question of genic action.
It is known that, in the process of information transfer, another nucleic
acid, ribosenucleic acid (RNA), is involved. Ribosenucleic acid consists
of nucleic acid chains, similar to DNA, in which, however, the sugar
ribose takes the place of deoxyribose, and the pyrimidine thymine is
replaced by uracil. By contrast with DNA, RNAis not a unitary type of
molecule but exists in three types of compounds with differing struc-
tures and functions.

Transfer RNA

Transfer RNA consists of relatively small molecules, comprising about
75 to 100 nucleotide! residues. In ground-up centrifuged cells, it is
found in the supernatant, nonparticulate fraction and is therefore known

+ Purine or pyrimidine base bound to a sugar-phosphate group.
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also as soluble RNA (s-RNA). It consists of a single chain of nucleotides

which is, however, bent upon itself so that it is in part single-stranded

and in part double-stranded like DNA. Complete determination of the

nucleotide sequence of some specific transfer RNAs (e.g., alanine trans-

fer RNA of yeast) has recently been achieved (Holley et al., 1965). Since

it is known that the base sequence of s-RNA is dependent on genic

DNA, this implies that the DNA nucleotide pattern for this particular

gene has been established.

Soluble RNA has the particular function of carrying amino acids to

the site of protein synthesis. It can, therefore, be combined with amino

acids by means of specific enzymes; the energy for this process is sup-

plied by the usual energy-supplying substance in biological reactions,

adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The s-RNAs, as well as the enzymes

involved in these reactions, are specific for the amino acid in question,

so that at least 20 different s-RNAs must exist; actually the numberis

probably greater, so that a certain amount of degeneracy exists also

at the transfer-RNA level. However, all transfer-RNAs possess the same

terminal sequence of three nucleotides: adenine-cytosine-cytosine; it is

the terminal adenine that reacts with the carboxyl (COOH) group of

the amino acid. Further on in the s-RNA molecule there must be Sse-

quences that enable it to recognize the specific amino acid with which

it can react.

Ribosomal RNA

Over 80 percent of the RNA found in the cytoplasm of cells is incor-
porated into small particles called ribosomes. They consist of about
60 percent RNA and 40 percent protein and can be clearly seen in
electronmicrographs of animal cells as particles about 150 angstroms
in diameter. They are frequently, though not always, arranged in regular
rows on the surface of lipoprotein membranes, the so-called endoplas-
mic reticulum. The ribosomal RNA is a large molecule, consisting of

about 1,000 nucleotides, and differs from s-RNA also in its base com-

position. By ultracentrifugation, several types of ribosomes of different

size can be distinguished but there appear to be only two types of

fundamental ribosomal particles; the others are apparently associations

of these two.

Messenger RNA

Messenger RNA (m-RNA) is a large single-stranded RNA molecule

which may be found in the nucleus and in the cytoplasm andis fre-

quently combined with ribosomes. It is synthesized with great speed

and has, at least in microbial organisms, a very short lifetime. Its pat-

tern of nucleotides is complementary to that of one of the two DNA

strands of a gene. This can be shown by separating the two strands

of a DNA molecule from each other, by means of high temperature,

and combining the resulting single-stranded DNA with m-RNA. After

slow cooling, hybrid molecules are obtained, containing one strand of

DNA and one of RNA.This is a very sensitive test for complementarity

of base patterns in nucleic acids, since the pairing of single nucleotides
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with others is highly specific. It is therefore accepted that one of the

DNA strands of a gene acts as a template for the formation of mes-

senger RNA and that m-RNAis synthesized with the aid of an enzyme,

RNA-polymerase, on the DNA template, using uracil (instead of thymine)

to pair with adenine. RNA-polymerase can be purified and used in a

reaction to synthesize single-stranded RNA in vitro.

Information transfer from DNA to protein proceeds, then, in two

steps: transcription of the message from DNA to m-RNA, and trans-

lation from messenger RNA to protein. The transcription process

proceeds in the nucleus and results in the formation of m-RNA

molecules complementary to one of the DNA strands. In the process

of translation, m-RNA, ribosomes, and s-RNA-amino acid complexes

are involved. In this process, the ribosomes are present in the form of

compounds of two particles each, one of which is smaller than the

other. The m-RNA strand is attached to these ribosomal particles,

probably at the border where the larger and the smaller particles adjoin.

Since m-RNAis a long strand, it is usually attached to a numberof
ribosomal particles. Such ribosome—m-RNA complexes, looking some-

what like a string of beads, have been isolated from cells and seen

under the electron microscope. The s-RNA—amino acid complexes

become also attached to the ribosome—m-RNA complex. The m-RNA

apparently selects the particular amino acid—s-RNA compound to be
attached. It is usually assumed that the s-RNA ‘‘recognizes’’ a par-

ticular triplet of the m-RNA. The amino acids attached to the s-RNA

are in this way brought into orderly alignment with each other and

are linked to each other by peptide bonds. In this way the protein is

synthesized, amino acid by amino acid, starting at the N-terminal end.

The synthesis of one protein molecule of human hemoglobin takes
about 90 seconds.

Many proteins function as enzymes, catalyzing particular biochemical
reactions. If a gene specifying a particular enzyme molecule is changed,
the protein chain constituting the enzyme will be accordingly changed.
Changes in the genetic material, the DNA, are known as mutations.
Mutations may be of a number of different types, but the simplest
and least extensive is the replacement of one base in the DNA by
another. This mutational change will be transmitted, by the usual
mechanism of DNA replication, to the offspring of the mutated cell.
Furthermore, the change in one nucleotide may change the meaning
of the code word of which it forms a part; consequently, a wrong amino
acid may become incorporated into the enzyme molecule. The result is
frequently a protein molecule that cannot carry out its enzymatic func-
tion. If the product of the reaction catalyzed by the enzyme is necessary
for the life of the organism, the organism will die unless the missing
enzymatic product is supplied by the environment. In this case, the
presence of an inactive protein related to the normal enzyme can
frequently be demonstrated by serological techniques. Geneticists, for
reasons of technical expediency, like to work with gene mutations that
result in a completely inactive protein, leading to a complete block
of an enzymatic reaction. It should not be assumed, however, that a
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completely inactive enzyme is the only possible consequence of an
amino acid substitution. Cases exist in which the mutant enzyme has
a lower activity than the normal enzyme (so-called ‘‘leaky’’ mutants)
or in which the mutant enzymeis active only under specified environ-
mental conditions, e.g., temperature-sensitive mutants. Finally, it may
be assumed that there are mutations leading to altered proteins that
have full enzymatic activity. This class of mutations would not be
found experimentally, since the methods for finding mutations depend
on the observation of phenotypic differences. Their existence is, how-
ever, indicated by the fact that homologous proteins in different species,
e.g., the insulins of different mammals, usually show differences in

their amino acid constitution, even though they carry out the same
function.

It appears that a particular protein chain is determined by a single
sequence of nucleotides in the DNA which is situated in a particular
position in the genetic material, its locus. In a bacterial chromosome,
the locus of a gene can be specified by its spatial relationship to other
genes, whereas in an organism with several chromosomesthe locus of

a particular geneis specified by a specific chromosomeorlinkage group,
and a particular position within this chromosome. A number of loci
controlling particular enzymatic steps are known in microorganisms.
It is a general rule that all mutations affecting a particular enzymatic
Step will be found to be situated at one locus only and that all mutations
at a specified locus will affect the same enzymatic step, though fre-
quently to different degrees. This principle is best documented for the
bacteria E. coli and S. typhimurium and for the fungus Neurospora, in
which a number of mutations controlling specific enzymatic steps are
known. Its general validity for multicellular organisms is usually as-
sumed but not strictly demonstrated. For in the genetically best inves-
tigated organism, the fly Drosophila, only about twelve cases of genic
control of specific enzymes are known, while in man, where a number
of genetic diseases due to protein alterations have been described, the
linkage groups have not been worked out, so that the position of the
genes cannot be determined.

Finally, it should be mentioned that not all the DNA is concerned
with the production of m-RNA and the coding of proteins. Ribosomal
RNA and the transfer RNAs are also determined by specific nucleotide
sequences in the DNA. This has been demonstrated by means of DNA-
RNA hybridization experiments, similar to those described earlier for
messenger RNA. Other DNA sequencesare concerned with the regulation
of the activity of genes responsible for protein structure, a phenomenon
which will be discussed in the next chapter (see also Jacob and Monod,
1963). Finally, it has been suggested from experiments with bacterio-
phages that some genes may be involved in the organization of cyto-
plasmic particles (Edgar and Epstein, 1965).

GENE ACTION IN HIGHER ORGANISMS

The principles of gene action described in the first part of this chapter
have been mostly discovered by work on microorganisms. But they
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apply also to multicellular animals and plants. In many cases gene

mutations have been found to result in abnormal enzymes and other

proteins, and at least in human hemoglobins, in which a numberof

genetically altered forms have been found, many mutant hemoglobins

are characterized by single amino acid substitutions. The process of

information transfer in multicellular organisms is apparently similar to

that in microorganisms. Ribosomes and transfer RNA are similar to
those of bacteria; m-RNA arises in the nucleus, is transferred to the

cytoplasm, but may havea longer life-span than that of microorganisms.
DNA is accumulated in the chromosomes of the nucleus, but the
structure of the chromosomes is certainly more complex than the
simple DNA double strand found in bacteria and manyviruses. The DNA

of chromosomes is associated with chromosomal proteins, the most
plentiful of which are the histones, a strongly basic type of protein.
Furthermore, the chromosomes contain a certain amount of RNA,
and the nucleolus, a_ structure formed at a particular chromo-
some, is very rich in RNA. But even though the structure of the
chromosomes is more complex in higher organisms, all the evidence
available indicates that the processes of transcription and translation
are essentially identical with those in microorganisms.

One consequence of mutations should be mentioned; it is not
peculiar to higher organisms but is more conspicuous and important
the more complex the system. If an enzyme that catalyzes a reaction
A — B is replaced by a mutant enzyme unable to catalyze the reac-
tion, the reaction will be blocked. This block will have two conse-
quences: The product B will be missing, and the substrate A will
accumulate. Although the primary action of the gene is unitary, i.e.,
the determination of the structure of a protein, it will produce second-
ary phenotypic consequences. The phenomenon of a single gene’s
having multiple phenotypic effects is known as pleiotropism (see Cas-
pari, 1952). The above example shows that a metabolic block will
immediately result in two pleiotropic effects. Examples of pleiotropism
of this type have been described for eye-color mutants in insects, but
some of the best-known examples are phenylketonuria and galacto-
semia in man (see Chapter 9 by Hsia). These cases also demonstrate
that the pleiotropic effects of these genes are not restricted to lack of
product and accumulation of precursor but that both of them may
have further biochemical and physiological effects, including effects on
intelligence, a behavioral character.

The analysis of the mechanisms for pleiotropic gene action at the
biochemical and developmental levels constitutes one of the most
complicated tasks of developmental genetics. Interference by the stored
precursor of a blocked enzymatic reaction with a second enzymatic
reaction not directly influenced by the specific mutation involved con-
stitutes a relatively simple biochemical model. The more generalized a
character is, the more it is likely to be influenced by the pleiotropic
effects of several genes. Some general physiological characters, such
as viability and fertility, seem to be affected by the majority of genes.
A single-gene mutation at a specific locus will, then, usually result in
a number of secondary pleiotropic effects; conversely, any character
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of an organism, except the structure of specific proteins, will usually

be affected by the action of numerous genes.

One further complication of gene action in higher organisms should

be mentioned: Most multicellular animals and plants contain two com-

plete sets of chromosomes, one derived from the father and one from

the mother; they are ‘‘diploid.’’ The possibility exists, therefore, that

the genes derived from the father and from the mother at a particular

locus, the two alleles at this locus, may be different from each other.

An organism containing two different alleles at one locus is called

‘‘heterozygous”’ for this locus. For the phenotype of a heterozygous

organism a number of terms are in use; they will now be described,

since they are frequently used in behavior genetics.

It is possible that the heterozygote shows the characters appertain-

ing to both alleles in the same cell. This phenomenon, called codomi-

nance, is frequently found for proteins and antigenic carbohydrates

and seems to be characteristic for biochemical characters close to the

gene. In hemoglobin abnormalities, for instance, the heterozygote

often contains both the normal and the abnormal hemoglobin, though

usually not in equal amounts. A second possibility is that in individual

cells either one or the other allele is expressed. This situation, which

was regarded as unusual in the past, may be more frequent than

Originally assumed. Thirdly, the heterozygote may be intermediate

between the two homozygotes. The most frequent phenotypic interac-

tion in heterozygotes consists, however, in the situation in which the

heterozygote closely resembles, or may be phenotypically identical to,

one of the homozygotes. This situation is known as dominance, andit

is important to realize that the terms ‘‘dominant’’ and ‘“‘recessive,”’

which played a large role in the work of earlier geneticists and are still

emphasized in some elementary genetics texts, are only terms describ-

ing one of the possible phenotypes of the heterozygote. Finally, over-

dominance or heterosis is sometimes observed, i.e., cases in which a

heterozygote has a more extreme phenotype than either of the homo-

zygotes.

The appearance of a heterozygote with respect to the different

pleiotropic effects of the same pair of alleles may be different. Let us

assume, for instance, that a gene blocking an enzymatic reaction lead-

ing to pigment formation is observed. The heterozygote may show

codominance at the protein level, both active and inactive enzymes

being present. If these proteins are studied by means of tests for

enzymatic activity, intermediacy will be observed, simply because active

and inactive proteins are present. At the level of pigment formation,

dominance may be the result, since the reduced enzymatic activity may

still be sufficient to form the full amount of normal pigment (see

Egelhaaf and Caspari, 1960). Finally, the same alleles may have effects

on viability or mating behavior, and for these characters dominance

of one or the other allele, or even heterosis, may be observed (Caspari,

1950). It will be shown later that, even though the designation of the

phenotypic appearance of the heterozygote is not very instructive from

the point of view of gene action and developmental mechanisms, it
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becomes of primary importance when the evolutionary fate of a pair
of alleles is considered.

THE ACTION OF GENES IN DEVELOPMENT

The phenomenon of development consists, in principle, in the fact that
the cells of a multicellular organism, originally similar in composition
and structure and presumably identical in their genetic constitution,
become different from each other with regard to chemical constitution,
morphological appearance, and function. The term ‘‘differentiation”’ is
unfortunately used in two different senses: In classical embryology,it
is an antonym to ‘‘determination’’ and designates the morphological
changes undergone by a cell in its development. In modern cellular
biology, the term designates the arising of chemical differences
between originally identical cells during development. For example, an
embryonic cell irreversibly determined to become a nerve cell in the
later course of its development would be regarded as ‘“‘undifferentiated”’
under the first definition, whereas it would be ‘‘differentiated’’ under
the second, since a cell determined to become a nerve cell must have
become in some way different from a cell determined to become an
epidermal cell. In this chapter, the term ‘‘differentiation” will be used
in the second sense.

The problem of gene action in development can be stated in the
following terms: Different types of cells derived from the sameeggcell
produce different proteins; e.g., red blood cells contain mainly hemo-
globin. The proteins are coded in the DNA. It must therefore be
assumed that in some way different genes are active in different cells.
The word “‘active’’ means, in this context, the production of a gene-
dependent specific protein. In any particular cell, some genes must be
turned on and others turned off; i.e., the proteins depending on these
genes may or may not be formed.

Regulatory mechanisms which determine the activity of genes have
been intensively studied in bacteria. The work of Jacob and Monod
(1961) on the inductive enzyme B-galactosidase in E. coli is the
principal case on which the theory is based; other cases of enzyme
regulation found in bacteria can be accounted for by similar models.
In wild-type E. coli the enzymes involved in the breakdown of lactose
are “‘inducible’’; i.e., they are formed only in the presence of an
inducer substance (e.g., lactose) in the medium. The structure of the
enzyme molecules is dependent on so-called structural genes which
determine the amino acid sequence of the protein, as described in the
previous part of this chapter. The inducibility, on the other hand, is
determined by regulatory genes, which determine under which condi-
tions the enzyme is formed. Mutations of regulatory genes may result
in the protein’s being formed in the absence of the inducer substance
or in the inability of the cell to form any enzyme atall. Thorough
investigation of this system has revealed the presence of a dual genetic
control of enzyme production. One locus, the operator, is closely linked
to the structural gene; it controls and probably initiates the transcrip-
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tion process. The second locus involved in the control is called the

regulator; it may be located at a position removed from the structural

gene and produces a repressor substance of unknown nature (it has

been suggested that it may be a protein or a nucleic acid) which is

released into the cytoplasm and blocks the action of the operator locus.

The inducer substance removes the repressor substance by some reac-

tion with it and, in this way, permits the production of m-RNA by the

Structural gene.

In this system, therefore, the coordinated activity of two loci, opera-

tor and regulator, controls the activity or inactivity of a structural-gene

locus. Many aspects of cell differentiation can be described by invoking

variations of similar control mechanisms. Models of this kind have

been constructed by Jacob and Monod (1963) for a numberof situa-

tions which may be assumed to occur in differentiation. However, it is

difficult to substantiate any particular hypothesis for a case in a higher

organism. One of the main difficulties appears to be the definition of

criteria by which regulatory genes can be recognized and distinguished

from structural genes in higher organisms.

Nevertheless, some cases exist in which regulatory-gene systemsin

multicellular organisms have been demonstrated. The controlling genes

in corn, described by McClintock (1961), are the most thoroughly

investigated examples. In these control systems, affecting well-investi-

gated structural genes for pigment quality and quantity, starch com-

position, etc., two chromosomal elements are involved, one of which

has to be located close to the structural gene while the other one

may be situated on a different chromosome. The effects of these

controlling elements are observed as patterns of pigment or starch

formation on a developing kernel or plant. The controllers determine

whether a particular cell and its descendants will or will not produce

the substance (pigment or carbohydrate) which is formed under the

influence of the structural gene, in other words, whether the gene is

turned on or off. The similarity of this system, particularly with respect

to the control by two loci, with the operator-regulator system of E. coli

is striking. Evidence for the existence of regulatory genes has also been

obtained for hemoglobin in man (Motulsky, 1962b and 1964).

Regulation of gene action at the cellular level has been the subject

of several lines of research in the past few years. Some of them will

be briefly mentioned here. It has been noted that certain regions in the

giant salivary-gland chromosomes of Diptera show enlargements, So-

called ‘‘puffs,’’ in particular regions at different times of development.

It is generally assumed that these regions correspond to particular

genes and that the puffs indicate activity of these genes. This assump-

tion has been proved for one special case (Beermann, 1961).

Some factors initiating this gene activation (puffing) have been

studied by a numberof authors (Clever, 1961). It has turned out that

the appearance and disappearance of some of these puffs may be

controlled by the hormones inducing metamorphosis. Clever observed

that a few minutes after the injection of the metamorphosis hormone,
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ecdysone, a puff at a specific location appears; its time of persistence
is dependent on the concentration of the hormone. Subsequently, puffs
at other locations in the giant chromosomes appear at specific times
after hormone injection. From these results it may be conjectured that
the pupation hormone initiates the activation of one particular gene
in the chromosome and that this gene, possibly by means of one of
its reaction products, causes other genes to become activated.

The possibility that some of the hormones are involved in the acti-
vation of certain genes may also be indicated for mammals. Adrenal
cortical hormones, for instance, may affect the activity of numerous
enzymes in the liver of mammals; some become increased in their
activity, while others become less active, with the same concentration
of the hormone. These data are hard to evaluate, since changes in
~activity’’ of an enzyme mayinvolve changesin the rate of synthesis
or in the rate of breakdown of the enzymeor, alternatively, an influence
on the state of activity (activation or blocking) of an enzyme which
does not change in its relative concentration. There are only a few
cases in which a decision between these alternatives has been possible.
The same difficulty applies to cases of higher animals in which the
activity of an enzyme is increased as a result of increased supply of
its substrate, e.g., the relationship reported betweenliver alcohol dehy-
drogenase and alcohol consumption (see McClearn, 1965, p. 802).
These cases, which seem to resemble inductive enzyme formation in
bacteria, may or may not be due to similar mechanisms. Different —
mechanismsfor different cases seem to be indicated by the investiga-
tions that have been carried out.

At all events, the material on insects strongly suggests an effect of
hormones on geneactivation, and similar effects appear likely in verte-
brates. Hormones are released into the circulation by ductless glands
and frequently affect different types of cells in different ways. From
a genetic point of view, they have an unspecific activity and may
represent a regulatory mechanism which is superimposed on the intra-
cellular regulation of genic activity. The hormones themselves are the
products of biosynthetic processes and are, for this reason, dependent
on the presence of gene-controlled enzymes (see Chapter 8 by Ham-
burg). Structural genes controlling an enzyme involved in hormone
synthesis may therefore appear as regulatory from the point of view
of structural genes controlled by the hormone. The difference between
regulatory and structural genes in higher organisms is, therefore, to
a certain degree a matter of definition. The controlling elements in
corn, however, show certain characters that differ strongly from those
of orthodox structural genes (McClintock, 1961) and must therefore
be regarded as a different category of genes. In higher organisms,
apparently there are several categories of genetic controlling mecha-
nisms: first, controlling elements which determine the state of activity
of genes directly and, secondly, structural genes which control the
activity of other genes indirectly, by means of their reaction products,
e.g., hormones. This picture agrees with Clever’s conclusions on the
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activation of genes in the salivary glands, where thefirst puff, induced

directly by the pupation hormone, is assumed to induce the later-

appearing puffs on the chromosome.

In a recent discussion on the activity of genes in development,

Paigen (Paigen and Ganschow, 1965) has postulated that, in addition

to structural genes and regulatory genes, two more types of genes

must be assumed to play a role: architectural genes, which are con-

cerned with the organization of cellular organelles, and time-controlling

genes (temporal genes). The evidence for the existence of architectural

genes is scanty but suggestive. It is known that genes affecting eye

pigments in insects affect not the biosynthetic steps in pigment forma-

tion but the presence or quality of the ribonucleoprotein granules on

which the pigments are deposited. The production of bacterial viruses

after infection may be regarded as the synthesis of rather complex

cytoplasmic particles in bacteria. Besides the involvement of structural

genes specifying the proteins present in the virus, it has been demon-

strated that genes are necessary for assembling the different parts of

the virus into a complete particle; for instance, genes are apparently

needed to attach the head and tail of the bacteriophage to each other

(Edgar and Epstein, 1965). In some instances of cytoplasmic particles

the situation is more complex. The plastids of plants, and probably

also the mitochondria, contain their own DNA and possessthe ability

for identical reproduction. These particles would be expected to show

a certain degree of genetic autonomy but will not be completely inde-

pendent of chromosomal genes, because some of their building blocks

result from the activity of chromosomal genes. Such a complex inter-

action of cytoplasmic particles and nuclear genes has beenclearly estab-

lished for the inheritance of plastids and is suggested for mitochondria.

The problem of temporal genes is most difficult, since it is hard to

imagine how a time-controlling mechanism, a genetic clock, could be

coded in a nucleic acid chain. Nevertheless, evidence for the existence

of such genes has been found in the experiments of McClintock (1961)

on controlling elements in corn. The time at which the structural genes

are turned on and off is controlled by the quantity and the qualitative

state of the regulator elements (‘‘activator’’); one activator gene may

cause an early switch of gene activity, two activators induce switches

in the middle of development, while three activator elements (the tissue

in question is triploid) induce very late switches.

These examples show that, in the course of differentiation, specific

genes become activated and that this activation is under the influence

of regulatory genes of different types. The mechanisms whereby regu-

latory genes control the action of structural genes have been investi-

gated only for a few cases, and there is at present no reason to assume

that all conform to the same pattern. It may very well be that different

levels of control of gene activity have become superimposed on each

other in the course of evolution.

The second set of problems with which developmental genetics is

concerned centers on the question of how it is ‘‘decided’’ that a par-

ticular gene is turned on in particular cells but not in others. Generally
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the decision is made for groups of cells rather than for individual cells.
The problem may therefore be designated as the problem of pattern
formation. Kihn (1965) decided that three fundamental mechanisms
in the determination of pattern development must be distinguished:
unequal cell division, interaction between cells and cell groups of the
same organism, and environmental influences.

Unequal cell division has already been mentioned in the references
to McClintock’s work in corn. Frequently, in the course of gene activa-
tion processes, there arise twin spots that consist of two adjacent
regions of different genic expression. These must be interpreted as
the results of an unequal cell division: The two products of a mitotic
division assume different states of gene activation and transmit them
to their daughter cells. Besides this chromosomal mechanism of
unequal cell division, there is a second mechanism in which the two
daughter nuclei of a division, though originally identical, come to lie
in different cytoplasms. It may then be assumed that the cytoplasmic
differences in the two cells give rise to different gene activities. This
type of mechanism is assumedto playa role in the cleavage divisions
in early development, particularly in some lower animals, such as snails
and Tunicates. It has been thoroughly investigated for the development
of bristles in flies, scales in moths, and stomata on the leaves of plants
(Stebbins, 1965). It should be pointed out that, in all known cases
where unequal cell division has been established as a meansof differ-
entiation of cells, a limited numberof cells are involved in the process.

In classical embryology, the greatest emphasis has been put on the
interactions of cells in development. These processes of pattern forma-
tion include directed growth processes, which result in differences
between cells with respect to their position in the cell continuum; the
interactions of groups of cells with each other, frequently by chemical
means, as in the process of induction; and the self-organizing ability
of groups of cells, known as ‘‘morphogenetic fields.’’ It would be
impossible at the present time to describe these phenomena in terms
of the action of individual genes. The generalized picture may be
formulated by stating that the interrelationships of the cells of an
Organism to each other, chemical as well as mechanical, lead to dif-
ferentiation of the cells, presumably by the activation and inactivation
of specific parts of the genome.

It is important to realize that the description of developmental
processes due to cell interactions in genetic and molecular terms be-
comes very complex. There is no doubt that in many of these processes
numerous proteins as well as smaller molecules are involved. Even
though it is known that many genes interfere with specific develop-
mental processes of this type, results of the analysis of such cases
have usually been disappointing. In a case of genetically conditioned
anophthalmia in the mouse, for example, Chase and Chase (1941)
found that the primary effect of this condition is a delay in the rate
of outgrowth of the optic cup from the brain, so that it approaches
the epidermis at a time when the competence for lens formation has
already passed. Numerous processes are involved in the organization
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of a normal eye, which are designated by the following terms: growth

rate of the eye primordium, inductive activity of the eye cup on the

epidermis, competence of the epidermis to react on the inductive

stimulus of the eye cup with lens formation, and influence of the lens

on the organization of the eye. The genetic condition described here

interferes with one of these processes in a quantitative way. Every one

of these processes is underthe influence of a numberof genes, as shown

in Chase and Chase’s example: The genetic condition investigated is

not simple; one major gene and several modifiers seem to be involved.

Cell interaction processes may therefore be assumed always to involve

the action of a large number of genes, the coordination of their activi-

ties having been established in the evolutionary history of the species.

The third mechanism indicated by Kihn is the influence of environ-

mental factors on differentiation and determination. This factor is

usually neglected in textbooks of embryology, since it does not appear

to be an important mechanism in normal animal development. Indeed,

Kiihn’s own examples for this phenomenonareall taken from the plant

kingdom. But it will be necessary here to keep this possibility in mind,

since the behavior of animals shows rather striking examples of envi-

ronmental determination of development.

GENE AND CHARACTER

In the preceding section we dealt mostly with processes under the

control of individual genes. Only in the discussion of pattern formation

due to interaction of cells was the influence of several genes on the

same developmental process mentioned. If, instead of starting with

individual genes obtained through spontaneous or induced mutations,

One starts a genetic investigation with a character, defined by some

measurement of the organisms in a population, one frequently finds

individual variations and can investigate them by crossing experiments.

In these crosses, one finds usually that the character in question is

under the control of several genes; it shows polygenic inheritance. The

Only exception is variation with respect to characters that are in a

one-to-one relationship with structural genes, such as specific proteins

and blood-group antigens. This principle is true for animal populations

as well as for human populations. In the latter case, rare hereditary

diseases that are kept in the population by mutation frequently turn

out to be due to single genes, while variation in other characters is

usually due to polygenic systems.

Most investigations in behavior genetics have turned up polygenic

differences. The reason is that they are based either on selection ex-

periments, a method uniquely designed for the analysis of polygenes,

or on the finding of behavioral differences in previously selected strains

of rodents or breeds of dogs, in which a number of genes for which

the original population was polymorphic had become homozygous

through inbreeding. It should be emphasized that the frequent finding

of polygenic differences with respect to behavioral characters is due

to this method of investigation and is in no way restricted to behavioral

characters. Single-gene mutations influencing behavioral characters are
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well known in man, e.g., phenylketonuria, amaurotic idiocy, etc., and

are also known to occur in animals.
The principles of polygenic inheritance and the methods usedin its

analysis are discussed in other chapters (by Broadhurst, Bruell, and
R. C. Roberts). Here it will only be mentioned that, while there are
methodological differences in the investigation of unifactorial and poly-
genic inheritance, there are no differences in principle. It had been
suspected that polygenes constitute a particular type of gene, different
from the orthodox structural genes and located at particular regions
on the chromosomes. There is no reason at present to uphold this
difference: It has been possible to analyze the components ofrelatively
simple polygenic systems; Rothenbuhler’s (1964b) investigation of the
hygienic behavior of the honeybee, which can be divided into two
behavioral components each controlled by a single Mendelian gene, is
a classical example from behavior genetics. Furthermore, many ortho-
dox Mendelian genes have been shown to have pleiotropic effects on
generalized physiological and behavioral characters: effects of mutants
in insects on mating behavior have been particularly thoroughly inves-
tigated. In other words, whether a particular gene appears as a single
gene or as a component of a polygenic system depends on the level
of phenotypic character being investigated and on the method used
for the isolation of the genes.

While there is, therefore, no difference between orthodox genes and
polygenes in principle, there are certainly differences not only in the
method of their investigation but also in the information that can be
obtained from them. Particularly if information is desired concerning
primary gene action, individual mutant genes offer the best chances
for meaningful results, and actually all our knowledge of gene action
at the molecular level is derived from mutations at individual loci. In
polygenic systems, it is most likely that a large number of biochemical
differences will be found which mayinteract with each otherin complex
ways. Furthermore, the same behavior phenotype may be produced on
different genetic bases and may therefore be dueto different biochemi-
cal conditions. It is no accident that in many cases the investigation
of the biochemical basis of behavioral characters, which had been
Originally found as strain differences and were therefore due to a poly-
genic system, led to unclear and even contradictory results.

An example may explain this reasoning. Phenylketonuria in man
leads to a defect in intelligence. If it is desired to investigate the
biochemical basis of intelligence, this method has the advantage that
the whole problem of the definition of intelligence can be avoided and
that a biochemical mechanism interfering with normal intellectual func-
tioning can be isolated. It would not be expected that the results would
give a complete picture of human intellectual functioning, expressed
in biochemical terms. On the other hand, we can select from a human
population individuals with different IQs and try to find biochemical
differences between them.It appears unlikely that a simple relationship
would be found; whatever is found can be,at most, a statistical corre-
lation of uncertain meaning.

While polygenic inheritance is, therefore, not particularly suitable for
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the investigation of gene action, it is of fundamental importance for

our understanding of natural selection and the process of evolution.

Natural selection does not usually favor isolated genes over their

alleles but, rather, coadaptive gene complexes (Dobzhansky, 1955),

i.e., systems of polygenes which in combination lead to superior

adaptedness of their carriers. A relatively simple example is again the

system of hygienic behavior in the bee (Rothenbuhler, 1964a and

1964b). Neither one of the two genes involved would byitself increase

the probability of survival of the population, but in combination they

are of obvious survival value in case of an infection with foulbrood.

Some remarks on heterosis with respect to behavioral characters

should be made. The term ‘‘heterosis’’ is used for two different phe-

nomena, both of which may result in superiority of heterozygotes over

homozygotes. In inbreeding, frequently a loss of desirable characteris-

tics is observed, due to recessive genes which were present in the

original population and have become homozygous accidentally during

the process of inbreeding. In two different inbred strains, different

recessive genes becomefixed, and in crosses between different strains

the dominant alleles at these loci are reintroduced, resulting in an

overall superiority of the hybrid over both original strains. On the other

hand, heterozygote superiority with respect to survival value occurs

frequently in wild populations without prior inbreeding, where it leads

to genetic polymorphism (Dobzhansky, 1955). In most of these cases,

coadapted gene complexes are involved; they are held together by

chromosome aberrations inhibiting recombination between the genes

constituting the coadaptive gene complex.

But some cases of heterosis due to overdominance in a single pair

of alleles are known (Caspari, 1950). In the moth Ephestia, a pair of

alleles determines the presence or absence of a particular component

of the pigment in the testis, a biochemical character which by itself

seems to be indifferent. But the two alleles have pleiotropic effects

on viability and mating behavior, one allele causing increased survival,

while the other in homozygous condition increases the mating prob-

ability of the males. In the heterozygote, both favorable pleiotropic

characters are dominant, so that the selective value of the heterozygote

is superior to that of either homozygote. It is in agreement with this

finding that wild populations in America and Europe are polymorphic

for this pair of alleles.

One aspect of heterosis is increased ‘‘developmental homeostasis”

(Lerner, 1954). The fundamental observation is the following: For many

characters, the phenotypic variability is higher in homozygotes than in

heterozygotes. This is explained by the statement that the develop-

mental system in heterozygotes is better buffered, i.e., less influenced

by environmental factors, than in the homozygotes. This superior

buffering of the development is regarded as another expression of

heterosis. It should be mentioned that even though a reduction in

phenotypic variability is frequent with respect to morphological and

physiological characters, it is by no means general. With respect to

behavioral characters, an increase in variability in the heterozygote
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has frequently been found. It has been explained by the assumption
that for mammals at least an increased variability of behavior may be
an expression of heterozygote superiority (Caspari, 1958). It should
be pointed out, however, that greater variability in heterozygotes with

respect to behavioral characters is by no means universal (Winston,
1964).

It appears, therefore, that no general rules for the variability in
heterozygotes can be made, particularly with respect to behavioral
characters. If the reasoning mentioned above is applied, the behavior
of heterozygotes should depend not so much on whether the character
is morphological, physiological, or behavioral but rather on the influ-
ence of variability in this character for the fitness of the organism.

It is important to realize that many behavioral characters are them-
selves mechanisms tending to adapt the organism to its environment
and that the adaptational and evolutionary aspects of behavior must
be kept in mind when genetic differences in behavioral characters are
studied (Ginsburg, 1963a).

It has been mentioned in the previous paragraphs that develop-
mental processes in general may be influenced by the environment in
which they proceed. Since the heredity-environment problem has been
widely discussed with respect to behavior, some general discussion of
this topic seems needed in this context. It was mentioned in thefirst
section that even in microorganisms there exist mutants in which the
production of an enzyme is dependent on environmental factors, such
as temperature. Genes whose expression depends on environmental
factors are by no means rare. This fact has been expressed by geneti-
cists by the statement that the genes control the norm of reaction of
the organism on the environment. Nevertheless, little work has been
done on this aspect of genetics, because workers in the field have
intentionally chosen to work with mutations, whose expression is not
influenced by the environment, for experiments on gene localization
and gene action can be carried out more efficiently in these mutants.

Generally speaking, the development of animals is not strongly influ-
enced by environmental variation within normal limits. Waddington has
introduced the term canalization for the limitation of the influence of
environment on developmental processes once they have been initiated.
In plants, particularly in the development of stem and leaves, environ-
mental influences such as temperature, moisture, and light are known
to affect growth and development profoundly. Bradshaw (1965) has
pointed out that this difference between plant and animal development
is related to the fact that growth and development are the only means
whereby an individual plant can adapt to variations in environmental
conditions, whereas animals accomplish the same adaptive task by
means of behavior. It is therefore not astonishing that in some respects
the development of behavioral characters is more like plant than animal
development.

In plant breeding, it is generally taken for granted that a particular
character, e.g., yield, is strongly dependent on an interaction of genes
and environment. By selective breeding a strain may be obtained which
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will produce a superior yield under one set of environmental conditions.

But this strain will not be expected to produce a superior yield under

all possible environmental conditions, and for every set of environ-

mental conditions a particular set of genes is needed to ensure

superior yield. In other words, yield—and the same applies to other

characters—cannot be said to depend on genes or to depend onenvi-

ronment; rather, it depends on an interaction of these two components,

each combination leading to a specified result. The same principle

applies to animal development, except that frequently the variations

due to environmental factors are not as obvious as in plants, because

the developmental system is more strongly canalized.

Animal development can, however, be altered by extreme environ-

mental influences. In insects, near-lethal heat shocks have been used
in most experiments; in mice, because of the fact that development

proceeds in the uterus, drugs.or ionizing radiation is more effective.

In all these experiments it was found that the nature of the abnormali-

ties induced by the environmental factor is dependent on the time at

which the environmental agent acts. The period of time during which

a particular phenotypic character can be influenced by an environmental

agent is designated as its sensitive period. The sensitive period for a

particular character has a beginning and an end; neither before nor

after the sensitive period can the character be influenced by environ-

mental conditions. For example, a sensitive period for the wing pattern

of butterflies and moths exists in the early pupal period; it can even

be subdivided into sensitive periods for different pattern elements

which, however, may overlap each other in time. It should be noted

that the term ‘‘sensitive period’’ must be distinguished from the term

‘critical period.’’ The critical period divides a developmental process

into two parts; before the critical period the developmental process may

be inhibited by certain operations or influences, while after the critical

period it is completely determined. An example is the metamorphosis

of insects: If the glands producing the metamorphosis hormone are

removed or inhibited before the critical period, metamorphosis will not

proceed, and the animal will remain a larva. Similar operations after

the critical period have no effect on metamorphosis. The terms ‘‘sensi-

tive period’’ and ‘‘critical period’’ are well-established embryological

terms which refer to related but not identical phenomena. Recently,

the terms have come into use in the study of the development of

behavior, particularly with reference to early learning, imprinting, and

the influence of early handling on emotional development. Unfortu-

nately, the two terms are used interchangeably by workers in the field

of behavior; careful distinction between them might be of value in the

interpretation of the phenomena involved.

The abnormalities induced by environmental influences frequently are

phenotypically indistinguishable from the phenotypes induced by certain

mutations but are distinguished from them by the fact that they are

not transmitted through the chromosomesto the offspring. Such non-

heritable phenotypic changes induced by the environment have been

called ‘‘phenocopies’’ of the mutant genes by Goldschmidt. Pheno-
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copies were thoroughly investigated in the 1930s because it was be-

lieved that the sensitive period during which a phenocopy can be

induced corresponds to the time when the mutant gene and its wild-

type allele are ‘‘active.’’ The concept of the activity of a gene was not

clear at the time of these investigations, and it is now generally ac-

cepted that the time of production of a specific protein by a structural

gene has no relationship to the sensitive period in which a phenocopy

of the gene is produced. The sensitive period is rather a period in

which certain developmental processes then going on can be disturbed

either by an environmental shock or by certain mutant genes.

The occurrence of phenocopies gives rise to the phenomenon of
genetic assimilation (Waddington, 1961). If Drosophila are subjected to
environmental shocks, e.g., high temperature, at a particular sensitive
period, flies with a missing or reduced cross vein on the wing may be

induced, phenocopies of the sex-linked gene crossveinless. If these
changed flies are mated to each other and treated again, strains may
be obtained by selection which give, on stimulation in the sensitive
period, a higher percentage and a greater expression of the abnormal
phenotype. Finally, after prolonged selection for formation of the
phenocopy, crossveinless flies may arise even without the heat shock.
The genetic changes that have gone on in this experiment are due to
selection from the original strain. The genes that have been selected
for were already present in the original populations, and they influence
the developmental process (in this case, formation of the cross vein)
in such a way that it becomes less well canalized. The function of the
environmental stimulus in this experiment is that it serves to uncover
genes affecting the developmental process; they could not be observed
in the original population because of lack of variability. The experiment
is, therefore, a selection experiment for genes lowering the level of
canalization. The mutant locus copied by the modification is sometimes,
but not always, involved in the selection; in the case of ‘‘crossveinless”’
the cv locus was not among the genes selected. This depends not so
much on the action of the gene as on the genetic constitution of the
Strain from which the selection started, since only genes that were pres-
ent originally in at least two alleles can respond to selective pressure.

The development of behavioral characters is in many respects similar
to the development of morphological characters. Particular behavior
patterns appear at different times, mature, and become moreditferen-
tiated. The basis of the development of behavioral characters is not
understood at the biochemical level. This is not astonishing, since
even simple stimulus-reaction relationships in lower organisms cannot
be analyzed in molecular terms and since developmental processes in
general present difficulties in this respect. However, it should be
emphasized that the development of the stereotyped behavior patterns
of lower organisms does not seem to involve problems beyond those
posed by any developmental system. Nor does the influence of environ-
mental factors on the development of behavior pose any new problems;
in higher animals behavioral characters seem to be less thoroughly
canalized than many morphological characters.
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However, one aspect of environmental influences on behavior deserves
Special mention. When the question of heredity versus environment is
raised, the ‘‘environment’’ is not temperature, light, or any other form
of stimulating energy. Environment in this case refers to the fact that
in many organisms the development of behavioral patterns is strongly
and irreversibly influenced by previous stimuli and by previously ac-
quired behavior patterns. Particularly mammals and birds have the
ability to modify behavioral patterns according to previous experiences;
they possess a memory in which previous experiences can be stored,
and they are able to modify their behavior accordingly; i.e., they can
learn. Even among the highest mammals, such as man, it is by no

means the case that all behavior patterns are learned or even subject
to learning; some reflexes remain at the completely automatic level,

and many aspects of food uptake are modified by learning but are not
dependent on it. On the other hand, there exist many behavior pat-

terns, particularly among higher animals and man, which are not only

modified by learning but are also dependent on learning for their
normal development. If the organism does not have the opportunity to

learn, the behavior patterns either will not develop at all or will develop

in an abnormal way. In these cases, the ability to learn particular

behavior patterns, the necessity to learn them, the time when they

can and must be learned seem to be themselves under genetic control.

This seems to be indicated by the fact that in related species similar

behavior patterns may be more or less dependent on learning. The

copulatory pattern of rodents, for instance, seems to be under hormonal

and genetic control, similar to the mating patterns of insects, while in

the great apes the development of the copulatory pattern is completely

dependent on learning by mating with an experienced animal.

THE BIOLOGICAL BASIS OF MEMORY

The problem of the biological basis of memory will be treated briefly,

because certain similarities between heredity and memory have im-

pressed investigators throughout the history of biology. Richard Semon

(1904) made this analogy the basis of a Lamarckian theory of heredity

and evolution. Attempts to treat both phenomena under a common

aspect have continued since that time. The basis of the analogy is the

fact that in both cases information is stored in coded form. Since the

mechanism of the storage of information in the genetic material is well

understood, it is tempting to ask the question whether the information

storage involved in memory might have a similar biochemical basis.

Fuller (1964b) has pointed out that on the basis of our present

knowledge two different models of information storage in the nervous

system can be suggested. One of them involves the interaction of nerve

cells with each other, e.g., facilitation of impulse conduction between

certain neurons or the establishment of new associations between

neurons. The other possibility is a permanent change in the biochemical

activity of certain nerve cells; because nucleic acids are known to be

able to store biological information and RNA has been shown to be
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involved in nerve activity, particular attention has been paid to RNA
metabolism. There is no reason why both mechanisms might not be
involved in memory. Nevertheless, the question is frequently posed as
an either-or question (Barondes, 1965).

The hypothesis that, in the process of learning and information
storage in the nervous system, changes in the circuitry of the brain
are involved was accepted without question up to about 1958. There
was actually not much evidence for changes in nervous connections,
although changes in action currents in particular parts of the brain
incidental to learning have been observed. With increasing knowledge
about information storage and information transfer in the cell, men-
tioned in the first section of this chapter, the attention of many workers

turned to the biochemical processes that accompanylearning, particu-
larly to the metabolism of RNA.

There exists abundant evidence that nervous activity is usually ac-
companied by an increase in the rate of RNA metabolism. In most of

these investigations, however, no attempt has been made to specify

the type of RNA involved. Any increase in the rate of protein turnover

and protein synthesis is accompanied by an increase in RNA synthesis,

particularly affecting ribosomal RNA. Such observations do not permit

the distinction between effects on the circuitry of the brain and infor-

mation storage at the cellular level, since it would be expected that the

outgrowth of new nerve connections would proceed under considerable

protein and RNA synthesis.

A relationship between changes in organization of the brain and

increase in RNA synthesis is suggested by an experiment carried out

by Morrell (1961). If a region of the cerebral cortex is made epilepto-

genic by the use of ethylchloride, a secondary focus of epileptogenic

activity will gradually form in a corresponding position in the other

hemisphere. If this secondary focus is isolated by severing its nervous

connections, it becomes inactive but continues to show increased elec-

trical activity on stimulation, even months after it has been isolated.

This indicates that there occurred a permanent change in the nervous

tissue which was initiated by the injured tissue of the primary focus.

Morrell furthermore states that both the nerve cells in the peripheral

regions of the primary focus, its most active part as well as the

secondary focus region, show in cytological preparations an increased

RNA content, particularly in the region of the dendrites. The important

fact of this experiment is the evidence it supplies that changes in the

nerve cells may persist even in the absence of their normal connections

with other nerve cells. On the other hand, the connections may be

assumed to be important in the establishment of the secondary focus,

since it develops as a consequence of the injury to the primary focus
by the drug.

The involvement of RNA activity in learning and in the retention of

memory has ben repeatedly studied by the use of drugs whose modeof

action in the information-transfer processes is relatively well under-
stood. Two examples of this approach will be discussed here. Dingman
and Sporn (1961) injected 8-azaguanine into the brain of rats; 8-
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azaguanine is an analog of the base guanine and is incorporated into

RNA. Dingman and Sporn could demonstrate that much of the injected

8-azaguanine was incorporated into the RNA of the brain cells, but it
disappeared relatively fast. Injected rats were tested for retention of a

previously learned task and for the speed with which they could learn

a new maze. Recall of a previously learned task is not affected by the

treatment, while the rate of learning a new task is reduced. Actually,

the learning curves of treated and control animals appear to run parallel,

so that the main difference seems to be restricted to the first trial.

The meaning of this experiment is highly dubious because it has not

been established which type of RNA is affected and whether the effect
is direct effect of the drug on brain RNA or oneof its secondary effects

on metabolism.

Similar experiments have been carried out by Flexner and collabo-

rators (1963, 1964). They used the antibiotic puromycin, a drug which
is known to inhibit protein synthesis on the level of translation from
m-RNA to protein; it is assumed that it inhibits the release of the

protein chain from the ribosome—m-RNA complex. They injected puro-
mycin into various parts of the brains of mice and tested for retention
of a previously learned avoidance discrimination task. Injection blocked
the memory if the drug was applied 1 day after the task had been
learned, but not if administered 11 to 38 days after the task had been
learned. This result demonstrates a different biochemical basis for
short-term and long-term memory. It also shows that the effect on
short-term memory was obtained only after injection of puromycin into
the temporal region of the brain, which results in a block of protein
synthesis in the temporal cortex and in the hippocampus. Injection into
other parts of the brain was ineffective.

Although these results give some insight into several aspects of
memory, they cannot give direct information on the problem of bio-
chemical mechanismsinvolved in information storage in the brain. Even
though the primary action of a drug on the mechanism of genetic informa-
tion transfer may be well understood, it must be considered that blocks
in a biochemical reaction have secondary effects on other reactions,
analogousto the situation outlined in our discussion of pleiotropic gene
action. In the experiments of Flexner et al. (1964) chloramphenicol,
another drug blocking protein synthesis at the translation level, possibly
by inhibiting the attachment of m-RNA to the ribosomes, was also used.
Injection of chloramphenicol into the temporal area of the brain pro-
duces convulsions but does not affect memory. The difference between
the action of puromycin and chloramphenicol, both of which are sup-
posed to block protein synthesis at the translation level, points to the
difficulty in relating a drug effect on memory to an action of the drug
at the molecular level.

A more direct approach to the problem has been taken by Hydén
and Egyhazi. In order to determine the amount and base composition
of RNA in individual cells, they applied a sensitive technique, which
had been worked out by Edstrém for this purpose, to specific types of
nerve cells involved in a learning process. The technique (Egyhazi and
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Hydén, 1961) consists in dissecting individual neurons from some
region of the brain under a stereomicroscope. After fixation, the total
RNA of the cell can be extracted by treatment with the enzyme ribonu-
clease, and the amount of RNA determined by light absorption at
2,570 angstroms, the peak absorption of nucleic acids. For the deter-
mination of base ratios, the RNA is hydrolyzed, and the resulting free
bases are separated from each other by electrophoresis on a cellulose
fiber 25 to 35 microns thick. A similar technique may also be used
to determine amounts and base compositions of isolated RNA from
individual nuclei.

This method was applied by Hydén and Egyhazi (1962) to the
neurons of rats in a learning experiment. Rats learned to balance on
a wire to reach their food. Since this learning process concerned a
balancing performance, it was suspected that the cells of Deiter’s
nucleus, which are favorable for the use of this technique because they
are very large, would be affected. The RNA from neurons from Deiter’s
nucleus of trained rats was compared with that of normal rats and of
rats in which the organs of equilibrium had received an unspecific
stimulation. The amount of total RNA increased after learning and also
after unspecific stimulation but, in both cases, the base ratio of the
total RNA remained the same. The total RNA values are an expression
of the activity of the cytoplasm, since only 4 percent of the total RNA
is found in the nucleus. When the base composition of nuclear RNA
was determined, it was found that it was changed considerably after

learning, showing an increase in adenine and a decrease in uracil;

unspecific stimulation had no effect on the base composition of nuclear

RNA. The increase in total, probably cytoplasmic, RNA appears to be

an unspecific indication of neuronal activity, while the storage of infor-

mation is connected with an alteration in the base composition of
nuclear RNA.

Similar results were obtained with cortical cells of rats which had

been trained to use the left paw instead of the originally preferred right

paw for obtaining food. Neurons in an area of the right cortex known

to be concerned with the control of handedness were investigated, the

corresponding area of the right side of the same animal being used as

a control. No difference in the amount of total RNA per cell was found,

but there was a significant difference in the base composition of nuclear

RNA. In normal control rats, no difference in base composition in the

RNA of nuclei from the right and left side was found (Hydén and

Egyhazi, 1964).

Both experiments agree in the finding that in the learning process

a permanent change in the base composition of nuclear RNA takes

place. Hydén and Egyhazi argue that this change is probably not due
to the RNA of the nucleolus, since nucleolar RNA has a base composi-
tion very similar to cytoplasmic RNA and is regarded as the precursor

of ribosomal RNA. It is therefore concluded that the learning situation

induces the synthesis of an RNA with specific base composition in the

chromosomesand, since the base ratio of RNA is determined by genic
DNA, it may be assumed that in the learning situation specific gene
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loci in specific cells are induced to produce an RNA whichis regarded

as messenger RNA. The formation of a memory trace would, then, be

analogous to the induction process in E. coli described earlier in this

chapter. The cell specificity would be dependent on the stimulus in-

volved in learning, as in the first case, or on the activity controlled by

the learning process, as in the second case, in other words, by the

circuitry of the brain. The question may be raised whether individual

cells can give rise to only one messenger RNA,i.e, whether only one

gene locus can be turned on in a particular cell or whether several

genes may be involved.

The theory of memory proposed by Hydén and Egyhazi describes

learning as a process which is in principle not different from other

developmental processes. It involves first the establishment of the cir-

cuitry of the brain, which is a very complex developmental process

involving a specific arrangement of cells and their differentiation, and

secondly a turning on of specific genes in the nerve cells by environ-

mental stimuli. Once these genes are turned on, they may apparently

persist in this state permanently; similar persistence is suspected to

take place in many other processes of differentiation, and Jacob and

Monod (1963) have presented models in which an inducible system

can stay locked in a particular state. The model proposed by Hydén

and Egyhazi reduces the difference between learned and nonlearned

behavior; it may simply depend on whether a stimulus turning on

particular genes in certain neurons is environmental or endogenous.
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Althoughthetitle of this chapter implies a breadth that is coextensive
with the scope of the entire volume, the substance will emphasize those
aspects of the methodology of our own laboratory that appear to have
general applicability, illustrated in the context of the particular re-
searches in which these approaches have been most fruitful,

SELECTION AND INBRED LINES

One of the major interests of our group, which may be usedto illus-
trate a numberof generic problems, is the assessment of the hereditary
contribution to audiogenic-seizure susceptibility in mice. This is a
phenomenon that has been described by some workers as genetically
complex (Fuller, Easler, and Smith, 1950; Frings and Frings, 1953)
and by others as genetically simple (Witt and Hall, 1949: M. L. Watson,
1939). It has been considered to be a unitary trait and, therefore, a
behavioral phenotype in its own right. It has also been treated as one
aspect of a more generalized phenotype—susceptibility to stress—
induced in a variety of ways (Ginsburg, 1963b). It is clearly influenced
by a multiplicity of environmental factors, but it is also associated with
particular inbred strains or genotypes which do not interact in equiva-
lent fashion with environmental variables.

lf one accepts the broadest description of the phenotype as includ-
ing a spectrum of behavior that goes far beyond convulsive activity,
together with the hypothesis of a complex polygenic basis, one may
legitimately wonder whether there has not been confusion between
contents and container (Ginsburg and Laughlin, 1966) in the sense that
a series of correlated behavioral attributes may have been fortuitously
associated in an inbred strain or other selectively derived stock without
any necessary causal relationships. Further genetic experiments would

*The work reported in this chapter was supported by Grants B-1216, MY-3361, and
MH-03361 from the National Institutes of Mental Health; Contract N6 ori 02037,
NR 110-500 from the Office of Naval Research; and a grant from the Dr. Wallace C.
and Clara A. Abbott Memorial Fund of the University of Chicago.
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then be expected to reveal that the phenotype is pluralistic, involving

genetically independent and dissociable components. Were such a

genetic dissection to be performed with a wild population, the meaning

of ‘‘phenotype’’ would, in a sense, be further confused, asit is certainly

possible that the genetically dissociable components became associated

through the action of selective factors to produce a multifactorial

phenotype having survival value. In this sense, the test of genetic

parsing would not be critical in terms of providing a definition of the

phenotype, as it would then be the coadapted complex that forms the

significant evolutionary entity. Carried to its logical extension, this

point of view leads to the conclusion that it is the total genome that

is relevant, since genes typically interact, and that, further, the genetic

constitution of a population, including its breeding structure and its

multiple genetic pathways to overlapping phenotypes, constitutes the

relevant entity.

While this is patently true, and the population matrix provides the

encompassing configuration from which components isolable by experi-

mental techniques (including those of Mendelian analysis) derive their

biological significance, it is also true that the whole, which is surely

more than the sum of its parts, is not amenable to understanding

unless we discover its components and explore their interrelationships.

Nowhere are the latter more complex than in the behavioral realm,

where the control of biological variability through genetic means is

essential to even the most elementary understanding of the nature-

nurture problem.

It is for this reason that studies of twins have achieved so prominent

a position in human behavior genetics and that inbred strains and

isogenic stocks are so often used in corresponding animal research.

However, the use of inbred strains or isogenic stocks is also subject

to constraints. Each such stock, for example, represents only a single

biological situation. Therefore a sampling of X such stocks, each involv-

ing N individuals, has dealt with X biological situations, each replicated

N times, rather than with a sample of NX individuals. Moreover, an

inbred stock represents a highly artificial genetic condition—virtual

lack of heterozygosity—seldom, if ever, encountered in nature, and

the sampling of X such conditions has an unknown and often inde-

terminable relationship to the distribution of genotypes and phenotypes

in the natural population from which the stocks were originally derived.

There are also limitations on the reproducibility of results. Since muta-

tions occur, some heterozygosity eventually creeps in, so that genetic

change is not precluded. Inbred stocks may not always be more uni-

form phenotypically than random-bred animals. Some inbred strains

have a very low threshold of interaction with environmental variables

and are, as a consequence, highly variable despite their relative genetic

uniformity (Russell, 1941).

In spite of these desiderata, isogenic stocks and inbred strains

afford excellent and even unique opportunities to investigate the effects

of genotype on behavioral characteristics. Examples of such studies

abound in the work of Scott and his coworkers on agonistic behavior
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in mice (Scott, 1942; Scott and Fredericson, 1951); the work of Fuller
et al. (1950), Vicari (1951), Abood and Gerard (1955), and others
on audiogenic seizures; the work of Bruell (1962) on some half-dozen
quantitative behavior differences in mice; the work of C. S. Hall (1938),
Lindzey (1951), and Broadhurst and Jinks (1961) on emotionality; of
Rodgers and McClearn (1962) on alcohol preference; and many others
too numerous to mention.

Considering the wide spectrum of behaviors affected by genetic vari-
ables in the studies mentioned, and the additional fine-grain demon-
Strations of the effects of particular chromosomes on behavior afforded
by the work of Hirsch (1962)—and the Strain, species, and subspecies
differences represented in the work of King and Shea (1959)—onegets
the impression that there are likely to be genetic influences affecting
virtually all aspects of measurable behavior and that the usual tests in
which only environmental variables are intentionally manipulated owe
a significant part of their variability to the nature-nurture interaction.
In spite of this, the usual methodology assumes the constancy of the
former and so, in fact, assigns the product entirely to the latter. Often-
times the natural or genetic contribution has an indirect effect on the
outcome of standard experiments. The C3H agouti mouse,for example,
is often visually deficient. Yet it has been used in experiments where
visual Cues are important and where it has been assumed to be normal.
With the occurrence of such relatively gross errors, it is not only imag-
inable but demonstrable that subtler differences can be involved in
many other stocks without the experimenter’s knowledge, even after
these are documented in the literature. This is hardly remarkable in
view of the fact that the journals in which genetic results are described
belong to a different culture from those in which behavioral experiments
are reported, and the twain do not meet often enough.

It must also be remembered that the genotype and phenotype have
no one-to-one relationship. The genotype is a potential for development
that may vary with varying environmental circumstances, and it is
precisely this point that should prove interesting to the psychologist.
Moreover, a phenotype, especially an adaptive one, may rest on a
multiplicity of genetic bases, each having a somewhat different under-
lying mechanism. Teleologically speaking, it is reasonable to expect
that a population should find a variety of genetic ways of adapting and
should maintain genetic flexibility as insurance against the biological
inability to adapt to a change in conditions. It is, therefore, of more
than academic interest to resolve a population into its genetic elements
in relation to behavioral capacities under varying environmental con-
ditions and to analyze the differences in underlying gene-controlled
mechanisms that will yield an understanding of the actual biological
bases of behavior. Hirsch (1963 and 1967) has demonstrated that these
genetic determinants are of importance in the ontogeny of individual
differences with which psychology is, in the last analysis, concerned in
a very major way. This chapter will provide additional illustrations of
the importance of genetic parameters in behavior research and of the
utility of using a gene-action approach in this field.
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The C57BL/10 strain of mouse has proved highly variable on a

series of behavioral tests ranging from fighting capacity, through the

fecal-bolus emotionality test, to susceptibility to audiogenic seizures.

In a series of selection experiments, progeny from the extremes of

each distribution were assortatively mated with each other for seven

successive generations, in an attempt to derive high and low lines

for each measure. Every experiment was independently done; that is,

there was no attempt to select high and low lines on several measures

simultaneously. Progeny tests involving the eighth generation were

then made. As Figure 7.1a to e illustrates, there were no significant

differences between the high and low lines on any of the tests. There

were likewise no significant differences between the eighth generation

and the original generation preceding the selection, thus affording

proof that the variability was nongenetic.

Selection for Aggressiveness

Figure 7.la and b illustrates the lack of effect of seven generations of

selection on latency to fighting and success in fighting among males

isolated from weaning to 75 to 80 days of age. Ten males were used

to establish the initial latency values and success levels. These were

fought daily, using the test procedure described by Ginsburg and Allee

(1942). Initial encounters were between naive mice. The subsequent

eight sets of encounters were round robin, in which each mouse met

every other mouse once according to a predetermined order. Each

pair of mice was observed for 20 minutes, unless a fight that could

Latency to Bouts won Percent Numberof 4-in. Percent

fighting ‘defecating X squares crossed seizures

boli per minute per minute

 
Figure 7.1 Mean scores of parental generation of C57BL/10 mice com-

pared with those of the eighth generation after selection for high and

low scores.
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be scored as a victory for one mouse or the other developed sooner.

Latency to fighting was recorded for the mouse that initiated a given

attack. If the attacked mouse fought back, this was scored as a

“contingent latency.’’ Sires used in the selection experiment for fight-
ing latency were chosen in each generation on the basis of cumulative

latency scores recorded in seconds. Contingent latencies were arbitrarily

valued at one-half the test period (600 seconds) for selection purposes

and were used only when a mouse did not initiate an attack during

a 20-minute test period but did fight back if attacked by the other
mouse. If he initiated an attack later in the bout, the latency to this

attack was used as his score. If a mouse responded to an attack

by submitting or running away (see Ginsburg and Allee, 1942), this

was scored as a 20-minute latency. If no fighting occurred during a

test, this was scored as a 20-minute latency for both mice. In thefirst
generation of selection, the three highest-scoring (longest latency)
and lowest-scoring mice were selected as sires in an attempt to

establish high- and low-latency sublines. In no instance were the

scores of the two groups of sires overlapping in any generation of

selection. The data in Figure 7.la are expressed in terms of average
latency to initiate a fight. Thus, although contingent latencies and

defeats were used in the selection scores, only the latencies to the
initiation of an attack are represented in the final data.

As female mice do not fight readily, they were not tested for ag-

gression. Dams were, therefore, selected on the basis of the per-

formance of their male offspring. The criteria were that every female

used in the selection experiment must have had two or morelitters,

each containing two or more tested males whose averaged scores
placed them in the upper (high latency) or lower 40 percent of the

distribution. In a few instances, females were selected as dams during

the first three generations on the basis of male progeny whose scores

were closer to the mean. All these were replaced in later generations
of selection by females who met the criteria. In each subsequent
generation of selection, ten males from the presumptive high-latency
subline were tested as described above, and the three highest scorers

picked as sires. Ten males from the presumptive low-latency subline
were separately tested, and the three lowest scorers were used as
sires. Females were selected as dams in the same manner; that is, only

females with high-scoring male progeny from the presumptive high
line were eligible as dams for long-latency mice, and only those with
low-scoring male progeny from the presumptive low line were eligible

as damsforthe short-latencyline.
Selection for success in winning fights (Figure 7.1b) overlapped

that for high and low latency to fighting, in that the same populations
and the same experiments were used to score the mice, although the
matings for each generation of selection were not identical for the two
behaviors. Selection for sires and dams was based on criteria analogous
to those used in the latency experiments, except that the proportion
of bouts won was used to select sires, and the proportion of bouts
won by at least two sons in each of two litters was used to select
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dams. The rank-order correlation between short-latency fighting and
proportion of fights won over all eight generations of selection (number

of animals = 150, each tested nine times) was +.36. Scores for gen-

eration VIIl were obtained by matching two arbitrarily chosen groups
each consisting of five low-line males with five males from the high

line, round robin fashion (N = 20). Scores were separately tabulated
for each line and expressed as the average proportion of wins per

mouse per line.

Selection for Emotionality

Two criteria were used for emotionality measures. One was a 1-minute

fecal-bolus test (Figure 7.1c). The second was an activity test carried

out at the same time (Figure 7.1d). Both tests were administered at

28 days of age in a white porcelain-enameled box 17 by 15 by 17

inches, the bottom of which was marked into 4-inch squares. The

defecation scores were low, and only about one-half the mice defecated

during the test period. Parents of the presumptive low subline were

chosen from among the animals having zero defecation scores. Those

for the high subline were the three top-scoring males and females

selected from a group of 30 of each sex in each generation. After the

first generation, only highs derived from highs and lows derived from

lows in each previous generation were selected to carry on the “‘lines.”’

One hundred animals, representing the first 50 produced by the highs

and the first 50 produced by the lows, were then compared in the

eighth generation. No significant differences were found between these

two populations or between the means and distribution of scores in the

two populations in generation VIII and the original populations from

which selection was started. Figure 7.lc compares the means of the

products of the number defecating by the fecal-bolus count for each

line, where the N is adjusted to 100. Figure 7.1d shows the number

of 4-inch squares crossed after the mouse, which was placed in the

center of the test area, had positioned itself.

Selection for Susceptibility to

Audiogenic Seizures

Mice were tested for seizures by the method described by Ginsburg

and Miller (1963). Those selected as parents for the presumptive

low seizure line met a criterion of total absence of seizures on four

consecutive one-per-day trials beginning at 28 days of age. Those

selected as ‘‘highs’’ exhibited at least one clonic-tonic convulsion on

the same test schedule. After the first generation, highs were selected

from highs and lows from lows, as in the preceding selection experi-

ments. Two hundred animals, representing the first 150 produced by

the lows and the first 50 produced by the highs (which were rare)

were compared in the eighth generation (Figure 7.1e). No statistically

significant differences in seizure incidence, severity, or latency were

found between the high and low ‘‘lines’’ in generation VIII or between

these and the original population.

By contrast, similar selection for high and low seizure lines in the
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progeny of irradiated C57BL/6 mice carried out in our laboratory by

S. Maxson (1966) resulted in significant differences between the
progeny of the selectively bred animals. Normally, the parent strain is

highly resistant to seizures at weaning age. The stock from which
selection produced high seizure lines originated in the colony of D.S.
Miller and was attributed by her to radiation-induced mutation (Miller,
1963). Maxson? began his selection experiments with four breeding

pairs from Miller’s colony in which at least one memberof each pair

as well as some of their progeny had a sound-induced seizure after

weaning age. All the mice (N = 4,103) in his selection study were
derived from these four pairs of brother X sister matings.

One line was selected for low seizure susceptibility, the criterion
being the complete absence of seizures on either (1) four consecutive
one-per-day trials or (2) two such trials separated by two nontest days.
Empirically, these two test methods gave equivalent results, as it was

found that all mice exhibiting a seizure on days 2 or 3 of the 4-day

test sequence also seized on either day 1 or day 4. Testing was

begun on days 30 to 32 post partum, and selection was instituted

beginning with progeny of the four matings described. Schedule 1 was

used during the first five generations of selection for low seizure risk,

and schedule 2 for subsequent generations.

Maxson selected four lines for high seizure risk, using a criterion

of at least one seizure on test schedule 1, which was used during

the first seven generations of the experiment, or schedule 2, which

was used in the remaining generations of selection. In one of the

matings (no. 678) selection was not instituted until the progeny of

the third generation were obtained.

As Figure 7.2 illustrates, there was considerable fluctuation from

generation to generation during selection for low risk, in spite of the
fact that fairly large numbers were involved in generations IV, VI, and

Vil. In the high-risk lines, the fluctuations were most extreme during

the first three generations, and the maximum effect was obtained
by generation IV in all but one instance, where it occurred one gen-

eration later. In the attempt to lower seizure incidence by selection,

a significant decrease was achieved between generations | and Il and

generations IV and V. However, these decrements did not stabilize,

nor did they reach the base level of the parental C57BL/6 strain.

During the last four generations of selection, all seizures were con-

fined to the last day of testing.

ANALYSIS: GENETIC AND PHYSIOLOGICAL

Thus far only one of the high reactor lines has served as the basis

for a Mendelian analysis and has been studied physiologically. This

is the one derived from mating 624. The significant changes occurred

between generations IIl and IV and between generations VI and VII.

2 The author is indebted to S. C. Maxson for permission to use his unpublished data.
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The latter increase has been maintained during three further genera-

tions of selection.

The data suggest that reactor-line 624 differs from the parent
stock by a single-gene mutation which was assorted and fixed in the
homozygous state by selection (Table 7.1). Investigations are now in

progress to determine whether any locus previously known to affect
seizure susceptibility is involved. Ginsburg and Miller (1963) have
presented evidence that two independently segregating autosomal

genes interact to produce various levels of seizure susceptibility in

DBA X C57BL mice. One of these genes (designated A) is associated
with a discrete enzymatic effect on nucleoside triphosphatase, found
by J. S. Cowen (1966) to be localized in the granular cell layer of the
dentate fascia of the hippocampus (see also Ginsburg, 1965b). The
other (designated B) has been associated with the peculiar responses
of these strains to glutamic acid, which has a marked palliative effect
on seizures in particular genotypes (Ginsburg, 1954, 1965b). In addi-
tion, A. Lehmann (personal communication) has demonstrated that the
seizure-prone phenotype occurs on still another genetic basis, which
she designates ss, in albino mice originally selected by Frings and
Frings (1953) for high and low seizure susceptibility. In a cross be-
tween these high- and low-seizure albinos, no seizures occur in F,
(Ss), and the segregation ratios in F, and backcrosses conform to ex-
pectation for an autosomal recessive gene predisposing to convulsive
seizures. These high-seizure mice (HS) are not affected by glutamic acid
(Ginsburg, 1954), and their hippocampal histochemistry is distinguish-
able from the reaction obtained in the presence of the AA genotype

Table 7.1
Monogenic assortment of C57BL/6 X C57BL/6s crosses tested
for seizure incidence beginning 30 to 32 days post partum

 

Observed’ Expected,
Generation incidence, %% % x? P

 

1 or more seizures per trials
PS. ——

number of animals tested 1
BL — 2C57BL/6 55 0

56
C57BL/6s — 100 100

56

118
F = 2 2

' 414 8 8

116
F _ 2 39 9_ *&#, a78 4 7 325

23
Bx to C57BL/6 —— 13 14 185 67

179

107
Bx to C57BL/6s igi 59 64. 1.944 168

 

There were no differences between the results of reciprocal crosses.
Fi males (N = 206) had 13 percent fewer seizures than F; females (N = 208). This dif-
ference is significant at the .003 level. No other significant sex differences occurred.
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HS

C57BL/10

Figure 7.3. Hippocampal adenosine triphosphatase

three strains of mice.

differences

 
in
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(see Figure 7.3).° Interestingly enough, however, the effect is in the

same direction as that obtained with the A gene and appears also to

involve a difference in morphology, in which the granular cell layer

appears more blunted, as though it had an extra segment and, there-

fore, a larger mass than the other strains. It had not previously been

feasible to determine, either on the basis of phenotypic expression or

on the basis of the hippocampal effects, whether the same gene is

involved in DBA and HS seizure susceptibility. The morphological and

histochemical aspects of the phenotype will now make it possible to

find out.

The high-seizure mice derived by Maxson from the Miller stocks are

indistinguishable from the original C57BL/6 mice in terms of brain

histochemistry and, therefore, have presumably not mutated at the A

locus (Figure 7.3). Experiments are in progress to determine whether

or not they respond to glutamic acid in the manner to be expected

if the B locus is involved. Should they not respond, then crosses with

HS mice from Lehmann’s colony will be made in order to determine

whether or not the mutation has occurred at the S locus and whether S

is really A or an allele of A.

The results of these experiments indicate that seizure susceptibility,

which is only one dramatic aspect of a broader behavioral phenotype,

occurs in laboratory mice on several rather simple genetic bases, each

of which produces morphological and/or biochemical effects in the

brain, some of which are highly local. The discovery of more such

genes and the identification of their primary effects may be expected to

reveal the variety of ways in which convulsive activity can occur on a

natural basis. The identification of the site and nature of the primary

gene effects will suggest that other behaviors may be involved and will

thus help to complete the description of the behavioral phenotype.

The genetic analyses are made more certain as a result of being able

to use morphological and biochemical markers, rather than a behavior

that is modifiable environmentally and occurs on an actuarial proba-

bility basis. In addition, the correlation of presumed causal mechanisms

with given genes on identifiable backgrounds provides the basis for

more certain reasoning at the level of causation than mere correlation

with phenotype. With the latter approach, it would be difficult to
establish the relationship between the ATPase activity of the granular

cell layer and seizures, since the latter can occur when the enzymatic

activity is high (DBA) or low (C57BL/6s), and since even in DBA X
C57BL crosses the correlation is not between the enzymatic activity
and the seizures but between the total genotype and the seizures, as
the behavioral expression of the A gene depends upon the particular

B alleles with which it is paired, as well as the total genetic background

(Ginsburg and Miller, 1963). AAbb, for example, has a ‘‘seizure-prone’’
granular cell layer (high activity) but is phenotypically seizure-resistant

when obtained on a DBA/1 X C57BL/10 background, whereas AaBh

° The author is indebted to J. S. Cowen for permission to reproduce the figures illus-
trating the hippocampal ATPase reaction.
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(intermediate granular-cell-layer activity) and aaBB (low activity) are
seizure-prone. A__B__ and ___ __BB are also susceptible to seizures.
The same DBA/1 crosses on a C57BL/6 background produce quite
different results, in which the expression of A and B are incrementally
equivalent, and only aabbis seizure-resistant (see Ginsburg and Miller,
1963).

CHOICE OF BEHAVIORAL PHENOTYPES

With reference to the glutamate effect on seizures, collaborative work
with S. Ross has demonstrated that in those genotypes where glutamate
iS supportive in helping withstand the effects of the sound stressit
also provides an improvementin learning ability on a series of elevated
Hebb-Williams mazes, but only when the patterns are of an order
of complexity that appears to be at the threshold of the animal's ability
to learn. By contrast, genotypes that are not affected by glutamate
in the seizure situation are not helped on these mazes by this sub-
strate. This work is closely comparable to that of Hughes and coworkers
(Hughes and Zubeck, 1956, 1957; Hughes et al., 1957), who also
found that the effects of glutamate on behavior were strain-specific.

Although most of our inbred strains gave consistent results on the
open-field fecal-bolus test developed by Hall as a presumed emotionality
measure, several samples of C57BL/10 mice did not. Selection experi-
ments failed to confirm the hypothesis of possible genetic differences
among ‘‘emotional’’ and ‘‘nonemotional’’ mice of this strain (Figure
7.2). We therefore moved to another measure and used the condition-
ability of the fecal-bolus response as our indicator (Figure 7.4).4 Since
we were using the mice for experiments on audiogenic seizures, the
tests were made in the seizure chamber and involved contrasting naive
with previously stressed animals, using three time periods:

1 From the time the animal could be seen and observed in its home

cage to the time it was placed in the chamber

2 For 1 minute prior to the onset of the sound stimulus

3 During the sound-stimulus phase

Replicated experiments have established that the conditionability
of the fecal-bolus response is a more sensitive and reliable measure

of all our strains than the open-field test performed conventionally.

GENOTYPE-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS

As Figure 7.4 shows, the behavioral profiles are different for each of

the strains tested. The genotype is, therefore, an important determinant

of the effect of experience on this emotional response.
We have also found (Ginsburg and Allee, 1942), in common with

Scott and coworkers (Scott, 1942; Scott and Fredericson, 1951), that

4The author gratefully acknowledges the technical assistance of Dale Lang Messner.
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Figure 7.4 Boli/period/mouse, before and after exposure tobell.

there are profound differences in fighting behavior among isolated

males of various strains of mice and that these differences are strain-

specific. In the initial experiments, there was an apparent discrepancy

between our results and those of Scott with respect to the rank order

of the three strains that we tested in common [C-3H agouti, C (Bagg)

albino, and C57BL/10]. In our experiments, the C57BL/10 mice were

the most successful fighters in paired interstrain encounters, whereas

in Scott’s work the reverse was true. One possible explanation of this

difference is that in one of the studies the fights were stopped as soon

as they were initiated, whereas in the other they were permitted to

Table 7.2
Initial* versus later bouts won by C57BL/10 mice in encounters
with C3H agouti and C—albino males (N = 20 males perstrainT)

P (Initial
Initial Later versus

Numberof Number bouts bouts later
encounters of fights won won wins)

7 60
C57 X C3H + C-—albi 200 111 — — .O1-+ C—albino 0 0 O1 0

3 39
C3H 1 — —C57 X 00 74 10 6A 07

4 21
X C—albi 100 37 — — .03C57 albino 10 57 O

P (strain difference) 56 x 10-5 12

* An initial bout represents the first actual fight engaged in by the C57BL/10 mouse,

regardless of which animal! initiated the aggression.

1 Ten males of each strain were fought round robin fashion with ten males from each

of the other two strains.
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continue until a clear outcome was reached (Ginsburg, 1965a, p. 59).
The simplest interpretation of this finding, however, is that the C57BL/
10s are more easily conditioned to fight vigorously, although they may
not do so initially. In attempting to repeat these experiments with
descendants of the original strains, the same results were achieved:
i.e., the black mice did not do as well on initial encounters as the other
Strains but became highly aggressive with experience and eventually
won the majority of the interstrain encounters (Table 7.2). |

Another and more interesting finding also emerged from these
experiments. The methods for handling the mice in the two laboratories
in question differed. In one, the mice were picked up bythetail wtih
a forceps, while in the other they were transferred by being permitted
to walk from one cage to another with an apposed entrance, or, if
they balked, they were scooped up in a box. Recent evidence demon-
Strating that differences in early handling produce differences in later
behavior suggested that the fighting experiments should be repeated
in order to determine whether this could have been a factor in produc-
ing the differences in behavioral outcome mentioned above (Ginsburg,
1965a). Accordingly, males of each strain were matched as closely
as possible for age and weight and were assigned to either a forceps-
handled or a nonhandled group. (Weighings and cage transfers were
carried out On a once-a-week schedule.) Litter mates were represented
in each. Round robin encounters were then instituted on the same
basis and schedule as in the original experiments (Ginsburg and
Allee, 1942). Half of the animals of each group were scored according
to the method used by Scott (1942); i.e., the fights were stopped as
quickly as possible after initiation; the other half were scored according
to the method of Ginsburg and Allee, where the fights were permitted
to proceed to a definite outcome.

With either method of evaluation, the albino and agouti strains were
not affected by the differences in once-a-week handling; however, the
C57BL/10s exhibited a significant difference in outcome in both test
situations, the forceps-handled animals being less aggressive than their
counterparts, according to the measures used (Table 7.3). As previ-
ously reported, this strain appears unusually labile in its susceptibility
to environmental influences (Ginsburg, 1958, 1963a, 1965a). In inter-

Table 7.3
Effects of handling on aggressive behavior of mice

Numberof fights initiated per round robin*

Strain Forceps-handled Nonhandled P

C57BL/10 27 55 Ol

C3H agouti 22 26

C~albino 19 18

Data on interrupted and completed fights have been combined, as

differences between these categories were not significant at the

.O5 level.

* N= 10 animals per group per strain (5 on interrupted fight sched-

ules + 5 on completed fight schedules). Scores represent fights

initiated out of 100 opportunities to fight (= 1 round robin).
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strain contacts run exactly as the intrastrain encounters described in

Table 7.3, the forceps-handled C57 males ranked below both the

handled and nonhandled males of the other two strains in numberof

fights won, whereas the nonhandled C57 males ranked above them on

the same measure. The difference was highly significant.

There is, therefore, an interaction between genotype and early ex-

perience such that aspects of aggressive behavior that are profoundly

affected by early-handling variables in one genotype may be totally

unaffected in another.

Denenberg and his coworkers (1964) have demonstrated a profound

effect of foster rearing by rats in diminishing fighting among C57BL/10

mice.

It is of interest to note that seizures have an effect upon aggressive

behavior of male mice (Ginsburg, 1963b, 1965a). One or more con-

vulsions experienced by DBA males at weaning age profoundly reduce

the incidence of fighting after sexual maturity.

That genotypic variables influence aggressive behavior has long been

known (see Ginsburg, 1958, pp. 412—413; Scott, 1958; Fuller and

Thompson, 1960). What is of greater interest to the student of behavior

genetics is that the genotype demonstrably and predictably refracts

experiential input according to its own biological properties. Early

handling, consisting of removing each immature mouse individually

from the nest and placing it in a small dish for 2 minutes, has little

effect on the later aggressive behavior of HS mice. It does, however,

affect the fighting activity and latency to fighting of other strains (see

Ginsburg, 1963b, p. 236). The direction and magnitude of the effect

are strain-specific, as are the time and duration of the experiential input

that is most effective in producing a later behavioral departure from

the control. Thus (see Ginsburg, 1963b, Table 7) the critical period

in which early handling produces the greatest change in latency to

fighting among adult males is the same for DBA/2 and C57BL/6 mice.

However, the change produced is not the same. In the DBA/2 mice,

fighting latency is reduced, whereas in the C57BL/6 animals it Is

markedly increased over normal control values, although the handling

procedures applied to both strains are exactly the same, and the control

latencies are almost identical. A comparable increase in latency to

that produced in C5/7BL/6 mice by early handling is produced in

C57BL/10 animals; however, among the 10s, the critical period for

producing the maximum effect occurs earlier. In DBA/1 mice, the

maximum effect is produced by cumulative experience during the

entire preweaning period. Here, as in DBA/2, latency to fighting is

reduced by the handling procedure.

Aggressiveness was tested by paired encounters between mature

male mice isolated from weaning until 75 days of age.®> They were

then tested in a circular chamber 9 inches in diameter divided by a

removable wooden partition, which separated each memberof the pair

initially and after the fight was stopped. Observations were made by

5 The author wishes to acknowledge the technical assistance of Mrs. J. Jumonville.
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means of a 10- by 12-inch mirror placed 12 inches above the top
of the cylinder and positioned at a 45-degree angle. Tests were made
once a day for 5 days, using at least 10 pairs of mice in each group.
Latencies were measured from the time the partition separating the
animals was lifted until the beginning of an actual attack.

In addition to the latency measure used to illustrate the interaction
between genotype and experiential variables, observations have been
extended to include other behavioral measures in a time distribution
study by J. Jumonville (1967). These were also analyzed according to
Strain-experience interactions. Significant components of aggressive
behavior included grooming, tail rattling, attacking, wrestling, submis-
Sive posture, jumping, and nosing. Jumonville also measured the fecal
boli deposited per minute during the aggression tests and found that,
for the DBA strains, animals that had not seized when exposed to
sound stimulation at weaning age defecated less than those that had.
The effect of the seizures exhibited at weaning age, as already men-
tioned, was to reduce fighting after sexual maturity. These findings
are of particular interest in view of the effects of various types of
shock (insulin shock, electroshock) on the subsequent behavior of
disturbed human patients, where aggressive (including self-destructive)
tendencies are also reduced.

Early handling had no detectable effect on seizure susceptibility,
although the DBA/1 mice that had been handled daily during their
entire preweaning period exhibited a markedly reduced fecal-bolus
count during the 1-minute period that they were in the chamberprior
to the onset of the sound stimulation. By using this measure as well
as the percent of animals defecating during this pretest period on the
first two test days, it was found that the response increased on the
second day, whether or not a seizure occurred on the first day. For
DBA/1 mice, there was no correlation between the fecal-bolus response
and seizure susceptibility on the same day. Some of the other strains

exhibited significant correlations on these tests.
So far as the aggressiveness measures are concerned, the strains

tested assort in the following order when ranked according to the
proportion of 5-minute trials resulting in fights (VN = 100 to 150 for

each group):

HS, more aggressive than A/Jax, C57BL/10, C57BL/6, DBA/1, DBA/2

DBA/2, more aggressive than A/Jax, C57BL/10, C57BL/6, DBA/1

DBA/1, more aggressive than A/Jax, C57BL/10, C57BL/6

None of the other differences were statistically significant. On the

basis of the same measure, significant differences in the effects of

handling occurred as follows:

Effective critical period Increased aggression Decreased aggression

2—14 days C57BL/10 HS, DBA/1

15—27 days C57BL/10, A/Jax

2-27 days C57BL/10, A/Jax DBA/1, DBA/2
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As may be seen, the results obtained from the latency measures do not

correspond exactly to those based on incidence of fights. Other behav-

iors noted during the aggression tests were also significantly affected

by early handling (Jumonville, 1967).

These same strains interact differentially with other forms of early
stress, including low temperature (Ginsburg, 1965a), electroshock,

and shaking (Jumonville, 1967). Genotypic differences in response to

early stress can, therefore, determine very different outcomes in later
life on a wide variety of behavioral measures. Moreover, the time of
the critical period at which a given manipulation is most effective is

both genotype- and behavior-specific. The direction and magnitude of
the response to the same external stress may be quite different, de-
pending on the genotype, which, on this basis, makes a determining
contribution to the rank of an individual in a statistical distribution
as a result not only of early stress but also with respect to manipula-

tion by conditioning, drugs and antimetabolites, and even surgical in-
sult to the brain (Ginsburg, 1954, 1958, 1963b, 1965a, 1965b; Maxson,

1966). Unless the genetic contributions to these interactions are taken
into account, the investigator is in danger of ‘‘statisticking’’ away im-
portant biological variables contributing to the very behavior he is
attempting to understand. The modal response of a species, breed,
or stock is the measure usually investigated by psychologists (e.g.,
rat learning) and ethologists (e.g., species-specific behavior). However,
the biological variability in potential for behavioral response is equally
important in three respects:

1 Asa clue to the evolutionary history of the species

2 As a potential for further evolution, especially if conditions of life
change

3 As a means of understanding individual variability and of dealing
effectively with it in a given situation

FUTURE BEHAVIOR-GENETIC ANALYSIS

As illustrated in the sections of this chapter dealing with the physi-
ological genetics of susceptibility to audiogenic seizures, a multiplicity
of genotypes can predispose to a common behavioral phenotype. The
genetically mixed materials belonging to such a phenotype encompass
a variety of underlying morphological, physiological, and biochemical
mechanisms, each of which is consistently associated with a given
genotype within the phenotype. Hence, attempts to deal with the
analysis of causal mechanisms underlying behavior are often con-
fused and confoundedby lack of appropriate genetic controls. Selection
experiments, the use of inbred strains, multiple backcrossing of mu-
tants to an inbred-strain background, and the usual Mendelian analyses
provide the methodological tools for instituting such controls and
thereby of identifying and separating the components of what is other-
wise a complex mixture of variables. Once this has been done, it is
a far simpler matter to distinguish biologically meaningful from causally
unrelated correlations by means of a gene-action approach.
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At the population level, the necessity of distinguishing biologically

based individual differences in capacity to respond to controlled environ-

mental input is equally important. Gertrude Stein’s ‘‘rose is a rose

is a rose’’ only if obtained by self-pollination for a long-enough series of
CO

generations. Otherwise, ¥ (rose + rose + rose) is the more descriptive

statement. Analogously, the Gaussian distribution, if applied to aspects

of the aggressive behavior of the laboratory mouse, represents an

amalgam of genome-environment interactions. The stability of the dis-

tribution depends upon the extent to which the Hardy-Weinberg law

is applicable under the particular circumstances affecting the popula-

tion in question, and equally upon the reproducibility of the range of

environmental variables from generation to generation. Animals taken

from such a population and tested for interaction effects with normally

impinging environmental variables would be expected to constitute a

sample of every part of the population curve. On this view, the latter

does not owe its variability primarily to chance deviations but rather

to the binomial expansion interpreted to mean that the location of the

point opposite each coefficient represents a discrete sampling of geno-

types whose numerical representation is given by that coefficient and

is determined by the phenotypic outcome of genome-environment inter-

actions. It may be dissociated into a number of subpopulations by

selection experiments, the mean of each of which will constitute a

point on the original distribution. Only where the environmental vari-

ables are sufficiently overriding so as to produce a single outcome

against the range of usual biological variability would the conventional

interpretation of the normal curve be expected to apply.

Elsewhere in this volume, Hamburg has provided a physiological

model for genetic-environment interactions in relation to applied stress.

Beginning with stimulus input, there can, on our combined conceptions,

be genetic variability in the degree to which a given applied stress can

be reflected in neural events that are capable of stimulating particular

secretory cells in the median eminence of the hypothalamus. There

can also be a genetic influence on the rate at which the structural

elements involved in detection of the stimulus and those concerned

with the transmission of neural impulses achieve their full ability to

respond. The secretory cells may also vary genetically in threshold

stimulation required to initiate activity, in the relation between the

intensity of stimulation and the degree of response, and in the de-

velopmental rate at which their full capacities are reached. If there

are no genetic anomalies gross enough to interfere with the synthesis

of the appropriate polypeptides in these secretory cells, the response

mechanism of the target cells in the pituitary to these specialized

substances appearing in the hypothalamic portal circulation may also

vary genetically, as is strongly suggested by data on individual, strain,

and species differences in adrenal steroid responses to stress. These

may be equally validly considered to depend upon biological variability

in adrenal cortical responses. Even if there were no genetic variability

in any of these mechanisms, the ontogeny and style of end organ
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response could provide ample latitude for genetic variability. The

availability of pure strains for which the most sensitive periods for

behavioral change resulting from early stress are strain-behavior-

specific, as are the directions, magnitudes, and characteristics of the

effects, provides tools by means of which such problems may now be

meaningfully subjected to experimental investigation.
The methods and concepts of behavior genetics constitute an in-

dispensable tool for the meaningful investigation of problems of be-

havior at every level, from the molecular, through the organismic, to

the population. Without them, the organism remains a black box;

nature-nurture interactions will remain mysterious; fruitless contro-

versies relating to biogenesis versus psychogenesis of clinical syn-
dromes will remain as unsettled as heretofore; drug therapy and psy-
chotherapy will proceed on a wholly empirical basis; and countless
correlational studies will provide the bases for theories, with no non-

circular way of testing their foundations. Once behavior is taken to be
as characteristic a component of the total phenotype as immuno-
chemical specificity or gross morphology, the same biological principles
that have been applied so effectively in these less labile realms may
be applied to the study of behavior, with a much enhanced probability
of achieving a similar breakthrough.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS AND

THE ADRENAL CORTEX

CNS Regulation of Adrenocortical Function

The past decade has seen the emergence of a dynamic research area

concerned with the coordinated functioning of nervous and endocrine

systems in the adaptation of the whole organism to environmental

conditions (Weitzman, 1964; Nalbandov, 1963; Scharrer and Scharrer,

1963; Reichlin, 1963; G. W. Harris, 1962; Tepperman, 1962; Green,

1962: Greer, 1962; Bajusz, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963; Strom, 1961;

Mason, 1959a; Fortier and de Groot, 1959; Harris, 1957).

For many years the brain and the endocrine glands have been

viewed largely as separate entities, mediating quite different functions.

The brain has been viewed mainly as mediating the organism’s relation

to the environment through behavior, i.e., oriented to the external en-

vironment. The endocrine system has been viewed mainly as regulating

reproduction, growth, and metabolism, i.e., oriented to the internal

environment. In both directions, recent research has achieved an in-

creasingly refined analysis at cellular, subcellular, and molecular levels.

Concomitantly, research has increasingly clarified the interdependence

of the parts of the organism and the coordination of the whole in

relation to changing environmental conditions. In this perspective, the

brain and the endocrine system may profitably be viewed as a func-

tional unit in adaptation. The integrative functions of the nervous

154
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and endocrine systems are no longer viewed largely as separate realms;

rather, the superordinate integration of these two systems in managing

the affairs of the whole organism has become a major object of

research.

Experimentally, a great deal of evidence has accumulated in support

of the concept that the endocrine system functions largely under CNS

control; at the same time, there is a growing body of evidence that

circulating hormones exert feedback controls on the brain. Thus, in-
formation from both internal and external environments is integrated

in the brain (particularly in the brain stem), and the function of the
various endocrine glands is adjusted accordingly (Scharrer and
Scharrer, 1963; Tepperman, 1962).

Within this framework, much work has centered on the hypothalamus
and its relation to the pituitary, the ‘‘master gland’’ of classical endo-
crinology (Harris, 1957; Nauta, 1963; Guillemin and Schally, 1963;
Ganong, 1963; Sayers, 1962; Saffran, 1962; Sloper, 1962; E. Ander-
son, 1961; Vogt, 1960; Saffran and Saffran, 1959; Sayers et al.,

1958; Donovan and Harris, 1957). It has become increasingly clear
that neurosecretory cells in the median eminence of the hypothalamus
secrete several substances that selectively elicit the secretion of the
various tropic hormones of the anterior pituitary gland. These sub-
stances reach the pituitary in vertebrates through a special system
of vessels, the portal veins. These vessels link the median eminence
of the hypothalamus with the anterior pituitary and thus provide the
principal bridge between nervous and endocrine systems. This portal
system provides a final common pathway of neuroendocrine integration,
in the sense that a variety of neural circuits may transmit information
through this pathway to the anterior pituitary and hence to the gonads,
thyroid, and adrenal cortex, via their respective tropic hormones. For
the purposes of this discussion only one of these functional sub-
divisions is immediately relevant: CNS regulation of the function of the
adrenal cortex via its tropic hormone, ACTH (adrenocorticotropin).

There is abundant evidence from neuroendocrine research of the
past decade that structures in the hypothalamus and limbic system
are involved in the regulation of ACTH secretion and hence in the
secretion of cortisol (hydrocortisone) (Nauta, 1963; Matsuda et al.,
1964a, 1964b; Brodish, 1963; Kendall et al., 1964; Davidson and
Feldman, 1962, 1963; Leeman et al., 1962; Smelik and Sawyer, 1962:
Taylor and Farrell, 1962; Setekleiv et al., 1961; Slusher and Hyde,

196la, 1961b; Royce and Sayers, 1959; Schally et al., 1958; Slusher,

1958; McCannet al., 1958; Mason, 1958a, 1958b; Nauta and Kuypers,
1958; Smelik, 1958; Newmanet al., 1958: Saffran and Schally, 1955).
The sequence of events precipitated by stressful stimulation may be
roughly outlined as follows: Impulses from the cerebral cortex impinge
upon hypothalamic centers in and around the median eminence. Large
neurosecretory cells in this region then secrete corticotropin-releasing
factor (CRF). CRF is a polypeptide (very similar to vasopressin) which
is secreted by the neurosecretory cells into the portal veins, which
descend around the pituitary stalk into the anterior pituitary gland.
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The arrival of the stimulus at the anterior pituitary from the hypo-
thalamus does not produce an indiscriminate discharge of the various

tropic substances. There appear to be specific controls that permit

secretion of each tropic hormoneselectively, based upon neurosecretion

of a distinct releasing factor for each tropic hormone. Evidently, these

releasing factors are closely related polypeptides.

A variety of approaches to the study of brain-pituitary relations have

been undertaken (Tepperman, 1962; E. Anderson, 1961). One major

approach to the analysis of hypothalamic control of the anterior

pituitary has been to interrupt all neurovascular connections which

normally connect them. Another major approach, growing in utilization

in recent years, has involved electrical stimulation, with subsequent

measurement of adrenocortical function, sometimes by indirect indices

but lately more often by direct measurements of corticosteroids. These

two major types of approach may be further specified in the following

methods:

1 Studies of animals in which the anterior pituitary has been sur-

gically removed andpituitary grafts implanted in sites far removed from

the hypothalamus

2 Stimulation of various brain regions chiefly in the hypothalamus by

means of stereotactically placed, chronically implanted electrodes

3 Blocking of certain anterior pituitary responses, such as ACTHre-

lease, by stereotactic placement of electrolytic lesions in hypothalamic

areas

4 Inhibition of release of ACTH by placement in the hypothalamus of

tiny fragments of adrenocortical tissue or of hydrocortisone

5  Pituitary-stalk section experiments, sometimes including a mechan-

ical barrier to the regeneration of the portal vessels from above

6 Studies of pituitary hormone content after placement of hypothalamic

lesions

7 Extraction and purification of hypothalamic substances which selec-

tively stimulate the release of anterior pituitary hormones

The level of output of cortisol in adrenal vein blood is very largely

determined by the intensity of the ACTH stimulus to the adrenal cortex.

The secreted cortisol feeds back information to the hypothalamic-

pituitary cells. Thus, an increase in cortisol concentration leads to a

decrease in ACTH release. Conversely, ACTH release is enhanced by

a lowering of cortisol in the systemic circulation. However, it is

abundantly clear that ACTH may also be increased, sometimes quite

Strikingly, in the absence of any such lowering of the circulating con-

centration of cortisol: the latter increases occur through strong CNS

stimulation of the anterior pituitary-adrenocortical system.

In general, the pituitary transplantation studies have indicated the

importance of the portal system for normal functioning of the anterior

pituitary. However, these studies also indicate that some ACTH may

be released independently of hypothalamic control. Similarly, studies

utilizing interruption of the hypophysial stalk and portal system demon-
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strate serious impairment but not abolition of the ACTH-releasing

mechanism. The hypothalamic-lesion studies have also contributed
substantially to the evidence that the hypothalamus exerts important

controlling influences on ACTH release. Destruction of the tuberoin-

fundibular nucleus and of the median eminence limits the capacity

of the pituitary to release ACTH under stress but does not prevent

a basal secretion of ACTH. Of all the hypothalamic and limbic areas

that have been studied through lesion experiments, the region most
consistently associated with significant impairment of ACTH release
is the median eminence.

A particularly interesting direction of neuroendocrine research in
recent years has involved the elucidation of influences from higher
centers playing upon the hypothalamus and through it upon the
anterior-pituitary—adrenocortical system (Nauta, 1963; Ganong, 1963;
Setekleiv et al., 1961: Slusher and Hyde, 1961b; Mason, 1958a,
1958b; Nauta and Kuypers, 1958). In this work, attention has chiefly
been centered on the limbic system. This is the great limbic lobe of
Broca, completely enveloping the brain stem; it consists of the old
cerebral cortex, from an evolutionary viewpoint, as well as subcortical
structures. Nauta’s work has substantially clarified limbic-hypothalamic-
midbrain relations. On the basis of this research, Nauta conceives of
the hypothalamus as a major relay station intercalated between neuron
pools of the limbic system on one side and the midbrain on the other.
Several workers have shown that stimulation of various limbic areas
through chronically implanted electrodes in waking mammals, including
primates, can produce substantial increases or decreases in the cir-
culating concentration of cortisol. The amygdala and hippocampus have
been particularly important in these experiments; both areas appear
to have a major role in the regulation of ACTH release and hence
in the regulation of adrenocortical activity. However, several other
limbic structures appear also to be significantly involved in this
regulation. Altogether, there is a growing body of information on the
neural circuitry underlying the regulation of endocrine responses in
accordancewith varying environmental conditions.

Adrenocortical Function in Naturally
Occurring Psychological Stress

Psychological-stress research in man has developed a considerable body
of evidence in recent years indicating that the anticipation of personal
injury may lead to important changes not only in thought, feeling, and
action but also in endocrine and autonomic processes and hence in
a wide variety of visceral functions (Hamburg, 1959, 1962: Michael
and Gibbons, 1963; Lloyd, 1963; Friedman et al., 1963; Fishmanet al.,
1962; Elmadjian, 1962; Suwa et al., 1962; Horigan, 1960; Mason,
1959b; Pace et al., 1956; Bliss et al., 1956). Much workin this field
has centered on the changes in adrenocortical functioning that occur
in association with emotional distress. Investigators have generally
found the adrenal cortex to be stimulated via the CNS under environ-
mental conditions perceived by a person as threatening to him. Usually
such personally threatening conditions precipitate clearly detectable
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emotional distress. In some studies, it has been possible systematically

to correlate the extent of emotional distress with the plasma or urinary
corticosteroid level, each assessed independently. Early work in this
field relied heavily on bioassays and 17-ketosteroid measurement. The
results of those earlier studies have been greatly strengthened by more
recent ones depending upon precise, reliable biochemical methods for
measuring 17-hydroxycorticosteroids. Several hundred persons have
been studied in various laboratories under conditions of moderately
intense distress. The results are quite consistent, showing significant
elevation in both plasma and urinary 17-hydroxycorticosteroids over the
observations made under nondistress conditions. Moreover, many of
the persons in the distress groups have been studied on repeated
occasions, and the elevated 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels have been
found to be quite persistent or recurrent when the distress remained
unabated. With relief of distress, a tendency toward a substantial

decrease in corticosteroids has been observed. In some instances,it

has been possible to study individuals undergoing extremely intense

distress; under these conditions, exceedingly high corticosteroid levels

have been observed. Although the data are generally less adequate,
similar studies relying upon newer biochemical methods for measurement

of epinephrine, norepinephrine, and aldosterone, under conditions of

emotional distress, have yielded similar results. Thus, it now appears

likely that emotional distress in man is associated with elevated blood

and urinary levels of four adrenal hormones. These elevated levels

probably reflect increased secretory activity by the gland.

Experimental Data on Adrenocortical

Function in Psychological Stress

During the past decade experiments have generated substantial data

indicating a linkage between emotional responses and adrenocortical

function in man (Bliss et al., 1956; Wadeson et al., 1963; Handlon

et al., 1962; David et al., 1962; Euler et al., 1959; Persky et al.,

1958, 1959; Hamburg et al., 1958). In the early work, the stress inter-

view was the most widely employed tool. For example, Bliss used stress

interviews as well as several other experimental techniques as a means

of producing mild-to-moderate emotional perturbation in human sub-

jects. Emotional responses were usually of short duration and modest

intensity. A significant rise in plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroids could

be demonstrated only when subjects were separated into those who

showed clear-cut responses of emotional disturbance and those who

were relatively undisturbed. This type of differentiation was carried

further by the Michael Reese group who worked out reliable rating

scales for three kinds of emotional response (anxiety, anger, and

depression) and applied these scales systematically in a stress-inter-

view situation, with each subject being used as his own control for a

period of 4 consecutive days. The extent of increase in anxiety, anger,

and depression and a combined distress rating were found to be

significantly and linearly related to the plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid

level. In general, the greater the emotional distress, the greater

‘tendency toward plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid elevation. This same
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group later used a perceptual distortion situation as an experimental
stress technique. The situation was set up in such a way that the
subject’s basic ability to perceive his environment accurately was
challenged. Under these conditions, a tendency toward an elevation
in plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid was again observed, particularly
in those who felt personally threatened by the procedure.

Striking elevation in plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels has been
produced in rhesus macaque by conditioning procedures associated
with anticipation of noxious stimulation (Mason et al., 1957). Both a
conditioned fear situation (anticipation of pain) and a conditioned
avoidance situation (avoidance of anticipated pain) were associated
with sharp increases of plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid levels. The
changes produced in these experiments were as great as those pro-
duced by a large dose of ACTH, thus suggesting the possibility that
adrenocortical secretory activity might approach its maximal rate under
acute stress conditions. In control studies, animals in a_ familiar
situation undergoing no experimental procedures did not show plasma
17-hydroxycorticosteroid elevation during sessions of similar duration:
neither did monkeys which were pressing levers for food rewards on
several reinforcement schedules. The plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid
elevations observed in the conditioned fear and conditioned avoidance
Situations could be elicited repeatedly over a period of several months
when the monkeys were studied once weekly.

The reverse has also been reported, i.e., conditioned suppression
of stress response (adrenal ascorbic acid depletion) (Komaromi and
Donhoffer, 1963). Rats were accustomed to handling. A group given
physiological saline intravenously showed adrenal ascorbic acid de-
pletion 90 minutes after the injection. When the rats were accustomed
to the injection (20 days), the ascorbic acid response was diminished,
though not abolished. However, when habituation was associated with
feeding immediately following the injection, the ascorbic acid effect
was abolished completely.

In the past few years, motion pictures have been used in an ex-
perimental technique for eliciting emotional and adrenal responsesin
man. Von Euler and associates (1959) used cuttings from fiction and
documentary motion pictures, showing a variety of scenes involving
physical injury and human suffering. One hour’s exposure of healthy
young normal subjects to this material elicited a significant increase
in excretion of epinephrine and a slight increase in urinary excretion
of 17-ketosteroids, pregnanediol and norepinephrine, but no increase
in plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroids. As in previous studies (Bliss
et al., 1956; Persky et al., 1959) those subjects who became most
personally involved in the stress procedure and who experienced the
most intense emotional reactions also showed the greatest tendency
to elevation of adrenal hormones.

Another recent study (Wadesonet al., 1963; Handlon etal., 1962)
calls attention to the psychological conditions under which the cir-
culating concentration of plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroids may be
lowered rather than raised. When 19 normal young adult male subjects
viewed Disney nature-study films, it was found that the plasma 17-
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hydroxycorticosteroid levels were lowered to a significant degree in

comparison with (1) a control period in which no films were shown

and (2) a showing of emotionally arousing films. The clear difference

in plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid response to arousing and bland

films suggests that the adrenal cortex may respond to events of

emotional significance within the range of mildly stressful, ordinary

experience and that the CNS regulation of adrenocortical function

involves lowering as well as raising plasma 17-hydroxycorticosteroid

concentrations. It is important to note that in all these experiments

with man, the experimenters have necessarily been limited for the

most part to distress responses of low intensity and short duration,

since ethical considerations in human experimentation preclude more

radical interventions.

Altogether, the extensive research of the past decade on adreno-

cortical function in man in naturally occurring and experimental stress

situations has provided substantial evidence of significantly increased

secretory activity of the adrenal cortex under these conditions. In-

creasingly, a variety of workers in different disciplines have become

interested in the potential physiological and clinical significance of

this phenomenon. Bush (1962), in a comprehensive review of chemical

and biological factors in the activity of adrenocortical steroids, makes

the following statement.

[] Another important development in recent years has been the steady

growth of the idea that emotional factors of various kinds probably play

the major part in causing fluctuations of adrenocortical secretion rate in

man, monkeys, and possibly other species. It is probable that very severe

burns, and large doses of certain agents such as bacterial pyrogens, his-

tamine, and peptones, cause a brisk release of ACTH, that is independent

of any emotional concomitants; but it is extremely doubtful whether any

of the physical stimuli which are commonly supposed to be ‘‘stresses’’

are effective in causing the increased secretion of ACTHatall. Thus, severe

exercise, cold, and fasting produce little or no effect on the secretion and

metabolism of cortisol in man unless they are part of a situation that pro-

vokes emotion. On the other hand, strong emotion in the absence of any

recognizable physical stimuli or ‘‘stresses’’ regularly causes maximal in-

creases in the secretion rate of cortisol and its concentration in peripheral

blood... . It is difficult to overemphasize the importance of these findings

for adrenocortical physiology. . . . The increases in concentration of corti-

sol in plasma and in the excretion rate of metabolites of cortisol that are

seen during such relatively common and mild periods of anxiety as being

given an oral examination or interview for a senior position are such as

are being seen otherwise only in patients with severe Cushing’s syndrome.

Much further work is needed to elucidate the question of what part this

phenomenon might play in psychosomatic disease.

Individual Differences in Adrenocortical

Responsesto Psychological Stress

Up to this point, we have been considering general tendencies: for

example, that distress is associated with elevations in 17-hydroxy-

corticosteroids and that relief of distress is associated with a fall in
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corticosteroid levels. Indeed, we may summarize several major trends
of the evidence on general tendencies of adrenocortical function under
conditions of psychological stress: (1) there is an important set of
CNS regulatory functions acting upon the anterior-pituitary—adreno-
cortical system, particularly through brain structures in the hypo-
thalamus and limbic system; (2) elevations in plasma and urinary
17-hydroxycorticosteroids are regularly observed under difficult circum-
stances perceived by an individual as threatening to him; (3) there is a
positive correlation between the degree of distress experienced by the
individual and the tendency toward corticosteroid elevation. It is im-
portant to note that we have also observed individual differences in
17-hydroxycorticosteroid excretion, consistent over several months and
through several stressful experiences (Mason and Hamburg, unpub-
lished observations). These consistent individual differences have been
observed in relation to both (1) the range within which the person's
17-hydroxycorticosteroid excretion fluctuates under ordinary circum-
stances for him and (2) the responses in 17-hydroxycorticosteroid
excretion to a difficult, disturbing experience. This finding of consistent
individual differences in adrenocortical response to environmental con-
ditions, including those of a stressful character, touches on the im-
portant problem of differential susceptibility to psychological stress.
For many years, clinicians in a variety of fields have been impressed
with the vulnerability of some individuals to stressful experience and
the striking resistance of others under what appear to be similar
conditions of personal threat and emotional distress. The precipitation
and exacerbation of a variety of illnesses have been associated with
emotional crisis—not only psychiatric disorders but a rather wide
range of medical problems, prominently including but not limited to
the classical psychosomatic disorders. Yet it is abundantly clear that
many individuals undergo the ubiquitous stressful experiences of
living without developing such disorders. In principle, there are good
reasons for anticipating that a great variety of genetic and environ-
mental factors might contribute to the formation of consistent. in-
dividual difference in stress response and hence to differential sus-
ceptibility. In the present context, we are considering only one source
of such individual differences in stress response but a potentially
important one: genetically determined enzymatic differences in syn-
thesis or disposal of adrenocortical hormones.

HUMAN BIOCHEMICAL GENETICS OF
ADRENOCORTICAL HORMONES

Normal Biosynthesis and
Catabolism of Corticosteroids

The following is a brief account of the principal metabolic pathways
of corticosteroids (Dorfman, 1961, 1962: Forsham, 1962: Fortier,
1962; Lieberman, 1961: Berliner and Dougherty, 1961; Soffer et al.,
1961; Bush, 1960; Heftmann and Mosettig, 1960: Tomkins and
McGuire, 1960). Cholesterol is the most important precursor of the
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steroid hormones. For this and other reasons, one important line of

inquiry in recent years has centered on the biosynthesis of cholesterol.

The current biochemical consensus on the sequence of events in

cholesterol biosynthesis has been arrived at through carbon-by-carbon

degradations of isotopically labeled cholesterol and its synthetic in-

termediates. After it was demonstrated that mammals have the ability

to synthesize cholesterol, isotope experiments indicated that this

synthesis in vivo is accomplished from small molecules rather than

from large precursors. A variety of experiments with mammalian

organs, notably the liver, pointed to acetate as the primary sterol

precursor. Later experiments involving the stepwise degradation of

cholesterol biosynthesized from labeled acetate-C-14 showed that each

carbon in the sterol molecule arises either from the carboxyl or methy!

carbon of acetate. It appears that almost all mammalian tissues can

accomplish the biosynthesis of cholesterol from acetate, notably in-

cluding the adrenal gland. Important steps in this biosynthetic pathway

include the following: activation of the free acetate ion by condensation

with coenzyme A to form acetylcoenzyme A; the formation of mevalonic

acid (involving the rate-limiting step in sterol biogenesis); the formation

of squalene (a 30-carbon intermediate); the cyclization of squalene,

leading to the first sterol intermediate, lanosterol; and the conversion

of lanosterol (C-30) to cholesterol (C-27).

The next phase involves the biosynthesis of adrenocortical steroid

hormones from cholesterol. Some years ago, Bloch first showed that

cholesterol is a precursor of steroid hormones by administering

deuterium-labeled cholesterol to a pregnant woman and isolating

labeled pregnanediol from her urine. The conversion of cholesterol

to corticosteroids has been demonstrated in a variety of experiments,

both in vivo and in vitro. Important steps in this biosynthetic pathway

include the following: cleavage of the side chain of the cholesterol

molecule, yielding pregnenolone (a 21-carbon steroid) via 20-hydroxy-

cholesterol (ACTH is the main regulator of reactions from cholesterol

to pregnenolone); the oxidation of pregnenolone to progesterone, an

important hormone in its own right and a crucial intermediate in the

biosynthesis of other steroid hormones; and the hydroxylation of

progesterone in three positions to form cortisol. These final hydroxy-

lation steps are of great interest biochemically, genetically, and

clinically. The progesterone molecule is quite similar to the cortisol

molecule but lacks three hydroxyl groups, at the C-11, C-17, and C-21

positions. One striking characteristic of these hydroxylation reactions

is their dependence upon the availability of TPNH. Known defects in

these hydroxylation reactions will be described below. Before doing so,

it is worth noting that most of the biosynthetic pathway outlined above

also applies to formation of aldosterone. However, aldosterone is not

hydroxylated at the C-17 position. It is formed through corticosterone,

which is hydroxylated at the C-11 and C-21 positions; the biosynthesis

of aldosterone is accomplished through the 18-hydroxylation of corti-

costerone followed by oxidation of the alcohol to an aldehyde function

at the C-18 position.
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The main features of cortisol catabolism will now be briefly sketched.

The half-life of free cortisol in plasma, as measured with C-14-labeled

cortisol, is about 2 hours. There is virtually no destruction of the

steroid ring in cortisol catabolism. The principal site for catabolism

of the hormone is the liver. The first step is the reduction of the

double bond between C-4 and C-5, hence the incorporation of two

hydrogens in the A ring and formation of dihydrocortisol, which is

biologically inactive. Next, the a@-3 ketonic group is reduced, forming

the tetrahydro derivative. The tetrahydro derivative is then conjugated

with an acid, mainly glucuronic acid, but also to a lesser extent with

sulfuric and phosphoric acids. The enzyme glucuronosyl transferase is

crucial in the conjugation with glucuronic acid. This conjugate is quite

water-soluble and is rapidly excreted in the urine through glomerular

filtration with no appreciable reabsorption by the tubules. In addition,

some cortisol (5 to 10 percent) is further degraded in the liver to

17-ketosteroids, principally the etiocholanolones. Cortisol and cortisone

are freely interchangeable by enzymatic action in the liver, hence the

finding of substantial amounts of tetrahydrocortisone in the urine,

even though no measurable cortisone is present in the blood. Both

tetrahydrocortisone and tetrahydrocortisol may be reduced further to

the 20-hydroxy derivatives, the cortolones and cortoles. Mean values for

24-hour urinary excretion of major end products of cortisol in adults

are as follows: tetrahydrocortisone, 5 mg; tetrahydrocortisol, 3 mg;
tetrahydrocortol and -cortolone, 3 mg; free cortisol, 30 ug; and 11-

hydroxy 17-ketosteroids, 1 mg.

Genetically Controlled Abnormalities of
Adrenocortical Hormone Metabolism

Much interesting work in recent years has gone into the discovery and

elucidation of several defects in hydroxylation during biosynthesis of

cortisol; these defects have now had considerable biochemical and

clinical clarification, with some genetic evidence as well (Tomkins and

McGuire, 1960; Brooks, 1962; Motulsky, 1962a; Wilkins, 1962;

Fukushima et al., 1962). Together they comprise the clinical syndrome,

congenital adrenal hyperplasia. They will be discussed in some detail

below. In addition, a small amount of work has been done on
enzymatic defect in the conjugation of corticosteroids with glucuronic

acid (Childs et al., 1959). Further, one study has presented some
evidence suggesting the possibility of a shift in the excretory pattern
of corticosteroid metabolites in some individuals when under stress
(Persky, 1957).

In general, the genetics of hormone metabolism has not been
extensively studied (Motulsky, 1962a). It now appears that there are
a number of intriguing possibilities waiting for exploration in this
field; perhaps it will become an important branch of human. bio-
chemical genetics within the next decade. For example, several defects
in the synthesis of thyroid hormone have been identified, and the bio-
chemical nature of the defect has been elucidated (Motulsky, 1962a:
Williams and Bakke, 1962). Each of these leads to hypothyroidism.
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Similarly, one form of diabetes insipidus appears to be due to a
genetically determined deficiency in secretion of antidiuretic hormone
(Levinger and Escamilla, 1955; Cannon, 1955; Forssman, 1945, 1955).
Interestingly, this deficiency appears to be not an enzymatic defect in
synthesis of the hormone but rather a quantitative reduction of nerve
cells in the supraopticohypophysial system, that is, a genetic defect
in the CNS control mechanism pertinent to a set of endocrine functions.

The following are clinical syndromes of abnormal adrenocortical
hormone metabolism (Forsham, 1962; Tomkins and McGuire, 1960:
Brooks, 1962; Motulsky, 1962a; Wilkins, 1962: Fukushima et al.,

1962).

Defective Hydroxylation at C-21 This is the most common and most
adequately studied of the congenital adrenal hyperplasias (Tomkins and
McGuire, 1960; Brooks, 1962; Motulsky, 1962a; Wilkins, 1962; Fuku-

shima et al., 1962; Eberlein and Bongiovanni, 1960; Birke et al., 1958;

Dyrenfurth et al., 1958; Childs et al., 1956; Cleveland et al., 1962;

Jacobsohn, 1962). Since the predominant symptoms are those as-
sociated with excessive androgens (e.g., hirsutism in girls and pre-
cocious puberty in boys), attention might be drawn to the gonads.
However, work of the past decade has shownclearly that the difficulty
is due to excessive secretion of adrenal androgens rather than

gonadal androgens. Important links in this chain of evidence may be

cited as follows:

1 Such patients usually have low levels of circulating corticosteroids.

2 High levels of ACTH are found in the blood.

3 Administration of ACTH in large doses yields no appreciable rise in

plasma corticosteroid levels.

4 Large quantities of androgenic 17-ketosteroids are found in the

urine.

5 Pathological evidence reveals diffuse, bilateral adrenocortical hyper-

plasia.

The sequence of events in pathogenesis is itself an interesting
commentary on neuroendocrine relations. Cortisol cannot be synthesized

Or can be synthesized only in very small quantities, owing to a

genetically determined defect in a hydroxylating enzyme. This  in-

formation is fed back to the hypothalamus by means of the very low

circulating concentration of cortisol. In turn, information is conveyed

via the hypothalamic-pituitary portal system, leading to a substantial

increase in ACTH secretion. The high ACTH concentration would

normally have the effect of greatly increasing cortisol secretion, but,

in the presence of the enzymatic defect crucial to cortisol synthesis,

the principal effect is merely to increase greatly the secretion of

adrenal androgens, which normally are produced only in very small

amounts. This excessive adrenal androgen production in turn leads

to the symptoms of masculinization.
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In the C-21 hydroxylation defect, the block is in the 21-hydroxylation

reaction from 17-hydroxyprogesterone to 11-desoxycortisol (compound

S), the immediate precursor of cortisol. There is then an accumulation

of compounds behind the block as well as metabolites of these com-

pounds. Thus there is a notable accumulation of 17-hydroxyprogesterone

and of its main metabolites, pregnanetriol and 17-hydroxypregnenolone.

In addition, a variety of unusual steroids appear in the urine; these

steroids can be largely explained by a defect in 21-hydroxylation.

They are products of alternate routes of metabolism of compounds

whose major route is blocked by the enzyme deficiency. The quantities

of pregnanetrio!l and 17-ketosteroids appearing in the urine in this
syndrome are exceedingly large; on the other hand, the quantities of

tetrahydrocortisone and tetrahydrocortisol are usually well below normal.
In most cases, the block is not complete; although the production of

cortisol and aldosterone is seriously deficient, enough cortisol is
usually produced so that there is masculinization without adrenal

insufficiency, and enough aldosterone is produced so that sodium loss

is not dangerously excessive.

However, within this category there is a subgroup called the salt-

losing syndrome. In these cases, no tetrahydrocortisol is excreted,

and there is even more urinary pregnanetriol; this indicates that the

block in 21-hydroxylation is virtually complete. The adrenal, even

though highly stimulated by the large quantities of ACTH reachingit,
is unable to produce enough 21-hydroxylated steroids to prevent salt
loss and adrenocortical insufficiency. Patients are seriously lacking in
both cortisol and aldosterone; they die early unless treated promptly

with large doses of both hormones. There is a highly interesting inter-
mediate group of patients who are able to produce minimally adequate
quantities of cortisol under ordinary conditions but who become ‘‘salt
losers’’ in the presence of superimposed stress, such as infections
(Eberlein, 1958). The implications of this type of situation for psy-
chological-stress research will be discussed below.

Defective Hydroxylation at C-11 This is a rare syndrome char-
acterized by the lack of the normal enzymatic hydroxylating system at
the C-11 position (Tomkins and McGuire, 1960; Brooks, 1962: Motulsky,
1962a; Wilkins, 1962; Fukushima et al., 1962: Reynolds and Ulstrom,
1963; Bergman et al., 1962; Eberlein and Bongiovanni, 1955, 1956:
Bongiovanni and Eberlein, 1955). The block here is in the final step
of cortisol synthesis, i.e., from 11-desoxycortisol to cortisol. Thus
11-desoxycortisol (compound S) accumulates behind the block: more-
over, the next to last step in the pathway of aldosterone synthesis
is also blocked, i.e., the step from 11-desoxycorticosterone to corti-
costerone, thus leading to an accumulation of 11-desoxycorticosterone
behind the block. The latter compound is a potent mineralocorticoid
and is instrumental in the pathogenesis of the hypertension which is
characteristic of this C-11 syndrome. A principal excretion product
here is tetrahydro S, which appears in large quantities in the urine.
Both compound

§S

and tetrahydro S appear in the blood in relatively
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high concentrations. In contrast to the C-21 syndrome, no 11-oxy-
genated 17-ketosteroids are found in the urine.

5-Pregnenolone Block This too is a rare syndrome, quite recently
discovered, in which synthesis of cortisol is interrupted and early
precursors accumulate, leading to formation of androgens (Forsham,
1962). Profound adrenocortical insufficiency ensues.

38-hydroxysteroid Dehydrogenase Defect This is another rare syn-
drome recently discovered (Bongiovanni, 1961). It is found in infants
with the salt-losing syndrome whose defect seems to involve the
38-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase system, since 38-hydroxy-A’-steroids
predominate in the urine. There is an absence of cortisol metabolites
and those C-21 steroids such as pregnanetriol that are usually found
in congenital adrenal hyperplasia.

Etiocholanolone Excess In this syndrome, there is also deficient
production of cortisol, with the distinctive feature of etiocholanolone
accumulation (Bondy et al., 1958; Gardner and Migeon, 1959). Since
etiocholanolone is capable of causing periodic fever in man (probably
via a central-nervous-system action), recurrent episodes of fever are
a part of the clinical picture. Both the fever episodes and the high
circulating levels of etiocholanolone maybe eliminated by corticosteroid
treatment.

Intermediate Form of Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia in Women
This syndrome is characterized by oligomenorrhea or amenorrhea,
anovulatory temperature curves, and elevated urinary 17-ketosteroids,
pregnanetriol and pregnanediol (Gold and Frank, 1958; DeAlvarez and

Smith, 1957; Greenblatt et al., 1956; Jones et al., 1953). Treatment

with cortisol corrects the condition, leading to menstruation, ovulatory
temperature cycles, and decrease in output of 17-ketosteroids, preg-
nanetriol and pregnanediol.

Lipoid Hyperplasia of the Adrenals with Generalized Steroid Hormone
Insufficiency Here an enzymatic defect early in the pathway of
steroid hormone biosynthesis precludes the formation of steroid hor-

mones from cholesterol (Prader and Siebenmann, 1957). The adrenals
become enlarged and filled with lipides. The ovaries and testes are also
involved. The synthetic incapacity includes gonadal as well as adrenal

steroids. These patients die from adrenal insufficiency in early infancy.

The nature of this syndrome is not yet well established.

Addison's Disease While the adrenal insufficiency of Addison's
disease may be produced in a variety of ways, one subgroup appears
to have a genetic basis (Stempfel and Engel, 1960; Meakin et al.,

1959; Mitchell and Rhaney, 1959; Shepard et al., 1959; Brochner-

Mortensen, 1956; Mosier, 1956; Berlin, 1952). A few cases of un-

complicated familial Addison’s disease have been reported. This familial
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condition may be detected in infancy and is associated with adrenocor-
tical hypoplasia. It has also been described in older children, in whom
it was characterized by inadequate cortisol secretion but noclinically
significant deficiency in aldosterone production.

Defect in Conjugation with Glucuronic Acid In general, there is
exceedingly scant information on genetically determined enzymatic de-
fects involving catabolism of adrenocortical or any other hormones.
However, in principle, the possible accumulation of toxic metabolites
of one or another adrenal hormone under stress is a matter of much
interest. One study has a direct bearing on this problem (Childs et al.,
1959). The investigators were basically concerned with bilirubin metab-
olism in nonhemolytic familial jaundice (Crigler-Najjar syndrome).
This is the result of an autosomal recessive gene; the key defect is
the absence of the enzyme glucuronyl transferase. This enzyme in
liver microsomes normally conjugates various substances, e.g., bilirubin,
salicylates, and cortisol, thereby facilitating their excretion. Childs and
associates administered C-14-labeled cortisol and tetrahydrocortisone
(as well as other test substances) to one patient with this disease.
They demonstrated a partial deficiency in conjugation of both steroids
with glucuronic acid. However, the patient was able to dispose of both
labeled steroids by other means: evidently alternate pathways were
used. (For example, perhaps more steroid was conjugated as sulfate
or phosphate.) However, the amount of cortisol used was quite small
(175 wg, which would give little elevation of plasma 17-hydroxycorti-
costeroids); moreover, it was a single-injection, short-term experiment.
It is possible that the significance of the partial deficiency would be
more striking in a long-term situation.

Genetic Analysis of Human
Adrenocortical Metabolic Abnormalities

Several systematic studies have been carried out on families of patients
with congenital adrenal hyperplasia, and the evidence has been sub-
jected to formal genetic analysis (Childs et al., 1956). The distribution
of cases in families is generally quite consistent with an autosomal
recessive gene which, in the homozygous condition, leads to the
Clinical disorder. The disease is not so rare as had been thought.
The systematic studies have lead to estimates of the frequency of
heterozygote carriers ranging from 1 in 35 (Switzerland) (Prader,
1958) to 1 in 125 (Maryland) (Childs et al., 1956). Consanguinity in
parents of affected patients is only slightly higher, as would be
expected with a relatively frequent recessive gene rather than a very
rare one. Since the metabolic defects differ in the various subtypes of
the disease, it is not surprising that most of the evidence indicates
they are inherited separately. Males suffering from the disease are
more difficult to recognize, since virilization is less obvious in males
than in females. This is the probable reason for the excess of females
in the major studies to date. Efforts have been made to detect the
carrier state in the heterozygote parents of patients with congenital
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adrenal hyperplasia. Childs and associates (1956) administered ACTH

to 20 such parents to stimulate adrenocortical activity. The response

of these parents in pregnanetriol excretion (derived from 17-hydroxy-

progesterone) was significantly higher than in 18 control subjects,

though there was considerable overlap. Further work is needed on

detection of heterozygotes.

Patients with the most severe enzymatic defects have genital

abnormalities at birth. Another relatively large group of patients is

recognized at about 3 years of age; this group consists mainly of

boys in whom the diagnosis is not made earlier because of a recogni-

tion difficulty mentioned above. Another interesting subgroup has

emerged recently, consisting of virilization occurring shortly after

puberty, with high levels of urinary pregnanetriol and 11-oxopreg-

nanetriol (Brooks, 1962). The urinary steroid-excretion pattern is quite

similar to that observed in infants with congenital adrenal hyperplasia.

These patients apparently have a partial defect in hydroxylation at

C-21 which does not result in high androgen secretion until puberty.

The evidence to date suggests a familial occurrence of this delayed-

onset syndrome. There is also some genetic evidence in the lipoid

hyperplasia syndrome. In view of the high incidence of consanguinity

and the familial occurrence, recessive inheritance is probable (Prader

and Siebenmann, 1957). In passing, it is worthwhile to note that there

is also some genetic evidence regarding a disorder of the adrenal

medulla (Carman and Brashear, 1960). The tendency to develop

pheochromocytoma with consequent hypersecretion of catechol amines

appears to be inherited as a dominant; 10 kindreds including 25 cases

of familial pheochromocytoma have so far been reported.

Experimental Approaches to Genetic

Factors in Adrenocortical Function,

Utilizing Laboratory Animals

The application of endocrinological and biochemical techniques to

inbred mouse strains has lately provided another view of genetic

factors in adrenocortical function.

Thiessen and Nealey (1962) tested five inbred mouse strains,

mainly utilizing eosinophil counts as an indirect estimate of adreno-

cortical function. (In general, eosinophil levels tend to fall as the

circulating concentration of corticosteroids increases. However, the

eosinophils are also affected by other factors, e.g., epinephrine, and

therefore represent only a rough assessment of adrenocortical re-

sponse.) They found that the five strains differed in (1) resting

eosinophil levels; (2) the eosinophil decrease resulting from handling

and blood sampling, this decrease presumably reflecting in part the

adrenocortical response to stress; (3) adrenal weights; (4) behavior;

(5) adrenal-behavior relations. In this study, as in several others, the

C57BL strain appeared particularly responsive to stressful conditions.

In the Department of Psychiatry at Stanford University, Levine and

Treiman (1964) have made direct measurements of plasma corti-
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costerone (the principal corticosteroid secreted by the adrenal of mice
and rats) at several time intervals after the exposure of four inbred
mouse strains to (1) noxious stimulation (electric shock); (2) a novel
environment; (3) control conditions. Significant differences in the
temporal pattern of plasma corticosterone response to stress (noxious

stimulation and novel environment) were observed among the four
strains. The C57BL/10 and A/Jax showed significantly higher plasma
steroid levels, which also remained elevated longer than those of the
DBA/2 and AKR mice. Such strain differences might well provide the
Starting point for investigation of the underlying genetic and bio-
chemical mechanisms.

Christian (1955) has reported that wild house mice responded to
group living with a greater degree of adrenal hypertrophy than did
albino laboratory mice. This is reminiscent of Richter’s earlier finding
of great differences in adrenal size between wild and domestic rats
(Richter, 1954). He trapped numerous wild Norway rats and compared
them with domesticated Norway rats (Wistar strain). The adrenals
of the domesticated strain were one-third to one-fifth as large as those
of the wild rats; the difference was in the size of the adrenal cortex.

A recent interspecies observation is interesting in the context of
experimental pharmacogenetics (Meier, 1963). Since corticosteroids
generally have a well-documented protein catabolic effect, it is plausible
that large doses of such hormones in pregnancy might produce damage
in the offspring. In fact, it has been possible experimentally to produce
abortions, macerated fetus, and congenital abnormalities in rabbits
and mice by administration of cortisone to the pregnant mother.
However, in rats (Wistar strain), cortisone does not produce such
effects, even in high dosage. The resistance of pregnant rats to
cortisone may provide a useful experimental model for the analysis
of a similar resistance of pregnant womento cortisone.

RESEARCH OPPORTUNITIES

In the two preceding sections, we have placed in juxtaposition two
bodies of information which in the past have not been related to each
other: (1) CNS regulation of adrenocortical function, especially the
effects of psychological stress on adrenocortical function, and (2)
genetics of adrenocortical hormone metabolism, especially as elucidated
by biochemical defects leading to clinical disorders of adrenocortical
function. It now remains to consider how the juxtaposition of these
two bodies of information may bear upon the general field of behavior
genetics, particularly in relation to psychiatric and psychosomatic
problems.

To pursue this line of inquiry, it will be useful to consider further
some pertinent aspects of human biochemical genetics as they apply
to the problem area under discussion. The important research of
recent years on disorders such as phenylketonuria and galactosemia
has made fundamental contributions in genetics and medicine, has
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developed powerful techniques for human biochemical genetic analysis

of a wide range of clinical problems, and has pointed up sharply the

relevance of such approachesto brain function and behavior (H. Harris,

1959: Hsia, 1960). Among other things, these studies have made

clear that a genetic change affecting one particular biochemical re-

action may indirectly bring about much more extensive biochemical

change than the loss or diminution of a single reaction. When certain

cells lose the normal ability to carry out a particular reaction, the

compound behind the block may accumulate in abnormally large

quantities or may be metabolized to other compounds in abnormally

large quantities, or both (Sutton, 1961). Either event can have a

profound metabolic effect, and so a single-gene mutation may have

wide ramifications within the organism, some of which are quite sig-

nificant for brain function and behavior. Even if the primary defect

is unknown, the secondary effects crucial in pathogenesis may be

manageable, as illustrated by the treatment of diabetes mellitus with

insulin. If the primary site of the deficient biochemical reaction can

be identified, effective methods of treatment or prevention may be

worked out, basically in two ways at the present time: (1) by com-

pensating for the deficiency of a hormone or (2) by preventing the

damaging effects of accumulated intermediates (Sutton, 1961).

For a variety of reasons, it would be desirable to be able to detect

the presence of potentially damaging genes in an apparently healthy

person. To detect such genes, it is essential that they show some

functional difference from the normal genes. Ordinarily this difference

consists of a decrease in the primary gene product. Increasingly in

recent years, it has been possible to develop biochemical methods

for discovering the small difference in function between homozygous

and heterozygous individuals (Childs and Young, 1963). In clinical

disorders mediated by recessive inheritance, such as those discussed

above, it is possible to study both homozygotes and heterozygotes by

directing attention not only to patients but to their families. A number

of instances are now known in human biochemical genetics in which

detailed study of the heterozygotes has revealed minor abnormalities

which are evidently caused by the abnormal gene in single dose. The

abnormality of the heterozygote in such instances is usually qualitatively

similar to that of the homozygote but quantitatively much less. Con-

sequently, the individual so affected usually does not show any obvious

pathology and appears to function adequately under ordinary conditions.

However, as we shall see, there is an important possibility that these

individuals may be vulnerable in specific ways when a heavy load is

placed upon the partially deficient system. The point deserving em-

phasis is that the rapid development of research in this field is making

clear that detailed investigation of heterozygotes with disorders inherited

recessively increasingly makes possible the detection of minor bio-

chemical abnormalities in apparently healthy individuals, some of which

are likely to take on clinical significance over the long term.

Lederberg (1963) has recently called attention to the importance
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for human welfare of the full diagnosis of heterozygotes. While a

variety of useful techniques for such diagnosis have emerged in
recent years, and additional ones are evolving in promising ways at

the time of this writing, it will suffice here to call attention to one
established, valuable technique by way of illustration. The tolerance

test or loading experiment, long useful clinically in the diagnosis of
diabetes mellitus, has proved a valuable tool in detecting latent bio-

chemical abnormality (Sutton, 1961). An enzymatic deficiency that
may not be visible at ordinary substrate levels in the body can become
fully visible if its substrate is supplied exogenously at greatly in-
creased levels. In this way, environmental fluctuations in substrate

level are effectively overcome. Such loading experiments have been
notably successful not only in the area of carbohydrate metabolism
but also in the elucidation of phenylketonuria. They have proved
effective in revealing variations between homozygous normal and
heterozygous individuals who are otherwise phenotypically normal.
Such tests are now increasingly employed as a means of detecting
minor variation in many biological substances.

There is reason to believe that this type of approach is an im-
portant frontier in human biology. In presenting principles of human
genetics, Stern (1960) makes the following comment pertinent to the
present discussion:

[] Most biochemical analyses of gene defects have been concerned with
rare defects. The biochemistry and the genetics of many rather common
defects is less well understood, largely because most rare defects are
caused by practically complete absence of a normal metabolic process,
while the more common defects may be correlated, not with the absence

of the biochemical reaction but only with a quantitative abnormality.
Obviously, it is easier to discover which genes result in a reaction’s
absence than to find which genes lead to less striking quantitative varia-
tions in reactions. Yet there is every reason to assumethat genes, by regu-
lating biochemical processes, determine not only striking abnormalities but
also less striking ones and, above all, much of the variability among nor-
mal human beings.

Similarly, in Tepperman’s perspective (1962) on endocrine and meta-
bolic physiology he makesthe following comment:

[J It is a mistake to think of genetics and the endocrine system only in
relation to inborn errors which manifest themselves in overt disabilities
and dysfunctions. Endocrine strength and resiliency is probably no less
hereditary than is endocrine weakness and susceptibility to disease. Even
those people who have no obvious endocrine disease doubtless have Vary-
ing amounts of what might be called ‘“‘endocrine reserve.’’ Whether or not
they eventually succumb to an endocrine disorder may depend largely upon
environmental factors. For example, the man with a ‘‘weak’’ beta cell in
his islets of Langerhans may avoid overt diabetes mellitus if he does not
become obese.

It is for this reason that a frank acknowledgment of the importance of
heredity in metabolic and endocrine diseases is not defeatist as some
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observers have asserted. In the future, increased methodological sophis-

tication may make it possible to detect not merely malfunction of the endo-

crine glands but ‘“‘borderline compensation’’ as well. Measures may then

be devised which will make possible the prevention of manifest disease.

A variety of ‘“‘borderline compensation”’ situations can be imagined

which would be quite susceptible to decompensation under conditions

that placed a heavy load upon the partially defective system. One

interesting example of this type of situation has been briefly mentioned

above: the intermediate group of patients with a defect in C-21 hydroxyl-

ation who are able to produce minimally adequate amounts of cortisol

under ordinary conditions but who become‘‘salt losers’ in the presence

of superimposed stress such as infection (Eberlein, 1958). It is very

much worth investigating whether intense emotional distress would

be capable of precipitating decompensation in a situation of this kind.

In principle, it seems entirely reasonable that such instances can be

found.

Another interesting example of endocrine ‘‘borderline compensation”’

has been found in the area of thyroid function and disease (Motulsky,

1962a; Williams and Bakke, 1962). The compensatory thyroid enlarge-

ment known as simple goiter is most commonly caused by an environ-

mental factor, iodine deficiency. The pathological changes in the

thyroid reflect the gland’s tendency to compensate for the interference

with normal hormone production. However, some facts indicate that

genetic susceptibility plays a role as well. For example, many indi-

viduals who live in hyperendemic goiter areas do not develop goiter;

moreover, familial occurrence of simple goiter in nonendemic areas

has been observed. There is now considerable evidence that incom-

plete defects in thyroid hormone synthesis occur in adult heterozygotes

who develop simple goiter without clinical hypothyroidism. For example,

a partial deficiency in the enzyme dehalogenase, which is essential in

thyroid hormone synthesis, has been discovered in relatives of goitrous

cretins, some but not all of whom had goiters. Motulsky (1962a), in

reviewing the area of genetics and endocrinology, makes the following

commenton this situation:

[] It is not unlikely that heterozygotes, having a partial defect, are able

to maintain normal thyroid function under usual conditions but develop

goiters when faced with such stresses as iodine deficiency, pubescence,

and pregnancy, or exogenous goitrogens. Since there are always many more

heterozygotes (for example, in a population with an incidence of homozy-

gotes of one in ten thousand, there would be 2% heterozygotes), a Ssig-

nificant proportion of patients with goiter may be heterozygous for these

genetic defects. An individual without any of the cited genetic suscepti-

bility factors presumably would develop a goiter if the exogenousstress,

such as marked iodine deficiency or high goitrogen intake, or both, were

severe enough. Recent findings on genetic factors in goiter makeit likely

that simple goiter usually has no single etiology, but is a striking example,

of the interaction of multiple hereditary determinants with various environ-

mental and endogenousfactors.
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This type of situation calls attention to several potentially important
points bearing on the relations of psychological stress and partial
defects in metabolic pathways of adrenocortical hormones:

I Such partial defects may be fairly common, reflecting heterozygote
carriers of recessive genes, even though the grossclinical disorder
(homozygous condition)is rare.

2 Such partial defects might make no gross difference in behavior
except under severe stress.

3. A variety of clinically significant interactions between genic and
environmental factors may reasonably be expected.

The probable diversity of genetic factors relevant to several major
clinical syndromes in psychiatry and psychosomatic medicine deserves
emphasis here. (The same might well be said of the probable diversity
of relevant environmental factors and of the complex interactions
between genic and environmental factors pertinent to the major clinical
syndromes.) Disorders such as schizophrenia, depression, alcoholism,
and hypertension cover quite a broad range of clinical territory and
may well subsume any number of subtypes within each category. At
present, investigators differ in their judgment as to whether each of
these diagnostic categories reflects a single clinical entity or a variety
of subtle entities, though opinion seems to be moving in the latter
direction in recent years. In any event, it is entirely conceivable that
there might be a variety of genetic and environmental pathways through
which an individual could develop a clinical disorder that would
presently fall under the diagnostic rubric of, say, schizophrenia. Re-
search efforts toward differentiation within each of these categories on
whatever grounds—genetic, biochemical, behavioral, clinical—are very
much worthwhile. In my judgment, broad diagnostic categories such as
schizophrenia and depression are in fact quite heterogeneous, and in
the foreseeable future it will probably be increasingly meaningful to
speak about the group of schizophrenias and the group of depressions.
These are, of course, empirical questions: some of the psychiatric-psy-
chosomatic categories will no doubt turn out to be more heterogeneous
than others. In discussing this general problem in medical genetics,
Motulsky (1962a) makes this important observation:

[] Recent work in genetic diseases has resulted in the almost constant find-
ing that an entity that appearsclinically uniform may represent the end result
of different gene mutations (genetic heterogeneity). Considering the com-
plex enzymatic control of metabolism, it is not too surprising that inter-
ference with different metabolic steps necessary for a given function may
lead to a similar end result. In order to demonstrate that a given disease
is the result of different mutations, one should ultimately demonstrate bio-
chemical differences between the various forms of the disease; such heter-
ogeneity can be strongly suspected if different modes of inheritance (i.e.,
recessive or X-chromosome-linked recessive) are detected in different fami-
lies with a similar disease. This approach, with careful correlation of de-
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tailed genetic, clinical, and biochemical data, has been extremely helpful

in the definition of disease entities and for an understanding of the patho-

physiology of disease.

A fine example of the principle involved here has been provided

by research on mental retardation (H. Harris, 1962; Polani, 1962). Not

so very long ago, it seemed reasonable to speak of this as a single

broad diagnostic entity, at least as a kind of clinical shorthand. How-

ever else the individuals might differ, they had in commona serious,

sustained difficulty in learning, leading to a progressive lag in intel-

lectual development as compared with their peers. However, important

differentiation has occurred in recent years through some of the most

notable advances in human genetics. Several of the syndromes that

have been clarified by a biochemical approach, such as_ phenylke-

tonuria and galactosemia, have been associated with mental retardation.

Similarly, the cytogenetic approach has been fruitful in clarifying some

syndromes associated with mental retardation, such as Down's syn-

drome. Each of these constitutes quite a small fraction of the total

number of cases of mental retardation. From the present pace of

events, it is altogether likely that a number of other syndromeswill

be clarified and differentiated out of the broad category in the next

decade. Thus, in the field of mental retardation, we can concretely

point to a number of pathways through which an individual may

acquire the central behavioral disorder: serious, sustained difficulty in

learning. This provides one useful model for future research on other

major mental disorders. Kety (1959) and Caspari (1962) have called

attention to the probable genetic and biochemical diversity in schizo-

phrenia. Similarly, Garmezy and Rodnick (1959) have presented evi-

dence of psychological heterogeneity among schizophenic patients.

lt is well known that behavioral characteristics of adaptive sig-

nificance tend to be polygenic in inheritance. A complex behavior pat-

tern is very likely to involve many genes in its anatomic and phy-

siological substrate; therefore, comprehensive analysis of all genetically

contributing factors would be exceedingly difficult and indeed can be

envisioned only as a long-range possibility. However, from the view-

point of the present approach, this need not be discouraging to

investigators. Many single-gene defects may adversely affect the be-

havior pattern and therefore take on clinical significance. The field of

intelligence, so much studied in behavior genetics because of its

obvious adaptive and clinical significance, provides a good example.It

is perfectly clear that genetic factors in intelligence are polygenic;

that the anatomic and physiological substrate of learning and problem

solving is exceedingly complex, involving as it does a large part of the

primate brain. So far, our understanding of this wide gamut of genetic

factors pertinent to intelligence is quite limited. Yet we have already

begun to see in recent years, as noted above, a numberof single-gene

defects which are highly relevant to intelligence, which indeed produce

profound impairments of great clinical significance. Similarly, a great

variety of neural, endocrine, and cardiovascular structures and func-
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tions are relevant to stress responses. Therefore, a comprehensive

understanding of genetic factors relevant to stress responses is a

long-term program whosefulfillment will be slow in coming; yet it is

altogether possible that the next decade will see important advances
in our understanding of a variety of single-gene defects which have

a bearing on stress responses. Some of these may not be compatible

with a viable organism. Others may betrivial in consequences. In
between lies a broad area of potential significance for psychiatric and

psychosomatic problems.
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The purpose of this chapter is to emphasize the relationship between

behavior and the metabolic diseases that are clearly genetic in origin.

It is hoped that study of the effects of a single-gene mutation upon

intelligence and personality will provide clues to the patterns of be-
havior caused by multiple-gene changes. This will be done in three
parts: The first will deal with the present-day concept of “inborn

errors of metabolism.’’ The second will describe in detail the work
that has been done with one of these hereditary metabolic diseases,

namely, phenylketonuria. The third will summarize some of the studies

that have been initiated in a number of other similar conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of ‘inborn errors of metabolism’’ was first suggested in

1908 by Sir Archibald Garrod. In the Croonian Lectures delivered at
the Royal College of Physicians (Garrod, 1909), he suggested that
four metabolic disorders, albinism, alkaptonuria, cystinuria, and pen-
tosuria, had certain features in common. First, in all four conditions,

the onset of the particular abnormality could be dated to the first day
or weeks of life, especially when a special effort was made to do so.
A second characteristic was their familial occurrence in a considerable
number of cases. A third feature was that the conditions were rela-

tively benign and compatible with a normal life expectancy. A fourth
feature noted by other clinicians of his day was the frequency with
which these disorders occurred among the offspring of consanguineous
marriages. Although Garrod provided all the concepts upon which

modern biochemical genetics is based, his work was largely ignored

by the classical geneticists of his day.

Instead, evidence for the chemical translation of genetic influence

1 These studies were aided by grants from the Chicago Community Trust, the Ketter-

ing Foundation, the Illinois Mental Health Fund, and the U.S. Public Health Service

(HD 330) (T1-AM-5186).

176
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(a) Normal (6b) Sickle-cell anemia

 

(c) Sickle-cell trait (d) Mixture of (a) and (bd)

Figure 9.1 The electrophoretic patterns of normal

and sickle cell hemoglobins. The single pecks a + b

correspond to an electrophoretically hemogenous ma-

terial whereas the heterozygote (c) carries a mixture

of normal adult and sickle cell hemoglobin. (From
Pauling, 1955.)

had to be provided by workers in other fields. In the 1930s, Scott-
Moncrieff (1939) showed that the structure of the anthocyans, the
principal water-soluble plant pigments, was genetically determined
and that changes at single loci would cause great differences in pig-
ment color. Slightly later, Beadle and Tatum (1941) working with
induced mutants of Neurospora crassa showed that the acquisition of
single essential growth factors could be traced to single chemical
reactions, each dependent upon a different enzyme. From this emerged
the concept of ‘‘one-gene—one-enzyme”’ control of chemical reactions.

In 1949, Pauling and his coworkers made the important observation
that the hemoglobin (Hb) from a patient with sickle cell anemia had
a distinct electrophoretic pattern. It was found that Hb S migrates as
a positive ion whereas Hb A migrates as a negative ion in a 0.1 M
phosphate buffer, pH 6.9 (Figure 9.1). They suggested that this
represented an abnormality in the structure of the hemoglobin molecule
and proposed that these conditions should be regarded as ‘“‘molecular”’
diseases. In 1956, Ingram showed that, if the globin portion of the
hemoglobin molecule is broken down bytryptic digests, some 28
peptides, each with an average chain length of 9 to 10 amino acids,
result. These can be separated on paper, first by electrophoresis and
then by chromatography. The peptides prepared from Hb S differ
from those of Hb A only in the location of one peptide group (number
4) (Figure 9.2).

Perhaps the most striking progress has been made in the realm
of enzyme defects of a hereditary nature. Although so far it has not
been possible to study in detail the molecular structure of each enzyme,
it has been feasible to measure enzyme function. Detailed studies of
the role of enzymes have provided considerable information on the
genetic and biochemical mechanisms responsible for a number of
hereditary diseases. At the present time, there are well over 100 con-
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Figure 9.2 Fingerprints of trypsin digest of hemoglobins A + S$, showing

the number of peptide pairs. Dotted lines indicate peptides that become

visible only after heating the chromatogram. (From Ingram, 1958.)

ditions which could fit into Garrod’s concept of an ‘‘inborn error of

metabolism.’’ We shall discuss in detail the one that has probably

been most extensively studied.

PHENYLKETONURIA

Phenylketonuria is a hereditary disease characterized by mental re-

tardation and the presence of phenylpyruvic acid in the urine. It holds

a unique position among the hereditary metabolic diseases because

it is easily detectable and, when diagnosed early, the mental deficiency

can be prevented with the use of a special diet.

Clinical Features

Phenylketonuria can frequently be diagnosed by a careful history and

physical examination before the mental defect becomes evident. In a

survey, Partington (1961) showed that 17 out of 36 patients exhibited

vomiting during the first few weeks of life; in most instances, this

was severe enough to warrant the parents’ seeking medical advice.

Seven children had projectile vomiting, and three were operated on for

pyloric stenosis. He also noted that 12 of the patients had a history

of unusual irritability and 13 showed epileptic seizures. Six of the

children showed generalized infantile eczema between the first and

fourth month, and this persisted with remissions and exacerbations

for several months. In addition, five children had dry skin with repeated

minor inflammatory lesions or nonspecific rashes.

The mental defect becomes evident between the fourth and sixth
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month of life. In our experience, the earliest case was referred at 5

months of age because the child did not behave quite up to the norm

for that age and was found to have a strongly positive ferric chloride

test. Unfortunately, the majority of our cases are referred between 10

months and 3 years, the average age of diagnosis being about 15

months, when a successful result cannot be expected from dietary

therapy.

Paine (1957) has described very completely the clinical manifesta-

tions of a group of 106 untreated phenylketonuric patients. Although

they are frequently of average stature, the majority of these patients

tend to be small in terms of height and weight. This is especially true

of the very retarded children in whom a food intake adequate for

maintenance of nutrition is often difficult to achieve. Although there

are many exceptions, phenylketonurics tend to have blue eyes, blond

hair, and fair skin. These observations have been confirmed by com-

paring affected individuals and their unaffected siblings, using re-

flectograms for hair color and comparing iris colors, using the Martin

scale. The decreased pigmentation is particularly striking among

Japanese phenylketonurics who have brown hair instead of the usual

black hair.

Neurological examination has shown that about one-half of the

phenylketonurics show from a mild to a marked microcephaly. Hand

posturing is a very striking characteristic, especially among those of

low intelligence. These purposeless movements include rhythmic pill-

rolling movements of the hand, irregular tic-like motions, aimless

to-and-fro movements of the fingers, and frequent habitual fiddling of

the fingers close before the eyes. The movements are accompanied by

rhythmic rocking back and forth which may continue for hours.

Phenylketonurics frequently show tremor of the hands and increased

reflexes. It is believed that enhancement of this reflex activity is related

to damage of developing pathways within the central nervous system.

Phenylketonurics are prone to severe temper tantrums which are hard

to control.

About three-quarters of the patients with phenylketonuria show

abnormal electroencephalogram patterns. The most frequently seen

abnormalities are spike and wave complexes of the petit mal variant

type which are found even in the absence of convulsive seizures.

Other show abnormalities of voltage or rhythm only.

Intelligence quotients of phenylketonuric patients are to be inter-

preted with caution. In the first place, test values are inaccurate when

the majority of patients are in the imbecile or idiot range and cannot

communicate satisfactorily. Furthermore, most of the published data is

based on institutionalized cases where there has been little stimulus

on an individual basis. This leads us to believe that the IQ of

phenylketonurics may, in fact, be somewhat higher than currently

believed. However, despite this, there seems to belittle doubt that the

overwhelming majority of untreated phenylketonurics have an IQ of less

than 50; probably most of these are in the range of 25 or less

(Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.3. The mental ages of 106 untreated phenylketonuric
children tabulated against their chronologic ages. (From Paine,
1957.)

The 25 or so known atypical phenylketonurics who have normal or
near-normal intelligence without having been placed on a special diet
are of considerable interest (Hsia and Knox, 1957). Most of these
children appear to be superficially normal both neurologically and
mentally and were discovered either because of a ferric chloride test
performed in a routine survey or because they were siblings of typical
cases. We have had the unusual opportunity of working with three such
children. The first patient was a 13-year-old school girl who appeared
to be superficially quite normal. She was accidentally discovered be-
Cause we were Carrying out a series of studies amongall the siblings
of known cases. A more careful evaluation of her school record showed
that although she was in the sixth grade she was not doing well and
remarked, ‘‘Why am | so dumb when everyone else is so smart?’ IQ
tests showed that she had achieved a mental age of 9 years and
7 months on the Stanford-Binet and an IQ of 78 on the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale. The other two patients were siblings aged 9 and 12
who were doing entirely normal work in the third and sixth grades in
school. Their IQ tests showed values of 98 and 94 on the Stanford-
Binet Intelligence Test. Their serum phenylalanine levels were 26.6
and 24.3 mg %, and their urine phenylpyruvic tests were strongly
positive.

Atypical phenylketonurics of normal intelligence undoubtedly occur
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for a variety of reasons. If one considers the distribution of intelligence

among all phenylketonurics, one would expect between 1 and 2 percent

to have a level in excess of 60. The description of 25 such cases

among about 1,000 known phenylketonurics (2.5 percent) is probably

not excessive. It has also been suggested that some of these patients

may represent a forme fruste of phenylketonuria. Woolf et al. (1961)

have reported on two sisters with near-normal intelligence who

showed fasting serum phenylalanine levels of 8.5 and 9.9 mg/100

ml and in whom the phenylpyruvic acid could be detected only by

means of paper chromatography. Phenylalanine tolerance tests of their

parents and one offspring showed a characteristic heterozygote range.

Undoubtedly, there must be phenylketonurics somewhere between

homozygotes and heterozygotes in terms of mental and chemical find-

ings, who either represent another allele for the abnormal gene or

reflect the influence of a modifying gene.

The pathological findings in the central nervous systems of phenylke-

tonurics have not been striking. A number of workers have described

some demyelination (or perhaps late formation of myelin) in this

disease. This has not been confirmed by other workers. Recently it

has been shown that the cerebroside content of the brain in phenylke-

tonurics is decreased, and this may be of importance in consideration

of the etiology of mental defect (Crome et al., 1962).

Heredity

In a large survey covering institutions for mental defectives from all

over the world, Jervis (1954) reported that 312 out of 48,536 patients

(0.64 percent) were phenylketonurics. If one accepts this as representa-

tive of the incidence of phenylketonuria in the defective population

and 1 percent the incidence of defectives in the general population,

then the incidence of phenylketonuria in the general population may be

assumed to be of the order of 6 per 100,000.

The genetic mechanism for phenylketonuria is precisely known. In

Table 9.1
Plasma L-phenylalanine levels after ingestion of 0.1

gram of L-phenylalanine per kilogram of body weight*

Hours after dose

Sum of
1 2 4 hourly levels

Controls Mean 0.55 0.55 0.30 1.41

S. D. +0.186 +0.168 +0.076 +0.366

Range 0.30-—0.90 0.29-1.02 0.21-—0.50 0.87-2.19

Heterozygotes Mean 1.14 1.03 0.76 2.93

S. D. +0.187 +0.187 +0.292 +0.458

Range 0.84-1.43 0.72-1.41 0.45-1.62 2.10-4.03

t 9.8 8.4 6.7 11.7

“Values given are the means, standard deviations, and ranges (expressed as micro-

moles per milliliter of plasma) in 19 adult controls and 19 heterozygotes (parents).

(From D. Y.-Y. Hsia et al., Nature, 178:1239, 1956.)
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a definitive study involving 266 sibships, Jervis has shown that the
disease is transmitted by a single autosomal recessive gene. This was
done by showing an equal sex distribution and determining the ratio
of affected to normal children, using the Weinberg ‘‘sib method,”
which gave a percentage and standard error of 27.37 + 2.57, and the
proband method, which gave values of 22.38 + 2.66. Since both are
within one-third of the standard error of the hypothetical 25 percent
by the Lenz a priori method, the hypothesis that this is an autosomal
recessive gene is corroborated.

lf an individual is heterozygous for a given trait, he carries one
‘normal’ and one ‘‘mutant’’ gene, and the molecules derived from the
“mutant’’ gene may be expected to differ from those derived from
the ‘‘normal’’ gene within the same individual. On superficial examina-
tion, such individuals often appear to be normal. However, more careful
physical and biochemical studies might reveal minor departures from
the norm, and these individuals can then be identified in a population.

The detection of heterozygous carriers for phenylketonuria wasfirst
successfully accomplished by Hsia and coworkers (1956) by means of
a phenylalanine tolerance test. A load of 0.1 gram of L-phenylalanine
per kilogram of body weight was administered by mouth, and samples
of blood were taken at 1, 2, and 4 hours for the determination of
phenylalanine. It was found that the heterozygotes had plasma phenyla-
lanine levels averaging twice those in normal controls (Table 9.1).

The ability to detect heterozygous carriers for phenylketonuria from
normal controls with a minimum of overlap has permitted biochemical
confirmation of the recessive mode of inheritance of the mutant gene
among parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, first cousins, etc. It has
also been possible to investigate the incidence of mental disease in
heterozygotes. In the past, several workers have suggested that there

was an increased incidence of psychosis in later life among relatives
of phenylketonuric patients, particularly of the senile melancholic type.
Phenylalanine tolerance tests have been performed for a group of
older patients of the latter category, and there has been no finding
of an increased incidence of heterozygotes for phenylketonuria in the
group (Pratt et al., 1963).

Pathogenesis

Phenylketonuria is caused by a deficiency of the liver enzyme, phenylala-
nine hydroxylase, which converts phenylalanine to tyrosine (Jervis,

1953; Wallace et al., 1957; Mitoma et al., 1957) (Figure 9.4). This

results in the accumulation of L-phenylalanine in the blood and spinal

fluid and causes three main effects:

1 The excessive phenylalanine is converted by its transaminase to

phenylpyruvic acid. This in turn is converted to phenyllactic acid,

phenylacetic acid, and phenylacetylglutamine which is excreted in the

urine (Woolf, 1951).

2 The excessive phenylalanine inhibits the hydroxylation of trypto-

phan (Nadler et al., unpublished), and this results in a decrease of 5-
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hydroxytryptamine in the blood and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid in the
urine (Pare et al., 1957),

3 The excessive phenylalanine level inhibits the normal pathways of
tyrosine, causing a decreased production of melanin, and this is
responsible for the light pigment in the skin and hair of such patients
(Dancis and Balis, 1955).

Although the etiology of the mental defect remains unknown, there
is evidence that, if the affected children are treated with a low-
phenylalanine diet at an early age, near-normal mental development
will result. A similar course of treatment in an older affected child is
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treatment was started. (From Hsia et al., 1962, with the permission

of the Northwestern University Medical School.)

of little or no value (Knox, 1960; Hsia et al., 1962 and 1966a) (Figure

9.5). This indicates that the reduction of phenylalanine level at an early

age must in some way be related to the normal development of brain

function.

Most workers feel that the brain defect in phenylketonuria is not

caused directly by the excessive levels of phenylalanine but reflects

the action of one of its metabolites. Some believe that the products

of transamination, particularly phenylacetic acid, might in some way

be toxic to the brain. However, massive doses of this compound given

to adult volunteers produced discomfort but no truly alarming central-

nervous-system symptoms. Others believe that the mental defect is

related to the decrease of 5-hydroxytryptamine in the brain. It now

appears likely that the mental defect is the end result of a critical

shortage of brain 5-hydroxytryptamine during early infancy, caused in

part by the physiological lack of this metabolite at birth and in part

by the excessive phenylalanine levels in this disease.

Experimental Phenylketonuria

In 1958, Auerbach and his coworkers introduced a powerful tool for

the investigation of phenylketonuria in both biochemical and behavioral

studies. It was shown that a supplementary dose of from 5 to 7

percent of L-phenylalanine added to the diet of a rat, guinea pig, or

monkey induces all the biochemical manifestations of phenylketonuria.

There is an increase of phenylalanine in the serum and of phenylpyruvic

acid in the urine of treated animals and a concomitant decrease of 5-

hydroxytryptamine in the blood and 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid in the

urine (Huang et al., 1961). More recently, it has been shown that
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such animals also exhibit a decrease of brain 5-hydroxytryptamine

(Hsia et al., 1963; McKean et al., 1962; Yuwiler and Louttit, 1961).

From the beginning, it has been apparent that a high-phenylalanine
diet altered the pattern of behavior of experimental animals (Auerbach
et al., 1958; Polidora et al., 1963; Woolley and van der Hoeven, 1963,

1964; Yuwiler and Louttit, 1961). Auerbach and his coworkers (1958),
using a temporal discrimination test (involving licking a dry dipper
and being rewarded by the delivery of water on a 2-minute fixed-interval
schedule), found that the frequency of appearance of positive accelera-
tion on days 6 to 8, expressed as the percentage of the number of
intervals showing any responses, averaged 82.9 percent for normal
rats and 46.8 percent for phenylketonuric rats, a difference which was
significant at the 0.1 level. In learning to swim a water maze, where
escape from water was the only motivation, the same group (Polidora
et al., 1963) showed that the phenylketonuric animals consistently
performed more poorly (in transit speeds) on maze tests over 3 days
when the animals were between 72 and 90 days old.

Yuwiler and Louttit (1961) found that more errors were made on
the Hebb-Williams maze and more trials were required to meet a
criterion on a successive discrimination problem by animals fed
phenylalanine than by their normal controls. Woolley and van der
Hoeven (1963, 1964) have carried out a series of experiments with
adult mice, using a simple maze. They found that increases in cerebral
serotonin or serotonin plus catechol amines resulted in decreases in
learning ability. By contrast, decreases in serotonin plus catechol
amines brought about an increase in learning ability so that such mice
were slightly superior to normal mice in this respect. When these
experiments were repeated with infant mice treated within 24 hours
after birth, rather different results were obtained. By administering a
fine suspension of pi-phenylalanine and 1-tyrosine by stomach tube
nine times daily to newborn mice, they were able to produce experi-
mental phenylketonuria and thereby a situation much more analogous
to the human phenylketonuric infant. Control groups included mice
treated when 7 to 8 weeks old; untreated mice: and mice given
water hourly. Such controls gave an average score of 7.5. Animals
given the high-phenylalanine diet from birth had an average score of
6.3. These results were compared with those of animals given reserpine,
which reduces serotonin, and those given chlorpromazine, which blocks
the receptors for serotonin; these were found to have average scores
of 6.6 and 6.5. Thus, it would appear that the reduced learning
ability in animals made phenylketonuric on an experimental basis may
be related to a combination of reduced 5-hydroxytryptamine caused by
immaturity and by excessive phenylalanine levels (Hsia et al., 1963).

Treatment

When the enzyme defect is intracellular, the systemic administration
of the missing enzyme is obviously of limited value. Instead, treatment
has consisted of eliminating from the diet the compound that is
present in excess as a result of the metabolic block. Over a time, this
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Figure 9.6 The effect of a low-phenylalanine diet on levels of

phenylalanine and the phenylpyruvate in the plasma and urine

of a phenylketonuric. (From Hsia. Postgrad. Med., 22:203-210,

1957, with the permission of the IPMA Publishing Co.)

treatment reduces the excessive accumulation of this compound within

the body, and the patient shows a normal metabolic pattern. In 1953,

Bickel and coworkers, at the suggestion of Dr. L. |. Woolf, prepared

a special protein hydrolysate low in phenylalanine content. When this

was administered to a phenylketonuric child, the plasma phenylalanine

level was greatly reduced, and the phenylpyruvic acid disappeared from

the urine (Figure 9.6).

The low-phenylalanine diet is made up of four major components

(Phenylketonuria, 1958): (1) low-phenylalanine protein hydrolysate

available in the form of either Lofenalac or Ketonil; (2) 1 percent

protein fruits and vegetables; (3) sugar and butter; and (4) multi-

vitamins and ferrous sulfate supplements.

All patients should be seen at least once every 6 weeks, and the

plasma phenylalanine level should be kept below 3 mg/100 ml. The

phenylpyruvic acid excretion cannot be used as a measure of bio-

chemical control, since it disappears from the urine when the plasma

phenylalaninelevel falls below 10 mg.

As a general rule, the younger phenylketonurics take the diet quite

well. There is more difficulty in inducing the older ones to eat, primarily

because they have had previous experience with regular foods. Only

two types of complications have been reported with this synthetic diet.

During the early phases of the program, a numberof workers inadvert-
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ently reduced the t-phenylalanine intake to below the minimal require-

ments for maintenance. As a result, the infants started to lose weight

and develop gross amino-aciduria due to tissue protein breakdown. This

was corrected by the administration of 2 ounces of whole milk daily,

and the infants thrived thereafter. Careful balance studies indicate

that the optimal dietary phenylalanine levels for a 6-month-old phenylke-

tonuric infant should be approximately 25 mg/kg/day, which is

about one-seventh the amount taken by the nonphenylketonuric infant

on a normal diet (Paine and Hsia, 1957). The amounts for an older

child or adult should be about 10 mg/kg/day, which is also con-

siderably less than for a normal adult.

In 1959, Dodge and coworkers reported on two phenylketonuric

children in whom hypoglycemia developed during the course of treat-
ment with a phenylalanine-restricted diet. Refusal to take an adequate

amount of an unpalatable diet over a period of weeks resulted in a

state of undernutrition accompanied by fatty metamorphosis of the
liver. A relatively short period of fasting caused severe hypoglycemia,

convulsions, and coma.

There appears to be little question that the biochemical abnormality

in phenylketonuria can be completely corrected and the patients can

be maintained in a satisfactory physical condition for many years on
the synthetic diet low in phenylalanine content. It is much more diffi-
cult to assess the possible beneficial effect of this diet upon the

mental development of patients with phenylketonuria. In the first place,
it has been shown that there is considerable variability in the mental

development of such children without treatment, including a few with
near-normal mentality. Secondly, environmental factors undoubtedly

have a role in altering this pattern. In our own experience, phenylke-

tonuric children kept at home invariably score better than those from

institutions. Despite these limitations, sufficient time has elapsed so
that a preliminary appraisal of the value of the diet can now be made.

It appears fairly certain that a diet low in phenylalanine has little

or no effect upon phenylketonuric children 6 years of age or older. In

a control study involving 24 patients and carried over a test period

of 12 to 15 months, it was found that the only patients who showed
possible beneficial effects were the four for whom the diet was started

before the age of 3 years (Hsia et al., 1958). Approximately 100
phenylketonuric infants under 3 years have now been treated with

the diet, and there appears to be no question that the diet has a
positive influence in increasing the intelligence of phenylketonuric

children, with those being started at the earliest age having the highest
intelligence ultimately (correlation coefficient between age and IQ
being .42. Of the 17 for whom treatment was initiated before 3
months of age, 14 achieved an eventual IQ in the range for normals
(Figure 9.5) (Coates, 1961; Hsia et al., 1962; Knox, 1960).

This represents one of the first examples of mental deficiency which
can be prevented by means of medical or dietary therapy and serves
as a model for future work in this direction.

Because of the obvious success of the dietary treatment, most
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workers have been reluctant to terminate the diet in treated cases. In
fact, there have been several reports of regression following cessation
of the diet in successfully treated cases. Others have reported a
normal development pattern when the diet was discontinued after
several years of treatment. Since this is still an open question, we
have not discontinued the diet for our successfully treated patients.

Prevention

Since a delay in treatment frequently results in subnormal intelligence,

it is crucial that phenylketonurics should be diagnosed within thefirst

months of life, before any signs of mental retardation appear. Two

diagnostic approaches have beentried. Until recently, all the tests have

centered in trying to detect phenylpyruvic acid in the urine. Since

there is frequently a delay in the appearance of phenylpyruvic acid in

the urine, it has usually been necessary to test the urine of the infant

at between 4 and 6 weeksof age. This has made follow-up of neonates

somewhat difficult as not all mothers bring their infants for a well-

baby examination at that time. In a survey carried on in Cardiff, Wales,

only 25 percent of the mothers responded (Gibbs and Woolf, 1959).

In other areas, up to 70 percent of the babies born were treated but

only after a follow-up program had beeninstituted (Allen, 1960).

For this reason, increased attention has recently been focused

upon screening blood phenylalanine levels by means of a heel prick

before the baby is discharged from the newborn nursery. Guthrie

(1961) proposed a semiquantitative method for detecting elevated

phenylalanine levels in newborn infants before discharge. This test is

based on the fact that the inhibition of growth of Bacillus subtilis by

beta-2-thienyl alanine in a minimal culture medium is specifically

prevented by proline, phenylalanine, phenylpyruvic acid, or phenylacetic

acid. A small amount of fresh blood obtained by skin puncture is

transferred immediately to a piece of thick filter paper. The blood spot

is dried, autoclaved, punched out, and placed over the agar surface

containing the inoculum and the inhibitor, and interpreted 16 hours

later. A halo of growth of the organism surrounding the disk indicates

an increased phenylalanine content which is in proportion to the size

of the halo. This method has had a frequency of false positive cases

of about 0.1 percent in a sample of 157,780 infants.

We (Hsia et al., 1964) have recently developed a quantitative method

to determine serum phenylalanine that requires 25 ul of serum from

capillary blood. Using this technique, we surveyed 4,000 newborn

infants and found the mean and standard deviation for this sample

was 2.09 + 0.51 mg/100 ml. The values were not appreciably influ-

enced by maternal age and gravida or by the sex, race, birth weight, or

age of the infant. The lowest recorded serum phenylalanine for a phe-

nylketonuric infant was about seven standard deviations above the mean

for the normal newborn population (Figure 9.7). In this survey, only

8 of the 4,000 infants (0.2 percent) temporarily showed serum

phenylalanine levels above 4.0 mg/100 ml.

Thus, practical methods are now available for the screening of new-
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Figure 9.7 Serum phenylalanine levels in phenylketo-

nuric infants (circles) and unaffected siblings (crosses)

compared with mean and one standard deviation of nor-

mal newborns (dotted area). (From Hsia et al., 1964.)

born infants for this condition. It is strongly recommended that such

tests be routinely performed on every newborn infant so that mental
retardation in those found to be phenylketonuric may be prevented.

OTHER HEREDITARY
METABOLIC DISEASES

Half a century of rapid progress in the basic sciences has given body
and substance to what was, by necessity, supposition in Garrod’s time.
The original four inborn errors of metabolism have now been in-
creased to well over 100. Nearly a quarter of these conditions involve
some aspect of mental deficiency and behavior. The important bio-
chemical, genetic, therapeutic, and screening information on these
conditions is summarized in Table 9.2. For further significant advances
that have been made in our understanding of phenylketonuria and other
hereditary metabolic diseases, see Hsia (1966a, 1966b, and 1967).



Table 9.2
List of hereditary metabolic diseases associated with mental deficiency

tt

  

Clinical description Enzyme studies
$e Hetero-

Refer- zygote Treat- Screening

Condition Year ence Organ Deficient enzyme Ref. detection ment test

Tay-Sachs disease 1881 1 39

Gaucher’s disease 1882 2

Thyroid deiodinase defect 1897 3 Thyroid lodotyrosine deiodinase (1956) 29 29 47

Galactosemia 1908 4 Erythrocytes Galactose-I-phosphate uridyl
transferase (1956) 30 40 48 52

Wilson’s disease 1912 5 Serum ? Ceruloplasmin (1952) 31 41 49 53t

Niemann-Pick disease 1914 6

Hurler’s syndrome 1917 7 42 54

Phenylketonuria 1934 8 Liver Phenylalanine hydroxylase (1954) 32 43 50 55, 56

Thyroid iodide organification defect 1950 9 47

A-beta lipoproteinemia 1950 10 44

Lowe’s syndrome 1952 11 57, 58f¢

Crigler-Najjar syndrome 1952 12 Liver Glucuronyl transferase (1957) 33 45

Maple syrup urine disease 1954 13 Leukocytes, skin Branched-chain ketoacid
oxidative decarboxylase (1960) 34, 35 51 352, 57, 58

Pyridoxine dependency 1954 14 14

Thyroid iodotyrosyl coupling defect 1955 15 A7+

Hartnup disease 1956 16 :

Leucine-induced hypoglycemia 1956 17 17

Argininosuccinic aciduria 1958 18 Liver Argininosuccinase (1961) 36 46 57, 584

Cystathionuria 1959 19 57, 58

Thyroid iodide trapping defect 1960 20 47

Histidinemia 1961 21 Skin Histidase (1963) 37 37 27* 52, 57, 58f

Hyperglycinemia 1961 22 57, 58t

Hyperprolinemia 1962 23 57, 58t

Hydroxyprolinemia 1962 24 57, 58+



Homocystinuria 1962 25 Liver Homocystathionine synthetase
(1964) 38 57, 58t

Citrullinuria 1963 26 57, 584
Pyridoxine deficiency 1963 27 27
Hydroxykynureninuria 1964 28 28-——————

* Treatment possible, but not yet tried.

+ Method for screening applicable only to older children.

+ Method for screening available but not confirmed in affected newborn.
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Amer. J. Dis. Child., 83:164~184, 1952.
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substance. Pediatrics, 14:462-467, 1954.
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15 Stanbury, J. B., Ohela, K., and Pitt-Rivers, R. The metabolism of iodine in two goitrous cretins compared with that in two patients receiving methimazole.
J. Clin. Endocrinol., 15:54—72, 1955.

16 Baron, D. N., Dent, C. E., Harris, H., Hart, E. W., and Jepson, J. B. Hereditary pellagra-like skin rash with temporary cerebellar ataxia, constant renal
aminoaciduria and other bizarre biochemical features. Lancet, 2:421-428, 1956.

17 Cochrane, W. A., Payne, W. W., Simpkiss, M. J., and Woolf, L. |. Familial hypoglycemia precipitated by amino acids. J. Clin. Invest., 35:411-422, 1956.
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18 Allan, J. D., Cusworth, D. C., Dent, C. E., and Wilson, V. K. A disease probably hereditary, characterized by severe mental deficiency and a constant

gross abnormality of aminoacid metabolism. Lancet, 1:182-187, 1958.

19 Harris, H., Penrose, L. S., and Thomas, D. H. H. Cystathioninuria, Ann. Hum. Genet., 23:442—453, 1959.

20 Stanbury, J. B., and Chapman, E. M. Congenital hypothyroidism with goiter: Absence of an iodid-concentrating mechanism. Lancet, 1:1162—1165, 1960.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents in an informal way some of my present thoughts

and feelings about the role of neurochemical endeavor in the neuro-

biological sciences. More extensive, documented articles containing

some of these ideas can be found elsewhere (Roberts, 1965; Roberts

and Baxter, 1963; Roberts et al., 1964).

One of the chief motivations for engaging in a chemical study of the

nervous system is the hope that the knowledge gained eventually

might contribute to an understanding of the working of the human

mind. The force of this motivation is very great, indeed, as seen from

the excitement engendered by each new report of an ‘‘abnormal”’

molecule in tissue fluids of schizophrenics, the report of a new mental

“wonder drug,”’ or the enunciation of a new theory of memory. There

is no doubt that the structure of society and the course of human

events would be greatly altered by real knowledge, at the molecular

level, of our mental machinery. However, the intense effort devoted

to each new finding and the attendant narrowing of the perspective

often have led to the delusion that the one and only solution is on the

threshold of being achieved. Frequently this has resulted in a waste

of effort on the part of the initial investigators and of those who

subsequently have undertaken to test the validity of the results,

1 This investigation was supported in part by funds from the Max C. Fleischmann

Foundation of Nevada, a grant from the National Association for Mental Health, and

Grant NB-01615 from the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness,

National Institutes of Health.
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because the observations have dealt with isolated chemical findings

which were not related to a meaningful model or framework.

The general solutions to the various problems of the functions of the
nervous system of various species will come from an integrated under-

standing of the wiring diagrams (neuroanatomy), the electrical and
chemical characteristics of the conducting units and transmitting

mechanismsin the circuits (neurophysiology and neurochemistry), and

the behavior of the organisms whose activities are regulated by them

(psychology). In the case of human beings, the influence of a complex

social environment cannot be neglected. The logical role of the neuro-

chemist is to supply information which will describe the structure
and organization of the conducting and transducing units in molecular

terms and their function at a chemocybernetic level. The units and
supporting elements of neural circuits are made up entirely of chemical

substances of varying degrees of complexity. The syntheses and deg-
radations of the macromolecular constituents which catalyze the multi-
tude of ongoing intracellular chemical reactions and which form the
Structural components of the cells are under genetic control. The
genetic expressivity of a cell is subject to complex environmental in-

fluences so that at any one time the state of the system is a resultant
of the interaction of multiple genetic and extragenetic factors. In the
circuits of the nervous system, in contrast to ordinary electrical
circuits, the greatest proportion of the messages between the units

is carried through the intervention of a variety of chemical transducers
which must be formed, stored, liberated, bound to membranes, and

eventually destroyed.

THE SYNAPSE AS A COMMON GROUND
FOR CHEMIST AND BIOLOGIST

It is obvious that the chemist must choose a meaningful functional
unit of the neural machinery with which to work. One of the major

obstacles to progress in the past has been the absence of a single
model to which both the neurobiologist and neurochemist could relate.

lt appears to me that the detailed examination of the organization of

chemically transmitting synapses would give the chemist the best
chance of obtaining data that would allow maximal opportunity for
the developmentof correlations with observations from other disciplines.

The minimal functional unit that must be studied is the entire
Synaptic apparatus of which the essential elements are the pre- and

postsynaptic endings, an extraneuronal compartment consisting of

glial end feet and extraceliular space, and the blood vessels in the
synaptic area. Obviously, if understanding is to be gained of what
happensin interneuronal circuits in which the nodal points are synapses,
a thorough knowledge must be gained about what happens at in-
dividual synapses. It is hard to envision how chemical measurements
performed on homogenates, slices, or even on individually dissected
nerve-cell bodies covered with axo-somatic synapses and containing
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dendritic stumps could give the required information. However, recent
studies of the central nervous system of the leech have indicated the
feasibility of combined morphological, physiological, and chemical ap-
proaches to the study of neuron—glial—extracellular-space—capillary

relationships (Kuffler and Potter, 1964; Nicholls and Kuffler, 1964,

1965).

A SIMPLIFIED SYNAPTIC MODEL:
PRE- AND POSTSYNAPTIC RELATIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to show that a hypothetical model or
framework can be constructed which may lead to biochemical experi-
mentation that is germane to the unique function of the nervous
system: the generation, conduction, and regulation of nerve impulses.
The relationships to be discussed for illustrative purposes, which are
only a few of the many possible, include only those at the presynaptic
and postsynaptic neuronal sites.

Upon excitation of a neuron, there is presumed to be a release of

transmitter (or transmitters) so that there is a vectorial flow from the

depolarized axonal presynaptic endings onto the postsynaptic mem-
branes of dendrites or soma or onto presynaptic endings of other

axons. The nature of the specific interaction that takes place between

transmitter and membrane must be a function both of the chemical
nature of the transmitter and of the structure and state of the reacting
membrane. Excitation (nerve activity) occurs when the permeability
of a membraneis changed in such a fashion that depolarization results.
Inhibition results when the liberated substance blocks the depolarizing

action of excitatory influences acting upon the same membrane. The
ionic mechanisms of excitation and inhibition have been discussed

extensively (Eccles, 1964).

In general, it is believed that in the vertebrate central nervous

system excitatory transmitter is liberated at axo-dendritic endings and

that inhibitory transmitter may be liberated at axo-axonic and axo-

somatic connections (Eccles, 1964). It also has been suggested

recently (Roberts, 1965; Roberts et al., 1964) that immediately fol-

lowing depolarization a substance (or substances) that could act as a

direct synaptic feedback inhibitor might be liberated from a bound or

stored form from postsynaptic sites into the extraneuronal synaptic

environment in amounts bearing some quantitative relationship to the

degree of depolarization. The possible relationships are illustrated

schematically in Figure 10.1. The excitation is shown to occur first

presynaptically and then postsynaptically. The substance (or sub-

stances) released from the presynaptic endings could act synergistically

with other facilitatory (depolarizing) influences and antagonistically to

the inhibitory (hyperpolarizing) influences. When an excitatory trans-

mitter affects a postsynaptic membrane and depolarization results, it

is suggested that an instantaneous postsynaptic liberation of an in-

hibitory substance maytake place.

Likewise, somewhat later, as a consequence of nerve activity taking
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place in the postsynaptic cell, there may be an activation of inter-

neurons which might have their presynaptic endings on the presynaptic
(axonal) or postsynaptic (somatic) sides of the synapse being con-
sidered and which could exert a negative feedback effect by liberating
an inhibitory substance (or substances). From physiological studies it
has been deduced that the naturally occurring inhibitory substance (or
substances) should produce an increase in the K+ and/or Cl- ion

conductances of the membranes upon whichit impinges. In this manner,
free inhibitory transmitter would accelerate the rate of return to the
resting potential of all depolarized membrane segments which it would
contact and would stabilize (decrease sensitivity to stimulation)
undepolarized membrane segments. The concentrationsof free excitatory

and inhibitory transmitter would decrease at the synapse as a result of
rapid removal and degradation, the ionic balances characteristic of
the resting state would be restored, and the pre- and postsynaptic
membranes would attain their prestimulus state.

The negative-feedback effects of the release of inhibitory transmitter
onto a synapse following its activation, either directly from the stimu-
lated postsynaptic membrane or from terminals of interneurons, would
prevent excessive presynaptic release of excitatory transmitter per

stimulus and a too extensive and prolonged depolarization of the post-
Synaptic membrane. This would tend to ensure the accumulation of
sufficient quanta of the various chemical messengers between pre-
synaptic volleys to maintain normal capacity for activity at the synaptic
junction. Such a system would serve to maintain a minimally fluctuating
activity at a synapse under any given condition of afferent stimulation
and metabolic state of the participating cells.

For the maximally effective operation of a synaptic servomechanism
there would be required a coordination of the sequential changes in
properties of pre- and postsynaptic membranes with the formation,
Storage, release, and metabolic degradation of the various membrane-
active substances involved. At the present time the two known sub-
stances believed possibly to serve as excitatory transmitters in the
vertebrate central nervous system are acetylcholine and glutamic acid;
the only likely candidate for inhibitory transmitter is -y-aminobutyric
acid (Krnjevic, 1964). Efforts are being made in many laboratories to
identify more substances which may be excitatory and inhibitory trans-
mitters.

EXPANSION OF THE SIMPLIFIED
SYNAPTIC MODEL

To employ the above model in such a mannerthat it would serve as

a basis for the design of new experimental approaches, more detailed

proposals are required. Figures 10.2 and 10.3 show partial expansions

of the scheme presented in Figure 10.1 which can lead to studies of

specific biochemical and pharmacological relationships. The scheme

formalizes a highly oversimplified consideration of a single synapse at
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Figure 10.2 Expansion of Figure 10.1 with emphasis on some details of
regulation within the excitatory transmitter (E.T.) and inhibitory transmitter
(I.T.) systems.

which a single excitatory transmitter (E.T.) and a single inhibitory
transmitter (I.T.) are active. Eventually it may be found that several
E.T.s and |.T.s are active at individual synapses. Consideration will be
given only to gross membrane effects and transmitter storage, release,
and metabolism. Elsewhere, a beginning has been made toward a de-
tailed examination of some other pertinent features of a synapse, such
as ionic events during activation, possible rate-limiting metabolic steps,
glial-neuron-blood relationships, changes in connectivity at a synapse
with use and disuse, and neuronal specificity (Roberts, 1965: Roberts
et al., 1964).

Occasionally it has been helpful to think of the E.T. system in
relation to acetylcholine and the 1|.T. system in relation to y-ami-
nobutyric acid (yABA). However, it must be pointed out that in no
instance have both of these systems yet been proved to Operate at
a particular synapse, and it is certain that these substances are not
operative at all synapses. The synthesis of acetylcholine, a substance
exerting excitatory action on some neural membranes, is catalyzed by
choline acetylase and its hydrolysis by cholinesterase. yABA, an in-
hibitory substance which acts by increasing conductances of membranes
to K* and Cl- ions, is made from u-glutamic acid by glutamic de-
carboxylase and degraded by yABA-a-ketoglutarate transaminase. Both
yABA and acetylcholine are found in free and bound forms in the
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Figure 10.3. Expansion of Figure 10.2 with emphasis on possible genetic reg-

ulatory factors in the E.T. and I.T. systems.

vertebrate CNS, and experiments have shown that when these sub-

stances are applied to neural tissue they can undergo physical binding

to membranes.

REGULATION WITHIN THE

E.T. AND LT. SYSTEMS

When a particular neuronis effectively stimulated, there is liberated into

the synaptic cleft a free form of some of the E.T. that is contained

in the presynaptic terminals in a bound form (Figure 10.2). The free

form of E.T. is bound to the apposing postsynaptic membrane, produc-

ing depolarization, and the largest proportion of the liberated trans-

mitter is most likely destroyed rapidly by enzymes on the postsynaptic

membrane. Under conditions of stimulation which are normal for a

particular synapse, the formation of E.T. within the presynaptic ending

would take place at a rate commensurate with the rate of depletion so
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that, within relatively narrow limits, a constant level of E.T. would be
maintained in the presynaptic storage site. In the absence of all
synaptic activity the formation of E.T. would be stopped, possibly by
product inhibition, substrate limitation, or both. The latter control
mechanism is not shown in Figures 10.2 or 10.3 either for E.T. or I.T.

If acetylcholine is an example of E.T., it might be suggested that
when the acetylcholine content reaches high levels in the nerve endings
the choline acetylase system might cease to function, either because
of inhibition by acetylcholine itself or because the quantity of free
choline and acetyl CoA, the precursors of acetylcholine, might become
limiting. After stimulation and release of acetylcholine, the acetylcholine
level in those portions of the nerve ending from which it was released
could fall below the inhibitory level, and some of the choline and
acetate liberated by hydrolysis could be transported back into the
presynaptic site for reconversion to acetylcholine. Acetyl CoA formation
also could be enhanced by increased glycolysis consequent to de-
polarization (see Roberts, 1965, for discussion).

Under some circumstances (excessive stimulation, overproduction,
blockade of destructive enzymes) the rate of release of free E.T. would
exceed the rate of removal, and some of the undegraded transmitter
might be transported back into the presynaptic site and be available for
use again. If the condition of excessive accumulation of E.T. should
persist for long enough periods, it might act directly or indirectly at
a genetic level (Figure 10.3) as a repressor for the formation of mes-
senger RNA involved in the formation of the enzymes which form
E.T. and as a de-repressor for the formation of the RNA messengers
for enzymesinvolved in its destructive metabolism or conversion into
other substances(i.e., endogenous inhibitor).

Several of the considerations employed above in the case of E.T.
would apply to |.T. concerning the possible coordinations involved in
maintaining a steady-state situation with regard to storage, release,
synthesis, and destruction and will not be discussed again. |.T. would
be released into the synapse only after postsynaptic depolarization. It
would decrease the excitability of the presynaptic and postsynaptic
membranes to the depolarizing influence of a given afferent stimulus,
since presumably in the presence of |.T. fewer quanta of E.T. would
be liberated per impulse and the sensitivity to depolarization of the
postsynaptic membrane per quantum of E.T. would be less than in the
absence of I.T. Under ordinary circumstances either the rate of
removal of free I.T. would be great enough to remove all of it from
the synaptic region between impulses or the rates of liberation and
removal would be so coordinated that a constant amountof free I.T.
would be present at all times between stimulations, supplying a
modulatory ‘‘tone.’’ It would be more likely that at a particular synapse
there would be a constant background level of free yABAthan of free
acetylcholine, since the affinity of substrate for enzyme and turnover
number of the yABA-transaminase, the yABA-destroying enzyme sys-
tem, are much lower than those of cholinesterase. An additional de-
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fense against the escalation of free I.T. content would derive from its

inhibitory effect on depolarization of membranes; increased amounts

of free I.T. at a synapse would decrease its own release from post-

synaptic storage sites or from presynaptic terminals of interneurons.

REGULATION BETWEEN THE

E.T. AND I.T. SYSTEMS

Some cross regulations may exist between the E.T. and I.T. systems

which may become particularly important when rapid, large increases

either in I.T. or E.T. are produced by extensive blockade of the re-

spective degradative enzymes-with exogenously administered or endog-

enously formed (dashed lines, Figure 10.2) inhibitors. Products may

then be formed from |.T. and E.T. which ordinarily may not be formed

at all or which may exist only in low concentrations because of the

relatively low affinity of E.T. and I.T. for the enzymes involved. If, when

the breakdown of either E.T. or |.T. is inhibited, products are formed

that can inhibit the breakdown of I.T. or E.T., respectively, the en-

hanced excitability or depression attributable to the gross increases in

one or the other of these substances at a synapse would be balanced

by an increase in a physiologically equivalent quantity of the other.

In contrast to the small rapidly occurring adjustments (millisecond

time scale) taking place during normal synaptic activity, changes such

as those discussed above would be expected to berelatively great and

to persist for long periods of time (minute-hour time scale). In the

case of increased E.T., an initial period of increased excitability, as

measured by some physiological parameter, would be followed by a

gradual increase in I.T. content which would be paralleled by a return

of excitability to normal levels. Similarly, when I.T. would be increased

by blockade of its destruction, a period of decreased excitability would

be followed by an increase in E.T. content and the return of excitability

to normal. In both cases discussed above, the eventual result would be

the maintenance of essentially normal synaptic activity in the presence

of increased levels of both E.T. and I.T. If the latter suggestions are

correct, good correlations between estimates of E.T. or I.T., alone, and

synaptic excitability would be expected only at the beginning of the

induction of changes in contents of E.T. or I.T. However, at all times,

changes from the control levels in the relative amounts of E.T. and

|.T. should be well correlated with changes in excitability.

CHANGES IN REACTIVITY

OF MEMBRANES

Another factor which must be important in the regulation of synaptic

activity is the state of the pre- and postsynaptic membranes. It can

easily be imagined that the plasma membranes, which contain struc-

tural and enzymatic proteins, lipides, glycolipides, and polysaccharides

(Emmelot et al., 1964), would be subject to many local influences which
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might affect their physical state [pH, concentration of small charged

molecules (organic and inorganic), hormones, availability of water,

exogenously administered drugs, etc.]. Let us suppose that in the
environment of a particular synapse a change occurs which suddenly
decreases the sensitivity of the presynaptic membranes to stimulation

(see Figure 10.2). The same stimulus that had been causing the

liberation of a given amount of E.T. would liberate less than before,

the effect on the postsynaptic membrane would be less, and less I.T.
would be released following postsynaptic depolarization. The decreased
liberation of I.T. would result in an increased sensitivity of both pre-
and postsynaptic membranesto stimulation and a return toward normal
responsivity of the synapse. Likewise, an environmental change produc-
ing a decreased sensitivity of the postsynaptic membrane would lead
to less liberation of I.T., enabling the synapse to return to normal
operation. Conversely, an increased sensitivity of the membranes re-
sponding to stimulation would result in an increased release of I.T.
and a heightened inhibitory ‘‘tone’’ which would counterbalance the
hypersensitivity and keep the resultant synaptic activity within the
normal range.

FUNCTION OF NEURONAL CIRCUITS
AND SYNAPTIC ACTIVITY

Our eventual goal is to be able to test some of the above hypotheses
at intact individual synapses by ultramicro analyses of pertinent chem-
ical variables performed simultaneously with measurements of elec-
trical changes at pre- and postsynaptic endings. To date it has not
been possible to do this in vertebrate synapses. The only experimental
work which can be discussed with reference to the model presented
in this chapter is concerned with correlations between gross chemical
measurements in brains of animals and some aspect of behavior. Al-
though far from ideal, it is not entirely unreasonable to make inferences
about synaptic activity from some measurable parameters of behavior.

A single external event can produce the activation of circuits of
neurons. In any such circuit of synapses there would be expected a
variation in thresholds with regard to the amount of stimulation re-
quired to activate the individual synapses. Until the synapse with the
highest threshold is activated, the circuit, as such, will not fire, and
only those synapses in the chain up to the inactive member will be
able to reflect the impingement of a single externally applied stimulus.
When a whole behaving organism is presented with an effective stim-
ulus, which consists of a perceived pattern of changes in the environ-
ment, it would be expected that many neuronal circuits would be set
into activity. It may be assumed that the greater the numberof perti-
nent circuits operative under a given pattern of stimulation, the greater
would be the probability of a rapid and efficient processing and analysis
of the data for use of the perceiving organisms and the more effective
would be the responseto the stimulus (behavior).
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If the above assumption is correct, it should be possible to make
reasonable predictions about the effects of various types of treatments
(including that with drugs) on complex neuronal functions, if their
effects on synaptic function are known. The types of effects of the
treatments would be expected to be inhibitory, excitatory (or facili-
tatory), or pathological. Inhibitory and facilitatory substances or pro-
cedures would exert their detectable influences by acting in such a
manner that more or less stimulation, respectively, would be required

to initiate firing of the synapse with the highest threshold, and, there-
fore, more or less stimulation would be needed to activate the entire
circuit. There are a number of potential sites of these effects at the
synapse (pre- and postsynaptic membranes,glial cells, capillaries). The
primary effects at any of these sites could be on some aspect of their
physical structure, on an enzymatic function that may be related to

the metabolic maintenance of the site, or on the synthesis or degrada-
tion of a transmitter substance involved in maintaining coordinated
function. between the synaptic components.

The following substances are known to increase neural excitability
and alsoto facilitate learning when given in moderate doses: strychnine,
picrotoxin, amphetamine, 5,7-diphenyl-1,3-diazadamantan-6-ol, thy-

roxine, nicotine, caffeine, potassium, and physostigmine. Substances
known to decrease neural excitability, which also have been shown to
inhibit learning, are calcium, various barbiturates, ether, and carbon

dioxide (Glickman, 1961; Hudspeth, 1964; McGaugh et al., 1961).

Substances or procedures exerting pathological effects at the synapse,

which may include high levels of those which in smaller amounts cause

excitation or inhibition, would act by producing sufficient disorganiza-

tion in synaptic function so that at least some synapses in key circuits

would cease to function as effective cybernetic units, and, therefore,

the circuits of which these synapses are a part also would not function

properly. Procedures producing convulsions and spreading depression

would be included in the pathological category.

Some excitatory substances, when given in large amounts, produce

paroxysmal discharges and seizures. However, it is certain that the

modes of action of these substances at a molecular level are widely

different, ranging from alterations produced in the physical state of

the neural membranes by direct combination with some component

in them to the inhibition of cholinesterase, which results in the ac-

cumulation of acetylcholine. Whatever their mechanism of action, these

substances destroy the effectiveness of the systems of checks and

balances that exist between inhibitory and excitatory phenomena at

synapses in key neural circuits and allow uncoordinated excitation to

take place. Similarly, some inhibitory substances, probably acting by

a variety of mechanisms, can cause anesthesia and finally death when

given in excess. Indeed, little about the detailed mechanism of action

can be inferred from the study of the effects on intact animals of

substances that either cause convulsive seizures or prevent them if

corresponding measurements of pertinent substances in the CNS are

not carried out at the sametime.
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TYPES OF STUDIES WHICH

EVENTUALLY MAY BE RELATABLE
TO THE SYNAPTIC MODEL

Elevation of I.T.

In a recent series of experiments (Kuriyama et al., 1965) the time

course of changes in brain content of yABA andsensitivity to electro-

convulsive shock were studied in mice after administration of ami-

nooxyacetic acid (AOAA), an inhibitor of yABA transaminase. The

increase in yABA content as a function of time after AOAA administra-

tion (25 mg/kg) was biphasic. A plateau in ABA level was attained

between 3 and 4 hours, and a subsequent secondary rise took place

between 4 and 6 hours. Elevated values were still observed after a

24-hour priod. There was a remarkable decrease in electroshock-seizure

incidence (75-ma stimulus) during the first 114 hours after AOAA.

Subsequently, the susceptibility to seizures began to return to normal,

attaining the control values at 6 hours, at which time the yABA content

was maximal. Figure 10.4 shows a three-dimensional plot in which

Seizure incidence and whole brain yABA contents (as percent of con-
trol values) are plotted as a function of time for 6 hours after the

administration of AOAA. Only during the first 1144-hour period was

there a correlation of decrease in seizure susceptibility with increase

in yABA content. Thereafter, the seizure susceptibility increased while
the yABA content continued to rise.
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Figure 10.4 Three-dimensional plot of seizure susceptibility and yABA
content of brains of mice as a function of time after administration of 25
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One of the possibilities suggested by the above data is that the
increases in yABA levels and changes in seizure susceptibility after
administration of AOAA are completely unrelated. Another possibility
is that a relationship exists but is localized to a particular, small
region in the brain or can be found only by analysis of those neuronal
regions from which neuroactive substances are liberated during func-
tion in the CNS. The latter points are now being further explored in
our laboratory by study of smaller brain regions and by analysis of
isolated nerve endings from normal and AOAA-treated mice with regard
to yABA content and the activity of the enzymes involved in its
metabolism.

Another way to view the problem is consistent with the formulation

in Figure 10.2. yABA may, indeed, be importantly involved in de-
creasing neuronal excitability soon after yABA transaminase blockade
with AOAA, and total brain yABA may be directly related to the
physiologically effective amounts of the substance; but compensatory

increases in excitatory factors, decreases in inhibitory factors other
than yABA, or both, may take place, with the consequent restoration
of normal sensitivity to electroshock in spite of the persistence of

elevations in yABA content. With the above in mind, it was of interest
to examine the type of relationship between yABA content and pro-

tection against seizures during the first 114 hours after AOAA (Figure

10.5). At the lower levels of yABA a linear relationship was found to
exist between seizure susceptibility and brain yABA content, with the

Curve approaching the point of complete protection asymptotically, as

would be expected if some saturatable inhibitory neuronal site were

involved.
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and protection against seizures (75-ma current) during

the first 114-hour period after administration of amino-

oxyacetic acid (25 mg/kg).
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A further look at Figure 10.4 reveals the interesting fact that the

inflection point of the first portion of the yABA curve occurred at the

time when the curve of seizure susceptibility began to rise toward

normal, and the inflection point of the latter curve just preceded the

beginning of the second rise in yABA content. This would be under-

standable in terms of a biochemical servomechanism in which a

progressive, self-limited increase in amount of effective excitatory

transmitter (increased rate of formation, decreased rate of destruction,

increased sensitivity of receptor) or a progressive, self-limited decrease

in effective amount of one or more inhibitory substances other than

yABA would be triggered off at the time when the increase in yABA

is occurring at the maximal rate (inflection point); likewise, at the time

of maximal rate of change of the compensatory change, a secondary

rise in ~yABA could be induced through an increase in the rate of its

formation or a decrease in the rate of utilization. Glutamic acid, a

potentially important excitatory factor in the CNS, did not increase

after AOAA. Work on acetylcholine content is in progress.

Elevation of E.T.

A well-studied case of a persistent elevation of acetylcholine content

in the brain is that of the ep strain of mice (Kurokawaetal., 1961,

1963; Naruse et al., 1960), in which susceptibility to convulsions after

successive movements causing loss of postural equilibrium is inherited

as a Mendelian dominant characteristic. The convulsive threshold to

pentamethylenetetrazole is lower in the ep strain than in the normal

strain studied. Spontaneous convulsions do not occur in the ep mice

under ordinary cage conditions. A morphological basis for the defect

could not be found onhistological examination of these mice. Postural

stimulation did not induce convulsions in animals younger than 7 weeks

and brought on seizures only in an incomplete form in animals between

7 and 10 weeks of age. Full-blown, but not lethal, convulsions could

be produced in all animals of both sexes of the susceptible strain at

all subsequent ages.

The acetylcholine levels of the brains of ep mice were 40 to 60

percent higher than those of the other strains studied. At 4, 5, 6, and

7 weeks of age and in adults the levels for the ep strain were 2.09,

2.31, 2.54, 2.66, and 2.86 pg/g, respectively; for a control strain

(gpc) the corresponding values were 1.47, 1.65, 1.94, 1.95, and 1.95

pe/s, respectively. The brain yABA content in the ep mice also was

40 to 50 percent higher than in the control strain, while both glutamine

and glutamic acid levels were approximately 30 percent lower. Thus,

both acetylcholine and yABA levels were found to be higher to ap-

proximately the same relative extent in the brains of the ep mice. The

enzyme catalyzing the synthesis of acetylcholine from choline and

acetyl CoA, choline acetylase, was found to be 50 percent higher in

the ep mice than in the other three strains tested. The increased

choline acetylase activity probably furnishes the explanation for the

higher value of acetylcholine in the brains of the ep mice, since the

activities of the cholinesterase and the enzymecatalyzing the synthesis

of acetyl CoA did not differ significantly between the ep mice and the
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control strains. In a study of the content of particle-bound acetylcholine
in homogenates of brains of ep and normal mice it was found that
the labile component (liberated by osmotic dilution) in the ep strain
was twice that found in normal mice: the level of stable acetylcholine
was approximately the same. The labile fraction of bound acetylcholine
may be the fraction liberated during nerve activity, since decreases
in this fraction were found to parallel decreases in total acetylcholine
in animals that had been convulsed (Kurokawa et al., 1963).

The above data tentatively may be placed into the scheme shownin
Figures 10.2 and 10.3 as follows: For some, as yet unknown, genetic
reason (failure of repression or too much de-repression?) the activity
of the enzyme that forms E.T. is greater than normal in the CNS of
the ep mouse. This results in an increased level of labile, or phys-
iologically available, E.T. in presynaptic storage sites of E.T. A given
external stimulus releases more than normal amounts of E.T. at the

indiscriminate spread of impulses and convulsions, a tendency com-
pensated’ for by higher levels of I.T. in physiologically available
Storage sites and an increased release of I.T. at synapses consequent
to nerve activity. As a result, the animal could live out its life with-
out visible handicap under ordinary laboratory conditions. The neuronal
System poised at the above level would have less stability than the
normal one; thus, intense stimulation would lead to incoordination
in the least-compensated circuits, which would be reflected behaviorally
in a failure to adjust normally to certain types of environmental stresses.

Decreased Sensitivity of
Neuronal Membranes

It is not unreasonable to assume from data in the literature that barbi-
turates may exert their inhibitory action at synapses by decreasing the
excitability of both pre- and postsynaptic membranes. Reasoning from
Our synaptic model, it could easily be Suggested how, during the ad-
diction to these drugs, compensatory phenomena might take place
which would cause more E.T. and less I.T. to be liberated per impulse,
thus enabling essentially normal Synaptic transmission to take place in
Spite of decreased sensitivity of the membranes. It has been reported
that barbiturates cause an increase of bound acetylcholine in the cere-
bral cortex of the cat (McLennan and Elliott, 1951) and a decreasein
total yABA content of the cerebral cortex of the rat (Baxter, personal
communication). If the barbiturate should be withdrawn suddenly, the
sensitivity of the membrane sites would return to normal, probably
shortly after the blood level had fallen, while it would be expected
that the enzyme systems overproducing E.T. and underproducing I.T.
would take longer to return to levels of the predrug period. Therefore,
hyperexcitability would be expected to result upon drug withdrawal. In-
deed, convulsions and other neural disturbances occur in animals and
man during barbiturate withdrawal, indicating a pathological predomi-
nance of excitatory influences. If the above general concept has some
validity, then an elevation of YyABAlevels during the withdrawal of
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barbiturates in addicted organisms should decrease the severity of the

symptoms.

A pertinent experiment based on the above suggestion was per-

formed in which dogs were addicted to barbital (Essig, 1963). After

complete withdrawal of the drug, a control group was given saline

and an experimental group was given AOAA, which elevates yABA

levels. There was a dramatic difference in the behavior of the two

groups. All the controls showed convulsions, status epilepticus being

attained in a number of instances, and a 56 percent mortality occurred

in the first 7 days after withdrawal. Far fewer seizures and deaths

were found among the treated dogs, some of the animals showing no

seizures at all during the 7-day period of administration of AOAA.

When administration of AOAA was terminated at 7 days after cessation

of the barbiturate, several of the dogs showed convulsions for thefirst

time. The latter observation is in keeping with the suggestion of a slow

return to normal of the compensatory changes developed during bar-

biturate addiction. Although not proved, it seems likely that AOAA

exerts at least part of its inhibitory action in this instance through

increasing the level of yABA in the CNS. Dilantin, acetazolamide, and

pyridoxine failed to show anticonvulsant effects under these conditions.

GENERAL COMMENT

The time is not yet ripe for a complete experimental test of the model

presented in this chapter. First must come a much more complete

identification of synaptically active excitatory and inhibitory transmitters

and the attainment of pertinent information about the mechanisms of

their formation, storage, release, mode of action, and degradation. In

each case crucial questions must be answered, like those about yABA.

Is it released from the presynaptic terminals of all neurons in the CNS

or just from the terminals of special neurons which are part of feed-

back circuitry and which liberate yABA onto presynaptic and/or post-

synaptic elements of particular synapses? Or is yABA formed chiefly

postsynaptically (in dendrites and perikarya) in neurons throughout the

CNS, maintained in a bound or sequestered form, and liberated into

the synaptic cleft upon depolarization of the postsynaptic membranein

amounts which bear some quantitative relationship to the degree of

depolarization?

We must move step by step, from types of experiments in which

correlations are made between a measurable behavioral variable and

biochemical measurements in whole brains or grossly dissected portions

thereof, to the ultimate goal of a kinetic study of the interplay of

pertinent biochemical and physiological factors in a single synapse

which is functioning as an integral part of intact neuronal circuitry

and whose function is being monitored by measurement of the elec-

trical responses at both pre- and postsynaptic terminals. Recent ex-

periments (Gibson and Mclliwain, 1965) in which continuous intracellular

recordings have been made from cells of guinea pig cortex slices

suitably maintained in vitro have given a promising new tool.
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Difficult problems must be faced in any attempts to determine
whether or not there is a causal relationship between thealteration of a
particular biochemical variable and a measurable synaptic or behavioral
change in the organism in which the change is induced. The model
presented requires that the balance between the E.T. and LT. systems,
rather than the absolute amount of either E.T. or I.T., would be im-
portant in the regulation of activity at synapses. It is now necessary
to turn from more simple and comfortable courses of action and to
undertake the multivariant analytical approaches which are worthy of
the cybernetic control mechanismsthat exist in synapses.

The type of synapse discussed in this and preceding chapters in
largely conjectural biochemical and biological terms would be a suitable
nodal element for circuits with plastic properties in which there is
plasticity because the connectivity of the net as well as that of the
nodal elements is use- and time-dependent (Roberts, 1965: Roberts and
Baxter, 1963; Roberts et al., 1964). In such networks there could be
“memory without record.’’ The actual demonstration that synapses have
the general properties suggested in this chapter would make a great
contribution to the understanding of many of the integrative functions
of the nervous system observed in behaving organisms.
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INTRODUCTION

R. C. Roberts

Just about a hundred years ago, Mendel uncovered the fundamental
concepts of genetics. His success in an area where others before him
had floundered can probably be attributed to two factors. Firstly,
Mendel recorded his data quantitatively and examined them by
numerical methods; this approach led him to formulate the cardinal
principles of segregation and independent assortment. Secondly, and
just as importantly, Mendel carefully chose to work with certain
characteristics of his peas that could be Sharply distinguished one
from the other; one cursory glance at a pea seed would besufficient
to establish whether it was wrinkled or round.
When Mendel’s work was rediscovered (“reexamined” would

probably be a better word) at the turn of the century, it was just his
care in’ choosing his characteristics that led to some fierce polemics
concerning the generality of his results. Whereas Mendel’s tall and
Short peas, for instance, showed a distinct contrast, the same is
not generally true of, say, humanstature. Among human beings
there is a continuous distribution of stature from the very tall to the
very short and, as Galton had shown, the inheritance of such traits
appeared to be intermediate; offspring tended to reflect the mean
height of their two parents and did not partition themselves into neat
ratios of tall to short. This apparent anomaly was reflected in the
sharp cleavage of opinion in British genetics during the early years
of this century. The major dramatis personae were probably Bate-
son on the one hand, who wasactively multiplying examples of Men-
delian inheritance, and on the other hand the biometricians, es-
pecially Weldon, who claimed that traits such as height and weight
could not involve the Mendelian mechanism. Initially, at least, the
biometricians tended to dismiss Mendelism as a trivial exception to
the common-blending type of inheritance displayed by continuously
varying characters.

Outside Great Britain, these differences of opinion and of ap-
proach were not thrown into such sharp relief. In the United States,
East, who workedwith ear length in corn, had proposed the multiple-
factor hypothesis to explain his results by about 1910. Contempo-
raneously in Sweden, Nilsson-Ehle drew an identical inference from
the inheritance of kernel color in wheat. Indeed Mendel, in the sec-
ond part of his original paper, had hinted at a similar explanation of
what he called the “enigmatical results” from the inheritance of
flower color in crosses of Phaseolus species. However, the precise
synthesis of ideas about single- and multiple-factor types of inherit-
ance was notfinally established until about 1918-1920. This was
achieved independently by R. A. Fisher in Great Britain and Sewall
Wright in the United States, who showed that the results on the in-
heritance of continuously varying characters were a necessary con-
212
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sequence of “Mendelian” inheritance as the number of factors in-

creased.

Although this common ground was established almost 50 years

ago, the methods and concepts of monogenic and polygenic inherit-

ance have to some extent remained distinct. Basically, they have a

common feature. Individuals with observable phenotypes are com-

pared with specified relatives, say parents or sibs. But where the in-

dividuals cannot be placed unambiguously in clearly defined cate-

gories, i.e., where the variation is continuous, special methods must

be invoked, and the genetic questions to ask must be phrased ap-

propriately. Arithmetical summaries of simple ratios must give way

to a somewhat moreelaborate statistical treatment. For this reason,

the genetic analysis of continuously varying characters deploys spe-

cial techniques that have been developed for the purpose.

Part IIL of this book describes some of the concepts and methods

whereby the genetics of continuously varying characters may be

examined. Many laboratory measurements of behavior are of this

kind, and where adequate data exist, it also seems that the measure-

ments are, in part, the products of polygenic systems of inheritance.

The resolution of the variance of such a measurement therefore de-

mands that the appropriate genetic techniques should be employed.

No claim is made that Part III is an exhaustive treatise on quantita-

tive genetics; neither is any particular approach advocated at the

expense of others. Rather, it has been our aim to present some gen-

eral ideas of what quantitative genetics is about and how the ge-

netic investigation of quantitative traits may proceed. If any reader

deems such an approach to be relevant to his research requirements,

it is our hope that he may at least gain some reading knowledge of

the language of quantitative genetics and, to that extent, facilitate his

access to further literature on the subject.

Part III comprises four chapters. The first is by Roberts, who

outlines some concepts and methods in quantitative genetics, with

special regard to outbred populations. In the second chapter, Hirsch

describes how the genetic analysis of strains of Drosophila selected

for geotaxis may be pursued further by establishing the influences of

individual chromosomes and the interactions between them. Bruell,

in the third chapter, examines the consequences for behavioral

studies of the crossing of inbred strains, with a discussion of the

evolutionary implications of genetic findings. If several inbred strains

are completely intercrossed, the data can be assembled into what is

known as a diallel table. A special genetic analysis of such data is

described by Broadhurst in the fourth chapter. Broadhurst also dis-

cusses some topics of general interest in quantitative genetics; these

are environmental control, maternal effects, scaling, and genotype-

environment interactions.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantitative genetics is the study of the inheritance of characters
where the individual effects of the genes concerned are obscured from
view. Let us consider for a moment a typical example of such a
character—body weight in the mouse. We know of several genes that
affect body weight; for instance, the yellow coat-color gene makes the
mouse noticeably heavier. Some mutant genes, such as pygmy or
obese, are most easily identifiable through their effect on weight. How-
ever, the effect of such genesis large enough for them to be rec-
ognized on a given genetic background, and they are best studied
through the established methods of formal genetics; their dominance,
pleiotropic, and epistatic relationships can be described, and they can
often be located on the linkage map of the mouse. But if we take
a closer look at a litter of mice, Segregating for, say, the obese mutant,
we could immediately score the animals by eye into obese ones and
“normals.’’ Among the two classes, we could detect further differences
in body weight, though perhaps we should require a balance to rank
them accurately. We should discover further, if we were to carry out
the appropriate experiments, that these smaller differences in weight
are also in part heritable. But we can no longer recognize the genes

* Acknowledgment: Readers familiar with D. S. Falconer’s Introduction to Quantitative
Genetics will recognize the source of much of the material in this chapter. It is a
pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to this source and to thank Dr. Falconer
for reading this manuscript.
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responsible for this variation, nor are we sure exactly in what way they

affect body weight. Whereas we know that the obese gene increases

the amount of fat, we could not be sure whetherthe residual variation

in weight is due to slight variation in adiposity, in skeletal size, or in

what. Through elaborate experimentation, we could perhaps discover

answers to some of these questions, but we should fail to disentangle the

individual genes involved because their effect is masked by other genes,

perhaps having an identical effect. We are now in the domain of

quantitative genetics, where individuals differ because they contain

different samples of the alleles that potentially affect the character

but where the investigator cannot know which particular alleles affect

particular individuals. This kind of variation immediately implies a

statistical approach. In practice, these quantitative characters, aS we

shall call them, are also subject to a certain amountof environmental

variation. Our example of body weight is an obvious case; differences

in nutrition, for instance, will obviously be reflected in the measure-

ments. But environmental variation is not limited to quantitative char-

acters, for it is to be found also in the expression of single genes.

lt seems reasonable to presume, at this stage, that many aspects

of behavior, such as activity and learning, require a quantitative scale

of measurement in their treatment. Certainly, some genes exist whose

behavioral effects are clear without refined measurements. As a specific

example, the gene causing phenylketonuria in human beings has a well-

known and markedeffect on intelligence. This gene is therefore a source

of variation in intelligence among individuals, but no one would argue

that this gene, or genes like it, accounts for all the genetic variation

in intelligence. Indeed, such genes do not appear as a Cause of

variation among the so-called ‘‘normal’’ individuals at all. Yet, these

‘normal’ individuals are known to vary, and such variation is known

to be, in part, of genetic origin. Similarly, phenylketonuric individuals

vary among themselves, and it may be presumed that this variation

also is caused, in part, by some of the genes that are responsible

for variation among nonphenylketonuric individuals. Although genes

such as the one causing phenylketonuria are dramatic in their effect,

their occurrence is relatively infrequent, and they cannot therefore be

regarded as an important sourceof variation in intelligence in a human

population. The study of genetics is thus limited in scope if it is con-

fined to genes causing ‘‘abnormalities.’’ Quantitative genetics finds its

application in the resolution of the ‘‘normal’’ range of variation.

The following, then, are the premises of quantitative genetics. A

quantitative character is presumed to be affected by a number of

genes, whose individual effects are small. Whereas it is clearly absurd

to suppose that all the effects of such genes are interchangeable at the

level of the primary gene action, the effects are nevertheless deemed

to be interchangeable at the level of the measurement. This says no

more than that a given body weight, for instance, can be the end

product of several distinct developmental pathways. It is a further

premise that the genes affecting a quantitative character can exhibit all

the properties associated with the so-called ‘‘Mendelian’’ genes, such
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as dominance, epistasis, and linkage, but that ‘‘quantitative’’ genes
Possess no properties that are unknown in formal genetics.

Quantitative genetics differs from formal genetics essentially by
virtue of the fact that the effects of all the genes involved cannot be
identified individually. It does not differ, as is sometimes supposed,
because a character is measured rather than scored nor because such
a character often exhibits a large amount of environmental variation.
Superimposed on the framework of formal genetics is a statistical
approach which has given rise to a Specialized methodology. This
has inevitably led to specialized concepts and to specialized thinking,
but the concern is still with genes and not with mathematical relation-
ships.

THE RECOGNITION OF THE GENETIC
BASIS OF A QUANTITATIVE CHARACTER

Suppose we were interested in a character exhibiting a range of con-
tinuous variation—characters such as intelligence in a human popula-
tion or activity scores in mice. We should need to know whether
differences between individuals were in any way related to differences
in their genotypes and also whether such genotypic differences occurred
at one locus or at more. We should eventually need to know what
proportion of the variation was attributable to genetic sources.

The first of these questions is sometimes easy to answer, especially
if it is rephrased. Given known genotypic differences between animals,
do corresponding differences appear in the character that we are
examining? The answerto this question is facilitated in some laboratory
Species, such as mice or Drosophila, by the use of genetically homo-
geneous material, most commonly inbred strains. Any variation within
such a strain is presumed to be environmental in Origin. If, however,
an analysis of variance reveals excess variation over this amount
between strains kept under uniform conditions, there is clear evidence
that the character shows genetic variation. It is preferable that several
Strains should be employed in the search for genetic variation in this
way and that these should furthermore be of diverse origin. Even so,
the absence of a difference between strains is not clear proof that
the character shows no genetic variation in the species at large, for the
Strains examined may have been fixed for the same genes controlling
this character or for genes whose sum effect is similar. However, this
is perhaps unlikely. In species where inbred material is unavailable, it
may be possible to substitute geographical races or even subspecies
for inbred strains.

Having found genetic variation, we need to know whetherit is con-
trolled by one gene or by more than one. In the presence of environ-
mental variation, this may not be as easy as it sounds. The approach
is to examine for segregation groups of progeny from parents of
known values, employing backcrosses, intercrosses,etc., exactly as we
would if the character displayed little or no environmental variation,
and where the classes of progeny might then be discrete. Perhaps the
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mostcritical type of mating would be between parents of intermediate

value, to see whether the full range of expression is obtained in the

progeny, as expected on a single-locus model. It is seen that environ-

mental variation would make it difficult to recognize more than one

locus and well-nigh impossible to recognize even a single polyallelic

locus. A confusing situation can also arise in the case of threshold

characters. Such characters may under certain conditions mimic single-

gene characters rather closely.

Unless we can establish that the genetic variation of the character

is controlled by a single locus, or by a few recognizable loci, we have

in effect a quantitative character, and the genetic questions to ask

must be phrased accordingly. These questions will not refer particularly

to individual animals, whose genetic constitution is unknown, but

rather to populations of animals, where the sum effect of the genes

is more clearly seen. We need to know how muchofthetotal variation

is due to various genetic causes, for it is axiomatic that the importance

of a source of variation is proportional to the contribution it makes

to the total variation. We need to know the extent to which relatives,

On average, resemble one another, for this is what we really mean

when we say that a character has a genetic basis. (All characters are

genetic in the sense that genes are sine qua non for their existence.)

We need to know whether we can manipulate the genes to change the

level of expression of the character, otherwise our research work may

become circumscribed. And we need to know how those genes are most

readily manipulated, otherwise our time may be wasted. It is to ques-

tions such as these that much of what follows will be devoted.

THE SOURCES OF VARIATION

IN THE POPULATION

Let us first examine what genetic factors affect the average performance

of a population of animals, and what factors contribute to differences

between individuals. To do this, we need to determine the population

mean and the genotypic variance. An understanding of these param-

eters is necessary for the further development of ideas about quan-

titative genetics. The symbolism, terminology, and derivations used

throughout this chapter follow those used by Falconer (1960).

The phenotypic value (P) of an individual consists of two parts, a

genotypic value (G), determined by the individual’s genetic constitution,

and an environmental deviation (E), which may be either positive or

negative. The environmental deviations are taken to be such that their

sum over the whole population Is zero.

P=G+E where SE =O

It is a fundamental feature of the formulation that G and E are

uncorrelated, and since some behaviorists may consider this an un-

warranted premise, the point should perhaps be elaborated. It seems

obvious that an animal's genotype may influence its choice of environ-
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Figure 11.1 Relationship between genotype, environment, and phenotype,
in schematic form, whereby the environmental deviations are defined as
being independent of the genotype.

ment, which would therefore introduce a correlation between the two.
This indeed may be so, even under a carefully regulated laboratory
regime. However, this phenomenon, where it may exist, should be
examined in the context of the pathway from the genotype to the
phenotype, in this case behavior. The ramifications in this pathway
are manifold and complex; for the present purposes, let us consider
the grossly simplified version depicted in Figure 11.1. The genotype
may influence the phenotype either by means of biochemical or other
processes, labeled for convenience as ‘‘development,” or by means
of influencing the animal's choice of environment. But this second
pathway, just as muchasthefirst, is a genetic one: formally it matters
not one whit whether the effects of the genes are mediated through
the external environment or directly through, say, the ribosomes. In
either case, the genotype affects the phenotype, and in this sense, all
that comes between the two can be lumped together in a ‘“‘black box’’
and treated as various parts of the same genetic process. This has
complete operational validity, for the properties of a system can be
explored (and often must be explored) without specifying completely
the individual components of the system. There are of course powerful
precedents for this approach in the physical sciences. But to return to
the absence of a correlation between the genotypic values and the
environmental deviations, the environment is defined as that which
affects the phenotype independently of the genotype. If an effect stems
from the genes, it is genetic; any other effect is an environmental one.

Since XE = 0,it follows that the average genotypic value of the indi-
viduals in a population is equal to their average phenotypic value and
that either can be referred to as the population mean (M). Symbolically,

P—=G=M

To see what genetic factors affect the mean level of performance
in a population, we shall begin with a single locus with two alternative
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alleles, A, and A,. Let the frequency of A, be p, and that of A, be q,

where p+ q = 1. It follows that,if diploid organisms mate at random,

there will appear among the offspring three genotypes, A,A,, AjA,,

and A.A,in the ratio of p*: 2 pq : q’, respectively. We must now assign

scale values to the three genotypes. Let the homozygote A,A, exceed

in value the homozygote A.A, by a quantity 2a on the scale of measure-

ment. In other words, if the midpoint between the two homozygotes IS

regarded as the zero level, A,A, has a deviation of +a, and A,A, a

deviation —a. Unlike many models of ‘‘Mendelian’’ dominance, the

value of the heterozygote need not coincide with that of either

homozygote. Let the deviation of the heterozygote, A,A,, from the

zero level be d, which can assumeeither sign and any value.

Genotype

A.A, A,A> A,A,

$$

ot

—a 0 d +a

Genotypic value

Thus, if d=-+ta, this represents the complete dominance of the A,

allele, with respect to this character, while if d > +a, it represents an

overdominant situation. The illustration above depicts partial dominance

of the A,allele.

We can now derive an expression for the population mean. The

model can be expressed in tabular form as in Table 11.1. Multiplying

each value by its frequency and summating over the three genotypes,

the mean (m) of the population for this particular locus is

m= pa + 2pqd — qa
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since p+q=1.

Summating over all relevant loci, the population mean (M) for the

character measuredis

M = Xa(p — q) + 22dpq

Let us consider briefly the factors that affect the mean genotypic

value and thus the mean phenotypic value of the population. The

mean depends on (1) the values of a and d and (2) the gene frequency

q. For instance, it is easily seen that, at intermediate gene frequencies,

the population mean is largely determined by the value of the heterozy-

gotes, e.g., if p=q= %, p—q=O and the numerical value of pq

is at a maximum. At more extreme gene frequencies, the heterozygotes

 

Table 11.1

Genotype A,A, A,A, A,A,

Value +a d —a

Frequency p? 2pq ¢
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have correspondingly less effect on the mean. It may be mentioned
here that, since a and d are fixed values for any given locus under a
Specified set of conditions, the Only genetic way of changing the
population mean is by changing the gene frequencies.

The average genotypic value of a population is easily measured, as
indicated, by the average phenotypic values. However, the genotypic
values of individuals are theoretical values which could be measured
only if a genotype could be replicated many times and placed in all
the environments to which the population is subjected. In any case,
the genotypic value of an individual, considered as a summation over
many loci, is not of paramount interest in genetic work, for it refers
to a unique combination of genes drawn at random from the population
gene pool. Considering again at a single locus of a diploid organism,
the two genes at that locus, whether the same or different, are repre-
sented in the gametes with equal frequencies. The part of the genotypic
value of the parent transmitted to the offspring is the average effect of
those two genes, considered separately. Take, for instance, the A,
allele, uniting at random with other alleles of the A locus in the popu-
lation. In p cases, it unites with another A, allele, giving genotypesof
value -++a; in q cases, it unites with A,, giving genotypes of value d.
The mean value of genotypes deriving from the A, alleles is therefore
pa + qd. The average effect (a,) of the A, allele is the deviation of
these genotypes from the population mean for that locus:

a,= (pa + qd) —[a(p — q)+ 2dpq]
= qla + d(q — p)]

Similarly, it may be shown that the average effect of the A, allele
is

a,= —pla+d(q — p)]

tion at the locus in the population. The A, allele is distributed between
the genotypes A,A, and A.A, in the ratio p/qg. There is therefore a
probability of p that the substitution would change the A,A, genotype
to A,A, and thus change the value from d to +a. Likewise, there is a
probability of q that the effect of the substitution would be to change the
value from —a to d. Thus, the average effect of gene substitution (q)is

a=p(a—d)+q(d+a)
=a+d(q—p)

The same formula can be derived by supposing that the substitution
is in the opposite direction, i.e., if an A, allele were to be replaced
by an A., except that the sign of the expression would then be negative.
This expression shows that the average effect of a gene is, in fact,
the average effect of a gene substitution, weighted by the opportunity
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for that substitution to occur, i.e., by the frequency of the alternative

allele. Thus,

QA, = qa

It is also seen that the average effect of a gene substitution is the

difference between the average effect of the twoalleles.

Q,—-®=(qt+pla=a

These algebraic manipulations may appear for the moment to be

somewhatirrelevant, but they are the foundations of some of the basic

concepts of quantitative genetics. They lead immediately to one such

concept, the breeding value, which, unlike the genotypic value, can be

measured in an individual animal. It refers to the average effect of the

individual genes that a parent transmits to its offspring, and we have

just seen that this represents only a part of the genotypic value. For

instance, in a fully dominant situation, where d= +a, the genotypic

values of A,A, and A,A,are identical, whereas their breeding values are

clearly different, because the latter will produce some A,A, offspring

' while the former cannot. The breeding values of the three genotypes can

be written as the sum of the average effect of their two genes con-

sidered separately. As the average effects were derived as deviations

from the population mean, the breeding values are also expressed

as deviations.

lf an individual is mated to a sufficiently large number of animals

drawn at random from the population, its breeding value can be

measured directly as twice the deviation of the progeny group from

the population mean. It has to be twice, because the gametes of the

individual concerned unite at random with others, which by definition

have a deviation of zero from the population mean. Thus, if a male

mouse has progeny whose weight, on average, exceeds the pop-

ulation mean by 2.5 grams, the male’s breeding value is +5 grams.

If it is mated to a female whose own breeding value is also +5, the

expected genotypic value of the offspring is +5. But if the female

has a breeding value of —7, the expected genotypic value of the off-

spring is then —1 gram.

The breeding value is often called the additive value of the genotype,

and the average effect of a gene may be referred to as its additive

effect. The variance associated with this source will later be termed

the additive variance. Although this terminology is probably self-

explanatory, care should be taken not to confuse it with additive gene

  

Table 11.2

Genotype Breeding value

A,A, 2aa

A,A, (q—P)a
A.A, —2pa
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Frequency

q’ 2pq p’
Figure 11.2 Graphical representation of genotypic val-
ues (closed circles) and breeding values (open circles)
of the genotypes for a locus with twoalleles A, and A,,
at frequencies p and q. Horizontal scale: numberof A,
genes in the genotype. Vertical scales of value: on left,
arbitrary values as explained in the text: on right, devi-
ations from the population mean. The figure is drawn
to scale for the values d = 34a and q = 4. (From
Falconer, 1960. By courtesy of author and publisher.)

action. Additive gene action implies that the heterozygote value lies
midway between that of the two homozygotes. The additive effect of
a gene refers specifically to its average effect in the population, which
has been shown to depend, inter alia, on the dominance. Thus, a fully
dominant gene (d= +a) has a perfectly well-defined additive effect,
while its action would be described as nonadditive. ,

The breeding or additive value, then, represents a part of the
genotypic value. The difference between the two is represented
graphically in Figure 11.2. This is a plot of values against the number
of A, alleles. The closed circles represent genotypic values, while the
line is the least-squares regression fit to these points, weighted by
the number of individuals that each point represents. This weighting
is therefore determined by the gene frequencies in that population.
The value at which the line intersects the position of the genotypes
on the gene-dosage axis represents the additive value of those geno-
types (open circles). The difference between the additive value of the
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heterozygote and that of either of the two homozygotes represents

the additive effect of the gene substitution.

2qa—(q-—pla=(qt+p)a=a

The deviation of each point from the line represents the part of the

genotypic values not accounted for by the additive values. These

deviations are known as dominance deviations and are always present

when the degree of dominance is not zero. If we label the additive

effect A and the dominance part D, then

G=-=A+D

and

P=A+D-+E

In accordance with the terminology we have adopted, the dominance

deviations may be referred to as nonadditive effects of the genes.

The dominance deviations are the residual effects of combining genes

in pairs, over and above the average effects of the genes considered

separately.

The algebraic expressions for D for each locus are obtained by

subtracting A from G, after first expressing G on the same basis

as A, that is, as a deviation. Thus for the A,A, genotype

G—-M=z=a—M

= a — [a(p — q) + 2dpq]
= 2qga — 2pqd

Now,

A= 2qa

= 2qa + 2q(q — p)d

so that

D=(G—M)—A
= —2pqd — 2q(q — p)d
= —2q’d

Repeating the procedure for the other two genotypes, we can derive

Table 11.3.

This shows that only two factors contribute to the dominance de-

viations, the gene frequency and the heterozygote deviation. Whereas

Table 11.3

Genotype A,A, A,A, A.A,

Frequency Pp 2pq g

Value a d —a

G—M 2q(a—pda) a(q—p) + d(1—2pq) —2p(a-+ qd)
A 2aa (q—P)a —2pa
D —2q’d 2pqd —2p'd
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dominance, in the gene-action sense, contributes to a and thus to A,
additively acting genes (d= 0) do not contribute to D. Figure 11.1
shows why the dominance deviations of the homozygotes are always
negative if d is positive. It is worth emphasizing also that G, A, and
D are all affected by the gene frequencies. This means that the
values of these quantities for any locus refer specifically to one
population and, strictly speaking, at one point in time. Any change
in gene frequency will alter the relative proportion of heterozygotes to
homozygotes. This will affect the slope of the line in Figure 11.2,
which in turn alters everything.

For a single locus, the relationship P=G+E—A+D+E is
exhaustive; it fully describes the system, as far as it goes. But when
we consider a genotype as a combination of several or many loci,
another term must be added to accommodate the interaction between
loci:

G=A+D+4I

where I is the interaction deviation between two or moreloci, repre-
senting the effect on the genotypic value of an individual over and
above the average effects of those loci considered separately. This
interaction can be of many different kinds, as in formal genetics. We
need not consider the interaction term in any detail here, except to
recognize it as a source of variation in the population.

Thus far, we have been concernedto identify the sources of variation
in the population and to examine qualitatively the factors associated
with each source that gives rise to variation. We must now study the
actual variancesa little more closely.

Since P=G-+ E,it follows that

Vp=Voet Ven t+ 2 coves

where the Vs represent the variances associated with each source, and
cov is the covariance. According to our definition of G and E, there
is no covariance between the genotype and the environment. Thus,

Vp=VetVz

In behavior, there may be psychometric problems to resolve, but once
this is done, the phenotypic variance (V;) is easily measured. How-
ever, it was said earlier that G (and therefore EF) could not be
measured for individual animals unless we could replicate the genotype
at will and measure it under a range of environmental conditions. Now a
situation that may approximate this, possibly very closely, is the case
of a highly inbred line or of a cross between two suchlines. In this
case there is a replicated genotype, and the variance within such a
genotype must be wholly environmental. In practice, it would obviously
be preferable to obtain as many such genotypes as possible and to
obtain an estimate of the environmental variance from within each one.
A snag in this context is that inbred lines have often been found to
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be more variable than one would expect, on the basis of their supposed

genetic uniformity. The problem is discussed by Biggers and Claring-

bold (1954) and by Griineberg (1954). The reason for the extraordinary

variability of many inbred strains is probably related to their unusual

degree of homozygosity, which, according to Lerner’s (1954) postulate

of genetic homeostasis, renders them more sensitive to environmental

sources of variation. By the same token, F',s may be too insensitive,

again relative to outbred stocks.

Any attempt to estimate V,, in practice, should therefore not only

utilize as many inbred lines as practicable but also the crosses be-

tween them. If the two provide different estimates of V,, they should

probably be averaged, although in some cases it may be preferable to

use the Fs only. It is impossible to provide objective guidance on this

point; the decision must be a subjective one, based on the experi-

menter’s knowledge of his material. The estimate of the environmental

variance so obtained refers only to the population that the inbreds and

their crosses represent. Its extrapolation to other populations may lead

to wrong conclusions. But within such a population the component

within strains or crosses estimates V,, while the component between

genotypes estimates V4.

This partitioning of the total variance indicates the importance of the

genotype in determining the phenotype. The ratio V,/V> indicates the

degree of genetic determination. This ratio is sometimes referred to as
‘heritability in the broad sense,’’ which is clumsy usage. Some writers

have referred to it simply as ‘‘heritability,’’ without a qualification,

which is confusing. The term ‘‘heritability,’’ as used in the genetic

literature and throughout the remainder of this chapter, will be defined

in a narrower, but more useful, sense below.
In the same way as G wassplit into A + D, so can V, be partitioned:

Ve=VutVp

It can be shown from Table 11.3 that A and D are not correlated,

so that there is no covariance term. The term V, is the variance of

breeding values, associated with variation in the average (additive)

effect of the genes. It is thus termed the additive variance. |ts impor-

tance in the theory and practice of quantitative genetics is paramount.

It is furthermore a useful concept, as it can be estimated directly in a

population, in a way that will be described shortly. The ratio V,/V>

is termed the heritability, which is therefore defined as the proportion

of the phenotypic variance due to additive genetic sources. It is the

main cause of resemblance between relatives, and it also indicates the
reliability of the phenotype as a guide to breeding value.

Although V, is termed the additive variance, it is worth stressing

again that this does not imply additive gene action. It measures the

variation in breeding value, which we have seen to depend upon,

amongother things, dominance.

The remainder of the genotypic variance, with respect to a single

locus, is the variance of the dominance deviations. The algebraic ex-
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pressions for the additive and dominance variances are obtained as
follows:

‘Variance’ is defined as the mean-squared deviation from the pop-
ulation mean. As we have already determined both A and D in terms
of deviations, in Table 11.3, all that is required is to square the
values obtained, multiply by the frequency, and summate over the
three genotypes.

Thus,

Via = 4p’q?a? + 2pq(q — p)?a? + 4p?q?a?
= 2pqa?(p + q)?
= 2pqa?
= 2pq[a + d(q — p)]?

Vy — 4n°q*d? + 8n°q?d? + 4p*q?d?

= 4p*q°d?(q° + 2pq + p”)
= (2pqd)’

What, then, do these expressions tell us about the additive and
dominance variances? Firstly, let us examine their relative magnitudes.
Since

4 = 2pq[a + d(q — p)FP

and

Vp = 2pq(2pqd’)

it is seen that V, > V,, only when

2pqd? > [a + d(q — p)

Substitution of values here will show that this will hardly ever occur

except at intermediate gene frequencies when d>a, that is, in

overdominant situations. The first conclusion is therefore that the
additive effect of the genes usually contributes more to the variance

than the dominance deviations. This conclusion is depicted graphically

in Figure 11.3. Both expressions reveal another important conclusion,

namely, that genes contribute more variance at intermediate than at

extreme frequencies.

Extending the treatment to more than one locus, there is the addi-

tional complication of variance dueto interaction effects. The theoretical

consequences of interaction variance have not been developed very

extensively, but the general conclusion seems to be that its con-

tribution to genotypic variance is not very great. Interaction may occur

between two loci or between more, but the more loci concerned, the

less their relative contribution to the interaction variance. Although

the partitioning is purely a theoretical one, several types of interaction

variances are recognized, as this helps in the formulation of some

problems. The interaction may be between the breeding values of two

loci (V,,), between the breeding value of one and the dominance

deviations of the other (V,,), between two dominance deviations

(Vip), and so forth, to multilocular situations (Vi44,, Viip, etc.). The

full formula for the partitioning of phenotypic variance then becomes
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Figure 11.3 Magnitude of the genetic components of variance arising from a

single locus with two alleles, in relation to the gene frequency. Genotypic

variance, thick lines; additive variance, thin lines; dominance variance, broken

lines. The gene frequency q is that of the recessive allele. The degrees of

dominance are in (a) no dominance (d = 0); in (b) complete dominance (d=

a); and in (c) ‘‘pure’’ overdominance (a = 0). The figures on the vertical scale,

showing the amount of variance, are to be multiplied by a? in graphs (a) and

(b), and by d? in graph (c). (From Falconer, 1960, by courtesy of author and

publisher.)

Vp=VatVnt+Vit Va

=V,+Vp+ Vasa + Van + Von + ree + Vy,

In practice, the dominance and interaction variances are grouped

together into nonadditive genetic variance. As mentioned earlier, the

really important division is usually into additive genetic variance and

the remainder, nonadditive and environmental together. Occasionally,

it may be possible to obtain an independent estimate of the environ-

mental variance, in which case

a

realistic partitioning may be

Vp — Va + Vwa + Va

where V,, is the nonadditive genetic variance. Beyond this we can

seldom go. The additive variance is of prime importance. The non-

additive part sometimes contributes to the resemblance between rela-

tives, as will be shown shortly, and it is also very pertinent to the

study of inbreeding, to be discussed later.

Before we leave the subject of variance components, a word must

be said about environmental variance. By definition, it refers to all

variation not attributable to genetic causes, and the sources of it

may be many. Where possible, genetic experiments should be designed

to reduce the environmental variance, where likely sources of such

variance are known. Nutrition, climatic, and housing factors are obvious

examples; in mammals, maternal effects constitute another source

of environmental variance. But over and above all the identifiable

sources, there is usually still some residual environmental variance,
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often a considerable amount. It is convenient in this context to
recognize two kinds of environmental variance; one refers to factors
that cause individuals to differ, the general environmental variance
(V;,), while the other refers to variation within an individual, the
special environmental variance (V,,), for instance, variation from day
to day or even from minute to minute. The latter is the reason for
replicating measurements in order to assess the phenotypic value of
an individual. Obviously, repeated measurements will reduce the V,,
component of V,. If we now rewrite our formula as

Vern) =Vyt+ Vig + 1/n Vis

We should perhapsreflect momentarily on the biological validity of
repeated measurements. Behavioral scientists are well aware of the
difficulties here. The implicit assumption is that the second and subse-
quent measurements do, in fact, measure the same effect as the first
measurement. Butit is possible that the very nature of the first measure-
ment may render this assumption untenable.

These, then, are the sources of variance recognized either in practice
or in theory. Variance components are the building blocks of quan-
titative genetics. Before discussing some aspects of methodology in
quantitative genetics, we must first examine in more detail the Causes
of resemblance betweenrelatives.

THE CAUSES OF RESEMBLANCE
BETWEEN RELATIVES

In general, resemblance between groups, be they relatives or otherwise,
is dependent upon the covariance of members of a group. This factor
can be described in a variety of ways, the choice being usually one of
convenience. For instance, where the groups concerned are groups of
two, a product-moment correlation or a regression coefficient is the
simplest expression to employ. But where groups consist of more
than two individuals, then components of variance are extracted from
an analysis of variance; they can be conveniently expressed as an
intraclass correlation (t).

2
ORt = ———__

Ow + Op"

where go,” is the component of variance between groups and go,”
is the component within groups.2 To say that groups differ is another
way of saying that members of a group are alike. The greater the

* Some readers may be unfamiliar with components of variance and intraclass correla-
tions. An exposition of them may be found in many statistical textbooks, and a mono-
graph by Haggard (1958) deals exclusively with the subject. It should be noted also that
the symbol ¢ for the intraclass correlation, used extensively in the genetic literature, is
not to be confused with Student's f.
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component between groups, the greater the relative similarity of

members within a group. Thus the component of variance between

groups can equally well be regarded, qualitatively at least, as the

covariance of members of a group.

Just as variance was split up into genotypic and environmental

components, so now must covariance be treated in the same way.

We shall begin again with a single locus and later introduce the

complication of interaction when we summate over loci. Two examples

will be worked out, to illustrate the two ways of looking at covariance

mentioned above. We shall examine first the genetic covariance, i.e.,

how the genotype of an individual is related to the genotype of a speci-

fied relative. Environmental covariance between relatives should be

avoided by experimental design but, as we shall see shortly, this is not

always possible.

Let us determine first the genetic covariance of an offspring with

one of its parents, i.e., the covariance of their genotypic values. The

genotypic value of, say, genotype A,A,, expressed as a deviation from

the population mean, was given in Table 11.3 as 2q(a— pd). The

algebra is simplified if we now express this as 2q(a@— qd) by sub-

stituting a = a — d(q — p). The mean genotypic value of the offspring

of A,A, is one-half of the breeding value of that genotype, i.e., 14

of 2qa. By extending this reasoning to the other two genotypes, we

arrive at Table 11.4.

With the genotypic values now expressed as deviations, all that remains

is to multiply the two together and also by the frequency, to obtain

the covariance of an offspring with one of its parents (covy,). The ex-

pression simplifies to

COVop = pqga?(p + q)? + 2p?q?ad(—qt+q — p+p)

= pqa’®

Since V, was seen earlier to be 2pqa?’,

COVop = YaV4

This is intuitively reasonable; a parent’s genetic contribution to an

offspring is one-half the average effect of its genes. Over the whole

population, therefore, the covariance of offspring with one parent is

one-half the additive variance.

The other kind of relationship that we shall examine concerns the

genetic covariance of half-sib groups, i.e., groups of progeny having

one parent in common, usually the sire. The covariance among mem-

bers of a half-sib group is, as explained earlier, the variance of the

Table 11.4

Genotypic value Genotypic-value

Genotype Frequency of parents of offspring

AA, p? 2q(a — ad) qa
A,A, 2pq (q—p)a + 2pqd Vy (q—P)a

2

A.A, q —2p(a+ pd) —Pa
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means of such groups. Given a parent of specified genotype, the
mean value of its progeny, expressed as a deviation, is shown in Table
11.4. Squaring the deviations and multiplying by the frequency there-
fore give the variance of means of half-sib groups, this being the
covariance (cov,,<) that we require:

COVns = pga’ + Yapq(q — p)?a? + q?p?a?
= pqa*[tAa(p + q)?]
= Yapqa’

Since V, = 2pqa?,

COVys = YaVa

This again is intuitively reasonable, since two half sibs have, on an
average, One-quarter of their genes in common. The additive effect of
these genesis represented by 14 V,.

By exactly the same principles, although a trifle more laboriously
at times, genetic covariances among other types of relationships can
be derived. For instance, the covariance between an ofispring’s value
and the mean value of its two parents (covys) can be shownto be,
again, 14 V,. Although this covariance, in absolute terms, is the same
as that with one parent, it is now of greater relative importanceif it
is expressed as a correlation or regression coefficient, since the
variance of midparental values is only one-half the variance of the
parents considered singly.

Another covariance of some importance is that among full-sib
groups (covps), which can be shown to be 14 V, + 1%4 Vz, an example
where the nonadditive genetic variance contributes to the resemblance
between relatives. This is because full sibs share not only the additive
effects of half their genes, accounting for the 14 V, term, but also
a quarter of the dominance deviations, as a result of being identical
for one-quarter of all the loci segregating in that mating.

Extending the treatment now to multilocular situations, the expres-
sions for covariance must be expanded to accommodate the interaction
terms. The reason for partitioning the variance into Visas Vap» Vpp, ete.,
will now become apparent. Qualitatively, we may approach the question
as follows: If the breeding values of two genes interact, giving rise
to V44, the coefficient of V,, in the expression for covariance is the
probability of those two genes being present in the two relatives. For
instance, if the genotype A,—B,— shows an interaction deviation, then
in the covariance of an offspring with one parent, the probability of
offspring and parent both containing A, or both containing B, is 14,
giving rise to the term 14 V,, as before. The probability of both con-
taining A, and also B, is %4, giving a term of 1%4 V,,,. Thus,

COVop = YaVn + VYQVaa

Similarly,

covns = YaVa4 + YeViaa
covps = Y2aVa + YaVn + Y4Vaa t+ YeVan + YsVon + ° °°
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In general, if, in the expression for covariance, V, takes the co-

efficient x, and V, takes y, then the full formula to allow for inter-

action becomes

cov =xV4 + yVp + 2°Vig4 + xYVan + Y°Vnp + Vasa +t

The general conclusion is that as V, is usually rather small com-

pared with V, or even V,, the interaction components do not figure

prominently as a cause of resemblance between relatives. But in some

situations, their effects may not always be negligible.

The last cause of resemblance between relatives is any similarity

of the environment to which they may be subjected. As we depend

upon the degree of resemblance between relatives to arrive at genetic

conclusions, it is obvious that environmental causes of similarity must

be excluded or else accommodated. Experimental design can often be

employed to reduce the environmental covariance but, for mammals

especially, total exclusion cannot always be ensured.

The component of environmental variance previously symbo.ized

Vis Will not, by definition, contribute to the similarity of relatives; it

refers to variation within an individual with respect to repeated

measurements. But the general environmental variance V,,, may cause

trouble. It is convenient in this context to repartition the environmental

variance into a component called common environment (V,,), tending

to make members of a family more alike and therefore different
families more different, and a second component, symbolized V,,,,

the within-group component, which causes individuals to differ irre-
spective of whether they are related or not. To avoid confusion, it
should be noted that V,,, contains all of V,, and someof Vig, On the
previous partitioning. We are concerned here only with V,,, the en-

vironmental influences common to members of a family or group.
Possible sources of V,,, come through housing, e.g., if related Drosophila

are stored in the same bottle or mice in the same cage. In wild
populations, relatives may tend to occupy the same habitat. Sources
such as these may beallowed for, if recognized, and under laboratory
conditions the component of variance due to common environment
can often be assessed directly by setting up replicate bottles of flies,

etc. In mammals, however, one cause of V,, that little can be done
about comes through maternal effects, where full sibs, in particular,

resemble each other not only because of their genetic covariance but
also because the sibs occupied the same uterus in the foetal stage
and suckled the same dam postnatally. Where maternal effects exist,
the expression for the covariance of full sibs should be rewritten

COUpg = YaVag + Y4aVn + YaVan t+: + Vue

It is largely because of the common-environment component that, in
genetic studies, full sibs tend to be of less use than the more distantly
related half sibs. Full sibs have been singled out for comment, but
other relationships should be closely examined in every experiment
for possible sources of V,,, such as maternal effects or managemental
factors. The common environment component may produceeffects that
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deserve study in their own right; maternal effects, for instance, as
revealed by differences between reciprocal crosses, are often of con-
siderable interest. But in genetic work, the common environment factor
is usually best excluded where possible, for it tends to be confounded
with genetic components in such a way that it may not be separable.

The covariance may be estimated from the measurable parameters
of the population. Consider, firstly, the covariance of offspring with
one parent. The variance of the parents is, by definition, the phenotypic
variance of the population. Knowing V;,, then, we could assess COVop
directly from the expression

COVop

Vp
bop — 

Similarly, the total variance in a population of sib groups is likewise
Vp, and the component between groups has been shown to be the
covariance of members of a group. The covariance of half sibs and of
full sibs can therefore be estimated directly from the intraclass cor-
relation (¢). Lastly, the variance of midparental values (V;) is

p= V(X + WY)
= Vx + Vy

where X and Y are the phenotypic values of the two parents. If

Vx=Vy=V>p

then

p= Vp

Thus the covariance of offspring with the midparental value is obtained:

COUVgp

yy,2 Vp

In practice, however, such covariances are not usually estimated, any

more than covariances are normally assessed directly in statistical

work. Genetic covariances, in absolute terms,are of little direct interest;

their magnitudes vary, as we have seen, according to the closeness

of the relationship. They are therefore reduced to a common base;

 bop =

 

 

 

Table 11.5

Regression (b) or intraclass
Relationship Covariance correlation (t)

Offspring: 1 _WVa _ asp
one parent 72V4 b= Vp = 7h

Offspring: ; _YWVa — 72
midparent Z2V b= VWaVp

UV ;
Half sibs UV, t= A A — Yh

P

YoVit Van +--+ Vere
Full sibs UyVitUVot---+Vag {=SA> elt
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since V, figures prominently in them all, the practice usually is to
express V, as a fraction of V,. This ratio was described earlier as the
heritability. Table 11.5 shows how the covariance is related to the
heritability (symbolized h?2).

This, then, shows in principle how estimates of heritability are
derived. It shows also the final product of our examination of variances
and covariances, and how different relationships can be analyzed and
unified into one ratio that refers to the whole population. Before we
examine in more detail how heritabilities are determined in practice,
we should examine the importance and usefulness of heritability as a
concept and its role in quantitative methodology.

HERITABILITY

We have just seen how the formulation of the resemblance between
relatives leans heavily on the heritability, as the additive genetic
variance is the main cause of the resemblance. The greater the
heritability, the greater the covariance and therefore the similarity
between relatives. Secondly, the magnitude of the heritability, ranging
from 0 to 1, determines the reliability of the phenotype as a guide to
breeding value, something which confers a predictive role on the
heritability. To see this, let us determine the regression of breeding
value on phenotype. Let

P=A+R

where R is the remainder, nonadditive genetic and environmental.

Then

COU,p = COU4(A+R)
= cOv4, = Vy,

since cov,p = O.

So

b _ COVaP _ Va _

The higher the heritability, the more accurate is the phenotype as a
guide to breeding value. Given the phenotypic value, the breeding

value can be predicted from the heritability according to the formula

Exp A — bapP — h2P

h2
 

This leads directly to another predictive role, that of response to
selection. Expressing both A and P now as deviations, if S (selec-

tion differential) is the deviation of the parents from the population

mean, the expected deviation of the progeny, R (response to selection),
is given by

Exp R = h?S

since the breeding value is, by definition, the mean genotypic value
of the offspring.
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The concept of heritability has, therefore, two connotations, one

descriptive and one predictive. The first describes the proportion of

the total phenotypic variance that is additive genetic, and it leads to a

causal description of the resemblance between relatives. The second

indicates the reliability of the phenotype as a guide to breeding value,
and it leads to the prediction of the results of certain manipulative

processes. Quantitative genetics in one of its most pragmatic aspects,

namely, animal breeding, makes extensive use of the concept of
heritability in the development of its theory. But it is no less im-
portant in a more ‘‘fundamental’’ aspect, the investigation of the

genetics of a quantitative character. Without the assessment, in some

form, of the additive genetic variance—the variance due to the
average effect of the genes in the population—the genetic study of

such characters can scarcely begin.

In the context of heritability, it is important to remember the basic

raw materials that went into the process, namely, a, d, g, and V,. This

means that any estimate of heritability refers to one population only and

will not necessarily hold if, for instance, the gene frequencies are

changed. The extent to which the results from one population can be ex-

trapolated to another depends on the similarity, both genetic and

environmental, of the two populations. Nevertheless, as far as labora-

tory animals and also domestic livestock are concerned, there is

generally wide agreement on the relative magnitude of the heritability

for a given character in a given organism, with the following general

conclusion. Characters that have been subjected to natural selection,

i.e., Components of natural fitness, such as fertility or maternal per-

formance, tend to have low heritabilities. The suggestion is that the
additive variance has been largely exhausted through the action of
natural selection in the past. On the other hand, characters such as
the fat content of milk in cattle or bristle number in Drosophila, which
do not seem to be such direct components of natural fitness, have in
general much higher heritabilities. It will be interesting to see, as more
information accumulates, how some behavioral characters fit into the

picture.

THE ESTIMATION OF HERITABILITIES

Let us examine a little more closely how heritabilities are estimated
In practice, although the principles on which the methods rest have
already been given.

The first step involves the practical decision of the type of relation-

ship to employ. The overriding concern at this stage is to avoid

environmental sources of covariance that would lead to the wrong

answerby inflating the estimate of the heritability. If maternal effects,

for instance, are known to affect the character, the use of offspring

and dams orof full sibs is vitiated, and other types of relationships,

such as sire and offspring or half sibs, must be chosen for the

estimation. Such procedure can be indicated only by experience of the

biological nature of the character. Other sources of environmental
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covariance, which may result from feeding, housing, handling, etc.,

should be excluded as far as possible. Their effect will differ for

different characters, and there is no substitute for common sense in

avoiding the pitfalls in this respect.

The first method of heritability estimation implicit in Table 11.5 is

the regression of offspring on parent. Whatever the type of relationship

involved, it is of course bound to include parents and offspring and with

the possible biases mentioned above in mind, and provided that the

parents have been measuredat the right age, etc., it is usually worth-

while to obtain one estimate of the heritability by the regression

method, even though the structure has been designed for a sib analysis

or some other type of relationship. Little more need be said about the

regression mettiod, as the regression coefficient of the mean value of

the offspring on the value of one parent measures one-half the

heritability, while the regression of offspring on the mean value of the

two parents measures the heritability itself. The regressions are cal-

culated from paired observations in the usual way. However, three

possible modifications of the regression method should be mentioned.

The first modification is applicable if the mean values of the offspring

are based on families differing in size. These can be weighted, so that

rather more attention is given to the larger families, according to

methods suggested by Kempthorne and Tandon (1953) or by Reeve

(1955). Usually such adjustments do not greatly alter the estimate

of the heritability, but they do increase the precision of the estimate

if the families differ widely in size.

The second modification concerns the variances of the two sexes.

It was assumed in our treatment of covariance that these were equal.

If they are not, two separate regressions should be taken, that of sons

on sires and that of daughters on dams. The average of the two will

then provide an overall estimate of heritability, though this will be

rather a meaningless figure unless the two do not differ.

The third possible modification becomes imperative if a sire is mated

to more than one dam, as would be the case, for instance, in a half-

sib structure. The mean of the offspring of one mating could not then

be regressed on the midparental value, as one of the parents would be

common to several paired observations. The mean of all the sire’s

offspring could still be regressed on the sire’s own value, but the

numberof sires is seldom sufficient to make this profitable. Under the

circumstances, the procedure is to regress the offspring on the dam

within each sire group, pooling the degrees of freedom and the sums

of squares and of products to obtain a weighted average regression.

Such a regression, involving basically only one parent, estimates half

the heritability, as before, and is known as the intrasire regression of

offspring on dam.

The regression method of estimating heritability is therefore con-

ceptually straightforward. We shall now examine the other method of

heritability estimation suggested by Table 11.5. This involves the

derivation of the intraclass correlation from the analysis of variance

of a sib structure, and its theory is somewhat more complicated.
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Table 11.6
eee

Degrees of Composition of
Source freedom mean squareeee
Betweensires s—1 ow’ + kop? + dkeg?
Within sires

Between dams s(d—1) ow + kop?
Within dams sd (k —1) ow

_--——————

eeSSeSeSeSeSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

In practice, the breeding structure usually involves a mixture offull
sibs and half sibs. If s sires are each mated to d dams, each of which
produce k offspring for measurement, the structure lends itself to a
Standard hierarchical analysis of variance, as shown in Table 11.6. If
the ds and ks are unequal, then there are standard statistical tech-
niques to adjust the coefficients of the components as they affect the
mean squares. Note also that the symbol o? is employed here to denote
observational components of variance, to distinguish them from causal
components, symbolized V.

From the analysis, we can now derive three components of variance,
one between sires (os2), one between dams (o-,2), and a third one
within groups of full sibs (o,?). The next step is to relate these
observational components to the causal components that we have de-
rived previously and thereby derive the ratio V,/V>, the heritability.

Firstly, it follows by definition that the sum of the observational
components estimates the total phenotypic variance o-,2, though the
sum may not tally exactly with the total variance as observed.

Or? =O¢ +07? + oy? = Vp

Secondly, os? measures, in fact, the component of variance of half-sib
groups, since it is in the nature of the analysis that the deviations of
full sibs from their own family means are removed separately. Thus,
Os", the component between half sibs, is equal to the covariance of
half sibs, which we saw earlier to be Y%4V,. Thirdly, oy”, the com-
ponent of variance within full-sib groups, is the complement of the
component between full-sib groups, og,ps)2, and the two must add up
to the phenotypic variance:

Vp=on? + Ogrs)” = Oy? + COUps

Thus

Ow? = Vp — COUpg

=Vp— TV4 —- Vp — Vue

= IV4 + Vp + View

  

Table 11.7

Observational component Causal component

os = COVHs V4

op = COVrg — COVitg Vat YVn+ Vu,

ow = Vp— COVrg Vat Avy + Vuw

 

or =Vp Vat Vo+ Vic + Viw =Vp
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Lastly, op? may be obtained by subtraction:

Op? = Vp — Oy’ — Gs?

= Vp — (Vp — Covzg) — COUjg

These derivations are summarized in Table 11.7.

The interaction variance could easily be included among the causal

components by reference to the genetic covariances given previously;

it has been neglected here to simplify the presentation, and its effect,

in any case, is not usually very great.

We thus see how the total variance can be partitioned into obser-

vational components which in turn can be equated to causal compo-

nents. The heritability can now be obtained from the analysis. Since

 

 

Os? _ Va _ ay pp
or. Av = “4

then,

ne = V4 = 408"

Vp Or"

Unfortunately, the other causal components are not deduced so easily,

since there are basically only three equations for four unknowns. op”

could be utilized in exactly the same way to obtain, in this case, an

upper limit to the heritability. If, in fact, the estimate thereby obtained

does not greatly exceed that obtained from the between-sire compo-

nents, it indicates that neither V, nor V,, is very important. But V5,

Vie. and V;,, can be estimated from this analysis only if they are

good reasons for believing that one of them can be safely neglected

and equated to zero.

SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN IN THE
ESTIMATION OF HERITABILITIES

Having obtained an estimate of a heritability, one requires some in-

dication of its reliability. This becomes a_ statistical question of

attaching standard errors to regression coefficients or to intraclass

correlations, as the case may be. Formulae for these standard errors

are given in the statistical literature, and without going into detail, we

must examine what they tell us about experimental design. Much of

the material in this section is discussed in more detail by Robertson

(1959).

Sheer physical considerations limit the size of any experiment, since

the number of animals that can be measured is restricted either by

space or by the time and labor involved in the measurement. However,

the restrictions so imposed still leave room for the manipulation of

family size, and a choice has to be made between measuring a few

families accurately, i.e., by the use of a large numberof offspring per

family, or measuring more families less accurately. The two mustbe

balanced to give the optimal design, which is the design that mini-
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mizes the sampling variance of the heritability estimate. We shall deal
with the regression and intraclass methods, in turn, as before. We
shall employ the following symbols in this section:

Y = meanvalue of offspring
X = value of one parent or mean value of two parents

Oy’? and oy? = respective variances
n = numberofoffspring per parent
N = numberof families

T = total number measured

Thus, if n offspring and one parent are measured per family,
T= N(n+ 1); if both parents are measured, T=N(n+ 2). In sib
structures, where the parents need not be measured, T=—WNn. It is
supposed that T will be limited by the total facilities available, and
different methods can therefore be compared for efficiency, given the
sametotal facilities.

Let us consider first the regression technique, as utilized to de-
termine the heritability from the relationships:

by, = Yjh2 (for one parent) or h? (for midparent)

Let the sampling variance of b be denoted by g;?. It is well known that

 

The subsequent algebra is simplified if an approximation is derived on
the basis that N is fairly large and the b?is fairly small, as both will
tend to be. Thus,

> 1 oy?
Oy ~ za

N ox?

 

Now, oy? is V, in the case of one parent, and 14V, for the midparental
values. But oy”, the variance of the meanof offspring groups, depends
on the numberin the group andtheintraclass correlation (t) between
members of the group. It can be shown to be

_1+@m-I1)t

n Ve
oy?

(That this formula is reasonable can be appreciated by substituting
n = 1 or t = O. The values for oy? then become V> or V;,/n, as
expected.) We can now substitute in the formula for Oy”:

1 + (n— 1)t
Oo)” =

b nN

for the regression on one parent. It is twice as great for the regression
on midparent. Assuming T to be fixed, it can be shown that oO,” is
minimal when n = \/(1 — t)/t for one parent, or V2(1 — ¢t)/t for
midparent.
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This, then, gives the optimal number of progeny to measure per

family and is now seen to depend on¢. The intraclass correlation is of

course closely related to the heritability, which is not known when the

experiment is designed. The optimal design can therefore be derived

only a posteriori, but limits to the optimal value of n can be obtained

a priori, since ¢ for full-sib families can vary only between 0 and 14,

in the absence of complications. Substitution of possible values of ¢

will show that, if the offspring are regressed on one parent, about 10

offspring per family should be measured if the heritability is around

2 percent, while the number drops to 2 or so for a heritability around

50 percent. If midparental values are employed, the numbers are 14

and, still, about 2, respectively. In complete ignorance of what to expect,

a numberof 5 or so is a reasonable one to employ in order to minimize

the sampling variance.

The optimum structure that we have derived is seen to be independ-

ent of the total facilities available. We can now derive the standard

error of the heritability estimate, in terms of T. For illustration, we

shall consider a character of 20 percent heritability, so that ¢ = 0.1.

The optimum n then is 3 for single-parent regression, and 4 for mid-

parent. Bearing in mind that, since h? = 2b, o,2° = 40y”, the formulas

already given can be manipulated to show that

; 6.4
For single-parent regression: o,2° = a

, . 3.9
For midparent regression: o,2° = a

Two intuitively obvious conclusions emerge: First, the larger the value

of T, the smaller the sampling variance, and, second, estimates derived

from midparental values are more precise, for given total facilities.

The final point concerning the regression method is what precision

is required to make the experiment worthwhile. Continuing with our

example of a heritability of 20 percent, suppose we require a standard

error of not greater than 10 percent. This is not very ambitious—just

sufficient to demonstrate that the heritability is not zero. Then, if

oy is 0.1, o,2° becomes 0.01. We can now determine T, and since

T = N(n + 1) or N(n + 2), where n is 3 or 4, respectively, we can

calculate N to be 160 for single-parent regressions, and 65 for mid-

parent regressions.

These results are summarized in Table 11.8, which shows the num-

ber of animals required to estimate a heritability of 20 percent with a

standard error of 10 percent.

Table 11.8

nC
Single parent Midparent

=
Numberof parents measured perfamily 1 2

Numberof offspring measured per family (7) 3 4

Numberof families required (NV) 160 65

Total number of animals measured (T) 640 390

a
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These, then, are the minimal requirements, in terms of animals, in
order to estimate a heritability of 20 percent within the broadest accept-
able limits. Any increase in the precision of the estimate would require
morefacilities.

Turning now to sib analyses, utilizing the intraclass correlation for
estimating the heritability, we can deal with two simplified structures
within the one framework. These are either half-sib or full-sib families
but not a mixture of both: this last case will be mentioned briefly later.
A simple half-sib structure involves mating a sire to several dams,
each of which provides one offspring for measurement. In a full-sib
structure, each sire is mated to one dam only, and the mating provides
several offspring. The numberof families (N) is then equivalent to the
numberof sires in each case. If each family consists of n offspring,
the total number of animals measured (T) is Nn, as the parents for
these analyses do not need to be measured. From the analysis of
variances between sires, we derive the intraclass correlation. The use
of full sibs implicitly assumes that dominance and commonenviron-
ment are unimportant. Granted this assumption, then, the intraclass
correlation in the case of full sibs estimates 14h2. In the case of half
sibs, t = 4h?. Now the variance of the intraclass correlation (o,°) is
found in the statistical literature to be

,_ 2+ (— 1ytP a — 9
ot n(n — 1)(N — 1)

If both N and n are fairly large, as they will tend to be, this formula
can be approximated without muchloss of accuracy to

,  2(1 + nt)? (1 — t)?

on nT

Expressed in this way, o,2 can be shown to be at a minimum when
nt=1,orn=1/t.

As in the case of regression methods, the optimum structure is
again seen to depend on theintraclass correlation. It is a small step
now to express n, the optimum numberof offspring to measure per
family, in terms of the heritability; in the case of full-sib families, the
optimum n is 2/h?, and 4/h?2 in the case of half sibs. Thus, for a
heritability of 20 percent, 10 offspring per family should be measured
if full sibs are employed, and 20 offspring where half sibs must be
used. But as the heritability is unknown at this stage, the optimum
Structure can be achieved only fortuitously, as before. In the complete
absence of any knowledge of what to expect, experiments should be
based on 10 to 15 full sibs or 20 to 30 half sibs, as the case maybe.
This, on average, seems to lead to the least loss of information.
It should be recognized, however, that these optimal structures are
not always easy to attain, and the size of sib groups is often dictated
more by the reproductive capacity of the organisms than by statistical
considerations.
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The sampling variance of the heritability estimate can be deduced

as follows: Given the optimum structure of nt = 1, the above formula

for o,2 can be simplified further:

8(1—1t)? 8 8
2 ox —_—-

oi nt nt

since we can neglect (t? — 2¢) with little loss of accuracy.

This leads directly to the sampling variance of the heritability

estimate:

  

. 16h?
For full sibs: o,22?= 40;?= 7

2

For half sibs: a2? = 160;? = al

We can now determine the scale of experimentation required to

achieve a standard error of a given magnitude. Continuing with our

previous example of a heritability of 2 percent and presuming that

we are aiming, as before, at the modest objective of reducing o2 to

0.10, or o,2? to 0. O1, we can substitute this value in the formulae and

solve for T. From the relationship T = nN, we can further calculate N,

the number of families that should be measured. The results are sum-

marized in Table 11.9.

Full sibs, where they can be employed, are therefore twice as effi-

cient as half sibs. It will be noticed also, referring back to Table 11.8,

that, for the specific example chosen, a half-sib structure is of the same

efficiency as the regression on one parent. A choice has often to be made

between these two methods, and by substituting values in the formulae

we have derived, it can be established that the following general rule

applies. For a given total number of animals measured, a_ half-sib

structure with optimal design gives a more accurate estimate of the

heritability than the regression of offspring on one parentif the herita-

bility is below 20 percent; for higher heritabilities, the opposite holds.

The half-sib structure just discussed, namely, one offspring per dam,

becomes the mostefficient one to use if only the componentof variance

between sires can be employed to estimate the heritability. If it Is

desired to use the between-dam component as well, the situation be-

comes more complicated, as the family group will then consist of a

mixture of half and full sibs. Under these conditions, it can be shown

that the optimal design is to mate three or four dams per sire, with

2/h2 offspring measured per dam. In the absence of any prior estimate

of the heritability, about 10 offspring per dam should be measured.

  

Table 11.9

Full sibs Half sibs

Numberof offspring measured per family (7) 10 20

Numberof families required (NV) 32 32

Total number of animals measured (T) 320 640
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This sketchy consideration of experimental design, with rather crude
algebra at times, leads to one unambiguous conclusion. It is that esti-
mates of heritability become meaningless if they are based on small
numbers. Even when the number of animals rises into the hundreds,
the estimates are still not very precise. It may not always be possible
to collect all the required data in one generation; in these circum-
stances, it may be expedient to pool information from more than one
generation, on the assumption that the sources of variance do not alter
in the meantime.

The implications of this section on experimental design, with specific
regard to the estimation of heritabilities, can be summarized as follows:

1 Sheer physical considerations impose a limit on the total facilities
available for any experiment. But it is possible to manipulate the vari-
ables, especially the breeding structure, to maximize the information
that may be gained from these facilities. The concern is to reduce the
sampling variance of the estimate of the heritability to a minimum.
2 Given the optimum structure for an experiment, it is possible to
predict, within limits, the standard error of the estimate of the herita-
bility. This gives the investigator a realistic idea of the scale of experi-
mentation necessary, lest he should embark on a program doomed to
futility from the start.

THE PROVISION OF MATERIAL
FOR RESEARCH

So far in this chapter, we have been concerned with the genetics of
quantitative characters in a static situation: we have examined ways of
describing the genetics of a population as we find it, with respect to
any character in which we maybe interested. This descriptive approach
is calculated to shed light on the inheritance of the character and to
discover how the genetic variables affect the level of its expression.
Paramount among the genetic variables are the gene frequencies. We
must now examine ways in which gene frequencies can be manipulated
to alter the level of expression of a character and thereby extend our
understanding of the genetic control of particular biological composi-
tions.

In the remainder of this chapter, we shall concern ourselves mostly
with two agencies that can change the gene frequencies rather rapidly.
The first is inbreeding, the effects of which are dispersive, resulting
from random changes in gene frequencies within lines, though the
overall frequencies in a population of such lines do not change. The
Second is selection, resulting in directional changes in gene frequen-
cies, brought about by the differential fertility of individuals. We shall
not consider mutation, as its effect on a quantitative character in the
absence of selection is unimportant.

It should perhaps be said here that studies of inbreeding and of
selection are not, on their own, potent genetic methodologies. The
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additional conclusions that they permit about the genetics of a popula-

tion are seldom rigorous, for the reason that the changesthat they bring

about defy close scrutiny. Similar results are often the products of

different situations, and repeated experiments do not always provide the

same answers. This is a reflection of the fact that sampling errors play

a large part: first, in the determination of the genetic composition of

the base population and, second, in any subsequent manipulation.

Nevertheless, information from inbreeding and from selection programs

is of value, and the results are of cumulative importance. But no doubt

the chief use of inbreeding and of selection is in the provision of

special strains for specific research requirements. The particular kind

of research for which these strains are employed depends, of course,

upon the organism and upon the character involved. For instance, the

usefulness of strains of mice susceptible to cancer needs no elabora-

tion; they have been employed in a multitude of ways in cancer

research. Again, in their book, Fuller and Thompson (1960) refer

several times, and in different contexts, to Tryon’s maze-bright and

maze-dull rats, illustrating the usefulness of this kind of material in

research programs. Instances such as these could be multiplied to

illustrate that the end products of inbreeding or selection are often of

more value than any information about the route whereby the end

product was obtained. Because of this, we shall deal with inbreeding

and selection, in turn, from the point of view of developing special

strains, as well as deriving information about the genetics of the

population.

INBREEDING

Inbreeding can be defined as the union of gametes containing alleles

identical by descent. Alleles are said to be identical by descent when

they are the division products of one such allele that occurred in the

past. The coefficient of inbreeding (symbolized F) is the probability

that the uniting alleles are identical by descent and can be regarded

as a correlation (ranging from O to 1) between the uniting gametes.

This definition of inbreeding is, however, a theoretical one, and in

practice it must be modified. For who knows whether or not any two

alleles that are alike are identical by descent, if traced sufficiently

far back? Therefore a base line must be fixed arbitrarily, and beyond

this line no ancestries will be traced. Any specified degree of inbreed-

ing then becomes one relative to this base population, which by

definition has an inbreeding coefficient of zero. Likewise, the practical

definition of inbreeding becomes the mating of individuals that are more

closely related than the average relationship between all the individuals

of that population.

The effects of inbreeding are widely known and do not require de-

tailed comment here. Inbreeding is a dispersive process, in the sense

that homozygotes are increased at the expense of heterozygotes. It tends

to fix the alleles at a particular locus; i.e., they all become alike, and
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further heterozygosity can arise only through mutation, which will
initially occur in one individual only. The chance of fixation of any
one allele is proportional to its initial gene frequency. Thus, if a
number of lines from a base population are inbred simultaneously, a
Proportion p will become fixed for the A, allele, and q, or 1 — p, for
allele A, where p and q are the respective gene frequencies. If we
consider a second locus, B,B., with initial frequencies r and s, re-
Spectively, a proportion pr of lines will become fixed for A, and B,,
ps for A,B,, etc. As the number of loci increases, the probability of
two lines being fixed for all the same alleles soon becomes negligibly
Small; this, perhaps, is the way in which the dispersive process is
most clearly visualized.

Although the overall probability of fixation is determined by the
initial gene frequency, it is purely a matter of chance which particular
lines are fixed for A,, which for B., etc. Because of this random dis-
persion, the final genetic composition of a line is unpredictable. It is
presumably on this account that some inbreeding programs are sub-
jected to simultaneous selection toward some given phenotype. In the
light of present-day knowledge, however, this practice seems to have
little to commendit; it is roundly condemned, with specific reference
to behavior, by Broadhurst (1960). For one thing, selection is much
more potent on its own when unaccompanied by the opposing dis-
persive effects of inbreeding. This is because a favorable gene may
begin to become associated with an unfavorable one, and under a
system of close inbreeding, they tend to remain so, despite selection.
And even with only a few loci involved, this is a likely occurrence. For
the establishment of strains for further research, inbreeding as such
has little to contribute, unless homozygosity or random dispersion
become ends in themselves, as indeed they are in special cases. And
quite apart from all this, inbreeding has other ill effects, to be
mentioned shortly.

Inbreeding, in the sense of increasing the homozygotes at the
expense of heterozygotes, occurs in small populations, for it is in-
tuitively obvious that small numbers make it more likely that uniting
alleles are identical by descent. Theoretically, the change in inbreeding
coefficient (AF) from one generation to the next can be shownto be,
approximately,

1 1
+

Al = 8N,,

+

BN;

  

Where N;, and N, are the numbers of male and female parents,
respectively. Thus, five breeding pairs increase the Inbreeding coeffi-
cient by 5 percent per generation, so that, with even so small a
number, the increase in the inbreeding coefficient is not alarming.
We must, however, distinguish here between rapid inbreeding, such as
occurs when sibs or other close relatives are mated, and slow inbreed-
ing through, say, a restriction of the population size. Selection, par-
ticularly natural selection favoring heterozygotes, has much more scope
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when the inbreeding is slow. Thus, if heterozygotes, which in this

context include heterozygous segments of chromosome, have any

advantage in fitness, the ensuing natural selection will retard the

approach to homozygosity. In fact, Hayman and Mather (1953) showed

that only a moderate advantage of the heterozygotes will prevent

complete fixation. It is also a matter of observation that small pop-

ulations, e.g., stocks of laboratory mice, do not in fact suffer much

from the effects of slow inbreeding, although they might be expected

to have accumulated such effects through time, when the numberof

breeding pairs is only 10 to 20 per generation. This indicates that

natural selection is, in fact, at work.

What, then, are the effects of inbreeding, with respect to the

measurable parameters of the population? Starting again with a single-

locus model, we shall examine first the effect of inbreeding on the

population mean. When the inbreeding coefficient is raised from the

arbitrary zero level to a value F, the relative frequencies of the three

genotypes are modified, according to well-known formulae, in the direc-

tion of increasing the homozygotes at the expense of the heterozygote.

If the initial frequency of the A, allele is again p, and that of the A,

allele g, the modified frequencies when the inbreeding coefficient

stands at F are shown in Table 11.10. It should be noted that these

are average frequencies which refer either to one particular locus in

a population of many inbred lines or, alternatively, to the array of

loci, similar in kind and magnitude of effect, within any oneline.

Multiplying the frequency by the value and summating over the

genotypes, we can derive the population mean (M,,) when the inbreed-

ing coefficient is F and also compare it with the mean (M,) that we

previously derived for zero inbreeding. For one locus,

Mp = a(p—q) + 2dpq — 2Fpqd
=m, — 2Fpqd

Generalizing by summating overloci,

M, = M, — 2F Spqd

This shows that the effect of inbreeding to coefficient F is to reduce

the mean, in terms of our arbitrarily assigned values, by 2Fpqd. This

formula permits three conclusions:

1 The change in the mean is linearly related to F; this is a

theoretical conclusion, and it would perhaps be true to say that experi-

mental support for it is not overabundant.

Table 11.10

Genotype Frequency Value

A,A, p’? + Fpq +a
A,A, 2pq — 2Fpq d

A,A, qa’ + Fpq —a
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2 If d, or rather Sd, is zero, the mean does not change on inbreeding.
Thus, genes that act additively, although redistributed between geno-
types, do not affect the population mean on inbreeding.
3 The minus sign in the formula indicates that the change in the
mean is always in the direction of the recessive allele. To the extent
that recessive genes tend to be deleterious, the effect of inbreeding
on the population is also deleterious.

There is a plethora of literature on the formal study of mutant genes,
underlining the generally deleterious effects of recessives. This accords
well with experimental experience of inbreeding, the deleterious effect
of whichis often all to obvious.

The decline in the population mean on Inbreeding is known as
inbreeding depression, the knowledge of which preceded its understand-
ing of many centuries. It is particularly obvious in the case of
reproductive capacity and maternal performance, the most obvious
components of natural fitness. It was noted earlier that the additive
genetic variance of such characters is relatively small but that their
dominance variance is correspondingly greater. It is the source of this
variance, the dominance deviations, that is the main causeof inbreeding
depression. Furthermore, it is not sufficient that these deviations exist.
They must also affect the character predominantly in the one direction;
i.e., the dominant alleles must have a tendency to increase the
phenotypic measurement and the recessive alleles to decrease it, or
vice versa. The character is then said to exhibit directional dominance.
It is intuitively acceptable that directional dominance should be char-
acteristic of the components of natural fitness; alleles have themselves
evolved, and the favorable ones are supposed to have evolved a domi-
nant expression.

The establishment of directional dominance is about the only strict
genetic conclusion that can be derived from the study of the effects
of inbreeding on the population mean. If the mean does not change,
then either all the genes act additively or the dominance deviations,
On average, cancel each other out, that is, }d—O. A third reason
could apply if the inbreeding is sufficiently slow, namely, selection
favoring the heterozygotes. In this case, the inbreeding coefficient, as
calculated, would not reflect accurately the stage of gene dispersion
in the population.

Turning now to the effects of inbreeding on the genotypic variance
and its components, there is surprisingly little that may be said with
profit in this context. The reason for this is twofold. Firstly, the theory
has not yet been very fully developed. Secondly, as we have seenin the
context of experimental design, variance components are very difficult
to estimate with any precision, so that the experimental evidence on
the subject is not very revealing. But in a general way, the tendency
is for the genotypic variance of a population to be repartitioned on
inbreeding, until ultimately it vanishes within lines and it all appears
as the component of variance between lines. If all the genotypic
variance is additive, which can happenonly whenall the genesaffecting
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a character act additively, then the expressions for the between- and

within-line components of genotypic variance, for partial inbreeding,

are as follows:

Betweenlines: 2FV,

Within lines: (1 — F)V¢

Total: (1+ F)V;

Thus, when F reaches 1, the total genotypic variance is in fact twice

what it was originally, on account of the increased number of homozy-

gotes. But these expressions are true only when all the genotypic

variance is additive. They do not hold for the additive effects of genes

with dominance; they do not hold for the additive part of the genotypic

variance if dominance variance also exists. The case of fully dominant

genes, for instance, is quite different. Robertson (1952) showed that,

in this case, the within-line variance rises until F is in the region of

0.5, as a result of the segregation of more homozygotes; it then de-

clines. We need go no further to appreciate the futility of attempting

to draw genetic conclusions from the study of variances during in-

breeding, though empirical observations are always of interest if they

are reasonably precise.

The subject of inbreeding should perhaps not be dismissed without

a mention of its complement: heterosis or hybrid vigor. The two terms

should be regarded as synonymous, for although some writers attach

slightly different shades of meaning to them, there is no consistency

among their practices. Heterosis, as a topic, rightly belongs in the

provinces of plant and animal breeding, and it is difficult to see how

its study, at this stage, can lead in any way to a deeper understanding

of the genetics of a particular character. Suffice o say that heterosis

among crosses can occur only for characters that display inbreeding

depression, and its existence can therefore reflect no more than the

presence of directional dominance.

It is sometimes mistakenly supposed that heterosis is somehow

contingent upon the presence of overdominance, where the heterozy-

gote exceeds in value either homozygote. This is not a prerequisite of

heterosis; crosses between lines fixed for the recessive alleles at

different loci are prone to exceed the level of either parental strain,

given directional dominance. It is nevertheless true that overdominant

loci, if they exist, may influence greatly the degree of directional

dominance; a few loci overdominant in one direction may easily out-

weigh more loci that are dominant, or partially so, in the other. If

and when it is present, overdominance may well have an overriding

influence on the change in the mean during inbreeding and crossing.

But the existence of overdominance in quantitative genetics is not

easy to establish; it is difficult to distinguish from epistasis and im-

possible, in the short run, to distinguish from close repulsion linkage.

Heterosis, then, reflects directional dominance. It may occasionally

be a means of providing research material if, for instance, uniform

genotypes are required and inbred material proves to be too infertile
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or too susceptible to sources of environmental variation. This exploita-
tion of heterosis, however, can be approached only empirically, where
possible practical advantages can be envisaged.

RESEARCH WORK WITH INBRED MATERIAL
IN QUANTITATIVE GENETICS

The usefulness of isogenic material in many types of research needs
no emphasis. In quantitative genetics, however, this usefulness is
severely circumscribed by the limitation on the number of genotypes
that are available. But even more important is the peculiar nature of
inbred material and its derivatives.

The gametes of all the individuals of an inbred strain are all exact
replicates of one another, except for the sexual dimorphism, which in
this context is of negligible significance. Since no genes have been
added to the population during inbreeding, it is possible that an exact
replicate of this particular gamete could have been found in the base
population of outbred individuals. In a sense, therefore, an inbred
line can be considered as a representative of one gamete only from
the base population, and an experiment involving, say, 10 lines is an
experiment on a sample of 10 gametes out of a possible very large
number, perhaps literally many millions. Although a high degree of
precision could be built into the experiment, the information derived
from it would be precise about the 10 ‘‘gamete equivalents,’ and it
would be rash to generalize from such a narrow base. Any work on
inbred lines refers, therefore, very strictly to those inbred lines only.
Any conclusions from such work should not be deemed to apply to the
Species at large without supplementary evidence.

This conceptual restriction on the employment of inbred material
is aggravated by its peculiar genetic composition. An inbred line cannot,
by its very nature, contain any lethal genes; it is unlikely also to
contain either semilethal or, as a result of sampling, rare recessive
genes. Such genes will therefore not be found in a population of line
crosses either. And yet lethal genes and rare recessives are an im-
portant feature of outbred populations, as they are of wild populations
in the field. These considerations also detract from the usefulness of
inbred material. To all this, we must add the disadvantage of peculiar-
ities in gene frequencies. A cross between four inbred lines, for
instance, means that no allele can have a frequency lower than 0.25
in the derived population. Yet, gene frequencies figure prominently
in all our discussions of genetic parameters; changes in gene fre-
quencies can radically alter all of them. The application of results from
inbred lines and their derivatives to outbred populations should thus
be exercised with extreme caution. An inbred line represents a unique
and extraordinary situation in biology; line crosses are hardly less
unique and extraordinary. An investigator, contemplating the employ-
ment of inbred lines, should therefore reflect seriously on the kind of
information he hopes to obtain from them and ask whether it covers
the range of variation in which he is basically interested.

The use of inbred strains has been mentioned twice in this chapter.
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Firstly, it was said that differences between inbred strains kept under

uniform conditions were evidence of genetic variation in a character.

Secondly, and less certainly, it was suggested that isogenic material

could be employed to assess the environmental component of variance.

But beyond these two uses, the value of inbred strains in research

work on quantitative characters must be questioned, unless interest

rests on the strains themselves and on the peculiar combination of

circumstances they represent.

SELECTION

We must now consider briefly the second agency whereby changes in

gene frequencies may be brought about, namely, selection. One must

distinguish, as in the case of inbreeding, between the usefulness of

selection in the production of special strains and its usefulness as a

research tool in quantitative genetics. In the former case, selection Is

a very valuable method; in the latter case, it has much less to con-

tribute, for reasons that will be explained. Much of the theory of

selection is devoted to the prediction of its results and to the evaluation

of the efficacy of various methods of changing a character in a required
direction. We shall consider here only a few of the salient features of

the theory in order to illustrate the concepts involved.

Selection may be defined in terms of differential fertility, whereby

individuals do not contribute equally to the next generation. Under

experimental conditions, the population is usually truncated at some

point on a phenotypic scale; the individuals on one side of the trun-

cation point are allowed to breed, while those on the other side are

not. The mean value of the selected individuals deviates from the

population mean by a certain amount, S, termed the selection dif-

ferential. This deviation is composed of genetic and nongenetic com-

ponents, and the only part of it reflected in the mean performance of

the progeny of selected animals is that due to the average effect of

the genes. The relative importance of the average effect of the genes,

compared with other sources of variation, was seen to be measured by

the heritability. Therefore, the deviation of the progeny (R) from the

population mean is given by

R= h?S

as derived previously. The deviation of the progeny is known as the
response to selection.

This formula suggests another way of estimating the heritability.

The selection differential and the response are both easily measured

in practice, and from the relationship just given, the heritability can

be calculated. To reduce sampling error, both S and R should be

cumulated over several generations and plotted generation by gen-

eration. The slope of the least-squares regression line of R on S
through these points then gives the heritability. The value so obtained
should be termed the realized heritability, i.e., what is observed in
practice.

One snag in this context is that, although the selection applied
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truncates the population sharply, the selected parents will still differ
among themselves in their contribution to the next generation. To
correct for this, the selection differential of each parent should be
weighted by the number of progeny it contributes for measurements.
It is the figures so weighted that should be cumulated to arrive at the
cumulated selection differential mentioned above. With some species,
such as Drosophila, which provide manyoffspring, it may be more con-
venient to enforce equal representation among the progeny by taking
random samples of equal size from each mating. Sterile matings must,
of course, be excluded in calculating the selection differentials.

The selection differentials are not exactly equal for males and
females, even when pair matings are employed; the two should be

averaged for each generation. As the females tend to limit the rate

of reproduction, the selection differential can often be increased by

mating one male to several females and thereby achieve high dif-

ferentials on the male side. The limit in this direction is usually the

need to avoid excessive inbreeding by the restriction so imposed on
the population size. In the case of laboratory mice, it has been found

in practice that, provided the number of parents does not fall below

the equivalent of 10 pair matings and if provision is made for each

fertile mating to be represented in the next generation, the populations

as a rule do not accumulate the more obvious effects of inbreeding.

But if individuals are selected irrespective of the family from which

they derive, the number of parents should be doubled.
The value of the selection differential depends on the proportion

of animals selected and also on the phenotypic standard deviation of

the trait. It is convenient to measure the selection applied in terms of
the intensity of selection (i), which is in fact the selection differential
measured in standard terms:

Ss
i= —

Op

where op is the phenotypic standard deviation. By equating S to io,,
the formula derived previously becomes

R = ioph?

This shows how the response to selection depends on three factors:

the intensity of selection, the phenotypic standard deviation of the
character, and the heritability. The intensity of selection, expressed
in this form, depends entirely on the proportion of animals selected,

though the relationship is not a linear one. There are available tables,
based on the normal distribution, that give the value of i for a given

proportion selected.

Responses to selection, as is well known, tend to be rather erratic.

Although the response in the desired direction may be quite apparent

when the progress over several generations is surveyed, fluctuations

from generation to generation render short-term assessments un-

reliable. These fluctuations may arise either through accidents of

sampling or as a result of environmental changes. The first cause is

beyond our control, and its influence can be estimated only by running
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replicate selection lines concurrently. The second cause is all too

frequently of unknown origin, but some of these environmental creases

can be ironed out by the use of an unselected control population.

The control and the selected lines should derive from the same base

population and should be of identical structure, with the exception that

in the control population the parents should be chosen and mated at

random. The response to selection should then be measured as a

deviation from the control line.

If separate and simultaneous selection is carried out for ‘‘high”’

and ‘“‘low’’ expression of the character (two-way selection), one line

acts as a partial control for the other. The effect of the selection can

then be judged from the divergence between the two lines. This

procedure, however, does not enable us to recognize a fairly frequent

feature of selection programs, namely, the asymmetry of the response,

which means that selection in one direction brings about a more rapid

change in the mean than it does in the other. A behavioral example

is discussed by Hirsch in Chapter 12. Without an unselected control

line, the separate responses in the two directions cannot be adequately

evaluated.

The pattern of the responseto selection is itself of intrinsic interest.

The subject is discussed in some detail by Falconer (1955). As

mentioned, asymmetry of the response is common, and it may arise

from a variety of causes, some of the more obvious ones being as

follows:

1 Natural selection may oppose the artificial selection in one direc-

tion, while assisting it in the other.

2 Selection may favor heterozygotes in one direction, which of course

segregate out homozygotes, thereby retarding the response.

3 The selection differentials attained in the two lines may not be

equal, either as a result of the variances being different or because

of differential fertility in the two lines.

4 If directional dominance affects the character, the line selected

for the recessives will show a more rapid response.

5 Inbreeding depression may affect the mean of the character in

the same direction in both lines, opposing one while reinforcing the

other.

6 The characters may be of partially independent genetic origin.

For instance, body weight may be increased by increasing the relative

amount of adipose tissue, while selection in the opposite direction

may soon reduce the fat to a minimum; progress in the low line

would then become contingent upon a reduction in bodily dimensions.

Except in its pragmatic aspects, therefore, selection is not a potent

method in genetic analysis. Short-term responses, if measured accu-

rately, may act as a useful check on theory and on the accuracy of

parameters estimated from some base population. In the absence of

additive variance, the character wili not respond to selection.

Continued selection invariably results, eventually, in the cessation of
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the response, and a limit is reached beyond which no further progress

is obtained. This limit to selection, also sometimes referred to as a

‘‘plateau’’ or a ‘‘ceiling’’ or other odd words, should be approached

asymptotically as the additive genetic variance becomes exhausted.

Occasionally, a renewed response may appear in practice, through the

introduction of new variance in the form of a mutation of a major gene

or the formation of rare recombinants. But usually a selected line at

the limit remains at a fairly constant average level despite perhaps sharp

fluctuations from generation to generation. If the additive variance

has in fact been exhausted, then selection can do nothing to shift the

mean level of the line in either direction. In practice, however, this is

not always the case, and selection is often required purely in order to

maintain the level of the line. When the selection is relaxed, the average

performance often tends to revert toward that of the base population.

This may indicate either the opposing force of natural selection or that

the artificial selection had favored heterozygotes. Under these condi-

tions, selected lines at the limit often respond rather rapidly to reversed

selection, again indicating that the additive variance had not, in fact,

been exhausted. When one adds the possibility of some genetic inde-

pendence between the ‘‘high’’ and ‘‘low’’ expression of the character,

one can appreciate that the possible complexities of the situation again

defy precise genetic interpretation.

Because of these difficulties, the nature of the limits to selection has

not yet been fully explored. No doubt the exhaustion of the additive

genetic variance is often an adequate explanation. However, the re-

sponse sometimes ceases too abruptly for this to be plausible; fre-

quently a line responds more or less linearly and then suddenly stops.

This obviously does not accord with a model of asymptotic depletion of

the variance. As mentioned, natural selection or selection for heterozy-

gotes often prevents progress while a considerable amount of additive

variance remains. Indeed, the likelihood that natural selection is at

work is often all too conspicuous in the form of widespread sterility or

reducedfertility in selected lines.

Despite what may appear to some as a plethora of literature on

selection work, there is still insufficient information to indicate the

expected magnitude of the response to selection and how long the

response may be expected to continue. A theory of limits published

by Robertson (1960) suggests that, in terms of our formulation, the

expected limit of selection is a function only of the product Ni, where

N is the effective size of the population and i is the intensity of selec-

tion. Robertson shows further that one-half of the total response should

be attained in 1.4N generations for genes that act additively and that

this may approach 2N generations for rare recessive genes.

Selection is usually considered in terms of selecting individuals on

the basis of their own phenotypic merit and is most conveniently dis-

cussed in such terms. This is usually called individual or mass selec-

tion. However, selection need not and does not always take this form.

If, for instance, an individual must be killed in order to assay some

hormone, it cannot be used for further breeding; it cannot itself be
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selected, unless it has been possible to obtain and maintain offspring
from all individuals liable to be selected, which would make excessive

demandsonfacilities. Under these conditions, the stock must be propa-
gated from therelatives, e.g., sibs, of ‘‘selected’”’ individuals. In animal

breeding, a phenotypic assessment of an individual is sometimes based
on the performance of its progeny; e.g., bulls are selected on the milk
yield of their daughters. Often information is available on the perform-
ance of relatives, and the question arises whether such information
could and should be employed in assessing the genotypic merit of an
individual. This is a big subject in its own right, though chiefly of
relevance in the realms of animal breeding. In the laboratory, the
question is usually simplified to the consideration of families of either
full or half sibs. The question then is whether an individual should be
selected entirely on its own merit, or whether it should be selected by
its relative merit compared with other members of its family, or whether
whole families should be selected on the basis of the family mean,
without regard to individual deviations within the family. These three
forms of selection are known as individual selection, within-family
selection, and between-family selection, respectively. We shall not enter
here into the algebra and statistics involved but merely indicate the
main conclusions.

The general formula

R = io'ph?

can be modified into

R, = toh? and R; = ioh/?

where the subscripts w and f refer to within-family and between-family
terms, respectively. Now, o, and o; can be expressed in terms of

op, and h,,? and h,? in terms of h?. By doing this, R,, and R; can both
be formulated in terms of io-ph? weighted by a term containing n, the
number of individuals in the family, and t, the intraclass correlation.

The relevant formulae are a bit complicated though not difficult to

derive. When expressed in this way, R,, and R; can then be compared

with R, the response to individual selection, by substituting values for

n and ¢. The intraclass correlation is the more important of the two,

with the following general conclusion. Where ¢, and therefore the herita-

bility, is low, the response from between-family selection exceeds the

other two. Where ¢ is high, and the heritability now may or may not be
high, the maximum responseis attained from within-family selection. But
over a wide range of intermediate values of t, individual selection sur-
passes both of the more complicated methods. The critical values of t

depend on n, the numberin the family, and the reader is referred to
Falconer (1960) for the exact formulae and their derivation.

A high intraclass correlation can result only from a proportionately

large component of variance due to common environment, making full

sibs similar. In these cases only should individuals be selected on the
basis of their deviation from the family mean. The method hasa disad-
vantage of utilizing only one-half of the additive genetic variance but
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it has one redeeming feature. As each family is represented in the

succeeding generation, the effective population size is doubled, as

explained by Falconer (1960), and the method is therefore economical

In space and facilities. Between-family selection, on the other hand,

is costly in terms of facilities, as many more families must be measured

than are selected, the remainder being discarded. It is therefore for-

tunate that individual selection is frequently the one that gives the

maximum response.

In concluding this section on selection, we should note that it is

possible to combine information on an individual’s own merit with that

on its family to arrive at an index of the expected breeding value. The

individual’s phenotype (P), expressed as a deviation from the popula-

tion mean, can be regarded as a sum of two parts; firstly, as a devia-

tion (P;) of the family mean from the population mean and, secondly,

as a deviation (P,,) of the individual from its own family mean:

P=P,+P,,

The appropriate weighting factors for the expected breeding value are

as follows:

Exp BV =h)?P; + hy?Pw

This then becomes the index of selection. It might be added that

combined selection, as this method is called, is seldom worth the

trouble. Its superiority over some other form of selection is never very

great and is often quite trivial.

CORRELATED RESPONSES TO SELECTION

Selection for any character may result in a concomitant change in some

other character or characters. Such a phenomenonis referred to as a

correlated response to selection, and we must examinebriefly its genetic

causation.

As a model, we shall postulate that selection for some character X

changes also the mean level of performance of some other character Y.

The connecting bridge is the genetic correlation (r,), which may be

defined as the correlation between the breeding values for the two

traits, each measured in every individual. Thus, if the breeding values

for X and Y are measured in a numberof individuals, each individual

provides a pair of observations which can be correlated. Such a corre-

lation can arise only if the two characters are affected by ‘“‘common

genes”: in the long run, this implies pleiotropy, while in the short run

a correlation may easily arise as a result of linkage; i.e., for “‘common

genes,’’ read ‘‘common chromosomal segments.’’ Correlations of the

latter kind can be particularly prevalent in crosses between divergent

strains, though they fade through time as equilibrium is established

between the coupling and repulsion phases of linkage.

The principle of the formulation is that the phenotypic covariance

between two characters, measured on the same individuals, can be

partitioned into an additive genetic component and a (nonadditive +
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environmental) component, in a way strictly analogous to that previ-
ously employed for variances. If the breeding values themselves were
correlated, as suggested in the definition, the additive genetic covari-
ance alone would be derived. In practice, however, this usually proves
too cumbersome, and theless direct method of partitioning is employed,
by relating observational components of covariance to causal compo-
nents. The readeris referred to Falconer (1960) for details. The genetic
correlation between X and Y [r,4)xy] is then obtained by relating the
additive covariance [cov,,)yy] to the two additive variances, according
to the usual formula for a correlation:

__ COU (A) XY

lcayxy ==
O(A)x Wayy

The correlated change in character Y, when theselection is for char-
acter X, will depend upon the regression of the breeding value for Y
on the breeding value for X. This regression is the ratio of the additive
covariance to the additive variance of X.

b _ COUVAyyX __ O(A)Y
(A)¥X=(A)

O"(A)X O(A)xX

 

The direct response in X was given as

Ry = thy?O(py x

where o(p)x iS the phenotypic standard deviation of X. This can be
rewritten in terms of the additive standard deviation:

Ry = ihyOcayx

where h, is the square root of the heritability. Hence the correlated
response in Y, (CR,), can be formulated as follows:

CRy = buayyxRy

OU(A)Y .
thyo (Ay x —_ TA

O(A)X

= ihyt40(ayy

Since

 

2
h.2— O'(A)Y
y ~~ 2

O'(P)y

O(A)Y = hyopyy

so that

CRy — thyhyt40(pyy

The only purpose of this brief formulation is to show the numberof
factors that may influence the correlated response in one character
when selection proceeds for another. The presence of a correlated re-
sponse demonstrates only that none of the five factors in the formula
is zero. The likeliest one to be zero is, of course, the genetic correla-
tion. But it is much more difficult to argue that the absence of a cor-
related response means that 7, is, in fact, zero, especially if either of
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the two heritabilities is low. And it can never be argued that, because

a genetic correlation cannot be detected, the characters do not share

some common genes. It is easily conceivable that one gene could in-

crease one character and decrease the other, while another gene had the

opposite effect, both genes thus masking each other. This underlines

yet again the difficulty of drawing precise genetic conclusions from the

responses to selection. The chief usefulness of correlated responses in

genetic analysis is to act as a check on previous estimates of the herita-

bilities and the genetic correlation.

As a final remark in this section, it should be noted that, if the

heritabilities are known, the formula given suggests a method of esti-

mating the genetic correlation by measuring the correlated response.

A better method, using selection data, is to select for each of the two

characters separately and to observe the correlated response of the
other character in each case. The formulae given can then be manipu-

lated to show that

_ CR, CRy
7 Ry Ry

2

TA
  

In accordance with our previous terminology, the estimate so obtained
should perhaps be termed the ‘‘realized genetic correlation,’’ to distin-
guish it from a priori estimates derived from the methods of partition-

ing the covariance.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

What | have attempted in this chapter is to present some basic concepts

as they affect our thinking about the problem of quantitative variation in

genetics and to indicate a few of the methods whereby the sources of
such variation are explored. It has not been possible, in the space

available, to develop some of these ideas very far; neither has it been
possible to discuss at all the exploitation of the products of selection
and inbreeding in genetic analysis. The latter objective would have been
difficult in any case, as each situation demands a particular approach

and a specific analysis, based on the investigator’s understanding of the

biology of the system with which he is working. Instead, | have concen-

trated on presenting the subject almost as an attitude of mind, at times,

toward situations where genes are at work but where they cannot be
identified individually. Very often, a lack of precision in the interpretation

came to the surface. This is partly a reflection of the fact that | limited
myself to certain objectives, but also it partly reflects the genetic system

involved. For it is an accepted fact of life that genes hunt in packs. As

such, the pack must be studied as a pack andthis, by its nature, poses

difficulties. While it is always of interest to learn about some of the

quirks of isolated members of the pack, the action of these individuals,

as individuals, is almost irrelevant for many purposes. They may have
little bearing on the action of the pack as a whole. From this point of

view, the quantitative aspects of genetic systems are fundamental and

basic to many biological problems.
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It will be obvious to most that the treatment in this chapter is far
from being exhaustive; indeed, many important topics are not even
mentioned. | should not like it to be thought either that the approach
adopted is an exclusive one; | have employed the terminology, sym-
bolism, and formulation with which | am most conversant. | should like
to believe, however, that the concepts developed here are basic to any
approach.

Much of the stimulation of quantitative genetics derives from the-
Oretical studies, developed largely from the works of R. A. Fisher,
J. B. S. Haldane, and Sewall Wright in the 1920s and 1930s.
Some of these early theoretical papers can still be claimed to be
the cornerstones of the subject. Primarily, however, quantitative ge-
netics should be regarded as an empirical science, and it is from
more experimental work, especially perhaps with characters as yet
uninvestigated, that further impetus and progress should be expected.
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INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly evident that polygenic inheritance plays an

important role in behavioral variation. While we have begun to learn

about some properties of the organization of polygenic systems, to

date we havelittle, if any, detailed knowledge of the relations between

the properties of such systems and behavioral variation.

In other chapters of Part Ill, methods are discussed for analyzing

and describing the genetic correlates of trait variation in populations

in terms of concepts that are essentially statistical, such as the addi-

tive, dominance, and interactive components of the genetic variance.

In several ‘‘lower’’ organisms analysis can now be approached from

another point of view, because techniques exist that permit more

detailed study of genetic mechanisms. In the genetically well-studied

species, Drosophila melanogaster, for example, the chromosome can

be made the unit of analysis on the independent variable while the

behavioral phenotype is observed as the dependent variable. In this

way the genetic variance, which is associated with variation in the

expression of a behavioral phenotype, can be partitioned into com-

ponents assignable to specific chromosomes and to their interactions.

Genetic markers, chromosomal inversions, and balanced lethal sys-

tems provide powerful tools for genetic analysis. The phenotypic ex-

pression of certain easily discernible traits has been related to the

presence of specific alleles of known genes, e.g., curly wings and

stubble bristles in Drosophila, taillessness in mice, taste sensitivity

to certain chemicals in man (McKusick, 1966), etc. When their chromo-

somal locus is also known, as was the case for the 479 Drosophila loci

listed in the latest Biology Data Book (Altman and Dittmer, 1964), such

genes can be used as convenient markersto label specific chromosomes.

Then the presence or absence of the chromosomecarrying a specific

allele of the marker gene can be inferred from the expression of the

phenotype with which it is associated.

1 This research was supported by Grant NSF GB 487 from the National Science Foun-

dation to the University of Illinois.
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An inversion is a structural rearrangement of a chromosome in
which the previous linear arrangement of its genes has been altered.
When one or more blocks of genes on a chromosomehave rotated by
180 degrees, that chromosomeis said to contain an inversion. During
meiosis when homologous chromosomes pair at synapsis, they fre-
quently exchange corresponding segments. This exchange is called
crossing-over. Because of crossing-over very few exact replicates of
a chromosome (other than the male Y chromosome) will ordinarily
be found over several generations in any population. Because of
crossing-over and the independent assortment of chromosomes, both
of which occur at meiosis, genotypes tend to be unique and non-
replicable. Inversions, however, impede the pairing of homologous loci
at synapsis and thus offer a means of circumventing the effects of
crossing-over. When crossover products are eliminated through the
use of inversions, the replication of a given chromosome in all the
individuals of a population becomes possible.

There exist dominant genes with recessive lethal effect. When two,
nonallelic, recessive lethal genes are used as dominant markers, one
on each of the homologs in a chromosome pair containing an in-
version, a balanced lethal system is created. A hypothetical example
of such a system would be a chromosome pair having the genes Ab
On one chromosome and the genes aB on its homolog, where both
A and B are recessive lethal and dominant to their respective alleles
a and b. Mating two such double heterozygotes would produce three
possible zygotic genotypes: AAbb, aaBB, and AaBb, but only the last
of these would be viable. Hence, a balanced lethal system together
with inversions on a pair of homologs provides a mechanism for pre-
serving the integrity of a chromosome pair in a population and
maintaining it unchanged for generations.

GENETIC ARCHITECTURE
AND TRAIT DISTRIBUTION

The existence of these special genetic situations makes possible, by
means of controlled matings, the synthesis of populations having
almost any desired genetic composition. Heredity can be made the
independent experimental variable and the chromosomes can become
the units of analysis. In an exploratory study (Hirsch, 1959) a stock
that carried inversion chromosomes maintained with balanced lethal
systems was crossed to an unselected and free-mating laboratory
stock. We produced three F, populations which differed in known
ways with respect to both the degree and the kind of similarity in
chromosome constitution existing among their members. One popula-
tion was made isogenic (genetically uniform) for a first chromosome
which was homozygous in all females, while the autosomes were left
to random assortment. Another was made isogenic heterozygous for
chromosomeII, with chromosomes | and III left to random assortment.
And a third population was made isogenic for both homozygousfirst-
chromosome and heterozygous third-chromosomepairs, with chromo-
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Figure 12.1 Distribution of geotactic scores in a 10-unit maze for males of

three populations (described in text). W: chromosome varying at random,

Y: the Y chromosome of males; other symbols represent marker genes and

indicate chromosomescarried in identical form by all members of a popula-

tion. (Modified from Hirsch, 1959.)

some li left to random assortment. Under these conditions two

parameters of their geotactic behavioral distributions were controlled.

The least dispersion occurred in the population isogenic for two of

its three large chromosomes. The other two populations, isogenic

with respect to a single chromosome pair, differed from one another

in their central tendencies but not in their dispersions, which were

twice the dispersion of the population isogenic for two chromosome

pairs (see Figure 12.1). This study demonstrated that detailed manip-

ulation of chromosomal genotype has measurable effects on the dis-

tributions of behavioral phenotypes.

CHROMOSOME ANALYSIS

Partial Assay

Subsequently, for each of three populations a partial assay was made

of the role in geotaxis of the three major D. melanogaster chromo-

somes and their several interactions. The three populations consisted

of one that was being selected for positive geotaxis, another being

selected for negative geotaxis, and the unselected foundation popula-

tion from which the two selected populations were derived. Each

population was crossed to a multiple-inversion tester stock; then the

resulting F, was crossed back to the population under analysis, in

order to produce for behavioral comparison the eight backcross female

genotypes shown in Figure 12.2. The assay depends on comparison

of the behavioral effects of the chromosomes from the population

under analysis with those of their homologs from the commontester

stock. The homologous chromosomes from the different populations

under analysis can then be compared with one another by means of

this common standard of reference provided by the tester stock. Direct
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Figure 12.2 Mating plan for partial assay (see text for explanation).

(Modified from Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1962.)

comparison of the chromosomes from different populations is difficult

because ordinarily the chromosomes cannot be identified and followed

in segregation. The chromosomes of the tester stock, however, contain

inversions which reduce recombination in the F,. They also contain

the dominant morphological marker genes which permit us to follow

through a backcross the segregation of the tester-stock inversion
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chromosomes from their unmarked homologs drawn from the popula-

tion under analysis.

The eight backcross genotypes of the assay consist of individuals

having either of two chromosome combinations for each of the three

major chromosome pairs of this species. That is, a pair of chromo-

somes is structurally either heterozygous or homozygous; either the

inversion chromosome from the standard tester stock is paired with

its homolog from the tested population or both homologs come from

the tested population. The difference in behavior between the carriers

of the structural heterozygotes and the carriers of the structural

homozygotes provides an estimate of the behavioral effect of a given

chromosome from a population under analysis. For example, the

genotypes resulting from the backcross in the chromosome analyses

for geotaxis are represented in Figure 12.2 by the two numbered sets

of chromosomes in each of the last four rows, e.g., 1 and 5, 2 and

6, etc. The pooled estimate of the effect of chromosome | from the

tested population is obtained by taking the means of the distributions

of geotactic scores from the backcross populations, each representing a

different one of the eight genotypes, and averaging the differences

between the means of those that are structurally homozygous and of

those that are structurally heterozygous for the first chromosome.

l= Yl(8 — 4) + (7— 3) + (6 — 2)+ 5 — 1)]

An analogous comparison is involved in obtaining the estimate for each

of the other chromosomes.

The interaction between two chromosomesis obtained by estimating

the effect of one of them at each level of a third chromosome andthen

finding the weighted difference between these estimates combined at

the various levels of the second chromosome:

IL-l = Y%4{[(8 —4) + (7 —3)] —[6—2)+ (5 — 1)}}

The interaction between three chromosomes is found by taking the

differences between the estimates of the effect of one of them at

each level of another chromosome and then finding the weighted

difference between these differences obtained from the various levels

of the remaining chromosome:

[|—l—Wl= %{l(g8 — 4) — (7 — 3)] — [6 — 2) — 6 — 1)

Each of the observed differences furnishes an estimate of the

change in phenotypic score produced by the substitution of a chromo-

some from the population under analysis for its homolog from the

tester population.

Ten replications of the assays were performed on the chromosomes

from each of the three populations (Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-Kimling,

1962). Table 12.1 presents estimates of the effects of the three

chromosomes and their four interactions obtained from these assays.

For each population it also shows averaged estimates, together with

their standard errors and the degrees of freedom from Student's ¢
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distribution for significant effects (that is, p< .05). Clearly, relative
to their homologs in the tester stock, all the chromosomes have
marked effects in some of the populations, and none of the inter-
actions is important.

  

Table 12.1
Chromosomeandinteraction estimates

Replica-
Population tions 1 il WI I-ll IE ITE I

Positive 1 1.50 2.27 0.12 —0.80 —0.29 0.18 —0.11

2 0.53 1.82 —0.11 0.17 —1.42 0.80 —0.39

3 1.58 2.49 0.13 0.35 —0.19 —0.29 —0.08

4 1.27 2.23 —0.04 —0.71 0.31 —0.32 0.03

5 0.95 162  —0.32 0.14 -—0.23 —0.64 —0.59

6 1.98 1.82 0.18 —0.37 0.15 —0.33 0.32

7 1.49 1.19 0.52 —0.14 0.08 0.11 —0O.27

8 2.04 2.04 0.79 0.53 0.42 —0.30 0.29

9 0.98 1.02 0.21 —0.30 —0.25 —0.23 —0.28

10 0.94 146 —0.64 —0.19 —0.26 0.03 —0.01

xXx 1.39* 1.81* 0.12 -—0.16 —0.10 —0.12 —0.14
SE 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.18 0.11 0.08

Unselected 1 0.92 126 —1.28 0.03 0.13 —0.24 0.20

2 —0.39 1.08  —0.66 —0O.20 0.02 0.61 0.53

3 0.77 1.74 —0.64 0.38 —1.08 0.60 —0.83

4 1.18 1.51 0.17 —0.14 0.43 0.22 —0.63

5 2.00 2.51 —1.33 0.43 —0.32 —1.06 —0.36

6 1.08 1.76 —0.06 0.03 —0.49 0.36 0.44

7 0.79 2.25 —-0.18 —0.24 —0.02 —0.37 0.08

8 1.22 1.40 0.35 0.18 —0.69 —0.24 0.72

9 2.30 2.28 —0.19 —0.15 0.09 0.45 —0.62

10 0.80 1.97 0.21 0.55 0.59 -—0.37 —0.06

xX 1.03* 1.74* —0.29 0.05 —0.07 0.03 0.00
SE 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.10 0.13 0.17 0.13

Negative 0.75 0.95 —0.77 —0.13 —0.52 —0.29 —0.281

2 0.25 1.08 —1.17 0.03 0.31 0.07  —0.70

3 0.23 0.64 -—0.71 -—0.18 0.52 —0.08 0.47

4 0.65 0.76 —1.75 0.63 —0.13 —0.35 0.15

5 0.28 0.13 -—0.68 —0.94 0.58 0.01 0.12

6 0.66 0.69 -—1.41 0.00 —0.04 0.21 0.52

7 1.01 1.00 —1.44 0.43 0.09 0.39 0.17

8 —0.04 —1.32 -—0.36 —0.58 0.69 —0.21 0.02

9 1.11 0.14 —1.29 0.03 0.32 —0.54 —0.26

QO —1.29 -—0.39 —1.24 —042 —0.32 —0.23 0.01

xX 0.47T 0.33 —1.08f —0.12 0.14 0.06 0.06

SE 0.17 0.20 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.11 0.13

NOTE: Individual and averaged estimates with standard errors for geotactic effects of

chromosomes and their interactions from ten assay replications for three populations.

Statistical constants and degrees of freedom refer to the behavioral samples (19 for the

negative population and 18 each for the other two populations).

* df=17.

+ df = 18.

souRCcE: Modified from Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1962.
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Figure 12.3. Cumulated geotaxis estimates for chromosomes by

populations. (Modified from Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1962.)

Figure 12.3 shows in cumulative curve form the behavior of the

chromosome estimates over the 10 replications. In terms of the final

height of the curves, the rank order of the chromosomesis II >I > Ill

with the exception that the curve for chromosomeII from the negative

population is displaced below all three | curves; the rank order by

populations for all three chromosomes is positive above unselected

above negative. The figure shows that in the unselected population

chromosomes | and II produce positive geotaxis and chromosomeIll

is somewhat negative by comparison with the standard tester homo-

logs. Selection for positive geotaxis has had little effect, if any, on

chromosome II; might have increased the positive effect of chromo-
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some |; and has changed chromosome III from negative to slightly
positive. In general, selection for negative geotaxis seems to have had
a greater effect on all three chromosomesthan selection for positive
geotaxis, a condition which should be directly related to the asym-
metrical response to selection mentioned by R. C. Roberts (page
251). (In the selection experiment that produced these populations,
the results of selection were markedly unequal in the two directions:
Selection was far more effective for negative geotaxis than for positive
geotaxis; see Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al., 1962.)

In the foregoing analysis not all the possible nonadditive relations
can be measured. Therefore only certain limited inferences could be
made about the nature of gene and chromosomeeffects. This is be-
cause the chromosomesbearing inversions and marker mutants appear
in seven of the eight genotypes used for behavioral observation. Genes
on the tested chromosomes, which are dominant or epistatic to genes
on the tester chromosomes, must have the same phenotypic effects
in the single kind of structural homozygote observed as they do in
the structural heterozygotes and therefore remain undetected. Detection
of such dominant and epistatic genes requires that the structural
heterozygotes be compared with both kinds of structural homozygotes.
The tester chromosomes have not been observed in homozygous com-

binations, however, because the most effective forms of the second

and third chromosomes that were available for use as testers carried

as marker genes the curly-wing and stubble-bristle mutant alleles,

which are recessive lethal in the homozygousstate.

Complete Assay

The breeding arrangement outlined next permits a more general evalua-

tion of chromosomal interaction. The matings shown in Figure 12.4

illustrate how all possible combinations of chromosomes from pairs

of contrasted populations can be obtained. This type of analysis has

several advantages: Behavioral observations do not have to be made

on individuals carrying the special chromosomes bearing inversions

and marker mutants—unusual properties which might complicate the

picture. The use of all possible combinations of chromosomes from

two contrasted populations, in principle, permits the measurement of

many kinds of interallelic, interlocular, and interchromosomal interac-

tion.

If again we ignore the Y and the IV chromosomes,as in the previous

analysis, and consider only the combinations of the three pairs of

major chromosomes, then for each pair of chromosomes there are,

in females, one heterozygous and two alternative homozygous combina-

tions, i.e., 3X 3 X 3 = 27 possible genotypes. In males, since there
are only two hemizygous alternatives for the first chromosome, there

are 18 possible combinations. Following F. W. Robertson (1954) we

shall now use a notation in which any genotype can be specified by
three letters whose order corresponds to chromosomepairs |, Il, and
lil. Thus chromosomepairs that are purely of negative geotactic or of
wild-type origin are designated as HHH or WWW, respectively, and
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Figure 12.4 Mating plan to producethe eight basic types used in subsequent crosses
shownin Figure 12.5. I, Il, Ill refer to the first, second, and third chromosomepairs;
H: chromosomes from negative-geotaxis population; +: wild-type chromosome but
origin unknown, W: wild-type chromosome from unselected foundation population.
The meaning of the other symbols is the same as or analogous to those in Figure
12.1 and in the text.
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their heterozygotes by XXX, with the other various combinations repre-
sented by HXW, WWX, HHW,etc., where the X refers to the hetero-
Zygous combination. The first letter of any formula will never appear

as an X for the males because they carry only a single chromosomeI.
The 27 female and 18 male alternative genotypes are produced from

the eight basic types shown in Figure 12.5. The eight basic types
consist of all possible combinations of homozygous chromosomes. Of
these, the six types that combine chromosomepairs from the different
strains—one pair of homozygous chromosomes from onestrain in the
presence of two homozygous pairs from the other strain—result from
the crosses shown in Figure 12.4, in which inversions are used to
Suppress recombination during the breeding generations required to
bring together the desired combinations of homozygous chromosomes.

Data presently being analyzed from geotactic distribution of the 18
male and 27 female genotypes show that observations on a more
complete spectrum of genotypes can, in fact, measure chromosome
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interactions. While the magnitude of the interactions measured so far
is not large relative to the total genetic variance—9 percent in male
data and 1 percent in female data (from thefirst two, of four, replica-
tions)—there is every reason to expect that higher values might yet
be obtained as we improve our control over these difficult and some-
what laborious measurement procedures.

CONCLUSIONS

There has been a rather widespread belief that “‘it is impossible to
show the presence of . . . groups of linked polygenes by normal
Mendelian methods’’ (Sheppard, 1958, p. 109). Since the analyses just
reviewed in this chapter have shown that measurements can be made
on the individual chromosomes involved in behavioral variation that
is already knownto be of the polygenic kind (Erlenmeyer-Kimling et al.,
1962; Ksander, 1966), it will be of interest to consider how far we
might expect that analysis can eventually be carried.

Long ago Johannsen (1903) demonstrated the genetic discontinu-
ities underlying a continuous phenotypic variable such as seed weight
in bean plants. Throughself-fertilization of individuals from a hetero-
genic population of variable seed weight, he established several classes
of phenotypically true-breeding inbred lines. Later, Sax (1923) used

the seed-coat color gene as a marker to classify chromosomes. In
hybridization testcrosses carried through the F., generation, he was

able to show apparent linkage between the major gene for seed color

and polygenes associated with the bean-weight phenotype.

In the analysis of the polygenic correlates of bristle number in D.

melanogaster, the elegant experiments of Breese and Mather (1957,

1960) go still further. They split a chromosome into a number of
component pieces and showed that all of them contain some of the

relevant polygenic factors.

More recently Thoday (1961) and his associates (Gibson and Tho-

day, 1963; Wolstenholme and Thoday, 1963) have refined the tech-

niques of Breese and Mather to the point where they have apparently

succeeded in pinpointing on the chromosome map individual second-
and third-chromosome genes in the polygenic system related to bristle
formation. Gibson and Thoday (1962) have even reported evidence
for an apparent 20 map-unit position effect in this system. And, finally,
Spickett (1963) has begun the description of ontogenetic effects on
bristle pattern and number of two third-chromosome genes and of a
single second-chromosome gene in the polygenic system.

There is at this time no obvious reason why analyses similar to

those just reviewed for morphology cannot be performed for behavior
as well. Furthermore, the accumulating evidence (Pontecorvo, 1958:
Sonneborn, 1965; Tessman, 1965) suggests no apparent limit to the
resolving power that may be attained as we refine our techniques for
analyzing the relations between the genetic system and morphology,
behavior, or any other identifiable feature of biological organization.
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Mice seem to enjoy running in activity wheels. All mice run in wheels;

we have yet to find a mouse that does not. But mice belonging to

different inbred strains differ in their running performance (Bruell,

1964b). Some run up to 1 mile per hour; others run not more than

2,000 feet in the same time. What happens when mice from an active

strain are mated to mice from a relatively inactive strain? Usually one

finds that the F, hybrid offspring from such a cross outrun both

parents. The hybrids display behavioral heterosis, popularly known as

hybrid vigor.

Mice placed in a tunnel that exits into an illuminated open space

have a choice: They can remain in the tunnel or enter the openfield.

Mice from some strains stay under cover for a long time; mice from

other strains enter the lighted arena without delay. What happens when

such strains are crossed? In most cases the hybrid offspring are slower

than their impulsive parent but faster than their hesitating parent. In

this case inheritance tends to be intermediate rather than heterotic

(Bruell, 1965).

These phenomena of heterotic and intermediate inheritance of be-

havior, and their explanation in terms of genetic and evolutionary

mechanisms, form the subject matter of this chapter. While our dis-

cussion will center around behavioral heterosis, or its absence, it is

hoped that some of the ideas developed here will be of wider interest

to students of behavior genetics.

ILLUSTRATIVE RESEARCH

The discovery of heterotic and intermediate inheritance of behavior

was a by-product of behavior-genetic research designed to study other

problems. So far no one has conducted experiments expressly devoted

to an exploration of behavioral heterosis. Toward the end of this chap-

ter, we shall offer some suggestions for the design of future investiga-

1 Research supported in part by Grant G-14410 from the National Science Foundation,

Grant HE-07216 from the National Heart Institute, and Grant HD-02589 from the

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, United States Public

Health Service, to Western Reserve University.
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tions of heterosis but, at present, we must draw on examples from
available though not entirely satisfactory research.

Results of earlier genetic studies (Bruell, 1962, 1964a, 1964b) on

the behavior of mice in activity wheels have been mentioned. However,
in order to illustrate the design of so-called diallel studies, we shall
describe here in some detail an unpublished diallel study of wheel
running. Five inbred strains of mice (A/J, Balb/c, C3M, C57BL/10,
DBA/1) and the 20 F, hybrid groups resulting from the complete
intercrossing of these strains (see Broadhurst, Chapter 14; Broadhurst,
1960) were used. Each strain and each group of hybrids was repre-
sented by 22 females and 22 males, so that a total of 1,100 mice
were tested. The mean running score for each group (scores for
females and males were pooled) is shown in diallel Table 13.1. The
scores represent revolutions run per hour in an activity wheel having
a diameter of 6 inches and thus a running surface of approximately
19 inches (cf. Bruell, 1962, Figure 4.6). The scores for the five inbred
strains are shown on the left-to-right diagonal of the diallel table;
scores for hybrids are entered above and below the diagonal. For
example, the score for F, (A/J ¢?X Balb/c 4) is entered in the right
upper corner, and that of the reciprocal hybrid F, (Balb/c 9 XA/J¢@)
in the left lower corner of the table. Inspection of Table 13.1 reveals

the strong tendency of F, hybrids to outdistance their inbred parents

in activity wheels.

A graphic representation of these results is found in Figure 13.1.

For the strains A/J and C3H and their hybrid offspring F, (A/J¢@X

C3H ¢) and F, (C3H@XA/J ¢@), the average of the parental scores,

the so-called midparent, was 14 (1,717 + 1,981) = 1,849. The average

of the hybrid scores was 14 (2,404 + 2,280) = 2,342. In Figure 13.1

this hybrid score is plotted against the midparental score; it is indi-

cated by the first solid circle from the left. The two parental scores,

1,717 and 1,981, are indicated by the end points of the vertical bar

under the circle marking the score of their hybrid offspring. We thus

see at a glance that these hybrids scored outside the range of scores

bracketed in by their parents’ performances. We see similar results for

all other hybrid groups except for F, (A/J X Balb/c) and their recip-

rocals. In this case the scores shown were 1,717 and 2,358 for the

parents, 2,037 for the midparent, and 2,353 for the hybrids.

Table 13.1
Spontaneousrunningin activity wheels (revolutions per hour)
by five inbred strains of mice and their F, hybrid offspring

Strain of sire
 

Strain of mother A/J C3H DBA/1 C57BL Balb/c

A/S 1,717 2,404 2,417 2,394 2,360
C3H 2,280 1,981 2,352 2,638 2,775
DBA/1 2,273 2,415 2,072 2,461 2,744
C57BL/10 2,334 2,497 2,460 2,080 2,540
Balb/c 2,346 2,728 2,684 2,734 2,358
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Figure 13.1 Wheel running by inbred and hybrid mice. Scores
of hybrids are indicated by solid circles, and those of their in-
bred parents by the end points of the vertical bars; intersection
of dashed line and vertical bar marks the midparental score.
Families shown from left to right are A/J X C3H, A/J X DBA/1,
A/J X C57BL/10, C3H X DBA/1, C3H X C57BL/10, A/J X
Balb/c, DBA/1 X C57BL/10, C3H X Balb/c, DBA/1 X Balb/c,
C57BL/10 X Balb/c.

Even without applying statistical tests of significance to the data of
Table 13.1 and Figure 13.1 we can see that, at least in this group of
inbred strains and hybrids, inheritance of wheel running was heterotic.

Inheritance of exploratory behavior of mice is also heterotic. This
was found in an earlier study (Bruell, 1964a) and confirmed by the
following unpublished diallel study. The same 1,100 inbred arid hybrid
mice that had been tested in wheels were used in this study. Each
mouse was placed in a four-compartment exploration maze (cf. Bruell,
1962, Figure 4.8), and the number of times the mouse crossed the
midline of a compartment was counted photoelectrically. The total
number of midline crossings in a 10-minute test period constituted
the exploration score of the mouse. The results of this diallel study
are shown in Figure 13.2. Most groups of hybrids outperformed their
inbred parents; inheritance of exploratory behavior was heterotic.

Quite similar results were obtained by Collins (1964) who conducted
a 5x5 diallel study (total N = 500) of avoidance conditioning in
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Figure 13.2 Exploratory behavior of inbred and hybrid

mice. For explanation of symbols, see Figure 13.1.
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mice. This trait of mice also disp'ayed heterosis: F, hybrids learned

faster than their inbred parents.

Not every trait, however, shows heterotic inheritance. Broadhurst

(1960) conducted a 6 X 6 diallel study of emotional defecation by

rats. Figure 13.3 shows Broadhurst’s data for strains 1 through 5

(Broadhurst, 1960, Table 4.8, p. 83); the data for strain 6 were

omitted because this strain was selectively bred for emotional non-

reactivity. In this case most groups of hybrids scored within the

parental range; two groups of hybrids were emotionally more reactive

than their midparent, and eight were less reactive. Overall, emotional

defecation by rats, at least in Broadhurst’s study, shows intermediate

inheritance.

Fuller (1964a) studied alcohol preferences among mice, and his

data are shown in Figure 13.4. Some hybrids resembled their ‘“‘alco-

holic’’ parent; others resembled their alcohol-avoiding parent. The

average score for F, hybrids, however, did not differ from the average

score for their parents; inheritance was intermediate, though in a

special way to be discussedlater.

Two other behavior traits of mice, latency of emergence into an

Open field, mentioned above, and latency of descent from an elevated

platform (cf. Bruell, 1962, Figures 4.11 and 4.13) are also inherited

in intermediate fashion. In both cases, F, hybrids tend to be faster
than their slow parent and slower than their fast parent (Bruell, 1965).
To understand the results of these and similar nonbehavioral studies
(e.g., Bruell, 1963, on inheritance of serum cholesterol level in mice;
Bruell, 1964a, on inheritance of hematocrit percent in mice), we must
now consider genetic and evolutionary mechanisms.
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(Data adapted from Fuller, 1964a.)
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GENETIC MECHANISMS

The theory of quantitative genetics is discussed in two other chapters

of this volume by R. C. Roberts and P. L. Broadhurst. Therefore, this

discussion can be limited to four special topics: We shall ask how, in

theory, the genetic constitution of a laboratory population of inbred

strains differs from the genetic constitution of the natural population

from which the strains originated; we shall examine when, according

to theory, the mean genotypic value of a quantitative trait in a popula-

tion of inbred strains will differ from that of the sametrait in the wild

base population; we shall discuss the theory of inbreeding depression

and heterosis; and we shall indicate how these theoretical considera-

tions relate to the research presented above.

Let us compare first the genetic constitution of a population of

inbred strains, S, with that of the original random-breeding population,

R. To start with the simplest case, suppose we dealt with a monogenic

trait, that is, a trait determined by genes at one locus (1= 1), and

suppose there existed only two allelic genes, A, and A,, at that locus;

we assume also that, in population R, allele A, occurred with fre-

quency p, and A, occurred with frequency g, where p+q=1.If

all this were so, both males and females of population R would produce

p A, gametes and q A, gametes, and random mating within the popu-

lation would result in p? A,A,, 2pq A,A., and q? A,A, genotypes, as

shown in Table 13.2 for the special case where p=q = WA.

Let us now supposethat individuals drawn at random from popula-

tion R were used in a program of inbreeding. After several generations

of intensive inbreeding (Fuller and Thompson, 1960, p. 82, Figure 3.9)

we would have two kinds of homozygouslines or strains: A,A, strains

and A.A, strains. Since in population R, genes A, and A, occurred with

frequency p and q, we would expect that our population of inbred strains

S would consist of p A,A, strains and q A.A,strains.

When we compare population R (all of Table 13.2) with population

S (left-to-right diagonal of Table 13.2) we see that the homozygous

genotypes of S form a subset of the universal set of genotypes R.

Table 13.2 deals with a monogenic trait (J = 1). Table 13.3 repre-

sents the case of a digenic trait, that is, a trait determined by genes

at two loci (J = 2). Again populations R and S are found in the same

table, and again we see that S, on the left-to-right diagonal of the

table, constitutes a subset of R.

Inspection of Table 13.2 indicates that population S contains p A,

genes and q A, genes, and so does population R. Table 13.3 shows

Table 13.2
Random-breeding population R
and population S (I=1; p=q='%)

Male gamete

Female gamete A, A,

A, A.A, A,A,
A, A.A, A.A,
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that population S carries p A,, q A., p B,, and q B, genes, and so does

population R. Thus, in theory, the genic constitution of population S

does not differ from that of population R; but, most obviously, the

genotypic makeup of the two populations does differ.
Populations of inbred strains are produced by inbreeding, that is,

by systematic interference with random mating among animals drawn
from a natural population R. What would happen if the restrictions on
random mating were removed, that is, if inbred animals in population
S were free to mate with any other animal in that population? Since, as
we saw, the genic constitution of population S does not differ from that
of R, such random mating could be represented in the same way as we
represented random mating in population R in Tables 13.2 (J = 1) and
13.3 (1 = 2). Looking at it this way, we see that one generation of
random breeding within population S would reconstitute the original
natural population R.

We now turn to the second question we proposed to discuss in this
section: Why and when does Mg, the mean genotypic value of a trait
in a population of inbred strains, differ from M,, the mean genotypic
value of the same trait in population R from which the inbred strains
derived? To compute My and M, we must adopt a system of denoting
the genotypic values of homozygous and heterozygous gene pairs.
Following R. C. Roberts (Chapter 11) and Falconer (1960, p. 113),
we denote the genotypic values of homozygotes A,A, and A.A, by
d, and —a,. In analogous fashion the genotypic values of B,B, and
B,B,, and C,C, and C,C, are designated by a, and —a,, and a, and
—a,. These genotypic values of pairs of homozygotes, for example,
A,A, and A.A,, are measured on

a

scale that has its zero point midway
between them; thus, values a, and —d, are deviations from the mid-
homozygote value (see Genotypic Value Scale, page 219; Falconer,
1960, Figure 7.1; Bruell, 1962, Figure 4.3).
The genotypic value of heterozygous gene pairs is indicated by the

letter d with a subscript. For example, the genotypic values of A,A,,
B,B,, and C,C, are symbolized by d, or —d,, d, or —d,, and d, or —d,.
The value of heterozygotes also is measured on a scale having its zero
point midway between the corresponding homozygotes. If on an absolute
scale the genotypic values of A,Aj,, A,A., and A,A, were 20, 18, and
10, respectively, then, on our scale, the corresponding values would
be a, = 5, d, = 3, and —a, = —5.

Table 13.3
Random-breeding population R
and population S (1 = 2;p =q= %)

OO

eee

Male gamete

a

SSeSSSSeFSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSeee

Female gamete A,B, A,B, A.B, A.B,meee
A,B, A,A, BB, A,A, B,B, A,A, B,B, A,A, BB,
A,B, A,A, B.B, A,A, B.B, A,A, B.B, A,A, B,B,
A.B, A.A, BB, A.A, B,B, A.A, B,B, A.A, B,B,
A.B, A.A, B.B, A.A, B,B, A.A, BB, A,A, BB,
———__—_—_—_—_——
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lt is often convenient to express d;, the value of heterozygous gene

pairs, in terms of a;, the value of the corresponding homozygotes. If

this is done, several logical possibilities exist (Falconer, 1960, p. 113;

Bruell, 1962, p. 50).

1 Zero dominance: ~he value of the heterozygote, for example, A,A,,
corresponds to the average of the two homozygotes A,A, and A.A:

d, = V/ (a, — a.) = 0.

2 Partial dominance of A, over A,: 0< d, < dy.

3 Dominance of A, over Ay: dy = dy.

4 Overdominance: d, > az.

(Obviously, partial dominance of A, over A,: — a, < d, < 0; dominance

of A, over A,: d, = —a,; and negative overdominance: d, < — a,, are

also possible.)

Since d,; arises from the property of dominance amongalleles at a

locus (Falconer, 1960, p. 122), it is referred to as the ‘“‘dominance

deviation.”’

In the absence of dominance, when d; =O, we speak of additive

gene action because, in this case, it is as if allelic genes had effects

that added up when the genes combined to form homozygous or

heterozygous gene pairs. Toillustrate, if the effect of A, were 14 a and

that of A, were — 14 a, then, by addition, we could arrive at the geno-

typic values of A,A,: % a+ Ya =a; A,A,: — Yya-— Yga=—<a;and

A,A,: Yya—-Wwa=O0.

Using this notation, let us first compute M, and M, for populations

S and R of Table 13.2. Population S consists of genotypes A,A, and

A.A,, so that My = 4 (a, — ay) = O. Population R consists of geno-

types A,A,, 2 (A,A,), and A,A,, so that Mp = Y% (a, + 2d, — Aq)

= dy.

M,;=0 l=lp=q=h (13.1)

Mp='od, Il=lip=q=% (13.2)

Analogous computations, applied to the populations shownin Table

13.3, lead to the following equations:

M,=0 lL=2;p=q=% (13.3)

Mp = Yo(d, + dy) l=2;p=q='h (13.4)

We computed M, and M, for monogenic (J = 1) and digenic (J = 2)

traits. Generalizing to polygenic traits, we see that

M,=0 p=q=% (13.5)

Mr = Yo(dg+dy+++: +i) p=q=',2 (13.6)
= Wy>d;

Equations (13.5) and (13.6) provide a general answer to the question

asked: M,, the genotypic mean of a random-breeding population R,will

differ from M,, the genotypic mean of a population of inbred strains S,

when Sd,;, the sum of dominance deviations, differs from zero. This,
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in turn, is possible only when most dominance deviations have had the
Same sign: Most of them must beeither positive or negative; dj -)|
must not equal Xdi..)|. In the population as a whole, dominance must
have direction. With ‘‘directional dominance’ (Falconer, 1960, p. 213)
M,, will differ from Mg.

M,, will not aiffer from My, under two conditions: It will not differ
when, in the population as a whole, dominance deviations have no
direction; when positive and negative dominance deviations are equally
frequent; when |Xdj,.,| equals |Xd;,,,|. And M, will not differ from Mg
when, at all relevant loci, dominance is absent, that is, when d, = O,
d, = 0, d, =O, and so on. Stated differently, M, will equal M, when at
all loci genic action is additive.

To summarize, three situations can be distinguished:

 

1 Zero dominance: d; = O at all loci. In this case Mp = Mg.

2 Balanced or random dominance: Xi ¢-,| = Xdica). Here too M,
= Mg.

3. Directional dominance: (2dj.-)| ~ |2dji(,)|. Only under these condi-
tions does M, differ from Mg.

Thesefindings shed light on the problem of “inbreeding depression.”’
When, through inbreeding, population R changes into population S, M,
changes into M,. If, because of directional dominance, M, differs from
zero, the mean of the population subjected to inbreeding will change;
it will approach zero, and one will observe inbreeding depression. If,
On the other hand, directional dominance is absent in population R,
inbreeding will not affect the mean of the population undergoing
inbreeding.

Heterosis is inbreeding depression in reverse. We have seen that the
genic constitution of population S does not differ from that of popula-
tion R. If the members of population S are crossbred and population R
is restored, M, will change into M,. However, the value of M, will
differ from that of M, only when,in the population as a whole, direc-
tional dominanceprevails. Only then will we observe heterosis, that is, a
difference between M, and Mp, the mean of the reconstituted popula-
tion R.

These theoretical considerations have an obvious bearing upon the
research presented in the first part of this chapter. They provide a
rationale for the particular design of those studies, and they explain, to
a degree,their findings.

The similarity between Table 13.1, a diallel table, and Tables 13.2
and 13.3 containing the genotypes of populations S and R (for /=1
and [= 2) is evident. In a diallel study the experimenter completely
intercrosses N inbred strains to reconstitute, in the laboratory, popula-
tion R, the wild parent population of his strains. Obviously, in practice
this goal is never achieved. First, it is improbable that the founders of
the N inbred strains studied carried a fully representative sample of all
trait-relevant genes of population R and that, during inbreeding, no
genes were lost and no relative gene frequencies were altered. And
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then, even with only two alleles per locus, the number of possible in-
bred strains increases rapidly as J, the numberof loci influencing the

trait, increases. When [= 2, the number of possible inbred strains

S = 2!'=4; with 1= 10, the number of S = 21° = 1,024.It is unlikely

that anyone will ever embark on a 1,024 x 1,024 diallel study.

The inbred strains of a diallel study are a sample of the universe of
possible inbred strains S. If the sample is representative, results of a

diallel study permit certain inferences about population S and popula-
tion R. If we observed heterosis, we can hypothesize that in the wild

parent population |Xd;,_,| differed from |Xd;.,)]; we can infer direc-
tional dominance. And if we observed intermediate inheritance, we can

assume that in the wild base population dominance was absent or

random.

Let us call the totality of genes affecting a given trait and carried by

a wild population the gene pool of that trait. The observation that

heterosis is trait-specific suggests that the characteristics of gene

pools differ from trait to trait. How can we accountfor these differences?

Genetic theory alone does not provide an answer. We mustturn to evo-

lutionary theory for an explanation.

EVOLUTIONARY MECHANISMS

This chapter deals with quantitative behavior traits, that is, traits that

permit one to place individuals on a continuum: Someindividuals oc-

cupy a low, others an intermediate, and still others a high position on

the continuum. Presumably most quantitative behavior traits, like other

phenotypic characters of organisms, are subject to natural selection.

Selection may favor individuals scoring high on a trait continuum. Then

again, depending on the trait and the particular environmental condi-

tions, it may favor low-scoring individuals, or just the average individual.

We must assume that selection for extreme phenotypes affects the

gene pool of a trait in other ways than selection for intermediate types,

and we must consider the probable differing characteristics of gene

pools that were shaped by one or the other kind of selection. However,

our discussion would not be complete if we neglected to consider also

the probable attributes of gene pools of ‘‘neutral’’ traits, that is, traits

that escaped selection because, under the prevailing environmental

conditions, they neither increased nor decreased the fitness of their

bearers.

In discussing the three types of gene pools we shall use terms not

introduced previously. We shall speak of trait-increasing ‘‘plus genes”

and trait-decreasing ‘‘minus genes’’; it should be understood that, on an

absolute scale, both plus and minus genes may increase a response

tendency of their bearer. Only relative to each other is the gene with the

larger effect a plus gene, and that with the smaller effect a minus gene.

We shall also speak of dominant plus and minus genes. These terms

refer to genes that, in heterozygous gene pairs, shift the genotypic

value of the heterozygote above or below the mid-homozygote value.

Dominant genes, then, are those responsible for positive, d;,,,, and
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negative, dj,_,, dominance deviations. Genes without dominance, d; =
O, act additively.

We shall consider first gene pools of selectively neutral traits. Traits

are response tendencies that manifest themselves under the proper en-

vironmental circumstances. For example, the tendency of some mice to

drink and of others to avoid alcohol probably became manifest for the

first time in the laboratories of psychologists. Alcohol does not flow in

the natural environment of mice. Yet—and this must be noted and

stressed—behavior-genetic analyses (Rodgers and McClearn, 1962;

Fuller, 1964a) show that genes influencing alcohol consumption existed

in mice, although, under natural conditions, they are neither adaptive

nor maladaptive. Gene pools of traits arise through chance events of

mutation; they are shaped by selection if, under fortuitous environmen-

tal ‘‘test conditions,’’ their gene content becomes manifest. What, then,
would be the content of ‘‘untested’’ gene pools, which in the past were
not challenged by environmental forces? There seems to be only one
logical answer to this question: Since genes arise by chance, untested
and unchallenged pools presumably arefilled with a random assortment
of plus and minus genes, genes with additive action and genes with
trait-increasing and trait-decreasing dominant action.

Next to be examined are the hypothetical consequences of selection
for extreme phenotypes, that is, selection favoring individuals on one
side of a trait continuum, either the high side or the low side, and dis-
criminating against individuals at the other side. We consider genes with
additive action first and imagine an allelic series consisting of alleles
A,, A», Az, and A,. In this series A, has the largest effect, A, a lesser
effect, and so on. If selection were for extreme plus types, alleles A,,
A;, and A, would be eliminated in that order, because, with additive
gene action, even heterozygote A,A., would be less extreme than homo-
zygote A,A,. Allele A, would become fixed in the population: it would
attain a frequency p= 1. ‘‘Additive variation’’ would have ceased to
exist at locus A.

This obviously poses two problems. First, if we observed a popula-
tion only after fixation of A, had occurred, we would in fact have no
way of knowing that A, existed; variation is the mother of genetics.
Second, and this point is more important, in reality we do observe addi-
tive variation, and if selection proceeded as just described, there should
be none. How then is additive variation preserved? It is preserved, in
part, through newly arising mutations but probably in a moresignificant
way through the phenomenon of pleiotropy (Greek: pleion = many,
trope = change). Most if not all genes affect more than one trait, and
whether a gene is preserved or eliminated by selection depends onits
overall adaptive value; it may be a minus genein oneof its phenotypic
manifestations but a plus-plus gene in others, and so it persists. On
the whole, however, selection for extreme types will eliminate most
genes with additive action; it will keep additive variation at a low level.
And since the severity of the selection pressures to which trait is
exposed is a direct function of its adaptive significance, traits most
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Closely related to fitness will be left with the least amount of additive
variation (Falconer, 1960, chap. 20).

How, in theory, would selection for extreme phenotypes affect dom-
inant genes? The answeris: in essentially the same way as it affects
additive genes, except that reduction of genetic variability would proceed
at a slower rate (Falconer, 1960, chap. 2). If selection favored trait-
increasing genes, dominant minus genes presumably would be elimi-
nated most rapidly, but recessive minus genes would not escape selec-
tion. Dominant plus genes would be the only onesto persist. If A, were
a dominant plus gene, and A, its recessive minus allele, A. would be

exposed to selection each time it appeared in homozygous condition.
The frequency of A, would thus tend to decline and lead to its eventual
extinction, unless it were saved by an extraneous factor such asplei-

otropy. Without extraneous ‘‘help,’’ variation at a given locus would be
preserved only in the case of heterozygote superiority, that is, over-

dominance [d;,., > dj,,)].

Finally, let us inquire into the hypothetical effects of selection for

intermediate phenotypes. Presumably, in this case, dominant plus and

minus genes would be eliminated first because of their centrifugal

effects: They tend to shift genotypic values away from any central value.

Extreme minus and extreme plus genes with additive effects would be

eliminated for the same reason. But a residue of additive variation

could persist at a locus: If the value of A,A. were optimal, such het-

erozygote superiority would tend to protect both A, and A., from extinc-

tion. On the other hand, with selection for intermediates, gene pairs

displaying true overdominance [d;,,, > a;,.,] would be selected against

because of their centrifugal effects.

Before summarizing our discussion, it should be stressed that,

strictly speaking, the preceding applies only to local populations, that

is, Communities of potentially interbreeding individuals (Mayr, 1963,

pp. 136ff.). Only such individuals share in a single gene pool, and to

apply this term to the universe of genes found in a species does not

make sense. The optimal position on a trait continuum depends on the

environment to which a population is exposed, and so this local environ-

ment shapes the gene pool of interbreeding individuals. The character-
istics of gene pools of populations separated in time and space will
differ. This is a very important point, and we shall return to it later.

Keeping in mind that we speak of gene pools of local populations,

we Can sum up what was said so far: The gene pools of traits that have

not been exposed to selection are likely to contain the whole gamut of
possible gene types. Gene pools of traits selected for extremes contain
genes contributing to additive variation. They also contain dominant
genes, but only of one kind; depending on whether high-scoring or low-
scoring phenotypes were favored by selection, the pool will contain only
dominant plus or dominant minus genes. Finally, gene pools of traits
with an intermediate optimum contain only genes with additive action;
selection will have eliminated dominant plus and dominant minus genes.

To characterize the three types of gene pools, the concept of sym-
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metry can be applied. Selection for extremes leads to asymmetrical

gene pools; they contain only one type of dominant genes, plus dom-

inants or minus dominants. Selection for intermediates leads to sym-

metrical gene pools; dominant genes are eliminated, and at loci where

additive variation is preserved, each plus gene has its minusallele.

Symmetry characterizes also the gene pools of neutral traits, but in this

case the symmetry is one of randomness. Such pools contain dominant

plus and dominant minus genes, while the symmetrical pools of inter-

mediate traits contain no dominants.

We are now ready to integrate the experimental and theoretical ma-

terial presented thus far. First we presented experimental data on

heterotic inheritance of wheel running and exploratory behavior of mice,

as well as data on intermediate inheritance of emotional defecation by

rats (Broadhurst, 1960) and alcohol preferences among mice (Fuller,

1964a).

Next, we deduced from genetic theory that heterotic inheritance re-
flects an asymmetry in the gene pool underlying a trait [|Xdj,,)| 4

'Xd;,.,'], while intermediate inheritance points to two kinds of sym-

metry in the gene pool: symmetry due to the absence of dominant

genes, or symmetry due to balanced dominance [|3d;,,)| = |¥dj:./].
Finally we learned that each kind of gene pool points to a different

history of selection: Selection for extreme phenotypes introduces asym-

metry in a gene pool; it eliminates minus dominants from it and

preserves plus dominants, or vice versa. Selection for intermediate

phenotypes eliminates all dominant genes, plus dominants and minus

dominants, from the pool. And absenceof selection in the case of neutral
traits, traits without adaptive value, preserves all types of genes in the
pool, including plus and minus dominants, thus resulting in ‘‘sym-
metry of randomness.”

Closing the circle of our argument, we can now hypothesize that
activity level of mice—measured in activity wheels—and exploratory
behavior of mice—measured in a novel environment, a maze—were
subjected to selection favoring the most active and most curious an-
imals. We can also hypothesize that emotionality of rats—gauged by
emotional defecation in a strange environment—wassubjected to selec-
tion for intermediate phenotypes: Neither the cowards nor the fool-
hardy survived. Finally, we can hypothesize that alcohol preferences of

mice—measured in a situation where mice could choose between var-
lous concentrations—had not been exposed to selection in the evolu-

tionary past of the species. Fuller (1964a) observed intermediate inher-
itance of alcohol consumption but a special kind of intermediate
inheritance. There were indications of positive dominance in some

strain crosses, and negative dominance in others, and overall interme-

diacy was attributable to a balance between the two. This is the picture

one would expect in the case of traits that had not been exposed to

selection; one would not be surprised if alcohol consumption by mice
were such a trait.

If the reader is not convinced by the argument, he shares the mis-

givings of the writer. The argument may be logically correct, but it is
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based on insufficient data. If we want to know more about behavioral

heterosis and behavioral inbreeding depression, we must conduct

studies specifically designed to investigate these phenomena.

DESIGN OF FUTURE RESEARCH

None of the experiments summarized in this chapter was conceived or

conducted to study behavioral heterosis or inbreeding depression. Thus

all of them have shortcomings that can and should be avoided in future

research. They all study only heterosis and infer inbreeding depression,

and they all suffer from inadequate sampling of strains, populations,

species, and behavior traits.

Most behavior-genetic studies suffer from an inadequate sampling of

strains, and those reported here are no exception. We chose diallel

studies for illustration because, in the case of such studies, the con-

nection between genetic theory (cf. Tables 13.2 and 13.3) and experi-

mental design (cf. Table 13.1) becomes particularly obvious. This

should not obscure the fact that diallel studies, unless conducted on

a much larger scale, are thoroughly inadequate for our purposes. A

5 x 5 diallel study samples 5 inbred and 10 hybrid genotypes, although

inclusion of reciprocal hybrids increases the latter number spuriously

to 20. But even if the trait studied were determined, in a decisive way,

by only two alleles at each of five loci (J = 5), the number of possible

inbred genotypes would be 32 (2!), and the numberof possible hybrids

would be 496 [14 (22! — 2!)]. The complete intercrossing of N strains

practiced in diallel studies, requiring as it does N? test groups,is waste-

ful. A more economical and more representative design would increase

N, the numberof inbred strains, and test only randomly chosen crosses

between them. For example, at the price of a 5 x 5 diallel study, one

could test 10, instead of 5, inbred strains and 15, instead of 10, F,

hybrids. Studies moving in this direction but falling far short of the goal

of representativeness have been reported elsewhere (Bruell, 1964a,

1964b; 1965).

Inbreeding depression is, in theory, the progenitor of heterosis.

Whenever we observe heterosis we can assumethat it was preceded by

inbreeding depression. But this assumption—and in the case of be-

havior it is no more than that—should not be permitted to enter be-

havior-genetic literature without being subjected to an empirical test.

Collins (1964) observed heterotic inheritance of avoidance conditioning

in mice, and we described heterosis of wheel running and exploratory

behavior. Hence we assumethat learning, activity level, and curiosity of

mice were depressed by inbreeding. To a degree this hypothesis is

testable, and a study of R. C. Roberts (see Falconer, 1960, p. 255)

could serve as an experimental paradigm. Roberts studiedlitter size in a

random-bred population of mice and then observed changes in litter

size during three generations of inbreeding and subsequent cross-

breeding of 30 lines taken from that population. The expected depres-

sion of litter size on inbreeding and heterotic recovery on crossbreeding

occurred. Behavior-genetic analyses modeled after Roberts’ experiment
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would be economically feasible with many species. Without such studies
many behavior-genetic interpretations would retain the flavor of the
clinical postdiction which brought at least some branches of Freudian
psychology into disrepute. But even if such studies were conducted
they would not get to the core of the problem.
We pointed out that it does not make much sense to speak of the

gene pool of a species. Thinking and experimentation must center
around gene pools of local interbreeding populations for reasons dis-
cussed extensively by Mayr (1963, chap. 7). The inbred strains of most
laboratory animals were not created with this in mind. Thus one can-
not hope that strains chosen at random from those available through
dealers would carry a representative sample of genes from any gene
pool shaped by the forces of a common environment. The wild base
populations from which the ancestors of our laboratory strains were
drawn are shrouded by the mist of incomplete records and thus, in
most cases, we do not know anything about the natural environmental
conditions under which the founders of our strains evolved. This reduces
inferences from breeding experiments about ‘‘the natural population”
or ‘the natural environment” of our laboratory strains to the status of
speculations. To illustrate the problem, what could one possibly hope
to learn about the genetics of nest building and the evolutionary forces
that contributed to it, if he experimented with strains that had among
their ancestors an unknown mixture of individuals from hot and cold
climates (cf. King, Maas, and Weisman, 1964)?

The remedy here seemsto lie in a departure from current practice.
Inbred strains have their important place in behavior-genetic research;
they provide the best available estimates of environmental variance
(R. C. Roberts, Chapter 11, page 225: Falconer, 1960, p. 130); because
of their uniformity they are ideally suited for pilot studies designed to
develop new tests and measuring techniques: and, asillustrated in this
chapter, they may help one to develop tentative hypotheses about het-
erotic and intermediate inheritance of certain traits. But to study
behavioral inbreeding depression and heterosis in a biologically mean-
ingful way, it seems one should avoid inbred strains.

Work will have to start with proper samples of individuals drawn
from local wild populations which evolved under distinct and well-known
environmental conditions. Behavior traits of these individuals will have
to be measured and changes in population means occurring during
inbreeding and subsequent crossbreeding will have to be observed. This
would add one dimension to Roberts’ approach described above: while
Roberts started with a random-bred population of mice, they were not
wild mice in the true meaning of the word, and their natural environ-
ment remained unknown. But such knowledge appears to be essential.
Obviously, to obtain insight into the modeling forces of the environ-
ment, it will not be enough to work with the descendants of one local
population. Founder animals will have to be drawn from several dis-
tinctly different environments, and, while keeping animals of differing
Origin separate, parallel inbreeding and crossbreeding experiments will
have to be conducted.

Research on behavioral inbreeding depression and heterosis certainly
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suffers from an inadequate sampling of species, genera, even phyla.

In the past this may have resulted from the assumption that such

research depended on the availability of inbred strains, but, as the
preceding discussion indicates, such considerations must not stop us.

On the contrary, progress now depends on work with wild animals, a

wide variety of them, studied in as many biologically meaningful situa-

tions as possible.

Investigation of forms of behavior chosen on the basis of evolutionary

criteria is probably the most critical requirement of future behavior-

genetic analyses. In the past we often tended to study only those forms

of behavior that were conveniently measured; our approach wastest-

oriented. This was all right at the start of our quest, but the time has

now come to attend more to ‘‘the structure of a life as it is lived’’

(Allport, 1966). In the future, before embarking on genetic research,

we should do our best to becomewell acquainted with the environment

and the life as it is lived by the animal we study. Only such intimate

knowledge will ensure that we select for detailed genetic analysis be-

havior whose adaptive significance, or lack of it, we understand. In

this chapter we hypothesized, after the results of breeding tests were

known to us, that certain forms of behavior had and others did not

have adaptive significance. We also ‘‘postdicted’’ that in some cases

selection had favored extreme phenotypes and that in others it had

favored intermediates. In the future we should strive to state in advance

of breeding tests what the tests will show, since healthy scientific

inquiry depends on the corrective, restraining, and often sobering les-

sons of unconfirmed predictions. But to be useful, predictions must

not be simply products of intuition; they must derive from a thorough

knowledge of the animals with which we work.

In this final section we have looked ahead and offered suggestions

for future research on inbreeding depression and heterosis. We sug-

gested a wider sampling of existing inbred strains and their hybrids.

This would increase our confidence in the generality of our findings.

For example, we cannot be certain that Fuller’s (1964a) results on

intermediate inheritance of alcohol preferences among mice would hold

if a larger sample of strains were tested. If some reader felt that

Fuller’s data (Figure 13.4) did not differ sufficiently from Broadhurst’s

data (Figure 13.3) to justify differing interpretations, it would be hard

to argue the point.

We suggested that inbreeding be combined with crossbreeding ex-

periments. We cannot very well continue to infer inbreeding depression

from the occurrence of heterosis. For example, would wild mice actually

learn faster than inbred mice, as Collin’s (1964) study suggests, and

would learning ability, or some other correlated ability, deteriorate as
inbreeding progresses? Supposedly (Falconer, 1960, chap. 20) behavior
traits of the highest adaptive value suffer most during inbreeding. We
all have intuitive notions about what behavior is adaptive for an organ-
ism; inbreeding experiments could provide a proving ground for our

intuition. The goal would be to sharpen our eye for characteristics of
adaptive behavior.

Finally, we suggested the need for ecological and ethological studies
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as preparation for behavior-genetic research. To go beyond intuition

and to understand the adaptive significance of a behavior, we must

know the environmental conditions under which it occurs and how it

varies aS environmental conditions vary. A complete inventory, an

ethogram, of the natural behavior of a species in its natural habitats

should, in time, become a prerequisite of behavior-genetic investiga-

tions. How fruitful such an approach can be, with how many new in-

sights it can provide us, was brilliantly illustrated by Scott’s and Fuller’s

(1965) recent monograph Genetics and the Social Behavior of the Dog,
a landmark of behavior-genetic literature.

All this will require a new breed of behavior geneticist: His training

will have to be in zoology, ecology, ethology, quantitative genetics, and

experimental psychology; and his outlook must be that of an evolu-

tionary biologist. That much we hope to have shown. Although, osten-

sibly, we set out to discuss behavioral heterosis, between the lines we

hope to have demonstrated that, in essence, our work—the work of

behavior geneticists—is concerned with problems of evolutionary bi-

ology. The animals with which we work are products of evolution; they
hold the key to the past. We must learn howto find it.
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INTRODUCTION

The diallel cross is a way of using the classic method of genetics,
crossbreeding of strains or varieties of a species, in such a manner
as to maximize the information obtainable. Although the method has
long been extant, the analysis has only recently been perfected within
the general framework of biometrical genetics, with its techniques for
the analysis of quantitative variation into its various components. It is
the purpose of this chapter to introduce students of behavior to the
method and the analysis and to indicate its possible utility in some
problems that are encountered in this rapidly developing field. While
the experimental procedures involved are straightforward, the analysis
has its complexities which need to be considered carefully.

THE METHOD

The classic method of experimental genetics has been the hybridization
of different strains or varieties of species. Abbé Mendel, just as the
English horticulturist Thomas Knight did before him (Burt and Howard,
1956), crossed varieties of garden peas though, unlike his predecessor,
he expressed his observations in numerical form and thereby demon-
Strated the essential truth of the hypothesis of particulate or, as we
should say nowadays, ‘‘genic’’ inheritance. From our vantage point of

‘Acknowledgments are due to Prof. J. L. Jinks for his criticism. The preparation of
this chapter was supported in part by USPHS Research Grant MH-08712 from the
National Institute of Mental Health, U.S. Public Health Service.
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67 years after the rediscovery of Mendel’s experiments and at a time

when the importance of polygenic determination of behavior is at last

coming to be appreciated, it is interesting to note that Mendel himself

also anticipated the importance of compound characters and indeed

suggested a mechanism, albeit imprecise, to explain the graded colora-

tion of the crosses he made between white and colored varieties of

peas.

The Mendelian method, as we know it, is based upon the crossing

of individuals of known genotype which differ in phenotype. The prod-

ucts of such a cross (usually designated P, x P.) constitute thefirst

filial generation (F,); the offspring of F, parents, the second filial gen-
eration, or F,. Crossing F, individuals with the parental strain is back-

crossing; F, x P, is designated B,, and F, xP. is designated B.,.

Further mating possibilities are recognized as contributing still more

information, but some of them are limited to self-fertilizing plants and

are consequently not applicable with bisexual organisms. This is the

standard genetic analysis as it has developed over the years. In its

complete form it has rarely been applied to behavioral characteristics.

Prior to 1959, Broadhurst and Jinks (1961, 1963) were able to find

reported in the literature only four sets of this kind of data that were

complete enough to make worthwhile reanalysis by the appropriate

techniques of biometrical genetics. Three further sets which omitted

either the backcrosses or the F., were found, and others have since

come to notice (e.g., Foster, 1959; McGaugh, Westbrook, and Burt,

1961: McGaugh, Westbrook, and Thomson, 1962; Fuller, 1964b;

Manosevitz, 1965) as well as some complete sets (e.g., McClearn,

1961; McClearn and Rodgers, 1961).

The results reported in our reanalyses were of sufficient interest to

warrant a cautious optimism regarding the application of methods of

quantitative analysis to behavioral data, especially since they were not

collected from experiments designed for the type of analysis we applied.

However, it is not proposed to discuss this type of design, with F,, F,,

and/or backcrosses, further here; the interested reader is referred to

the reviews cited for a fuller exposition of the biometrical analysis of

the data derived from successive crossbred generations and to other

sources for alternative approaches (for example, Bruell, 1962; Falconer,

1960; Scott and Fuller, 1965).

Instead, we shall note some of the limitations of this type of design

in contrast with the diallel-cross method. In order to give point to such

a discussion, it is necessary first to acquaint the reader with the funda-

mentals of the diallel cross. Perhaps the best way of doing so is to con-

sider its origin. Schmidt (1919) probably originated the diallel cross,

and he gave it the alternative name of the method of complete inter-

crossings. In many ways this is a more informative term than diallel,

since it specifies exactly what is done. Each strain is crossed with

every other one in every possible combination: Given six strains of

rats, A, B, C, D, E, and F, A would be crossed with B, with C, and

so on through F; then B with C, with D, etc.; then C with D and so on;

until the half of the diallel matrix shown in Table 14.1 above the lead-
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ing diagonal, AA, BB, CC, etc., is completed. But each of the crosses
listed above has its reciprocal; for example, if A (female) is mated with

B (male), there is the other possibility of A (male) being mated with
B (female). These matings are shown in the part of the matrix (Table
14.1) below the leading diagonal, and it is this feature that gives the
name diallel to the table and the method. The word is derived from the
Greek and means twice the complementary, referring to the presence of
the two reciprocals. The entry of the parental genotypes along the
diagonal completes the table, there being no reciprocals in these cases
since both parents come from the samestrain. Note that each row (or
column, for that matter) contains only offspring from a single parental
strain, crossed with each and every other strain in the diallel in turn,
including itself. In the arrangement shown in Table 14.1, mothers
generate rows, and fathers columns.
We now define the table formally. A diallel table is a square arrange-

ment of the measures (means and variance) of the progeny of a diallel
cross, that is, a set of all possible matings between several genotypes.
It consists of n? measurements, where n = numberof genotypes, and
comprises n(n — 1)/2 entries above, and n(n — 1)/2 below the diag-
onal whichitself contains n measures.

It is important to notice that the progenies constituting the diallel
cross are F,s of all the possible crosses from the parental strains,
indicated, for convenience, along the top and left-hand edges of Table
14.1. The parent strains are represented in the body of the table by
the values on the leading diagonal. Thus the process of generating a
diallel table is simplicity itself; F,s are bred from every strain in turn
with every other, and representative parental values are added. The
latter need not be the values for the actual parents used in making the
crosses but may be measures from representatives of the parental
lines which are contemporary with the rest of the table, i.e., the Fs.

Let us now contrast the diallel cross with the traditional analysis
depending upon filial and backcross generations. The diallel table is a
table of F, measures from which an amount of information about the
genetic determination of the characters being measured in the strains
used can be obtained by the analyses to be discussed later. The experi-
mentation can stop at this point, though analyses using measures from

Table 14.1
Diagram of a diallel table, with an indi-
cation of the genetic constitution of the
F, offspring of which it is comprised

 

Strain of father

A B Cc D E F
A AA AB AC AD AE AF
B BA BB BC BD BE BF

Strainof C CA CB CC CD CE CF
mother D DA DB DC DD DE DF

E EA EB EC ED EE EF
F FA FB FC FD FE FF
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data from other generations have been developed and will be mentioned

later. This clearly is a saving in time and trouble, especially since the

increase in variance due to segregation often encountered in F., (see

Chapter 20) and backcross generations makes it necessary to breed

large numbers in these generations in order to achieve stable scores.

Thus the same amount of effort as would be expended on the analysis

of the genetic difference between two strains can yield comparable data

on three more, at a conservative estimate, or a total of five strains.

Unlike the traditional method, the diallel cross is an extensive rather

than an intensive method. While it may be necessary to investigate

one or two among several F', crosses more closely by breeding further

generations, at the present stage in the development of the field, when

there is so much to be done with so many different species, survey

methods of this type seem indicated. A further advantage, which thus

far apparently remains unexploited, is the opportunity that the dialle!

method offers for genetic studies not believed possible before. Inter-

species hybrids are often sterile, thus precluding any possibility of

breeding the F.. and further generations required for the standard

genetic analysis. If several species or subspecies will mate and produce

viable offspring for the F,, a genetic analysis is now not only possible

but can be as complete and as elegant as any using species or strains

whose crossesare fully fertile.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL

General

The usual precautions regarding the maintenance of a uniform environ-

ment, both in rearing all the subjects and testing them to obtain a

measure or measures of the characteristics whose inheritance it is

desired to investigate, apply with all the rigor possible. This point has

been stressed so often, by, for example, Hall (1951), Scott and Fred-

ericson (1951), and Broadhurst (1960), that it will not be elaborated

again here beyond emphasizing the folly of attempting to investigate

heredity without controlling environment. It should also be noted that,

while it may appear desirable to obtain as many measures as possible

On populations that have been bred, when several behavioral measures

are taken there is always the possibility that order (or sequence) effects

will influence the later measures. Furthermore, after the experimentation

is completed, the carcasses of the subjects may also prove of use in

the investigation of the inheritance of morphological and biochemical

traits. Since any sort of crossbreeding experiment is inevitably labori-

ous, the maximum of information that can be extracted from it should

be carefully considered at the outset.

The diallel-cross method presents few special difficulties in connec-

tion with environmental controls. The time needed to complete a diallel

cross clearly depends upon its size, i.e., the number of strains, n,

involved. Since n increases arithmetically and n? geometrically, with

n= 2 or 4, adding another strain nearly doubles the amount of work

involved, though not perhaps the time needed to complete the testing.
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In this respect it is unlike selection, which may involve long-range

problems stemming from the need to maintain environmental constancy

over many years. The hitherto standard analysis employing filial and

backcross generations, which must necessarily be reared sequentially

over a period of time, also entails a possible risk of influence due to

environmental fluctuations. A similar risk may occur during the time

needed to complete a diallel cross, but here the experimenter has the

advantage of being able to balance them out to some extent by breeding

crosses from various parts of the diallel table in a predetermined

sequence, so that any change is not liable to affect solely the crosses

involving one strain. That is, one can sample the time period involved

in the whole experiment with a view to equalizing over time any geno-

type-environmental interaction which may occur as a result of system-

atic environmental fluctuations. A replication of the diallel table is

desirable in many ways, and it has the further advantage that the

balancing process referred to above can be carried out not only in

relation to breeding different parts of the same table at the same time

but also in relation to breeding the same crossesin the two replications

at different times.

Maternal Effects

Another aspect of environmental control of special importance in mam-

malian inheritance is that relating to the possibility of maternal effects.

These have also been stressed and the appropriate methodsfor testing

them described elsewhere (Broadhurst, 1961). Basically, there are two

possible times at which a maternal effect can be exerted. Thefirst is

during the prenatal period when the animal is in the mother’s uterus

and is physiologically dependent upon her, and the second is during

the time before weaning when the animal is in intimate contact with

the mother andstill to some extent dependent upon her for milk. In

addition, there is at this time the possibility of learning taking place,

both from the mother and from any siblings present in a litter. The

controls for the examination of these various possibilities follow.

Prenatal Maternal Effect

Firstly, let us consider the prenatal effect. The standard genetic tech-

nique is reciprocal crossing and the comparison of the two sorts of F,

progeny, A <x B versus B x A. Since all F,s bred from homozygous

parents should be alike genetically (see below), any difference between

them suggests an effect of the only factor in which they differ, the

prenatal uterine environment. The diallel cross is ideally suited to assess

this possibility, for, as we have seen, it involves breeding reciprocal

crosses throughout. There is consequently a large amount of data avail-

able from which to estimate possible prenatal influence, and it can be
assessed in the analysis of variance of the diallel table, to be discussed

later. For the sake of completeness, two points about prenatal maternal

effects should be noticed: If a substantial maternal effect of this nature
is reliably detected, it may become necessary to exclude the possibility
that it is due to other than prenatal uterine factors. There are several
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genetic possibilities, such as sex linkage and delayed inheritance which
might give rise to what may properly be called maternal effects but
which cannot be regarded as falling under the rubric of environmental
effects in the way we have sought to define them. Fortunately, these
effects are rather rare and are morelikely to involve major gene effects
not usually found in quantitative behavioral traits with their typically
polygenic determination.

A second possible influence, which is not chromosomal, is extra-
nuclear or cytoplasmic inheritance. This is a hereditary mechanism
which has receivedlittle attention in relation to behavioral characteris-
tics, but there are well-authenticated cases in the genetic literature of
its Occurrence in other phenotypes (Jinks, 1964). A probable mecha-
nism by which this type of maternal inheritance could come aboutin
mammals lies in the difference in the amount of cytoplasmic material
contributed by sperm and ovum,the latter’s contribution being many
times greater. Should a maternal effect be established phenotypically,
therefore, it becomes necessary to analyze it further, and in particular
to investigate the possibility that it is due to a cytoplasmic involvement
rather than to an intrauterine effect. The usual control for this is the
technique of transplanting fertilized ova. The zygote is removed from
the uterus or from its point of fertilization in the Fallopian tube and
transplanted for implantation in the uterus of a female of the opposing
Strain, that is, the strain implicated in any effects previously detected
in the F,. For this implantation to be successful the receptor female
must be in an appropriate state of physiological readiness to receive
the donor egg; this implies that she herself must have been recently
mated and probably with zygotes at the same or similar stage of devel-
opment in her uterus. This may cause a difficulty for, if the two sorts
of offspring developing simultaneously are not identifiable after they
have been born, the point of the procedure has been lost. With mam-
mals it is sometimes possible to rely on coat color markings, either
already present in the strains being compared or deliberately introduced
for the purpose of distinguishing the offspring in this way. The relevant
techniques are discussed by McLaren and Michie (1956; 1959); they
have not been applied in behavioral work for investigating cytoplasmic
inheritance, though Hall (1947) has used them in a different connection.
While there is no compelling reason to assume that cytoplasmic inher-
itance plays an especially prominent role in the inheritance of behavioral
characteristics, it is well to be aware of the possibility that apparent
maternal effects can be caused in this way.

Postnatal Maternal Effects

The control for the second type of directional effect mentioned, that
liable to occur postnatally and before weaning, is achieved by fostering.
Singletons, a predetermined fraction of each litter, or the whole litter

are transferred at birth or soon after to a foster mother who then rears
them until weaning. The requisite number of her own offspring are

taken from her to make way for the fostered infants. A control for
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fostering itself is desirable, so that three types of postnatal environment

can be envisaged: rearing by natural mothers, rearing by foster mothers

of the same strain as the natural mother, and rearing by mothers of

the opposing strain. Comparison of the characteristics of these various

groups of offspring will then reveal the presence or absence of a post-

natal maternal effect. Broadhurst (1961) gives references to some

earlier uses of the techniques; others are to be found in the work of

Ginsburg and Allee (1942), MacArthur (1949), and Christian and

LeMunyan (1958). Fostering has been employed in behavioral work with

increasing frequency in recent years; for examples, see Uyeno (1960);

Keeley (1962); Hockman (1961); Thompson and Goldenberg (1962);

Thompson, Watson, and Charlesworth (1962); Ader and Belfer (1962a,

1962b); Denenberg, Ottinger, and Stephens (1962); Denenberg and

Whimbey (1963); Denenberg, Grota, and Zarrow (1963); Ottinger,

Denenberg, and Stephens (1963); Thompson, Goldenberg, Watson, and

Watson (1963); Ader and Conklin (1963); Ressler (1962, 1963, 1964);

Beach and Wilson (1963); McQuiston (1963); Nichols (1964); Griesel

(1964); Bignami (1965); Joffe (1965b); and Lagerspetz and Wuorinen

(1965).

Another kind of postnatal effect which may occur in the preweaning

stage with mammals is not a maternal effect at all but can conveniently

be considered along with it.2 As mentioned above, unless offspring are

born and reared singly, or unless the litter size is artificially reduced

to one, the possibility of an effect deriving from siblings must be

considered. A control for the simple effect of litter size is to standardize

by discarding offspring above a certain number. Broadhurst and Levine

(1963) have suggested, on the basis of their own and previous work,

that there may be an optimum litter size for laboratory rats. Controls
for other sibling effects have not been employed hitherto, but it clearly

would be possible to study the effect, say, of sibling activity of rats or

mice by introducing into certain litters one or more animals of appro-

priate age from a strain knownto be high in preweaning activity. How-
ever, this would introduce an almost intolerable complication into the
analysis of the effects of preweaning environments, for the behavior of
the alien offspring could induce changes in that of the mother of the
sort found by Fredericson (1952) in aggressive behavior of mice, which
could in turn alter her behavior to her own offspring, and so on. Ressler
(1963) and Joffe (1965a) have recently demonstrated both the reality
of these possibilities and the need for controlling them.

All these possibilities of control for postnatal maternal and other
effects by fostering and standardizing litters or otherwise manipulating

their environment have not been studied in the light of their application
to the diallel cross. Clearly, it would, in principle, be possible to effect

* All postweaning effects can be subsumed underthe general heading of environmental
effects and treated as such by the usual methods of standardization of husbandry,
diet, etc., which have not been stressed here, since they do not differ in their
application to the diallel cross from that in connection with any other breeding
method.
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the necessary control, and Table 14.2 shows an example of a possible
experimental fostering program for rats or mice, designed to give the
three different postnatal environments prior to weaning, as defined
above. It presupposes that each litter can be divided into half at birth,
with one half remaining with the natural mother while the other is
fostered as indicated. The procedure outlined in the table would obvi-
ously entail an extensive breeding program in order to ensure that the
appropriate litters were available for fostering at birth or within a few
days of each other; otherwise age differences would, at best, lead to
complications in their subsequent handling, especially in the control of
the postweaning environment, and at worst to a failure in the fostering
procedure, with the foster mother rejecting the foster pups or her own,
or both. The table, moreover, indicates the minimum case and is
applicable only to diallel crosses in which n is an even number and
which are replicated at least once. It also imposes a limitation on the
procedure recommended above for balancing genotype-environmental
interactions by breeding different parts of the replicated diallel tables
at different times. The minimum unit within the diallel table that can
be bred is now nolonger the single litter but a replicated 2 x 2 diallel
cross. This may be a drawback, but the advantagesareclear.

Study of Table 14.2 shows that the suggested arrangementwill allow

the evaluation of (1) the effects of simple fostering on pure-bred

offspring within each strain, e.g., by comparison of AA, reared by

mother A, with AA’, the second half of the samelitter, reared by A’;

(2) the effect of simple fostering on the reciprocal F, cross, e.g., by

comparison of BA, reared by B, with the other half of BA, reared by B’;

(3) the effect of cross-fostering between strains on pure-strain offspring,

e.g., by comparison of AA, reared by A, and A’A, reared by B; and

(4) the effect of cross-fostering between strains on the reciprocal F,

cross, e.g., by comparison of AB, reared by A, with A’B, reared by B.

The respective comparisons would be summated and evaluated statisti-

Table 14.2
Schemeto show fostering proceduresin a replicated 2 X 2 diallel cross

First replication Second replication

Father Father

A B A B

A AA/B’B AB/BA' A’ A’A/AA A’B/AB

Mother Mother

B  BA/A'B BB/A’'A B’ B'A/BA B’B/BB

 

NOTES: 1. A and A’ indicate different individuals of the same strain, as do B and B’.

2. The letters to the right of the solidus (/) indicate the genetic constitution (by letters

as in Table 14.1) and parentage [by prime (’)] of the offspring to be added to half of the

litter shown in the same way on the left and to be retained by the natural mother and

reared by her.

3. The mothers used to generate the offspring in any one horizontal line (array) of the

diallel table need not be, as indicated here, the same individuals but merely of the same

strain, and similarly with the fathers of both replications. But clearly mother(s) A can-

not be the same as mother(s) A’.
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cally in an appropriate analysis-of-variance design. For a 4 x 4 diallel

cross, four such replicated subtables would be required, and fora 6 X 6

diallel, nine. Such a design would confound the sort of sibling effect

noted above with any possible maternal effect, but since the two may

interact in the way described it is not proposed to attempt at this time

to seek a design that will separate them.

ANALYSIS

Scaling

The first problem that arises in any biometrical analysis of a quantita-

tive measure relates to scaling. This is a familiar problem to psychol-

ogists, who must often transform their data from the original scale for
various reasons, one frequently being the need to meet the assumptions
of statistical methods, such as the analysis of variance, especially in
relation to homogeneity of variance between various subgroups. But
violation of the assumptions in this case has been shown not to have
particularly serious consequences (Lindquist, 1953), and so if the
appropriate scale transformation for eliminating undesirable features of
a distribution cannot be found, the analysis can still proceed. In serious
cases there is always the possibility of fractionating the data and per-
forming separate analyses or having recourse to nonparametric methods.

The problem of scaling in biometrical genetics is a different one, and
there do not appear to be any easy solutions to it. The assumptions
relating to scale are fundamental to the biometrical model and cannot
be dismissed lightly. This stems from an important difference between
the procedures in biometrical analysis and, for example, the analysis
of variance. In the latter the procedure, broadly speaking, is to partition
observed variances into component parts and then to apply to them
tests of significance to estimate whether certain components are larger
than others. In biometrical analysis, on the other hand, the procedure
is to use observed variances to calculate the value of various param-
eters based on theoretical models derived from Mendelian theory. Two
most important assumptions are involved in these models: first, that
no interaction between genotype and environment is present, and,
second, that the gene effects are additive over the range of variation
present. Let us consider these assumptions in turn in relation to the
way they impinge on the diallel cross.

Genotype-Environment Interaction

The first scaling criterion is the usual one in genetic analysis; it requires
that the variances of populations of nonsegregating generations,thatis,
the parental and F, generations (as opposed to the segregating genera-
tions, the F, and backcrosses), should not differ significantly from each
other. Since the diallel cross is limited to the nonsegregating popula-
tions, we need not be concerned with this distinction. The logic of the
requirement of equality of variance is widely appreciated but may per-
haps be briefly restated here. It stems from the fact that the parental
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and F, generations are each genetically homogeneous: the former since

they are chosen for crossing because they are pure, homozygousstrains,
and the F, because it is, in consequence of the homozygosity of the
P, and P,, uniformly heterozygous. The same reasoning underlies the
analysis of reciprocal crosses, as was shownabove. It is to be expected
that three genetically homogeneous, but different, populations will have
different mean values for any characteristic measured, but since they
have all been reared in the same environmenttheir variances should be
equal, within the limits of sampling error. If they are not, this fact
suggests that the different genotypes are responding to the (same)
environment in different ways, that is, that the contribution of the
environment to the phenotypic expression is not independent of the
genotype, or, more succinctly, that a genotype-environment interaction

iS present.

Another way of looking at the same problem is to consider that, in
the biometrical analysis, the value of the environmental component of
variation, E, is defined as the variance of the nonsegregating popula-

tions, that is,

Vp =Vp,=Vr = 1

where V is the variance of the population indicated in the subscript

and E, is the nonheritable variation of individuals (Broadhurst and

Jinks, 1961; Mather, 1949). It is this equality that must be tested; if

it is absent, rescaling efforts must be directed toward ensuring it.

In any diallel tab'e there are n P, variances and n(n — 1) F, variances,

as shown above. A test of homogeneity of these n? variances can now

be applied, using the standard methods, for example, Pearson and

Hartley (1958), in which the ratio of the maximum to the minimum

variances observed is tested for significance with 2n? — 1 degrees of

freedom (for a replicated n x n diallel cross). In an example of a repli-

cated diallel cross of six strains of rats (Broadhurst, 1960), to which

we Shall refer again in what follows, one of the measures derived from

the open-field test of emotionality (Hall, 1934), the ambulation score,

showed satisfactory homogeneity of variance. On the other hand, the

other score, the defecation measure of emotional elimination, did not

do so. However, a simple square-root transformation resolved the diffi-

culty and allowed the analysis to proceed.

It is not always to be expected that the outcomewill be so fortunate,

and perhaps no transformation will be adequate to meet the case.

Then it may be necessary to consider other solutions, one of which is

to reduce the size of the diallel table by discarding all the scores, that

is, both horizontal and vertical arrays, for the strain in which the deviant

scores occur. As we shall see, this solution has been advocated (Hay-

man, 1954a) for failure of the second scaling criterion which we must

consider, and there seems to be no good reason whyit should not be

applicable to persistent difficulty in relation to the first scaling criterion.

It may be a Draconian solution to discard a goodly portion of one’s data,

but if it is a choice between a satisfactory analysis of only part of the

data or no analysis of all of it, then the course of action is obvious.
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Genetic Parameters

After the adequacy of the scale has been investigated, insofar as it

relates to genotype-environmentinteraction, the next task is to analyze

the diallel table to assess the nature of the genetic system determining
the phenotype measured. There are three stages in this process. The

first employs an analysis of variance, the second the variance-covariance

diagram, and the third consists of the partitioning of the observed
phenotypic variation into its components. Thefirst, though essential, is
dealt with only superficially in this account because it is relatively

straightforward for those possessing the usual statistical skills. The
third, though important if the analysis is to be complete and the subtlest
possible inferences are to be drawn from the data, is beyond the scope
of this introductory discussion. Instead, the emphasis is placed on the
second of these stages, the variance-covariance diagram as devised by
Jinks, the immense utility of which in increasing understanding of the
nature of underlying genetic mechanisms by means of simple graphical
procedures is now widely recognized in the genetic literature. But first
we must consider stage one.

Analysis of Variance of the Diallel Table

Wearden (1964) has reviewed the various forms of analysis available.
Which oneis used will depend on circumstances and the data available,
but it is imperative that some variance analysis yielding tests of signifi-
cance for genetic variation at least of the additive sort (D) be applied
before proceeding further. Obviously if no demonstrable genetic varia-
tion is present, further analyses of the kind to be described below are
hardly worth pursuing.

Of the analyses available, undoubtedly the most informative is that
of Hayman (1954b), who constructed an analysis of variance for the
(replicated) diallel table. Hayman gives a worked example of this
analysis, and use has been made ofit for behavior (Broadhurst, 1960).
Computer programsfor this and related analyses have also been written
(Cooper, 1965). In addition to tests of the significance of a range of
components of variation based on the biometrical model, this analysis
of variance also allows a relatively precise test of the reciprocal differ-
ences, which, it will be remembered, enables the assessment of prenatal
maternal effects. Thus the analysis is carried out on the mean values
for the reciprocal crosses separately in the body of the replicated diallel
tables, and the intertable difference forms an overall estimate of E,
the environmental componentof variation. This estimate of E is impor-
tant in several ways: For example, it enables appropriate correction to
be made to the location of the axes of the variance-covariance diagram
discussed below. Broadhurst and Jinks (1966) give examples of the
application of such a correction. Secondly, the estimate of the environ-
mental contribution enables a calculation to be made of the heritability
of the phenotypes under investigation. This employs the formula
D/(D + E) and hence is a measure of heritability in the narrow sense,
though based on interfamily differences.

Thus one of the principal results of the analysis is an estimate of the
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environmental component of variation, and this E then enters both into

the calculations of the third and final stage of a diallel analysis—

estimates of additive and dominance variation which are more precise

than can be derived from the graphical methods of the variance-covari-
ance diagram—andinto the estimation of the standard errors (Hayman,

1954a). It is obviously of great importance to determine the errors of
estimation of the components we maypartition from our analysis, but
we Shall not pursue this topic further here; rather, we shall turn to the

graphical methods that constitute the second stage of the diallel anal-

ysis and that also have important implications for scaling.

Additivity and the Variance-Covariance Graph

The second criterion of scaling to be considered in connection with the

analysis of quantitative inheritance relates to the assumptions upon

which the model used for biometrical analysis is based. Perhaps the

most important is that the gene effects are, on an average, simply

additive (Mather, 1949). The interaction between nonallelic genes is

primarily responsible for departures from this assumption, and so the

failure of additivity is usually ascribed to nonallelic interaction. It should

be stressed that allelic interaction between genes, that is, dominance

effects. does not disturb the analysis, the model on which the biometrical

analysis is based being devised in such a way as to allow dominance

to emerge as an additive (which, of course, includes subtractive) effect

(Fisher, 1918; Fisher, Immer, and Tedin, 1932; Mather, 1949). For the

traditional analysis, Mather has devised a series of ‘‘scaling tests”’

which have been elaborated (Jinks and Jones, 1958) to provide compo-

nents of variation from first-degree statistics. Examples of their appli-

cation to behavioral data will be found in Broadhurst (1960) and

Broadhurst and Jinks (1961). In addition, Cavalli-Sforza (1952) has

provided a joint scaling test which combines the three of Mather’s tests

that are applicable to mammalian data.

However, the graphical analysis of the diallel table provides its own

tests of additivity as follows: First, the table should be set up with the

body of the table (or tables if replicated) formed by the mean scores

for the various F, families, reciprocals being pooled and the resultant

entries repeated both above and below the leading diagonal formed by

the values for the parental strains. This procedure obliterates the dis-

tinction between rows (mother’s offspring) and columns (father’s off-

spring) previously made, but this will be considered again later. Then

the variance (V,) of each horizontal or vertical array in the table so

formed is calculated. This scale provides the abscissa or x axis on the

variance-covariance diagram shownin Figure 14.1; there will be n vari-

ances corresponding to the n arrays generated by the n strains in the

diallel cross. From the same table the covariance (W,.) of each array

with the leading diagonal is computed. The same paternal values on the

leading diagonal are used for each covariance computation, only the

values for the recurrent parent in the array change as each is taken

in turn. Thus there are also n covariances, corresponding to each array

and so to each parental strain. These are laid off on the ordinate of the
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Figure 14.1 Variance-covariance graph. The figure shows a repre-

sentation of the variance-covariance graph and indicates the various

dominance relations that may be detected from it. Four possible

regression lines of W,. and V,. are shown ascasesI, Il, Ill, and IV,

and the proportion of dominant to recessive genesis illustrated on

the line for complete dominance (caseIII).

variance-covariance graph, and the n points entered in the body of

the graph.

In the genetic model upon which the diallel analysis is based, the

mean of all offspring from one parent varies with the values for the

parent itself, and its covariance can be indicated on the W,, axis by a

value which is always twice that of V,, within the limits of sampling

error. Thus, if W, gets bigger and if additivity holds, so must V,, and

proportionately so. Therefore, these (W,,V,) points should define a

straight line, except in one special case which we shall discuss later;

this straight line, moreover, should be of unit slope, b= 1, that is,

make an angle of 45 degrees with the upright. If these conditions are

not both fulfilled, then failure of additivity is indicated. There are

statistical tests that can be applied to determine the extent of any

suspected failure of additivity; they employ W,—V, as the measure

(Hayman, 1954a).

The first is essentially a test of the unity of slope of the regression

line in the variance-covariance graph; the t-test devised for the purpose

by Hayman will also be found in Broadhurst (1960). The second test

can be usedif the diallel has been replicated and consists simply of an

analysis of variance of W..— V,, with arrays and blocks (replications)
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as main effects. A significant ‘‘array’’ effect indicates a failure of the
additivity hypothesis.

Failure of additivity as detected by these tests can sometimes be
countered by rescaling, but this may not be possible if the data have
already been rescaled to meetthefirst scaling criterion of independence
of genotype from environment. It may be that a scale adequate for the
one purpose is unsatisfactory for the other. Two courses are open to
the investigator faced with this situation: Either he can proceed with
the analysis as outlined below, bearing in mind that it now probably
relates to a complex genetic system (see Hayman, 1954a, for the vari-
ous possibilities), or he can attempt to find a smaller diallel table
within the larger and within which additivity holds. This is done by
discarding arrays in turn. Sometimes a single cross, rather than a
whole array, causes the trouble; it can be removed and the missing
value estimated by a missing-plot technique.

Dominance and the

Variance-Covariance Graph

The second important contribution of the variance-covariance graph to
the analysis of the diallel table is the further indication it gives of the
nature of the dominance relationships among the strains in a diallel
cross. In what has preceded, it has been assumed that the situation
under investigation is one in which some degree of dominance is
present, and its significance can be assessed from the analysis of
variance. In the less usual case of a complete absence of dominance,
the (W,,V,) points will not generate a straight line in the variance-
covariance graph but will cluster round a single point in the diagram
where W,/V,= 2 (case | in Figure 14.1). That is to say, within the
limits of sampling error, these points are all estimates of a single point
marked x. A line of unit slope drawn through this point will intersect
the ordinate, the vertical W, axis, at a point that will be equal to 14D,
D being the componentof variation defining the additive genetic effect
in the quantitative analysis. But in the cases where dominance occurs,
the (W,,,V,) entries generate a line, as we have seen. This is because
V, now contains a component that reflects the value of H, the domi-
nance component of variation in the biometrical analysis, which conse-
quently moves the points along the V,. axis. Since the proportionality
of W. to V. must still obtain (unless there is a failure of additivity),
the succession of points inevitably forms a straight line.

The position of the line on the graph and the position of the points
along the line have important implications relating to dominance. Clearly
the points can define the line in such a way that it intersects the W,,
axis above the origin O (W,’s intersection with the abscissa, the V,,
axis), or exactly at the origin, or below the origin (cases Il, III and IV,
respectively, in Figure 14.1). What do these differences signify? They
all relate to the average degree of dominance present in the parental
strains, and the greater the downward placementof the line, the greater

the degree of dominance. Thus, an intersection above the origin indi-
cates partial dominance (case II); intersection at the origin, complete
dominance (case III); and intersection below the origin, overdominance
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(case IV). The average degree of dominance can be determined from

the graph by reading the distance on the W, axis between the intersec-

tion and the origin. This distance is equivalent to 14(D — H), H being

the dominance component of variation. The point corresponding to

14D on the W, axis, which is the intersection in the absence of domi-

nance (see above), can also be calculated since it is one-fourth of the

variance of the parental array on the leading diagonal of the diallel

table, which we shall call V,. The distance between these two points

on the W,, axis is now equivalent to 14H and can be obtained by simple

subtraction. Knowing 14H and 14D, we can also calculate the ratio

(H/D)”, which therefore gives the average degree of dominance. In

case II (incomplete dominance) it will be less than unity; in case IV

(overdominance) it will be greater than unity, and in each case the

figure will indicate the average degree of dominance or overdominance,

respectively. In case IIl (complete dominance) it must equal 1.

Not only does the diagram provide information about the average

degree of dominance in this way, but it also indicates the relative

standing of the parental strains in the diallel cross in respect to the

characteristic measured. Their position on the regression line—or their

average position if the diallel is replicated—-shows the strains’ variation

in the proportion of dominants to recessives in their genotypes. Again

the progression downward implies greater dominance, so that the strains

whose (W,,,V,) points occur nearest the bottom of the diagram have a
higher proportion of dominants to recessives, whereas those placed

higher up have a lower proportion. It is possible to be more precise
and to assign a numerical value to this location by drawing a line
parallel to the V,. axis through the W, axis at a point where W, = V,/2.
The point of intersection with the regression line then defines the point
at which dominants and recessives are in equal proportions (50:50);
by laying off other appropriate divisions, the proportion present in any
given strain can be graphically estimated in this way. This is true only
in case Ill (complete dominance) where the lower end of the line, that
is, where the proportion of dominants to recessives is 100:0, is defined
by the origin, as shown in Figure 14.1. In cases II and IV it is neces-
sary to construct a parabola from the equation W,2=V,V,, and the
intersections of the regression line with this parabola define its upper
and lower ends and hence the points of 0:100 and 100:0, dominants:
recessives, respectively. Broadhurst (1960) gives several examples of
this calculation. Thus the dominance order for the strains in the diallel
cross can be established; this can then be compared with their relative

standing in the various characteristics with respect to which their F,
progeny were assessed. Simple rank-order correlations are adequate for
the purpose and will indicate, for example, the respective direction of
phenotypic effect of dominant and recessive polygenes.

EVALUATION

The diallel cross is a powerful technique in the analysis of quantitative
inheritance and can reveal much about the genetic control of behavior
measured in a group of strains. So far it has rarely been applied to
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mammals (Craig and Chapman, 1953; Dickinson, 1954), most of the
developmental work on the method having been done on plants. The
first application to behavioral characteristics known is the 6 x 6 diallel
cross in rats previously mentioned (Broadhurst, 1959, 1960), but others
have since appeared (Collins, 1964; Parsons, 1964: Joffe, 1965b:
Fulker, 1966).

In Broadhurst’s experiment, the inheritance of rat emotionality, as
measured by emotional elimination and exploratory activity in the open-
field test, was investigated. The six strains—five pure-bred and oneof
considerable uniformity—were crossbred in a replicated diallel, the
progeny reared, and the phenotype (behavior in this case) tested in
the standard manner at the same age. In addition to the behavioral
measures of defecation and ambulation (exploratory activity), measures
of growth were obtained and have been analyzed separately (Jinks and
Broadhurst, 1963). No insuperable scaling problems were encountered,
and the analysis proceeded at least as well as in the cases of manyof
the published plant diallels. The principal findings were that both
measures indicated a partial dominance, the defecation response (to
fear) showing the more complete dominance. In neither case was there
any definite evidence that dominant or recessive polygenes had a uni-
formly positive or negative effect on the phenotype measured,the indi-
cations being that they are probably equally distributed in this respect.
For the ambulation measure it was possible to estimate the total
number of dominant and recessive genes in all parents, and the out-
come showed that dominants were more than twice as numerous as
recessives.

The relative placement of the six strains on the variance-covariance
graph in respect to their proportions of dominants to recessives varied
for the two measures and enables certain speculations to be made
regarding the possible evolutionary history of the behavior measured.
Thus one strain which has a wild-type coat color showed a high pro-
portion of dominants in ambulation, yet its score on this measure was
typically intermediate. This suggests there may be a selective advantage
for the middle as opposed to the extremes of the range of the behavior
sampled, that is, that this may be an example of the selection for the
optimum expression of a characteristic. A good case can be madefor
this view: Too little exploratory behavior in the wild, and the rodent
would starve; too much, and it becomes an easy target for predators.
Heritabilities turned out to be rather high: around 80 percent for ambu-
lation and 60 percent for defecation. In general, the findings accord
well with a selection experiment for emotional elimination currently in
progress (Broadhurst, 1962).

The diallel analysis, however, has by no means reached its final

form, and refinements and extensions can be expected as use becomes
more widespread. Extensions to include measures from F., populations

have already been reported by Hayman (1958) and by Jinks (1956)
who also includes backcross data. Dickinson and Jinks (1956) have

also developed an analysis which does not require that the parental

strains be homozygous and which may therefore be of especial utility
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in animal work with species where pure strains do not yet exist. This,

combined with the development of a method of analysis suitable for

very small diallels employing individuals as parents, rather than strains,

for example, 2 x 2 (Jinks and Broadhurst, 1965), may have applica-

tions in primatology where numbers are at a premium. The possibilities

inherent in the analysis of incomplete diallel crosses are not yet fully

employed: in particular, the analysis of single arrays, that is, for exam-

ple, one male crossed with several females, may prove to have applica-

tions for the student of behavior.

The diallel cross also shows promise of having an important place

in the analysis of stability of phenotypic expression. This phenomena

relates to the fact that some quantitative characters are environmentally

sensitive, to use Woodger’s (1953) term, and show fluctuations with

changing environment, whereas others are more stable. Thus, the

flowering time of tobacco plants shows greater stability than does the

plant height (Jinks and Mather, 1955). But this stability is itself under

genetic control and hence susceptible to analysis by biometrical

methods. Thus, in the example given, it was shown by means of a

variance-covariance graph that stability of flowering time tended to be

a dominant characteristic. There have already been suggestions in the

behavioral literature of an awareness of this problem (Fuller and

Thompson, 1960, pp. 91-93, 217; Broadhurst and Jinks, 1961, 1963)

which has been viewed in the context of the analysis of the change in

the genetic control of a behavioral measure with practice, but the

biometrical analysis of stability as such is only now being attempted

and its implications for the study of behavior evolution explored (Broad-

hurst and Jinks, 1966), though some body-weight and litter-size data

have already been investigated in these respects (Jinks and Broadhurst,

1963). The systematic manipulation of environment during early life,

combined with the diallel cross, may prove to be a powerful method

for this study, and a basis for one possible approach to this type of

analysis has already been laid (Allard, 1956).

The outlook, then, for this method is promising, but there are diffi-

culties which must be faced. The assumptions that underlie the diallel

analysis are complex, and while the necessary care with scaling, which

has been stressed, will do much to meet them, it is not always clear

whether or not the data and the experiment from which they were

derived meet the assumptions. Indeed, it does not always appear to be

known what are the consequencesof failure to meet them. Perhaps the

best policy for the psychologist and ethologist with problems for which

this method appears to be specific is to proceed with caution and to

evaluate the results with reservation. Corrections, modifications, and

elaborations will doubtless follow the extension of the method to dif-

ferent behavioral characteristics and to different species.

SUMMARY

This chapter describes the diallel method of crossbreeding for genetic
analysis and contrasts it with other methods available. The nature of
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the environmental controls necessary in behavior study, especially in
relation to maternal effects in mammals, is examined and their appli-
cation in the diallel cross explored. The importance of demonstrating
the adequacy of the scale of phenotypic measurement used is stressed,
and ways of doing this are outlined. The analysis of variance of the
diallel table is touched upon and the variance-covariance graph intro-
duced, both in connection with the problem of scaling and with the
analysis of the variation into its various components. The chapter con-
cludes with a brief evaluation of the diallel cross as a method of
behavior-genetic analysis, together with someillustrations derived from
previous useof it in a diallel cross of emotionality in rats.



PART IV CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS



[J It is well-nigh unthinkable that . .. laws and regularities . . . should
happen to apply immediately to the behaviour of systems which do not
exhibit the structure on which those laws and regularities are based.
(Schrédinger, 1946, p. 3.)

[| We can speak of the difference between the behavior of a trained and
an untrained animal as learned, provided that their genotypes are similar,

but the behavior of a single individual cannot be spoken of as learned.
(Marler and Hamilton, 1966, p. 619.)

INTRODUCTION

Jerry Hirsch

Many students of behavior have had as their explicit goal the devel-
opment of a science whose corpus would contain a body of general

laws. In the first chapter of Part IV McClearn takes up the problem

of general laws, not by means of an abstract discussion of the form

that propositions in science should (=?) take, but rather by consider-
ing in sufficient detail the complexities and realities of the data of

behavior. He discusses the uniformity of the material with which one

can work and the consequences and uses of the genetic manipula-

tions more commonly practiced. In the second chapter DeFries pro-

vides an overview and perspective on quantitative behavior-genetic

analysis.

Next, it is fitting that discussions of behavior-genetic analysis and
the information flow from genetics to the behavioral sciences should
also include consideration of feedback to genetics; this is provided by

the geneticist R. C. Roberts. Then, Thompson reviews tests and

human behavior, multivariate analysis, and relations between test

factors and genetic factors. Finally, there is an extended critique of

the literature on behavioral differences between races by Spuhler

and Lindzey.
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INTRODUCTION

Perhaps the most compelling biological generalization is that living

things vary. Much of the variability is partitioned among different spe-

cies, genera, families, orders, classes, phyla, and kingdoms. Evolu-

tionary theory, one of the most significant contributions to human

thought, arose from the attempts of biological scientists to account for

this distribution of the characteristics of living material.

It has become clear that phyletic differentiation has been, and con-

tinues to be, dependent upon intraspecific variability, for individual

differences within groups form the raw material of evolution. Studies

at the biochemical, cytological, and statistical levels have revealed the

elegance of the genetic mechanisms which guarantee to a population

heterogeneity of its members. In addition to these genetic mechanisms,

the effects of differential environments, acting from conception to death,

contribute to individuality. Individual differences are a basic fact of

life, but their ubiquity has given an air of commonplace which in many

contexts has obscured their fundamental import.

In Chapter 11, it was shown that the total phenotypic variance V>

of a population can be represented as the sum of genetic (V,,), environ-

mental (V,,), and interaction (cov,,,) variance components. If one as-

___-Sumes__for simplification, that all genotypes are affected equally by

given environmental factors and that the factors are randomly distrib-

uted over all genotypes, the situation may be represented as Vp =

Vot Vp.

The total measurable phenotypic variance V, is a matter of central

concern in behavioral investigations, determining as it does the magni-

tude of the standard error against which the effectiveness of the inde-

pendent variable is assessed. In their concern to reduce this variance

and increase the precision of their experimental procedures, psychol-

ogists have identified many of the environmental factors contributing to

variability in various situations and have developed sophisticated tech-

niques for coping with them. Perusal of almost any journal reporting

behavioral research will reveal the concern with the control of such
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things as magnitude of reward, time of day of testing, intertrial inter-
val, pretraining schedule, etc. Counterbalanced designs are employed,
mazes are rotated, noisy relays are acoustically isolated, one-way
screens are used, animals are tested in light-tight, airtight, sound-
proofed chambers.

As the relevance and importance of these and manysimilar factors
have been demonstrated, the criteria of adequate research have inevi-
tably becomestricter. Editorial referees examine submitted papers with
an increasingly critical eye for lapses or inadequacies of environmental
control. An entire new industry has arisen in the past few years to
provide behavioral scientists with the instruments required for the ever
more refined experimental procedures. It can be concluded, then, that
the problems associated with V,,, although by no means eliminated,
are fairly well in hand. The genetic variance V,, on the other hand,
has been treated with a curious neglect. Genetic variability, in the
main, has either been regarded as an inevitable nuisance, about which
nothing constructive could be done, or has been ignored entirely. In
many standard psychology reference sources the text includes three
or four pages in which the possibility of genetic involvement is consid-
ered in a rather embarrassed and futile manner. In many others the
indexes do not even include the words ‘‘genetics,’’ ‘‘heredity,’”’ or
“inheritance.’’ The primary source material is little better.

The relationship Vp, = V, + V, does not assert anything about the
relative importance of V,, and V,. Is the failure to consider the genetic
nature of the experimental animals in behavioral research a serious
omission, or does V,, make only a trivial contribution, the elimination
of which would not be worth the effort and expense? The following
section will present evidence that V,, in many instances, is of critical
importance and can be disregarded only at great risk.

Perhaps the most straightforward evidence on the role of heredity
in a behavioral trait can be obtained from examination of differences
between inbred strains. Such differences have been described with
respect to a large variety of behavioral phenotypes. In some cases the
differences refer to a parametric value. As an example, it is often
desirable to characterize a species with respect to sometrait. The
research question might concern the alcohol preference of Mus mus-
culus. The answer to the question is highly strain-specific. C57BL mice
show preference for a 10 percent ethanol solution over water, whereas
DBA/2 mice show a strong avoidance of the alcohol solution (McClearn
and Rodgers, 1959). McGill (1962) found enormous differences in
various aspects of the mating pattern of males of C57BL, DBA/2, and
BALB/c strains of mice. Similarly, Sawrey and Long (1962) found large

Strain differences in rats in susceptibility to ulceration in a conflict
situation. Other significant strain differences, in many cases so great
as to show no overlapping of the distributions of the separate strains,
have been described for activity (Bruell, 1962; McClearn, 1961; W. R.
Thompson, 1953), learning (Carran et al., 1964; Collins, 1964; Lindzey

and Winston, 1962), emotional elimination (Broadhurst and Levine,

1963), and so on.
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Perhaps of more relevance to the present topic is evidence concern-

ing strain differences in the effect upon behavior of an experimentally

controlled environmental variable. Hughes and Zubek (1956) compared

control groups with groups given glutamic acid on learning performance

in a Hebb-Williams situation. Two strains of rats were used: In the

bright strain there was no difference between groups; in the dull strain

there was a significant difference in favor of the glutamic acid group.

In a study on the effects of inhaled alcohol vapor on activity, compar-

isons were made between experimental and control groups of six strains

in three different activity-testing situations. C57BL mice of the experi-

mental group showed less activity than their controls, and the experi-

mental animals of the C3H/2 group showed more activity than did the
controls (McClearn, 1962; McClearn and Schlesinger, unpublished).
Weir and DeFries (1964) studied the effects of trauma administered to
pregnant female mice of the C57BL and BALB/c strains on the subse-
quent behavior of their offspring. In both strains, the effect of the
experimental treatment was significant. However, in one strain the effect
was a reduction in open-field exploratory behavior of the young, and in
the other strain the effect was an increase in this behavior.

These examples should suffice to make the point that very different
outcomes may be obtained for different genetic groups of experimental
animals. The broad range of behavioral phenotypes for which such
Strain differences can be documented suggests the ubiquity of geno-
typic determination of behavioral properties.

GENES AND GENERALITY

In terms of statistical inference, a study is performed on a sample of
individuals for the purpose of estimating parameters of the population
which these sampled individuals represent. The examples cited in the
preceding section makeit clear that the range of permissible generaliza-
tion may be very narrow indeed. The outcome obtained with one group
of animals may be drastically different from that obtained with a dif-
ferent group. Failure to appreciate the implications of biological individ-
uality has resulted in a state of affairs wherein many investigators
expect that an obtained result has universal application—to all rats,
or all monkeys, or even to all mammals. The explanation of discrepant
results from other investigations is usually sought in terms of subtle
differences in apparatus or technique, and the possibility is rarely con-
sidered that there exist different subgroups within a species to which
different rules apply.

A great many of the major controversies of psychological theory may
possibly be due to this orientation. The fantastic restraint of progress
which this may have imposed in developing sound behavioral theory can
be appreciated by considering that there may be response-learningrats,
and there may be place-learning rats; there may be continuity learners
and noncontinuity learners; there may be rats that can learn latently
and those that cannot; some rats may learn under irrelevant drive
states, others may not; indeed, there may be Hullian learners and
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Tolmanian learners. Controversies which dominate animal research for

long periods of time, which occupy the resources and energies of

innumerable laboratories and researchers, may in many cases largely

be tilting at windmills because of the genetic differences in the animal

material employed by the various protagonists.

These genetic facts of life have more than the negative implication

regarding the limitation on generalization, however. The purpose of the

remainder of this chapter is to examine ways in which biological spec-

ificity of animal subjects may be turned to advantage, providing psy-

chological researchers and theorists with new methodologies and new

conceptual frameworks. __

There are three basic mating procedures which are relevant to mam-

mals: inbreeding, crossbreeding, and selective breeding, and, because

the bulk of psychological research is performed on mammals,the dis-

cussion will be restricted largely to these procedures. Since practically

all researches are ultimately evaluated in terms of means, variances,

and covariances, or their nonparametric relatives, we shall be con-

cerned with the effects of breeding procedures on these statistics. A

refined treatment of most of the relevant principles has been provided

in Chapter 11, and frequent references will be made to appropriate sec-

tions thereof. The present discussion will simply serve to summarize

salient points which are of particular relevance to the present topic.

Consequences of Inbreeding

An instructive way to examine the consequences of inbreeding is to

consider the changes that take place subsequent to the subdivision of

a heterogeneous foundation population into brother-sister mating pairs.

If, in each following generation, a single male and a single female are

selected for mating from each family, the total population will be com-

posed of a numberof lines within each of which the theoretical inbreed-

ing coefficient will approach unity.

As R. C. Roberts has explained in detail (Chapter 11), the mean of

the total population of lines with respect to a trait that is influenced

only by loci acting additively, or by loci whose dominance effects

balance out in the plus and minus directions, would be unchanged as

inbreeding progressed. For a trait for which there is directional dom-

inance, however, there would be a shift of the total population mean

in the direction of the recessive alleles. By virtue of the fact that in-

herited deleterious conditions are most often of a recessive nature,

there would be a reduction in biological fitness of the overall popula-

tion. Thus, body weight, life span, fertility, resistance to disease, and

other attributes of fitness are generally lower in inbred strains. The

different developing strains would not be equally affected by this in-

breeding depression, however. Some would have accumulated fewer

deleterious alleles in homozygous state than others. Furthermore, in

practice, very few strains would survive the inbreeding process. In most,

the inbreeding depression would likely become so extreme that the

animals would fail to reproduce. The surviving strains would be a biased
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sample, representing the more fortunate; therefore, simply knowing

the inbreeding coefficient of a strain does not permit an a priori esti-
mate of its mean on any given characteristic. As Falconer (1957,
p. 102) has put it, ‘‘. . . general statements about inbreeding depres-
sion are true only of the average level of a stock composed of many
lines: the behavior of any one line on inbreeding is to a large extent
unpredictable.”’

With regard to variability, inbreeding results in a redistribution of
the genotypic variance, with the within-strain component approaching
zero in the limit, and with all the genetic variance coming to reside in
the between-strain component, that is, associated with mean differences
amongthestrains.

Two principal questions arise concerning the extent to which these
theoretical expectations concerning variability are realized in practice.
The first regards the question of whether genetic uniformity can really
be obtained by inbreeding; the second regards the relationship between
reduced genotypic variability and phenotypic variability.

Realized Homozygosity of Inbred Strains It has long been realized
that the occurrence of spontaneous mutations would prevent inbred
Strains from ever achieving complete homozygosity. Lerner (1958) has
argued for the existence of an additional mechanism, more direct and
potent, which might prevent or delay the attainment of homozygosity.
The superiority in fitness of heterozygotes which is often observed (see
Lerner, 1954, 1958, for reviews) implies that, among the offspring of
a sib mating, those individuals who possessa relatively large propor-
tion of homozygous loci will be somewhat less likely to survive and
reproduce than their more heterozygous sibs. It is usually the case in
practice that a strain is maintained by setting up several sib-pair mat-
ings in each generation and retaining only the offspring of one, usually
the most productive. It can readily be seen that the relatively more
heterozygous animals would be selected in each generation, and the
actual rate of increase in homozygosity during the development of
an inbred strain could be appreciably less than that expected on the
basis of computed probabilities.

However, heterozygote advantage in this situation should only retard
the rate of inbreeding and should not prevent fixation. In any given
line that has met the technical criterion of ‘‘inbred strain’’ the number
of heterozygous loci will probably be a small fraction of the total geno-
type. Falconer (1960, p. 103) hasstated:

[J Under laboratory conditions the highly inbred strains of mice, after 100
or more generations of sib-mating, have a fitness not much less than half
that of non-inbred strains. It is conceivable that they might have one locus
permanently unfixed, but it is difficult to believe that they can have more.
Complete lethality or sterility of both homozygotes at one locus means
a 50 per cent loss of progeny; at two unlinked loci, a 75 per cent loss. A
mouse strain with a mortality or sterility of 50 per cent can be kept going,
but hardly one with 75 per cent.
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On the other hand, the above considerations are based upon the

assumption that only ‘‘Mendelian’’ phenomena occur in polygenic sys-

tems (Chapter 1). Some as yet undescribed dynamism perhaps exists

which contributes to prolonged maintenance of heterozygous loci or

blocks of loci (Lerner, 1958, p. 212).

The empirical data are not conclusive. Loeb et al. (1943) found

evidence of heterozygosity of at least some loci in a rat strain which

was the product of 102 generations of sib mating. Cock (1956)

found similar evidence in inbred lines of chickens. Deol and collabo-

rators (1960), however, searched for evidence of heterozygosity at loci

affecting skeletal characteristics in inbred strains of mice and concluded

that all strains studied were homozygousat all investigated loci. Wallace

(1965) has reviewed evidence from a variety of sources, much of which

indicates homozygosity of inbred strains, but some of which suggests

some residual heterozygosity.

The issue is obviously not resolved. Sufficient theoretical and empir-

ical reasons exist for circumspection in assuming absolute homozygosity

in inbred material. It appears, however, that the assumption is useful

as a working approximation. If it is wrong, the number of heterozygous

loci will probably be relatively small and even then may have no ap-

preciable effect on the particular trait being studied. Fervent hope,

however, is not the researcher’s only recourse in this situation. A strong

test of the assumption that an inbred strain is homozygousat all loci

affecting a particular characteristic is to breed selectively within the

strain for high and low degrees of that characteristic. Absence of re-

sponse to selection pressure is presumptive evidence of homozygosity.

An example of this approach is provided by Kakihana (1965), who was

able to show that unexpectedly large variation in alcohol preference in

BALB/c mice was of environmental origin.

Genotypic Variance and Phenotypic Variance The reduction of geno-

typic variance with inbreeding presumably should result in reduction

of phenotypic variance. Inbred strains with approximately equal in-

breeding coefficients are often found to have very different variances,

however, and this suggests that different homozygous (or nearly so)

genotypes differ in their susceptibilities to environmental forces. The

requirements of bioassay research, where a small variance is very de-

sirable, have led to empirical work on comparisons of inbred-strain

variability with that of other genetic groups. In large measure, the con-

cern is with the relative magnitudes of the variances of inbred strains

and of F, hybrids derived from them. Further consideration of this issue

will therefore be deferred until F,s are specifically discussed below.

The reduction of genetic variance within inbred strains also has im-

portant consequences for covariances. In a genetically heterogeneous

population, the phenotype of a given individual can be regarded as

composed of a genotypic value and an environmental deviation. If some

of the loci which influence phenotype A have a pleiotropic effect also

on phenotype B, there will exist a genetic covariance between A and B

in the population. In addition, there may exist environmental covariance.
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Other loci and other environmental factors will affect only A or B and
will not contribute to an association between the phenotypes.

By eliminating or drastically reducing genetic variance, the process
of inbreeding eliminates or reduces the genetic covariance, and the
only correlations that can be detected within a highly inbred strain will
be induced by environment. For most purposes, therefore, an inbred
Strain is unsuitable for correlational analyses, since the correlations
due to pleiotropic gene action, which surely must be regarded as of
fundamental importance in an investigation seeking to define relation-
ships among variables, cannot be assessed.

Several additional points may be made regarding the nature of dif-
ferences amonginbred strains.

Consider two unrelated highly inbred strains. Inevitably they will
differ at a number of loci, but they will be alike at other loci. With
regard to a particular phenotypic characteristic some loci may be re-
garded as relevant and others as irrelevant. The two strains may differ
with respect to some of the relevant loci but be alike with respect to
others. Thus, if we assume a simple case in which the loci A-a, B-b,
C-c, and D-d are the only relevant ones, we could imagine two strains:

Strain 1: AABBCCddeeFF GG HH ii...
Strain 2: aabbCCDDeeFFgg HH I...

If capital letters are taken to indicate the + allele (that is, the allele
which makes for greater manifestation of the phenotype), it can be seen
that neither of these hypothetical strains has a monopoly on + alleles
but that one has more than the other. We might reasonably expect,
therefore, to find more extreme strains than the Ones in hand.

On the phenotypic scale, strain 1 will have a higher mean than
Strain 2. It is important to keep in mind, however, that a given pheno-
typic value of a polygenic trait may be achieved in a variety of ways.
If we assume, in our example, that each + allele contributes the same
amount of phenotypic expression (disregarding environment for the
moment), then the mean of strain 1 could be obtained also by strains
constituted aa BB CC DD ..., AA bb CC DD .| . .. OF AA BB cc DD
. .. In terms of physiological mechanism orin terms of behavioral sub-
components, these might represent substantially different situations.
One maze-dull strain, for example, might be dull for essentially cerebral
reasons, while another, with equivalent error scores, might be dull for
emotional or motivational reasons.

It might often be sufficient for the immediate purpose to regard
Strain means as defining points on a univariate scale. From a heuristic
point of view, however, it is essential to be aware that finer analysis
would likely reveal that the points are distributed in multidimensional
space.

The Usesof Inbred Strains

One of the prime advantages of employing an inbred strain is the rela-
tive reproducibility of the key feature of an experiment: the living sub-
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jects whose behavior is being examined. With some reservation, aS we

have seen, each individual memberof an inbred strain may be regarded

as a genetic replication of each other individual in the strain. Over a

number of generations, a certain amount of genetic drift may be ex-

pected to occur as a consequence ofselection, either natural or arti-

ficial, acting upon the residually heterozygous loci or upon new muta-

tions. Inbred animals do not, therefore, provide the behavioral scientist

with as absolutely invariant research material as, say, pure elements

do for the physical scientist. However, the genetic changes occur grad-

ually and slowly, and inbred animals provide standardized reference

groups of incomparably greater genetic stability than the animals em-

ployed heretofore in most psychological research. The experimenter

who employs inbred animals can be reasonably confident, therefore,

that the fundamental biological nature of his subjects has remained

constant throughout a series of experiments. This is a great advantage,

indeed, over the situation in which studies are performed with animals

from whichever supplier can make delivery at the appointed time.

The researcher who employs animals from his own colony is also

working under a handicap if his colony is not inbred or, alternatively,

deliberately and systematically outbred. All too often, the breeding

program of a departmental colony involves such a small number of

breeding pairs in each generation that the inbreeding coefficient will

gradually rise to an appreciable value. Furthermore, favorite dams or

sires, treasured for their fecundity or pleasant disposition, may be used

over and over in the breeding schedule. The inbreeding and selection

thus inadvertently employed will lead to a colony that is largely an

unknown quantity and offers neither the advantages of the inbred

animals nor the advantages (to be described later) of the deliberately

heterogeneous groups but shares in considerable measure the disad-

vantages of each.

The principal shortcoming of the typical ‘‘private” or departmental

colony lies in its lack of general availability. A fundamental require-

ment of scientific evidence is that it be reproducible; this implies that

other investigators can replicate the experimental conditions. The evi-

dence cited earlier on strain differences should make it clear that an

attempted replication with animals from a different gene pool than those

originally used is a risky, tenuous, and uncertain venture. Success, to

be sure, is a valuable outcome under such circumstances, but failure to

replicate results, when unspecified or nonstandard animals are em-

ployed, is conspicuously uninformative. One of the most valuable at-

tributes of inbred strains, then, is their standardness. For example,

many of the inbred strains of mice are available from large-scale pro-

duction colonies, such as the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory,

which can provide research animals to investigators throughout the

world.
|

In many cases different sublines or substrains are maintained in var-

ious laboratories or colonies. The same kind of genetic drift that can occur

over generations within a strain can also be expected between sublines.

Here, again, the changes can be expected to be relatively slow and
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small, particularly if the original strain was highly inbred before the

substrains became established. (See Jay, 1963, for a description of

standard strains of mice, rats, and other mammals.)

The use of inbred strains also makes it possible for an investigator

to make optimum use of information derived from other laboratories

conducting research with the samestrain or a closely related substrain.

It has been reported, for example (T. B. Dunn, 1954), that retinal de-

generation occurs within a substrain of C3H mice. This finding is of

immediate interest to any behavioral researcher using C3H mice in

studies of learning phenomena, activity level, social responses, and the

like. Any behavioral uniqueness displayed by C3H mice might be ex-

plainable in terms of this visual deficiency. While it would be necessary

to check specifically to determine if this anomaly occurs in the par-

ticular substrain of C3H being employed by another investigator, the

clue has been made available, and it has specific reference to C3H

mice. Without genetic specification of the research material, such in-

formation would have no particular referent, and the applicability to

other researchers would be vague, obscure, and uncertain.

Over a period of time, and from various laboratories, a ‘‘strain pic-

ture’’ gradually emerges, displaying the interrelationships among a

variety of behavioral and physical characteristics. It is probably inevi-

table that this picture will appear puzzling, at least in the early stages

of investigation of a given trait, but if the situation resembles a dis-

assembled jigsaw puzzle, the investigator at least has the comfort of

knowing that the puzzle pieces all belong to the same puzzle and his

results need not stand in the pathetic isolation typical of so many

data from animal-behavior researches.

These strain profiles accumulate for a variety of different strains,

and it is possible to characterize animals of a given strain with respect

to a number of traits. This cumulative knowledge permits an investi-

gator to select a strain to conform to the needs of his particular ex-

periment. For example, if one were interested in testing the effects of

some variable upon activity level, the A strain would be an unsuitable

choice because its spontaneous activity level is so low as to leave little

margin for further decrease. Likewise, in a project aiming to determine

if disulfiram reduces alcohol intake of mice, the DBA/2 strains would

be a poor choice because its base-line consumption level is practically

nil.

An apparent disadvantage of an inbred strain is the lack of generality

obtained from research upon it. This cannot be construed as an argu-

ment for, or a defense of, studies using nonspecified or nonstandard

groups, however. There the generality is no greater, but many are de-

ceived into thinking that it is. In fact, the narrowness of applicability

of results from inbred animals can be regarded as a sterling virtue.

A researcher familiar with various strains is never tempted to overgen-

eralize his findings. If data are available for only one particular strain,

the issue is regarded as completely open with respect to any other

strain.

One approach to the problem of increasing the generality of results
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of a research program is to add a strain dimension to studies routinely,
investigating several strains simultaneously. Such a research strategy
has several advantages: If the results are similar in all strains tested,
the investigator has suffered no loss of information as a consequence
of using several smaller groups rather than one large group. On the
contrary, confidence in the generality of the effect investigated is
greatly enhanced. If strain differences appear, the lack of generality
has been immediately demonstrated and the futility of interlaboratory
controversies based upon inconsistent results obtained with other
groups of animals can be, in large part, avoided. If strain differences
are pronounced, the investigator has, in effect, identified a powerful
resource for an analysis of the phenomenon in which heis interested,
for the investigation of the determinants of the strain differences can
be expected to provide valuable information concerning the phenome-
non itself.

Apart from the comparative studies of strains, an investigator can
select a strain whose mean, variability, responsiveness to a particular
independent variable, or some other characteristic makes it best suited
for subsequent detailed examination.

Limitations of Inbred Strains

Although the multiple-strain approach can contribute immensely to the

task of specifying the generality or the restriction of generality of be-

havioral-research results, there are certain inherent limitations. In the
first place, as pointed out in Chapter 11, inbred animals are biologically

unusual, in that their genotypes could not occur in nature. The high

degree of homozygosity is a markedly artificial situation for a normally

outbreeding species. The attendant deficiencies of ‘‘buffering’’ capacity,

the reduction in fitness, the general effects of inbreeding depression,

may produce behavioral phenomena which appear only rarely or not at

all in the ‘‘normal,’’ more heterozygous members of the species. Sec-
ond, inbred strains are unique in that no lethal genes are included in

their genotypes. In outbred stocks, lethal genes in heterozygotes might

produce effects that could not occur in inbreds. Third, even the most

ambitious multiple-strain program can assess only a tiny fraction of

possible inbred genotypes which theoretically could be derived. A pro-

gram of research on 10 strains is essentially a program of research on

10 genetically replicated individuals (or, more specifically, on 10 repli-

cated duplicate gametes; see Chapter 11). Fourth, the inbred strains

available cannot be regarded as random samples of all possible inbred

Strains derivable from the total gene pool of the species. Not only have

inbred lines with low reproductive fitness been eliminated, but further

restrictions On randomness have been imposed byselection for various

characters. Furthermore, many of the standard strains have some com-

mon ancestry.

For certain purposes of genetic analysis these limitations of inbred

strains may become of considerable importance. Although there is not,

as yet, sufficient empirical evidence to make a positive statement, it

would seem that, with respect to inbred animals as behavioral-assay
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material, the limitations are far outweighed by the many advantages.
In spite of their unique genetic condition, they are living, behaving
organisms, and general theoretical formulations of behavioral systems
must accountfor their behavior.

Consequencesand Usesof Crossbreeding

Detailed discussions have been provided by Bruell and Broadhurst
(Chapters 13 and 14) of the methods of genetic analysis pertaining to
generations derived from pairs of inbred strains. Here we need only
recapitulate some essential features concerning means and variances.

The F, hybrid of a cross between two inbred strains will be hetero-
zygous at each locusat which the parent strains differ, but, though het-
erozygous at many loci, all members of an F, will be identically het-
erozygous at those loci and homozygousin like state at all other loci.
Thus there is no genetic variance in an F,, provided that the assumption
of complete homozygosity holds for the parent strains. In terms of
number of + alleles, the F, will be exactly intermediate to the parent
Strains and will therefore have a genotypic mean at the midparent
value. The complications of nonadditive gene action are so ubiquitous,
however, that this tells us little about the phenotypic mean to be ex-
pected of the F,. Given an F, mean value, the expectations of F, and
backcross means are somewhat more reliable, but, at best, crossbreed-
ing of this kind can provide only a very approximate method of manip-
ulating means. Once a particular outcome has been obtained in an F,,
however, it should be reproducible on subsequent occasions within the
usual limitations of sampling error.

Thus Fs share many of the advantages of inbred strains; genetically
they are just as reproducible and just as uniform. In the absence of
complicating interactions, one might therefore expect the variances of
F,s and of inbred strains to be the same. Such is not the case, how-
ever. For many morphological, physiological, and pharmacological traits,
F’, variance is substantially less than that of inbred strains. The evi-
dence is not unambiguous, however(Chai, 1956: Brown, 1962). These
findings are of great practical importance in research involving bioassay
methods. In addition, they have given rise to lively theoretical discus-
sions that involve concepts such as homeostasis, developmental buffer-
ing, and canalization (Biggers and Claringbold, 1954; Biggers et al.,
1961; Chai, 1961; Lerner, 1954: McLaren and Michie, 1954). For
behavioral traits, it has often been found that the Fs are more variable
than their parent strains (Caspari, 1958), and these results have gen-
erated further empirical and theoretical work (Fuller and Thompson,
1960; McClearn, 1965: Mordkoff and Fuller, 1959; Schlesinger and
Mordkoff, 1963). Our present concern, however, is the practical one of
deciding whether inbreds or F,s provide the most uniform response in
behavioral experimentation. At the present time no theoretical principle
seems adequate to provide a general answer; the question must be
answered empirically in each specific instance.

Intermating of F, animals produces an fF, generation. Segregation
occurs in the gamete formation of the F, parents, with the result that
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their offspring are genetically diverse. There will be no alleles in the

F., that were not present in the F, and the parent inbred strains, and

allelic frequency will remain unchanged if there are no complications

of differential fitness among the F., individuals. If all loci act in a

strictly additive manner, the phenotypic F', mean and F.,, mean will both

coincide with the midparent value. With dominance, the F. mean is

expected to deviate from the midparent value in the same direction but

only half as far as the F, mean. This provides but a weak methodof

manipulating means, however, and the advantage of F., animals is the

fact that their variance has a genetic as well as an environmental com-

ponent. At the present time, the principal utility of F, animals or of

subsequent generations in behavioral research is in tests of hypotheses

concerning relationships among different traits. Research on inbred

strains almost inevitably leads to hypotheses concerning correlations

between characters, arising, for example, from observations that strain

1 is high on trait A and on trait B, whereas strain 2 is low on both

traits. Such an association might be determined by pleiotropic gene

action, with at least some of the loci that affect trait A also affecting

trait B. This type of relationship is biologically fundamental, and its

demonstration can be of great value in elucidating causal relationships.

On the other hand, such an association could well be fortuitous. Given

that two strains differ with respect to trait A, they each must have some

value for trait B. A significant difference between thestrains in trait B,

in either direction, is likely to be suggestive of some hypotheses con-

cerning common causal pathways for trait A and trait B. Yet there may

be no genetic determinants in common between the twotraits, with

chance alone responsible for the apparent association.

An F., generation provides an opportunity to test meaningfully for a

correlation between traits. If a large proportion of the loci influencing

trait A also influence trait B, then a high correlation (either positive or

negative) should be found in the F,. If the association in the parent

strains was due to fortuitous arrangement of independent loci for the

separate traits, the correlation due to genetic communality should be

zero. Linkage could, however, maintain the apparent association in the

F., if it were sufficiently tight and if a relatively small number of loci

were involved. This possibility can be assessed in subsequent randomly

mated generations where a progressive decline in the value of the

correlation would reveal the breaking up of linkage relationships and

an approach to equilibrium.

Several examples of the use of genetically heterogeneous animals to

assess hypothesized correlations are available. Stockard et al. (1941)

found body type and temperament, thought to be causally related, to

segregate independently in F. generations derived from different dog

breeds. Rosenzweig et al. (1958) described some experiments show-

ing that learning ability and activity of the enzyme acetylcholinesterase

were negatively associated in two strains of rats. This relationship was

later tested (Rosenzweig et al., 1960) in a genetically heterogeneous

stock derived from an F. between the strains and maintained subse-



to that predicted.
The utility of an F’, population has been seen to depend uponitsgenetic heterogeneity. This heterogeneity is a relative matter, however,and groups of greater Senetic variability can be constructed. A doublecross (four-way cross) can be generated by mating dissimilar Fs. Forexample, the F, of strains C57BL and A can be mated with the F. of

for long periods of time. The genetic Stability of such a group is dif-ferent from that of inbreds or F’,s. In a heterogeneous stock of thiskind, each individual would be a unique assemblage of alleles, and anySample chosen from such a population would be composedof individ-uals unlike each other and unlike any obtained in a Previous or subse-quent sample. The Stability is in terms of gene frequencies, not interms of homozygosity.

Consequences and Uses
of Selective Breeding

Selective breeding, in contrast to inbreeding, is intentionally directional.Insofar as the variability in a population has an additive genetic com-ponent, the application of selection Pressure will bring about changesinthe mean level of the trait under consideration. The Success of theselection program thus gives evidence of the existence of additivegenetic variance in the base population, and, as R. C. Roberts showsin Chapter 11, various deductions concerning the genetic system maybe made from the relationship of selection response to selection dif-
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ferential, from the symmetry of the response in upward and downward

selected lines, and so on. For the present topic, however, the most

important aspect of selective breeding is its capacity to generate groups

of animals of differing behavioral characteristics.

Many successful selection studies have already been undertaken for

behavioral traits. In a classic work, Tryon (1940) selected a maze-bright

and maze-dull strain of rats. Heron (1935) was also successful in

selecting for maze-learning ability in rats, and Bignami (1964) estab-

lished strains of fast and slow avoidance learners. Rundquist (1933)

obtained active and inactive strains of rats by selective breeding, and

Hall (1938) successfully bred for “amotionality’’ as measured by the

tendency to defecate in open-field situations. Broadhurst (1960) was

able to repeat the successful breeding for rat emotionality. Lagarspetz

(1961) bred for aggressiveness in mice. In the fruit fly, Drosophila,

Erlenmeyer-Kimling, Hirsch, and Weiss (1962) selected for positive and

negative geotaxis, and Hirsch and Boudreau (1958) selected for high

and low degrees of phototaxis. Manning (1961) bred for mating speed

in Drosophila.

These examples demonstrate the feasibility of selecting for a desired

behavioral trait. Once the selected lines have become stabilized, they

then constitute research material of extremely high potential for eluci-

dating the behavioral trait under consideration. The studies of Rosen-

zweig et al. (1960) on neurochemistry and learning, for example,

depended initially upon the availability of descendants of Tryon’s maze-

bright and maze-dull animals. Broadhurst (1960) has been able to test

a numberof behavioral theories concerning emotionality and motivation

with his selected lines of rats.

With respect to the interpretation of studies with selected strains,

two points should be made. First, the precaution noted with respect to

the association of traits in inbred strains applies equally to selected

strains. In the process of selection, as the selected lines diverge with

respect to the selected character, all other traits must assume some

value. Since many apparent associations of traits may be fortuitous,

a particular phenotype. Two groups selected for a particular phenotype,

even from the same foundation stock, might attain that phenotypic value

by quite different combinations of loci and alleles. There is no reason,

therefore, to expect that subsequent research using different selected

lines will give the same results.

The success of selective breeding in general and the specific suc-

cesses in behavioral studies encourage optimism that success may rea-

sonably be expected in any attempt to select for any trait. The re-

searches to date representa trifling scratch on the surface of what can

be accomplished. It is probably through the use of selective breeding,

with its capacity to produce experimental animals to specification, that

behavior genetics can make the greatest contribution to the method-

ology of the behavioral sciences in general.
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CONCLUSION

The foregoing arguments should not be construed as implying that gen-
eralities applicable to more than one individual are not to be expected
in behavioral research. They do imply that the breadth of the generaliza-
tion is a matter for empirical investigation and not one for arbitrary
a priori assumption. Thatis to say, the generality of the results obtained
from a particular sample of Organisms should not immediately be as-
sumed to be broad. Confidence in the generality of results must be
obtained by gradual accumulation of evidence over a range of genotypes.
Uncritical generalizations across Strains, species, genera, and even
phyla are common in the behavioral literature. This appears to have
been a general tendency of many researchers. By adopting a point of
view which ascribes generality to a result only when it has been dem-
onstrated, behavioral scientists should be able to forestall premature
crystallization of opinion and simultaneously, by systematic exploration
Of animals of different genotypes, to open up fruitful avenues of re-
search.

The utilization of genetics to provide control and manipulation of the
animal material of research can Provide an extraordinarily powerful
analytical tool for uncovering behavioral laws. Genetic individuality is
a fact of life. Ignoring it will not makeit go away.If it cannot be licked,
it can be joined with profit.
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It has long been clear that the question of whether a characteristic is

hereditary or environmental is meaningless: “Every characteristic is both

hereditary and environmental, since it is the end result of a long chain

of interactions of the genes with each other, with the environment and

with the intermediate products at each stage of development’’ (Lush,

1937, p. 77). Therefore, the existence of a characteristic implies a

genetic basis; however, the modeof inheritance may be elucidated only

when individual differences for the characteristic exist. Once such varia-

tion is found, various genetic analyses may be employed.

Most behavioral characteristics are biometrical in nature and are

probably controlled by polygenic systems (Caspari, 1958, 1965); thus,

the concepts of quantitative genetics are particularly applicable to the

study of such characters. These concepts are now being applied to the

study of behavior, partly because of the nature of the characteristics

involved but perhaps also, in part, because of the publication of

Falconer’s highly readable text on the subject (Falconer, 1960).

Literature concerning the genetic analyses of quantitative behavioral

traits will be selectively reviewed in this chapter. From such a review,

it is hoped that worthwhile suggestions for future work in experimental

behavior genetics will emerge.

322
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INBRED-STRAIN COMPARISONS

Inbred strains provide a simple index of the genetic component. Partly
because of their availability, much early work in mammalian behavior
genetics employed strain comparisons. These studies, previously re-
viewed in some detail (Broadhurst, 1960: Fuller and Thompson, 1960;
McClearn, 1965), have demonstrated a genetic component for a wide
range of behaviors and have indicated that genetically different strains
often display behavioral differences. In fact, as Hirsch (1963, p. 1439)
has noted, ‘‘When different strains within a species are compared,it
actually becomes a challenge not to find differences in one or more
behaviors.”

Strain comparisons, by themselves, yield little information regarding
the mode of inheritance. However, when strain comparisons are fol-
lowed by appropriate crosses, the mode of transmission may be de-
termined. Gene differences at only one or two loci may be isolated.
Or, as is more usually the case with behavioral characters, a polygenic
system maybe indicated. Such polygenic or ‘‘quantitative’’ traits usually
exhibit a continuous variability, as contrasted with qualitative traits
which maybe readily assigned to one of a few distinguishable classes.

Although the value of using inbred strains has been questioned
(Falconer, 1960, pp. 272-275), they maystill serve a useful purpose
in future behavior-genetics research. They will continue as a valuable
and easy index of heritable differences and will also provide prima facie
evidence for correlations of various behavioral, morphological, and
physiological measures, although such correlations may prove to be
fortuitous when analyzed in more detail. The apparent association be-
tween alcohol preference and alcohol dehydrogenase in inbred mice,
recently described by McClearn (1965), is an excellent example. C57BL
mice consumed substantially more ethanol when both a 10 percent
ethyl alcohol solution and water were available than did mice of the
DBA/2 strain, and they also had much higher levels of liver alcohol
dehydrogenase activity. However, when an F., generation resulting from
these two strains was tested, the correlation between alcohol preference
and alcohol dehydrogenase was found to be essentially zero. Such for-
tuitous associations may frequently be found when only a few inbred
Strains are examined and, if a linkage disequilibrium exists, may even
persist in the F, generation; however, this disequilibrium would be
expected to decrease with additional generations of random mating.

Inbred strains are also useful for assaying for possible genotype-
environmentinteractions, i.e., differential responses of different geno-
types to environmental influences. For example, differential effects of
prenatal maternal stress on offspring behavior in inbred strains of mice
have been reported (Thompson and Olian, 1961: Weir and DeFries,
1964; DeFries, 1964). Such results illustrate the need of testing for
generality before formulating general theories based solely upon en-
vironmental influences. Since the phenotype is a function of both the
genotype and the environment, it would seem that both variables should
be included in any general theory of behavior.
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Inbred strains will continue to be useful for synthesizing random-

mating populations of known gene frequency, which may be readily

reconstituted at a later date. Much useful information may result when

the techniques of quantitative genetics are applied to such populations,

although problemsof generality will still exist.

As is described in the chapters by Bruell and Broadhurst, various

components of genetic variance may be estimated from appropriate

crosses of inbred strains. Considerable caution should be exercised,

however, when generalizing from the results of such studies. In order

to ensure a genetic component, strains are often chosen which are

known to display behavioral differences; thus, such studies may be

expected to overestimate the genetic component, when compared with

results from similar studies employing strains chosen at random or

segregating populations.

HERITABILITY

It is appropriate to begin this section by quoting from a recent review

by McClearn (1963, p. 234): ‘‘In terms of application of current ge-

netic theory and procedure, behavioral genetics lags behind. For ex-

ample, one of the central concepts of modern genetics is that of

heritability. . . . Further development of behavioral genetics will require

the precise estimation of the heritabilities of a broad range of behavior

patterns.”

Definition

Lush (1940) first defined the term ‘‘heritability” ‘‘as the fraction of

the observed variance which was caused by differences in heredity.”

He continues, ‘“‘This fraction is a statistic describing a particular popu-

lation. It can be made larger or smaller if either the numerator or the

other ingredients in the denominator can be altered. Thus it may vary

from population to population for the same characteristic and may

vary from one characteristic to another even in the same population.”

Thus it was explicitly stated in 1940 that heritability is a function of

both the trait and the population in which it is measured, a point which

has recently been emphasized by workers in behavior genetics (Hirsch,

1963; Hadler, 1964).

The concept of partitioning the total variance into genetic and en-

vironmental components is still older. For example, Wright (1920)

analyzed the relative importance of heredity and environment in deter-

mining the piebald pattern in two stocks of guinea pigs. One stock was

a random-mated control population, and the other was an inbred line

derived from the same foundation population. From various correlations

between relatives, it was deduced that about 42 percent of the variance

in patterns in the control stock was determined by heredity, whereas

only about 3 percent was determined by heredity in the inbred family.

The environmental variance was about the same in the two stocks but

accounted for about 97 percent of the variance in the inbred family

and only about 58 percent of the variance in the random-bred stock.
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This is an elegant demonstration of the fact that genetic variance is
a function of the population in which the trait is measured. It is of
historical interest to note that Wright introduced the symbol h? as the
degree of determination by heredity in this 1920 paper.

In the first edition of Lush’s classic text, Animal Breeding Plans (Lush,
1937), and in his 1940 paper, the distinction between the additive and
nonadditive components of genetic variance was recognized. Lush
(1949) later defined the ratio of the additive genetic variance to the
phenotypic variance as “heritability in the narrow sense,’’ and the ratio
of the total genetic variance to the phenotypic variance as ‘heritability
in the broad sense,’’ where the total genetic variance includes the addi-
tive as well as the dominance and epistatic components. Others (see
Chapter 11) prefer to use the terms “heritability’’ and ‘‘coefficient of
genetic determination,”’ respectively, for these ratios.

Fisher (1951) has criticized the concept of heritability on the grounds
that the degree of managemental control and the accuracy of measure-
ment are reflected in this ratio and refers to it ‘‘as one of those un-
fortunate short-cuts, which have often emerged in biometry for lack
of a more thorough analysis of the data.’’ However, Johansson (1961,
pp. 9-10) has presented a rather convincing rebuttal.

Use

Heritability provides ‘‘a partial description of the causes of the varia-
tion” in a population and yields a ‘quantitative statement of the rela-
tive importance of heredity and environment’ (Lush, 1943, p. 88). In
addition to its descriptive role, heritability (in its narrow sense) is also
predictive, since it is equivalent to the regression of the breeding value
of an individual on its phenotypic value (see Chapter 11). Thus it is
possible to estimate both the breeding value of an individual and the
Progress to be gained from various breeding systems, if the heritability
of the trait is known. The predictive nature of this ratio was discussed
by Lush in 1937 (Lush, 1937, p. 111).

The concept of heritability may have uses in behavior genetics, in
addition to the classical ones previously described. Because ofits pre-
dictive nature, it might be useful for genetic counseling, if the herit-
ability of various quantitative traits of concern in the human popula-
tion were known. It might also serve as an index of the susceptibility
of a trait to improvement through environmental manipulation. For ex-
ample, let us assume that twotraits (X and Y) with similar phenotypic
variances have heritabilities of 80 and 10 percent, respectively, when
measured in the same population. This difference suggests that trait X is
relatively less influenced by environmental fluctuations that impinge upon
the population than trait Y. Therefore, if we begin to manipulate or
“select the environment,” trait Y may be expected to be more affected
than trait X. If the intensity of this environmental selection were suffi-
ciently high, considerable change might also be brought about in trait
X. If accurate estimates of the components of the phenotypic variance
were available with human traits, prediction equations could be ccn-
structed which would indicate the improvement that might be realized
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by controlling existing environmental variation. Such control would have

to be maintained in order to sustain any improvementrealized by this

technique. These estimates might even suggest which characters are

more amenable to improvement through new and different environ-

mental regimes. Evidence that more heritable traits are less affected by

extreme environmental modifications than less heritable traits has been

reported (Lush, 1949, pp. 372—373; Johansson, 1961, p. 169).

As has been discussed by Falconer (1960, pp. 336-337) and Bruell

(1964a), a knowledge of the size of the additive and nonadditive com-

ponents of genetic variance may also be useful for inferring how closely

a trait is related to fitness. Characters with a large additive component

(high heritability) might be expected to have little adaptive value,

whereas those with little additive genetic variance (low heritability)

might be closely related to fitness, since the additive genetic variance

associated with fitness traits would be expected to have been exploited

by natural selection. In general, this seems to be the case; traits such

as fertility have lower heritabilities than those apparently less closely

related to fitness (Falconer, 1960, p. 337).

The degree of heterosis observed in hybridizing experiments with

inbred strains of mice has been used by Bruell (1964a) as an index of

the nonadditive genetic component. Results on two behavioral tests

(exploration of a strange environment and wheel running) and two

physiological measures (serum cholesterol and hematocrit percent) were

compared. Heterosis was observed with the behavioral tests, whereas

intermediate inheritance of the physiological measure was indicated,

suggesting that the former are more closely associated with fitness than

the latter.

Estimation

As discussed in Chapter 11, several techniques are available for the

estimation of heritability. An excellent example of the use of correla-

tions of individuals of known relationship is found in a paper by Willham

et al. (1963), in which genetic variance in a measure of avoidance

learning by swine is reported. Paternal half-sib correlations and full-sib

correlations were estimated and indicated that approximately 50 percent

of the variance among pigs within relatively homogeneous groups was

genetically additive. The design and analysis employed in this study may

serve as a model for future studies in which the heritability of some

characteristic in a litter-bearing animal is to be estimated.

One assumption underlying the technique of estimating heritability

from the correlation of relatives is that the environmental deviations

of the relatives are uncorrelated. With laboratory animals, this can be

achieved to some extent by randomization of the subjects within the

range of environmental conditions usually encountered in the labora-

tory. Several useful dodges are available, however, when suchcorrela-

tions exist. For example, in the study mentioned above (Willham et al.,

1963) several sires were each mated to several different females.

From the resulting hierarchical classification, it was possible to estimate

a component of variance attributable to sires (between sires) and a
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componentresulting from differences between dams mated to the same
sires (between dams within sires). A comparison of these components
will indicate the importance of maternal effects which might result in
an environmental correlation among offspring produced by the same
female (see Falconer, 1960, pp. 172-176).

Data of parent-offspring comparisons may also contain environmental
correlations, especially when data from a wide range of environmental
conditions and time periods are analyzed, i.e., when parents and off-
Spring are both reared in the same herd, flock, or group, but when
data from several such groups are included in the analysis. When
several sires are each mated to several dams within the group, as is
usually the case with domestic animals, this difficulty may be circum-
vented to some extent by calculating parent-offspring correlations or
regressions on an ‘“‘intrasire basis,” i.e., Computing correlations or
regressions within groups of offspring by the same sire (Lush, 1940).
This restricts the analysis to that variance found within groups of
females mated to the same sire and removes any environmental com-
ponent between groups which might add to the covariance of parents
and offspring. In order to reduce further these environmental causes
of covariance, analyses on a within-sire, herd, breed, year-season, or
other basis are now commonly employed in animal-breeding research.

Parent-offspring correlations for various human characters have been
reported (Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik, 1963), but environmental
correlations are almost certainly reflected in such data. However, as
with data from domestic animals, this confounding of environmental
and genetic differences may be circumvented to some extent by a more
refined analysis. If, for example, data were available on the socioeco-
nomic level and if environmental differences between socioeconomic
groups were thought to be important, an analysis on a within-socioeco-
nomic-group basis may yield a more precise estimate of heritability.
Such an analysis would remove any environmental component between
groups, which might have otherwise added to the covariance of the
relatives, but would leave differences between the groups unanalyzed
with regard to their genetic and environmental causes. Any otherfac-
tors, such as educational level, which might be considered important
could also be included in such an analysis. Or, if these factors were
sufficiently quantifiable, a multiple-regression analysis could be per-
formed instead, provided that the variables were not hopelessly con-

Although parent-offspring correlations are often reported, the regres-
sion of offspring on parent may yield a more accurate estimate of herit-
ability. For example, parent-offspring correlations will be decreased if
the parents are a selected group. The regression of offspring on parent,
however, will not be systematically biased by such selection (Lush,
1940).

The regression of offspring on parent is also preferable to the cor-
relation for other reasons. The covariance of offspring and parental
values contains one-half of the additive genetic variance (V,,), assuming
random mating, regardless of whether Single values or means are com-
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pared (Falconer, 1960, pp. 152-159). The variance of single offspring

values and single parental values (if unselected) estimate the pheno-

typic variance (V,), and, if mating is random, the variance of the mid-

parental values will estimate V,/2. However, the variance of the mean

of N offspring will estimate V,[1 + (V — 1)t]/N, where ¢ is the pheno-

typic correlation of the offspring values which contribute to the mean.

As expected, this value will equal V,/N, if t= O, i.e., if the offspring

values are uncorrelated, and will equal V; if ¢ = 1.

From the above considerations, it follows that the regression of off-

spring on parent will estimate 4% V,/V,>= 1/,h2, where h? is the herit-

ability, when single parental values are compared either with single

offspring values or with the mean of N offspring. The regression of off-

spring on the midparental value will directly estimate h?, also regard-

less of the numberof offspring included in each comparison.

Estimating heritability from parent-offspring correlations, however, is

somewhat more complicated. When both single parental and single off-

spring values are compared, h?/2 is again estimated. However, the cor-

relation of single offspring values and midparental values is estimated

to be (14)”% (h?). The correlation of single parental values with the

means of each of N offspring, i.e., where each offspring mean is based

on the same number of observations, Is estimated to be (h?/2)

{N/(1 + (N — 1)t]}”. The correlation of midparental values and the

meansof each of N offspring is estimated as h*{ IyN/[1 + (N — 1)t]}”.

Therefore, h2 can be estimated from such correlations. However, the

phenotypic correlation of sibs must be known and, as assumed above,

the same number of sibs must be included in each offspring mean.

If assortative mating has occurred, as is likely to some extent in

human populations, the variance of the midparental values will be in-

creased, as well as the covariance between full sibs. The regression of

offspring on midparental value, however, is little affected and can still

be used to estimate heritability (Falconer, 1960, p. 171). Various other

factors which should be considered when estimating heritability from

the resemblance betweenrelatives, e.g., problems due to such factors

as unequal variances in males and females or to maternal effects, have

been discussed in some detail by Falconer (1960).

Heritability may also be estimated from the response to selection

(Lush, 1940); this estimate has been called the ‘‘realized heritability.”

Guhl et al. (1960) and Craig et al. (1965) have utilized this technique

to estimate the heritability of social aggressiveness in chickens. Man-

ning (1961) has used a similar technique to estimate the heritability

of mating speed in Drosophila. These studies will be discussed in more

detail later.

Twin Studies

The value and limitations of twin data in the study of the inheritance

of human mental characteristics have been examined in detail (Mc-

Clearn, 1963). McClearn concluded that several possible biases may

exist in such studies. In addition to the problems of diagnosis of

zygosity, the validity of the assumption of equal environmental variance

within sets of fraternal and identical twins is questionable.
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The use of twin data for estimating the heritability of various traits
in domestic animals has been discussed by Johansson (1961). When
identical-twin data were first used to estimate heritability, it was as-
Sumed that the variance between Pairs was entirely genetic, whereas
variance within pairs was an estimate of the nongenetic variance. There-
fore, the intraclass correlation of identical-twin pairs was considered
as a direct estimate of heritability. However, Johansson concludes that
neither of these assumptions is correct. The variance between pairs
will include both the additive and the nonadditive components of ge-
netic variance, as well as any variance due to genotype-environment
interactions and to the effects of prenatal and postnatal environments
common to members of the samepair. In addition, the variance within
identical-twin pairs is probably an underestimate of the environmental
variance in the population, since it contains none of the variance due to
genotype-environmentinteractions and since members of the twin pair
are more contemporary than pairs picked at random. Thus, the intra-
class correlation of identical twins tends to yield an inflated estimate
of heritability. Several such estimates from dairy cattle twin data clearly

(Siegel, 1965; Hegmann and DeFries, in preparation).
The genetic correlation, like heritability, may be estimated from the

resemblance of relatives or from the results of selection experiments.
These techniques have been discussed by Falconer (1960, pp. 312-
319).

SELECTION EXPERIMENTS

Mather (1941) has stated that the most appropriate way to approachthe study of polygenic inheritance is through the analysis of the effectsof selection. These effects are the result of both the nature of the se-lection applied and that of the variation available; thus, since the typeof selection may be controlled by the investigator, inferences regarding
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the nature of this variation may be drawn from the results of selection

experiments.

Although a carefully designed selection experiment will yield a pre-

cise estimate of various genetic parameters, many of the selection

studies involving behavioral traits have merely demonstrated a response

to selection. Such a responseindicates a genetic component; however,

such studies could have provided much additional information, e.g.,

estimates of realized heritabilities, genetic correlations, selection limits,

and possibly even someestimate of the numberof loci involved, if the

techniques of quantitative genetics had been rigorously applied.

Maze Learning by Rats

Tolman (1924) reported the results of what was apparently the first

selection experiment for maze learning by rats. The foundation popu-

lation consisted of 82 white rats of heterogeneous ancestry. From this

population, nine ‘‘supposedly bright” pairs and nine ‘‘supposedly dull’’

pairs were mated to produce offspring representing the first selected

generation (S,)1 of the bright and dull strains, respectively. The criterion

of selection for breeding was ‘‘a rough pooling of the results as to

errors, time, and number of perfect runs” (Tolman, 1924, p. 4). A

second selected generation was also produced “by further selective

breeding within the bright litters and dull litters and in each case a

brother was mated with a sister’ (Tolman, 1924,p. 4).

In general, the results of the first generation of selection were re-

markable. Because of the completeness of the data presented, it is

possible to estimate both the selection differential (difference between

the means of the bright and dull parents) and the response to selection

(difference between the means of the resulting bright and dull S, off-

spring). The ratio of this response to the selection differential pro-

vides a rough estimate of the realized heritability regarding each of

the three factors considered in the selection. These estimates are as

follows: errors, 0.93; time, 0.57; and number of perfect runs, 0.61.

Differences in all measures in the S, generation, however, were less

than in the S,. As Tolman suggested, this may have been dueto in-

breeding or to some extraneousfactor.

Although the selection experiment initiated by Tolman (1924) was

terminated, the general problem was not dropped. A preliminary report

of a subsequent selection experiment was published a few years later

(Tryon, 1929). In order to improve the reliability of the measurement,

a 17-unit T-maze which automatically delivered each subject into the

entrance of the maze andcollected it at the end was developed. Objec-

tivity of scoring was ensured by a device that automatically recorded

the path of the subject through the maze. A detailed description of this

maze was published separately (Tolman et al., 1929).

A heterogeneous sample of rats was deliberately chosen to serve as

the foundation population. Selection was based on the total numberof

1 The Fi, Fz, ..., generation notation employed by Tolman (1924) now, by convention,

refers to the number of successive generations resulting from a Mendelian cross

rather than to the number of generations of selection.
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entrances into blinds from days 2 to 19, following a preliminary run
of 8 days to acquaint the subjects with the maze. Someintentional
inbreeding was again practiced. Because of problems with fertility, the
S, offspring of dull parents were pooled with a ‘median group”’ and
the pooled mean was compared with that of the S, offspring from bright
parents in order to assess the responseto thefirst generation of selec-
tion. Presumably for this reason, the difference between these means
was not large. Because greater selection pressure was applied in the
next generation or possibly because information from relatives or “kin
performance’”’ was also considered in selection, a considerably greater
divergence was obtained in the S. generation.

Tryon (1940) later presented a summary of the results of 18 genera-
tions of selection in this experiment. A fairly consistent divergence of
the strains was noted through generation VII, at which timelittle overlap
of the distributions of the strains occurred. However, only negligible
additional response was noted thereafter.

Selection for maze-learning ability in rats has also been reported by
Heron (1935, 1941). The criterion of selection was total errors in a
12-unit automatic maze; however, someselection for fertility and some
deliberate inbreeding were also practiced. The results of the first four
generations of selection were published in 1935, and a progressive
divergence of the selected lines was observed. Heron (1941) later
reported the data of generations V through XVI. A relatively consistent
response to selection was obtained, andlittle overlap of the distributions
of the strains was observed by generation XVI. However, some inter-
generation variability was noted. Since the two strains tended to vary
together, it was suggested that these fluctuations were probably due to
uncontrolled environmental factors.

More recently, W. R. Thompson (1954) reported the results of six
generations of selection for performance in the Hebb-Williams maze.
Two-way selection resulted in a marked and consistent change in mean
errors of both the bright and dull strains. It is of interest to note that
deliberate inbreeding was again practiced. It was later discontinued due
to infertility, but it was stated that ‘“‘when numbers have been suffi-
ciently built up again, inbreeding will be resumed”’ (Thompson, 1954,
p. 218).

Spontaneous Activity of Rats

Rundquist (1933) conducted a two-way selection experiment for number
of revolutions in a rotating drum. Selection during the first four genera-
tions was ‘‘purely phenotypic”’; i.e., the selected lines were not closed.
However, later selection was on a within-line basis. Systematic inbreed-
ing was not practiced in this experiment. The means of both the active
and inactive groups tended to increase through generation IV, although
some divergence was obtained. The activity of the inactive strain de-
creased rather consistently after generation IV, although no consistent
trend was noted with the active strain during this period. Nevertheless,
by generation XIl, little overlap of the distributions of the two strains
was observed. It should be noted that the greatest responseto selection
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occurred after the lines were closed, thus demonstrating the efficacy

of selecting strictly on a within-strain basis.

The inactive strain died out after 25 generations of selection. The

results of 10 generations of selection for a new inactive strain, as well

as data from generations XXX to XXXV of the original active strain, have

been subsequently reported by Brody (1950). From the results of this

study, she concluded ‘‘that there is a major controlling gene pair which

differentiates these active and inactive strains of rats but that this

gene pair alone does not by any means account for all of the dif-

ferences in activity’’ (Brody, 1950, p. 287). A similar conclusion was

reached by Brody from the results of an earlier study (Brody, 1942),

and it seems that the criticism by C. S. Hall (1951, pp. 323-324) of

this conclusion would still apply. The results suggest that a multiple-

factor hypothesis should be assumed until more definitive evidence for

a major gene effect is obtained.

Emotionality in Rats

In his review article of studies in behavior genetics, Hall (1951) pre-

sented the results of 12 generations of selection for ‘‘emotionality’’ in

rats. Individuals were placed for 2 minutes a day on each of 12 days

in a large, brightly lighted circular open field. Urination and defecation

scores were recorded, with total scores ranging from 0 to 12. A fairly

consistent response during the first nine generations of selection was

observed in the high-emotional line, but little additional change was

realized thereafter. In contrast, the maximum response to selection was

obtained in the low-emotional line in generation |, and the mean scores

were rarely lower in later generations. However, both strains in the S,

generation had lower scores than the parental population. Scores of both

strains then increased in the S,, decreased in the S,, etc., although a

progressive divergence of the strains occurred. Therefore, the appar-

ently larger initial response in the nonemotional strain may, in fact,

have been due to random environmental fluctuations which affected

both strains in the same direction.

Broadhurst (1960) has reported the results of 10 generations of

two-way selection for total number of fecal boluses dropped during four

daily tests in an open field. However, some modification of the criterion

of selection was required in the ‘‘nonreactive’’ strain during the later

generations. Deliberate inbreeding was again practiced. There was con-

siderable divergence in the defecation scores of the strains, although

the response appeared to be greater in the nonreactive strain. Some

divergence in ambulation scores of the two strains was also observed,

although both strains tended to increase somewhat in this measure.

Nevertheless, the possibility of a negative genetic correlation of bolus

number and ambulation is suggested. Broadhurst states that this genetic

correlation ‘“‘could be investigated by the technique of selecting sepa-

rately for the two traits on different populations and observing the

correlated response in the other’’ (Broadhurst, 1960, pp. 54—55).

However, it would appear that a genetic correlation could be estimated

from the data of this experiment (see Falconer, 1960, pp. 318-319).
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Saccharin Preference of Rats

Nachman (1959) reported the results of two generations of selection
for saccharin preference among rats. In a dietary experiment, two
groups of Sprague-Dawley albino rats were given daily tests of prefer-
ence between a 0.25 percent sodium saccharin solution and tap water.
No difference in saccharin preference between the two dietary groups
was found, but considerable individual differences within the groups
were noted. Therefore, extreme saccharin preferrers and extreme water
preferrers were bred. Significant differences among the two resulting
Progeny groups were found, indicating a genetic component for sac-
charin preference.

Susceptibility to Audiogenic
Seizures in Mice

Frings and Frings (1953) successfully produced by selective breeding
four strains of mice which have Predictable susceptibilities to audio-
genic seizures. One strain had a high susceptibility (90 to 100 percent)
to clonic-tonic seizures when tested daily from 15 to 50 days of age
but rarely died in this type of seizure. A second strain had a high
susceptibility to clonic seizures but had few Clonic-tonic seizures. A
third strain had a very low susceptibility to seizures during the testing
period, whereas a fourth strain had Seizures regularly from 17 to 27
days of age, but not thereafter. This successful production of strains
with differing Susceptibility and pattern of seizures demonstrates the
magnitude of genetic variation that must have been present in the
Original albino random stock and the potential for developing strains
with predictable behavioral differences.

Wildness and Tameness in Mice

An analysis of the inheritance of ‘‘wildness and tameness”’ in mice, as
measured by the time required to run 22 feet in a runway, was reported
by Dawson (1932). As a part of this analysis, the fastest animals in a
wild strain and the slowest in a tame strain were each selected for four
generations. Selection was found to increase the initial difference be-
tween the tameandwild stocks, primarily by reducing the running speed
in the tamestrain.

Aggressiveness in Chickens

Four generations of two-way selection for aggressiveness in chickens,
based on the numberof paired encounters won and also on social rank,
have been reported by Guhlet al. (1960). Significant differences in
percentage of encounters won and social rank were found, beginning
with the S, generation. It is of interest to note that realized heritabilities
were estimated in this study. These estimates for percent of flock
dominated and percent of initia] pair encounters won were 0.18 and
0.22, respectively. These values were calculated from unweighted means
of individual-generation estimates, although cumulative estimates yielded
Similar values. Considerable intergeneration variability in these esti-
mates was found, suggesting that caution should be exercised in gen-
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eralizing from the results of only one generation, especially when the

effective population size is small.

The results of five generations of selection for social dominance in

initial pair contests in each of two breeds of chickens have been pub-

lished (Craig et al., 1965). Large and apparently symmetrical responses

were obtained in each breed. Estimates of realized heritability for domi-

nance scores in the two breeds were as follows: White Leghorn, 0.16,

and Rhode Island Red, 0.28. The results of this study suggested a poly-

genic mode of inheritance with intermediate gene frequencies in the

foundation populations. The selected strains were also found to differ

with regard to percentage of contests with aggressive behavior, per-

centage won, and physical severity of the contest.

Behavioral Traits of Drosophila

Some considerable methodological sophistication has recently been

applied to the study of the inheritance of behavioral characters in

Drosophila. Hirsch (1959) has developed an elegant multiple-unit

classification maze for the mass screening of Drosophila melanogaster

and has reported the results of a long-term, two-way selection experi-

ment for geotactic score (Hirsch and Erlenmeyer-Kimling, 1961).

Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Hirsch have also utilized the chromosome-assay

method to study the role of the three major chromosomes of Drosophila

melanogaster in geotaxis. An unselected and two selected populations

were compared; the results indicated that “‘genes distributed over most

of the genome . . . influence the response to gravity’ (Erlenmeyer-

Kimling and Hirsch, 1961, p. 1069).

Selection for phototaxis in Drosophila melanogaster has also been

reported. Using another mass screening technique, Hirsch and Boudreau

(1958) conducted a two-way selection experiment for phototactic re-

sponse and observed a fairly consistent divergence between strains.

From a comparison of the variances of the parental and selected lines,

heritability was estimated to be approximately 0.6.

Hadler (1964) has reported the results of 30 generations of selection

for phototaxis in Drosophila melanogaster. Two-way selection in each of

two multiple Y-unit mazes resulted in a clear divergence of the selected

strains. Heritability estimates were again computed from comparisons

of variances in parental and selected lines and were similar in magni-

tude to that reported by Hirsch and Boudreau (1958).

The results of 25 generations of selection for mating speed in

Drosophila melanogaster have been reported by Manning (1961). It is

of interest to note that this selection experiment was replicated; i.e.,

two lines were simultaneously selected for slow mating speed and two

were selected for fast mating speed. An unselected control was also

maintained, but it was not measured during thefirst few generations

of selection. The effects of selection were immediate and continued for

about seven generations, with little consistent divergence in later gen-

erations. Realized heritability was estimated from the regression of the

divergence of response on the cumulative selection differential through
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generation VII and a value of about .3 was obtained. Flies from genera-
tions XVI through XIX were also tested in a small ‘open arena’ and
scored for the number of centimeter squares entered. The two slow
lines showed similar activity levels, as did the two fast lines, but the
activity of the slow-mating lines was significantly higher than that of
the fast-mating lines. Control flies, however, were not significantly
different from the slow-mating lines in activity level. Differences among
the lines in the “‘lag time,” l.e., time from the introduction of a male
into an observation cell containing a stock female to the beginning of
courtship, and the ‘‘courtship intensity’’ were also noted.

Manning (1963) has also attempted to select for mating speed in
Drosophila, based on the behavior of only one sex. Replicate lines in
which males were selected for fast mating speed did not respond to
20 generations of selection. Also, no response was obtained with lines
in which females were selected for slow mating speed. A response was
realized in two lines in which the males were selected for slow mating
speed, although differences in the magnitude and consistency of re-
sponse in these two lines were noted. In agreement with the previous
study, slow-mating flies were again found to have reduced sexual
activity. However, slow-mating flies had a lowerlevel of general activity
in the later study, whereas slow mating speed was associated with
increased activity in the previous study. This inconsistency was not
considered to be surprising, since it was felt that the behavior under
selection was highly complex and that slow mating speed could be
achieved in several different ways.

Two attempts to select for high and low activity in Drosophila melano-
gaster have been reported by Ewing (1963). In thefirst experiment, the
criterion of selection was the speed of traversing a series of six small
tubes connected by glass funnels. Fifty flies of one sex were introduced
into the first tube, and the first or last ten to emerge in the last tube
were selected. Two high-active lines and two low-active lines were
selected, and an unselected control was maintained. Offspring of the
later generations were tested in three different apparatuses, two of
which measured activity in groups of flies, whereas the third (the arena)
measured individuals. The selected lines responded differently in the
first two measures, but no significant difference was found with the
third. It was concluded that the level of “reactivity’’ of the flies had
been changed by selection but that “spontaneous activity’’ had not
been affected.

In the second experiment, the criterion of selection was the speed
with which individual flies traversed a series of chambers connected by
funnels. Selection was again replicated, and a control population was
also measured. An immediate response to selection was realized in the
inactive strain, but little consistent response was noted in the later
generations. Selection for increased activity, however, was not effective.
All lines were later tested in the arena, but no significant difference
between the selected and control lines was found. Additional experi-
ments suggested that selection for inactivity had resulted in flies which
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were “claustrophobic,” i.e., ‘‘which were unwilling to enter confined

spaces, such as funnels,’’ (Ewing, 1963, p. 377) due to their reaction

to visual stimuli.

Implications for Future Selection Research

An evolution in the design of selection experiments is evident from this

review. Most of the early studies employed two-way selection; however,

the lines were not replicated, no unselected control was maintained,

and deliberate inbreeding was often practiced. In contrast, the design

and thorough analysis employed by Manning (1961) should serve as a

model for future selection experiments.

The importance of maintaining replicated selection lines should be

emphasized. Considerable intergeneration variability is encountered in

selection experiments. When lines are replicated, the amount of varia-

tion between lines selected alike can also be measured. From limited

evidence (DeFries and Touchberry, 1961; Falconer, 1960, pp. 208-212;

Marien, 1958), it appears that this variability of response to selection

may be large and is probably a function of the effective population

size in each line. In addition, fortuitous correlations between thetrait

under selection and other characters may often occur when only one

line is selected. However, if similar associations are noted in eachof

several replicates, the probability of this correlation being fortuitous is

greatly reduced.

The importance of maintaining an unselected control population

should be obvious. With such a population, the effects of intergeneration

environmental fluctuations may be measured as well as any effects of

inbreeding, provided that the effective population size in the control and

selected lines is approximately equal. In addition, when a control line

is measured in a two-way selection experiment, the response in each

line may be measured by its deviation from the control; thus, the degree

of asymmetry of response to selection may be ascertained. Once such

an asymmetrical response is indicated, the interesting problem of

causality may bestudied, i.e., is it merely a reflection of scalar problems

or is it due to some ‘‘physiological limit,’’ etc.?

More long-term selection experiments for behavioral traits are needed.

With such studies, ‘‘selection limits’’ should eventually be encountered.

Reverse selection may then be attempted in order to determine whether

any genetic variance for the trait is still present. Several possible

explanations for the cause of selection limits have been offered (cf.

Falconer, 1960, pp. 219-224); however, more work onthis interesting

and practical problem is required.

Estimates of both heritability and the genetic correlation may be

obtained from the resemblance betweenrelatives in unselected popula-

tions and also from the response to selection. With relatively little addi-

tional effort, such estimates may be obtained from the foundation popu-

lation before selection and then compared with realized estimates based

on the response to selection. Any serious discrepancies between these

estimates might point to interesting problems for future research.

The problem of maternal effects in selection experiments has been
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discussed in some detail by Broadhurst (1960), who hascriticized the
earlier selection studies which did not control for maternal influences:
“But Hall’s study suffers from a fatal flaw, as, indeed, do most of the
studies on mammals reviewed here, but one which is particularly rele-
vant to the inheritance of emotional tendencies. It is the failure to con-
trol for the most important environmental factorof maternal influences”’
(Broadhurst, 1960, p. 17). As Falconer (1965) has indicated, maternal
effects may cause some interesting problems in selection studies. How-
ever, it is questionable whether this problem is sufficiently serious to
justify the rigorous control suggested by Broadhurst, i.e., the laborious
technique of crossfostering.If a response to selection has been realized,
it is evidence for a genetic effect, either maternal or fetal in origin. A
simple reciprocal cross between lines selected in opposite directions
will indicate the relative importance of the fetal and maternal genotypes
in this response. Or, if a maternal effect is Suspected or known when
a selection experiment is begun, one may select on a within-litter basis
in order to avoid any difficulties due to environmental differences be-
tween litters. Thus, it would seem that the technique of crossfostering
is not a requisite of a well-designed mammalian selection experiment.
One disturbing practice has come to light from this review: that is

the tendency in the early studies, as well as in a few more recent ones,
to inbreed deliberately while selecting. Although the objective of these
Studies was the production of highly inbred lines with uniform be-
havioral differences, such inbreeding causes serious difficulties. First,
inbreeding results in a decrease in the genetic variance within lines;
thus, the potential response to selection is decreased by this practice.
Second, a high rate of inbreeding will almost certainly result in some
problemswith fertility. In fact, because of the small number of parents
that are usually selected each generation, it is difficult to avoid such
problems, even when the rate of inbreeding is intentionally minimized.

Selection for a quantitative trait should eventually lead to homozygosity
at loci influencing that characteristic, unless selection is for some non-
additive gene effects or is in opposition to natural selection. Such
strains, if still heterozygous at some other loci, may not suffer the
serious consequences of high inbreeding. Nevertheless, if the primary
objective is the production of inbred strains with behavioral differences
and if one is unwilling to wait for more extreme divergence, selection
coupled with deliberate inbreeding may be appropriate. Onejustification
given for the production of highly inbred selected strains is that a lack
of homozygosity precludes ‘‘any possibility of making a genetic anal-
ysis’’ (W. R. Thompson, 1954, p. 216). However, much may be learned
from the response to selection before homozygosity appears.

Strains resulting from selection experiments may be valuable material
for future research. Examples of the use of such strains have been
reviewed by McClearn (1963). This use alone may justify the time and
labor required for a careful selection experiment. However, such se-
lected lines should be periodically reexamined; thus, if the strains have
drifted from their selected levels, it will be possible to avoid the as-
sumption of a difference that does not exist.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Studies in experimental behavior genetics began early in the history of

quantitative genetics and, as evidenced by this volume, much work is

currently in progress. Various quantitative behavioral characters have

been subjected to genetic analyses; however, the more rigorous method-

ology of quantitative genetics has only recently been applied.

More sophisticated studies will be required for behavior-genetic

analysis of human populations. As mentioned previously, estimates of

the heritability of various human behaviors may be useful, but accurate

estimates will be difficult to obtain. It was suggested that the regression

of offspring on parental value, calculated on a within-group basis, may

yield a more precise estimate of heritability when relatives share a

common environment within a group and environmental differences

exist between groups, e.g., Socioeconomic groups.

If the relative magnitude of the genetic and environmental compo-

nents of the phenotypic variance were known for some human behavior,

e.g., performance on some mental test, one could predict the response

that might be achieved if the environmental variation were controlled.

Thus, individuals picked at random from the population and reared in

exactly the same environment as an individual who scored 20 points

above the population mean would be expected to have scores about

(e2)(20) above average, where e? = V,,/V>. Such predictions may be of

doubtful value, because of the impossible requisite of complete environ-

mental control. Nevertheless, estimates of these genetic and environ-

mental components may suggest the potential for improvement through

environmental manipulations. For example, such information might sug-

gest which behaviors or components of behavior will be more amenable

to improvement through remedial training.

All the behaviors examined in the studies reviewed above were quan-

titative in expression. Traits which do not manifest a continuous varia-

tion may, nevertheless, have a quantitative genetic basis. Schizophrenia

is an example of an apparently discontinuous character. Although many

studies on the genetics of schizophrenia have been conducted, the

exact mode of inheritance remains unknown. Recessivity theories,

dominance theories, and polygenic theories of inheritance have all been

postulated (Fuller and Thompson, 1960). Some question exists as to

whether schizophrenia is truly an ‘‘all-or-none’’ trait or whether there

is a gradation of symptoms. However, even if the trait were truly dis-

continuous in expression, it might still have a quantitative genetic basis.

Examples of ‘‘threshold characters,’’ like some forms of disease resist-

ance, which have discontinuous distributions but are multifactorial in

inheritance, are well known (Falconer, 1960, pp. 301-311).

Haldane (1963) has suggested combining qualitative and quantitative

genetic studies in human populations: ‘‘My plea is that in future work

on any character—for example, on haptoglobin frequency—some at-

tempt should be made to accumulate anthropometric data on the

people concerned.’’ He cautions that some spurious correlations will

be found, due to the presence of genetic disequilibria, but ‘‘that crit-
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icism will not apply to differences between brothers or sisters. If, for
example, a particular main haptoglobin gene were responsible for a
change of 1 centimeter in height, on an average (and thatis, of course,
most unlikely), then we should find these differences on comparing
members of the same family’ (Haldane, 1963, p. 43). When andif
such studies are attempted, it is hoped that behavioral data will be
collected as well. Evidence for major gene effect on quantitative be-
havioral traits of laboratory animals has been reported (cf. DeFries,
Hegmann,and Weir, 1966).

In conclusion, it is clear that new and refreshing approaches to
quantitative behavior-genetic analysis are needed; however, techniques
long available have not yet been fully exploited.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

IMPLICATIONS OF BEHAVIOR GENETICS FOR GENETICS

R. C. Roberts

It is becoming increasingly apparent that the word ‘‘genetics’’ covers an

extensive area of inquiry drawing upon personnel, techniques, and ideas

from a diverse range of disciplines. In this chapter, | have been asked

to look over the wall into the field of behavior genetics and to speculate

on the possible implications of its cultivation for other genetic work.

As my own activities cover only a restricted band of the genetic

spectrum, | shall perforce think chiefly in terms of implications for that

band, namely, quantitative genetics. This perhaps is not entirely in-

appropriate, for it seems that a good deal of behavior is affected by

many genes.

In a sense, the question resolves itself into the implication of a part

for the whole. Behavior genetics falls logically and unambiguously within

the domain of genetics, without a qualifying adjective. When wethink of

some of the traditional branches of genetics—biochemical genetics,

cytogenetics, developmental genetics, physiological genetics, and quanti-

tative genetics—it is immediately obvious that the whole gamut is

involved in the genetics of behavior. As a crossclassification of genetics,

it is sometimes convenient to employ taxonomiccriteria, as instanced by

bacterial genetics or (occasionally) mouse genetics, which again can

accommodate behavior in several classes. ‘‘Behavior’’ genetics provides

an example of a third dimension of classification, namely, by phenotype

or, rather, by a group of phenotypes that have an identifying common

denominator, though not necessarily much else in common. In this way,

the term ‘‘behavior genetics’’ has the same validity as blood-group

genetics or color genetics. From this perspective, the question is whether

the genetics of behavioral phenotypes, by virtue of their particular

kind of biological organization, has any implication for other aspects

of genetics.

The answer of course depends on the degree of uniqueness of the

biological organization of behavioral characters. We should not be too

hasty to retort, ‘‘Of course these characters are unique.’’ In terms of

the primary action of the genes, as revealed by the molecular biologists,

some behavioral characters may not be particularly different in their

biological architecture from characters like growth or fertility. However,

the range of what are termed behavioral characters is enormous, and it

seems plausible that a learning process, for instance, requires the

animal to store information in a way that involves some quite peculiar

aspect of its biology, albeit that its genes are fundamentally concerned

in the process.

As | see it, the chief value of behavioral characters in genetic work Is

340
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contingent upon the fact that they may, in some cases, have a biological
basis unlike that of the characters which have been explored and ex-
ploited to date. Much of the experimental work on the quantitative
genetics of animals has been performed on a restricted range of char-
acters. Weight and body dimensions,various aspects offertility, and the
popular bristle characters of Drosophila pretty well exhaust the list, as
far as laboratory animals are concerned. Domestic animals more or less
cover a similar range. Exceptions to this list come to mind, probably
because they are exceptions. In view of this, the number of characters
offered by behavioral science, when considerable thought has already
been devoted to the methods of measurement and what the measure-
ments mean, offers interesting possibilities. In quantitative genetics, at
least, there is a need for new characters, and it will be of considerable
value to discover whether the current thinking on quantitative systems
withstands the test of new evidence.

We can consider briefly two illustrations of the ways in which the
genetics of behavior may bear on our understanding of quantitative
genetics. The first concerns the responseto artificial selection. In his
book, Falconer (1960) examines a small sample of selection experiments
which seem to indicate that the response to selection may be expected
to continue for about 20 to 30 generations, a range that accords well
with general experience. Since then, Manning (1961), selecting for
mating speed in Drosophila, obtained all his response in seven genera-
tions. Erlenmeyer-Kimling, Hirsch, and Weiss (1962), on the other hand,
selecting for geotaxis in Drosophila, found a response that seemed to
continue for at least 45 generations. Since then, Hirsch (private com-
munication) says that the response continued, in fact, for over a
hundred generations. These two experiments with behavioral characters
have both produced quite unexpected results, but in opposite ways, and
obviously underline the value of behavior in supplying new material
for genetic investigation.

The second instance where behavior has produced results of genetic
interest concerns the relative variance of inbred strains and their
crosses. As far back as 1946, Mather commentedthat Fs may show less
phenotypic variation than their parental inbred strains. A considerable
volumeof literature has since accumulated, suggesting the general ap-
plication of this phenomenon for a wide variety of characters in several
organisms. Lerner (1954) comprehensively reviewed the evidence up to
that time. Indeed, a finding like Falconer and Bloom’s (1961) that
inbred and F, mice did not differ in their variances, with respect to
induced pulmonary tumors, maystill be regarded as being somewhat
unusual, except, it seems, in a whole range of behavioral characters.
Several examples, quoted by Fuller and Thompsonin their book (1960),
show the F, variance of behavioral characters to be equal to, or inter-
mediate between, the two parental inbred strains. An example provided
by McClearn (1961) showed that the variance of an F’, in activity score
conspicuously exceeded that of either parental strain, even after re-
scaling. Whereas ‘‘nonbehavior’’ geneticists would have found this sur-
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prising, McClearn found it necessary to note the fact only, without

comment. In short, it seems to be widely accepted that inbred animals

show a remarkably uniform behavior, compared with crosses.

The excess variability of inbreds over F,s or, indeed, outbred animals

for characters other than behavior is pertinent to the widely accepted

view that the evolution of an organism's genotype has established

particular norms of development, a topic reviewed by Waddington (1957)

and to which he had previously given the term canalization. Inbreeding,

involving a radical reorganization of the genotype, is believed to lead to

a loss of buffering ability, with the consequent greater liability of devel-

opment, reflected in the increased variation commonly found. Lerner

(1954) extended these ideas and argued that natural selection, favoring

intermediate values, leads to an obligate level of heterozygosity in a

population. From the concept of genetic homeostasis which he developed,

it is easy to argue back to the variability of inbreds. Why, then, should

behavioral characters not conform to the general pattern? What is

even more extraordinary is that the behavioral characters themselves

cover a diverse range of biological function and yet, it seems, provide

results largely consistent with one another. The solution to the quandary

must be sought in evolutionary terms, but what it might ultimately be

is as yet obscure.

The orthodox view, again, is that an organism must evolve a fair

degree of phenotypic uniformity while it would be evolutionary suicide

for it to exhaust its genetic variation. This is consistent with the

evidence that wild populations, although seemingly well adapted to

particular contemporary niches, nevertheless contain adequate evolu-

tionary reserves in the form of latent genetic variation, revealed when-

ever such a population is subjected to genetic analysis. In other words,

phenotypic uniformity is itself an adaptive trait. It might be superficially

plausible to argue that for many behaviors, on the other hand, uni-

formity must give way to somediversity, if the species is to survive.

It is not too hard to imagine, for instance, that excessive timidity

would circumscribe an animal in its quest of food while a lack of

timidity would expose it to undue predation. A certain amount of be-

havioral variation within the species might then be regarded as the

passport to survival, and the loss of this variation on inbreeding, the

loss of adaptiveness, would then become amenable to the usual inter-

pretation. Yet, | find it hard to believe that behavior, in all its essential

features, should not be subjected to the same biological laws as other

characters and that the balance of timidity, for instance, should be

found not between individuals but rather within individuals.

Another aspect of the evolution of behavior is of genetic interest. |

have discussed elsewhere in this volume how the obvious components

of natural fitness, like fertility, reveal but little additive genetic

variance, which is presumed to have been largely exhausted by natural

selection. As a result of this, such characters do not show muchre-

sponseto further artificial selection, although they show marked changes

on inbreeding, which acts on the nonadditive part of their genetic vari-

ance. It seems reasonable to suppose that natural selection should have
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placed behavior in this category of characters, for an animal’s behavior
is fundamental to its survival and mating success. As an example, Wood-
Gush (1954) found differences in the mating behavior of five Brown
Leghorn cockerels, all from the one partly inbred strain, which markedly
affected their mating success. An analogous situation in a wild popula-
tion would clearly have repercussions on an animal's fitness. Yet, it
seems that, almost invariably, the measurements of behavior employed
in the laboratory indicate a considerable amount of additive genetic
variance. They show good responses to selection. This raises two pOssi-
bilities. Firstly, if natural selection with respect to behavioral characters
favors an intermediate rather than an extreme level of expression, then
a considerable amount of additive variance would remain, despite the
characters being subjected to strong selection. Or, secondly, it may be
that the laboratory measurements bear little relationship to the behavior
of the organism in the wild. This of course does notreflect in any way
on the operational validity of the laboratory tests as such, but it does
raise far-reaching implications for the biological interpretation of a
comprehensive series of measurements now labeled ‘behavior.’ As
more detail accumulates on the genetic architecture of a numberof
behavioral characters, it should be possible to identify those closely
related to the animal’s fitness.

Quantitative genetics and evolutionary theory merge at many points,
and the understanding of the one requires an appreciation of the other.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of behavior genetics to genetics in
general will stem from the elucidation of the evolutionary implications
of behavior.
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INTRODUCTION

It may be well to make explicit at the outset a general proposition to

which we are committed in this chapter, namely, that behavior genetics

is not merely a part of genetics but is a special discipline in its own

right, with its own special set of problems. This idea, though seemingly

rather trivial, is of great importance insofar as it underlies all our

ensuing theoretical discussion. Some indication of how crucial it is may

be afforded by contrasting it with the opposed notion held by some that

behavior genetics is simply another aspect of genetics. From this view-

point, the study of the inheritance of intelligence or learning ability, for

example, would be simply analogous to the study of the inheritance of

such characters as weight, litter size, or bristle length. In a very gen-

eral sense, this may be true. But a critical difference lies in the fact

that behavior is already studied intensively in its own right, whereas the

traits mentioned, and others like them, are not.

Classical genetics has always had as its main goal the explanation of

the nature of genes and the transmission of genetic information from

one generation to the next. Traits or characters are thus used only as

convenient and neutral indices that permit inferences to be made about

heredity. Behavior genetics, on the other hand, has almost an opposite

focus. Its primary end is the further understanding of behavior. Accord-

ingly, genetics has an ancillary role. It simply supplies models and

techniques that will make this task easier. This is not to say that

behavior genetics does not have implications for formal genetics. Indeed,

R. C. Roberts discusses some of them in Chapter 11. It does mean,

however, that the behavior geneticist may do well to relegate certain

kinds of problems to a primary, and others to a secondary, place. For

example, the estimation of numberof genes involved in the transmission

344
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of some psychological trait, though of interest, is not crucial informa-
tion. Demonstration of linkage between two characters is again not of
primary importance.

We regard as critical only those problems that can be expected to
shed light on the general question of how behavior works. Since most
of this chapter attempts to explicate the basic nature of such problems,
it is unnecessary to present specific examples at this point. We wish
merely to emphasize strongly that the use of genetics as a tool by which
to explore behavior can prove at least as valuable to the behavioral
scientist as has the use of physiology and biochemistry. We should never
forget that variation in respect to almost any type of behavior is genetic
as well as environmental in origin. Contrary to an implicit faith preva-
lent in many quarters in the psychological world, traits are not infinitely
manipulatable environmentally. The genotype sets definite limits to the
operations that can be performed on it. Furthermore, of greater im-
portance is the fact that different genotypes set limits of different extent.
That is to say, genotype and environmentinteract, and this interaction
makes up a major source of variance of behavioral traits. As will be-
come Clearer in the course of the discussion, it is also probably the most
important and interesting component of variance from the standpoint of
psychology.

THE INHERITANCE OF
PERSONALITY AND INTELLIGENCE

In order to tease out the major conceptual problems that face us in the
field of behavior genetics, we shall first present a brief overview of
presently available information about the inheritance of personality and
intelligence.

From its incipience, in the latter part of the nineteenth century, up to
the present, work in this area has been strongly empirical. Numerous
studies have shown that a large number of measurable traits of normal
and abnormal personality and of intelligence has genetic basis. How-
ever, hardly any of this work has involved testing either of genetic or
psychological models. The main developments during this phase have
represented primarily improvements in methodology. These have related
to such dimensions as zygosity determination in twin studies, better
control of environmental influences in family-resemblance experiments,
the use of more reliable testing instruments, and more sophisticated
Statistical handling of the obtained data. An indication of these trends
may be found in the review by Fuller and Thompson (1960). It might
be added, emphatically, that methodology in the field is still far from
perfect. Particularly in connection with psychopathology, for example,
there are serious problemsrelating to diagnosis and control of environ-
ment that have hardly begun to be solved. Some recent work by Gottes-
man (1963), however, on the inheritance of some normal and abnormal!
personality traits gives us reason to be fairly optimistic about the future.
The care this author has exercised in gathering and analyzing his data
should set suitably high standards for future investigators.
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Along with increasing sophistication in methodology has come a grow-

ing awarenessthat certain kinds of problems are central to the field and

must be faced squarely if progress is to be made. These problemsfall

into two general classes. The first relates to the description of the

phenotype. Before we are able to make statements about genetic sources

of variance in intelligence, for example, we must know something about

the composition and nature of this trait. More and more, in the history

of the field, investigators have focused on this problem, as indicated

most clearly by the ever-increasing use of factor-pure tests (see Fuller

and Thompson, 1960; W. R. Thompson, 1966). The second class of

problems relates to the tendency for behavior to fluctuate or change. In

the field of psychometrics, fluctuation that commonly appears in respect

to test scores has till quite recently been regarded more as a methodo-

logical nuisance than as a problem of interest in its own right. Clearly,

unreliability in our descriptions of phenotype, whether these descrip-

tions are in the form of tests or of clinical diagnoses, can only lead to

worthless information. At the same time, tendency to change, or fluctua-

tion tendency, is a primary property of behavior. From this point of view,

it has more than nuisance value; in fact, as we shall shortly attempt to

show, it involves problems that should be of great interest and concern

to behavior geneticists.

Thus it is our contention that we can capitalize on problems that have

usually been regarded simply as sources of difficulty in studying the

inheritance of personality and intelligence. In fact, these problemsrelate

to two properties of behavior so basic as to be of primary concern to

every behavioral scientist. Let us look at them moreclosely.

One way or another, psychologists have always been concerned with

two evident facts about behavior. First, it is complex, in the sense that

it can be broken down or analyzed into components or subcomponents

which may be dealt with separately or in a variety of combinations. This

relates, in testing, to the validity problem. Second, behavior is fluid.

That is, it is prone to change or fluctuate, either ‘‘spontaneously,”’ for

example, as it is governed by developmental factors or by biological

clocks, or as the result of the imposition of environmental factors. This

relates to the reliability problem. Different areas of psychology have

given greater or less attention to one or another of these properties,

and, as a result, the whole field has been split. Thus psychometrics has

been largely concerned with the descriptive analysis and taxonomy of

behavior. While psychometrics has not ignored the changes to which

behavior is liable, it has, at least until recently, treated them as sec-

ondary methodological obstacles to be overcome before the main task

can be satisfactorily accomplished. Because the psychometrician’s model

of behavior is complex but static, he employs mostly descriptive

Statistics.

The experimentalist, on the other hand, has focused on the deviations

of fluctuations that occur in behavior as a systematic result either of

time or of some variables he has manipulated. Learning is a typical case

of such a behavior change. To study such changes, however, the ex-

perimentalist is usually content to ignore the complexity of behavior
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and to choose arbitrarily some simple and convenient unit of observa-
tion, for example, a bar press, a galvanic skin response, or an error
score. The usual statistic is the inferential, and the prototypic situation
traces to experimental physics.

The split in psychology is a real one and a serious one. It has been
noted already by a numberof authors (Cronbach, 1957; Ferguson, 1956)
who have made pleas that some kind of reconciliation be made. How-
ever, there are rather few signs that this will be accomplished in the
very near future. The difference in approach between the twofields has,
in point of fact, a relatively long history. Testing which began with
Galton and Binet was based on the notion that human beings had dif-
ferent abilities which were measurable and which should be revealed if
talent was to be suitably utilized in society. Thus the basic orientation
was humanistic and pragmatic. An additional assumption, at least im-
plicit in the field, was that abilities and aptitudes were relatively fixed.
Fluctuations were thus treated as error. It is somewhat paradoxical that
psychometrics, which seems, at least in America, oriented strongly to an
environmentalist position in respect to the etiology of traits and abilities,
nonetheless has tended to treat them as if they were not readily ame-
nable to change.

Modern experimental psychology and behavior theory have different
origins entirely. They can be traced mostdirectly to Pavlovian physiology
whose basic notion was that organisms are made up of relatively few
fixed or unconditional reflex units which can almost indefinitely be
elaborated (or made conditional) by varying environmental circum-
stances. Thus interest focused on organismic change from one point in
time to another. Present-day ‘‘behavior theory’’ traces directly to such
an orientation.

It is clear that psychology,if it is to develop any unified thrust, must
incorporate both these points of view. Thus we must be concerned with
modes of describing behavior that aim at reducing its complexity, and
equally we must pay attention to the fact that behavior fluctuates both
systematically and randomly. As a part of psychology, behavior genetics
has the same obligation. More than this, it is the writer’s conviction
that the most interesting problems for the behavior geneticist will
emerge from research strategies that focus on these two basic proper-
ties of behavior. The ensuing discussion will attempt to develop this
point of view.

THE DESCRIPTIVE TOOLS

Personality and intelligence are measured by means of tests, these
being constructed so as to assess the particular domain under study.
Since the early work of Binet, Ebbinghaus, J. McK. Cattell, and Galton,
a great many different types of tests have been developed covering
almost every imaginable form of behavior. Generally speaking, however,
they may be classified into a numberof different groups, depending on
their structure and on the type of behavior they aim at measuring. Thus
there are tests that measure achievement, that IS, grasp of some ma-
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terial as a result of practice with it, for example, the well-known Stanford

Achievement Test series. These may be contrasted with aptitude tests

which are designed to determine basic potentials independent of special

practice or opportunity. Another mode of classification divides tests

into those measuring personality, intelligence, interests and attitudes,

intellectual deterioration, perceptual skill, and other substantive domains

of behavior. Such a division is usually somewhat arbitrary, being based

on somea priori conception of the particular domain. Still another clas-

sificatory dimension is represented by the format of the test. Thus there

are so-called objective tests, usually consisting of a numberof items to

which the subject must respond with one of a limited number of pre-

determined answers. The typical IQ test is of this type. Subjective, or

more exactly projective, tests place no sharp limits on responses. Thus

in the Rorschach test, the subject simply tells the tester what he sees

in the ink blots presented to him. His responses are later scored byref-

erence to a limited numberof categories. The situational test represents

yet another type. As the name suggests, such a test requires the sub-

ject to respond to a situation that is a replica or a part of some larger

task on whichsuccess is being predicted. Performance in a simulated
airplane cockpit, for example, was used widely in World War Il as a pre-

dictor of ability to pilot a real plane. Many other examples could be

cited from industry. Finally, tests may be classified as individual tests

or group tests, depending on whether they are given to individuals

separately or together.

It will be clear from a review elsewhere (Fuller and Thompson, 1960)

that tests from almost all categories have been used in examining the

heritabilities of psychological traits. It is equally clear from the data

obtained that there is little reason to prefer any one type of test to any

other. At least in terms of the genetic methods used, usually family

correlation or twin methods, results have been comparable. Much the

same has been true for those tests designed to assess personality and

intelligence in animals. Thus we have as yet no real criteria for allowing

us to predict that a particular measure will yield results that are

especially fruitful from the standpoint of behavior genetics. It is with

the development of such criteria that we must be concerned. This brings

us directly to the general problem of trait complexity and the more gen-

eral problem of test validity. These are discussed below.

THE COMPLEXITY OF

PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAITS

As stated earlier, behavior is complex, in the sense that any given

“‘niece’’ of it is usually capable of further division into subunits. Further-

more, such a division is usually arbitrary. There are seldom grounds

for deciding that one unit is, in some sense, ‘‘better’’ than another. The

techniques for classifying behavior traits into groups, that is, the factor-

analytic techniques, are widely used and have obvious value in that they

provide the psychologist with a more parsimonious description of be-

havior. This, at least, is a step in the right direction. As Thurstone, one
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of the fathers of factor analysis, has rightly pointed out (Thurstone,
1947), the law of parsimony is basic to all of science.

The factor method represents one validating procedure.! To the de-
gree that a test involves less complexity, that is, measures fewer unitary
traits, it can be considered more valid. Nevertheless, this definition does
not permit decisions about the relative merits of different units obtained
by different procedures. This is another problem.
The second interpretation of the validity concept involves the con-

gruence between tests designed to measure the sametrait (congruent
validity) or between a test and some performance that the test is in-
tended to predict (predictive validity). For our purposes, these two
notions may be treated as equivalent. Both refer to the basic problem
of establishing what any giventestis really measuring. Since the testing
movementhas had a rather practical orientation, it has dealt with validity
mainly at a specific and local level, rather than as a problem of general
scientific interest.

Essentially, validity relates to meaning, which, in turn, involves the
relationship between a particular term or concept and a referent.
Usually, the referents used to validate tests are specified in terms of
other tests or of some performance that the tests have been designed
to predict. The actual understanding of the trait or behavior being
measured is therefore not greatly furthered by such a procedure. Know-
ing that a Stanford-Binet IQ score correlates with school marks tells us
very little about the nature and operation of intelligence. In this sense,
testing has been very much like Linnaean taxonomy, though more re-
stricted in what it covers; that is, it has been overconcerned with purely
empirical description and classification of individual traits.

In biology, the advent of Darwinian theory gave taxonomy and system-
atics a new significance. The simple description of characters gave way
to an attempt to relate these characters to broader evolutionary develop-
ments. Thus a trait such as coloration, for example, came to be studied
for its possible usefulness as a mechanism for Survival, reproductive
isolation, diversifying selection, and so forth. Such referents are at a
higher or broader level of discourse than the terms whose meaning they
explicate. The same cannot be said of such a relation as that between
measured IQ and school performance. Although in psychology there is
no theory of the same comprehensiveness as evolutionary theory in
biology, there are perhaps a sufficient numberof scientifically respect-
able frameworks to which traits and the tests that measure them can
be related with profit. In the context of this chapter, the conceptual
framework provided by the dimensions of heredity and environmentis
obviously the one on which we should focus our attention.

Having presented two major meanings of validity, we shall now dis-
cuss the relevance of both to behavior genetics. We shall considerfirst
the problem of factorial validity and the suitability of behavioral factors
as units for genetic study; secondly, we shall discuss the problem of
arriving at procedures that can yield tests securely anchored to the

‘For a full discussion of validity of tests, see Cronbach and Meehl (1955).
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kinds of concepts that are of most interest to us. This is more con-

cerned with predictive validity.

Factors as Natural Units

The general problem was first examined by the writer some years ago

(Thompson, 1957a). The essential purpose of factor analysis is to

reduce redundancy in a system of measures (Ferguson, 1956). The

factors drawn out of a battery of tests permit the construction of a few

new ‘‘purified’’ tests that measure the domain as well as the whole

battery did originally. As we have already emphasized, this is a useful

goal. However, there are many factor methods available and conse-

quently many possible sets of factors for any given domain. If factors

are to be regarded as ‘‘natural’’ or ‘‘basic’’ units, in any sense, there

must also be available criteria for deciding which factors are more

natural or basic than others. Factor analysis itself, since it is a purely

mathematical or statistical procedure, offers no real criteria for such a

choice. In the framework of the present discussion, we must ask whether,

in fact, psychological factors (or any other kind, for that matter) should

be regarded, in any sense, as more meaningful, from the standpoint of

genetics, than complex tests. There is no doubt that the view that

factors somehow are more ‘“‘real’’ biologically than tests certainly has a

good deal of intuitive appeal as a working axiom. But on closer analysis,

it does not seem to make muchsense,either on theoretical or empirical

grounds. Let us now examine two approaches to the problem that have

been taken by Royce and by Cattell, respectively.

Royce’s model (1957), shown in Figure 18.1, supposes that complex

general intelligence, for example, is carried by very many gene pairs

and factors of intelligence by fewer gene pairs. This implies that pro-

gressive factorization would ultimately yield units that might be carried

by single Mendelian genes. Royce says (1957, p. 369):

(] How might we link the multiple-factor approach of the geneticist with

the multiple-factor approach of the psychologist? | submit that the identity

of terminology is more than accidental or analogous, and that a linkage

is feasible, and even sensible. The identity of logic is certainly obvious—

that there are a multiplicity of factors, both behavioral and genetic, which

are determinants of variation.

The isomorphism with which Royce is dealing is between numberof

behavioral and number of genetic units. Thus it should follow that a

behavioral factor should show a simpler mode of hereditary transmis-

sion (e.g., a single Mendelian gene) than that shown by a complextrait.

Actually, there seems to be no sound theoretical reason why units of

behavior should correspond to genetic units. Indeed, the identity of

terminology probably represents an analogy far more than it does a

logical identity, contrary to Royce’s suggestion. Certainly, both pheno-

types and genotypes can be subdivided. But there is no reason to sup-

pose that the resulting units in each case will somehow correspond,

unless the procedures used for dividing are deliberately chosen to obtain

such a correspondence.
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Behavior Domain Genetic Domain

Complex behaviors Group factors Genotype Genepairs

General

intelligence

Behavioral Corresponding
phenotypes genotypes

Figure 18.1 Royce’s model of the relationship between factors and genes.
(From Royce, 1957.)

Empirically, Royce’s model has little support, so far as the writer
knows. Somevery complex traits, such as the hygienic behavior of bees
(see Rothenbuhler in this volume) or human

_

phenylketonuria, ap-
parently are carried as entities by relatively simple genetic mecha-
nisms. Other seemingly simple traits (e.g., activity level in rats and
mice), on the other hand, often show quite complex transmission (see
Fuller and Thompson, 1960).

Cattell’s position on the relation between genetic and behavioral
factors also supposes a kind of congruence between them butin respect
to another dimension. Rather than dealing with the correspondence of
units as Royce does, he suggest a relationship between factors and
heritability, that is, relative degree of dependence on genotype as
opposed to environment. Cattell has stated (1960, p. 370) in reference
to the problem:

[] The position adopted in our own investigations [is] that the variance
ratio of any factorially composite piece of behavior will be middling, but
that more clearcut predominance of heredity or environment will be found
for factor-pure sourcetraits.

It is clear that this point of view makes no assumptions about the
relative simplicity of transmission of factors as against traits. A trait
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could be carried by a great numberof genes and show very high or low

heritability. Thus Cattell’s position is somewhat different from that of

Royce. Again, however, there seems little evidence to support it. Let us

look at the theoretical side first.

In essence, a factor is a construct describing the fact that a number

of tests covary or intercorrelate. Hence, to explore the meaning of

factors, it is necessary to explore the meaning of a correlation, spe-

cifically, the meaning of a correlation in terms of genetic and environ-

mental componentsof variance.

It is clear that, viewed in this way, a correlation between two traits

may be broken down into components of covariance in much the same

manner as is the variance of a single trait, and, further, there are no

a priori reasons to suppose that either the genetic or environmental

components of covariance will predominate in any particular case. The

general formula for components of covariance is as follows (Lerner,

1958):

Tan = C4€s'pep t hahsrea,

 

where 147 = phenotypic correlation between traits A and B

€4,€, = degree of environmental determination of traits A and B,

e=vV1l—-h

‘rfp = correlation between A and B due to environmental

causes

h,, hy, = degree of hereditary determination of traits A and B,

h= Vhe

'G,G, = correlation between A and B due to genetic causes

The essential feature of the equation is the dependenceof the genetic

and environmental components on the heritabilities of the characters

involved. The higher these heritabilities, the higher will be the genetic

covariance component.

lt is unnecessary to describe the precise operations by which the

values in the equation are computed. They are readily available else-

where (Lerner, 1958; Falconer, 1960). We wish merely to emphasize

that any phenotypic correlation may be so broken down and that there

are therefore no logical grounds to justify the idea that factors should

show a different degree of heritability from tests. Empirically the results

of partitioning correlations are sometimes surprising. Some examples

from Falconer (1960) are shown in Table 18.1. It will be clear from

Table 18.1
Examples of phenotypic, genetic, and environmental correlations

Correlations

Traits Yp XG4G, YrBy
es

Milk yield X butterfat yield in cattle .93 85 .96

Body length X back-fat thickness in pigs —.24 —.47 —.01

Fleece weight X body weight in sheep .36 —.11 1.05

Body weight X egg weight in poultry .16 .50 —.05

I
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these data that the kinds of factors extracted from a matrix of environ-
mental correlations may be very different from those taken from a matrix
of genetic correlations. To the knowledge of the writer, such a com-
parison has never been madefor psychological traits. However, Smith,
King, and Gilbert (1962) have attempted this, using a number of
morphological parameters in bacon pigs. Since these workers used only
a simple principal-axes method without rotations, their solutions are of
less interest than they might otherwise be. Further analyses could very
easily be done and should yield information of great importance.

Approaching the problem from a Slightly different angle, we may com-
pare two samples or pieces of behavior, A and B. Let us assume that A
is Composed of many parts or Subunits, and B is a single unit. The
variance of each of the subunits of A will depend on genetic and environ-
mental factors plus interaction. The total variance for A, then, will be
dependent on some kind of summation of the genetic and environmental
variances of the subunits. Since these are by definition independent
(if we consider only orthogonal factors), genetic components may be
high in one subunit, low in the next, medium in the next, and so on.
Hence, on a purely statistical basis, it seems most probable that the
extreme values of the genetic and environmental variances will cancel
and that those for the whole of behavior A will be in the middle range,
that is, each around 50 percent. Certainly, the chancesof, say, five
Subunits each showing high variance for the same component seem to
be small. Consequently, Cattell’s Suggestion that for complex traits
nature-nurture ratios will be “‘middling’’ may well be valid. But in the
case of the unitary behavior B, there are no grounds for supposing that
the situation will be much different, if we assume that genetic-environ-
ment variance ratios are normally distributed for a population of such
unitary traits.

Let us now turn to empirical data bearing on the position taken by
Cattell. Some material is summarized in Table 18.2 taken from Thomp-
son (1966). The figures shown indicate fairly clearly that heritability of
factors tends to be of the same order of magnitude as the heritability
of tests. It must be emphasized that there is nothing absolute about
the estimates shown in the table. Thus, for some of the same factors,
another worker (Vandenberg, 1962) has obtained quite different values.

Table 18.2
Comparison of heritability estimates for composite stand-ard tests, primary factors, and second-order factors

Composite tests Primary factors Second-order factors
(Newmanetal., 1937) (Blewett, 1954) (Blewett, 1954)Test h? P.M.A. Factor

=

h? Factor h?Stanford-Binet 73 Verbal .68 Composite 1 .339Otis 79 Space 51 Composite 2 .594Stanford Achievement .61 Number .07 Composite 3 .549
Reason .64
Fluency .64eee

SOURCE: From Thompson, 1966,Table6.
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The two factors showing the greatest discrepancy are number and

reasoning, Blewett’s (1954) values being .07 and .64, and Vanden-

berg’s being .61 and .28, respectively. Accordingly, no definite conclu-

sions, either positive or negative, can be educed from the available data

in Table 18.2. Somelimited support for the position of Cattell is afforded

by an experiment of Eysenck and Press (1951). They found that a gen-

eral neuroticism factor showed higher heritability (81 percent) than any

of the single tests with loadings on it. However, work done by Cattell,

Stice, and Kristy (1957) appears to contradict this finding. Their

source trait U. | 23 (neural reserves versus neuroticism), which Cattell

considered rather close to Eysenck’s general neuroticism factor, showed

strong environmental determination.

A recent attempt to deal with the same general problem has been

made by McClearn and Meredith (1964). These investigators applied

factor analysis (principal-axes solution) to an intercorrelation matrix

derived from 25 variables relating to activity and emotionality. These

were administered to a heterogeneous population of mice from a four-way

strain cross. Five factors were identified: ambulatory activity, urination

tendency, wall-seeking activity, defecation, and climbing. Unfortunately,

the data gathered did not permit analysis of factors into genetic and

environmental components. Thus the authors were unable to make any

statement that might bear on the positions taken either by Cattell or

Royce. Nonetheless, the research represents an importantfirst step in

the elucidation of the relation between factors and genes.

In summary, we may say that the empirical data available suggest

that any a priori position on the relations between factors and genesis

at least not feasible at present, and perhaps not even possible. Herita-

bility values are not absolute but depend on many variables of a local

character. As a consequence, genetic correlations will also be liable to

differ strikingly in magnitude; hence the genetic and environmental com-

ponents of factors will also vary.

We cannot assumearbitrarily that there are correspondences between

factors and genes, either in terms of factors showing a simpler modeof

inheritance or certain specified heritability values. However, it is cer-

tainly sensible to look for procedures by which such correspondences

might be assured beforehand.The following section deals with this point.

Validation by Genetic Criteria

As we have already stated, factors of personality and intelligence are

extracted according to mathematical criteria. Validation is thus internal

rather than external. We may now ask whetherthere are available tech-

niques designed to reduce the complexity of traits according to external

criteria, specifically, genetic ones. We shall discuss three examples

illustrative of such a procedure. |

The first is a method developed by Eysenck, called criterion analysis.

This is essentially a method of rotating factors ina battery of tests until

they show maximal correlation with a criterion test that has been in-

cluded in the battery. Factors are thus extracted that maximally reflect

the criterion, whatever it may be. Eysenck (1951) has illustrated the

method with a neuroticism factor which maximally reflects a criterion
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of presence or absence of psychiatric treatment. He has also suggested
that the same method could be applied to a battery of tests using herita-
bility as a criterion, for example, concordance in monozygotic twins.
This has so far not beentried, though an application is presently being
attempted by Eysenck and Broadhurst (Broadhurst, personal communi-
cation).

A second procedure is an iterative trial-and-error method by which
different tests and test combinations are tried in turn until one is found
that yields the most Satisfactory genetic result. Ginsburg (personal com-
munication) at the University of Chicago has been using this with dogs.
Different measures of aggressive behavior, for example, are used on
two breeds plus hybrids, and each of the measures is subjected to
genetic analysis. The one giving the simplest and most consistent genetic
result can then be chosen for further genetically oriented work, for ex-
ample, studies involving selection, linkage, or physiological analysis.

The work of Chung and Morton (1959) and Morton and Chung (1959)
represents a third approach to the problem. These investigators were
concerned with the genetic transmission of muscular dystrophy, a dis-
ease that appeared to be inherited but whose mode of inheritance was
still ambiguous. By discriminant functional analysis, Chung and Morton
(1959) were able to separate the syndrome into three simpler entities,
each involving a different genetic basis, as follows: (1) facio-scapulo-
humeral form, carried by a single dominant gene with a mutation rate
of 5 x 10-7; (2) limb-girdle form, carried by an autosomal recessive
gene with a mutation rate of 3.1 x 10-6: (3) Duchenne form, dependent
on a single sex-linked recessive, with a mutation rate of 9 x 10-°. The
breakdown of an

_

initially complex disease entity with an ambiguous
hereditary mechanism into subunits each showing a simple and distinct
type of transmission clearly represents a major achievement. It is to be
regretted that this kind of analysis has not yet been applied to such
behavioral syndromes as the major psychoses. Forty years of work on
them has so far not even established to the satisfaction of many that
they are definitely dependent on heredity; much less has it shown pre-
cisely what genetic mechanisms are involved (see Gregory, 1960).
The three methods discussed above all have in commonthe goal of

establishing units defined in terms of genetic criteria. By ‘‘genetic
criteria’’ we mean conformity to known models of genetic transmission,
the simpler being preferred over the more complex. It should be noted,
however, that such units need not correspond to units of selection.
A certain trait may show a highly complex form of inheritance and yet
be selected positively or negatively as a discrete unit. General intelligence
or general physical appearance might be examples in human populations
in which there is competition for mates. Such broad units of selection
are of equal interest, though they would not necessarily correspond to
units validated by conformity to models of genetic transmission.

THE FLUIDITY OF TRAITS

The second major property of behavioris its plasticity or fluidity. Psycho-
logical traits, more so than morphological or physiological characters,
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fluctuate over time. Thus repeated measuresof the trait may yield quite

different values. As we have already indicated, this may be treated as a

methodological difficulty or as a substantive problem. Let us look at

several different types of behavioral fluctuations that can occur and the

bearing they have onthefield of behavior genetics.

Random Fluctuations

We need not becomeinvolved in this context in the problem of whether

so-called random fluctuations in behavior represent true randomness

or simply lack of knowledge of the many variables that may be in-

volved. For practical purposes, they may be simply treated as error.

Since they cannot usually be held constant, magnitude of the score

deviations they produce is calculated so that statistical control can

be obtained. The result of this procedure provides increased accuracy

of measurement. Thus, in testing, observed scores can be expressed

as follows:

X=T+E

where X = observed score of an individual

T = true score

E = random error

Accordingly,

Oo, =o;7 + Oe”

The reliability coefficient 7,,can then be expressed in terms of these

variances as follows:

as before. Thusr,,. is simply a ratio between the variance of true scores

and the total variance due to both true and error scores. As o-,” increases

relative to o,2, 7,, approaches a limit of 1.0. As we have already sug-

gested, the purpose of estimating r,, is to gain in accuracy of measure-

ment. The methods available for obtaining such an estimate are of two

major types, both of which involve the essential step of replication. In

psychometrics, these are the split-half and the test-retest methods. They

relate, broadly speaking, to the spatial (or nontemporal) and temporal

aspects, respectively, of the trait under study.

The split-half technique in testing involves estimation of error by

comparing two samples drawn, by hypothesis, from the same population

and matched according to their statistical parameters, in particular,

their means and variances. Thus, odd-numbered items may be compared

with even-numbered items, those in the first half of the test with those

in the second half, and so forth. An analog in genetic analysis of a

morphological character is the repetition of measures on homologs.

Manytraits, for example, wing length, eye-facet number, bristle length,

occur more than once in most animals. Thus reliability may be obtained

by taking advantage of this fact.
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Reliability by the test-retest method involves taking repeated measures
of the sametrait. It is assumed that the fluctuation of the trait over
time within individuals will be random rather than systematic, thatis,
dependent on specific temporal and local conditions. It may often be
difficult to grant this assumption in the case of behavior traits. The
effects of the first measurement often Carry over to the second meas-
urement to produce a spuriously high reliability. Subjects may remember
particular items on an IQ test, for example, and answer them the same
way, whether correctly or incorrectly. For most physical or physiological
traits, however, the repeated measurements are more likely to be
independent.

 

of individuals n times
V, = total phenotypic variance of trait measured once
n = number of measurements
r= correlation between measurements repeated in same in-

dividuals

As the writer has shown elsewhere (Thompson, 1966), the equation may
be directly derived from the classical Spearman-Brown formula relating
reliability to test length:

nr

A= 1+(n—I1)r

where R = newreliability for test lengthened ntimes
n = factor by whichtestis lengthened
r = reliability of test, when n = 1

Table 18.3
Results of partitioning variations of bristle number
in Drosophila, using one or two abdominal segments
eee

Percent of variance
 

Point of variance 1 segment 2 segments

Total phenotypic 100 100
Additive genetic 34 52
Nonadditive genetic 6 9
Environmental, general 2 2
Environmental, special 58 35
—_

SOURCE: Falconer, 1960.
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The validity of Falconer’s equation depends on the assumption that

the variance of raw test scores is reduced by taking repeated measure-

ments and that only the error portion of the total variance is involved

in this reduction. It is also true, however, that a gain in accuracy can

be achieved by increasing the true-score variance and holding error-score

variance constant.

The above discussion does not really point up substantive problems

as much as methodological ones. It indicates that specification of genetic

and general environmental causation for a trait requires reliable meas-

ures of the trait. The work of Cattell et al. (1957) already cited has

encountered this difficulty. The ‘‘factor-pure”’ tests these investigators

used, perhaps because of their short length, had reliabilities ranging

from .19 to .82 (for the general population) with 7 out of the 11 used

having values under .50. Subsequent analysis was based mostly on

corrected variances. According to the authors, the actual nature-nurture

ratios are relatively little affected by such a procedure. However, there

is some ambiguity involved.

We now turn to a consideration of those aspects of fluidity of traits

that give rise to problems of more substantive interest. Specifically,

these relate to systematic rather than random changes over time. We

shall try to illustrate each of the theoretical possibilities with some

empirical data.

Cyclical Fluctuations

A very large part of the behavior of organisms is subject to cyclic

changes so that it may vary between high and low intensities. Such

changes may be long-term or short-term, depending on the species

and on the behavior. Breeding cycles, which we shall discuss in more

detail below, furnish a good example of such variation. Migration and

feeding and sleep are also typical cases of cyclic behavior. It is

obvious that different periodicities for such basic drives must have

adaptive value and hence, assuming their heritability, have considerable

evolutionary importance. R. S. Miller (1955) has emphasized this point

in his study of the activity rhythms of two sympatric species, the wood

vole and the bank vole. The behavior of members of these two popula-

tions appears to be so cycled that they can occupy the same ecological

niche with a minimum of competition and interspecific strife. Obviously

many other examples could becited.

Such cycles are not immuneto environmental regulation, as Miller

showed in the same study (1955). In fact, the biological clocks govern-

ing the behavior of some insect species may be set partly by environ-

ment (Pittendrigh, 1954). Much of the work done with animals, such as

the lobster and the crab, in fact, appears to indicate the presence of

two clocks governing cyclic behavior, one of these (‘“‘hard”’ clock) being

relatively more insensitive than the other (‘‘soft’’ clock) to environmental

changes (Bunning, 1964; see Thorpe and Zangwill, 1961).

As we might expect, most human cyclic behavior has probably a much

larger component of environmental variance, although there are some

stable forms, such as the female reproductive cycle, and certain meta-
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bolic processes such as renal output (Lewis et al., 1956) which most
likely are rather closely linked to genotype. Whether more complex forms
of behavior, such as those falling under the nomenclature of personality
and temperament, may also be closely linked to genotype is debatable.
Some of the evidence, such as it Is, has been reviewed by Thouless
(1936), Fiske and Rice (1955), and Cattell et al. (1957). Until some
conclusions can be established on a firm mensural basis, it will be futile
to inquire into the heritability of temperament cycles or mood swings
in human beings.

Among lower animals, we may refer to an experiment by Scott, Fuller,
and King on the inheritance of breeding cycles in dogs, basenjis and
cocker spaniels, and their F, hybrids (1959). These investigators found
that basenjis tend to have an estrus period in September or early
October, whereas cockers, like most domestic dogs, may have estrus
in almost any month, with a Slight excess occurring in the spring, and
an approximate 6-month cycle. In respect to its timing, the basenji
cycle is more like that of the dingo; it presumably coincides with what
would be a period of increasing light in the Southern Hemisphere, from
which both species originate. In this respect, both are like the wolf
whosecycle is also timed for reproduction to occurin the spring or early
Summer(i.e., May or June in the Northern Hemisphere). Likewise, the
basenji cycle is also like that of the wolf in its periodicity, being annual
rather than irregular. Domestic Species, presumably in the absence of
strong selection pressures, show far more polymorphism with respect to
reproductive cycles. The analysis of F',, F,, and backcross hybrids was
based on rather small numbers but appeared to fit a model of recessive
Single-factor inheritance of the basenji condition, that is, autumnal
estrus and annual breeding cycle. More work along these lines should
Prove very useful in aiding our understanding of the basic mechanisms
involved in cyclical behavior.

Directional Changes

We consider now two types of directional changes, those involved in
developmentandthoseinvolved in learning.

It seems clear that growth rate and time of emergence of different
behaviors are under genetic control and represent adaptations to par-
ticular environmental situations. Thus, depending on the niche it occu-
pies, it may be useful for an animal to develop or differentiate rapidly
both on the input or sensory side and on the output or motor side as
well. Examples of early development are seen in free-ranging species
such as of the ungulate order. Many other animals, such as the great
apes, man, many carnivores, and rodents, appear to develop rather
Slowly on both the sensory side and on the motorside. Learning may be
thought of as the establishment of connections between stimuli and
responses. Consequently, it seems likely that the kinds of learning of
which a young organism is Capable will vary considerably, depending
on the developmental status or degree of differentiation of the stimulus
and response systemsat any particular age. This will also vary, depend-
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ing on the genotype of the animal, according to the possibilities listed

above.

In addition, whatever type of holding or memory mechanism is oper-

ating in any particular case, the amount and permanenceof the environ-

mentally produced change that can occur will also depend on genetic

factors. In many species, the deviations that can be produced by environ-

ment are considerable and tend to override genetic differences. For

example, in human infants, birth-weight differences are largely environ-

mental, V, being 82 percent as compared with 18 percent for Ve

(Falconer, 1960). At adulthood, however, V, appears to predominate.

The same is true in many other species in which V,, rises from a low

value at weaning to a much higher value later on. Similarly, with com-

plex traits in human beings, there is a suggestion that the genetic

component of variance, as reflected in familial correlation coefficients,

goes up with age, as shown in Figure 18.2 (Jones, 1946). Since these

data do not clearly separate genetic from environmental factors, they

are not conclusive. But they suggest that the young organism may be

rather “erratic’’ and that his early level of performance predicts his

later level only poorly. Such a notion appears to be well borne out by

many other studies summarized by Bloom (1964). Thus it seemsentirely

possible that hereditary potentialities may take time to become fixed, in

the sense that phenotypic deviation between equivalent genotypesis at

first great but much smaller later on.

We must also allow for the possibility that a disposition to vary, or to

be ‘“‘environment-sensitive,”’ is itself genetically controlled. Evidence on

this is likewise scanty, though the following animal experiments are

suggestive. Hughes and Zubek (1956) and Cooper and Zubek (1958)

studied the effects of early glutamic acid administration and enriched

early experience, respectively, on the McGill bright and dull rat strains.
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Figure 18.2 The correlation of children’s intelligence with paren-

tal education computed at successive age levels. (From Jones,

1946.)
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Their essential finding was that one of the strains (the “dulls’’) re-
sponded to early treatment, whereas the other (the ‘‘brights’’) did not.
It is not known whetherthis lack of responseon the part of the ‘“‘brights”’was due to their being already close to the physiological limit of ratintelligence, or whether it was due simply to their being less “environ-ment-sensitive’’ than the dulls. An early treatment designed to depressmaze scores rather than to elevate them would help to answerthis inter-esting question.

An experiment by Olian and the writer (Thompson and Olian, 1961)
bears somewhat on this question. Adrenalin was administered to preg-nant female mice of three genotypes, high-, medium- and low-active.The effect of the Pregnancy stress was to decrease the activity level ofoffspring from the high-active strain, increase activity of offspring fromthe low-active strain, and leave relatively unchanged the activity level ofoffspring of the medium-active Strain. This result indicates that. with a

A somewhatdifferent possible basis for responsivity to environment—
early or late—has to do with heterosis. It is by now well known that
heterozygous genetic populations have a survival advantage over inbred
populations. This gain is usually expressed in terms of greater resistance
to stress, improved viability of offspring, larger size, better health, and
other such characteristics (Lerner, 1954). However,it is not immediately
obvious that an increased inter- and intra-individual variability should
also be a property of heterozygous populations, either at the morpho-
logical or at the behavioral level. One can easily imagine cases wherean increased or a reduced propensity to vary could have selective
advantage. Thus, we can contrast Species attraction in such birds asducks, thrushes, and chickens with that in parasitic birds such as theEuropean cuckoo and the American cowbird (Klopfer, 1962). In theformer species, the young imprint strongly to the mother bird which,under normal circumstances,is the object to which they are most likelyto be exposed during the critical period. This presumably ensures that
later on they will be able to recognize and be attracted to their own
kind. The mechanismis, however, somewhat “‘lazy,"’ in the sense thatthe intrusion of some inappropriate stimulus during the critical periodcan disrupt the normal series of events. That is, the young will learn tofollow the ‘‘wrong” objects, with whatever maladaptive consequencesthis may have. Such sensitivity could presumably result in an increasein behavioral variability. In this sense, these genotypes are environment-sensitive during early life. By contrast, the cuckoo and the cowbird,because of the parasitic habits of the mother, are exposed to alienspecies during early life. In spite of this, the offspring, after leaving the
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nest, still recognize and affiliate with others of their own species. In

other words, the appropriate phenotypic behavior is fully fixed by geno-

type and has, happily for these birds, little plasticity.

An experimental analog of such a species difference in environment

sensitivity has been furnished by Winston (1964). This investigator

showed that hybrid mice were less easily influenced by an early sound

trauma than the parental strains. This “buffering’’ was presumably due

to heterosis.

A number of direct empirical comparisons has been made of hetero-

zygous with inbred populations with respect to behavioral variability, for

example, by Bruell (1964a, 1965) among others, but they have yielded

ambiguous results. Hence, Caspari’s suggestion (1958) that the unex-

pectedly high behavioral variance found by Tryon in his maze-bright,

maze-dull hybrids is a heterotic effect may be true but cannot represent

a general rule.

The second majortype of directional change that is a property of most

animal forms is learning. Like development, learning involves incre-

mental changesin such behavioral indices as reduced errors or increased

speed, these changes being common,as far as direction, to all members

of the population involved.

We already know from a numberof selection experiments (see Fuller

and Thompson, 1960) that learning ability has a strong genetic com-

ponent. But we know verylittle about the strength of expression of such

a component at different points during the actual temporal acquisition

sequence. It seems to betrue that reliability increases with increasing

numberof trials. Hence it must be true that either the general environ-

mental or genotypic components or both must increase, while the error

variation arising from the special environmental conditions pertaining to

each trial must remain constant or diminish. There are unfortunately
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of change in heritability estimates. (From Fuller and
Thompson, 1960, p. 92.)

rather few data available on this point. We may comparethe results of
two studies shown in Figures 18.3 and 18.4.

The Fuller and Thompson data indicate no relation between the tem-
poral course of learning and genetic expressivity. The data of Vicari
(1929), on the other hand, show an increase in heritability? with num-
ber of trials of exposure to the learning situation. Clearly, more experi-
mentation on this interesting problem is needed. Again, we need not
expect that such work will result in any universal or absolute conclu-
sions. Some forms of genetically based adaptive behavior probably
express themselves fully with a minimal exposure to environment, for
example, imprinting. Other forms, however, may have a relatively delayed
emergence time so that selection can produce a strong response only
after the behavior has been shaped by environment over a relatively
long time period.

Anotherslightly different approach to the problem of the genetic basis
of learning involves analyzing the behavior into components whoserel-
ative importance varies from one time to another. Wherry’s data (1941)
can serve aS an example. His results are summarized graphically in
Figure 18.5. It is clear that different learning factors make different
contributions to the total score, depending on the stage of the learning.
Furthermore, there is a difference between “bright’”’ and ‘‘dull’’ geno-
types in the time course of the different factors. It would be useful to
have heritability estimates over time for these factors separately. Unfor-
tunately, they were not obtained by Wherry.

Since the converse of learning is forgetting, it is evident that a learn-
ing score is also to some extent a measure of speed of forgetting. At the
same time, the two processes may have an independence such that any
combination of rapid or slow learning and rapid or slow forgetting might

* Calculations made by Broadhurst and Jinks (1963).
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have a special adaptive advantage and hence be selected in some niche.

For example, for a species living in a terrain where the probability of

occurrence of food in any particular place may change abruptly, a fast

learning coupled with rapid forgetting may be adaptive. Furthermore,

the other three combinations might also be useful in different ecological

circumstances.

In human beings, the problem is more complex. However, it is prob-

able that most intellectual and temperamental traits or factors are dis-

positions acquired by learning, that is, by exposure of a genotype to

environment over a rather long time period, as suggested, in effect, by

Ferguson (1956). Since our knowledge of how this occurs is at present

rather slight, this is an area that needs research.

We emphasize again that the genetics of behavior change, whether

random or systematic, is important in general and is especially crucial

in the context of behavior genetics. Fluidity or plasticity is an essential

property of behavior and can be studied as such. It should not be

regarded simply a methodological nuisance.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have attempted to point up two aspects of behavior

which create methodological difficulties for genetic analysis but which

also appear to represent conceptual problems of primary importance.

They relate to two basic properties of behavior, namely, its complexity

and its plasticity or fluidity. The so-called two disciplines of scientific

psychology, delineated by Cronbach, psychometrics and experimental
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psychology, have tended to focus on one of these characteristics of
behavior, somewhat to the exclusion of the other. It is suggested herethat both can be fruitfully studied by the behavior geneticist.
One line of attack on behavior complexity has been by the techniqueof factor analysis. Several investigators have hypothesized a possiblerelationship between psychological factors and genotype. At present,however, such a notionfindslittle empirical support in the experimentalliterature and, furthermore, as presently articulated, is too primitive tomake much theoretical sense. Several possibilities for further work onthis question were suggested.

, cyclical fluctuations, and several types of directional!change. The last Category, which includes alterations in some abilitydue to learning and memory and to development, is felt to be especially

In general, a focus on these kinds of problems, the manner in whichunits of personality and intelligence reflect genetic units and the relationof changesin suchtraits to genotype, should do muchto aid our under-Standing of the basic nature of behavior.
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This chapter begins with a brief discussion of the concept of race, an

indication of what we mean by “‘race,’’ and consideration of how racial

differences may be detected. Following this we shall present a general

discussion of empirical findings concerning the existence of racial dif-

ferences in behavior. In conclusion, we shall comment briefly upon the

utility of the concept of race for the behavioral scientist.

No reasonable discussion of race differences can commence without

at least passing attention to present usage and the rather painful past

of the concept of ‘“‘race.’” The necessity of such an endeavor is under-

lined by the sizable number of contemporary scientists who are con-

vinced that the concept of race has no legitimate place in the social or

biological sciences. Scholars as diverse professionally as Klineberg

(1954), Livingstone (1962), Montagu (1952), and Penrose (1951) argue

that the concept only misleads and confuses and serves no legitimate

scientific purpose. Although representatives of almost every social and

biological science at one time or another have decried the use of this

concept, it has displayed a tough viability and even now seems on the

way to surviving the rash of attacks that followed Hitler’s affinity for the

term. One may note that the associative link between ‘‘race’’ and

‘Aryan’ is even today strong enough in our society to account for a

good deal of the discomfort that many scientists display in the presence

of the term ‘‘race.”’

It was probably inevitable, once mankind had been divided into

classes or categories, that some persons would think in terms of an

order of quality or merit. It was equally ordained that dictators, dema-

gogues, and elitists would employ such concepts for their own purposes

and without regard for their technical meaning. This use of the race

concept by ‘‘racists’’ scarcely seems a legitimate argument against the

concept if it serves any useful purpose within an empirical discipline,

1 Gardner Lindzey’s contribution to the chapter was written largely while in residence

at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. His work was facilitated

by a grant from the Ford Foundation and Research Grant MH 11030 from the National

Institute of Mental Health.
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any more than the abuseof genetic concepts in the hands of these same
individuals should lead to an abandonmentoralteration of these con-
cepts, or the misuse of probability concepts in the hands of an ardent
advertising copywriter should influence Statistical analysis in the social
Sciences. In considering the conceptof race, we shall limit our attention
to its empirical-theoretical Significance within behavioral and biological
science and largely overlook the social-political impact of the term. In
another context the latter issue, of course, could be of primary impor-
tance. A numberof informative essays dealing with the concept of race
and its social and political implications are contained in the volume
Prepared by UNESCO (1961) and in the report of the recent UNESCO
meeting on the biological aspects of race (1965).

THE CONCEPT OF RACE

As a technical term, the concept of ‘‘race’’ has been primarily the prop-
erty of the anthropologist, although in recent years it has come to play
an increasingly influential role in genetics. The original attempt of an-
thropologists to identify a specified number of races can be viewed as
nothing more than an extension of Linnaean, zoological taxonomy. Given
the physical diversity of mankind, it seemed only reasonable to sub-
divide the multitude into classes that were physically more homogeneous
than the total population and that shared a common descent. According
to this view, the category of human raceis the next more specific cate-
gory beneath the class Homo sapiens. Early concern with races was
heavily influenced by the conception of ‘‘ideal’’ or ‘‘pure’’ races believed
to represent the original ancestors of the many ‘‘mixed’’ classes of
individuals which can be observed today. Such a viewpointis no longer
seriously entertained within biological or social science.

begin with those characteristics that appeared relatively invariant over
time in the adult organism and were easy to measure objectively. In view
of the link of physical anthropology to archaeology, it was not surprising
that the search for a Classificatory basis should focus upon attributes
that could be measured, even though the subject was no longer living
and might not have been living for many centuries. Thus, early efforts
at classification emphasized physical measurements, particularly skeletal
indices. A typical example is provided by the work by Dixon (1923) who
used three skeletal indices (cephalic index, length-height index of the
skull, nasal index) to classify races. Subsequent investigators were more
concerned with ‘‘common descent’ than Dixon, and many of them em-
ployed physical attributes that were not skeletal, such as lip thickness,
skin color, eye color, and hair texture. Garn (1961) suggests, however,
that significant links between the race concept and the theory of evolu-
tion have appeared only during the past 10 or 15 years.

The most important development in this area is the recent attempts
to link racial classification with physical characteristics that are geneti-
cally well understood. The writings of Boyd (1950, 1960, 1963) and
Mourant (1954) provide the best illustration of this approach, which has
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leaned heavily upon blood types as its classificatory base. Many argu-

ments have been advanced in support of serological classification, but

the decisive factor seems to be the additional power generated by under-

standing the genetic basis for the attribute. A somewhat enthusiastic

statement of the case for a ‘‘genetic definition” of race is presented by

Boyd (1953, pp. 495-496):

C] A classification of men on the basis of gene frequencies has a number

of advantages. (1) It is objective. Gene frequencies are determined by

straight-forward counting or relatively simple computation from quantitative

observations of clear-cut, all-or-none characters. The subjective element

which complicates attempts to compare the skin colors of two peoples,

for example, does not appear. (2) It is quantitative. The degree of simi-

larity between two populations is not a matter of guess-work, but can be

compared by calculating from the frequencies of the genes considered. (3)

It makes it possible to predict the composition of a population resulting

from mixture in any assigned proportions of two populations of known gene

frequencies. (4) It encourages clearer thinking about human taxonomy

and human evolution. Emotional bias is less likely to operate than in the

case of physical appearances such as stature or skin color. There are no

prejudices against genes. It permits a sharp separation of the effects of

heredity and environment. In the case of a character like stature, it is dif-

ficult to say whether genes or food and climate have contributed more

to making two populationsalike. In the case of blood groups no such prob-

lem arises.

It should be noted that none of the classificatory systems that has any

current popularity is strictly actuarial. Although they involve objective

indices, these are intended for a trained observer who employs them

with a weather eye for geographic location and such. Boyd's classifica-

tion, for example, does not lean solely upon allelic frequencies but also

seems to consider implicitly geographic location, lineage, and past classi-

ficatory practice. It appears that modern biometric and psychometric

techniques for multivariate classification have not been employed exten-

sively in this area, and the occasional applications have not received

wide attention in secondary sources. Nonetheless, beginnings have been

made (Spuhler, 1954), the most impressive being the recent studies of

Cavalli-Sforza, Barrai, and Edwards (1964, andearlier papers).

Definitions of race fall into two broad categories, with those advanced

by anthropologists usually emphasizing physical similarity and common

descent (geographic factors), whereas the definitions proposed by genet-

icists typically focus upon differences in gene frequencies and breeding

isolation. The continuity between the conceptof race as applied to man

and the concepts of breed or strain as applied to lower animals has

often been identified.

An interesting sidelight to problems of definition of race concerns

the tendency of many anthropologists of a decade or so ago to assert

that the attributes to be used in classifying races must be nonadaptive,

that is, make no contribution to the process of natural selection. This

emphasis was defended on the grounds that only characters unrelated

to natural selection would possess reasonable stability over time. It



, on the other. If there is much gene flow, localraces cannot develop; if there is less, clines may be formed;if still less,local races maydifferentiate. Whenthegenetic biographyis not uniform,it is useful to recognize, and sometimes to name, the races or subspecies

definition. In the first instance, “‘racial differences”’ are those geneticdifferences which define “races.” It does not follow that the geographicdistribution of other genetic traits will be concordant with that of theSelected set of traits used to define the racial groupings. It is a separateproblem to find out if other genetic differences between populationsare “‘racial.’’ But as Simpson (1961, p. 175), in commenting on mis-apprehensions about subspecies, wrote:

S of birds and mammals may have asmany as twentyorthirty or, in exceptional cases, more than fifty ratherwell-defined races,”’

ating. This set of persons, largely of common descent, has potentiallyunlimited longevity; and, unlike the species, this racial population is
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heterozygous for different genes even though the gene poolof the breed-

ing population is at equilibrium with the evolutionary forces causing

change in gene frequencies. With the trivial exception of monozygous

multiple births, all human individuals are unique in genotype. Under

random mating with dominance and a few alleles at each locus, much

of the variation is hidden in heterozygotes. This large store of hidden

variation may be associated with a short-run disadvantage to the local

population because of reduced fitness of homozygous deleterious re-

cessives in the prevailing environment while at the same time providing

a long-run advantage in the possession of genetic flexibility in meeting

environmental change. Since the change in gene frequency over space

is gradual, any attempt to separate people sharply into races having

exact boundaries and different gene frequencies is arbitrary. The num-

ber of races recognized is thus a matter of convenience. It follows that

a race does not have an average genotype and therefore it does not have

an average phenotype. Thusit Is misleading to try to picture a typical

or average memberofa race. Rather, a race should be defined in terms

of the relative frequencies of some of the alleles contained in its gene

pool.

Having glanced at the history of the race concept and its typical

definition, we now ask: What are the races of man? It is characteristic

of questions concerning human taxonomy that they lack clear or defini-

tive answers. Consistently, the human races are sometimes identified

as three in number (almost always Negroid, Mongoloid, Caucasoid),

sometimes as six (for example, Negroid, Mongoloid, Caucasoid, Austra-

loid, American Indian, and Polynesian), and in one authoritative volume

as thirty (Coon, Garn, and Birdsell, 1950). At the present time there is

no objective basis for agreeing upon how many racial categories should

be employed, although it seems clear that few investigators will wish

to be burdened with 30 different classes. Even Garn and Coon (1955)

in a morerecent publication have suggested that contemporary evidence

supports a Classification involving no more than 10 major races, and

still more recently Garn (1961) suggested distinguishing between geo-

graphic races, local races, and microraces. He has also pointed out

(1960) that differences in the number of races proposed by investigators

are largely to be understood not in terms of disagreement or conflicting

claims but rather in terms of different levels or principles of classifica-

are nine in number and include Amerindian, Polynesian, Micronesian,

Undoubtedly the most interesting classification in the present context

is that developed by Boyd (1950, 1953) on the basis of approximate

gene frequencies, primarily for blood types. The distinction he offers is

between Early European (Basque), European (Caucasian), African

(Negroid), Asiatic (Mongoloid), American, and Australian. In more recent

publications Boyd (1960, 1964) has elaborated this scheme to include

13 races as follows: Early European, Lapp, Northwest European, Eastern

and Central European, Mediterranean, African, Asian, Indo-Dravidian,

American Indian, Indonesian, Melanesian, Polynesian, and Australian.
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lt should be noted that the setting apart of the Basques as members

of an ‘‘Early European’”’ race is of doubtful validity. The Basques who

have been blood-typed, being contemporary, are not “‘earlier’’ than

other living peoples of Europe. They speak a relict language, but the

oldest evidence for Iberian language is not as old as that for other lan-

guages still spoken in Europe. They have a high frequency of the Rh

blood type, but if one uses as many as 12 gene frequencies of the red

blood cellular antigens to measure biological affinity, the Basques are

not as distinctive from other European populations as are, for example,

the Irish and the Sicilians.

THE DETECTION OF RACIAL

DIFFERENCES IN BEHAVIOR

Before proceeding with our discussion of behavioral differences between

races, it is necessary to consider the general relation between genetic

variation and behavior. The genetic component of behavioral traits may

be considered under two headings: (1) discrete, discontinuous, or qualli-

tative variation controlled by major genes, or oligogenes, and (2) con-

tinuous, quantitative variation controlled by minor genes, or polygenes.

1 Discrete phenotypic variation with a large genetic component usually

depends on the action of major genes at one or a few chromosomal loci.

Most human populations are polymorphic for nearly 50 known sets of

major genes; that is, two or more phenotypes controlled by these major

genes occur in the population with appreciable frequency. By thecri-

terion of numbers, these are ‘‘normal’’ genes. Phenotypes with reduced

fitness are controlled by a second variety of major genes; these genes

are rare and thus ‘‘abnormal” in most populations.

Major genes may be common in a breeding population for at least

two different reasons: (a) The evolutionary forces are such that their

frequencies are stable at an intermediate level, and (b) the evolutionary

forces are such that a favorable gene is spreading in the population,

replacing its less favorable allele, and thus resulting in a transient

polymorphism. In later sections we shall discuss in some detail the

racial distribution of four sets of major genes with distinctive behavioral

consequences: albinism totalis, phenylketonuria, phenylthiocarbamide

taste reaction, and red-green color blindness.

2 Continuous or quantitative phenotypic variation with a large genetic

component depends on the action of minor genes at several or many

loci. The contribution of individual minor genes to the phenotype may

be additive, or there may be interaction within and between loci. Although

some polygenes are known to be associated with all-or-none traits by

means of a threshold, usually polygenic characters are continuous or

semicontinuous from one extremeto the other so that individuals differ

in degree but not in kind of their polygenic attributes. This is the most

frequent and the most important type of hereditary variation. Most

variations of body size and shape, of viability and fertility, and of be-
havior are polygenic. The environmental component is often larger in
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polygenic than in oligogenic traits. The distinction between the action
of oligogenes and polygenes is not absolute: Phenotypes whosevariation
is controlled largely by major genes may be modified by minor genes at
other loci, and major genes may contribute to polygenic variation.
Although individual polygenes have been identified in Drosophila by
Thoday (1961) and his associates, techniques are not now available for
their identification in man. In a later section, we shall return to the
discussion of polygenes concerned with performance on intelligence
tests.

By “‘race differences’’ we mean differences in gene frequencies be-
tween two or more breeding populations. The study of race differences
therefore implies that we can identify phenotypes with genotypes and
with genes in individuals and that we can assign these individuals to
breeding populations regarded as members of races. It also implies that
we can recognize that genes are the ‘‘same”’ or ‘‘not the same’’ in two
Or more populations. There are at least three different meanings of the
word ‘‘same’’ in this context: (1) We may refer to one and the same
particular gene on separate occasions; (2) we may refer to different
genes which have the same function, and (3) we may refer to two genes
which are identical by descent. The existence of recurrent forward and
back mutation makes it impossible to be certain that genes identical in
function are identical by descent or that genes descended from a com-
mon ancestral gene are identical in function. Our main concern in this
chapter is with genes that are identical in function.

In practice, one may have varying degrees of confidence in the evi-
dence that genes have the same function in different populations. At a
low level of confidence, we may assert identity of genes in function be-
cause the modes of inheritance for similar phenotypes are the samein
the two populations, e.g., single alleles with dominance. The argument
for identity is a little stronger if the genes are shown to be located in
the same pair of chromosomes in the two populations, e.g., X-linked
single alleles with dominance. The evidence for identity in function is
quite strong if a trait inherited as an autosomal recessive in each of
two populations occursin the offspring of a racial cross involving parents
heterozygous for the recessive gene, or if all offspring of parents with
the recessive phenotype in such a racial cross are themselves recessive.

The strongest argument at present for functional identity of genes in
diverse breeding populations is to show that the genes in question con-
trol identical sequences of amino acid residues in the gene product. We
know, for example, that the genes for hemoglobins A, C, and S are
functionally identical in certain populations at the level of the exact
sequence of amino acid residues in the globin proteins. We also know

that phenotypic similarities even at the molecular level may be mislead-

ing in regard to identity of genes. Samples of hemoglobins D, G, and O
each showedidentical patterns of electrophoretic mobility between differ-

ent populations and thus were assumed to be controlled by genes iden-

tical in function. Later studies of the three hemoglobin varieties at the

amino acid level showed each to contain two or more distinct varieties
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and thus demonstrated the genes are not identical in function. In the

future, we may know the structure of genes at a more fundamental level,

the sequence of base pairs in the desoxyribonucleic acid molecules of

heredity. Genes identical in the sequence of the DNA base pairs would

be identical in function (subject, of course, to the action of modifier

genes at other loci) but not necessarily identical by descent. For a

recent discussion of the problems of gene taxonomy at the molecular

level, see Zuckerkandl! (1963).

As will be shownin later sections, the evidence for between-population

identity in the function of the genes discussed here is limited to the

results of formal genetics and thus is not as direct as the evidence based

on biochemical genetics.

We maydistinguish three possible ways in which two populations may

differ in gene frequencies at each chromosomal locus:

1 Noneof the alleles is common to the two populations. This is a dif-

ference in kind.

2 One or more alleles present in one population may be absent in the

other, while at least one allele is common to both populations. This is a

restricted difference in kind.

3. All the alleles are common to the two populations, although in dif-

ferent numbers. This is a difference in degree.

Prior to the twentieth century, many anthropologists and biologists

assumed the differences betwen races were of kind, as in the first case

above. For example, in 1871 Quetelet, the founder of anthropometry,

assumed the genetic material of (pure) races was homogeneous within

races and diverse in kind between races;all variability within races was

taken to be of environmental origin. Today, differences of kind are not

known to hold for any human race. Further, on theoretical grounds, such

differences would not be expected between subgroups of any sexually

reproductive species.

For a small numberof loci restricted differences are known to hold

between somepairs of human races. For instance, the gene associated

with blood group A of the ABO series is present in all known European

and African populations, as is the gene for blood group B, but gene A

is absent in some, and gene B is absent in many American Indian popu-

lations. Some of the gene loci to be discussed below fall in this category.

Variations in degree rather than in kind are the most commontype of

difference observed between local populations and geographic races of

man both for normal, major genes and for nearly all the identified

deleterious genes.

Let us illustrate some of the above reasoning with the well-known

character of albinism. Individuals homozygous for the autosomal reces-

sive gene albinismtotalis (complete generalized albinism) are deficient

In an enzyme necessary for the rapid conversion of tyrosine to melanin

pigment. In such homozygotes there is a generalized absence of the

mesodermal melanin and a deficiency of the ectodermal melanin; their

skin is pale, they cannot tan, their irides are usually pink, and they are
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hypersensitive to strong light, nystagmus is present, and strabismus
frequently occurs. For some environments and someitems of behavior,
there is nothing in the behavior of an albino to set him apart from those
who have the functioning enzyme. But albinos act differently when ex-
posed to strong sunlight. As Dobzhansky (1950, p. 146) said: ‘‘The
behavior of an albino on a sunnydayis obviously influenced by the gene
for albinism. The fact that no peculiarities may be noticeable in the
behavior of the same albino on a cloudy day does not change the fact
that the gene for albinism modifies the behavior of its carriers. Exam-
ples of this kind can be multiplied at will.’’

A number of references in the literature suggest an association be-
tween albinism and mental deficiency (cf. Waardenburg et al., 1961).
In some cultures albinos experience their lack of melanin as a social
handicap and develop feelings of inferiority, but the association with
mental defect is by no means general. Among Europeans (Waardenburg
et al., 1961), Negroes (Beckham, 1946), and American Indians (Keeler,
1953; Stewart and Keeler, 1965), albinos show about the same range
of variations in mental ability as the general population.

As would be expected from the number of gene- and enzyme-con-
trolled metabolic steps between tyrosine and melanin (Fitzpatrick, 1960)
a numberof different genes may result in partial or total albinism. How-
ever, there is presumptive evidence that a homologous, recessive, auto-

somal gene is responsible for complete generalized albinism in the
Caucasoid, Mongoloid, and Negroid races. The best evidence comes
from Negro-white and Chinese-Malayan crosses (Davenport and Daven-
port, 1910; Gates, 1946).

The data in Table 19.1 indicate there are significant differences in

gene frequencies between human breeding populations from Africa,

America, Asia, and Europe. Woolf (1965) found 17 out of 23 Indian

Table 19.1

Genefrequencies for albinism totalis

Population Gene frequencies, %

Apache Indians 0.00

N. E. Switzerland 0.45

Baschi, Congo 0.50

Scotland 0.68

North Italy 0.71

Sicily 0.82

United States 1.00

Norway 1.02

Baluta, Congo 1.58

NavahoIndians 1.63

Nigerians 1.87

Warego, Congo 5.00

Zuni Indians 7.07

Hopi Indians 7.07

Caribe Cuna Indians 8.36

Jemez Indians 8.45

SOURCE: Data from Waardenburg, Franceschetti,

and Klein, 1961, and Woolf, 1965.
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populations of the American Southwest had no albinos. When the mutant

gene for albinism is present, its frequency is observed to vary more than

eighteenfold, from 0.45 to 8.45 percent. Reed (1965) has suggested an

explanation for the high frequency of the gene for albinism in small

inbred populations. He postulates a reproductive advantage of hetero-

zygotes for albinism due to a heterotic effect of genes closely linked

with the albinism locus. The heterotic effect would disappear when the

breeding isolate is broken or would decrease slowly as crossing-over

decreases the gene differences adjacent to the albinism locus.

It seems evident that albinism is regularly associated with distinctive

behavior in certain environments; and there is no doubt that there are

racial differences in the frequency of the gene for albinism. Thus, we

must conclude that racial differences exist for some genes associated

with behavioral differences.

BEHAVIORAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN RACES

Very few of the investigations concerned with racial differences in be-
havior have employed explicitly the classifications discussed earlier. Most
of them have been concerned with specific comparisons involving two
races, and, not surprisingly, the bulk of such studies has centered
about comparison of the European and African races.

It may be appropriate at this point to emphasize that whatever may

be said in this chapter concerning the possibility or probability of racial

differences in behavior does not imply a corresponding likelihood of

there being generalized racial inferiorities or superiorities that would

lead to a meaningful hierarchy of races. Indeed, many of the reasons
that might be used to defend the possibility of such differences could be
used with equal cogency to argue against such generalized superiorities

or inferiorities. Most important of all, we should like to state unequiv-

ocally the lack of any meaningful association between the existence, or

lack of existence, of racial differences in behavior and political-legal de-
cisions in regard to civil liberties, equal opportunities, or personal free-
doms. The latter issues are rooted in moral, ethical, evaluative con-

siderations that can never be derived from scientific fact and should
not be confused with empirical questions. To blend the twoissues is to
risk the likelihood that both will suffer. The quality of research may
suffer because certain findings are likely to assume an odious and
ethically objectionable quality that makes it difficult for most investi-
gators to work in the area or to report their findings bluntly. On the
other hand, what may be a straightforward moral or ethical issue can
become hopelessly confused if an attempt is made to demonstrate that
it is somehow derivable from a set of scientific findings.

In simplest terms, no sentient observer could ever have argued that
all men are created equal, or, as manystill absurdly assert, all men are
created potentially equal. All but the bigot know that, whether we are
talking about members of the European or African races, there are im-
portant differences between individuals that have a great deal to do with
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their potential capacity to perform many interesting and significant acts.
For example, are there really people who believe that, given the oppor-
tunity and appropriate training, Albert Einstein could have proved a
successful fullback on a professional football team; or conversely that
all successful pro fullbacks with proper stimulation and opportunity
might have revolutionized modern physics. The obvious point is that
no one expects that these two very different individuals, with their very
different genotypes, would have the same potential no matter how
identical their environments. What is important is not that society and
their fellow men treat them in the same manner and expect them to
perform in the same fashion, but rather that each be permitted to
realize his potential capacity without regard for characteristics that are
nonrelevant to the performancein question.

In brief, while we endorse in the strongest possible terms the im-

portance of equal rights for all men, it is our personal conviction that

none of the evidence in regard to differences in behavior between races
has the slightest implication for this principle, which is rooted in moral
and ethical considerations and not in individual, racial, or species dif-

ferences. In addition, we have implied that existing evidence and theory
within biology and behavioral sciences suggest that it is most unlikely
that whatever differences in behavior (and capacity) exist between races

would support the conception of a generalized superiority or inferiority

of one race over another.

It is important to distinguish between two types of statements con-

cerning differences between races. One may simply assert that races

differ in certain attributes without specifying whether the differences
are due to learned behavior or to genetic factors: ‘‘There are differ-

ences between races A and in intellectual behavior.’’ The other type

of statement asserts differences that are due to genetic factors: ‘‘There

are racial (genetically determined) differences between A and in intel-

lectual behavior.’’ The first kind of statement is true of many or most

behavioral traits (including particularly items that show cultural varia-

tion). The second kind of statement is known to be true for only a very

limited number of behavioral traits. Our principal interest here is in

genetically determined racial differences in behavior but we shall discuss

a number of findings where the relative importance of genetic and

environmental determinants is not clearly established.

Sensory-Motor Processes

Although the earliest psychological comparisons of races dealt with

simple sensory processes and modes of response, there has been rela-

tively little systematic work in this area until very recently. Indeed the

decades immediately before and after 1900 probably saw more pertinent

investigation of this variety than we have seen in the ensuing 50 years.

One of the earliest experimental comparisons of races was conducted

by the pioneer American clinical psychologist, Lightner Witmer (Bache,

1895). He compared Caucasians, American Indians, and a group of

mixed African-Caucasian descent in reaction time to visual, auditory,

and tactile stimuli. The American Indian subjects had the lowest average
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latency, followed by the African-Caucasian group, with the Caucasian

subjects the slowest to react.

The well-known Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to the Torres

Straits included among its staff the psychologist-anthropologist Rivers

and the psychologists Myers and McDougall. These investigators at-

tempted to complete a ‘‘census’’ of the sensory capacities of their primi-

tive subjects and to compare their performance with that of European

subjects. Considering the relatively primitive state of experimental psy-

chology of this era, they conducted what is, in many respects, an exem-

plary investigation. Rivers (1903), who directed the psychological

studies, focused his own efforts upon the study of vision. He found that

the nonliterate subjects were generally superior in visual acuity to

typical European norms but he expressed strong doubts concerning the

dependability of this racial difference. He also reported a much lower

incidence of color blindness among his Murray Island subjects than that

customarily encountered in European groups.

Myers (1903a) studied auditory acuity and tone discrimination, find-

ing that the natives of the Murray Islands tended to be generally inferior

to European subjects, whereas there appeared to be no appreciable dif-

ference between the two groups in the upper limit of their hearing. A

similar study concerned with olfactory discrimination (Myers, 1903b)

and taste discrimination (Myers, 1903c) led to the conclusion that ‘‘we

may say of these Murray men that their sense of touch is twice as deli-
cate as that of Englishmen, while their susceptibility to pain is hardly

half as great’’ (Myers, 1903c, p. 195). McDougall (1903b) also found

that the Melanesians were much moresensitive in discriminating weights

and at the same time were much more susceptible to the size-weight

illusion than their European counterparts. Professor Myers (1903d), in
a study of reaction times, found that the European subjects were faster
in responding to visual stimuli, whereas there was no group difference

in reaction time to auditory stimuli.

A study closely parallel to the Torres Straits investigation was carried

out by Rivers (1905) with the Todas of southern India. Once again an

attempt was made to assess the sensory capacities of the nonliterate

subjects, and the findings were compared with findings for Melanesian

and Caucasian subjects. In comparison with Caucasians, the Todas were

superior in visual acuity and tactile discrimination, whereas they were

inferior in auditory discrimination. There was also evidence for a higher
pain threshold and inferior olfactory discrimination for the nonliterate
subjects, but Rivers felt that the influence of nonsensory factors here
was too great to assign much weight to these findings. He also found a
much higher incidence of color blindness (12.8 percent among male
subjects) than was characteristic of European subjects. Perhaps the
best known of his findings was the significantly lower magnitude of
effect of the Miller-Lyer illusion among the Todas when compared with
either Melanesian or Caucasian subjects.

The St. Louis World Fair in 1904 provided an unusual opportunity for
the psychological comparison of races because of the large numberof
performers recruited from nonliterate societies around the world. The
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results of the psychological study of approximately 400 subjects of
diverse racial background are discussed in general terms by Woodworth
(1910), and detailed findings in the area of audition are reported by
Bruner (1908). The most dependable generalizations refer to Caucasian,
American Indian, and Malayan Filipino subjects who were the most
numerous of the groups studied. Bruner’s results suggested the relative
auditory superiority of his Caucasian subjects and thus reversed the
belief, common at that time, that primitive man was superiorto civilized
man in simple sensory performance. Bruner (1908, pp. 111-112) con-
cluded:

[] The one fact standing out most prominently as a result of these meas-
urements is the clearly evident superiority of Whites over all other races,
both in the keenness and in the range of the hearing sense. The evidence
is so clear and striking as to silence effectually the contention that the
hearing function, inasmuchasit is of relatively less utility in the pursuits

attending modern social conditions than those surrounding the life of the
savage has deteriorated and is degenerating.

Woodworth reported clear-cut findings indicating the superiority of

Caucasian subjects in comparison with the other racial groups in color

discrimination and somewhat more ambiguous findings suggesting a

lower pain threshold in Caucasian subjects. In addition, the American

Indian and Malayan subjects appeared superior to the Caucasian sub-
jects in visual acuity. The author points explicitly to the many cultural

factors that might have influenced performance on all of these measures
and the consequentdifficulty in being sure that only racial factors are

responsible for the difference in performance. Somewhat surprisingly, in

view of the data he summarizes, Woodworth (1910, p. 177) concludes:

“On the whole, the keenness of the senses seems to be about on a par

in the various races of mankind.”

Although there are significant empirical flaws associated with most

or all of the studies we have reviewed, the fact remains that these data,

in general, suggest the possible existence of interesting and appreciable

racial differences in behavior. While one might argue that the short-

comings in design and methodvitiate the findings, it is difficult to see

how these studies could be used as the basis for claiming an absence of

race differences. And yet this is actually what has occurred. More often

than not these studies are cited, empirical flaws and all, as providing

definitive evidence for the absence of any significant race differences in

behavior. For example, Anastasi (1958), in her exemplary text, describes

the St. Louis Fair studies and concludes (p. 578): ‘‘On such controlled

tests of sensory acuity, the primitive groups did no better than the

white norms. Subsequent investigations on many different groups have

corroborated these findings.’’ This statement accurately mirrors the

convictions of most contemporary social scientists, but it does not mesh

smoothly with some of the results we have just examined. Nor does the

implication that this is an area that has been subjected to extensive and

definitive investigation seem warranted. Much of the discussion of these
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studies, both by the investigators and subsequent reporters, has been

marred by focusing upon the question of whether there are dramatic

sensory superiorities displayed by the nonliterate subjects. Given this

orientation, striking race differences, even those indicating a central

tendency advantagefor the ‘‘primitive’’ subjects, are treated as negative

findings because of the overlapping distributions observed for the vari-

ous groups studied.

The studies we have noted represent a significant and challenging

beginning to an area of investigation that could have contributed im-

portantly to the emerging field of social psychology and, at the same

time, emphasized the continuity of this speciality with general psychol-

ogy. It is difficult to know whether the subsequent loss of interest in

comparing races by means of simple tests or measures was primarily a

consequence of the emphasis upon negative findings by some of these

early investigators, or whether it was more importantly related to the

general success which greeted the study of the individual differences by

means of complex achievement variables (Binet) rather than simple

processes (Cattell). In any event, the great majority of investigations

during the past four or five decades has searched for race differences

primarily through the use of instruments designed to assess molar

attributes such as intelligence or personality traits.

Although there were several rather isolated British studies of racial

differences in ‘‘phenomenal regression’’ during the 1930s (Beveridge,

1935, 1939; Thouless, 1933), only in the past decade has there ap-

peared any substantial evidence of interest in racial and cross-cultural

differences in perception. Allport and Pettigrew (1957) compared Eu-

ropean subjects, acculturated Zulu, and nonacculturated Zulu subjects

in the incidence of perception of the trapezoidal illusion. They found

that under optimal conditions there appeared to belittle difference in

the performance of the three groups, but under marginal or noncon-

ducive conditions the unacculturated subjects reported the illusion less

often than the other groups of subjects.

As part of a similar but much more extensive and systematic program

of research Campbell and Segall (Campbell, 1964; Segall, Campbell, and

Herskovits, 1963, 1966) have reported a study of racial and cultural

differences in the incidence of various perceptual illusions (Muller-Lyer

illusion, horizontal-vertical illusion, Sander parallelogram). This investi-

gation is in many ways a model of how to go about making comparisons

across cultures or races, particularly because of the painstaking efforts

made by the investigators to distinguish between variation in the effec-

tiveness of communication and actual differences in the psychological

process under study. The research involved the collaboration of a large

number of anthropologists and psychologists and spanned a substantial

number of nonliterate tribes as well as American subjects. The investi-

gators reported marked group differences, as illustrated in Figure 19.1,

where wefind, for example, that the incidence of the Miller-Lyer illusion

is almost four times as frequent among American subjects as among

Bushmen subjects.
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Figure 19.1 Incidence of Miller-Iyer illusion in different racial groups.
(Adapted from Campbell, 1964.)

Bonte (1962) compared European, Bashi African, and Mbuti Pygmy
Subjects in susceptibility to the Miller-Lyer illusion, using the same pro-
cedure employed by Rivers (wooden apparatus manipulated by the sub-
ject), and failed to find any differences between the three groups. How-
ever, when a separate sample of European and Bashi subjects were
compared, using the pictorial method devised by Campbell and his
collaborators, he found that the African subjects were Significantly less
susceptible to the illusion. This same finding of an increased suscepti-
bility to perceptual illusions on the part of European subjects in com-
parison with African subjects is also reported by P. Morgan (1959).
Thus, four relatively modern studies provide a general confirmation of
the early report of Rivers that European subjects were more susceptible
to certain perceptual illusions than various nonliterate groups.

It should be noted that none of the American investigators adopts a
nativistic frame of reference in accounting for the racial differences in
the frequency with which theseillusions are reported. They consider the
most reasonable explanation of the differences to be in terms of varia-
tion in the environment or experience of the different races. For example,
Campbell (1964) advances the ‘‘carpentered-world’’ hypothesis to ac-
count for observed differences. He reasons that the world of the western
European subject is much moreheavily saturated with straight lines and
right angles as a result of man-made and carpentered objects and con-
sequently acute and obtuse angles tend to be perceived as right angles
extended in space. Such a tendency would generally predispose the sub-
ject to experience the illusions Campbell studied. This interpretation
does not fit neatly with all the data for, among other considerations,
there is the fact that young children are more susceptible to the illusion
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than older subjects in our culture; one might reason that, if experience

in the ‘‘carpentered’’ world produced the illusion, the illusion should

become more commonwith greater exposure to this environment. Thus,

even with such

a

relatively simple process as a perceptual illusion, it

appears difficult to identify the relative contribution of environmental

and biological determinants, although not nearly so difficult as in the

case of intellectual and personality variables.

Several recent studies indicate auditory differences between races.

Hinchcliffe (1964) found Jamaican women to have poorerhearing levels

than a comparable group of Scottish women, although there were no

significant differences between similar groups of male subjects. The

investigator suggests that the difference may be attributed to differ-

ential incidence of sensorineural deafness. Tanner and Rivette (1964)

report an interesting observation of ‘‘tone deafness,’’ or the inability to

discriminate auditory stimuli on the basis of frequency, in a small

number of Indian subjects. Tentatively, they suggest the deficiency

may be attributed to cultural differences, particularly in language,

between these subjects and the usual European subjects. A series of

studies comparing the Mabaan tribe of southeast Sudan with subjects

from Wisconsin, New York, Dusseldorf, and Cairo reveals that with

aging the Sudanese maintain considerably higher levels of hearing than

the other groups (Jansen et al., 1964). Although the investigators do

not discount the role of genetic factors, they consider the relatively

noise-free environment of the Sudanese to be the most likely determi-

nant of this difference.

An interesting and important exception to the general tendency to

study complex processes is represented by work with the genetically

determined inability to taste phenylthiocarbamide and related com-

pounds. This research has seldom been considered relevant to the topic

of race differences in behavior, in spite of the fact that it undoubtedly

represents the best-established behavioral correlate of race yet observed.

Presumably, this slight on the part of persons interested in race differ-

ences derived partly from a preference for the ‘‘null hypothesis’’ in this

area and partly from their focus upon complex achievement variables.

Surprisingly, the only treatment of these data as relevant to race dif-

ferences in behavior appeared in the psychological literature (Cohen

and Ogden, 1949), with the authors emphasizing the variability of find-

ings and their failure to differentiate racial groups. This conclusion is

distinctly at variance with the position of observers such as Boyd (1950),

Valls (1958), and Stern (1960), all of whom report marked differences

between races in PTC tasting. Boyd (1953) actually lists this gene as

one of eight that differentiate his genetically determined races.

Taste blindness for creatine was discovered in 1926 by Lasselle and

Williams; its mode of inheritance is not known. Fox (1931) found four-

tenths of an American sample could not taste the synthetic compound

p-ethoxy-phenylthiocarbamide (PTC)—also called phenylthiourea—while

the other subjects regarded it as very bitter even in low concentrations.

When taste thresholds are measured over a wide range of concentra-
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tions, a sharply bimodal distribution appears, with an antimode which
allows classification of individuals into two phenotypes, tasters and non-
tasters, with few borderline cases (Setterfield et al., 1936; Harris and
Kalmus, 1949). A bimodal distribution like that for PTC was found for
16 out of 17 other substances all containing the group

—-N—C~—

1

S

but this correlated dimorphism is not observed for a variety of other
compounds, some containing sulfur in other groupings (Harris and
Kalmus, 1949). The details of the molecular and cellular basis for the
PTC taste reaction are unknown; it is not due to a lack of all bitter re-
ceptors, for nontasters for PTC are sensitive to other bitter substances,
e.g., quinine (Kalmus, 1959).

The statement commonly found in the literature that the ability to
taste PTC is due to a single, autosomal dominant gene requires some
qualification. There is no doubt, however, that most of the variation in
PTC taste reaction is genetically determined.

Studies on 800 American families by L. H. Snyder (1932), 124 Negro
families by Lee (1934), 2,447 Chinese and Taiwanese families by Riki-
maru (1937), 126 Bengalese families by Das (1958), and 60 Norwegian
families by Merton (1958) show nosignificant differences between the
observed and expected numbers of nontasters from matings where one
or both parents are tasters (cf. Spuhler, 1951). There are marked de-
partures, however, between the observed and expected numbers of the
two phenotypes from parents whoare both nontasters. In such families,
according to the hypothesis, all children should be nontasters. Snyder
(1932) found 5 exceptions among 223 children from 86 matings, and
Rikimaru (1937) reported 53 exceptions (29.8 percent) among 178
offspring from 47 families. These results may be due to the fact that
(1) someof the individuals are wrongly classified as to paternity or taste
reaction, (2) the taster gene lacks full penetrance in some individuals,
or (3) the genetic hypothesis is wrong. Similar conclusions are sup-
ported by twin studies; Ardashnikov et al. (1936) determined that
2.2 percent of 137 pairs of monozygous twins were discordant for PTC
taste reaction, and Rife (1938) observed that 3.6 percent of 194 pairs
of monozygous twins were discordant for this behavior trait.

A considerable part, perhaps a majority, of the discrepancy between
theory and result in the family material may be due to the method of
testing used in the earlier studies, that is, in the use of PTC crystals or
paper impregnated with PTC rather than serial dilutions of PTC in a
water solution. Harris and Kalmus (1949) and Kalmus (1958) have
shown that an objective classification of the PTC taster genotypes is
possible by means of a sorting technique employing individual taste
thresholds.

We may summarize the available genetic information on taste reac-
tion by stating that nontasting for PTC is an ‘‘almost recessive auto-
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somal trait.’’ The greater part, but not all, of the variation in PTC taste

reaction is genetic. Family studies give presumptive evidence that the

mode of inheritance for the PTC taste reaction is the samein the three
major races of mankind (cf. references cited above and Pons, 1960).

The frequencies of nontasters for PTC show striking race differences.
Schwidetzky (1962) tabulated the results of the PTC taste reaction (in-
cluding all methods of testing) in nearly 150 population samples. She
found the frequencies of the nontaster phenotype varied from O to 56.9
percent. Gene-frequency estimates based on the Harris and Kalmus
sorting technique or its equivalent are summarized for 49 population
samples by Saldanha and Nacrur (1963). They found the frequency of
the recessive, nontaster gene ranges from 0.111 to 0.658; Figure 19.2
is a histogram showing the number of populations by PTC nontaster
gene frequency in the samples assembled by Saldanha and Nacrur.

Table 19.2 shows the distribution of gene frequencies within and
between the major races of mankind as identified by Garn (1961). The
numbers listed may be regarded as representative of high and low gene
frequencies for the nontaster allele within each race but they do not
necessarily represent the minimum and maximum values reported in
the literature for the various races.

The forces that determine changes in gene frequency of the PTC
taster alleles between human breeding populations are not known. It is
highly probable, however, that natural selection leading to a balanced
polymorphism at different levels according to local environmental con-
ditions is an important factor in the determination of gene frequencies.
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This follows from the fact that the nontaster allele is too commonin
many populations to be maintained by the usual balance of mutation
and selection.

Several SCN substances inhibit thyroid function, and some of these
are present in vegetables and milk. Nodular goiter is more frequent
among patients who are nontasters than in the general population, and
toxic diffuse goiter is more common amongtasters (Kalmus, 1959).

An additional exception to the general tendency to shun the study of
simple processes is found in the study of color perception. This is a
character generally believed to be determined by sex-linked recessive
genes and, as we have seen, race differences in the Capacity to dis-
criminate colors were reported by Rivers (1901); comparable differ-
ences were observed considerably earlier by Schéler (1880). In the sub-
sequent years, a great deal of additional evidence has accumulated,
leaving no doubt that races show important and appreciable differences
in this attribute.

The sex-linked inheritance of partial color blindness (dyschromaposia)
in human populations has been recognized since 1777. Rushton (1962)
has shown that normal color vision in man depends on the presence of
three light-sensitive pigments in the cones of the retina. The blue-
absorbing pigment cyanolabe occurs in the blue cones; chlorolabe, the
visual pigment with an absorption maximum in the green, occurs in
the green cones; and the red-sensitive cones contain both chlorolabe
and the red-absorbing erythrolabe.

The two main groups of sex-linked partial color blindness are called
protans (red blindness) and deutans (green blindness); the membersof

Table 19.2
Distribution of high and low gene frequencies for PTC
nontasters within and between Garn’s (1961) major races

  

Gene
Race and population Author frequency

African, Batutsi and Bahutu Hiernaux, 1954 0.114
African, Bantu, Kenya Lee, 1934 0.285
Amerindian, Caraja, Brazil Junqueira et al., 1957 0.000
Amerindian, Eskimo, Labrador Sewall, 1939 0.639

Asian, Chinese, Singapore Lugg and White, 1955 0.142
Asian, Malayan Thambipillai, 1955 0.400
Australian, natives, southern Simmonsetal., 1954 0.702

Australian, natives, central Simmonset al., 1957 0.707

European, Lapps, Finland Allison and Nevanlinna, 1952 0.253

European, Danish Mohr, 1951 0.584

Indian, Hindu, Riang Kumarand Sastry, 1961 0.403

Indian, Mala-Vedan Buchi, 1958 0.732

Melanesian, New Hebrides Simmonset al., 1956 0.303

Melanesian, Pygmies, New Guinea Simmonset al., 1956 0.713

Micronesian, Turkese Simmonset al., 1953 0.428

Micronesian, Kapinga Simmonset al., 1953 0.529

Polynesian, Easter Islanders Simmonset al., 1957 0.281

Polynesian, Cook Islanders Simmonset al., 1955 0.404

souRCE: Data from Schwidetzky, 1962, and Saldanha and Nacrur, 1963.
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maly. (From Vanderdonck and Verriest, 1960.)

a third group tritans (blue blindness) are more rare than the other two

groups and probably show an autosomal rather than a sex-linked mode

of inheritance. Two subtypes are distinguished in each of the common

groups. Within the protans, those with protanomaly have anomalous

trichromatic vision with a deficiency of perception at the red end of the

spectrum; those with protanopia have dichromatic vision and lack the

red-sensitive cones containing both chlorolabe and erythrolabe. Within

the deutans, those with deuteranomaly have trichromatic vision with a

deficiency in green perception (this is the mildest and the most frequent

of the four types); those with deuteranopia have dichromatic vision and

lack the green cones containing chlorolabe. Protans confuse red with

green and cannot see a red figure on a black background; any color with

a red mixture is perceived as though red were absent so that purple

appears blue and orange yellow. Deutans see green objects as gray;

they distinguish only the yellows and blues in the spectrum.

There is general agreement that the four subtypes of red-green color

blindness are controlled by genes located in the long arm of the X

chromosome. Males have only one of the set of alleles which occupy

each X-linked locus and females have two; males manifest the mutant

gene for color blindness if it is present, while heterozygous females may

Carry a recessive mutant gene for color blindness without its being mani-

fest in their phenotype. Color-blind males receive their mutant gene from

their mothers and pass it to their daughters. Color-blind females must

receive a mutant gene from each parent. Figure 19.3a illustrates

the inheritance of red-green color blindness in eight generations of a

Swiss family.

It is controversial whether just one chromosomal locus or two closely

linked loci are involved in X-linked partial color blindness. The condition
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is much rarer in females than in males; if qg is the frequency in males,
in females it is q?. Thus, families containing a doubly heterozygous
color-blind mother and two or morecolor-blind sons are sufficiently rare
that it is not easy to collect enough data to permit a clear-cut decision
on the numberof X-linked loci involved.

Perhaps a majority of geneticists and geneticist ophthalmologists con-
clude there are two pairs of closely linked loci or pseudoloci with three
alleles each: P+ normal, P” protanomaly, P? protanopia, in one locus
(some authors use the symbols P, P,, P.), and D* normal, D¥ deuter-
anomaly, D” deuteranopia in the other locus (D, D,, D,) (Waardenburg,
Franceschetti, and Klein, 1963: Klein and Franceschetti, 1964). Some
geneticists consider there is a single locus with five alleles: C+ normal,
CP" protanomaly, C?? protanopia, C24 deuteranomaly, C2” deuteranopia
(Stern, 1960).

When genesare present in double dose, dominance decreases in both
groups in the order normal, anomaly, anopia. Females heterozygous for
mutant protan and deutan genes have normal color vision, the genes
being complementary between groups. This controversy regarding the
number of loci in X-linked partial color blindness is analogous to the
three- (c,d,e) versus one- (r) locus controversy regarding the rhesus (Rh)
blood groups.

Decisive evidence against the one-locus hypothesis could be obtained

through the study of the sons of many mothers heterozygous for those

combinations of mutant genes that result (according to the two-locus

hypothesis) in normal color vision. The occurrence of sons with normal

color vision in such families would establish the existence of two recom-

binable loci controlling the four types of red-green color blindness. In

the one such family (see Figure 19.3b) thus far reported, the protan

mother has two deutan, one protan, and two normal sons (Vanderdonck

and Verriest, 1960). There are other possible explanations of unique

cases, and at present there is insufficient evidence to decide between

the two hypotheses. The biochemical genetics of color vision is very

poorly understood (Kalmus, 1959). Actually, the problem regarding

numberof loci is not of great importance for present purposes. Everyone

agrees the four most common types of red-green color blindness are

controlled by genes with fairly high penetrance (Knox, 1958) and fairly

constant expression. If the one-locus hypothesis is correct, the pheno-

typic frequencies have a one-to-one correspondence to the genefre-

quencies; if the two-loci hypothesis is correct, the correspondence is

not one-to-one, but it is approximately that. Rather than equate pheno-

typic frequencies in hemizygous males to gene frequencies, we would

equate phenotypic frequencies in males to four different mutant ‘‘chro-

mosomal types”’ in the hemizygous, male population.

The distribution of X-linked partial color blindness is now known for

more than 100 different populations. Unfortunately, only a few popula-

tion surveys (all, aside from one from Japan, are from European peoples)

allow estimation of the frequencies of the four subtypes; these are sum-

marized in Table 19.3. In this set of populations, the range .in fre-

quencyof partial color blindness in males goes from 3.9 to 9.0 percent.



Table 19.3
Frequencies of the four subtypes of red-green color blindness

 
 

 

Protan group Deutan group

Grand Prot- Prot- Sub- Deuter- Deuter- Sub-

Population Author Number total anomaly anopia total anomaly anopia tota!

Japan Sato, 1935 249,014 3.90 | 0.50 0.65 1.15 1.72 1.02 2.75

France Hebert, 1957 6.58 0.58 0.58 1.16 4.64 0.77 5.41

Germany Heinsius, 1941 4,406 6.64 0.97 0.59 1.56 4.02 1.06 5.08

United States Schmidt, 1955 6.91 1.13 0.57 1.70 3.96 1.25 5.21

United States Newhall, 1958 323 7.26 0.63 0.32 0.95 4.42 1.89 6.31

Germany Schmidt, 1936 6,863 7.76 0.68 1.10 1.78 4.01 1.97 5.98

Switzerland von Planta, 1928 2,000 7.95 0.60 1.60 2.20 4.25 1.50 5.75

Norway Waaler, 1927 9,049 8.01 1.04 0.88 1.92 5.06 1.03 6.09

Switzerland Wieland, 1933 1,036 8.20 1.16 0.96 2.12 5.12 0.96 6.08

Belgium Francois, 1957 1,243 8.29 1.05 0.96 2.01 4.9] 1.37 6.28

England Nelson, 1938 1,338 8.82 1.27 1.27 2.54 5.08 1.20 6.28

Switzerland Bally, 1954 1,000 9.00 1.10 1.10 2.20 4.70 2.10 6.80

 

souRCE: Data from Sato, 1935, and Waardenburg, Franceschetti, and Klein, 1963.
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Of the mutants, the deutan alleles (or chromosomes) are the mostfre-
quent in all populations, the frequencyof deuteranomaly varying from
1.7 to 5.1 percent, and that of deuteranopia from 0.8 to 2.1 percent.
The two deutan subtypes together account for about three-fourths of
the mutant genesat this locus (or these loci) in both the European and
Japanese populations.

The frequency of C?“ is equal to or larger than that of the other
protan allele, C??, in 9 of the 12 populations, C?” varying from 0.6 to
1.3, and C?? from 0.3 to 1.10. Post (1962) in a summary of the dis-
tribution of the protan and deutan alleles in 32 populations foundthefre-
quency of C?” + C?? varies from O to 3.3 percent and that of C24 + CPP
from 0 to 9.7 percent.

The considerable variation in the population frequencies of X-linked
color blindness among one or more representatives of the nine major
races recognized by Garn (1961) is shown by Table 19.4. The extreme
value for the Kotas probably is an example of the marked fluctuations
of the frequencies of major genes in very small breeding populations.
A range in gene frequencies for X-linked partial color blindness from
essentially zero to 15.0 percent is well established. Samples of 111 are
sufficient to establish differences in proportions between two populations
with frequencies of 1.0 and 10 percent, respectively, at the 5 percent
level of significance.

The distribution of gene frequencies for protans + deutans in 114
populations summarized by Post (1962) plus a few additional samples
from other sources is presented in Figure 19.4. The distribution is
bimodal with modesat 2 to 3 andat 7 to 8 percent.

It is interesting to speculate on reasons for changes in color-vision-
gene frequencies between different human populations. It is doubtful

  

Table 19.4
Frequency of color blindness (protan and deutan groups) in males

Fre-
Race quency,

Population (Garn, 1961) Author No. %

Fiji Islanders Melanesian Geddes, 1946 200 0.0
Brazilian Indians Amerindian Mattos, 1958 230 0.0
Bagandas African Simon, 1951 537 1.9
Navaho Indians Amerindian Spuhler, 1951 163 2.4
Australian natives Australian Mann and Turner, 1956 378 3.3
Marshall Islanders Micronesian Mann and Turner, 1956 268 4.1
Turks, Istanbul European Garth, 1936 473 5.3
Chinese, Peking Asian Chang, 1932 1,164 6.9
Tonga Islanders Polynesian Beaglehole, 1939 67 7.5
Belgians European Francois, 1956 1,243 8.6
Russians European Flekkel, 1955 1,343 9.3
V.N.B. Brahmins, Bombay Indian Sanghvi, 1949 100 10.0
Americans European Shoemaker, 1943 803 11.4
Todas, India Indian Rivers, 1905 320 12.8
Dutch, Brazil European Saldanha, 1960 97 15.5
Kotas, India Indian Sarkar, 1958 28 61.0

 

souRCE: Data from Waardenburg, Franceschetti, and Klein, 1963, and Post, 1962.
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Figure 19.4 Distribution of protan and deutan color-blind genes

in samples from 114 populations. (From Post, 1962, with addi-

tions.)

that variation in mutation rates acting alone can account for the ob-

served variation. If all the selection is assumed to occur in males, the

gene frequency at equilibrium, q, is a function of the mutation rate per

gene per generation, u, and the selection coefficient against the mutant

gene, s (wherethe fitness of the mutant hemizygote is W = 1 — s), Is

as follows (Li, 1955, p. 287):

g = 3u/s

If u — 10-5, then s = 0.003 for 7 = 0.01, s = 0.0006 for g = 0.05, and
s = 0.0001 for q = 0.1. Thus, for this proposed balance between muta-

tion and selection, it takes 6 times the selection required to keep the

gene frequency at 0.1 to reduce it to 0.5, and 30 times to reduceit to

0.01. These considerations led Post (1962) and Neel and Post (1963)

to speculate that natural selection under the rigorous conditions experi-

enced by hunting and gathering peoples (say s = 0.003 or larger) holds

their mutant-gene frequencies low, whereas the less rigorous environ-

ment in agricultural and civilized populations permits a relaxation of

selection (say to s = 0.0001) with a consequent elevation in gene fre-

quency as the new equilibrium point is approached. This example sug-

gests that the selective disadvantage of red-green color blindness in

terms of differential survival and fertility varies today in the human

species from something like 1 to 1,000 to little less than 1 in 10,000.

It seems evident that the variable performance of individuals taking

the standard tests for color perception constitutes variation in behavior.

Consequently, data we have just reviewed on the distribution of the

X-linked forms of color blindness among the different human populations
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Clearly establishes the existence of racial, i.e., genetic, differences in
behavior for the human species.

If we except PTC tasting, color vision, and certain perceptual illusions,
there appears to belittle compelling evidence at present either for racial
differences or racial equality in simple sensory or motor processes. This
dearth of pertinent investigation exists in spite of promising beginnings
and occasional exhortations by respected figures. For example, in the
mid-1930s, Florence Goodenough (1936) recommended a_ renewed
interest in the study of sensory differences between races, and at the
Same time she questioned the potential contribution of studies concerned
with intelligence and personality. Her reasonable analysis and plea seem
to have had verylittle effect, for in subsequent years the bulk of investi-
gation focused upon just those variables in which she saw so [little
promise. It is only with the recent and promising work of Segall,
Campbell, and Herskovits that there seems to be somebasis for opti-
mism on this score.

On the basis of the evidence discussed in this section we conclude
that there are particular forms of behavior that exhibit genetic dif-
ferences between both local and major races. At the same time, it
appears that these forms of behavior have only limited functional sig-
nificance within human societies.

Intelligence

There is probably no area of psychological investigation that has been
accompanied by greater passion and more strenuous activity and yet
has led to less in the way of definitive findings than the study of in-
tellectual differences between races. Decades of active research have re-
sulted in nothing more than a tentative preference for the null hypothesis.

Perhaps the best place to begin the present discussion is to turn to

the end point in the deliberations of some representative experts in this

field. First, we have the statement on the race concept prepared by the

1951 UNESCO Committee (1952, p. 13):

[] When intelligence tests, even non-verbal, are made on a group of non-

literate people, their scores are usually lower than those of more civilized

people. It has been recorded that different groups of the same race

occupying similarly high levels of civilization may yield considerable differ-

ences in intelligence tests. When, however, the two groups have been

brought up from childhood in similar environments, the differences are

usually very slight. Moreover, there is good evidence that, given similar

opportunities, the average performance (that is to say, the performance of

the individual who is representative because he is surpassed by as many

as he surpasses), and the variation round it, do not differ appreciably

from one race to another. ... It is possible, though not proved, that some

types of innate capacity for intellectual and emotional responses are com-

moner in one human group than in another, but it is certain that, within

a single group, innate capacities vary as much as, if not more than, they

do between different groups. . . . The normal individual, irrespective of

race, is essentially educable. It follows that his intellectual and moral

life is largely conditioned by his training and by his physical and social

environment.
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Otto Klineberg, a social psychologist who has contributed actively to

this area of research for many years, arrives at the following generaliza-

tions (1954, pp. 320-321):

[] As far as intelligence tests are concerned, it was formerly believed by

many psychologists that racial differences had been demonstrated, but

the present consensusis to the effect that so many environmental factors

enter into the comparisons that no conclusion as to innate ability is justi-

fiable. The superiority of northern over southern Negroes argues in favor

of the environmental determination of the test scores, since there is no

definite evidence for the selective migration of a superior group. The dis-

covery of individual Negro children with intelligence quotients at the ex-

treme upper end of the distribution, the excellent showing made by Amer-

ican Indian children adopted into superior White homes, as well as the

marked improvement following a rise in economic level and educational

opportunities, also testify to the absence of innate ethnic differences in

intelligence.

To these conclusions, which are obviously slanted in the direction of

expecting no significant differences between racial groups, could be

added others that emphasize present ignorance coupled with the rational

likelihood that such differences eventually may be observed. Still others

survey the existing literature and conclude that there already exists sat-

isfactory evidence to demonstrate racial differences in intelligence. For

example, Shuey (1966, p. 520), following a survey of 240 individual

investigations, suggests:

[] The remarkable consistency in test results, whether they pertain to

school or preschool children . . . to high schoo! or college students, to
enlisted men or officers in training in the Armed Forces . . . to gifted
or mentally deficient, to delinquent or criminal; the fact that differences

between colored and white are present not only in the rural and urban
South, but in the Border and Northern states . . . the fact that relatively
small average differences were found between the IQ’s of Northern-born
and Southern-born Negro children in Northern cities . . . the evidence
that the mean overlap is between 7 and 13 per cent; the evidence that
the tested differences appear to be greater for logical analysis, abstract
reasoning, and perceptual-motor tasks than for practical and concrete prob-
lems ... the fact that differences were reported in practically all of the
studies in which the cultural environment of the whites appeared to be

similar in richness and complexity to that of the Negroes ... all taken
together, inevitably point to the presence of native differences between
Negroes and whites as determined by intelligence tests.

The empirical evidence that has led to these inconclusive conclusions

has been summarized in a number of places (for example, Anastasi,

1958; Cryns, 1962; Dreger and Miller, 1960; Garth, 1931; Klineberg,
1935; Pettigrew, 1964; Shuey, 1958; Tyler, 1956). It seems clear, how-

ever, that with all this investigation the position of most modern ob-

servers is at least as much influenced by prior belief as by present

findings. What we can say with confidence is that racial groups differ
in intelligence as measured by existing instruments. The extent to which
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these differences are to be attributed to biological factors (race) rather
than to experiential (particularly cultural) factors remains largely
unknown.

The variety of procedural problems that face the investigator in this
area has been discussed by Anastasi (1958), Dreger and Miller (1960),
Thompson (1957b), and Tyler (1956), among others, and the weight
of these difficulties is not encouraging in regard to the likelihood of quick
production of revealing data. The major difficulty facing the investigator
is the extent to which cultural (particularly language) differences are
associated with race differences; thus a comparison of different races
has almost always involved a comparison of groups exposed to different
cultures and different socialization experiences. Also, it has proved
singularly difficult to select groups for study that reasonably can be
assumed to be equally representative of their respective races.

lt would be both repetitious and tedious to give a detailed survey of
the hundreds of studies that have been conducted in the attempt to
compare the intelligence of different races. However, it may be worth-
while to comment upon a few points of general agreement concerning
these studies, to discuss some of the central issues, and to cite some
illustrative data.

As noted previously, the bulk of research has dealt with the compari-

son of European and African subjects in North America. One important

conclusion ts that at least some observers, including both those on the

left (Klineberg, 1963) and those on the right (Shuey, 1966) agree that

a broad view of the existing research in this area suggests that an aver-

age IQ of roughly 85 or 86 is an appropriate index for the American

Negro while existing evidence points toward 100 as representative of

the average American white subject. Moreover, representatives of both

groups would agree that such a difference transcends any questions of

Statistical significance and, more importantly, it represents an appre-

ciable and significant potential handicap for the Negro. Obviously the

difficulties between egalitarian and elitist conventionally have entered

in the process of attempting to interpret these differences.

As the above conclusions imply, intelligence differences (as measured

by conventional tests) between Negro and white in our society are de-

pendably present. At the same time a variety of environmental parame-

ters significantly influence these racial differences. Those who are

motivated to argue against racial differences in intelligence, as meas-

ured by American tests of intelligence and defined by American psy-

chologists, point to the obvious impact of cultural or environmental

determinants and suggest that whatever differences are observed be-

tween races can be accounted for by means of the unequal operation of

these determinants upon the two races in question. Those who believe

in the existence of biologically determined differences in intelligence

between races take comfort in the fact that alteration or control of such

factors as socioeconomic status and educational level almost never

eliminates the difference between white and Negro subjects.

It may be illuminating to examineasillustrative the results of Charles’

(1936) investigation of differences in intelligence quotients (IQ) in

American Negroes and whites. The Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence
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Tests were given to 172 Negro and 172 white boys aged 12 to 16 years

selected in about equal numbers for each yearly age group from schools

in different parts of St. Louis, Missouri. A summary of the results

 

follows:

1Q Scores

Coeffi-

Range cient of

Standard varia-

Race Mean deviation Observed 6 sigma tion

White 98.31 12.25 135—60—75 135.06 — 61.56 = 75.50 12.46

Negro 88.60 11.00 114—55=59 121.60 — 55.60 = 66.00 12.42

Difference 9.71 1.25 16 9.50 0.04

The observed difference in the mean IQ is 9.71, and the difference be-

tween meansis significant beyond the 0.001 level (¢ = 7.706 with 342

degrees of freedom).
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Figure 19.5 Distribution of Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test scores

of 172 Negro and 172 white boys of ages 12 to 16 years in schools of
St. Louis, Missouri. Frequencies for Negro scores are shown by bars to

the left (shaded) and those for whites to the right (unshaded) for each

interval of 5 points. The mean for Negroes is marked Xx and that for
whites Xv. The ordinates of the normal curves were obtained from the

estimated variances. (From Charles, 1936.)
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Before considering the possible genetic or racial significance of these
results, let us look at the distribution of the IQ scores of the two groups
in the histograms given in Figure 19.5.
Those who stress the differences between whites and Negroes in IQ

scores tend to pay particular attention to differences between the means,
or the degree of ‘‘overlap,”’ that is, the percentage of Negroes with
scores above the white mean. A fuller interpretation indicates the fol-
lowing:

1 21.75 percent of Negroes are superior in IQ to the white mean IQ.

2 3.48 percent of Negroes have an IQ below 70.

3 1.16 percent of whites have an IQ below 70.

4 77.64 percent of whites are superior in IQ to the Negro mean 10.

We should also note that the difference of 10 IQ points is due chiefly
to the differences for boys 15 and 16 years of age (10 and 17.5, respec-
tively) as the difference is only 6.5, 3.5, and 4.3 for those 12, 13, and
14 years, respectively (Charles, 1936, p. 505).

These observations are fully consistent with acceptance of the hypothe-
sis that the mean observed IQ is about 10 points lower for Negroes
than for whites. However, these results, and all comparable results now

available, neither prove nor disprove that there is a racial, that is, a

genetic or inherited, difference in IQ between Negroes and whites.
It would be correct to speak of a quantitative genetic difference

between two human populations measured in the same environment or

to speak of a quantitative environmental difference between genetically

identical populations measured in different environments. However, the

members of no two races live in identical environments, and the mem-

bers of no two races living in different environments are identical in

genotype. This is the reason population geneticists have long said it is

impossible to give a correct, general answer to the question of whether

heredity or environment is more important in determining the variation

in a quantitative trait, such as intelligence, in human populations (cf.

Hogben, 1939, pp. 95—97).

Some of the reasons for the above statement will be clear after a

study of Table 19.5 and Figures 19.6 and 19.7. Table 19.5 gives the

median and mean Army Alpha Intelligence Test scores of Negro and

white draftees from the 23 states and the District of Columbia which

supplied Negro draftees during World War |. The medians and means

have been estimated from the data given in Tables 205 (pp. 689—690)

and 266 (p. 730) in Yerkes, 1921. Column 8 summarizes estimated

expenditures for public primary and secondary schools in dollars for

the year 1900 in the various states and District per estimated number

of children, ages 5 to 18, resident in the area. These data are from

Statistical Abstract of the United States, Table 134 (pp. 437-439),

1902. Draftees of ages 22 to 35 in 1917 would be of school ages 5 to

18 in 1900.

There is a difficulty in handling the results from the District of Co-

lumbia. The maximum scores for whites (median = 78.8 and mean =
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85.6) are from the District and are based on a sample of only 77

draftees. The D.C. median is 11.6 alpha units and the mean 12.6 units

above the next highest scores. The overall means of the medians and

their standard deviations are x, = 50.79 and o, = 11.03, if the D.C.

data are included, and x, = 49.13 and ao, = 9.45, if the D.C. results are

excluded. (Here and in the summary of major results given below the

subscript 1 indicates the statistic is based on data including the District

of Columbia and subscript 2 indicates the statistic is based on data

excluding the District of Columbia.) The D.C. median is 29.57, or 3.13

o-, above X,, and 28.33, or 2.57 o, above x,. The overall mean of the

means excluding the District is 56.00 with o, = 8.50. The D.C. mean

score is 29.60, or 3.48 o. above x,. The sizes of three other samples

included in Table 19.5 are smaller than the D.C. sample for whites

(i.e., 55, 57, and 67) although the means and medians based on these

three smaller samples are well within the range of the means and

medians based on the larger samples, the most extreme case being

Table 19.5
Median and mean Negro and white Army Alpha Intelligence Test

scores and school expenditures per child aged 5 to 18 years by state

 

White Negro

 

OO Schoo!

Me- Me- expend-

State N_ dian Mean N dian Mean itures

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (3)

Alabama 779 $41.3 49.4 271 19.9 27.0 1.51

Arkansas 710 35.6 43.3 193 16.1 22.6 3.09

Florida 55 53.8 59.8 499 9.2 15.3 4.68

Georgia 762 39.3 48.3 416 10.0 17.2 2.68

Ilinois 2,145 61.6 66.7 804 42.2 47.9 13.46

Indiana 1,171 56.0 62.2 269 41.5 47.6 11.75

Kansas 861 62.7 67.0 87 34.7 40.6 10.58

Kentucky 837 41.5 48.6 191 23.9 32.4 4.57

Louisiana 702 41.1 49.0 538 13.4 20.8 2.52

Maryland 616 55.3 60.2 148 22.7 30.7 8.44

Mississippi 759 37.6 43.7 773 10.2 16.8 2.63

Missouri 1,329 56.5 61.9 196 28.3 34.2 8.54

New Jersey 937 45.3 52.9 748 33.0 38.9 14.04

New York 3,300 58.4 63.7 1,188 38.6 45.3 19.22

North Carolina 702 38.2 45.9 211 16.3 22.1 1.51

Ohio 2,318 67.2 73.0 163 45.4 53.4 12.13

Oklahoma 865 43.0 50.6 98 31.4 35.9 5.50

Pennsylvania 3,280 62.0 67.1 790 34.8 #£40.5 12.85

South Carolina 581 45.1 51.1 334 14.2 19.2 1.93

Tennessee 710 44.0 52.0 504 29.7 35.9 2.71

Texas 1426 43.5 50.2 854 12.2 18.2 4.38

Virginia 506 56.3 60.5 57 45.6 52.0 3.39

WestVirginia 423 549 60.8 67 26.8 28.5 6.79

Subtotal (23 states) 25,774 49.53 56.00 9,399 26.09 32.30 6.91

District of Columbia 77 78.8 85.6 30 31.2 34.3 17.78

Total 25,851 50.75 57.23 9,429 26.43 32.39 7.36

SOURCE: Data from Yerkes, 1921, and Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1902.
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Figure 19.6 Regression of mean ArmyAlpha scores on yearly expenditures
in dollars per child of ages 5 to 18 years resident in 23 states and the
District of Columbia. The points for each pair of scores and expenditures
are listed (from left to right) in the order designated (from top to bottom)
in Figure 19.7; the points for Negroes are below and thosefor whites above;
the points for the District of Columbia are encircled. The dotted regression
lines were estimated including, and the dashed lines excluding, data from
the District of Columbia. (Alpha scores based on data from Yerkes, 1921;
school data from Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1902.)

the Negro scores from Virginia where the state mean scoreis 1.69 o.
above the overall mean. As might be expected, the men drafted from
the District of Columbia were not typical of those drafted from the 23
states. The difficulty of the extreme D.C. median and mean scores is met
by doing all the calculations with and without inclusion of the D.C.
results.

The minimum median (35.6) and mean (43.3) scores for whites are
from Arkansas and are based on a sample of 710 draftees; those of
Negroes (9.2 and 15.3) are from Florida and are based on a sample

of 499 men. The overall range, in median scores is 78.8 — 9.2 = 69.6,
and the range, in mean scores is 85.6 — 15.3 = 70.3 alpha units. The
range,. of expenditures for schools is $19.2 to $1.5 per child of ages
5 to 18 per year. The difference, between the overall median scores of
Negroes and whites is 23.44, and that for overall mean scores is 23.70

alpha units.

Figure 19.6 showsthe relationships of the intelligence test scores of
the two races and expenditures for schools by state and District. The
vertical axis represents mean scores as listed in Table 19.5. The hori-

zontal axis gives the estimated expenditures for primary and secondary

schools in dollars per child of ages 5 to 18 per year in each of the states
and the District. The results for whites are given in the top lines and
those for Negroes in the bottom lines. Regression lines for the two racial

groups and the twosets of data, with and without District of Columbia,
were fitted by least squares.
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In the summary of the major results of the Army Alpha Test scores

given below, subscript n refers to Negro and subscript w to white sta-

tistical values:

Means:

X», = 90.75

Xpo = 49.53

Xn, = 26.43

Xo = 26.09

Regression of white mean Alpha score, Y,,, on expenditures, X:

Yio, — 46.13 + 1.51X
Yo = 47.30 + 1.26X

o,=5.84 o,=025 +t=5.06 P<0.001

Regression of Negro mean Alpha score, Y,,, on expenditures, X:

Y,, = 15.44 + 1.48X
Yno = 20.73 + 1.68X

o,=885  o,=038 ¢t=445 P<0.001

Interclass correlations within states (all significantly different from

zero at the 0.001 level):

Y, 1»

Negro alpha with white alpha + 0.61 +0.14 + 0.73 + 0.10

Negro alpha with $/child/year + 0.67 + 0.12 +0.70+0.11

White alpha with $/child/year + 0.79 + 0.08 + 0.74 + 0.10

It is clear that mean Alpha scores are related significantly to expendi-

tures for schools in both the Negro and white populations. On an aver-

age, the mean Alpha scores of the white draftees in the 24 areas were

elevated 1.51 alpha units and that of the Negro draftees by 1.48 alpha
units for each dollar of yearly expenditures on schools.

Figures 19.5 and 19.6 may be used to illustrate the problemsin in-

terpreting the relative importance of racial and environmental factors

in determining the median Alpha scores. For any one of the states the

vertical distance between the points for Negro and white Alpha scores

corresponds to what commonly is considered a difference due to race

or heredity. The differences in median scores within races but between

states correspond to what commonly is considered a difference due to

environment. These interpretations are wrong. We cannot assume the
environmental factors are identical for Negroes and whites in any of

the states, and we cannot assumeeither racial group in one state is
identical genetically with the corresponding group in otherstates.

Figure 19.7 shows there is no one general answer to the question of
how much of the variation in Alpha scores is due to heredity and how
much to environment. The answers are quite different, depending on
which state we consider. The total length of the columns corresponds
to the difference between the overall maximum and minimum in median
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Figure 19.7. Percentage differences between Negro median ArmyAlpha

scores in each of 23 states and lowest overall median score (cross

hatching at left of each bar), between Negro and white median scores

(shaded area in the middle), and between highest overall score and
median white scores in the several states (at right of each bar). The

states are listed from top to bottom in increasing rank of school expend-

itures per child of ages 5 to 18 during 1900. The length of the middle

section of each bar (shaded area) is often taken to estimate the part

of the variation due to genetic factors, and the lengths of the end sec-

tions the part due to environmental factors. (Sources of data as in Figure

19.6.)

Alpha scores. The length of the shaded areas correspondsto the differ-

ences between Negro and white scores in each state expressed as a

percentage of the total length of the column. These differences are com-

monly considered to represent hereditary factors. The percentages ‘‘due

to race”’ vary from 20.00 percent in the case of Virginia to 83.36 per-

cent in the case of Florida. The length of unshaded areas corresponds

to what commonly is considered differences ‘‘due to environment.’’ For

the Negroes these percentages vary up to 68.04 percent in the case of

Virginia when the median score for Florida is set at zero percent.
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For the whites these percentages vary up to 50.65 percent in the

case of Arkansas, when the median score of Kansas is taken as the

standard of comparison. The data from 10 of the 23 states support

the “conclusion” that racial factors are most important; the data from

13 of the states support the opposite ‘‘conclusion” that environmental

factors are most important. We must conclude that the question of the

relative importance of nature and nurture as regards these data on Army

Alpha Intelligence Test scores is without definite meaning.

If we make all possible groupings and comparisons, these paired ob-

servations from 23 state samples can be made to provide exactly

44,152,005,855,224,745 different estimates of the proportion of the

variation in Alpha scores due to genetic factors. And none of these

would provide a general answerto the question of the relative importance

of nature and nurture for intelligence. There is no general answer. Both

genotype and environment must be specified in every individual case.

We have stipulated that by ‘‘racial’’ differences we mean ‘‘senotypi-

cal’ or ‘‘inherited’”’ differences. Intelligence test scores and other pheno-

types are not inherited as such. Only gametes containing genes are

inherited, and genes have the capacity in certain environments to inter-

act with the environment to produce phenotypes. Typically a large

numberof genes at different loci contribute to the variation of metrical

characters such as IQ values.

Measurements and observations of individuals provide phenotypic

values; from these we obtain means, variances, and covariancesas well

as other statistics. Before we can talk about racial differences in IQ

scores, we need to find out what part of the variation in IQ scores is

inherited, a difficult task. The problem is to divide the phenotypic values

observed for IQ scores into a genetic (G) and a nongenetic (£) com-

ponent where, at this stage, E is all the nongenetic componentsof P:

P=G+oeE

In short, we consider that G determines a phenotypic value, and E

causes a deviation from it.

The methods for estimating the genetic and environmental compo-

nents are discussed in Chapter 11; in the immediately following para-

graphs we use the symbols and certain of the results of quantitative

genetics summarized in that chapter.

For more than one locus there may be an interaction or epistatic

deviation, I,,. Let A, be the additive value for locus 1 and A, the addi-

tive value for locus 2:

G=A,+A,+ I,

where I,., is the deviation from the additive combination of A, and A,.

(Thus the meaning of ‘‘additive action”’ for one locus is that there is no

dominance, and for two or more loci that there is no epistasis.)

The genetics of a quantitative character such as the intelligence

quotient is most conveniently studied in terms of its variance. We want
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to partition the phenotypic variance into its genetic and nongenetic
components. The following symbols will be used:

SSeS
Symbol Variance component Value whose variance is measured

Vp Phenotypic Phenotypic value
Vo Genotypic Genotypic value
Va Additive Breeding value
Vp Dominance Dominancedeviation
V, Interaction Epistatic deviation
Ve Environmental Environmental deviation
ee

eee

With certain qualifications to be made below, the total or phenotypic
variance is the sum of the components:

Vp= ct Va

= atVpt+V,4+ Ve

For some purposesit is useful to divide the environmental variance into
components.

In experimental genetics it is always easier to make sure membersof
a given group of organismsare identical (or nearly enough so) in geno-
type than it is to be sure that they are subjected to identical environ-
ments. A genetically uniform or isogenic group of bisexual organisms
may be produced by making an F, cross between highly inbred lines
derived from the same stock. The V, in such a group may be taken as
zero, and thus if we know the phenotypic variance V> in the original
randomly mated stock, we can find V,, from the equation V, = V;,; Vg is
the difference in variance between the heterogenic and isogenic groups,
the ratio V,/V> is a measure of the variation of the character in the
heterogenic group attributable to genetic differences between individuals,
and 1— (V,/V,) is a measure of the variance attributable to non-
genetic differences.

Monozygoustwinsare two individuals identical in genotype. But since
different pairs of twins differ in genotype and environment, and the
environment of twins may be quite different from the environment of
the singletons which make up the majority of the general population
(Price, 1950), the use of twin data in the partitioning of variance is not
fully trustworthy. We shall return to twins later.

Even in the best practicable experimental designs made to partition
phenotypic variance into its genetic and environmental components,
there are three circumstances that introduce uncontrolled error into the
estimates:

1 Environmental variance may, and certainly in human populations
does, vary between genotypes. Thus, the environmental variance ofiso-
genic groups may differ from that of heterogenic groups, leading to an
underestimation of the variance component due to genetic differences.

2 There may be a correlation between genotypic values and environ-
mental deviations. Certainly for human populations, those who stress the
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importance of the genetic componentof variation also freely admit that,

supposedly, better genotypesare often selectively exposed to better envi-

ronments. If this is the case, the phenotypic variance is more than the

sum of the genetic and environmental variance by twice the covariance

of genotypes and environments: Vp = Vg + Vy + 2covgz. Neglect of

the covariance term will lead to an overestimation of the genetic

component.

3 There may be, and almost certainly is in human populations, an

interaction of genotype and environment. The environmental response

as regards a specific environmental difference may differ markedly for

different genotypes. Haldane (1946) has shown that m different geno-

types for a quantitative character such as intelligence quotients exposed

to n different environments may result in (mn) !/ml!n! different re-

sponses. For the simplest case of 2 genotypes and 2 environments,

6 different responses are possible; for 3 genotypes and 3 environments,

the number of possible responses is 10,080; and for 10 genotypes and

10 environments, the numberof possible responses is 7.09 x 10144. The

six possible rankings of two genotypes exposed to two environments

are given by the cells of 2 x 2 tables where the rows are the genotypes

and the columns are the environments:

1 2 1 3 14 1 2 1 3 1 4

3 4 24 2 3 43 42 3 2

The abstract idea that phenotypic variance of quantitative traits, such

as intelligence quotients, in all natural populations has components at-

tributable both to genetic and nongenetic factors is fundamental for an

understanding of the dynamics of polygenic traits. However, since for

human beingsthere are available neither isogenic lines nor even approxi-

mately uniform environments, the idea does not allow us to makedefinite

statements about the relative importance of genetic factors in determin-

ing the variation of the intelligence quotient.

The particulate theory of inheritance allows us to make definite pre-

dictions regarding resemblance of various degrees between biological

relatives, on the supposition of definite modes of inheritance. In order

to reveal the genetic causes of the resemblance between biological rela-

tives, it is necessary to partition the genetic component of variance into

its additive, dominance, and epistatic components.

Starting with the components of phenotypic values

P=GG+E

—-~A+D-+I-4+E

it has been shown in Chapter 11 that

Vp=V,+tV_t+V,4+ Va

Voe=VatVot+V;

The additive variance V, is the chief cause of resemblance between

relatives and therefore a fundamental determinant of the observable

genetic properties of a breeding population. The most useful division is
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to separate the additive genetic variance from the nonadditive genetic
and environmental variance. This division may be expressedasheritabil-
ity, h?, or the ratio of additive genetic to total phenotypic variance:

h? =V,/V>

Heritability may be estimated from a knowledge of the resemblance be-
tween relatives, given a particulate mode of inheritance. It should be
Stressed that h? is not a property of individual traits; rather it is a prop-
erty of a particular gene pool and a particular environment. Any change
in Vu, Vp, V,, or Vz will change h?2.

From Chapter 11 we see that the phenotypic variance may be parti-
tioned into causal components of variance denoted by the symbol V.
The phenotypic variance may also be partitioned into observational com-
ponents corresponding to the grouping of individuals into families and
denoted by the symbol vo”.

Resemblance may be expressed either as intraclass correlation, ¢, or
as a regression of relative x on relative y, Duy’

t=o;°/o0;7 + oy?

where o-,” is the between-group, and o,2 the within-group component,

yy = Ory | Oy?

where o-,, is the covariance of x and y.
The covariancesof offspring and parent, covop, of full SIDS, COUpg, and

of half sibs, cov,,;, are related to variance componentsas follows:

COVop = YaV,

COUrs = YaVat+ YV_p

COUng = YaVy

These relationships may be used to estimate the genetic components of
variance. For example, if there is no variance due to common environ-
ment, V; =V,+ Vp, and

Vp = COUpg — 2(cOvjz)

= YVit VY4Vn— 204%4V,)

Thus, by subtraction we have an estimate of the additive variance,
Vc —Vp = V4, which leads directly to an estimate of the heritability,
h? =V./Vp. (lf Vag 40, the procedure gives the upperlimit for V,.)

In experimental and applied genetics the best estimate of an indi-
vidual’s additive genetic value (A) is the product of his phenotypic
value (P) and the heritability (h2):

— 2
A cexpected) —_ h P

where both A and P are measured as deviations from the population
mean. Thus, h? expressesthereliability of a phenotypic value (e.g., IQ
score) as a guideto the additive genetic value.
We have not found published estimates on heritability of intelligence-

test values based on family material where similar methods of testing
and of analysis were used for two or more racial groups. The most
economical and convenient method of estimating h? requires observa-
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tions of half sibs; these are rare outside Hollywood and other small

breeding populations.

Lacking family data, we now consider the large amountof data avail-

able on the ‘‘heritability’’ h,2 of intelligence in twins, using the estimate

hy? = Op’ — Oy? | Op?

where o-p2 and o-,,2 are the within-pair variance for dizygous and mono-

zygous twins, respectively. This statistic is not the equivalent of h? as

defined above, inasmuch as h,? is an estimate, not of the extent to

which a trait is genetically determined, but of the proportion of variation

in a metric character that is genetically determined.

The variance components between and within the two kinds of twins

are (Falconer, 1960):

  

Between pairs Within pairs

Monozygous VatVn + Vue Viw
Dizygous V,~t Vn t+ Vac IyVa + WVy + Vew
Difference IV, t+ YyVp 1yVa + AV

 

Thus, we see

hz — CAV, + AVp + View) ~ Vinw

oo nV4 + Vp + Vw

while

h? = iz
Va t Vo t+ Vaw + Vic

Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik (1963) reviewed 52 studies giving

data on the correlation of relatives for tested intellectual abilities. Over

two-thirds of the correlation coefficients were obtained for IQ tests; the

others were based on otherintelligence tests, for example, the Primary

Mental Abilities Test of Thurstone. The medians of the correlation co-

efficients for 10 categories of relatives are given in Table 19.6. The

Table 19.6
Correlations for intellectual ability observed and expected

amongrelatives on the basis of Mendelian inheritance

 

Median correlation, r

 

Numberof —

Correlation between studies Observed Expected

Unrelated persons, reared apart 4 —.01 0

Unrelated persons, reared together 5 +,.23 0

Foster parent—child 3 +,20 0

Parent-child 12 +.50 + .50

Siblings, reared apart 2 +.42 + .50

Siblings, reared together 35 +.49 + .50

Dizygous twins, opposite sex 9 +.53 + .50

Dizygous twins, same sex 11 -+.53 + .50

Monozygoustwins, reared apart 4 +.75 +1.00

Monozygoustwins, reared together 14 +.87 +1.00

SOURCE: Observed data from Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik, 1963.
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smallest sample size in the pooled data was 125 for sibs reared apart,
and the comparisons for unrelated persons living apart and the twins
are based on samples over 1,000 pairs. The correlations between unre-
lated persons reared together (r= +.23) and those between mono-
zygous twins reared apart (r = +.75) provide coefficients of determina-
tion of r? = .0529 for the unrelated and (1 — r)? = .0625 for the twins,
suggesting that up to one-sixteenth of the variability in measuredintel-
lectual ability may be due to nongenetic factors.

The fairly good fit between observed values and those expected on
the basis of Mendelian inheritance for unrelated persons reared apart,
for parents and children, and for monozygous twins reared together,
suggests genetic factors are of considerable importance in the determi-
nation of tested intellectual ability.

These pooled data are not suitable for making an estimate of h? (for
example, we have no way of measuring the component of variance due
to common environment within families). Table 19.7 gives estimates of
h,? from the Michigan Twin Study. These results indicate significant h,?
values for some components of general mental ability (e.g., numerical
and verbal skill) but low values for other important components (e.g.,
reasoning and memory). In fact, except in the most approximate way,
we do not know whatproportion of the supercharacter general intellectual
ability in any natural, human population is under genetic control.

Undoubtedly all behavior geneticists would conclude that both
genetic and environmental components contribute to variation over the
normal range of measured general intelligence. Probably all would con-
clude that the genetic component of intelligence is polygenic (Fuller
and Thompson, 1960). The days when aC.B. Davenport could assert
seriously the monofactorial inheritance of a violent temper or a wander-
ing habit are long gone (Dunn, 1962).

Morton (1963) has estimated that genes at 71 loci are concerned
with low-grade mental defect in human populations. His argumentis
too complex to present here, but it involves assumptions which if wrong
would increase the estimated numberof loci. Thus we may assumethat
at least 71 loci are occupied byalleles controlling normal mental ability.

Table 19.7

Heritability (h7*) of Thurstone’s Primary Men-
tal Abilities Test scores in Michigan twins
eee,

Numberof twin pairs

Nameof test Dizygous Monozygous h,?

Number 37 45 .61*
Verbal 37 45 .62*
Spatial 46 45 59F
Wordfluency 35 44 .61F
Reasoning 37 45 .28ns
Memory 34 45 .20ns

 

* Significant at the .01 level.

{t Significant at the .05 level.

ns, not significant at the .05 level.

SOURCE: Vandenberg, 1962.
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We have seen that the best experimental procedures for determining

the fraction of variability due to genetic factors in polygenic traits are

not available for human populations; the general populations of Ameri-

can Negroes and of American whites have not been reared in identical

environments. The next best estimates would come from the application

of the methods of quantitative genetics to the analysis of measured

intelligence in families, including comparisons of parents and offspring,

full sibs, and half sibs. These methods would provide estimates of herit-

ability (h?) but such estimates could not be extended to other popu-

lations which might differ in genotypes or environments. Even so, such

estimates are not available. The next best thing is to use estimates of

heritability (hp?) based on the twin method. These estimates are not

fully trustworthy for extension to the general population simply because

twins are not representative of the general population. The available twin

studies give estimates of the proportion of the variation in tested intelli-

gence attributable to heredity varying from 60 percent (Woodworth,

1941), through 65 to 80 percent (Newman et al., 1937), 66 percent

(Burks, 1928), 78 percent (Leahy, 1935), to 77 to 88 percent (Burt,

1958). Finally, we have seen that estimates based on a comparison

between races within states of the World War | Army Alpha scores vary

from 18.4 to 76.9 percent.

We have presented the argument on howto detect racial differences

in polygenic traits (where they exist) in considerable detail in order to

explain why we have reached a negative conclusion on the problem of

racial differences in intellectual ability. Given the genetic theory out-

lined and the available observational data for American Negroes and

whites, we must conclude that we do not know whether these two races

are genetically different in general intelligence as measured by the Army

Alpha or other tests of intellectual functioning. The evidence for other

possible racial comparisons is weaker or nonexistent.

There is much evidence that measured intelligence in both American

Negroes and whites increases markedly up to a comparatively high level

as more money is spent on public education or, in broader terms, as

the educational setting and social environment are improved. The recent

survey by Bloom (1964) shows the preschool environment to be very

important for attained intellectual ability in later years. The general con-

clusion supported by this evidence is supplemented by the data from

longitudinal studies of the same individuals in differing environments,

from identical twins reared apart, and from unrelated people reared

together. These observations suggest that environmental factors may

change individual IQ scores by as much as 20 points, an amount greater

than the usual difference in mean IQ between samples of American

Negroes and whites. These findings lead many biological and social

scientists to assert there are no racial (genetic, inherited) differences

in general intellectual ability. They lead us to conclude that we do not

know whether there are significant differences between races in the

kinds and frequencies of polygenes controlling general intellectual ability.

A further word might be said concerning culture-free tests of intel-

ligence, since they have appeared to many to represent the simplest

approach to a meaningful assessment of racial differences in intelli-
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gence.Virtually all sophisticated observers (for example, Anastasi, 1958:
Dreger and Miller, 1960; Goodenough and Harris, 1950; Thompson,
1957b) agree that such tests are fictional creations with no correspond-
ence to reality. It is impossible even to conceive of a test of intelligence
that is free of culture. More reasonable is the attempt to construct a
test that is culture-common, that relies upon cultural elements that are
largely shared with the population to be studied. This is what the cre-
ators of the Binet and Wechsler tests have attempted, with partial suc-
cess, within our own culture. The enormousdiversity of modern cultures
makesit difficult to conceive of such a test that could go very far in an
extensive cross-cultural or cross-racial investigation. However, a test
might rely upon such simple cultural elements that the subject could
briefly be brought up to date or ‘‘socialized’’ within the ‘‘test culture”
through an instruction phase, even if the test activity was not a part
of his habitual experience. This is largely what Rulon (1953) attempted
in his symbol identification test, although, as Thompson (1957b) points
out, it is unlikely that there would not be real and important cultural
advantages in connection with such an instrument.

If one is willing to consider infrahuman evidence mildly relevant to
this general question, it is clear that here there is evidence for ‘‘racial’’
differences in intelligence or capacity to learn. This is true both for
Strains (races) selectively bred for maze learning (Heron, 1941; Tryon,
1940) as well as for inbred strains and genetically distinct hybrid off-
spring that have not been selectively bred for this character (Lindzey
and Winston, 1962; McClearn, 1958; Vicari, 1929; Winston, 1964).
Although these findings provide unmistakable evidenceforstrain (genet-
ically determined) differences in various learning capacities, they also
provide limited evidence suggesting a relatively high degree of ‘‘buffer-
ing’’ of this attribute. For example, separate investigations carried out
in the laboratories of McClearn and Lindzey reveal only one strain that
is significantly different from all other strains in appetitive learning,
while for many other behavioral attributes there are a very large num-
ber of strain differences. In addition, the single strain that is reported
to be inferior by both McClearn and Lindzey has been studied in the
two laboratories by means of sublines that have been maintained in
breeding isolation for decades, so that there has been ample time for
genetic drift and mutation to produce significant genetic differences.
In spite of this, the learning performance of the two populations has re-
mained remarkably similar, suggesting again that this character does
not seem readily influenced by genetic change.

In summary, it may be repeated that there is no firm evidence to
support the existence of racial differences in intelligence that are inde-

pendent of environmental variation. Whether one chooses to consider

the likelihood of demonstrating such differences probable or improbable
depends upon prior convictions, awareness of the technical problems
just discussed, and certain issues that we shall consider in a subsequent
section.

The general picture is somewhat different, however, if we turn from

general intelligence to the restricted range of intellectual functioning
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involved in mental retardation. Phenylketonuria, which, typically, involves

severe mental retardation, is perhaps the best known case in man

where a major gene is known to affect behavior. Phenylalanine is an

essential amino acid in man and many mammals. Its only known func-

tion is as a constituent of proteins. The minimum daily requirement is

about 1.1 grams per day, whereas nearly all proteins contain about

6 percent phenylalanine. Since more is taken in the food than is needed

for protein synthesis, the excess is oxidized to tyrosine. The conversion

of phenylalanine to tyrosine is catalyzed by the enzyme phenylalanine

hydroxylase. Individuals who are homozygous for the phenylketonuria

gene are unable to oxidize phenylalanine to tyrosine because of the

primary absence of phenylalanine hydroxylase enzyme activity. Indi-

viduals with at least one of the normal alleles of the phenylketonuria

gene oxidize phenylalanine to tyrosine. Tyrosine in turn may be used

to make melanin pigments, thyroxine, and other compounds, or may be

broken down, in a number of steps, to carbon dioxide and water, which

are excreted. The homozygotes for the phenylketonuria gene reabsorb

the excess phenylalanine in the renal tubules, and the blood level of

phenylalanine may rise as high as 50 mg/100 ml, which is some 50

times higher than the normal level.

The pathological effects of phenylketonuria are due to secondary

metabolic blocks which result from inhibition of enzymes, including

amino acid decarboxylases, by one or more of the compoundsthat form

with increased levels of phenylalanine. One of the metabolites inter-

feres with the production of 5-hydroxyindole-acetic acid. The amino acid

decarboxylases give rise to primary amines which appear to be im-

portant to normal neurological function. Interference with decarboxylase

activity might be responsible for the mental defect that is almost uni-

versally associated with phenylketonuria (Sutton, 1961).

Available information does not permit accurate estimates of fre-

quencies of the gene for phenylketonuria because the statistics refer

to institutionalized defectives in different countries. Such data are dif-

ficult to extend to the general population because of different practices

in admission of mental defectives for institutional care and because of

variationsin the efficiency of diagnosis.

Carter and Woolf (1961) ‘'. . . suggest that the gene for phenylke-

tonuria is most common in Norway, common in Sweden and Denmark,

the United Kingdom, and North America, present in central and southern

Europe, and rare in countries with populations which are not of Euro-

pean extraction.’’ The gene frequency in Ireland is about 0.014, which

is nearly four times as high as the gene frequency for southeast Eng-

land, about 0.004. Although phenylketonuria has not been reported for

native Africans nor for Asians except Japanese, a survey by Tanaka

et al. (1961) suggests the gene frequency in Japan is about 0.0002, or

about one-eightieth of the estimated frequency for Ireland.

Jervis (1937) reported the racial origin of 50 patients with phenyl-

ketonuria in New York. He found that, compared with a control series

of 100 patients with other types of mental deficiency, 12 (24 percent)

of the phenylketonurics were Irish in comparison with 9 percent in the
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control series. In contrast there were no phenylketonuria cases of Jewish
or Negro parentage whereas these made up 20 and 12 percent, respec-
tively, of the control series. It is of interest to note that the observations
of Hara and Yahiro (1958) on a hybrid Japanese-American child with
phenylketonuria give presumptive evidence that the same genetic locus
is involved in the mutant forms in the two races.

One may conclude that there is strong presumptive evidence support-
ing the likelihood of racial differences in the gene for phenylketonuria,
although definitive data are clearly lacking. Such gene-frequency dif-
ferences obviously would have implications for only a tiny proportion
of any human race, and the consequencesof the genetic differences are
further lessened by the relatively successful programs of treatment that
have been introducedin recent years.

Personality

The study of personality differences between races has led to an even
more disappointing outcome than the study of intellectual differences.
Nor is this surprising. In comparison with studies of intellectual func-
tioning, the amount of personality research that has been conducted
IS appreciably lower, and there is generally much less confidence in
the instruments employed. The trait domain of personality is far from
being satisfactorily mapped, so that we have not even achieved agree-
ment upon the important variables to be examined in such inquiries. The
demonstrated usefulness of tests of personality is much below that of
comparable measures of intellectual functioning, and typically these
instruments are much more dependent uponlocal culture and language.
Partial surveys of the relevant investigations have been presented by
Dreger and Miller (1960), Garth (1931), and Klineberg (1935).

It is easy to find reports in the literature of race differences in per-
sonality traits, attitudes, and values as measured by such conventional
instruments as the Cornell Selectee Index, California Test of Person-
ality, Pressey XO Test, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, and the Study
of Values (for example, Anderson, 1947; Felton, 1949: Milam and
Sumner, 1954; Pressey and Pressey, 1933). The procedural or design
problems in these studies are so apparent, however, that no critical
observer would consider attempting to link obtained differences to bio-
logical factors, rather than to experiential or cultural factors. The extent
to which the personality questionnaire or inventory is embedded in a
single language would alone disqualify these instruments from most
serious studies of race differences.

In view of the culture specificity of personality questionnaires or
inventories, it is not surprising that recent years have seen a heavy

emphasis upon the use of projective techniques in cross-cultural (often

cross-racial) research. Employing projective techniques to identify per-

sonality differences between cultures or races is by no means without
hazards. Most users of these tests would agree that the responses they

evoke are influenced by a wide range of factors, which include tem-

porary emotional states, stimulus factors, response sets, ability and

performance factors, definition of the testing situation, situational fac-
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tors, and the relation between examiner and subject. Thus, while these

tests may be somewhat easier to apply in different cultures than per-

sonality inventories, there is still a host of problems confronting the

person who might wish to link personality to variation in race. These

very difficulties led Lindzey (1961), after a relatively exhaustive survey

of cross-cultural studies using these instruments, to conclude that,

while there was no doubt that individuals from different cultures (and

races) responded differently to most projective techniques, there was

little basis for believing that these differences in response reflected

personality differences rather than variation in language, test-taking

attitudes, rapport, or other factors not related to personality. The state

of findings involving rating scales, situational tests, and special devices

is in no respect superior to that which one encounters in connection

with questionnaires and projective tests.

Easily the most ambitious investigation that has been carried out in

this area is Karon’s (1958) study involving the Picture-Arrangement

Test (Tomkins and Miner, 1957). The study employed a very large num-

ber of subjects and utilized modern sampling and polling techniques.

Thus, it offers a larger and more representative sample and more objec-

tive scoring than is the case for any comparable study. Unfortunately,

for present purposes, the study focused upon differences between north-

ern and southern Negro subjects, and it was only in connection with a

pilot study that incidental comparisons of Negro and white subjects

were performed. Karon reports differences between both southern and

northern Negroes and between Negro and white subjects in personality

dimensions, particularly those associated with the domain of aggression.

He attributes these group differences to environmental variation.

We mayconclude, then, that thereis little other than opinion, reason-

ing from results with other species, naturalistic observation, or findings

in regard to other human attributes, to support the contention that
here are racial differences in personality attributable to genetic factors.

THE FUTURE OF THE RACE CONCEPT

There seems little doubt, in spite of disclaimers by many distinguished
anthropologists, that the concept of race will continue to prove useful
to the physical anthropologists and indeed to all investigators of the
human organism whoare interested in evolution. In fact, as information
concerning human genetics increases, there is every reason to expect
that classification by race may become more precise and the links to
other domains of biological science more numerous and significant.

Whether the concept of race will prove useful to the student of
behavior is an altogether different question. A satisfactory answer to
this query demandsinformation that is not at present available. If there
are no significant behavior differences between races that can beattrib-
uted principally to biological factors, as many scientists have asserted
and the current climate of public opinion urges, it is difficult to see how
such a classification could be of much interest to the psychologist,
sociologist, or cultural anthropologist. If the undeniable genetic differ-
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ences between races are accompanied bysignificant differences in be-
havior, then there is every reason to expect that the concept may eventu-
ally assume significance, possibly considerable significance, for the
Student of human behavior. Under these circumstances the behavioral
Scientist might come to employ race as a parameter attached to most
empirical relationships in much the same mannerthat variables such
as sex and age are now employed.

At present the educated public and manytrained scientists are so
intensely concerned lest scientific findings be used to support ideas of
racial superiority or race prejudice that it seems unlikely much energy
will be expended in the kinds of research that might document the
behavioral importance of the race concept. If it were possible to over-
come the enormous procedural difficulties to which we have alluded
and explore systematically this unpopular area, it is at least possible
that enough differences would be discovered, of the sort exemplified
by color vision and the PTC ‘‘taster’’ findings, so that race would be-
come an important parameter for the behavior theorist or investigator.
Those meagerfindings already available seem sufficiently robust to dis-
confirm statements such as the following, which is taken from an
authoritative UNESCOreport:

[J ... races or ethnic groups differ in their psychological inheritance. For
that there is no evidence. On the contrary, every racial group contains
individuals who are well endowed, others who are inferior, and still others
in between. As far as we can judge, the range of capacities and the fre-
quency of occurrence of various levels of inherited ability are about the
samein all racial groups.

The scientist knows of no relation between race and psychology. (Kline-
berg, 1961, p. 452)

If we are willing to concede that sensory processes are a legitimate
part of the corpus of psychology, it is clear that we do know of associa-
tions between ‘‘race and psychology.”’

For a variety of reasons the dramatic strain differences in behavior

commonly observed in laboratory animals are unlikely to be approached

by human race differences. Nonetheless, there seem to us no convincing

reasons for expecting a complete absence of significant differences in

behavior between races. This conclusion is by no means evident, how-

ever, for we find distinguished scientists occupying directly opposed
positions on this issue. For example, Mather, in criticizing the UNESCO
statement on race, asserts (The Race Concept, UNESCO, 1951, p. 25):

[] I, of course, entirely agree in condemning Nazi race theory, but I do not

think that the case against it is strengthened by playing down the possibility
of statistical differences, in, for example, the mental capacities of different human

groups. They may not be there, though this would surprise me, but the fact

that we have at present no evidence does not mean that they are not there.

R. A. Fisher, who probably has had as much impact upon the infer-

ence process within social and biological science as any man, advocates
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an even stronger position, suggesting that ‘‘human groups differ pro-

foundly ‘in their innate capacity for intellectual and emotional develop-

ment’ ’’ (The Race Concept, UNESCO, 1951, p. 61).

The cytogeneticist Darlington (The Race Concept, UNESCO, 1951,

p. 26) suggests:

(1 By trying to prove that races do not differ in these respects (mental

characteristics) we do no service to mankind. We conceal the greatest

problem which confronts mankind . . . namely how to use the diverse

... gifts, talents, capacities of each race for the benefit of all races. For

if we were all innately the same how should it profit us to work together?

And what an empty world it would be.

All this points to the importance of investigating systematically that

which largely has been ignored, debated against, or studied through

inappropriate means. In contrast to this position, we find a number of

experts who minimize the likelihood of important racial differences in

behavior in spite of the significant gene differences between races. This

viewpoint has been expounded most effectively by Dobzhansky (1957),

Dobzhansky and Montagu (1947), David and Snyder (1951), and Fuller

and Thompson (1960). It suggests that man has evolved through natural

selection in such a way as to increase trainability, plasticity, and his

capacity to learn. Moreover, the argument goes, in all human races such

characters have had a selective advantage so that there is no reason to

think that selection would have led to significant differences between

races in the relevant gene frequencies. David and Snyder (1951, pp.

71-75) summarize and endorsethis position:

[] ... it is difficult to conceive of any human social organization in which

plasticity of response, as reflected by ability to profit from experience (that

is, by intelligence) and by emotional and temperamental resilience, would

not be at a premium and therefore favored by natural selection. It there-

fore seems to us highly improbable that any significant genetic differentia-

tion in respect to particular response patterns, personality types, temper-

aments, or intellectual capacities among different populations or races has

occurred in the history of human evolution . . . the whole of human

social evolution has occupied only a microscopic fraction of the geologic

time scale, but it is hardly probable, either on theoretic grounds or on the

basis of inferences from human history and archeology, that the biologic

basis of human abilities or behavioral potentialities, whatever these terms

may mean, has appreciably changed during this period.

A similar position is advocated by Fuller and Thompson (1960, pp.

323-324):

[] Do the well-established differences in gene frequencies imply psycho-

logical differences as well? Strains of animals show behavioral differences

correlated with their diversity of genotypes and it can be argued that the

same must be true of human races. Such a view need not imply racial

superiority, merely racial differences. The evidence to prove this point

one way or the other does not exist, nor is it likely to be obtained in the
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near future. Nevertheless, there are reasons to discount the likelihood of
such differences being very important. The most diverse human cultures
have common features related to the perpetuation of the species. It is
difficult to conceive of a society in which intelligence, cooperation, and
physical vigor would not have positive selective value. Hence it is likely
that natural selection tends to oppose the establishment of major herita-
ble behavior differences between races.

Having argued against race differences in behavior, the authors go on
to suggest that the same argument does not apply to social-class differ-
ences. Consequently, they believe it is more reasonable to expect
genetically determined differences in behavior between classes than be-
tween races. This latter point is in opposition to the conclusions of
David and Snyder (1951) but is congruent with a viewpoint advanced
by Tryon (1957) and Stern (1960).

In spite of the weight of authority behind the above statements, it
seems to us there are significant flaws in the reasoning. First, Dob-
zhansky has emphasized the importance of natural selection in man in
relation to culture transmission and yet he fails to underline the enor-
mous discrepancies between racesin the efficiency with which culture is
transmitted (for example, the difference between literate and nonliterate

societies). Some of these differences are closely associated with race
differences, have existed for many thousands of years, and presumably
have been accompanied by very different selection pressures in regard
to characters potentially relevant to culture transmission, such as
“intelligence.”’

Second, most of the above reasoning appears to assumethatintel-

ligence is a unitary variable concerned solely with plasticity or modi-
fiability of behavior. Yet most specialists today would argue for the

existence of components or factors of intelligence (for example, verbal

comprehension, reasoning, perceptual speed, associative memory) that

are not highly intercorrelated and certainly are not related by any simple

function to plasticity. Presumably these various components of intelli-

gence may have had quite different selective advantages in particular
ecological settings and cultures. We know, for example, that numerical

reasoning or quantitative capacity is not strongly associated with all

other types of intellectual capacity, and we also know that races have
differed enormously in their utilization of, and contributions to, the
number system. Is it not likely that there would be a selection advantage
for genes relevant to this variable (if such exist) in one race and no

such advantage in other races? Indeed, even within a single culture,
existing evidence suggests that different factors of intelligence may be

subject to different degrees of genetic control. Blewett (1954) working

with identical and fraternal twins in England found coefficients of herita-

bility ranging from .07 to .68. As already discussed, Vandenberg (1962)

has reported comparable findings based upon an American sample. The

newest study in this area (R. C. Nichols, 1965) employed the National
Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test and found heritability coefficients for

the five subtests ranging from .27 to .80. Such findings certainly argue
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against treating intelligence as a unitary variable that is subjected to

uniform selection pressure in all cultures.

Third, the argument advanced by Fuller and Thompson that different

cultures have commonattributes related to survival scarcely seems to

differentiate the human race from an animal strain or species, where

there are also common demandsrelated to survival and yet pronounced

‘race’ differences in behavior. It seems reasonable to expect that attri-

butes such as physical vigor are much moreregularly related to survival

across lower animal strains than across human races and societies.

One may go even further and suggest, contrary to the assertions of these

authors, that what we know of different races, their associated cultures,

and their physical settings suggests that physical vigor, cooperation,

and (components of) intelligence may have had quite different selective

significance in different races. Social structure, specifically kinship

system and marriage rules, could have enormouseffects upon selection

within different societies and possibly races. Moreover, cultural (and

racial) differences might also lead to very different patterns of assorta-

tive mating which, if accompanied by differential selection, again could

produce systematic differences in the rate or type of change in the

gene pool. A careful analysis of these variables in relation to natural

selection would be essential in order to be sure that there were uniform

opportunities for natural selection to influence allelic frequencies in

different races.

Eventually this issue must be resolved on the basis of empirical evi-

dence, albeit evidence that is singularly difficult to obtain. In the mean-

time, however, it seems to us surprising that one would accept present

findings in regard to the existence of genetic, anatomical, physiological,

and epidemiological differences between races (Garn, 1960, 1961; Boyd,

1950) and still expect to find no meaningful differences in behavior

between races.

In addition to advocating a more serious inquiry into the possible

existence of psychological race differences, we might further observe

that the proper study of racial differences may necessarily involve a

return to the kinds of simple processes and modes of response that

characterized the study of individual differences prior to the Binet revo-

lution. Not only is it likely that important associations with underlying

genetic factors will be visible easily only in connection with simple

behavior processes, but also the possibility of at least partially disen-

tangling the effect of culture from the effect of race is greatest with

instruments or techniques that minimize the importance of language

and other complex processes that are heavily influenced by the socializa-

tion process. This should not be understood to imply that there are no

exceedingly difficult empirical problems associated with studying simpler

processes in different races. The problems remain severe and demand

careful and sophisticated investigation if there is to be any likelihood

of unambiguous findings. Nonetheless, in comparison with intellectual

and personality variables, sensory-motor processes present difficulties

of a much lower magnitude.
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CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we may say that the concept of race has little importance
for the student of human behavior at present. There are areas of human
behavior whereit is as misleading to refer to ‘‘the human being” asit
is in Comparative animal psychologyto refer to ‘‘the rat,’’ ‘‘the mouse,”
or ‘‘the monkey”; these include the areas of the sensory processes or
of the enzyme deficiencies where major genes have high penetrance and
nearly constant expression in most environments. In these domains,
major genes with clear-cut behavioral consequences may control in
most environments a large proportion of the observed variation within
and between races. These are the areas in behavioral science where
the concept of race—or its biological equivalent—is needed to give a
satisfactory account of the observed variation. But the behavioral conse-
quences of such known major genes are not very important for human
behavior considered broadly. For the areas of human behavior that are
vital in everyday life, for the varieties of behavior that allow individuals
to participate satisfactorily in their society, there is no comparable
evidence for genetically determined racial differences. Indeed there is
at least the possibility that selection acting over the past 2 or more
million years has made genes adaptive for symbolic behavior, for be-
havior associated with language, and consequently has made it very
unlikely that such racial differences exist.

The concept of race is likely to remain of small general importance
for behavioral science until anthropologists and other students of human
biology replace the typological and taxonomic notion of race with a
dynamic notion based on the genetic theory of evolution. The possi-
bility of future change in the status of the concept is dependent upon
increased activity in an area of research that is procedurally difficult,
politically dangerous, and personally repugnant to most psychologists,
sociologists, and anthropologists.
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[] ... among all the numerous experiments made, not one has been carried

out to such an extent and in such a way as to makeit possible to deter-

mine the number of different forms under which the offspring of hybrids

appear, or to arrange these forms with certainty according to their sepa-
rate generations, or definitely to ascertain their statistical relations (Mendel,

1866, p. 8).

Where are we? This volume represents but a stage in the growth (or
perhaps convergence) of two fields, behavior study and the study of

heredity. Prior to the work it considers, both had been developing inde-
pendently (almost in reproductive isolation). To what extent or in what

ways may we now maintain that there has been, will be, or must be a

synthesis of concepts and techniques from the two fields into the kind

of joint effort | call behavior-genetic analysis? One affirmative answer

presents itself as soon as werealize there are problems that can now

be analyzed and understood better from the new synthetic point of view

than was possible previously.

THE TRYON EFFECT

As the DeFries survey and the McClearn discussion show, selective
breeding and inbred strain comparison have hitherto been the methods

of choice in laboratory behavior-genetic analysis. Since almost all selec-
tion and strain comparison studies have failed to yield comprehensible

results in the later steps of their analyses, it will be instructive to re-
examine them from a point of view that may appear new to many people

today, though in fact it derives directly from Mendel’s 1866 paper. As

Sir Gavin de Beer has sadly observed (1964, p. 192): ‘‘Little apology

is felt to be needed for going back to a source of information so ele-
mentary, because it is to be feared that readers of Mendel’s original

paper are not now numerous.’’ Ever since Mendel, a standard pro-

1 The work on this chapter was done with the support of the National Institute of

Mental Health Training Grant 1 TO1 MH 10715-01 BLS to the University of IIlinois

for Research Training in the Biological Sciences.
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cedure has been to hybridize strains showing extreme expression of
some trait and to look for the segregation of genetic factors in the F,
generation.

Because chromosomes were unknown to Mendel, much of his discus-
sion is formulated in terms of (what are now called phenotypic) char-
acters. In the following quotations from the translation (Bennett, 1965,
pp. 27 and 44) of Mendel’s classic paper | have substituted contem-
porary cytogenetic terminology in order to transpose his argument from
the level of the phenotype to the level of the genotype. For each sub-
stitution, Mendel’s original language is given first in italics and in
parentheses, and is followed immediately bymy substitution, in brackets.

L] If n represents the numberof (differentiating characters) [chromosome
pairs] in the two original stocks, 3” gives the number of (terms of the
combination series) [genotypic combinations], 4" the number of (individ-
uals which belong to the series) [cells in the genotype matrix], and 2” the
number of unions which (remain constant) [produce complete homozygotes].

[] . . . the (series) [matrix] in each separate experiment must contain
very many forms, since the numberof (terms) [genotypes] . . . increases
with the numberof the (differentiating characters) [chromosome pairs] as the
powers of three. With a relatively small number of experimental plants the
result therefore could only be approximately right, and in single cases
might fluctuate considerably. If, for instance, the two original stocks differ
in seven (characters) [chromosomes], and 100-200 plants were raised from
the seeds of their (hybrids) [Fis] to determine the grade of relationship of
the offspring, we can easily see how uncertain the decision must have
become since for seven (differentiating characters) [chromosomepairs] the
combination (series) [matrix] contains 16,384 individuals under 2187 (vari-
ous forms) [different genotypes]; now one and then another relationship
could assert its predominance, just according as chance presented this or
that form to the observer in a majority of cases.

One of the best known and most widely referenced experiments in the
behavioral science literature is the Tryon selective-breeding study of
maze learning in rats, begun in 1925 and continued until 1940. Many
aspects of Tryon’s simple experiment have been replicated in the same
and different behaviors in the same and different species. One of his
replicable results has stood as an enigma in the field for over 27 years.
It has even been embalmedin the literature like a classic and labeled
the “Tryon effect’’ by Scott and Fuller: ‘‘The F,’s and F's show the
Same *amount of variance and [they] overlap both parent strains”
(1965, p. 264).

Tryon bred rats selectively on the basis of their error scores in
learning a multiple T-maze. Three times between the eleventh and
twenty-second generations of selection the reproductively isolated
“bright’’ and ‘‘dull’’ strains were testcrossed to produce F, and F,
progeny. According to (naive) Mendelian theory, because of segregation
in the F’,, its variance should be detectably larger than that of the F,.
All three times this expected result failed to appear. This failure to
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obtain an increase in variance from the F, to the F, generation has

been called the ‘‘Tryon effect.’’ It has happened often, though not in-

variably, in behavior-genetic studies.

Tryon (1940, p. 116) sought possible explanations for his findings,

and, long before the advent of the computer, he developed ingenious

Monte Carlo methods for generating models with dice. Quite correctly,

he believed that he was dealing with a polygenic situation, then called

multiple-factor determination. In 1951 Hall, one of Tryon’s first students,

attributed the Tryon effect to lack of sufficient inbreeding in the selected

lines: ‘“‘The ambiguity that results from crossing strains that are not

homozygous .. .”’ (1951, p. 322); of course he was correct. But that

is only one aspect, and not the most important.In 1958 Caspari (p. 119)

suggested that behavior may show properties that are different from

morphology. Possibly behavioral heterosis is expressed in increased

variability while morphological heterosis shows greater uniformity. Quite

wisely, he qualified his remarks by indicating the need for more evi-

dence. In 1960, in the text that established the field, Fuller and Thomp-

son made use of both the Hall and Caspari interpretations. In 1962,

| too described the results of a selection and hybridization study (of

phototaxis in Drosophila) in the following terms (Hirsch, 1962, p. 16):

[] Our first attempt at analysis for phototaxis seemed successful. The F,

hybrid was no more variable than the selected strains. . . . Furthermore,

the F. was more variable than the F,. . . . We immediately attempted to

replicate this important result. Our replication foundered on the same

shoals as much of the previous mammalian work. The Fi: hybrid was as

variable as the F%.

In what is becoming an extensive literature on behavior genetics there

are no explanations of why these experiments were doomed to failure

from the outset. Typological thinking had blinded us all to the nature

of the biological situation in the Tryon paradigm. We were thinking of

the rat and hoping to map its chromosomesin the same reductionistic

way that brains were supposed to have been mapped against behavior

in physiological studies.

If we stop thinking about the archetypal rat, however, and focus our

attention on a species population of unique organisms having a karyo-

type of 21 pairs of chromosomes,the flaw in the reasoning about these

studies becomes embarrassingly obvious. If, for simplicity, we treat the

chromosomes as major indivisible genes, a little Mendelian algebra

will show the nature of the experiment that breeds F, and F’, generations

by hybridizing two strains having different sets of chromosomes. (To

simplify matters further, we can make the unrealistic assumption that

the strains being crossed are perfectly homozygous for different forms

of each chromosome, and we shall ignore the difference between sex

chromosomes and autosomes.)

The numberof different kinds of gametes that can be producedis a

number equal to 2 (for the two chromosomesin eachpair) raised to a

power equal to the number of chromosomepairs in the set. Since the rat

has a 21-chromosome-pair karyotype, it can produce 2?1(=2,097,152),
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or over 2 million, kinds of gametes. For the rat the matrix of genotypes
analogous to Bruell’s Tables 13.2 and 13.3 (page 273) would have to
contain 4?1(=4,386,046,511,104), or over 4 trillion, cells. Such a
matrix would contain 321(=4,782,969), or about 434 million, different
genotypes. Of these, 271 or slightly over 2 million are homozygotes and
appear only once, in the main diagonal of the 4-trillion-cell matrix, if
and only if the theoretical distribution of proportions is realized exactly.
Otherwise, unless the matrix is replicated, many will not appear atall.
Any experiment intended to sample the spectrum of possible genotypes
must be planned so that there is a statistically sufficient number of
replications of the appropriate genotype matrix. In other words, these
experiments never had the slightest chance of making the measure-
ments for which they were intended—a limitation that applies equally
to the four-way and eight-way crosses discussed on page 319, as analo-
gous calculations would show!

Thus the Tryon effect can be attributed to the design of experiments
having insufficient magnitude—a problem clearly understood by Mendel
over a century ago, but not often since then. We realize today that it
amounts to ignoring species karyotype in breeding for recombinant
genotypes. Therefore, many conceivable experiments are a practical im-
possibility—a conclusion reached by Bruell (on page 279) when he
considers an analogous problem in the context of the diallel analysis.

HERITABILITY, BEHAVIORISM, NORM OF
REACTION, AND BEHAVIORAL ‘‘LAWS”

Perhaps nothing has vitiated more work than the misunderstanding of
the heredity-environment pseudoquestion. It usually involves nontech-
nical use of the heritability concept. Since it has been asserted as
official dogma of the American Psychological Association that John B.
Watson’s work ‘‘has been one of the vital determinants of the form
and substance of modern psychology”’ (Science, 129:198, 1959), it is
essential that we understand the fallacious reasoning on which our
behavioristic heritage (excessively anti-intellectual) has been based.

Johannsen’s demonstration—that variation (1) within pure lines is
attributable to environmental rather than to genetic influences and (2)
between pure lines shows independence of environment and can be
attributed to genotypic differences—became a milestone of biosocial
science, being the first clear separation of nonheritable from heritable
variation. Watson reported Johannsen’s experiment correctly and then
announcedto his gullible psychological progeny (Watson, 1914, p. 161):
‘The results of this experimental work .. . prove conclusively that the
vast majority of the variations of organisms are not inherited’’—a fan-
tastic non sequitur. The very observations that, to biology, meant non-
inheritance of environmental influences (Lamarck’s theory still had
adherents) and that variation could be analyzed intelligibly into genetic
and environmental components provided psychology, through Watson's
misinterpretation, with the procrustean frame that was to trap us in
typological thinking for another half century.

In more recent times Fuller and Thompson (1960) have most wisely
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pointed out that ‘‘heritability is a property of populations and not of

traits.’’ (Conceived of in any way other than as an observable attribute

of the individual members of specific populations, a trait becomes a

platonistic reification. It is precisely for this reason that the heritability

concept can apply only to a population—that which may have more

or less trait-relevant genetic variation.) Yet, somewhat later, even Scott

and Fuller (1965) seem to have slipped back into repeated attempts

to estimate ‘‘the effect of heredity upon behavior’ (see Hirsch, 1965,

p. 819).

Ironically, now that the pernicious influence of American behaviorism

has been controverted, the likelihood of indiscriminate use of the con-

cepts of heredity presents an even greater danger than when their use

was to be expected mainly in a more specialized literature. For example,

in Science within a 3-year period we have witnessed a neo-Watsonian

“restatement of radical behaviorism’’ (Science, 140:95, 1963) fol-

lowed by a post-eleventh-hour disavowal of Watsonian extremism ex-

pressed in hopelessly vague language: ‘‘not denying that a substantial

part of behavior is inherited,’ and a specialist in learning wanting ‘to

emphasize what could be done in spite of genetic limitations,’’ and

‘“‘any genetic trait,’ etc.; then added to all that was a statement of

hubris: ‘‘no reputable [sic!] student of animal behavior has ever. .. .”

(Science, 153:1205, 1966). Such behavioristic confusion, unfortunately

quite representative, contrasts painfully with a clarity to be found in

the treatment of that same topic by two nongeneticists in the finest

animal-behavior text of the postwar period (the latter is admittedly,

perhaps, a unique example, but therefore all the more important):

“When a geneticist speaks of an inherited trait he refers not to a

characteristic of one individual but to the difference between two

individuals or groups of individuals, or populations. . . . At no pointis

the inference drawn that a particular trait in a given individual animal

is inherited: rather a certain difference between the traits of the two

individuals is shown to be inherited.’’ In the same discussion these

authors make the observation, most insightful and important theoret-

ically, that an analogous argument applies to what has too often been

vaguely called acquired or learned traits: ‘‘We can speak of the differ-

ence between the behavior of a trained and an untrained animal as

learned, provided that their genotypes are similar, but the behavior of

a single individual cannot be spoken of as learned’’ (Marler and Ham-

ilton, 1966, p. 619).

In the past, when behaviorists wished to pay token respect to hered-

ity but to justify concentrating all their efforts on studying the “more

important’? environmental conditions, some such statement would be

made as: Heredity sets the limits but environment determines the

extent of development within those limits. Paradoxically that statement

is at once true and misleading. Its truth lies in its expression of the

norm-of-reaction concept: The phenotypic development of each geno-

type is determined by its ontogenetic environment. [The norm of re-

action was beautifully illustrated by Stockard’s experiment (1907)

showing that, when magnesium salts are added to water, eggs of the
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“normally’’ two-eyed minnow Fundulus develop into an ‘‘abnormal’’
cyclopean form.] The misleading aspects of the statement are due to
typological thinking. Because there is no place for individual differences
in the typological frarne (uniformity is axiomatic), a true statement has
been misconstrued as justifying the impossible, that is, the study of
environmental influences per se. What | call impossible (theoretically)
might have been practically feasible (loosely speaking) if the variation
pattern for responding to the limitless set of conceivable environmental
conditions were exactly the same for all possible genotypes. Since
genotypic diversity and genotype-environment interaction are apparently
ubiquitous, attempts to study the laws of environmental influence have
been grasping at shadows.

The 50-year fiasco that was behaviorism, what the Brelands (1961)
correctly called “a clear and utter failure of conditioning theory,” re-
sulted from a blind fixation on the impossible task of trying to general-
ize about ‘‘laws’’ of environmental influence. More than a decade ago
it had been pointed out, “‘It is patent . . . that environmental influence
must be an influence on something and therefore the laws of such in-
fluence must differ as the object influenced differs’’ (Hirsch and Tryon,
1956, p. 403). When taken seriously, those much bruited “‘laws’’ must
be descriptions of a limitless set of genotypic normsof reaction. Since
there is no a priori reason to expect any two genotypes to have the
Same norm of reaction, whether or not any, in fact, do have must
always remain an empirical question.

Heritability measurement itself is usually approached from the var-
lance-componentpoint of view,as illustrated by several chapters in this
volume. The danger of confusion is reasonably small so long asit is
discussed in biometrically sophisticated circles. More general use of
the heritability concept, however, runs the serious risk of misinterpre-
tation, because of the typological thinking prevalent in manyfields that
have still to assimilate the population concept now diffusing from evo-
lutionary genetics throughout the biosocial sciences; e.g., see Mather’s
(1967) account of how the Nobel laureate in physics and professor of
engineering science ‘‘William B. Shockley . . . falls into one of the
classical genetical errors of confusing the apportionment among con-
tributory agencies of the causation of a characteritself with the appor-
tionment of causation of the variation it is observed to show” (p. 126).

If heritability is approached with a proper appreciation of the norm
of reaction, however, some of the pitfalls may be avoided. The norm-
of-reaction concept applies to genetic systems at all levels of organiza-
tion, from the alleles of a single locus and the total genotype of an
individual to the population gene pool. The effects of any genetic sys-
tem depend upon the context in which it is acting: the genetic back-
ground or genotype in which individual genes occur, the population of
which an individual genotype is a part, and the environment in which
genes, individuals, and populations exist.

When these considerations are taken into account, we see whyit is
impossible to generalize about the contribution to a phenotype of either
heredity or environment. The interpretation usually made is that the
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average expression of a trait in a specific population can be changed

by selection pressure when heritability is high or by environmental

selection when heritability is low. This means that high heritability

indicates the possibility, through selective breeding, of accumulating

alleles favoring a desired expression of a trait, whereas low heritability

indicates the possibility that exposing all individuals to the same se-

lected environmental conditions will promote their uniformity with re-

spect to some desired expressionof thattrait.

Accepting the foregoing as a reasonably correct version of what is

often said does not complete the story, however. Nature proves to be

far more complex than sucha relatively simple characterization implies.

It is important to understand how a measured heritability is obtained

in order to understand what it means. It is obtained from the measure-

ment of the expression of sometrait by a certain set of genotypesin

a certain set of environments. Statistical analysis (based on very ex-

plicit additivity assumptions) of such measurements then yields an

estimate of the percentageof trait variance that is inferred to be related

to the additive contemporary genetic variance. Naturally such measure-

ment requires a perfectly balanced experimental design: all genotypes

(or their trait-revelant components) measured against all environments

(or their trait-relevant components). Few, if any, behavioral studies

have been so thorough, certainly not any human studies. [The herit-

abilities estimated in our simple Drosophila phototaxis experiment

(Hirsch and Boudreau, 1958) and in Dobzhansky and Spassky’s (1967)

were based on measurements made undera single set of environmental

conditions. ]

Only when we consider the number of possible genotypes and the

number of potential environments that may influence trait expression

do we begin to realize how narrowly limited is the range of applicability

for any obtained heritability measure. J. B. S. Haldane has shown that

for m genotypes and n environments ‘‘we have (mn)!/m!n! possible

types of interaction; for example, if m = n = 10, there are 7.09 x 101*4

types. Even for the simplest case but one, of two genotypes in three

environments or three genotypes in two environments, there are sixty

types of interactions’’ (Haldane, 1946, p. 202). Furthermore, in the

recurrent reports about the achievement of strength through adversity

by ‘‘exceptional’’ cases, for example, there is a strong suggestion

(though obviously not proof) that it is futile to attempt to characterize

an environment as generally favorable or unfavorable. Since each

genotype has its unique norm of reaction, there is no a priori reason

to expect any environmental condition to be universally beneficial or

harmful. Some average measure of an environmental influence, there-

fore, is applicable only to those genotypes affected by it in the same

way or, at least, in the same general direction. This means that the

characterization of a genotype-environment interaction can only be

ad hoc.
It should also be pointed out that one can not infer from a high

heritability that environmental selection is hopeless. Tryon’s rats showed

a very high heritability, but this did not mean that their performance
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was ‘‘genetically determined.’’ They showed a genetic difference in their
responsiveness to the training conditions that Tryon had administered
to them. Later McGaugh, Jennings, and Thompson (1962) demonstrated
that, for two strains differing in the way Tryon’s did, a change in
training procedures can eliminate the difference by raising the level
of performance of the low strain to that of the high strain (also, see
Caspari’s discussion of ‘‘the genetic control of a character,’’ page 5).

For the foregoing reasons, | cannot seriously consider heritability to
be ‘‘one of the central concepts of modern genetics.’’ Heritability
estimation of course can sometimes serve as an early step in the
description of genotype-phenotype relations. Perhaps it is most useful
for comparing several polygenic traits in a given population having
a known breeding regimen under well-specified conditions.

HOMOZYGOUS PURITY

Ever since Johannsen’s work many people have considered the use
of homozygous pure lines to be an experimental ideal. Sometimes the
failure to use homozygous lines has been criticized as leading to un-
interpretable results, e.g., Hall’s critique of the Tryon effect cited
earlier; also in this context see McClearn’s discussion in Chapter 15
of the advantages of control and replicability offered by inbred strains
and R. C. Roberts’ warning in Chapter 11 that they represent merely
a single gamete.

In 1921 Wright reported calculations for the approach to homo-
zygosity under various inbreeding regimens in the case of twoalleles at
a single locus. Wright's calculations show that 95 percent expected
homozygosity is reached before the eleventh generation of sib mating.
For reasons to be discussed, these calculations have been widely inter-
preted as applying to the entire genome.

That this is no longer the safest interpretation can be seen in several
ways. If we considerfirst the matrix of genotypes referred to previously
in discussing the Tryon effect, there are 42° cells in the matrix for an
animal like the mouse having 20 chromosomepairs. Of these, all are
heterozygous for from 1 to 20 chromosomes, except the 22° different
types represented in the main diagonal of the appropriate genotype
matrix. The likelihood of a randomly chosen mating pair having the
same homozygous genotype is 14° (their sex-chromosomedifference is
ignored in this argument). The probability of a given individual being
homozygous is 229/420 — 142°: the probability that a second individ-
ual will have the same genotypeas the first one chosen is 1/20 — 1/40:
and the probability of the simultaneous occurrence of these two inde-
pendent events is the product of their separate probabilities: T/y20 x
T/,40 — 146°, Moreover, when an inbred line is begun with noninbred
individuals, it is reasonable to assume that every chromosomepair in
the karyotypes of the two individuals matedis heterozygous for at least
some genes and therefore that the individuals are not isogenic with
respect to any pair of chromosomes.

If, for simplicity, we focus on each chromosome as an indivisible
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supergene, the chromosomeconstitution of each mating pair will be of

the nature (A,A.B,B.C,C, ...S,S,T,T.) X (A;A,B,B,C,C,...S38,T3T,),

where a letter stands for a chromosome, different letters represent

heterologous chromosomes, and the different numerical subscripts at-

tached to the same letter indicate the nonidentity (heterozygosity) of

homologs. Clearly, a mating of this type produces only heterozygous

offspring. For each chromosome the results of such a mating will be

A,A, X A,A, = A,A, or A,A, or A.A; or A,A,. When these 4 genotypes

are then intermated, they produce 10 genotypes in the next generation,

4 homozygotes and 6 heterozygotes: A,A,, AAs, A;A3, AyAy, AAs,

A,A;, A,A,, A.Az, A,A,, and A,A,. For 20 chromosomes each having 4

such alternative homologs, the genotype matrix has 10?° cells. Of these,

420 cells (the main diagonal) contain pure homozygotes, each one of

which is a different combination of 20 homozygous pairs of chromo-

somes. Thus it is clear that the likelihood of two completely identical

homozygous genotypes arising simultaneously and combining in a sib

mating eariy in an inbreeding program is infinitesimally small.

Li has observed that the work on the percentage of homozygosity

attained (or, what is equivalent, the residual heterozygosity) after n

generations of inbreeding ‘‘can be interpreted in three ways. The sim-

plest interpretation is with respect to the proportion of Aa in the gen-

eral population for one pair of genes. The second is with respect to

heterozygous pairs (of all loci) in a population. But for most practical

breeding purposes the third interpretation is the most important—it

measures the degree of genetic uniformity of individuals subjected to

selfing or crossing among themselves” (Li, 1955, p. 106; also see

p. 118). In other words, we can focus our attention on a single locus

in a large population and ask what percentage of the individuals in

that population will carry homozygous alleles at one particular locus

after n generations of a given inbreeding regimen or we can focus

attention on a single inbreeding line and ask what percentage of all

its loci carry homozygousalleles after a similar n generations of a given

inbreeding regimen.

At the present time there is another question to which an answer is

needed. Many laboratories today carry inbred stocks. Therefore, there

are, throughout the world, populations of inbred lines from several

species. Because the genetic correlates of so much behavior are proving

to be polygenic, it is now very important to know the probability of com-

plete genome homozygosity after n generations of a given inbreeding

regimen for any randomly selected line, i.e., the proportion of all lines

that can be expected to have attained complete homozygosity in n

generations. That is, instead of considering either one gene across a

population of lines or the population of genes comprising the genome

of one line (two mathematically equivalent problems), we must now

consider a population of genes (some estimate of the total numberof

genes in a species genome) across a population of inbred lines.

The following expressions derived by Prof. Rafael Hanson of Long

Beach State College, California, permit an approximate calculation

of the approach to homozygosity for / loci over n generations; the

first equation assumes each gene in the genome to be heterozygous
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at the start for two alleles, for example, A,A.B,B, ... N,N,,
and the second equation assumes heterozygosity at the start in
every mating pair for four alleles of each gene, for example, (A,A.B,B,
...N,N2) X (A;A,B,B, .. . N,N,). For the two-allele case, g, ~ [1 —
0.7236(0.8090)"]’ and for the four-allele case, g, ~[1— 1.1708
(0.8090)”]’. These approximations are Satisfactory for n > 5 and g,,
— O forn=0O.

After n = 20 generations of sib mating, therefore, the percentage of
homozygosity expected for 1=1, 4, 20, and 39 loci, respectively, is
En ~ 98.96, 95.91, 81.13, and 66.51 for two alleles, and g, ~ 98.31,
93.42, 71.12, and 51.45 for four alleles. These cases might be con-
sidered to represent, respectively, one gene and the chromosome com:
plements of the fruit fly, the mouse, and the dog. An analogous
calculation shows that for the mouseover 65 generations of sib mating
are required to attain 99 percent homozygosity, on the assumption that
there might be 10,000 independent genes having only two alleles each.

WHAT’S IN A NAME?

At various times different names have been proposed for the kind of
research and thinking we have been discussing: psychogenetics, ge-
netics of behavior, behavior genetics, behavioral genetics, and behavior-
genetic analysis.

Adoption of the term psychogenetics would be confusing for several
reasons but mainly because it has long had almost the opposite mean-
ing to that its proponents now wishit to convey. Psychogenetics means
the study of psychogenesis, which, in turn, has the following meanings:
(1) the genesis or origin of the soul or mind or of a mental function
or trait, (2) development from psychic as distinguished from somatic
Origins (i.e., psychogenic), and (3) development from mental factors
operating through the central nervous system. These are the meanings
that tradition and usage by quite distinguished authors have assigned
to the family of terms derived from the combination of psycho and
genesis. There is almost perfect agreement on this matter among an
array of authorities: Webster's Third International Dictionary, Com-
prehensive Dictionary of Psychological Terms by English and English,
Piéron’s Vocabulaire de la Psychologie, Lalande’s Vocabulaire Tech-
nique et Critique de la Philosophie, the 1966 Encyclopaedia Britannica,
and The Oxford English Dictionary. The last gives an ample set of
quotations and references.

It is in the typological frame with its reductionist ideal that the
temptation to speak about the genetics of behavior is perhaps strong-
est. Paradoxically many people, as well as most genetics textbooks,
assimilate genetics itself to the typological frame of reference: There
are typologically conceived traits and typologically conceived genes,
and wherever a correlation between the two can be established one
has a reductionistic causal explanation. As Caspari explains, the ge-
netic correlate(s) ‘‘of a character in a population depend(s) on the
genetic structure of the population rather than on the genetic nature
of the character itself’ etc. (page 5). To be concrete: It is one
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thing to find a gene like the one associated with the phenylketonuria

condition in man, but it would be folly to claim that the ‘‘bad”’ allele of

this gene produces mental deficiency and its ‘‘good’’ allele produces

mental sufficiency. Mental deficiency can occur in many ways—without

the presence of the phenylketonuria condition. Furthermore, the ‘‘right’’

genotype is no guarantee of either the presence or the absence of

phenylketonuria (see Connell et al., 1962). The expression of any gene

depends upon the prevailing genetic background, the prevailing en-

vironmental conditions, and their many possible interactions.

| began my own experimental work by asking the question: How far

can we Carry genetic analysis of behavior. We chose the fruit fly in the

hope that we could take advantage of the great body of knowledge and

techniques accumulated in the study of an animal that had been so

well analyzed genetically.

While many of us have tried to study the genetics of behavior,

as a result of much discussion and experimentation over more than a

decade we have cometo realize that it is impossible to study the ge-

netics of behavior. We can study the behavior of an organism, the

genetics of a population, and individual differences in the expression

of some behavior by the members of that population. For this reasonit

is less confusing to speak of behavior-genetic analyses, understanding

by that expression simultaneously the analysis of well-defined be-

haviors into their sensory and response components, the reliable and

valid measurement of individual differences in the behaviors and in

their component responses, and then subsequent breeding analysis or,

for man, pedigree analysis by the methods of genetics over a specified

set of generations in the history of a given population under known

ecological conditions. We know full well that both the behavioral and

the genetic properties can and will vary over time, over ecological con-

ditions, and among populations. Furthermore, there will be no simple

isomorphism between the two.

THE STUDY OF MAN?

Next, we shall consider the study of man from the standpoint of be-

havior-genetic analysis. By and large, human behavior genetics has long

consisted of a series of rounds in the heredity-environment contro-

versy. A spectrum of behavior traits has provided the battlegrounds for

numerous repetitions of this sterile controversy.

In their summary of behavior genetics through 1960, Fuller and

Thompson (1960, p. 95) observed:

C] The distinction between human and animal behavior genetics is more

than a matter of the species studied or the techniques which are feasible

in the two fields. The primary objectives of the workers in the two areas

2 The material in this section is drawn from a paper presented first to the conference

on the Behavioral Consequences of Genetic Differences in Man of the Wenner-Gren

Foundation for Anthropological Research, Burg-Wartenstein, Austria, Sept. 16-28, 1964

(Spuhler, 1967) and developed further for an invited address to the American Psycho-

logical Association (Hirsch, 1967).
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are different. Animal experimenters use genetics as a device to study the
nature of the variables which determine behavior. In getting such informa-
tion, traits and subjects are selected for study because of experimental
convenience, not because wheel running, maze learning, and audiogenic
seizures in rodents are socially or economically important.

In contrast, workers in human behavior genetics have concentrated on
problems of social significance and accumulated a great body of observa-
tions on intelligence (particularly mental defect), psychoses, and other
psychiatric problems. The desire to put the newly discovered science of
genetics at the service of human welfare led some early twentieth cen-
tury scientists to make excessive claims for the importance of heredity in
the origin of social maladjustment. The anti-heredity movement was equally
one-sided in the oppositedirection. Though the battle between hereditar-
ians and environmentalists no longer rages conspicuously, the concern
with applied problems still persists among most human geneticists who
deal with psychological characters.

lt is only when we understand both genetics and the complexity of
the genotype-environment system of interactions which is responsible
for everything that can be observedat the level of the phenotype—and
the subject matter of the behavioral sciences resides almost exclusively
at the level of the phenotype—that the problems of genetic analysis
and behavioral analysis can be separated rationally. Because of the
mosaic nature of the genome, because of mutation, segregation, inde-
pendent assortment, recombination, and the consequent family trans-
mission pattern for hereditary endowment, today we understand both
the ubiquity of individual differences and the importanceof their study.
Before we understood Mendelian genetics, the usual reason for study-
ing individual differences was a hope of relating those differences to

typic traits are polygenic, because phenocopies do occur, because of
the complexity of norms of reaction, etc., it is now important to sep-
arate the problem of inferring the nature of the details of specific ge-
netic systems in man from the study of human phenotypic variation.

It is now realized that the description and phenotypic analysis of
human variation are legitimate—and important—scientific tasks in
their own right (see Brozek, 1966). The question of the relationships that
prevail for particular phenotypes between componentsof their genotype
and components of their environment is a separate question and a
most difficult and complex one. For many reasons it is now clear that
only a biosocial science, that is built upon a solid foundation of the
most thorough understanding possible of genetics and population struc-
ture, can be completely free of any preoccupation with the heredity-
environment pseudoquestion.

| shall now argue for the desirability of a pure-science approach to
behavior-genetic analysis in man as well as in animals. Near the end
of their book, Fuller and Thompson (1960, p. 318) observed: ‘Possibly
the most significant contribution of behavior genetics is its documenta-
tion of the fact that two individuals of superficially similar phenotypes
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may be quite different genotypically and respond in completely different

fashion when treated alike.’’ While Fuller and Thompson's observation

may be self-evident to evolutionary biologists who fully appreciate the

population concept, it remains incomprehensible to many behavioral

scientists still trapped in the typological mode of thought. It certainly

suggests that behavior measurement offers an approach with extremely

high resolving power for the analysis of human diversity.

A pure-science approach to behavior-genetic analysis in man has as

its objective the discovery and understanding of natural units. In animal

ethology, there is a face validity to according natural-unit status to such

behaviors as nesting, courtship, and predation—activities that have

obviously been molded by the prolonged interaction of the species

genome and the forces of natural selection. Man too is an animal whose

characteristics have evolved through natural selection. But, as we now

study his behavior in civilization, there is no comparable face validity

permitting us to apply the label ‘‘natural’’ to most of the units we

observe.

In contemporary behavioral science, far more attention has been paid

to man’s social roles than to his biological properties. In industrial psy-

chology, for example, tests are devised to select individuals who will

most skillfully perform those tasks for which they are needed by indus-

try. Because of the speed of cultural evolution, man cannot possibly

have been subjected to intense natural selection for his technological

skills, though man must employ the capacities he has evolved in the

exercise of skills. The great challenge now before the behavioral sciences

lies in the behavior-genetic analysis of man’s biological properties and

the elucidation of their modus operandi in a sociotechnological context.

A review of the world’s literature on the relationship between heredity

and tested intelligence by Erlenmeyer-Kimling and Jarvik (Table 19.6,

page 403) has revealed the remarkable fact that, for the distributions

of correlational measures collected over the past half century, a most

consistent pattern exists. The value of the intelligence correlation be-

tween relatives increases as the degree of biosocial relationship becomes

closer. This supports, though certainly doesnot prove, the suggestion

that behavior may provide one of our most sensitive measures of the

human diversity we now knowexists.

Clearly, data like those in the review merely demonstrate the herita-

bility of a trait. That tested intelligence or most other human character-

istics will show some measurable heritability, however, is knowledge

that should no longer evoke surprise. Since heritabilities are population-,

situation-, and generation-specific, studies that merely estimate their

magnitude contribute knowledge of little general significance at this

time.

The great challenge referred to a momentago lies in the identifica-

tions and behavior-genetic analysis of the phenotypic dimensions of

human variation. Clearly, those dimensions will not be identified through

the exclusive study of complex behaviors, because we would expect

them to be relatively simple, numerous, and largely uncorrelated. Esti-

mates place the number of human genesat ‘‘probably . . . not less than

100,000"’ (McKusick, 1966, p. ix). Over several generations and across
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a world population of more than 3 billion individuals, by the nature of
the genome, very many of these genes must be assorting independently.
It is therefore very unlikely that we shall learn much about their behav-
loral correlates by omnibus tests of intelligence or personality. The
trouble with broad-spectrum tests is that they measure too much. While
they may be useful instruments of classification to serve the practical
needs of society, because of their omnibus nature and their focus on
social categories, they cannot be very precise measures of biological
differences, which, because of the mosaic nature of the genome, should
prove to berelatively fine-grained.

Intelligence testing classifies individuals on the basis of their test
performance: (1) Idiots score below 20, (2) imbeciles 20 to 49, (3)
morons 50 to 69, (4) borderline deficients 70 to 79, (5) dullards 80 to
89, (6) normals 90 to 140, and (7) geniuses over 140. Since there are
practically an unlimited number of ways of obtaining any score, lumping
together all individuals who fall in the same category on cultural tests
undoubtedly obscures many biological differences. When heritabilities
are calculated, heredity and environment are interpreted as ‘‘account-
ing for’ the estimated proportions of the variation over the range of
test scores.

Forty-two years ago H. J. Miller, the second Nobel laureate in
genetics, studied ‘‘mental traits and heredity” in a pair of female mono-
zygotic twins reared apart. His comments on those observationsarestil]
relevant (Miller, 1925, pp. 532—533):

[J The responses of the twins to all these tests—except the intelligence
tests—are so decisively different almost throughout, that this one case is
enough to show that the scores obtained in such tests indicate little or
nothing of the genetic basis of the psychic make-up

.

. . it is necessary to
institute an intensive search for ways of identifying more truly genetic
psychic characters . . . despite the diverse reactions to almost all the
non-intellectual tests used . . . there are really many other mental char-
acteristics in which the twins would agree closely could we but find ap-
propriate means of measuring them. Thus . . . the twins both seem pos-
sessed of similar energy and even tensions, in their daily activity, with
a tendency to ‘‘overdo’”’ to the point of breakdown: both have similar men-
tal alertness and interest in the practical problems about them, but not in
remote or more purely intellectual abstractions and puzzles; both are
personally very agreeable (as indicated by their popularity); both display
similar attitudes throughout in taking the tests, even to such detail as
lack of squeamishness in blackening the fingers for the fingerprints,
and in being pricked for the blood tests—but turning away before the
needle struck. The tastes of both in books and people appear very similar.
It would seem, then, that the operations of the human mind have many
aspects not yet reached by psychological testing, and that some of these
are more closely dependent upon the genetic composition than those now
being studied.

Thus, there is reason to question the validity of prevailing testing
procedures for the measurement of biosocially Significant properties
both when heritability is present and when it is absent.

Another factor that worked against discovering the socially relevant
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biological dimensions of behavioral variation has been the preoccupation

with typological reifications such as learning, perception, and motiva-

tion; even Frank Beach (1965) has deplored the faculty-psychology

organization of our textbooks. The classical approach has been to meas-

ure the performance of groups of Ss on specified tasks, average their

scores, and infer the nature of some “‘process’’ from properties of an

average curve. The Ss are obtained through schools, hospitals, industry,

military installations, etc. Rarely are observations made on their kin.

Consequently, two conditions essential for uncovering the culturally

significant biological dimensions of human variation are hardly ever

satisfied in most behavioral science research: careful analysis of human

differences and tracing through kinships whatever segregation such

differences show.

Both theory and observation point to the need for a radically different
approach to behavior study. Theoretically, it is implied by our modern

picture both of the mosaic organization of the individual genome and

of the heterogenic nature of human populations. The complex of char-

acteristics that comprises the total phenotype of each unique member

of a population is the developmental result of thousands of genes, most

of which, owing to crossing-over, undoubtedly assort independently.

Empirically, individual differences have been measured in the pheno-

typic expression of manytraits and, for some, observations have been

made on the similarities and differences both within and between fami-

lies. On seven variables related to autonomic nervous function (vaso-

motor persistence, salivary output, heart period, standing palmar

conductance, volar skin conductance, respiration period, and pulse

pressure) measured in children from three relationship categories

(monozygotic twins, siblings, and unrelated individuals), Jost and Sontag

(1944) found that score similarity increased with genetic similarity.

Fivefold within-family threshold differences have been found (von

Skramlik, 1943) with taste stimuli that showed identical thresholds in

monozygotic twins (Rumler, 1943). With somewhat more complex meas-

urements, the fine structure of auditory curves was found to exhibit

high intrapair concordance among monozygotic twins, intrafamilial simi-

larities, and significant differences among unrelated subjects (von

Békésy and Rosenblith, 1951).

Individual differences in memory span have been measured among

adult Caucasian men (Wechsler, 1952) as well as among Chinese boys

and girls (Cheng, 1936). When attention span (immediately after oral

presentation of a series of digits, demonstration by written reproduc-

tion of the numberof digits remembered, and introspective report that

this performance did not involve mental grouping of digits) and memory

span (again, oral presentation and written reproduction, but with mental

grouping permitted) were studied in the same individuals, both meas-

ures yielded well-dispersed arrays having a rather low correlation and

very little overlap. The importance of the mental-grouping operation is

shown by the almost uniformly higher scores for memory span than for

attention span (Oberly, 1928). With practice, some intelligent subjects

can improve their memory span by learning to group items. Practice
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does not, however, seem to affect their attention span, which apparently

sets a limit to the number of items they can combine into a group

(Martin and Fernberger, 1929).

It is not at all uncommon to find that only some individuals in a

diagnostic category receive extreme scores on specific trait measures.

In 1914, Binet and Simon noticed the incapacity of some mental defec-

tives to discriminate points on the skin, and they incorporated a test

of this in their early intelligence measures (O’Connor and Hermelin,

1963). Birch and Mathews (1951) found foor auditory discrimination

for tones above 6 kilocycles in many, but not all, mental defectives.

O’Connor (1957) found the incidence of color blindness in imbecile

males to be higher than that in males of the general population. Berkson

et al. (1961) found that the blocking of the EEG alpha rhythm, following

the presentation of a bright light, lasted longer in some mental defec-

tives than in normals. Siegel et al. (1964) found that, following ethanol

loading, some alcoholics showed significantly different plasma amino

acid patterns from normals.

Many interesting family correlations can also be obtained. The rela-

tive paucity of available data can more likely be attributed to lack of

interest in family studies on the part of behavioral scientists than to

their being unobtainable. Lennox et al. (1940) found that, although only

10 percent of normal subjects showed occasional EEG abnormalities,

some 60 percent of the relatives of known epileptics had abnormal

rhythms. Lidz et al. (1958) reported marked distortions in communi-

cating among many of the nonhospitalized parents of schizophrenic

patients. McConaghy (1959), using an objective test for irrelevant

thinking, found that at least one of the nonhospitalized parents of each

of 10 schizophrenic in-patients showed significant thought disorders.

Of the 20 ‘‘normal’’ parents, 12, or 60 percent, scored within the range

of responding characteristic of their offspring, whereas of 65 normal

controls, only 6 individuals, or 9 percent, scored in the range charac-

teristic of the schizophrenics.

The most radical change in behavior study now called for involves

a shift of focus away from insubstantial abstractions such as learning,

perception, and motivation to concern with consanguinity relations

among the subjects observed and to the study of the simplest possible

units of intellectual functioning among individuals of known ancestry.

THE ‘RACE PROBLEM”

In their extended discussion of the ‘‘race problem’’ that has so long

caused so much trouble for so many people, Spuhler and Lindzey

emphasize what a great mistakeit is to try to use race to study behavior.

The confusion over the ‘‘race problem,”’ like that connected with the

heredity-environment and the validity-of-introspection pseudoquestions,

is due to several commonfallacies: (1) a uniformity assumption that

recognizes no individual differences within a racial group, (2) a belief

in the universal applicability of the analysis-of-variance model, (3) a

failure to understand one important genetic reason for many empirical
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correlations among traits, and (4) a platonistic world view engendering
the typological reification of concepts (behavioral or other).

First of all, from the platonistic ‘‘general laws’’ of theoretical psy-
chology to the ‘‘psychic unity of mankind”’ of cultural and evolutionary
anthropology, the uniformity assumption has survived as a pre-Men-
delian, pre-Darwinian typological vestige of a belief in the fixity of
species. Prior to Mendel there was no intelligible way of accounting for
variation (individual differences)—-a problem that gave Darwin no end
of trouble. When the Mendelian mechanism and Darwinian evolution
became part of our intellectual arsenal, however, the uniqueness of
individuals and the evolutionary divergence of the populations they
comprise became immediately comprehensible.

Secondly, in their striving for objectivity and scientific respectability,
the biosocial sciences embraced a procrustean statistical methodology
which became the lingua franca for the description, evaluation, and
discussion of their observations. Unfortunately, it smuggled in a host
of oversimplifying assumptions, which prolonged their commitment to
the already discredited uniformity postulate. The overpopular analysis-
of-variance model, which has been so indiscriminately employed, as-
sumes normality of form and homogeneity of variance in the distributions
to be compared (Eisenhart, 1947). Empirically, the invalidity of both
assumptions has now been demonstrated many times (see Fisher,
Immer, and Tedin, 1932; Hirsch, 1961b; King, 1963; Yamaguchi etal.,
1948). Because of those two assumptions, the central tendency of a
trait distribution becomes the ‘‘typical’’ value for each population, all
variation around it must be ‘‘error,’’ and the permissible comparisons
among populations are limited to mean values. Such an approach ignores
both the ubiquitous individual differences, which are not error, and the
nature of empirical distributions, so many of which show neither nor-
mality nor homogeneity of variance.

It is one thing to take advantage of the central-limit theorem for
Statistical inference and estimation (i.e., the sampling distributions for
many statistics tend to be normal even whenthestatistics are com-
puted from samples drawn on populations having a wide range of
nonnormal distributions) but it is quite another matter to infer that,
for a given trait, the populations being sampled have the particular
form of distribution called normal and are to be represented by the
familiar mathematical expression for the normal curve.

Thirdly, although we maypaylip service to the truism that correla-
tion does not mean causation, most of the time we have nothing but
correlations with which to work. Our attempts at reductionism, e-.g.,
brain and chromosome mapping, and our search for laws (platonisms?)
have usually been based on an unquestioning (and possibly unrealized)
acceptance of (1) the counterfactual uniformity postulate—what holds
for one individual, the ‘‘representative’’ organism, holds for all—and
(2) the belief that typologically conceived behavioral entities, e.g.,
courtship, intelligence, etc., can be analyzed into (invariably?) correlated
components that are causally interrelated.

In his 1909 lecture to psychologists Jacques Loeb (1964) insisted
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“We must... accept the consequences of Mendel’s theory of heredity,

according to which the animal is to be looked upon as an aggregateof

independent hereditary qualities.’’ Unfortunately those consequences

have neither been accepted nor understood. As indicated elsewhere

(Hirsch, 1963, 1967), they mean that, of the characteristics we identify

and study, many will show correlations but few will be correlated be-

cause they share a common biochemical mechanism. The reason for

this becomes evident when we consider the joint distribution of the

alleles of two (or more) independent genes. With random mating, even

though both loci attain their respective Hardy-Weinberg equilibria at

once (in the first generation), their joint distribution does not. It ap-

proaches equilibrium asymptotically over several generations (see Li,

1955, pp. 86ff). This means that traits related to the action of inde-

pendent genes will show fortuitous correlation at least for several gen-

erations (with random mating) and perhapsindefinitely (without random

mating).

The concept of random mating is a very useful assumption in some

mathematical models. However, it should be noted that it means that

every conceivable kind of heterosexual union occurs and produces prog-

eny with equal likelihood; that this implies incest both between members

of the same generation and across generations; that inbreeding is as

equally probable as outbreeding; that matings between distant individ-

uals occur as often as between close individuals, no matter how distance

may be defined—geographically, socially, economically, in terms of

education, etc. Clearly, this assumption, which is so convenient for

mathematical models, represents a condition there is no reason to

believe ever has prevailed or is ever likely to prevail, especially in

human populations. Since random mating is the exception rather than

the rule, significant but biologically wnimportant correlations between

functionally independent traits may be maintained indefinitely. Many of

the trait correlations that distinguish racial, ethnic, and national groups

can be of this fortuitous nature, maintained by reproductive isolation

and nonrandom idiosyncratic systems of matings.

A final fallacy involves the typological reification of behaviors. Label-

ing faculties (see Beach, 1965, on texts again), such as intelligence,

motivation, anxiety, and the id, may occasionally afford some descriptive

convenience, but it becomes positively misleading when it encourages

the belief that the same ‘‘thing’’ can always be observed in different

species or in different cultures. Merely because we can administer the

same (operationally defined) test procedure to a pigeon and a rat or to

a Harvard student and a Kalahari Bushman does not mean that we are

measuring the same behavior—a modern version of William James’

‘‘psychologist’s fallacy.”’

As was explicitly shown several years ago (Hirsch, 1963, p. 1441),

without these fallacious assumptions there is no ‘‘race problem.’’ Races

are populations that differ in gene frequencies. On the average, members

of one racial population share more ancestors in common with each

other than they share with the members of another racial population.

Since behavior is a property of organisms, and organisms show great
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variety, there are definite theoretical limitations to the use of organisms
for the study of some typologically conceived reification called behavior.
Behavior, however, is proving to be one of the most sensitive measures
of individual and population diversity.

Members of the same species share the same genes. Even though
reproductive isolation between populations may be incomplete, the rela-
tive frequencies of different alleles of genes in their gene pools are
almost certain to differ; mutations and recombinations may be expected
to occur at different places, at different times, and with differing fre-
quencies. Furthermore, selection pressures also vary (Post, 1962). Be-
cause of the individual differences within populations, because different
populations have different gene pools, and because the genotypic cor-
relates of most phenotypic traits are mutually independent (becauseof
crossing-over or chromosomal heterology), there is no reason to expect
two populations ever to be the same. Therefore, in analyzing distribu-
tions of observations (behavioral and other) from different populations,
we must learn to ask, not whether they are different, but, rather, in
what ways they differ. Comparisons must be madewith respectto trait
distributions, and distributions may differ in any or all parameters—
central tendency, dispersion, skewness, kurtosis, etc.

Furthermore, since careful analysis of empirical distributions has
already revealed the existence of differences with respect to any one or
any combination of parameters, no longer can any single parameter be
considered exclusively important. That is why we now know enoughto
expect varying combinations of similarities and differences in the several
parameters of distributions when we compare populations with respect
to one or moretraits or when we comparetraits in one or more popu-
lations.

A most unfortunate speech in 1967 by A. R. Jensen (who came under
Shockley’s influence while at Stanford during 1966-67) illustrates the
dangers of inappropriate use of both the concept of heritability and
that of race by the biometrically unsophisticated. Following Shockley,
Jensen suggests that, since intelligence is largely genetically determined
(sic!), in order properly to carry out Project Head Start for enrichment
of the lives of the culturally disadvantaged, we need to know (= the
government should spend large amounts of money to learn) the pro-
portion of difference (of mean difference, naturally!) in intelligence be-
tween Negroes and whites that is genetically determined, i.e., its herita-
bility. As though intelligence were some ‘‘thing’’ which different (pure?)
races shared in unequal proportions. As though “‘it’’ had a (determinate)
heritability. As though such ‘‘knowledge’’ would enable a teacher to do
a better job in training either a Negro or white or any other ‘‘type’’
of child!

THE FUTURE

In conclusion | should like to point out certain trends that are now
developing. As the social, ethnic, and economic barriers to education
are lowered throughout the world and as the quality of education ap-
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proaches a more uniformly high level of effectiveness, heredity may be

expected to make an ever larger contribution to individual differences

in intellectual functioning and consequently to success in our increas-

ingly complex civilization. Universally compulsory education, improved

methods of ability assessment and career counseling, and prolongation

of the years of schooling further into the reproductive period of life

should serve to increase the degree of positive assortative mating in

our population. From a geneticist’s point of view, the attempt to create

the great society might prove to be the greatest selective-breeding

experiment ever undertaken.

Some might fear that these trends can only serve further to stratify

society into a rigid caste system and that this time the barriers will be

more enduring, because they will be built on a firmer foundation. On

the other hand, at least two conditions should prevent that result:

1 Undoubtedly a significant contribution is made to intellectual func-

tioning by the unique organization of each individual’s total genotype

and by its idiosyncratic environmental encounters. Furthermore, muta-

tion, recombination, and meiotic assortment plus the inability to trans-

mit more than a small part of individual experience as cultural heritage

guarantee new variation every generation, to producethefilial regression

observed by Galton and to contribute to the social mobility discussed

by Burt (1961).

2 The ever-increasing complexity of the social, political, and techno-

logical differentiation of society creates many new niches (and abolishes

some old ones) to be filled by each generation’s freshly generated

heterogeneity.
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to ground feeding, 17-18

Adaptedness, 6

Adaptive value, 4, 5

Addiction, 208

Addison’s disease, 166

Additivity, 5, 221, 224, 298, 300,

327, 401, 422

genetic value, 402

variance, 400, 401

genetic, 402

Adrenal androgens, 164

Adrenal ascorbic acid, 159

Adrenal cortex, 157

Adrenal cortical hormones, 121, 155,

159, 164

Adrenal hyperplasia, 166

Age, 32, 89, 99

Aggressiveness, 24-26, 32, 33, 138

in chickens, 333, 334

early handling and, 148-151

effect of seizures upon, 150

effect of selection upon, 138-140

sex differences in, 139

strain differences in, 137, 147

Agonistic displays, 19

Agriculture, 14

Albinism, 147, 176

generalized, 373, 374

partial, 374

totalis, 371, 373

Alcohol, alcoholics, 431

alcoholism, 173

preference, in mice, 274, 282,

323

Aldosterone, 158, 162

Alkaptonuria, 176

Alleles, 118, 313, 421

Allodape, 74, 105

Allometry, 35—37

Amaurotic idiocy, 125

Amino acid sequence, 372

Amino-aciduria, 187

Aminooxyacetic acid (AQAA), 205

Amygdala, 157

Analysis of variance, 431

model, 297, 432

Androgens, 164

Anomaloustrichomatic vision, 385

Anophthalmia, 123

Antennales, 47

Anthropology, 367

concept of race, 369

Anthropomorphism, 20

Anxiety, 158, 433

Apes, of Miocene and Pliocene, 18

Apidae, 104

Apinae, 104

Apis, 54

A. andreniformis, 66
A. dorsata, 54, 66, 77, 79, 105

A. florea, 54, 66, 77, 79, 105
A. indica, 54, 66, 77, 79, 105
A. mellifera, 50, 54, 64, 66, 77, 90,

105

adansonii, 93

capensis, 68

Archeological succession in relation

to biological evolution, 15

Architectural genes, 122

Area of origin, 16
Aristapedia, 47

Army Alpha Intelligence Test, 395—
398, 405

Arthropods, 52

Aryan, 366

Assay, 265

505
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Assimilation, genetic, 129

Assortative mating, 328

Asymmetry, 282

Attention span, 430

Audiogenic seizure, 135

aggressive and, 150

effects of selection upon,

141

emotionality and, 147

genetic interactions upon,

143-146

glutamic acid and, 143

granular cell layer histochemistry

in, 143-146

hippocampal morphology in, 145

inbred strains and, 138, 140, 143

inheritance of, 135, 143

maze learning and, 146

mutations affecting, 143

Auditory acuity, 377

Australopithecus, 12, 15-16

cranial capacity, 12

evidence of tool use, 12

multiplication of general, lln.

origin of, 15-16

relation to Kenyapithecus and
Ramapithecus, 15-16

A. africanus, 11n.
A. robustus, 11n.

Autoisolating, 60

Automeris, 53

Autonomic nervousfunction, 430

Autosomes, 259

Avoidance, conditioning in mice,

272

discrimination, 132

learners, 320

138,

B, and B,, 288

Baboons, 17

Bacillus cereus, 5

B. larvae, 94

B. subtilis, 188

Bacterial pyrogens, 160

Bacteriophage, 116, 122

Baldwin effect, 40, 42

Bank vole, 358

Barbiturates, 208

Bee, 125

American foulbrood, 93, 98

artificial insemination of, 96

brood rearing, 92

brown colonies, 93, 103

Bee, bumbiebees, 72, 73, 80

buzzing, 81

carpenter, 74

caste (see Caste)

cell cleaning, 51

colonial life, 64 ©

colony odors, 78

dance, 78

behavior, 94

drones, 50, 64, 67, 96

diploid, 69

feeding of larvae, 73

flight, activity, 91

first, 83

rooms, 98

food storage, 76

foraging behavior, 76

guide, 80

hoarding, 76, 91

homing, 84

honeybee, 71, 125

inbred-queen X single-drone

technique, 97

larval conditioning, 55

longulus daughters, 75

mating (see Mating)

mutual feeding, 51

nectar flow, 100

nest (see Nest)

nonsocial, 76

queen, 64, 67, 71, 96

bumblebees, 75

caste, 75

substances, 75

supersedure, 71

robber, 78, 94

scout, 78

secreted food, 76

sickle dances, 48

small-colony technique, 97

sting, 93

pheromone, 78

stinging behavior, 103, 106

stingless bees, 71, 73, 75, 105

waggle dance, 54, 78, 88, 94

workers, 51, 64

Behavior, 112, 343

acquired, 420

inheritance of, 42, 130

activity, in Drosophila, 335
locomotor, 49

in rodents, 270—272, 282, 326,

331

rhythms, 358



Behavior, aggressiveness and aggres-

sion, 24-26, 32, 33

agonistic displays, 19

in chickens, 333, 334

early handling and, 148-151

effect of seizures upon, 150

effect of selection upon, 138-

140

sex differences in, 139

strain differences, 137, 147

alcohol preference in mice, 274,

282, 323

alcoholics, 431

alcoholism, 173

of animals (see specific animals)
audiogenic seizures, 135

aggressive and, 150

emotionality and, 147

genetic interactions upon,

143-146

glutamic acid and, 143

grandular cell layer, histo-

chemistry in, 143-146

inbred strains and, 138, 140,

143

inheritance of, 135, 143

maze learning and, 146

mutations affecting, 143

selection, effects of, 138, 141,

328, 333

avoidance, conditioning, 272

discrimination, 132

learning, 320, 326

chain of, 74

copulation (see Mating)

courtship (see Mating)

defensive, 93

development, 22—43

climbing in deer mice, 37

schooling in fish, 31

emotionality, anger, 158

anxiety, 158, 433

crisis, 161

depression, 158, 173

distress, 157

in rodents, 140, 146, 273, 274,

282, 320, 332

evolutionary implications, 342

exploratory, 272, 273, 282

gregariousness, 25, 31

of gynandromorphs, 50

habitat selection, 29, 41, 42

heterosis (see Heterosis)

hoarding, 76, 91
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Behavior, homing, 27, 29, 84

hunting, 13

hygienic, 5, 100, 101, 125

imprinting, 7, 128

individual differences (see

Individual differences)

instinctive, 44, 52, 55

laws of, 306, 421

learned, 7, 26-30, 40, 43, 45,

82, 105, 130, 131, 133,

146, 204, 309, 344, 346,

420, 430

(See also Learning)

maternal (see Maternal)

mating (see Mating)

natural units, 428

nesting (see Nest)

patterns of, 54, 55, 129

as a phenotype, 135, 146

phenylketonuria, clinical features,

178

(See also Phenylketonuria)

play, 20

profiles, 146

race (see Race)

reconstruction of past behavior,

lin.

ritualization, 53

round dance, 78

schizophrenia,

431

species specific, 40

stimulus response chain, 48

study, 416

taxes, geo, 260, 334

photo, 334, 418

territoriality, 29, 30, 33

theory of, 347

tool use (see Tool use)

traits, 134, 348, 420

units, 74

Behavior-genetic analysis, xv, 416,

425, 426, 428

Behavior genetics, 124, 153, 340,

344, 425

animal, 426

human, 426

Behaviorism, 419-423

radical, 420

Between-family selection, 253

B-galactosidase, 119

Biochemical mechanisms, 132

Biology, 419

Biometrical analysis, 288

173, 174, 338,
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Bipedalism, 10, 12, 13, 16-18

evolution of, 17—20

desiccation and restriction of

forests as explanation, 17,

18

relation to evolution of tool

use, 16—20

in relation to descent from

trees, 17-20

result of successful tool use,

18-19

freeing of the hands for carrying,
18—20

Birds, 32

Birth weight, 360

Blastogenic, 70

Block, enzymatic, 115, 117

Bombini, 80

Bombus, 73

B. fervidua, 82
Borderline compensation, 172

Brain, 13

circuitry of, 134

cortical control of hand, 10, 11,

13

evolution of, 12, 13

related to behavior, 13

related to evolution of culture,

15

related to evolution of society,

14

social, 14

(See also Evolution)
pituitary relations, 156

social, 14

Branch shaking, 20

Breed, 368

Breeding, cycles, 359

isolation, 368

population, 401

value, 221, 233, 325, 400

Breeding patterns (see Mating

systems)

Bristles, 123

gene, 47

Brother-X-sister matings, 142

Buffering, 126, 316

Butterfly, 60

cabbage, 73

Heliconiid, 52

C-21 hydroxylation, 172

Canalization, 38, 127, 342

Canalized, 129

Canalizing selection, 40, 41

Capacity, 376

Carniolan, 90

Carpentered world hypothesis, 380,
381

Caste determination, 70

Caste differences, 105

Caste specializations, 75

Catechol, 185

Caucasian, 90, 370

Causation, 425, 432

Central-limit theorem, 432

Cercopithecus aethiops, 16-18

as terrestrial feeder, 17

Characters, 5, 344, 425

in a population, 425

Chiffchaff, 59

Chimpanzee, 19

adaptations for terrestrial and

arboreal locomotion, 17

(See also Bipedalism)
knuckle walking, 17

tool use, 19, 20

Chloralabe, 384, 385

Chloramphenicol, 132

Chlorpromazine, 185

Cholesterol, 161

Choline acetylase, 199, 207

Cholinesterase, 199, 207

Chorthippus, biguttulus, 57

C. brunneus, 57

Chromosome(s), analysis of,

258-269

autosomes, 259

crossing-over, 259, 434

Down’s syndrome, 174

heterology, 434

independent assortment, 427, 429

interactions, 262, 265

inversions, 258, 259, 268

isogenic, 259

map of, 269

meiosis, 68

pairs of, 417-419

polyploidy, 46

recombination, 260, 268, 427,

437

X, 385

Y, 259

Classification, 368

Claw waving, 54

Clinging, 37

Clonic-tonic convulsion, 140



Coadaptation, 5, 126, 136

Cocker spaniels, 359

Coefficient, of genetic determination,

325

of inbreeding, 243

Coenzyme A, 162

Code, genetic, 113

Coding problem, 113

Codominance, 118

Cogenital adrenal hyperplasias, 164

Colias eurythme, 60

Color blindness, 377, 384-388

red—green, 371

Color vision, 390

Coming to the ground, 17

Communication, 77, 105

Complementarity, 114

Components of fitness, 6

Compositionism, ix

Compound S, 165

Conditioned avoidance, 159

Conditioned fear, 159

Conditioning theory, 421

Consanguineous marriages, 176

Consanguinity, 431

Contingent latency, 139

Cooperation, 72, 413

Copulation (see Mating)

Corn, controlling factors in, 120—123

Corn borer, 73

Corpora pedunculata, 51

Correlated characters, 40, 42

Correlated response to selection,

254-256

Correlations, chance, 320, 433

genetic, 254

Cortex, 13

Corticosteroid, 158

Corticotropin—releasing factor

(CRF), 155

Cortisol (hydrocortisone), 155, 164

Courtship (see Mating)

Covariances, 402

environmental, 231

genetic, 229-233

Criterion analysis, 354

Critical periods, 38, 128, 151

effects of early stress, 148-150

genotypic variability, 148-150

Crossbreeding, 317

uses in behavioral research,

317-319

Crossing of individuals, 288

Crossing-over, 259, 434
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Cultural change, 15

Culture-free tests, 405

Cyanolabe, 384

Cystinuria, 176

Cytoplasmic inheritance, 292

Cytoplasmic particles, 122

Dactylurina, 73

Decarboxylase, 407

Decision-making process, 79

Deer mice, 27

Defensive behavior, 93

Degree of genetic determination, 225

Dehalogenase, 172

Deme (see Population, local)

Dendrites, 131

Deoxyribonucleic acid (see under

DNA)

Depolarization, 196

De-repressor, 201

Desiccation, 17

Deutans, 384, 385, 388

Deuteranomaly, 385, 386

Deuteranopia, 385, 386

Development, 27, 41, 119, 127

climbing in deer mice, 37

genetics, 23, 33, 34, 42

homeostasis, 126

probability, 38

process, 134

rates, 34, 35, 37

differential, 34—39

relative (see rates, differential,

above)

school in fish, 31

Diabetes mellitus, 171

Diagnosis of heterozygotes, 171

Diallel cross, 287

Diallel matrix, 288, 289

Diallel studies, 270—279, 283

avoidance conditioning in mice,

272

design of, 271

emotional defecation in rats, 273,

274, 282

exploratory behavior in mice, 272,

273, 282

and model of random-breeding

population, 278, 279, 283

shortcomings of, 278, 279, 283,

419

wheel running in mice, 270—272,

282
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Diallel table, 289

Dichromatic vision, 385

Difference, tn degree, 373

in kind, 373

Differentiation, 119, 122, 134

Dimensions of variation, 430

Dingo, 359

Diploid, 118

Diptera, 45

Direction, 78

Disease, 93

Dispersal, 29, 31, 32

Displacement experiment, 84

Displays, 20

Distributions, nature of empirical,

432

Disulfiram, 315

Division of labor, 69, 74, 97, 105

DNA (deoxyribose nucleic acid), 112,

114, 117

DNA-RNA hybridization, 116

Dominance, 118, 276-279, 298,

300, 301, 401

balanced or random, 278

and alcohol preference, mice,

274, 282

deviation, 223, 276, 277, 400

directional, 278

(See also Heterosis)

genes, 118, 259, 265

and natural selection, 280

Down’s syndrome, 174

Drifting, 71

Drosophila, 36, 41, 47, 50, 57, 69,

116, 129, 334-336

wing vibration, 54

D. auraria, 53

D. melanogaster, 25, 55, 59, 258,

269

D. paulistorum, 56, 57

D. persimilis, 6, 53, 59

D. pseudoobscura, 53, 59

D. simulans, 53, 55, 59

D. subobscura, 53, 58

Drug, 132

Early experience, 38, 149

Early handling, 148, 149

Farwig, 73

Ecdysone, 121

Ecological genetics, 22

Ecology, 23, 42

Eczema, 178

Education, 434

Egalitarian, 392

Eight-way cross, 319, 419

Electrical stimulation, 156

Electroencephalogram, 179

abnormalities, 431

Electrophoresis, 133

Elitist, 392

Emigration, 27

(See also Migration)

Emotional anger, 158

Emotional crisis, 161

Emotional depression, 173

Emotional distress, 157

Emotional elimination, 302

Emotional response, 158, 302

Endocrine feedback, 26

Endocrine reserve, 171

Endopolyploidy, 47

Environment, 130

Environmental components, 419

of variation, 296, 297

Environmental correlations, 327, 329

Environmental determination, 124

Environmental deviations, 217, 400

Environmental effects, 293

Environmental factors, 102, 171

Environmental forces, 312

Environmental influences, 127, 130,

419, 421

Environmental selection, 325, 422

Environmental variance, 400, 402

estimation of, 224, 298

partitioning of, 227, 231

Enzyme, 115, 162

Enzyme activity, 121

Enzyme defects, 177

Ephemeridae, 74

Ephestia, 126

Epileptic seizures, 178

Epileptics, 431

Epileptogenic activity, 131

Epinephrine, 158, 159

Epistatic component of genetic

componentof variance, 401

Epistatic deviation, 400

Epistatic genes, 265

Erythrolabe, 384, 385

Escherichia coli, 116, 119, 120, 134

Estimation, 326-328

of heritability, 234, 237—242

of inbreeding coefficient, 244,

423-425

Estrus, 24, 359

Ethogram, 286

Ethylichloride, 131



Etiocholanolone, 166

Evolution, 3, 10, 17, 44-60, 126,

130, 279-283

of bipedalism, 17—20

of brain, 12-13

(See also Brain)

related to rate of cultural

change, 15

of complex culture, 14

effect on behavioral phenotypes,

279-283

of hand, 10

(See also Tool use)

of language, 13-14

social, 13

of tool use, 19—20

(See also Tool use)

of weapons, 20

Evolutionary developments, 349

Evolutionary fate, 119

Evolutionary forces, 371

Evolutionary implications of

behavior, 342

Evolutionary mechanisms, 9, 279-

283

Excitation, 196

Excitatory transmitters (E.T.), 198,

199, 208

Exoneura, 74

Exploratory activity, 302

Exploratory behavior in mice, 272,

273, 282

Expression, 22, 32, 34, 38, 40, 42,

43

of a trait, 422

Eye, 124

developmentof, 123, 124

F,, F,, F, generations, 259, 260,

269, 288, 289, 317-319, 418

(See also Tryon effect)

Factor analysis, 350

Faculty-psychology, 430

Family correlations, 431

Family transmission patterns for

heredity, 427

Fecal bolus test, effect of experience

upon, 146, 147

strain differences in mice, 137,

140, 146

Fecundity, 6

Feedback relationship, 10, 19

Feeding, terrestrial, 17
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Ferric chloride test, 180

Fertility, 6, 22, 23, 32

differential, 24, 25, 29, 33

induction of, 23, 24

Fiddler crabs, 52

Fighting, 139, 147

Filial first generation, 288

Filial regression, 435

Filial second generation, 288

Fish, 31

Fitness, 5, 127, 326

Fixed action patterns, 46

Fluctuation tendency, 346

Fluidity, 355

Forests, desiccation and restriction

as explanation for bipedalism,

17-18

(See also Bipedalism)

Forgetting, 363

Fossils, 11

evidence, 9

Foster parent-child, 403

Four-way cross, 319, 419

Full-sib correlations, 326

Functional identity, 372

Galactosemia, 117, 169, 174

Gametes, 418

maturation of, 23-26

union of, 22—26

y-aminabutyric acid (y-ABA),

198, 208

y-ABA-a-ketoglutarate transaminase,

199

Geladas, 17

Gene(s), action of, 112, 116, 126

approach, 137, 151

activation of, 119ff.

architectural, 122

average effect of, 220

effects, additive, 221

average, 220

nonadditive, 223

regulatory, 119, 120 .

temporal, 122

Gene bar, 47

Gene flow, 369

Gene frequencies, 368

Gene number, 328, 344

Gene pool, 4, 5, 314, 421, 434

shaping by natural selection,

279-283

Generations, backcrosses, 295

F,, F,, 295
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General adaptation syndrome, 29
Generalization of behavioral results,

309, 310, 315

Generations, nonsegregation, 295
parental, 295

segregation, 295

Genetic analysis, 96

Genetic architecture, 5, 259, 343
Genetic assimilation, 40-43, 55, 129
Genetic clock, 122

Genetic components, 419
Genetic constitution, 129
Genetic control, 5

Genetic correlations, 254, 330, 332,

336

Genetic counseling, 325

Genetic covariance, 229-233

Genetic criteria, 355

Genetic determination, degree of,
225

Genetic diseases, 173

Genetic divergence, 56—57

Genetic homeostasis, 342

Genetic markers, 258

Genetic stability, 314

Genetic structure, 425

Genetic terms, alleles, 118, 313,
421

autosomes, 259

chromosome, 259, 434

[See also Chromosome(s),
crossing-over]

diploid, 118

dominance (see Dominance)
epistatic, 265, 400, 401

F,, F,, F, generations (see F,,
F,, F, generations)

gene [see Gene(s) ]

haploidy, 46, 96

heterozygotes (see Heterozygotes

or Heterozygosity)

homozygotes (see Homozygotes

or Homozygosity)

independent assortment, 427, 429

interactions, 262, 265

(See also Interaction)
isogenic, 259

(See also under |sogenic)
karyotype, 418, 419

lethal genes, 316

systems, balanced, 258, 259

linkage, 269, 345

locus, gene, 116

Genetic terms, meiosis, 68
mutant alleles, 265
mutation (see Mutation)
phenotypes (see Phenotypes)
pleiotropy (see Pleiotropy)
polygenes (see Polygenes)
polyploidy, 46

recessive, 118

lethal genes, 259, 265
recombination, 260, 268, 427,

434
sex chromosomes, X, 385

Y, 259
sex-linked (see under Sex-linked)
triploidy, 46

Genetic variability, 70, 71

Genetic variance, 224-228, 258,
307, 308, 312, 422

Genetics, 367

of behavior, 425, 426

mating speed, 49, 328, 334,
335

contribution to study of human
evolution, 11

definition of race, 368

effects of inbreeding, 243-248
effects of selection, 249-254

quantitative analysis, 332—339

Genome, 424, 425, 430

Genotype, 137, 262, 265, 417, 421,

423

matrix of, 273, 419, 424

recombination of, 419

value of, 217, 400

variance of, 224, 312, 400

Genotype combinations, 417

Genotype-environment interactions,

295, 323, 329, 421, 422

Geographical races, 57

Geotaxis, 205, 260, 262, 264, 265,
334

Globin, 177

Glucuronic acid, 167

Glutamate, 146

Glutamic acid, 143, 198, 207, 309
decarboxylase, 199

effect on maze learning, 146

gene effects upon, 143

glutamine, 207

L-, 199

relation to audiogenic seizures,

143

strain responses to, 143



Goiter, simple, 172

Gonadal androgens, 164

Grasshoppers, 56

Ground feeding, 17, 18

Group cohesion, 29-31

Growth (see Development)

Gryllus, campestris, 56
G. maculatus, 56

Guinea pig, 33

Gynandromorphs, 50

H, 301

Habitat selection, 29

Habituation, 159

Habrobracon, brevicornis, 69

H. juglandis, 50, 69

Half sibs, 403

correlations, 326

Halictidae, 104

Halictus, longulus, 75
H. quadricinctus, 105

Hand, 10, 13

cortical control of, 10, 11, 13

evolution of, 10

(See also Bipedalism and Tool

use)

Hand posturing, 179

Handedness, 133

Handling, adrenal mechanismsin,

152

critical periods, 149-151

effects on aggressive behavior,

148-151

strain differences in, 135,

148-151

(See also Stress)

Haploidy, 46, 96

Hardy-Weinberg equilibria, 433

Hemoglobin, 115, 177, 372

A, C, D, G, O, S, 372

abnormalities of, 118

Hb A, 177

Hb S, 177

human, 113, 115, 117, 118, 120

Heredity, 259, 416, 428

Heredity-environment problem, 127,

130, 419, 426

Heritability, 297, 324, 329, 334,

336, 338, 348, 351, 354, 402,

403, 405, 420-423, 429

definition of, 224, 420

estimation of, 234, 237-242, 297,

326, 421
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Heritability, realized, 249, 328, 330,

333, 334

sampling variance of, 237—242

usefulness of, 233, 423

Heterogeneity, 96

Heterosis, 4, 118, 126, 247, 270-

286, 326, 361

avoidance conditioning in mice,

272

behavioral, 418

evolution of, 279-283

exploratory behavior in mice, 272,

273

and inbreeding depression, 278,

283, 284

litter size in mice, 283, 284

morphological, 418

wheel running in mice, 270-272,

282

Heterozygosity, 136, 311, 424

Heterozygote, detection of, 170

phenotype of, 118

structural, 265

superiority (see Overdominance)

Heterozygous, 118, 262, 316

Hibernation, 72

Hippocampus, 132, 142

gene effects upon, 143-146

granular cell layer morphology,

145

nucleoside triposphatase activity

of, 143-146

relation to convulsive activity,

143, 145

Hirsutism, 164

Histamine, 160

Hive ventilation, 51

_Home range, 27, 28

Homeostasis, genetic, 126

Homing, 27, 29, 84

Homo, cranial capacity, 12

from Middle pleistocene, 12, 15

relation to Australopithecus, 12n.

H. habilis, 12n.

H. sapiens, 14n., 15, 367

Homogeneity of variance, 432

Homologs, 260, 262, 424

Homozygote, structural, 265

Homozygosity, of inbreds, 311, 312,

316, 423-425

percentage of, 425

attained, 424

Homozygous purity, 423, 424

Horizontal-vertical illusion, 379
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Hormones, adrenal, 121

metamorphosis, 121, 128

Human being, number of genesin,

428

Human biochemical genetics, 161

Human categories, 20

Human differences, 430

Human evolution, 368

contribution of genetics to study

of, 11

Human personality and intelligence,

344-365

Human phenotypic variation, 427
Human populations, 430

Human taxonomy, 368

Hunting, 13

Hybridization, 287

Hybrids, 55, 56, 60

(See also Heterosis)
Hydrocortisone (cortisol), 155, 164

17-Hydroxycorticosteroids, 158

Hygienic behavior, 5, 100, 101, 125

Hymenoptera, 45, 47, 50, 64, 104
Hypertension, 173

Hypoglycemia, 187

Hypothalamic-pituitary portal

system, 164

Hypothalamus, 155

Imprinting, 7, 128

Inborn errors of metabolism, 176

Inbred lines, 424

Inbred strains, 135, 270-286, 311,

316, 423

advantages in behavioral

research, 313-315

aggressiveness of, 138, 147, 150

comparisons, 323, 324, 416

critical period, 148, 149

differences in behavior, 308, 309

emotionality of, 137, 147

genetic research in, 248

genetic stability of, 314

glutamic acid upon, effect of, 146

homozygous, purity, 423

realized, 311, 312

limitations in behavioral research,

316, 318

properties of, 136

and random breeding populations,

275-279

seizure susceptibility of, 138, 140,

143

Inbred strains, selection within, ef-

fect of, 138

shortcomingsof, 248, 283-285

stocks reported, A/Jax, 150

Bagg (C) albino, 147, 148

BALB/C, 308, 309, 312, 319

C3H, 315

C3H/2, 309

C3H agouti, 137, 147, 148

C57BL, 143, 308, 309, 319

C57BL/6, 142, 145, 149, 150

C57BL/6 mutant, 141, 142,

145, 150

C57BL/10, 138, 146-150

DBA, 143, 145

DBA/1, 149, 150

DBA/2, 149, 150, 308, 315,

319

ep, 207

HS, 143, 145, 149, 150

stress, response to, 148, 149

variability of, 136, 138

visual deficiency in, 137

Inbreeding, 310, 314, 337, 433

coefficient of, 243

depression, 278, 283, 285, 310,

311, 316

design of experiments,

283-285

litter size, mice, 283, 284

effect of, on population,

245

variance, 246

estimation of, 244, 423-425

genetic consequences of, 310

genetic implications of, 243-248

genetics of, 275-279

Independent assortment, 427, 429

Individual differences, 90, 137, 152,

160, 161, 307, 321, 421, 426,

427, 429-432, 434

Individual selection, 253

Inducer substance, 120

Induction, 123, 134

enzymes, 119, 121, 134

Information, 112

storage of, 130, 131

transfer of, 114, 117, 130

Inheritance of acquired characters,

42

Inherited trait, 420

Inhibition, 196

Inhibitory transmitter (1.T.), 198,

199, 208

mean,



Insects, 61

Intelligence, 125, 174, 344, 345,

379, 390, 404, 405, 411, 412,

428, 433

Intelligence quotients, 179,

392-394, 401

tests, 403

Intelligence testing, 429

Interaction, 5, 123, 149, 152, 173,

262, 265, 269, 298, 323, 329,

401, 421, 422, 427

gene-environment, 127ff.

variance, 226, 400

Intermediate inheritance, 270, 278

emergence into open field, mice,

270, 274

emotional defecation,

274, 282

pole climbing, mice, 274

Intersex, 50

Intraclass correlation, 228

Insulins, 116

Isogenic groups, 400

lsogenic lines, 400

lsogenic stocks, 110, 248, 259, 260,

423

Isolation, ecological, 29, 30

sexual, 24, 25

lsomorphism, 4, 426

lsoptera, 64, 104

rats, 273,

Java man, 12

Karyotype, 418, 419

Kenyapithecus, 15, 16

17-Ketosteroid, 158, 164

Kinship system, 413

Knuckle walking, 17

KuhJman-Anderson Intelligence

Test, 392

Lamarckian theory, 42, 130, 419

Lanesterol, 162

Language, 13-15

evolution of, 13, 14

relation to evolution of human

society, 13-15

Langur, 17

Lasioglossum, malachurum, 75, 105

L. marginatum, 74

Latency, 376
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Law(s), 432

of environmental influence, 306,

309, 421

Hardy-Weinberg, 433

Mendelian, 212

‘‘Leaky’’ mutations, 116

Learning, 7, 26-30, 40, 43, 45, 82,

105, 130, 131, 133, 146, 204,

306, 309, 346, 430

acquired trait, 420

performance, 309

Learning ability, 344

Learning rate, 132

Left/right gynandromorphs, 51

Lethal genes, 316

Lethality, 311

Levels, 153

of organization, 421

L-glutamic acid, 199

Limbic systems, 157

Limits of response to selection, 252

Limnopithecus, 16

Linkage, 269, 345

Litter size, mice, 283, 284

Loading experiments, 171

Locus, 116

gene, 116

Long-term memory, 130

trends, 18

Macaques, 17

Major gene effect, 339

Man, 426

(See also under Homo)

Mantids, 52, 53

Markers, 145, 259

Marriage rules, 413

Masculinization, 164

Mass provisioning (feeding), 73, 105

Master gland, 155

Maternal care, 73, 104, 105

Maternal effects, 291, 327, 336, 337

Maternal fostering, 292

Maternal survival, 74

Mating, assortative, 328

copulation, 48

courtship, 22, 24, 25, 30, 33
behavior, 24, 28, 93

discrimination, 57

displays, 52

intensity of, 335

multiple, 67, 71

promiscuity, 33
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Mating, speed of, 49, 328, 334, 335
success in, 25, 47

Mating barrier, 6

Mating behavior, 67

Mating habits, 71
Mating pattern, control of, 130, 259

Mating plan, 267

Mating sign, 67

Mating system, 22, 25, 30, 32, 33

Maturation, for mating, 6
(See also Development)

Mayflies, 74

Maze learning, 88, 330-331, 417

audiogenic seizures and, 146
glutamic acid and, 146

strain differences, 146

Mechanism, xvi, 3, 151

regulatory, 119

releasing, 53

Meganthropus, lln.

Meiosis, 68

Melanin, 373

Melipona marginata, 70

Memory, 84, 88, 130, 134, 404

biological basis of, 130-134

without record, 210

Memory span, 430, 431

Memory trace, 134

Mendelian genetics, 212, 427

Mendelian method, 288

Mendelian population, 3

Mendelian theory of heredity, 433

Mental defectives, 431

Mental defects, 404

Mental deficiency, 178, 426

Mental grouping operation, 430

Mental retardation, 178, 407

Mental traits and heredity, 429

Metabolic block, 185

Metabolic pathways, 161

Metamorphosis, 128

Methods, of analysis, chromosome

assay, 260-269

diallel, 278, 287-304, 419

gene-action approach, 137, 151

gynandromorphs, 50

of variance, 297, 432

partitioning, 217-242

audiogenic seizures, 135

backcross, 96, 262, 288

balanced lethal systems, 258

criterion analysis, 354

crossbreeding, 317

inbred-queen X single-drone, 97

Methods, inbred strain comparison,

323, 324, 416
Inversion, 258, 268
Lenz a priori, 182

loading experiment, 171
open field emergence, 270, 274

proband, 182

reciprocal cross, 96, 289, 296

selection, 253, 319, 416

single gene, 48
small-colony technique, 97
split half, 356

test-retest, 356

tester stock, 260, 263
tethering, 67

tolerance test, 171

Weinberg sib, 182
within-family selection, 253

Mevalonic acid, 162

Mice, alcohol preference, 274, 282
avoidance conditioning, 272
behavior-genetic studies with,

270-274

deer, 27, 28, 33-37, 39-41
exploratory behavior, 272, 273,

282

house, 24, 25, 36, 38, 40, 42
open field, emergence into, 270,

274

pole climbing, 274
vole, 28, 33

wheel running, 270—272, 282

white-footed, 28, 39

(See also Inbred strains)

Microcephaly, 179

Microtus, 28

(See also Mice)

Migration, 22, 27, 29, 31-33

Miocene apes, 18

Mixed colonies, 99

Mobility, social, 435

Model, 11

Modifiability of behavior, 7

Modifier genes, 373

Molecular diseases, 177

Monkey, 45

Monofactorial inheritance, 404

Monogamy, 33

Morphogenetic fields, 123

Mortality, 23, 26-29, 33, 311
Motivation, 430, 433

Miuller-Lyer illusion, 377, 379, 380

Musca domestica, 50

Muscular dystrophy, 355



Mutant alleles, 265

Mutation, 115, 314, 427, 434

Name, 425

Nassanoff’s gland, 77

Natality, 23-26, 29

Natural populations, 401

Natural selection, 4, 126, 369, 428

and fitness, 342

Natural units, 9, 45, 108-110, 350,

428

Nature and nurture, 309

interaction, 137

Negro, 391-393, 395-398, 405,

409

Nemeritis, 55

Nervous system, 44, 46, 49, 130

Nest, 65

cleaning behavior, 93, 98, 106

communal, 25

construction, 73, 104

destruction, 25

site, 79

Neurospora, 116

N. crassa, 177

Neutral traits, 279, 280

alcohol preference in mice, 274,

282

and balanced or random

dominance, 280

Nonadditive gene action, 317

Nonadditive gene effects, 223

Nonadditive variance, 227, 402

Noningestive reinforcers, 39

Norepinephrine, 158

Norm of reaction, 127, 427

concept, 420-422

Normal curve assumption, 432

Notonecta, 36

Nucleolus, 117, 133

Numerical skill, 404

Old world monkeys, 18

as successful ground livers, 17

Olduvai Gorge, 10, 12

Olfactory discrimination, 377

Oligogenes, 371, 372

One-locus hypothesis, 386

Open field, 332

test, 296, 302

Operant level, 38

Operator gene, 119
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Orangs, 20

Orientation, 48, 58

Orthogenesis, 10

Oscillation, 28

Overcrowding, 24

Overdominance, 118, 126, 277, 281

P,, P.,, 288

Pain threshold, 377

Pan, 11-12

Panmixia, 29, 433

Parent-child, 403

Parent-offspring correlations, 327,

328

Parental care, 22, 25, 26, 31,

32 |

Parental strains, 289

Patas monkeys, 17

Pattern formation, 123

Peking man, 12

Penetrance, 32, 34, 382, 386

Pentosuria, 176

Peptones, 160

Perception, 379ff., 430

distortion, 159

illusions, 379, 390

Period, critical, 128

sensitive, 128

Peromyscus (see Mice)

P. floridanus, 39

P. leucopus, 39

P. maniculatus, 35

bairdii, 35, 39

gracilis, 35, 39

Personality, 345, 408

traits of, 379

Petit mal, 179

Phenocopy, 41, 128, 129, 427

Phenomenal regression, 379

Phenotype, 112, 136, 137, 312, 313,

417

correlation, 328, 329

development, 420

dimensions of human variation,

428

uniformity, 342

value, 217, 313, 325, 400

variance, 307-309, 312, 328,

400, 402

variation, 371

Phenylacetic acid, 182, 184, 188

Phenylacetylglutamine, 182
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Phenylalanine, 182, 188, 407

hydroxylase, 182, 407

L-, 182

low, diet, 183

tolerance test, 182

Phenylketonuria, 117, 125, 169,

174, 176, 178, 371, 407, 426

clinical features, 178

experimental, 184

incidence in population, 181

Phenylketonuric rats, 185

Phenyllactic acid, 182

Phenylpyruvic acid, 178, 182, 188

Phenylthiocarbamide, 371

Pheromone, 77

Phormia regina, 81

Phototaxis in Drosophila

melanogaster, 334, 418
Phyletic differentiation, 307

Phylloscopus, collybita, 59

P. trochilus, 59

Phylogeny, 3, 8, 9, 369

Platonism, 420, 432

Play as preparation for adult life, 20

Pleiotropism, 117, 125

Pleiotropy, 36, 40, 42, 117, 132,

280, 312, 313, 329, 427

Pleistocene, 12, 15

Pliocene apes, 15

relation to Australopithecus, 15,

16

Pliopithecus, 16

Polistes gallicus, 74

Pollen collection, 92, 106

Polygamy, 33

Polygenes, 124, 125, 269, 371, 372

inheritance, 124, 125, 174, 329

situation, 418

systems, 4, 5, 269

trait, 313, 400, 405, 427

Polymorphism, 4, 126, 371

Polyploidy, 46

Pongidae, 12

relation to Hominidae, 11, 12

Population, 22, 24, 27-29, 31, 32,

40, 136, 152, 420

composition of, age, sex, 23, 32

decline of, 23, 28-30

density of, 25, 26, 28

distribution of, 432

dynamics of, 22, 23, 33

effective breeding, 30, 32

genetics of, xv, 4, 22, 23

growth of, 23, 25, 26, 28-30

Population, local, 281, 284

and design of experiments, 284
differences among, 284

mean, effect of inbreeding on, 246

effect of selection on, 249-254

factors affecting, 217
Mendelian, 3

movements of (see Migration)
normal curve assumption, 432

oscillation of, 23, 28, 29

size of, 23, 25, 26, 28, 32

Population concept, 421

Population crash, 28

Portal system, 155

Position effect, 269

Precocious puberty, 164

Predigested food, 76

Pregnanediol, 162

Pregnenolone, 162

Prenatal maternal stress, 323

Presbytis entellus, 17

Primary Mental Abilities Test, 403

Proband method, 182

Progesterone, 162

Progressive provisioning (feeding),

73, 105

Proline, 188

Propolis, 91

Protanomaly, 385, 386

Protanopia, 385, 386

Protans, 384, 385, 388

Protein, 113

synthesis of, 115

Protein chain, 116

Protein hydrolysate, 186

Psychogenetics, 425

Psychologist’s fallacy, 433

Psychology, 419

experimental, 347, 365

Psychometrics, 346, 364

Psychopathology, 345

Psychosis, 182

PTC taste reaction, 381-383, 390

Puffs, in salivary gland chromo-

somes, 120, 121

Pure lines, 419

Puromycin, 132

Pyloric stenosis, 178

Quantitative variation, 371

Race, 52, 57, 90, 95, 369, 388

categories of, 370



Race, classification of, 367

concept of, 366-371

definition, 368, 370, 433

hierarchy of, 375

Race differences, 369, 372

in behavior, 371

Race problem, 431, 433

Ramapithecus, 15, 16

Random breeding population,

275-279

(See also Local population)

Random mating, 318, 319, 370, 433

Rat, 45

emotional defecation, 273, 274,

282

Rate of development, 6

Reaction time, 376, 377

Reasoning, 404

Recessive, 118

lethal genes, 259, 265

Reciprocal cross, 96, 289, 296

Recombination, 260, 268, 427, 434

Reductionism, ix, 108-111, 425,

432

Reflexes, 130

Regression of offspring on parent,

327, 338, 435

Regulation, 116, 202

Regulatory genes, 119-121

Regulatory mechanisms, 119

Reinforcement, 31, 34, 37-40, 43

Releasing mechanism, 53 ©

Removing locus, 102

Repeated measurements, 228

Repressor, 201

Repressor substance, 120

Reproductive isolation, 6, 8, 368,

434

Resemblance betweenrelatives,

228-233

Reserpine, 185

Response, 37

learning, 309

to selection, 233, 249, 330

correlated, 254-256

Restlessness, 32

Retardation, 174

Rh (Rhesus) blood groups, 371, 386
Ribonuclease, 133

Ribosomes, 114, 117

Rights, 376

Ritualization, 53

RNA (deoxyribose), 113-116

130-132
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RNA (deoxyribose), messenger, 113,

114, 117, 132, 134, 201

nucleolar, 133

polymerase, 115

ribosomal, 114, 133

transfer, 113, 114, 117

amino acid complexes, 115

Roles, 14

Round dance, 78, 94

Saccharin preference of rats, 333

Salamanders, 46

Salmonella typhimurium, 116

Salt losers, 172

syndrome, 166

Salticid spiders, 52

Sampling distribution, 432

Sander parallelogram, 379

Saturniid moths, 52

Scale transformation, 295

Scaling tests, 295, 298

Scent, 77, 80

Schizophrenia,

431

Searching movements, 81

Seasonal migration, 32

Secondary focus, 131

Segregation, 290, 427

Seizure, 204, 209

susceptibility, 143, 145, 207
Selection, 40, 138, 265, 314, 328,

417

On aggressiveness, 138

artificial, 36, 42

asymmetry of response to, 251,

336

on audiogenic seizures, 138, 141
for behavioral traits, 320

between-family, 253

canalizing, 34, 40, 41, 43
combined, 254

correlated response to, 254—256
differential, 233, 249, 330, 334
on emotionality, 140, 146
effects within an inbred strain,

lack of, 138-140, 146, 312
effects upon mutant on inbred

strain background, 141
experiments, 48, 124, 336
genetic effects of, 249, 254

habitat, 29, 41, 42

individual, 253

intensity of, 250

173, 174, 338,
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Selection, limits, 252, 330, 336

mass, 253

method of, choice of, 253

natural, 29, 30, 31, 34, 42, 126

pressure, 5, 32, 40, 42, 43, 422

relaxation of, 41

replicated lines, 336

response to, 233, 249, 341

secondary, 48

sexual, 22, 24, 33

uses in behavioral traits, 320

variability of response to, 336

within-family, 253

Selective breeding, 319, 320, 416,

422

experiment, 434

Self-reinforcing responses, 39
Senile melancholic, 182

Sense of touch, 377

Sensitive period, 128, 153

Sensory-motor processes, 376

Serotonin, 185

Servomechanism, 207

Sex, 32, 33

difference in, 105

intersex, 50

Sex-attractant, 67

Sex-linked, 384-386, 388

Sex-linked gene, 129

Sexual isolation, 25, 56

Sexual selection, 24

Sheep, 31

Short-term conditions, 18

Short-term memory, 132

Siblings, 403

mating, 423, 425

reared apart, 404

Sickle cell anemia, 177

Single-gene effects, 48

Snails, 123

Social brain, 14

Social class differences, 412

Social evolution, 13

Social life, 63, 104

Social mobility, 435

Social parasitism, 81

Social skills, 20

Social structure, 413

Sociality, 72

Sound, animal, 56

Sound production, 78

Spatial distribution, 29

Spearman-Brown formula, 357

Specialization of roles, 14

Speciation, 6

Species, 46, 52

specific responses, 40

Sphingid moths, 52

Spontaneous activity, of mice (see

Wheel running)

of rats, 331, 332

Standardness, 314

Stanford Achievement Test, 348

Sterility, 311

Stimulus-response chain, 48

Stress, 29, 135, 151, 152

psychological, 157, 173
(See also Handling)

Structural genes, 119, 121, 124

Subspecies, 369

Swarming, 71, 93

Symmetry, 282

Synagris spiniventris, 73

Synapse, 195

Synaptic activity, 202

Taste, blindness, 381

reaction, 371

Taxonomy, 349

Telanthropus, 12n.

Temperature, 98

Template, 112

Temporal cortex, 132

Temporal distribution, 23

Temporal genes, 122

Terminal sequence, 114

Termites, 69, 97

Territoriality, 29, 30, 33

Tester stock, 260, 263

Tests, 347

Army Alpha Intelligence,

395-398, 405

broad-spectrum, 429

culture-free, 405

factor-pure, 346

fecal bolus, 137, 140, 146, 147

ferric choloride, 180

IQ, 403

KuhIman-Anderson Intelligence,

392

open field, 296, 302

phenylalanine tolerance, 182

Primary Mental Abilities, 403

retest method, 356

scaling, 295, 298

Stanford Achievement, 348

Tethering, 67



Tetraploid, 46

Theoretical psychology, 432

Theory, 347

Threshold, 47, 49, 202

characters, 338

pain, 377

Thumb, 13

Thyroid, 172

Time perception, 87

Tolerance test, 177

Tone deafness, 381

Tone discrimination, 377

Tool use, 10, 16

by chimpanzees, 12—20

effect on brain, 13

evolution of, 19, 20

and hand skill, 13

in monkeys and apes, 19, 20

TPNH, 162

Traits, 135, 344, 345, 348, 420

distribution, 259

Transcription, 115, 117

Transformer gene, 47

Translation, 115, 117

Transplanting, 292

Trapezoidal illusion, 379

Trigona droryana and T.silvestrii, 80
Triploid, 46

Tritans, 384

Trophogenic, 70

Tryon effect, 417, 423

Tryptophan, 182

Tunicates, 123

Twins, 382, 400

dizygous, opposite sex, 403

same sex, 403

method, 405

monozygous, 429

reared apart, 403, 404

reared together, 403

studies of, 328, 329

Two-locus hypothesis, 106, 386
Typological reifications, 430, 432,

433

Typological thinking, xv, 10, 16,
418, 419, 421, 425

Tyrosine, 373, 407

Uca, 54

Uncapping locus, 102
Unequal cell division, 123
Uniformity, 96, 342, 432

assumption of, 422, 431, 432
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Units, 9, 45, 74, 108, 350, 355, 428

Unrelated persons reared together,

404

Var Vopr Vix Ver Vor Vp, 400

Vi, 298, 299

Validity, 346, 348, 349n.

Value, breeding, 221, 233

genotypic, 217

phenotypic, 217

Van Scoy colonies, 93, 103

Variability, in the heterozygote, 126

of responseto selection, 336

Variance, additive genetic, 224

analysis of, 295, 297

components, 400, 402-404

control of, in behavioral research,

308

covariance graph, 298, 299

dominance, 226

effect of inbreeding on, 246

environmental, 307

estimation of, 224, 296

partitioning of, 227, 231

genotypic, 224

homogeneity of, 295

of inbred strains and crosses,

224, 341

(See also Tryon effect)
interaction, 226

nonadditive, 227

partitioning, 400

Variation, 97, 103, 346

Vasopressin, 155

Verbal skill, 404

Vervets, 17

Vespoidea, 74

Viability, 6

Vibration, 48, 58

Vicia villosa, 87

Vigor, 103, 413

Vision, 57

Visual acuity, 376

Voles, 28, 358

W,, 298, 299

Walkingstick, 73

Waltzer, 46

Wasps, 69, 72
Watson-Crick model, 112

Watsonian extremism (neo-
Watsonian), 420
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Weinberg sib method, 182 Wolf, 359

Wheel running, 270-272, 282, 326 Wood vole, 358

White, 391-393, 395-398, 405

409

Wildness, 42, 333 X-linked (see under Sex-linked)

Willow Warbler, 59 Xylocopinae, 73, 74, 104


